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ABSTRACT
NASA Conference on Space Telerobotics
These proceedings contain papers presented at the NASA
Conference on Space Telerobotics held in Pasadena, January 31-
February 2, 1989. The Conference was sponsored by the NASA
office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, together with ARC,
LRC, GSFC, JSC, MSFC, KSC and JPL. The theme of the Conference
was man-machine collaboration in space. The Conference provided
a forum for researchers and engineers to exchange ideas on the
research and development required for application of telerobotics
technology to the space systems planned for the 1990s and beyond.
The Conference: (i) provided a view of current NASA telerobotic
research and development; (ii) stimulated technical exchange on
man-machine systems, manipulator control, machine sensing,
machine intelligence, concurrent computation, and system
architectures; and (iii) identified important unsolved problems
of current interest which can be dealt with by future research.
There were about 500 international participants including about
I00 from abroad.
An international program committee was established for the
conference. A.K. Bejczy and H. Seraji of JPL acted as co-chairs
for this committee. Members of the committee were
J. Amat, University of Barcelona, Spain
G.A. Bekey, University of Southern California
P.R. Belanger, McGill University, Canada
R.C. Bolles, Stanford Research Center
J.G. Bollinger, University of Wisconsin
W.J. Book, Georgia Institute of Technology
J.M. Brady, Oxford University, UK
F.E.C. Culick, California Institute of Technology
R.J.P. deFigueiredo, Rice University
W.R. Ferrell, University of Arizona
E. Freund, University of Dortmund, FRG
A.A. Goldenberg, University of Toronto, Canada
R. Jain, University of Michigan
T. Kanade, Carnegie-Mellon University
I. Kato, Waseda University, Japan
A.J. Koivo, Purdue University
P.D. Lawrence, University of British Columbia
J.Y.S. Luh, Clemson University
H.E. Rauch, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lab
A. Rovetta, Polytechnic University of Milan
G.N. Saridis, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
T.B. Sheridan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
L. Stark, University of California, Berkeley
D. Tesar, University of Texas at Austin
H. Van Brussel, Catholic University of Leuven
R.A. Volz, Texas Tech University
iii
The Conference was organized by the Telerobotics Working
Group of the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology.
M. Montemerlo of NASA Headquarters and S.Z. Szirmay co-chair this
working group. Representatives to this group from NASA centers
and other research organizations are
D. Akin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
J. Bull, Ames Research Center
R. Davis, Kennedy Space Center
S. Fisher, Ames Research Center
J. Haussler, Marshall Space Flight Center
A. Meintel, Langley Research Center
J. Pennington, Langley Research Center
D. Provost, Goddard Space Flight Center
C. Price, Johnson Space Center
L. Purves, Goddard Space Flight Center
C. Ruoff, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
E.C. Smith, Marshall Space Flight Center
M. Zweben, Ames Research Center
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OPENING SESSION

REMARKS MADE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
NASA CONFERENCE ON SPACE TELEROBOTICS*
G. Varsi
Program Manager, Space Automation & Robotics Program
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Welcome to Pasadena and to the NASA Conference on Space Telerobotics. I am Giulio Varsi,
Program Manager for the Space Automation and Robotics Program at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
We at JPL are honored to be your hosts at this NASA Conference, and to open its fast session.
This Conference is similar to one successfully held two years ago. It has more than doubled in size
since then and now enjoys the participation of a significant contingent of international participants.
Over 10% of the papers are from other countries such as Germany, Japan, Italy, England, and
France. We also have an enlarged participation from the NASA Centers which are active in NASA
programs in space telerobotics. The establishment of programs in this technology is due to the
foresight of the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology at NASA. It started activities in this
area about 10 years ago, and five years ago established a full-fledged program. We will be hearing
more about that in the course of the opening session. This session consists of three speakers.
The conference has grown not only in size but also in a better understanding of the technology
and a better understanding of its limitations. There is more maturity now, and understanding of the
drawbacks. There is also the wisdom born of failure. Some of this is reflected in the structure of
the Conference. In addition to the traditional technical sessions on specific topics, such as vision,
control and manipulation, etc., there are specialized panels on some topical issues. We also have
plenary sessions that are organized by NASA centers. Those are designed to give a perspective of
the special areas of interest of the various centers. Finally, we have a panel at the end on
Thursday where we are going to find out what has happened. If you are interested in knowing what
the accomplishments of the conference are, you ought to stay for the final panel. I think the final
panel should take to heart the three rubrics mentioned in M. Montemerlo's paper: the context, the
vision, and the reality, as a way to guide thinking and to extract information from the technical
sessions of the Conference.
* This is a summary of oral remarks made at the opening session.
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CONFERENCE WELCOME*
Dr. Thomas E. Everhart
President, California Institute of Technology
It is a pleasure for me to be here this morning and to welcome all of you to this Conference on
Space Telerobotics. I understand this is the second in a planned series. This new technology
promises to change the way humanity will operate in space and extend our presence there in the
next century. I think you are in a terrific field, because it is a field that is going to get more and
more exciting as time goes on. I wish I were about 30 years younger and could sit in the audience
throughout your conference.
I am also very pleased to see that the Campus and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which are
both parts of Caltech, are working in this field and at the forefront of developments which NASA
had the foresight to initiate and promote almost a decade ago. I am very pleased about the
cooperation between JPL and the Campus. We have hired new faculty, and JPL has hired new people
as well. They are cooperating, meeting once a week, talking with graduate students, getting courses
and a new laboratory started which will benefit students a great deal. That interaction has been
one of the successful aspects of JPL/Caltech Campus cooperation. As you may know, at JPL, a new
directive has been established to integrate all technology activities within technology thrusts.
Microelectronics and automation and robotics have been recognized as two of the main thrusts in
this organization. Dr. Lew Allen, Director of JPL, and I have devoted substantial parts of our
discretionary funds to pioneering work in autonomous rovers, computer vision, and intelligent
machines. This has contributed to building a technical foundation for the ambitious efforts NASA
has underway. We also have a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship program in which
undergraduate students become involved in the research at JPL. I learned just a few weeks ago that
when people at JPL have problems that they do not think they can solve, the word is: "Well, just
leave it until summer and get some smart Caltech students up here. They will at least think of
approaches that we have never thought of before." I think that is working out very well, from both
an educational and a research point of view.
In a broader sense, planetary exploration by unmanned spacecraft has led the way in the
development and implementation of intelligent automation (what some have termed "autonomous
automation"). Intelligent automation could be thought of as the ability to accomplish assigned
objectives or goals by devising an efficient course of action, utilizing available resources on the
basis of the perceived environment, and reporting externally the status of accomplishment and
system capabilities. This development at JPL has been driven by the special requirements of
planetary exploration: communication delay, telemetry bandwidth restrictions, interruptions of the
communication link, inaccessibility by humans, and complexity and time criticality of the science
acquisition sequences. Thirty years ago this started a revolutionary approach to human exploration,
when we dared to separate the human explorer from the machine by entrusting the latter with
enough intelligent capability to make it able to perceive its surroundings and react appropriately.
Progress is continuing and its development is shown by landmark advances in Mariner IV, launched
in 1964; Voyager, launched in 1977; Galileo, to be launched this year; Mariner Mark II and CRAF, to
be launched in 1994; and Mars Rover Sample Return in 1998. As examples, Mariner IV could achieve
its required orientation by acquiring the Sun and Canopus, and it had some functional redundancy.
Voyager, in 1977, had block redundancy and "tree- search" reprogrammability. This has been vital. As
it nears a Neptune encounter this year, it has been totally reprogrammed from Earth, something that
I found extremely impressive. Galileo will have a star-map scanner, autonomous self-calibration and
* This is a summary of oral remarks made at the opening session.
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on-board attitude determination. The Mariner Mark II, planned for 1994, will have target body
tracking and error detection and correction. This field is advancing rapidly. You will make
advances which will enable us to go into the next century in a much better position than we are
nOW.
One of the projects that we are working on at Campus, which will help that, is what we call
CNS (Computation and Neural Systems). This new field will be discussed here at your Conference.
We are trying to develop electronic analogs to the way neurons process information in the human
nervous system (including the brain). This promises much faster processing of information in a
more parallel way than in discrete and serial digital computers. Carver Mead, Christof Koch, and
others are working on vision and hearing systems which will augment the way we can acquire
information in space and allow the robots that work for us there to improve their capability.
I might make a couple of observations about scientific aspects. There is a growing sense that
an international space policy, which encourages the exploration of the world outside of the earth,
has given us a much better perspective over the last 20 years than we have had before. This policy
eventually needs to be grounded in the economically justifiable uses of space. In view of the risks
and costs of providing human presence in orbit, it is becoming mandatory that the tools be
developed and the investment made so that humans have the ability to operate in orbit and perform
evermore complex manipulations from the ground. Technology at this conference together with that
of automated launch vehicles is a basis of this sort of capability. In the centuries to come,
humanity will progress from the present of aerospace exploration and will go into the era of space
utilization. Telerobotic technology will enable this transition to more efficient space and planetary
operations.
You have a wonderful opportunity as you proceed into a new era. The work you do here will
have extremely important implications for space. You will hear really forward-looking notions of
trying to do things in space, where you cannot exert remote control directly. There will also be
tremendous consequences for how we do things on Earth. Perhaps that is the reason why so many
people are here, because it is obvious how much this can help how we work on Earth.
In closing, I would like to once again welcome you here. You are in the center of Pasadena. I
hope you will progress a little farther south and east to the Caltech Campus and have a chance to
stroll around there. I am sure you will have an opportunity to visit some of the laboratories of
JPL. Welcome and have a good Conference.
Dr. Thomas E. Everhart is the President of Caltech and also Professor of Electrical
Engineering. Dr. Everhart is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, and he is a winner of the IEEE Centennial Medal for 1984. He is also a
Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and a member
of the National Academy of Engineering. HIS fame, however, is built not only on
his academic achievements as a leader in education, but also as a scientist and
engineer. As a Professor and Department Chair at Berkeley, he pioneezed a number
of applications of eleclxonbeam technology (such as eleclxonbeam microscopy and
lithography) to the study of microstructures. Subsequently, as Dean of Engineering
at Cornell, he established the Center for the Study of Microstructures. Before
joining Caltech as its President, he was Chancellor of the University of Illinois.
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EVOLVING SPACE TELEOPERATION TO SPACE TELEROBOTICS:
RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS*
M. Montemerlo
NASA Headquarters, Office of Automation and Space Technology
I am not going to tell you about the OAST Program, and I am not going to tell you what
wonderful things it contains. What I would like to do instead is to give you just a little perspective
or way of looking at what you are going to see. In the next three days, you are going to see many
papers and listen to many talks. I believe there are about 250 presentations that will be given.
When you look at this wealth of material, you need some sort of perspective or context within
which to grasp as much as possible. I will try in this talk to provide some thoughts on how you
might want to look at what you are going to see and then maybe how you might want to help us in
terms of where to go from here.
To establish this perspective, I want to mention three words: "context," "vision," and "reality."
The context. What is the context of where NASA is coming from and going to? When you see all
of the papers which talk about particular end-effectors and control laws and AI techniques, you
have to think about them in terms of where they are coming from in NASA and where they are
going. That is context. The second is vision. With regard to vision, you are going to see a
number of component parts. What is your vision as to how all those would come together? Without
some vision of where we are going, it is hard to determine what to do now. The third word is
reality. When you look at where you think you might want to go or where we might want to go,
how would you do a "reality" check on that? How can you tell if we can go as far as we would
like to go, and if we can achieve in a reasonable amount of time the vision that you have put
together? I debated slightly whether to mention the 25-million-dollars-a-year number (where our
program is right now); then I thought, yes, that provides part of the perspective in checking reality.
In 1984-85, when Congress was really encouraging NASA on A & R, a group was formed called
the Automation and Robotics Panel. This panel made a number of recommendations. One was to
develop a new research and development program in automation. NASA would need to spend about
100 to 190 million dollars on research. That never came about. We have significantly greater
resources than we had at the time. We have quadrupled and more, from about 4 million to about 25
million for research. But that is still limited. So, let us charge on: let us get a vision of where we
would like to go, realize the context we are in, and then perform a reality check on what can we
really do, so we do not over-sell and then get the baby thrown out with the bath water.
First of all, I would like to congratulate three people and their team: H. Seraji, A. Bejczy and
G. Rodriguez. They have put together a phenomenal conference here for the next three days. You
can tell just by looking around the room; seeing who is here and what they are talking about.
We had Giulio Varsi chair the session. My last name is Montemerlo. Here is a third Italian:
Machiavelli. To add a little more context, those of us who want to push toward higher degrees of
automation ought to remind ourselves of this thought from a great man:
"It must be considered that there is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful
of success, nor more dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new order of things. For a
reformer has enemies of all those who would profit by the old order and only lukewarm
defenders of all those who would profit from the new order." -- Machiavelli
* This is a summary of oral remarks made at the opening session.
And thatis whatwearetrying to do -- to establisha neworder.
Partof my job is to listen to a lot of proposals,a lot of ideasonwherewearegoing,anda
lot of visions. I amsupposed,from all those,to pickoutwhatwasmeantandwhatwasnotmeant.
In otherwords,I haveto determinewhattherealityis. So,in helpingform avision, I pickedfrom
the files a numberof viewgraphsof visionsthat peoplehavehad. They aremostly cartoons.
However, in themthereis a grainof truth andreality, andthereis a grainof a few other things.
Glad to seethateverybodyis up andhasa senseof humor....
1) This one came in 1977. You will notice that most of the pictures you are going to see are
anthropomorphic in a way. You have a couple of arms and a couple of eyes. This is one that is
less anthropomorphic. This looks more like a snow-mobile, but it had some interesting ideas.
For instance, there is a mobile remote manipulator system going along what might be a space
station. That was quite advanced for 1977.
2) This was something that was demanded that we put together back in 1985. We were told to
develop the technology for multiple interactive intelligent learning robots in space by the year
2000. At that time, we were thinking of $190 million a year.
3) Then we were told that those last two look too much like humans. We were told to put
together a picture of a robot which does not look like a human. So we called JPL, and they
had their artist put this one together. When I showed this to my supervisors, they said,"That
looks less like a human, but I cannot see the robot anywhere."
4) Here is another possibility. These are two mobile remote manipulator systems working in
tandem.
5) This is probably the most used picture in the history of NASA for telerobotics. It is from
Martin Marietta, about 1982.
6) Back in 1985, we had a lot of proposals for multiple interactive intelligent robots which moved
around space stations.
7) This was a proposal for an in-bay, free-floating telerobot experiment.
8) Some of the things that we might want telerobots to do: fly high, clean windows, inspection,
servicing, realign mirrors, and change fluid couplers.
9) You will see. Try and find the robots as we go through. This one is sort of looking down (two
arms pointing down).
10) This one is looking up. Again, there are two arms, two eyes and the middle attached to
something with another arm.
11) This one has evolved quite a bit. You will see it has multifingered hands.
Okay, I did not want to go through those in great detail. But remember I said context, vision
and reality. Try and keep all those in mind as we go through, because we need to divulge strong
visions of where we want to go. However, we need to have some measure of reality as well.
Now to place a little bit of context. Where is NASA going? The way I see it, NASA has three
major goals: (1) to monitor changes in the Earth' s environment, (2) to establish permanent presence
of man in space with the space station, and (3) to explore the solar system.
Automationwill play a big role in that, or thesegoalswill not bemet very well. But then
again,automationis not new at NASA. It hasbeena NASA goal sincethe start of the space
programto extendhumancapabilityin spaceandto freehumansto dowhattheydobest. Hereis
whatCongresswantedusto dowith thenewautomation.Theywantedtodevelopanewgeneration
of automationwhich is qualitativelydifferent from theoldone. Butremember,weneedarealistic
developmentpathfrom whereweareto wherewe wantto go.
Traditional automation(which is wonderful,aswithout it wecould not havegottenhere)is
preprogrammedandinflexible. Wherewewouldlike togo for thenextgenerationof automationis
moresupervisorycontrol. Prof. T. Sheridanof MIT, who is here,is, I believe,the fatherof the
phrase"supervisorycontrol." We wouldlike to getto supervisorycontrolwherewetell amachine
whatto do, but not how. This is wherewewould like to go. Andwe needarealisticpathto get
there.Weneedto getanautomationcapabilitywhich is moreadaptiveto theenvironment,which
candecomposehigherlevelcommands.Wewould like to givethemachinesubtasklevelandtask
levelcommands.Thenit candecomposethesecommandsdownintoprimitiveactionsit cando.The
machineneedsto beableto plantheseprimitiveactionsandthento replanwhenproblemsoccur.It
needsto know,oncein awhile, howto reportbackto thesupervisor,"Heyboss,I haveaproblem
herethat I cannotsolve" or "I havea problemthat I cansolve,but I thoughtI ought to let you
know aboutit." It oughtto beableto degradegracefully to teleoperationsothat we cangeta
humanto fix it up.
Thecontextof humansin automationis thattheyareflip sidesof thesamecoin. Theyarenot
in competition. We needthepropermix, andweneedto seewhateachcando bestandhow to
worktogether.Humansaregoodatcreativity,highmanualdexterity,perceptualskills,settinggoals
andvalues,andcomplexdecision-making.Now,wearebeginningto getautomationtomakestrides
in theseareas,but for awhile humansaregoingto do thosealot betterthanmachines.Thereare
manythings that machinesdo a lot betterthanhumans:precision,repeatability,handlinglarge
quantitiesof data,andworking in hazardousenvironments.Thosearethegeneralthingswehave
got to work togetheron. Now wehavelookedatautomation.Let uslook atteleroboticsandhow
thatfits in.
Why teleroboticsat NASA? Somepeoplemight takethehardline andsay,"It is to replace
EVA." I do not think so. It is to enhancespaceoperationsand groundoperations.In space
operationsisanalternativeto EVA (sometimes).It isaco-workerwithEVA (again,sometimes)to
permitspaceoperationswhenEVA isnot possible- polarandgeosynchronousorbits. It is alsoto
enhancegroundoperations.Mostof thetalk todaywill focusonspaceoperations.Generally,these
operationsconsistof assembly,disassembly,rendezvousanddocking,resupply,changeout,cal-
ibrationandcheckout,reboostandredeploy.Thatcoversit. Whenwecomeupwith anewsystem,
we needto compareit to a currentsystemto beableto saythat it is betterin somewaysthan
this current system.We needto beableto explainwhereit is better,whereit is now, what the
costs are to do it. The currentway of doing spaceoperationsis shuttle-based. It is EVA
(extravehicularactivity). Weusealotof acronyms."RMS" standsfor remotemanipulatorsystem.
WedosomeservicingIVA (intravehicularactivity), but thatis thebaselinefor fight now. It is not
just that,becauseweput theastronauton theendof theremotemanipulatorsystem.So,in away,
thehumanis just partof arobotic systemright now. It dependswhatyouconsiderasystem.But
weoftenconsiderthehumanon theendof theRMSastheintelligentend-effector.
Now, this is an intriguing time at NASA for roboticsbecausea lot of thesepicturesthat I
showedyou, thecartoons,camebeforewehadrealplans. I tried to advocatejust a teleoperation
programat NASA in 1982.I got hit with a lot of statementslike, "Why bother,thereisnoproject
thatis.sayin.gthatweneedit. Thereisnoonescreamingfor this technology."Well, wegotsome
actlvmesgoing,butnowwehavetheFTSandtheOMV (thisisexciting)- theOrbitalManeuvering
Vehicle. A servicerkit will bebasedonFTS. We havetheSSS,theSatelliteServicerSystem,
which is still adream,still ahope.It is aproposalfrom theJohnsonSpaceCenter(CodeM). The
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servicerkit on thatwill bebasedon FTS,but a high degreeof automationis desired,if not full
automation. This is to work with the SDI and the Air Force and others who do not want to
communicate much so others can listen in. Here are the FTS, the Flight Telerobotic Servicer on
station; the SPDM, which is the Canadian version of the FTS; the Japanese robot arm on space
station; the MRMS, the Mobile Remote Manipulator System on space station, which will be built by
Canada. There are many possibilities here.
Definitions. I think some of these are becoming more accepted now. The word "telerobot"
means a lot of different things. Let me just try something. To me, the generic term is a "remote
manipulator." A remote manipulator is an electromechanical arm and gripper. Teleoperators, robots,
and telerobots, to me, are just three types of remote manipulators. A teleoperator is a remote
manipulator that is continuously controlled by a human some distance away (in terms of space). A
robot is a remote manipulator that is controlled by a human some time earlier. This is a time
distance. Both are controlled by humans, but they are distant in different ways - time and space.
A telerobot is a remote manipulator as well. It is one that is operable both as a teleoperator and a
robot, depending on what is called for at a given time. It can smoothly transition back and forth.
Though all three require human control, the only difference is when and how.
You have all seen this. Just as an introduction, teleoperation is more appropriate for tasks
which we do infrequently, because if you did them a lot, you would learn an automatic way to do
them. Environments that are not well defined cause robots to have a hard time. If an environment
is not controllable, and the task requires dexterity and problem-solving, we cannot achieve the task
with robots now. There are times when one might do a thing with the robot, but because of the
cost or value of logic that is being worked on, this may not be allowed.
The advantages of the robot over teleoperators are to save the cost of a human operator, bypass
communications time delay, and increase precision, power and repeatability. The robot does not
become bored, distracted or tired.
Now, this is a vision that I helped a group put together. D.D. Myers, our Deputy Administrator,
asked the various codes at NASA Headquarters to give him a briefing on where servicing is going.
One of the most difficult things we had to do was to get a group of people together and come up
with one viewgraph which said, "When do we project we could do what?" That was an interesting
event. I wish I had videotaped it. What came out was EVA Servicing in 1980 and Teleoperation in
1995. Now, 1995 means that if we took everything we know now and flew it, without any new
technology, we might get it up by 1995. So that is taking today's technology. When can we evolve
from teleoperation to something with increased local autonomy? Telerobotics. Well, in the next
generation after what we put up in '95. We cannot change these things every year, so maybe 2000.
What about autonomous things? Well, that is farther out than many people would hope, we thought.
So we put the number at 2000+, 2010+. Now, you may argue with those numbers, and I hope you do.
This is one vision put together by a group of bureaucrats, so you can do better. We would like
your help in doing better; we would like some feedback. What is reasonable? The plus signs
between EVA and Teleoperation mean that when we go to teleoperation we do not throw out EVA.
When we go to telerobotics we do not throw out EVA in teleoperation. It is the same when we go
to higher degrees with autonomy. That is an important point. The reason we put this viewgraph
together was there is another dimension to that problem of evolution, which is that EVA and
teleoperation and telerobotics and autonomy are not points. They evolve as well, so EVA means new
technologies as it is being developed. Teleoperation can improve and has improved - look at the
history of it. We can do better and more. We can not only increase performance by getting more
capabilities. Each of these brands of capability can be improved and will be improved.
Now, talk about alternatives: there really is a wide variety of alternatives. Servicing. You
want to service. I am not sure of everything the Soviet Union does, but I understand that they put
up many satellites. They may not last long, but they put a lot of them up. We may not want to
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serviceall thetime. Wemaywanttobuildandthrowawaysometimes,althoughnotall of thetime.
We may want to build in redundancysothat whena part fails that we expectedto fail, thereis
alreadyareplacementhere,andit is hookedupsothatit canbeswitchedover. Now,youcando
that to a point where it getstoo heavyto fly, but the ideawith all of this is: it is like pepperoni
pizza: you haveto havejust somuchof it. You haveto takeit in context. It is not black and
white, it is all shadesof gray. So,when do you determinehow much to useof eachof these
alternatives?
Now, wediscussservicing.Thereisstill aspectrumof servicingwecandowith teleoperation,
roboticsandEVA. Oneis a low levelof servicingcomplexitywhich assuresthatthe satelliteis
designedto beservicedupthere,andnothinggoeswrong. Therearenoboltswhicharestuckand
nothingis off-nominal. Everythingis like theCAD/CAM system.Well, thatis simple. It hasnot
happenedyet. A high levelof complexityiswhereyouhaveanon-cooperativesatellitelike Solar
Max. It wasnot designedto beservicedandthingshappenedthat werenotexpected.EVA can
handlea lot of that, a lot more thanyou couldwith the teleoperatorandmore thanyou could
handlewith therobot. However,keepin mind thatwedo nothaveto serviceeverythingall the
time. What weneedto figure out iswhatteleoperation,telerobotics,androboticscanserviceand
when. In otherwords,weneedto determinethecostsandrisks that arerelativeto our present
waysof doing them. The dilemmais that we needto assumethat on-orbit servicingtaskswill
encounterproblems,aswehavefacedin thepast,andbepreparedto copewith them. Look at all
thepastservicingthathasbeendoneEVA, andrememberonefact - in EVA wefixed anumberof
satellitesandwebroughtanumberback. Hereis afact. Everytimewedevelopedeitheratool or
ajig basedonaCAD/CAM database,to fix oneof thosesatellitesor hold it down,it did notwork
becausetheCAD/CAM databasewaswrong,everytime, 100%of thetime. If thatis thecase,we
probablycanexpectsomeof thatin thefuture.
The other part of the horn of the dilemma is you canhopethat that is not the case. The
trade-offis: wecanandshouldadvocatemoreautonomy,in whichcasewepushrobots;or wecan
push(andshouldpush)for moreversatility,whichmeansimprovingteleoperationcapability.But
whatwe would like to do, and we just do not know how, is to work up the middle and have
somethingwhich tradesthetwo andwhichallowsusto gobackandforth with thesamemachine.
If thereis one fact in this business,it is that we arenot going to have 50, 60, 100robotsand
teleoperators othatwecanfigure whichoneweneedandwhen. Wearegoingto haveafew, and
soweneedto havethingswhich aremoreversatile.Thereis thecrux,the interestingissue.How
doweenvisionsomething?How doweput togetherasystemwhichgoesmoreup themiddleand
givesusmoreautonomyandmoreversatilityat thesametime?
Now, oneof thebig problemswehavehadis adefinition of thestateof theart. You tell me
the20 thingsthat wedo not know andthendevelopa 5-yearplan to fill in thoseboxes. I have
not beenableto do that.That is verydifficult in this areaof spaceservicingfor lots of reasons.
I wrote a few of themdown becauseI think someof you haverun acrossthe sameproblems
becauseI havereadanumberof yourpapers.Thedifficulty in definingthestateof theartis that
wehavenoexperiencewith smalllight-armcontrolin space.Thereareveryfew teleoperationor
robotexpertsatNASA. We aregrowingthem. Wearegettingmore.A.K. Bejczyisapioneer.We
havevery little teleoperationexperiencein aneutralbuoyancyfacility to tell usmoreaboutlack-
of-gravity andsystemsproblems. Theproblemis thateachsubsystemof a potentialtelerobotis
evolving. Another real problem is that we have no statedrequirementsfor teleoperatoror
teleroboticservicingfor whichwecandesignteleoperators/telerobots.Thereis somecompetition
amongtheCenters.Thereisa lot of overselling.Manyareoverbought,andthereis theproblemof
politics, whichkeepsusfrom sayingeverythingweknow. But thosehavemadeit difficult to state
the 15or 20 thingsthatweneedto developin theresearchprogram.
This hasmadeit acharacter-buildingopportunityto developaprogramlike this. Whatis the
stateof theart for servicingfor telerobotics?Well, onEarth,robotsarenotusedfor servicing,as
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far as I know. Teleoperators are used for servicing in nuclear and subsea oil industries. In orbit,
we have no robots. We have a teleoperator, the remote manipulator system, which can be used as a
platform for an EVA astronaut. Now, there is something else on the bottom. An engineering test
unit of a simple space robot for servicing specially designed satellites was delivered to MSFC in
1978. That is the In-Orbit Servicing System (IOSS). If you have a specially designed satellite, the
IOSS will remove and replace modules and has been sitting there doing it since 1978. So, that is
part of the state of the art. That idea has never caught on.
Here it is in one viewgraph - the goal of telerobotics - the unification of teleoperation and
robotics such that telerobotics is more capable than either robotics or teleoperation because the
same machine will have to be able to operate as both. Now, that machine is going to be more
complex and is going to cost more; we have to do it in such a way that the increased complexity is
offset by increased capability, versatility, robustness and safety. If we do not come up with
something which is robust, safe and reliable, we will have a hard time getting and keeping it up
there. There are a lot of paradigms for telerobots. You may like all of them. We have machines
monitoring humans and humans monitoring machines. We have the power-steering approach,
simultaneous or shared control between humans and machines. You have traded control, in which the
controls pass back and forth between humans and machines. You have hybrid control, both traded
and shared; and probably the neatest is all of those plus human supervisory control at modifiable
levels of depth. That is what my boss does to me. Sometimes he says go forth and do good things,
and sometimes he comes through and says this is how you shall do it. And I think we would like to
treat machines like we treat humans, which is, every once in a while give it a big job and let it do
it and have it report back if it is having problems. Every once in a while you like to get into the
nitty-gritty. You treat people like that; you would probably like to treat machines like that.
Now, in selecting where we would like to go with this paradigm for telerobotics, we can think
about it. That is what analysis is: systems analysis. Systems are things and analysis is thinking.
So, if systems analysis is thinking about things, analysis is not enough. If we think about it a lot,
we try and integrate everything, and early attempts to integrate everything will probably weight us
down and kill us. So, how do we figure out where we ought to go? First of all, do not ever make
viewgraphs with this much information on them. A big point is to focus on a system for space
operation, a system, an overall system, not just an end-effector or a control law, not just a
teleoperator or telerobot, but a system within which that is going to have to work. That is a big
system. Focus on a system. Think about what it might look like. Think about lots of things --
that is systems analysis. Think about the experience of nuclear power and subsea operations.
Consider NASA' s experience in space operations and the problems with CAD/CAM databases. Think
about the need for capability, versatility and reliability. Think about the state of the art of your
true remote manipulator on the ground. Think about how you test systems like that in neutral
buoyancy.
Once you have thought about those things, we have got to come up with a useful set of tasks.
That has been a bear - getting various Centers to come up with a set of tasks which we can use as
criterion tasks. Determine how well we can do those now. Have an anchor. If we are going to
come up with this vision, determine what is reasonable to expect in five years. Five years is not a
long way off. Stop to think. You know where we were five years ago and how much technology
we developed from 1984 to 1989. Think about that increment from now to five years hence. Here
is a picture that came out of Aviation Week of the system proposed by Canada for space station. It
is an old picture. I do not know if it is up to date or not, but, as a system, it has a couple of
interesting thoughts. You will notice that it has a long arm. The small arm is at the end and can
be controlled from inside. There is also a human in the upper left-hand comer. I am not sure if
that human is in an enclosed environment or not, but that is a different system. The system that
you would use to have a person do that would be vastly different from the system for a person
working from the inside. You have got to get that person out there, and it looks like it is too
small a tube to crawl through. Think of the all-over system considerations to make one of these
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work. Think of thetrade-offs.
For example,it is a lot easierto work with what youcanseethanto work througha video
system.Evenif it hasstereo.Hereyouwouldhavedirectvision,butyouhaveanextraproblem.
You havenot figuredout whatthosetradesare. Thatis a difficult one. We do not haveagood
databasefor that. Soone of the lessonsfor this next coupleof daysis, "Keepthe mind wide
open." Do not narrowdownyet. Think of wide ideas. Now, theprocess,hereit is -- 0, 1,2, 3
-- theprocessfor developingspacetelerobots.First, think of alternativevisions. Think of how
youwouldput themall together.Wehavetodevelopthecomponentechnologies.Youwill heara
lot aboutthat. That is wherewestand. That is thegutsof this - this is wheretherubbermeets
theroad.Wehavetohavethecomponents!Wehavetointegratethosecomponentsin laboratories.
Wehaveto alsoevaluatethoseintegratedcomponentsin laboratories.Andthenabigone:wehave
to takethoseintegratedsystemsandthink abouthow theywould fit in space.
Hereis a teleoperatorcontroller. That is all you see. It doesnot look like much. What is
hiddenis all thosepeopleI justmentioned.Whenwedevelopateleoperatortodorobotictasks,we
haveto considerourselvesthehiddencostof doingthatandcompareit toEVA andteleoperation.
Whenwego to robotics,wherewehavegottenrid of theastronautor theteleoperatorcontroller,
we haveintroduceda big pieceat the bottomwhich is softwaredevelopment.We haveto be
thinkingof thewholesystemto seewhatthecostsandrisksare.
I am an advocate. I want to point thesethings out now sothat we can takecareof them
aheadof time. Let megive youaquick fact. Thesearenotreal numbers.It is hardto find real,
recordednumbersthateverybodyagreesto(theseareinformal). I wasin CanadaandI askedabout
theSPDM. Hereis thequestion: Onceyour SPDMis up in spacein 1996or 7 (it is up there,it
hasbeenvalidated,it hasbeencheckedout,andis operational),whenyouareoperational,youdo
notneedthosewhodevelopedit. Abouthowmanypeopleon thegroundaregoingto berequired
to developsoftwareandend-effectors,todospecializedhardware,andto prepareandvalidateyour
scenarios?Theydid nothaveanumberprepared,butin informalconversationsanumbercameup,
and (do not hold anybodyto this) it wasnice of themto say,"Maybe 140." I askedthe same
questionof theFTSpeople.Donotholdanybodyto this,sinceit is aninformal answernotwritten
downanywhere.Theanswerwas:"Maybeabout100people." If thatis thecase,wemayhavein
theneighborhoodof 240peopletakingcareof two teleoperatorson spacestation. Thatis a large
hiddencost,nothiddento thepeoplewho areinvolvedin figuring out theoverall system,but it is
hiddento thebureaucratswholatermightbedisappointed.So,I thinkwehaveto makeclearto
ourselvesandto everyoneelseaheadof time whatwe needin termsof anoverall system.For
example,maybesomeof ourAI effortoughtto beaimedathelpingreducethenumberof peopleon
theground. Thatis somethingI donot think hasbeenthoughtenoughabout. Wherecanweuse
AI besidesastaskplannersandplannersof movement?
Thebottomline - this is the lastviewgraph. Remembermy threewordswerecontext,vision
and_. As you listento thepapersover thenext threedays,takea systemsview aswell asa
componentview. Seehow it is all goingto fit togetherin yourmind; realizingwedonothaveall
theanswers.You probablyhavemore. Think of thequestionof settingananchor. Whatis the
anchor?Theanchoris: whatcouldwedo in spacewith nonewtechnology?Think of everything
youaregoingto hear. Whatcanwe fly fight now? ThatisactuallytheFTSquestion.Now when
you form avision of whatis likely in 1995,(remember,it is no newtechnology)it is essentially
whatwecando now. Remembersomepoints:
Rememberthe historyof teleoperation.This is a part of the "reality" of roboticsand AI.
Rememberhow theydevelopedandthepaceof development.Now figure aheadwith your
visionsfor theyears1995and2000.
Rememberthatrequirementsfollow capability;nobodywhoownsasatelliteor planstobuilda
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satelliteis goingto requireservicingbyrobotsif therobotsarenot thereto servicethem. So,
wehaveto push.
Rememberthatif someonesayswecando this,sayto yourself,"Well, if wecando it, wewill
do it on Earthbeforewe do it in space." Is it beingusedon Earthanywhere?That is not
alwaystrue,but it is heuristic.
Thereisalwaysawisdomlagin technologybetweenwhentechnologyisavailableandwhenit is
used. Peoplehave to get comfortablewith this, and project managerstend to be very
conservativepeople.
RememberwhatI saidabouttheerrorsin theCAD/CAM databases.Wearegoingto haveto
haverobustsystems.
Rememberthatincreasingautomationmaynotreducethenumberofpeople,butit maydecrease
theoverall costof theprogram;it maybebestoverall.
Remembertheservicinginfrastructure.
Now,givenall that,think aboutwhatyouhear.Becreativeandaggressivein developingsome
alternatives,especiallyin how you integrateall thesethings to achievesupervisorycontrol in
telerobotics.And think about how we evaluate these systems and make sure we know their costs,
risks, and advantages. Think about how we can develop a good technology base for these systems.
Dr. Monteme_lo is the Manager of the Automation and Robotics Program at NASA in
the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology. He is also the principal architect
of the program as we see it now within NASA. More importantly he is the staunch
and fireless advocate for it, which is an essential function. He has been in this
position since the beginning of the program in 1984. Since then, as a result of his
efforts, the program has grown by a factor of 5 or 6 from about 4 million dollars a
year to the current level of about 25 million dollars a year, about equally
apportioned between the cognitive tasks and the manipulative tasks, which me the
subject of this conference. More recently. Dr. Monteme_lo has tried to extract out
of this program information and data to use as a base for users of this technology,
in future d,-_des and perhaps in the next century.
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SPACE TELEROBOTICS CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES*
Dr. A.K. Bejczy
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
I would like to make a very short program introduction. We have three major objectives. Our
first major objective is to congregate the NASA centers at this conference to gain better insight
into the robotics and teleoperation research and development. This is based on our conviction that
the research and development work has to be done at different centers from different perspectives
and viewpoints. We will have sessions each day on work done at the different NASA centers. And
we are very grateful to all the NASA participants.
The next major objective is to congregate people who are interested in the field of space
telerobotics as a new technology. We need researchers, developers, interested individuals, and
interested groups. We need researchers and engineers from industry. Space is an international area.
We are very grateful for the many international participants who came to this conference from Asia
and Europe.
The third major objective is to look into the future. We would like to help NASA, as was
pointed out by Dr. Montemerlo, by looking into something which is ahead of us. So, at the end of
the conference, during the final panel discussion, we would like to identify problems which may have
to be solved or which will have to be tackled.
One of the major challenges in space telerobotics is the very nature of the work. It is a multi-
disciplinary activity. There are three major areas: the actual hardware doing the action, the sensing
which senses the consequences of the action, and all the local intelligence, which coordinates action
with sensing with perception. There is also the intelligent human interface. What is an interface to
a telerobot? This interface is a tool in the hands of someone, a person, who is handling a remote
tool, a remote robot. The question is how to build these intelligent tools, which are intelligent in
the hands of the operator and intelligent enough to be interfaced to the remote robot. There is also
the knowledge, the database, what we usually call CAD/CAM. But knowledge is more than that. It
is also represented by running human brains, running even during operation. This is the kind of
perspective which was indicated by Dr. Montemerlo.
How many people are needed to operate the intelligent space telerobot system of the future?
This question is expressed in our basic thrust of the conference. We talk about remote- or robot-
site and local- or operator-site automation. And, we will ask the basic question: "What is the
interaction of human and machine intelligence, not only during the development but during the
operation?" That is the depth of the supervisory control concept.
All these questions are motivated by target NASA missions: the space transportation system, the
great observatories like the Hubble space telescope and the gamma ray observatory, the space station
project, the free-flying polar orbiting platform, Mars exploration, etc. These are the major NASA
target missions. These are referred to as task drivers. Here we list the major tasks: in-space
assembly, material processing, materials handling, system operations, satellite servicing and
explorations.
Based upon its technical content, I believe we have a strong conference program in many topics.
We are listing a number of them that address the needs of the hardware, the needs of sensing, and
* This is a summary of oral remarks made at the opening session.
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theneedsof computingandsystemarchitecture.Everyonewill haveafair chancetopresentresults
andideasin cooperation.
Cooperationisamajorthrustofthisconference: cooperation between NASAcenters, cooperation
between individuals at different academic institutions, and cooperation between individuals in
different countries.
Dr. Bejczy is a pionee_ in teleoperation technology and its applications to space.
He is a Fellow of the IEEE, and past president in 1987 of the IEEE Council on
Robotics and Automation. During his tenure, this council became a full-fledged
technical society within IEEE.
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A 17 Degree of Freedom
Anthropomorphic Manipulator
HAvard I. Vold, James P. Karlen, Jack M. Thompson, James D. Farrell, Paul H. Eismann
Robotics Research Corporation
5400 DuPont Circle, TechneCenter
Milford, Ohio 45150
Abstract
A 17 axis anthropomorphic manipulator, providing coordinated control of two seven degree offreedom arms mounted
on a three degree of freedom torso-waist assembly, is presented. This massively redundant telerobot, designated the
Robotics Research K/B-2017 Dexterous Manipulator, employs a modular mechanism design with joint-mounted
actuators based on brushless motors and harmonic drive gear reducers. Direct joint torque control at the servo level
causes these high-output joint drives to behave like direct-drive actuators, facilitating the implementation of an
effective impedance control scheme. The redundant, but conservative motion control system models the manipulator
as a spring-loaded linkage with viscous damping and rotary inertia at each joint. This approach allows for real time,
sensor-driven control of manipulator pose using a hierarchy of competing rules, or objective functions, to avoid
unplanned collisions with objects in the workplace, to produce energy-efficient, graceful motion, to increase
leverage, to control effective "impedance" at the tool or to "favor" overloaded joints.
1.0 MODULAR SYSTEM CONCEPT
Since forming the company in 1983, we and our colleagues at Robotics Research Corporation have focused our
efforts on the design and manufacturing of high-performance modular manipulators and motion controllers for
advanced applications in the industrial, space and defense sectors. Our goal is to offer a configurable and open
architecture system of mechanical, electronic and software modules that can readily be adapted to suit specific user
requirements. The company's commercial line of hardware and software modules is now reasonably extensive,
permitting the assembly of a number of novel and promising system configurations.
2.0 SERVOMECHANISM DESIGN
Family of Joint Driv_ Modules Our current line of robotic servomechanisms, the K-Series and B-Series Dexterous
Manipulators, are all assembled from a family of unitized joint drive modulesl. Each module in this family includes
a complete joint actuator and structural system for one degree of freedom. In existing units, individual joint drive
modules do not contain the signal conditioning, conU'ol and servo power electronics. These components are housed
in a control cabinet and connected to the modules with a highly flexible internal wiring harness. Each joint module
is designed around a particular size (and thereby torque capacity) harmonic drive reducer and incorporates an electric
servomotor with appropriate characteristics. Modules containing identical actuator elements are built in two forms,
to serve either as "roll" or "pitch"-type joints. Roll modules effect rotary motions about the axis of the module
interface flanges (typically +/-180 ° or +/-360o), while pitch modules effect rotary motions about an axis
perpendicular to the normal vector of the attachment flanges (+/-180°). Modules are joined to each other in
manipulator assemblies by quick-disconnect band clamps, secured by a single tangent bolt. An extensive family of
different joint module sizes is now in production, permitting the assembly of a wide range of manipulator scales and
kinematic configurations, including systems with as few as three and more than 17 degrees of freedom (DOF).
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At present, roll and pitch-type modules are available in seven increments of peak torque capacity-- 17,000 lb-in,
8,000 lb-in, 4,500 lb-in, 2,500 lb-in, 1,400 lb-in, 600 lb-in and 150 Ib-in, as illustrated in Figure 1. (We will be
expanding the family of joint modules in future to include both larger and smaller modules. Joints having as much
as 100,000 lb-in peak output torque could be built using Robotics Research's actuator design.) While a variety of
three-to-six axis devices might be constructed from the existing module set, only kinematically-redundant units, i.e.,
ones having seven or more joints, have been manufactured to date.
Manipulator Topologies Three 7 degree of freedom manipulator arm models that have been configured from this set
of joint modules are shown in accompanying photographs (Figure 2, below). The K-2107HR is a seven foot long,
seven axis manipulator for applications which require a light-weight tool or sensor to be conveyed about a large
working envelope with dexterity and speed, and with high repeatability. Operating in a stable temperature state, the
K-2107HR has a measuring repeatability at the toolpoint of 5/10,000ths of an inch. The K-1607HP is a five foot
long, seven axis unit with a 50 lb. payload configured for general-purpose factory and laboratory use. The K/B- 1207
unit is a light-weight (160 lbs.), four foot long, seven-axis arm utilizing brushless motors to achieve a very high
payload-to-arm weight ratio.
Figure 1:
Family of Joint Modules Currently in Production
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In addition to those described above, a variety of alternative serial-chain configurations incorporating more than seven
axes could be assembled using our existing joint modules. One example is a nine-axis manipulator arm, created by
adding the K/B-1207 wrist roll, wrist pitch and toolplate roll modules on to the first six joints ofa K-1607HP arm.
An articulated, "snake-like" configuration of this sort might be of use in certain inspection tasks in confined work
sites, as in nuclear reactor servicing, where a camera or other light-weight sensor package must be inserted into a
narrow space.
Potential manipulator configurations need not be simple serial chains. Indeed, certain branching topologies offer
important possibilities. These include the 17-axis configuration that is the subject of this report, and other
arrangements, such as those having three or four manipulator arms branching from a common torso-waist link. Such
configurations could be constructed and controlled in a similar fashion.
Our 17 DOF model, designated the KIB-2017, has two 7 DOF manipulator arms mounted on and operating in
concert with a 3 DOF torso-waist assembly (Figure 3). A natural extension of our modular family, the unit was
assembled by affixing two standard K/B-1207 arms onto the end of the first three joints of a standard K-1607.
A branching, 17 degree of freedom kinematic configuration offers several fundamental advantages over a pair of
7-axis manipulator arms of equivalent reach and payload operating from a fixed base. In addition to incorporating
more redundancy, which may be used by the sensor-driven controller to mitigate singularities, to avoid obstacles in
the workplace and to manage manipulability factors, of particular note is the fact that short tool-handling arms are,
by nature, more dexterous and efficient, and less obtrusive and dangerous, than long arms. The 17 DOF
configuration employed in this device seems, to the authors, a good compromise. The torso-waist link provides a
long overall reach and a large working envelope, while preserving all of the advantages of relatively short,
responsive, maneuverable arms for manipulating tools.
Actuator Design The generic actuator design utilized in all K-Series and B-Series modules, including those which
comprise the K/B-2017 model, consists of a harmonic drive and a high performance brush-type or brushless
samarium-cobalt DC servomotor located on the joint axis, directly coupled to the proximal and distal castings of the
module. The flexspline of the harmonic drive is connected to the structure through a metal-to-metal overload clutch
and torque transducer. The clutch is generally adjusted to slip at a torque greater than required for full machine
performance, but less than would damage the drive or other manipulator components. An independent, high
precision instrument gear system, mounted directly on the joint housing, drives a brushless resolver which is utilized
to provide joint position and non-quanitized velocity feedback by means of an advanced R-to-D chip. By this
arrangement, the servo system has: applied actuator torque, joint velocity and joint position feedback available to
control axis behavior. Any or all variables may be commanded or electronically limited by the servo-control system.
Integral Structural System The K-Series module system utilizes an exoskeleton structural approach. The
exoskeleton structure provides favorable structural dynamics of the overall manipulator, with low overall weight. It
also provides a strong, durable and clean exterior, enclosing all wiring and actuator componentry.
3.0 TORQUE LOOP SERVO-CONTROL SYSTEM
The harmonic drive is unrivaled for compact, light, backlash-free torque multiplication, but its application as a
mechanism for directly driving joints in high-performance spatial manipulators is complicated by two factors
intrinsic to the device. Besides being relatively compliant, it exhibits a two-per-input-revolution transmission error
which excites the inevitable resonance resulting from the inherent reducer compliance. The resonance phenomenon
has prevented the widespread application of this otherwise attractive actuator package in robots. K-Series
manipulators utilize a servo-control approach which overcomes this problem and has important attributes as regards
manipulator control and performance. The conventional approach in robot arms is to control velocity and position
of the motor shaft, while assuming that the transmission elements are nearly ideal in their translation of shaft
motion into joint motion. The approach taken by two of the authors (Thompson and Eismann) in K-Series servo
drives is to treat the motor and harmonic drive as a torque producerl. The control feedback parameters are all
measured at the interface between proximal and distal joint elements. The joint position commands joint velocity,
which commands applied actuator torque. The innermost loop is thus a torque loop, capable of bandwidth which
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Figure 2:
Configuration of Modu/es in Three 7 DOF Manipulator Arm Mode/s
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Figure 3:
K/B-2017 Dexterous Manipulator
17 Degrees of Freedom
encompasses the normal resonant frequency range of the actuator package. This torque loop functions to position the
motor inertia, however it must, to cause the drive to provide the desired applied joint torque.
As previously mentioned, the torque-loop system provides significant advantages beyond eliminating the harmonic
drive resonant response to provide smooth motion. A promising avenue in research on manipulator control is
commanding axis torques to achieve high-bandwidth tool force control, or "impedance control ''2. In K-Series arms,
the fastest loop at work in the servo-control system is the torque loop. This innermost loop can remain in operation
while mode switching. The torque loop also encompasses and compensates for motor, motor seal and drive friction.
Viewed from outside the loop, it imparts to the system many of the attributes of best direct-drive manipulators,
while avoiding the relatively poor torque-to-mass ratios of the direct-drive motors.
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4.0 MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
Tyre 2 Motion Controller The Type 2 Motion Control system configured for the K/B-2017 from our standard
hardware and software modules provides an open and modular architecture which enables the user to operate the
manipulator in a number of different conlrol modes and at various control levelsl,3. (Refer to Figure 4.) Like Type
2 Motion Controllers supplied with Robotics Research's 7 DOF arms, this 80386/80387-based hierarchical control
system is structured following principles set forth in the NASREM architecture, developed by Dr. James S. Albus,
et al, at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly National Bureau of Standards)4. The Type 2
system handles trajectory control, inverse kinematics and servo-control functions for the manipulator. The trajectory
level accepts Cartesian toolpoint commands from the user's host for each manipulator arm and moves each tool
centerpoint from its current to its commanded positions. The kinematics level executes Cartesian-to-joint and
joint-to-Cartesian transformations for the 17 DOF system on a 50 millisecond basis. The servo-control level accepts
position, velocity, torque or current commands for each joint in the manipulator, interchangeably and independent of
the mode of other joints, and closes all 17 servoloops on a 5 millisecond basis. A bus-to-bus interface is provided
for high-speed host communications.
For this 17 DOF configuration, the Type 2 provides means to control the orientation of the elbow of each
manipulator arm, independent of toolpoint position and orientation, using "Elbow-orbit" commands (Figure 5), as
well as means to contIol torso posture using "Torso-orbit" commands (Figure 6). All joints in the manipulator
arms and torso-waist assembly are coordinated and continuously participate in a move, i.e., a commanded motion at
the toolpoint of either arm causes all 17 axes to move appropriately under the redundancy criteria which are in effect.
In addition, the system can be controlled in any desired topological degeneration of its initial 17-axis geometry.
Control Philosophy Investigators at Robotics Research Corporation believe that complex robotic systems will
increasingly utilize the standardized NASREM hierarchical control architecture, in which each successively higher
level has a broader purview with respect to space and time, and is equipped with sensory feedback, memory and
logical functions appropriate to its level of responsibility. In this context, authority over how to use the kinematic
redundancy in the manipulator will not reside within any single level of the control system, but will be affected by
decisions made at all levels.
Robotics Research is principally concerned with those levels of the robot control system responsible for making
"reflexive motion control n decisions based on local, kinesthetic sensors mounted on the manipulator. These might
be viewed as "brainstem" functions, analogous to the autonomic or sympathetic divisions of the central nervous
system in biological models. (They are encompassed by Levels I, 2 and 3 in the NASREM model-- "Servo",
"Primitive", and "Elemental Move".)
The reflexive motion control approach developed by Robotics Research has been designed to accommodate the
simultaneous operation of a wide range of potential redundancy criteria, including--
1. Reflexive Collision Avoidance
.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Joint Travel Limit Avoidance
Impedance Control
Torque Management and Redistribution
Velocity Management and Redistribution
Pose Optimization
Mechanical Advantage and Positioning Resolution Management
Suspension Emulation
Graceful Degradation of Kinematics
A basic strategy is to ensure that the system remains sufficiently redundant to satisfy all of the objective functions in
force. A hierarchy of competing rules, or objective functions, can then be defined to make a balanced decision at
each clock cycle about how best to dispose manipulator redundancy. We propose that, in general, the robot should
attempt to execute the commanded toolpoint trajectory,
1. while avoiding collisions with itself, and
2. while avoiding collisions with objects that are detected in the robot's working envelope, and
3. while recognizing singularities intrinsic to its mechanical geometry and using them appropriately,
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.a) to produce energy-efficient, graceful motion, ot
b) to increase leverage (mechanical advantage), or
c) to control "impedance" at the toolpoint, and
while "favoring" joints whose actuators are sensed to be closer to their thermal limits than others.
Obviously, while a higher level in the hierarchical control system may elect to override or reprioritize these
objectives based on its broader view of the situation, in normal operation, no one criterion is ever permitted to
monopolize the available redundancy. Competing functions coexist. An exceptionally computationally-efficient
generalized inverse solver for the Jacobian of redundant systems, devised by one of the authors (Void), provides
means to reduce to practice such a philosophy, even for massively-redundant manipulator configurations.
Robotics Research's Paradigm for Redundant Motion Control The manipulator is construed in our control
mathematics as a mechanism where, to each joint, there is associated a spring value with specified stiffness and
origin, a viscous damper value, and an inertia value. To each link there is a center of gravity, a mass value, and an
inertia tensor. Robotics Research's Spring-Mass-Damper (SMD) model is not a simulation-- dynamic linkage
parameters are chosen to provide desirable manipulator behavior, but do not correspond to its actual physical
properties.
Motion is accomplished by prescribing incremental Cartesian motion at the end-effector(s), and imposing dynamic
joint loads generated by the damping and inertia factors. Additional joint loads may be superposed to accomplish
subgoals. Motion may be biased by modifying spring origins. Joint increments are found which are compatible
with the instantaneous Jacobian matrix of the system. Using Robotics Research's proprietary algorithm, the solution
time for the 17 DOF manipulator shown herein is less than 50 milliseconds operating in C code on a single 20 mHz
Intel 80386 cpu with a 80387 coprocessor. Optionally, a basis for the 5 dimensional nullspace of the
Jacobian is also computed. The form of our procedures is inherently amenable to parallel processing architectures
when higher update rates are required.
Joint position commands are generated that tend to be compatible with the real actuator's capabilities by employing a
mass and inertia distribution that approximates the physical system. One may view the inclusion of damping and
inertia factors in this model as providing tunable low-pass filters for the actuator velocities and torques. The
specified masses and inertias need not, however, be exact. Inde_.xl, by setting those values to zero, a quasi-static
solution is generated which is quite satisfactory for slow speed motion.
Reflexive Collision Avoidance Sensory-interactive collision avoidance for redundant systems is implemented by
associating with each point obstacle a repellent Cartesian force field 5. Integrating this force field results in a torque
load per joint that tends to push the manipulator away from the obstacle. Multiple force fields are superposed in a
linear fashion. Joint limits are avoided by applying counteracting torque loads applied to each axis as it approaches
its end-of-travel.
Suspension Emulation During abrupt end-effector maneuvers, peak actuator torque requirements may be reduced
substantially by dissipating the manipulator's kinetic energy over longer periods of time. This is implemented by
using realistic mass and inertia distributions in the motion control model. In effect, the end-effectors behave like the
only unsprung masses in the system.
Impedance Control Impedance control is effected by specifying desired end-effector impedance, position and
velocity. As previously discussed, the joint actuators in this 17 DOF manipulator utilize torque loops at the servo
level which provide many of the beneficial characteristics of direct-drive motors; in this context, a reasonably simple
scheme can be employed to implement impedance control.
The specification of desired end-effector position and velocity translates into an equivalent desired position and
velocity in joint space. The specification of end-effector stiffnesses translates directly into joint space by forming
the congruent transform of the Cartesian stiffness matrix with the Jacobian of the kinematic transformations. In a
redundant manipulator, this joint space stiffness suffers a rank loss equal to the redundancy of the manipulator, such
that to the Jacobian must be adjoined a basis for the null space. A specification of impedance for orbit moves, such
as torso pitch and shoulder pitch, is implicit.
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Mechanical Advantage and Positioning Resolution Management In conventional manipulators, singular positions
announce their presence by demanding high joint velocities to achieve small end-effector motions. While a
near-singular position is not usually desirable, the end-effector enjoys considerable mechanical advantage at that
instant. Also, precision of motion at the end-effector is greatly increased.
In a redundant manipulator controlled according to our Spring-Mass-Damper (SMD) model, the emulation of nature
tends to mitigate excessive velocities and torques, such that singular regions in joint space are avoided. However, in
order to achieve required precision for fine manipulation, or sufficient leverage for a high-force task, a redundant
manipulator can be made to seek out near-singular poses using this technique while maintaining sufficient
redundancy to break singular deadlocks.
Torque Management and Redistribution Torque management enables the manipulator to carry out its tasks, while
controlling torques, velocities and power within safe limits and with economy. Higher level control functions may
preselect desirable poses, while, at the reflexive motion control level, torque management is implemented through
judicious selection of spring stiffnesses, damping and inertias in the SMD model. Favoring overloaded or
temporarily "over-worked" joints is an example of torque management.
Pose Optimization Pose control allows the redundant manipulator to be configured for specific task objectives.
Pose is normally thought of as a quasi-static configuration in joint space, but in our control philosophy, pose also
includes velocity, such that the inertia in the manipulator can be exploited.
Pose is normally based upon experience or task planning, but may also be determined on-the-fly by the reflexive
motion control level tracking the inertia distribution and second-order properties of the kinematic transformations.
Pose is implemented by biasing the spring origins in the conceptual control model.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The 17 degree of freedom K/B-2017 Dexterous Manipulator and Type 2 Motion Controller described herein,
assembled using standard hardware and software modules, represents a natural extension of Robotics Research's
modular manipulator series. It is one of a number of new kinematic configurations for manipulators that can be
practically implemented using these proven components.
The anthropomorphic branching topology used in this system appears to the authors to be a good solution to the
problem of achieving long reach and a large working envelope, without sacrificing the intrinsic advantages of
compact, highly dexterous tool-handling arms.
An exceptionally wide range of postures can be assumed by this massively redundant system and a variety of
competing objective functions can be satisfied simultaneously. Posture control functions such as reflexive obstacle
avoidance and the favoring of overloaded joints, of nominal utility in seven-axis arms, can be demonstrated in a 17
degree of freedom device to have great benefit for overall manipulation capability, reliability and task performance.
We believe this highly anthropomorphic device promises to be an ideal testbed for research in "man-equivalent"
telerobots for space servicing, nuclear servicing and defense applications.
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Abstract
A new and simple approach to configuration control of redundant manipulators is pre-
sented in this paper. In this approach, the redundancy is utilized to control the manipulator
configuration directly in task space, where the task will be performed. A number of kine-
matic functions are defined to reflect the desirable configuration that will be achieved for
a given end-effector position. The user-defined kinematic functions and the end-effector
Cartesian coordinates are combined to form a set of task-related configuration variables as
generalized coordinates for the manipulator. An adaptive scheme is then utilized to glob-
ally control the configuration variables so as to achieve tracking of some desired reference
trajectories. This accomplishes the basic task of desired end-effector motion, while utilizing
the redundancy to achieve any additional task through the desired time variation of the
kinematic functions. The control law is simple and computationally very fast, and does not
require the complex manipulator dynamic model.
1. Introduction
The remarkable dexterity and versatility that the human arm exhibits in performing
various tasks can be attributed largely to the kinematic redundancy of the arm, which pro-
vides the capability of reconfiguring the arm without affecting the hand position. A robotic
manipulator is called (kinematically) "redundant" if it possesses more degrees-of-freedom
than is necessary for performing a specified task. For instance, in the three-dimensional
space, a manipulator with seven or more joints is redundant since six degrees-of-freedom
are sufficient to position and orient the end-effector in any desired configuration. Redun-
dancy of a robotic manipulator is determined relative to the particular task to be performed.
For example, in the two-dimensional space, a planar robot with three joints is redundant for
achieving any end-effector position, whereas the robot is non-redundant for tasks involving
both position and orientation of the end-effector. In a non-redundant manipulator, a given
position and orientation of the end-effector corresponds to a single set of joint angles and
an associated unique robot configuration (with distinct poses such as elbow up or down).
Therefore, for a prescribed end-effector motion, the evolution of the robot configuration is
uniquely determined. When this evolution is undesirable due to collision with obstacles, ap-
proaching kinematic singularities or reaching joint limits, there is no freedom to reconfigure
the robot so as to reach around the obstacles, or avoid the singularities and joint limits.
Redundancy in the manipulator structure yields increased dexterity and versatility for
performing a task due to the infinite number of joint motions which result in the same
end-effector trajectory. However, this richness in choice of joint motions complicates the
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manipulator control problem considerably. In order to take full advantage of the capabilities
of redundant manipulators, effective control schemes should be developed to utilize the
redundancy in some useful manner. During recent years, redundant manipulators have been
the subject of considerable research, and several methods have been suggested to resolve the
redundancy. In 1969, Whitney [1] suggested the use of Jacobian pseudoinverse to resolve the
redundancy. Over the past two decades, most of the research on redundant manipulators
has been explicitly or implicitly based on the pseudoinverse approach for the utilization
of redundancy through local optimization of some criterion functional. Furthermore, most
proposed methods resolve the redundancy in joint space and are concerned solely with
solving the inverse kinematic problem for redundant manipulators.
In this paper, a new and conceptually simple approach for configuration control of re-
dundant manipulators is presented, which takes a complete departure from the conventional
pseudoinverse methods. In this approach, the redundancy is utilized for global control of
the manipulator configuration directly in task space, where the task will be performed, thus
avoiding the complicated inverse kinematic transformation. A set of kinematic functions is
chosen to reflect the desired additional task that will be performed due to the redundancy.
The kinematic functions succinctly characterize the "self-motion" of the manipulator, in
which the internal movement of the links does not move the end-effector. In other words,
the kinematic functions are used to "shape" the manipulator configuration, given the end-
effector position and orientation. The end-effector Cartesian coordinates and the kinematic
functions are combined to form a set of "configuration variables" which describe the phys-
ical configuration of the entire manipulator in a task-related coordinate system. The con-
trol scheme then ensures that the configuration variables track some desired trajectories as
closely as possible, so that the evolution of the manipulator configuration meets the task
requirements. The control law is adaptive and does not require knowledge of the complex
dynamic model or parameter values of the manipulator or payload. The scheme can be im-
plemented either in a centralized or a decentralized control structure, and is computationally
very fast as a real-time algorithm for on-line control of redundant manipulators.
2. Configuration Control Scheme
The mechanical manipulator under consideration consists of a linkage of rigid bodies
with n revolute or prismatic joints. Let T be the n × 1 vector of torques or forces applied at
the joints and 0 be the n × 1 vector of the resulting relative joint rotations or translations.
The dynamic equation of motion of the manipulator which relates T to 0 can be represented
in the general form [2]
M(O)O + g(o,0) = T (1)
where the matrices M and N are highly complex nonlinear functions of O, O, and the payload.
Let the m x 1 vector Y (with m < n) represent the position and orientation of the end-
effector (last link) with respect to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system in the m-dimensional
task space where the task is to be performed. The m x 1 end-effector coordinate vector Y
is related to the n x i joint angle vector 0 by the forward kinematic model
Y = Y(0) (2)
where Y(0) is an m x 1 vector whose elements are nonlinear functions of the joint angles
and link parameters and embodies the geometry of the manipulator. For a redundant
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manipulator with rn < n, a Cartesian coordinate vector (such as Y) that specifies the
end-effector position and orientation does not constitute a set of generalized coordinates
to completely describe the manipulator dynamics. Nonetheless, equations (1) and (2) form
a valid dynamic model to describe the end-effector motion itself in the task space. The
desired motion of the end-effector is represented by the reference position and orientation
trajectories denoted by the m x 1 vector Yd(t), where the elements of Yd(t) are continuous
twice-differentiable functions of time. The vector Ya(t) embodies the information on the
"basic task" to be accomplished by the end-effector in the task space.
We shall now discuss the definition of configuration variables and the adaptive control
of redundant manipulators in the subsequent sections.
2.1 Definition of Configuration Variables
Let r = n - rn be the "degree-of-redundancy" of the manipulator, i.e. the number of
"extra" joints. Let us define a set of r kinematic functions (¢1 (O), ¢2(0),..., Cr(0)) to reflect
the "additional task" that will be performed due to the manipulator redundancy. Each ¢i
can be a function of the joint angles {01,... ,0,,} and the link geometric parameters. The
choice of the kinematic functions can be made in several ways to represent, for instance, the
coordinates of any point on the manipulator, or any combination of the joint angles. The
kinematic functions succinctly characterize the "self-motion" of the manipulator, in which
the internal movement of the links does not move the end-effector.
For the sake of illustration, let us consider a planar three-link arm as shown in Figure
l(i). The basic task is to control the end-effector position coordinates [x,y] in the base
frame. Suppose that we fix the end-effector position and allow internal motion of the links
so that the arm takes all possible configurations. It is found that the locus of point A
is an arc of a circle with center O and radius £1 which satisfies the distance constraint
AC <_ (£2 + £3)- Likewise, the locus of point B is an arc of a circle with center C and
radius £3 which satisfies OB < (£1 + £2). The loci of A and B are shown as hatched arcs
in Figure l(i), and represent the self-motion of the arm. Now, in order to characterize the
self-motion, we can select a kinematic function ¢(0) to represent, for instance, the terminal
angle ¢ = 01 +02 + 03, or alternatively we can designate the wrist height YB as the kinematic
function ¢ = £1 sin 01 +£2 sin(01 +02). The choice of ¢ clearly depends on the particular task
that we wish to perform by the utilization of redundancy, in addition to the end-effector
motion. Let us now consider a spatial 7 dof arm [3] as shown in Figure l(ii), in which the
end-effector position and orientation are of concern. The self-motion of this arm corresponds
to rotation of the elbow point A about the line OB joining the shoulder to the wrist. We
can now define the kinematic function ¢(0) = a, where a is the angle between a normal
line from A to OB and a line perpendicular to OB in the vertical plane, as shown in Figure
l(ii). The kinematic function ¢ then succinctly describes the redundancy and gives a simple
characterization of the self-motion.
Once a set of r task-related kinematic functions ¢ = {¢1, ¢2,..., Cr} is defined, we have
partial information on the manipulator configuration. The set of rn end-effector position
and orientation coordinates Y = {Yl,Y_,...,Yrn} provides the remaining information on
the configuration. Let us now combine the two sets ¢ and Y to obtain a complete set of n
configuration variables as
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(3)
The n × 1 vector X is referred to as the "configuration vector" of the redundant manipu-
lator and the elements of X, namely {xl,..., xn}, are called the "configuration variables."
The configuration variables {xx,..., xn} constitute a set of generalized coordinates for the
redundant manipulator. Using the configuration vector X, the manipulator is fully specified
and is no longer redundant in this representation. It is noted that in some applications,
certain end-effector coordinates are not relevant to the task, for instance, in a spot welding
task the orientation of the end-effector is not important. In such cases, the present approach
allows the designer to replace the insignificant end-effector coordinates with additional kine-
matic functions which are more relevant to that particular application. In fact, if m_(< m)
end-effector coordinates are specified, then n - m _ = rt(> r) kinematic functions can be
defined.
The augmented forward kinematic model which relates the configuration vector X to
the joint angle vector 0 is now given by
(4)
From equation (4), the differential model which relates the rates of change of X and 0 is
obtained as
YC(t) = J(O)O(t) (5)
where
J(0) : . .... = (6)
Jr(O)
is the n × n augmented Jacobian matrix. The rn × n submatrix Je(O) = aY
-_- is associated
with the end-effector, while the r × n submatrix J_(O) = _ is related to the kinematic80
functions. The two submatrices Je and Je combine to form the square Jacobian matrix J.
The augmented Jacobian matrix J can be used to test the functional independence of
the kinematic functions {¢1,..., Cr} and the end-effector coordinates {yl,..., ym}. For the
set of configuration variables X = {xl,..., xn} to be functionally independent throughout
the workspace, it suffices to check that get [J(0)] is not identically zero for all 0, [4]. In
other words, when the augmented Jacobian matrix J is rank-deficient for all values of 0, the
kinematic functions chosen are functionally dependent on the end-effector coordinates and
a different choice of ¢ is necessary. When det [J(0)] is not identically zero, the configuration
variables {xl,...,x,_} are not functionally dependent for all 8. Nonetheless, there can be
certain joint configurations 0 = 0o at which det [J(0o)] = 0, i.e., the augmented Jacobian
matrix J is rank-deficient. This implies that the rows ji of J satisfy the linear relationship
_-_i=1 c_ Ji = 0, where ci are some constants not all zero. Since the changes of the configu-
ration variables and joint angles are related by Ax = J(0)AO, we conclude that at 0 = 0o,
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_=z c_Ax_ = 0. Therefore at a Jacobian singularity, the changes in the configuration vari-
ables (Azl,..., Ax,_} must satisfy the constraint relationship _--_=z c_Ax_ = 0, and hence
the configuration vector X cannot be changed arbitrarily.
From expression (6), it is clear that the Jacobian matrix J will be singular at any
joint configuration for which the submatrix Je is rank-deficient; i.e., at any end-effector
singular configuration. In addition, the Jacobian J will be singular at those values of 0 for
which the submatrix Jc loses full rank. The latter singularities of J, which are due to the
kinematic functions, are inevitably introduced whenever an additional task is employed to
utilize the redundancy. However, by judicious choice of the kinematic functions, some of
the singularities due to Jc may be avoided, and the singularities of J may be shifted to the
unusable part of the workspace. Note that even when Je and Jc have full ranks individually,
the augmented matrix J may still be rank-deficient.
2.2 Adaptive Configuration Control
Suppose that a user-defined Uadditional task _ can be expressed by the following kine-
matic equality constraint relationships
=
(7)
where _bd_(t) denotes the desired time variation of the kinematic function _b_ and is a user-
specified continuous twice-differentiable function of time. The kinematic relationships (7)
can be represented collectively in the vector form
= (8)
where _bd is an r × 1 vector. Equation (8) represents a set of "kinematic constraints"
on the manipulator and defines the task that will be performed in addition to the basic
task of desired end-effector motion. The kinematic equality constraints (8) are chosen to
have physical interpretations and are used to formulate the desirable characteristics of the
manipulator configuration in terms of motion of other members of the manipulator. For
instance, in the 7 dof arm of Figure l(ii), by controlling the elbow height as well as the
hand coordinates, we can ensure that the elbow avoids collision with vertical obstacles
(such as walls) in the workspace while the hand tracks the desired trajectory. Alternatively,
a particular posture of the manipulator which represents a singular configuration can be
avoided by an appropriate choice of the kinematic constraints in terms of the joint angles.
The proposed formulation appears to be a highly promising approach to the additional task
performance in comparison with the previous approaches which attempt to minimize or
maximize criterion functionals, since we are now able to make a more specific statement
about the evolution of the manipulator configuration. The present approach also covers the
intuitive solution to redundant arm control in which certain joint angles are held constant
for a portion of the task in order to resolve the redundancy. The functional forms of the
kinematic functions _bi and their desired behavior _di may vary widely for different additional
tasks, making the approach unrestricted to any particular type of application.
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Based on the foregoing formulation, we can now consider the manipulator with the
n × 1 configuration vector X : (;) and the n × n augmented Jacobian matrix J (=
Once the desired motion of the end-effector Yd(t) is specified for the particular basic task
and the required evolution of the kinematic functions Cd(t) is specified to meet the desired
additional task, the r_ × 1 desired configuration vector X4(t) : (Y_I_t) is fully determined.
The configuration control problem for the redundant manipulat_l:'i_ to devise a dynamic
control scheme as shown in Figure 2 which ensures that the manipulator configuration
vector X(t) tracks the desired trajectory vector Xd(t) as closely as possible. In the control
system shown in Figure 2, the actual end-effector position Y(t) and the current value of the
kinematic functions ¢(t) are fed back to the controller. The controller uses this feedback
information together with the commanded end-effector motion Yd(t) and the desired time
variation ¢4(t) to compute the driving torques T(t) that are applied at the manipulator
joints so as to meet the basic and additional task requirements simultaneously.
Different control strategies can be improvised to meet the above tracking requirement,
taking into account the dynamics of the manipulator given by equation (1). There are two
major techniques for the design of tracking controllers in task space, namely model-based
control and adaptive control. For the model-based control [5], the manipulator dynamics is
first expressed in task space as
M=(0)X + N=(0,0) = F (9)
where F is the n × 1 "virtual" control force vector in the task space, and M= and Nx are
obtained from equations (1)-(6). The control law which achieves tracking through global
linearization and decoupling is given by
f = Mx(0)[Xd($)+ g_ (Xd(t)- ](.it))* gp (Xd(t)- X(t))]. Nx(0,0) (10)
where Kp and K_ are constant position and velocity feedback gain matrices. This control
formulation requires precise knowledge of the full dynamic model and parameter values of
the manipulator and the payload. The alternative approach is the adaptive control technique
in which the on-line adaptation of the controller gains eliminates the need for the complex
manipulator dynamic model. In this section, we adopt an adaptive control scheme which
has been developed recently and validated experimentally on a PUMA industrial robot [6-8].
The adaptive controller produces the control signal based on the observed performance of
the manipulator and has therefore the capability to operate with minimal information on the
manipulator/payload and to cope with unpredictable gross variations in the payload. The
proposed adaptive control scheme is developed within the framework of Model Reference
Adaptive Control (MRAC) theory, and the adaptive tracking control law in the task space
is given by [6]
F(t) = d(t) + [Kp(t)E(t) + K_(t)E,(t)] + [C(t)Xd(t) + B(t)._(t) + A(t))_'d(t)] (11)
as shown in Figure 3. This control force is composed of three components, namely:
(i) The auxiliary signal d(t) is synthesized by the adaptation scheme and improves transient
performance while resulting in better tracking and providing more flexibility in the
design.
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(ii) The term [Kp(t)E(t) + K_(t)E,(t}] is due to the PD feedback controller acting on the
position tracking-error E(t) = Xd(t) - X(t) and the velocity tracking-error /_(t) --
.X,_(t) - ]f(t).
(iii) The term [C(t)Xu(t)+ B(t)JQ(t)+ A(t)SQ(t)] is the contribution of the PD 2 feedforward
controller operating on the desired position Xd(t), the desired velocity Xu(t), and the
desired acceleration )(d(t).
The required auxiliary signal and feedback/feedforward controller gains are updated based
on the n × 1 "weighted" error vector q(t) by the following simple adaptation laws [6]:
q(t) = WpE(t) + WoE(t)
td(t) : d(0) +/51 q(t)dt + t_2q(t)
Kp(t) = K,(0) + al q(t)E'(t)dt + a2q(t)E'(t)
K,_(t) = K,,(O) + _1 q(t)E'(t)dt + B2q(t)F,'(t)
c(t) = c(o) + _1fo_
B(t) = B(0) + ffl f0t
A(t) = A(O)+ J_lfo_
q(t)X_(t)dt + u2q(t)X'a(t)
q(t)J(_(t)dt + "12q(t)]f_(t)
q(t)5(_(t)dt + A2q(t)5(_(t)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
In equations (13)-(18), {i_l,al,_l,ul,"h,_l} are any positive scalar integral adaptation
gains, and {62,a2,_2,u2,_/2, A2} are zero or any positive scalar proportional adaptation
gains. In equation (12), Wp = diagi{wpi} and W_ = diagi{wvi} are constant n × n weighting
matrices chosen by the designer to reflect the relative significance of the position and velocity
errors E and E in forming the vector q. The values of the adaptation gains and weighting
matrices determine the rate at which the tracking-errors converge to zero.
Since the control actuation is at the manipulator joints, the control force F is imple-
mented as the joint torque T where
T(t) = J'(O)F(t) (19)
The augmented Jacobian matrix J(0) is used in equation (19) to map the task forces F(t) to
the joint torques T(t). Equation (19) represents the fundamental relationship between the
task and joint spaces and is the basis for implementation of any task-based control scheme
[5]. Equation (19) can be rewritten as
T(t)= [J_(O)iJ_(8)] = J_(O)F,(t) + J_(O)F_(t) (20)
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whereF_ and Fc are the rn × 1 and r x 1 control force vectors corresponding to the basic task
and the additional task, respectively. It is seen that the total control torque is the sum of
two components: Te = J_Fe, for the end-effector motion (basic task), and Tc = J_Fc, for the
kinematic constraints (additional task). Equation (20) shows distinctly the contributions of
the basic and the additional tasks to the overall control torque. Under the joint control law
(20), the desired end-effector trajectory Yd(t) is tracked, and the "extra" degrees-of-freedom
are conveniently used to control the evolution of the manipulator configuration through
tracking of the desired kinematic functions Cd(t). In other words, the self-motion of the
manipulator is controlled by first characterizing this motion in terms of a set of kinematic
functions and then controlling these functions through trajectory tracking.
The adaptive control scheme presented in this section is extremely simple since the
auxiliary signal and controller gains are evaluated from equations (12)-(18) by simple nu-
merical integration by using, for instance, the trapezoidal rule. Thus the computational
time required to calculate the adaptive control law (11) is extremely short. As a result, the
scheme can be implemented for on-line control of redundant manipulators with high sam-
pling rates, resulting in improved dynamic performance. This is in contrast to most existing
approaches which require time-consuming optimization processes unsuitable for fast on-line
control implementation. It is important to note that the adaptation laws (12)-(18) are based
solely on the observed performance of the manipulator rather than on any knowledge of the
complex dynamic model or parameter values of the manipulator and the payload.
3. Conclusions
A simple formulation for configuration control of redundant manipulators has been de-
veloped in this paper. The controller achieves trajectory tracking for the end-effector directly
in the Cartesian space to perform some desired basic task. In addition, the redundancy is
utilized by imposing a set of kinematic constraints on the manipulator to accomplish an
appropriate additional task. The proposed formulation incorporates the kinematic con-
straints (additional task) and the end-effector motion (basic task) in a conceptually simple
and computationally efficient manner to resolve the redundancy. Furthermore, the adap-
tive controller has a very simple structure and the controller gains are adjusted in a simple
manner to compensate for changing dynamic characteristics of the manipulator. The adap-
tation laws are based on the observed performance of the manipulator rather than on any
knowledge of the manipulator dynamic model. Thus, the adaptive controller is capable of
ensuring a satisfactory performance when the payload mass is unknown and time-varying.
Any approach used to resolve redundancy should be implementable as a real-time algorithm,
and therefore the speed of computation is a critical factor. The small amount of compu-
tations required by the proposed method offers the possibility of fast real-time control of
redundant manipulators.
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Figure 1(i). Self-motion of Planar 3 dof Arm Figure 1(ii). Self-motion of Spatial 7 dof Arm
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KINEMATIC FUNCTIONS FOR THE 7 DOF ROBOTICS RESEARCH ARM
K. Kreutz, M. Long, H. Seraji
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Abstract
The Robotics Research Model K-1207 manipulator is a redundant 7R serial link arm with offsets at
all joints. To uniquely determine joint angles for a given end-effector configuration, the redundancy is
parameterized by a scalar variable which corresponds to the angle between the manipulator elbow plane
and the vertical plane. The forward kinematic mappings from joint-space to end-effector configuration
and elbow angle, and the augmented Jacobian matrix which gives end-effector and elbow angle rates
as a function of joint rates, are also derived.
1. Introduction
The Robotics Research Model K-1207 arm is a seven degree-of-freedom serial link manipulator
which offers one extra degree of joint-space redundancy over that needed for the fundamental task of
end-effector placement and orientation. In this paper, a reasonable task-space parameterization, ¢,
is first given of the redundancy, and the forward kinematic mappings from joint space to end-effector
configuration and .¢ are then derived. We also give the augmented Jacobian, jA, which gives end-
effector rates and ¢ as a function of joint rates. A longer and more complete version of this paper is
available which contains proofs, as well as an analysis of the kinematic and algorithmic singularities
of the augmented Jacobian.
2. Forward Kinematics
2.1. Mapping from Joint-Space to End-Effector Configuration
Tile Robotics Research Model K-1207 arm is essentially a 7R spherical-revolute-spherical ma-
nipulator, but with additional nonzero offsets (denoted by the link lengths ai, i = 1,..-, 6) at each of
tile joints, as shown in Figures 1-3. Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) link frame assignments are given in
accordance with the convention described in [1]. This assignment results in the following general form
of the interlink homogeneous transformation matrix:
[ cos Oi - sin Oi 0 ai-1 \
(i-lRi i-lpi) = lsinOi.cosoti_it COSOi.COSOti_l -sint_i_l -di.sinoi_l )i-lTi 0 T 1 _sinOi" sill oti_ 1 cosOi- sin cri_ 1 cos ori_ 1 di- cos _i_1
\ 0 0 0 1
where 0i denotes the i th joint angle. The D-It parameters for the K-1207 arm are given in Table
1. Tile link frame assignments for the K-1207 are given in Figure 2, where the arm is shown in its
zero configuration. The link i coordinate frame is denoted by 5ri, with coordinate axes (xi, Yi, $i) and
origin Oi. The associated interlink transformation matrices, i-lTi, i = 1,... 7, are easily found from
tile above expression evaluated for the D-ll parameter values listed in Table 1. If the link length
parameters ai, i = 1,...,6 are set to zero, the 7R anthropomorphic arm described in [2] is retrieved
and we call this arm the "zero offset" arm.
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'File forward kinematic function, 07'7, which gives tile position and orientation of the end-effector
as a function of joint angles O = (01,.'-,0r) T , is °Tr = °711...ST7. If these multiplications are
performed to obtain a symbolic form for °TT, the resulting expression will be complex due to the
multitude of nonzero link offsets and the fact that no two consecutive joint axes are parallel. Rather
than construct and implement the symbolic expression, it is more efficient to compute the forward
kinematic function °T7 via a link-by-link iteration of the form
°T i = °Ti_ ,-i-'Ti, i=1,.-.,7 (1)
thus exploiting special structural properties of the homogeneous transformation matrices during each
link update. Furthermore, it is useful to explicitly have the interlink homogeneous transformations,
i-lTi, since important quantities -- such as the vectors w, e, and p defined later -- can then be
computed. In fact, such quantities are often a direct result of the intermediate steps of the iteration
(1).
2.2. Mapping from Joint-Space to Elbow Angle
When the arm is in a kinematically nonsingular configuration, there will generally exist one excess
joint degree-of-freedom for the task of end-effector control since there are seven joint angles available
to orient and position the end-effector -- a task which requires only six degrees of freedom. As a
result, for a fixed end-effector configuration there is generally a one-dimensional subset of joint space
(zt "self-motion manifold") which maps to this configuration. Actually, there are finitely many, up to
l(i ill the most general case, such manifolds or "poses" [3, 4]. The extra degree of freedom represented
by a self-motion manifold can be used to attain some additional task requirement, provided that this
task can be performed independently of end-effector placement [5, 6]. Furthermore, the imposition
of an auxiliary task constraint can provide sufficient additional information to uniquely determine
the joint angles (modulo the remaining finitely many-to-one mapping property represented by the
pose [3, 4]). This scalar additional task variable is denoted by ¢ and is assumed to be a meaningful
parameterization of the self-motion manifolds which map to a given end-effector configuration. We say
that the "basic" task of end-effector placement has been augmented by the additional task represented
by _b. In essence, the concept of the forward kinematic map is generalized to be the (finitely many-
to-one) mapping from 8 E R 7 to (°7'7, _b).
Although ¢ can be any additional scalar parameter which is independent of end-effector configu-
ration, we define and use the "elbow angle" to resolve the manipulator redundancy. Refer to Figures
3 and 4 where S = 01, E = 04, and W = Or denote the origins of link frames 1, 4, and 7 respectively.
is defined by the angle from the vertical plane containing the shoulder-wrist line (line SW) to
the shoulder-elbow-wrist plane (plane SEW) in the right-hand sense about the vector w = W - S.
Assuming that the elbow angle _bis a meaningful parameterization of manipulator redundancy, a self-
motion is described by a rotation of the plane SEW about the line SW. Note that the elbow angle ¢
is undefined when the wrist point W is anywhere on a line above the shoulder point S -- even though
this is generally not a singular configuration -- since in this case the vertical plane is not uniquely
defined. _b is also undefined when e and w are collinear since then the plane SEW is not uniquely
defined. In the latter case, the &rill is either nearly fully outstretched, or folded, and is therefore near
or at an "elbow singular" configuration [3, 7].
To derive the forward kinematic function which gives _bas a function of joint angles, again consider
Figure 4. Let w = W - S, e = E - S, and let V denote the unit vector in the vertical direction of
the base frame. Let the projection of e onto w be given by d = _(_Te), t_ = w/llwll. The minimum
distance from the line SW to the point E is along the vector p = e - d = (I - ffJ_T)e. The vertical
plane is the plane which contains both w and the vertical unit vector V. The unit vector in the vertical
plane which is orthogonal to w is given by _"= e/]Jell, with _ = (w x V) x w. We also define the unit
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vector_ = p/[[pl[. Note that e, w, _, d, p, _, e, and _'can be computed during the forward kinematics
iteration (1) (see the discussion following equation (6) below).
The vector _, or equivalently _', is treated as a free vector which can slide along the line SW. In
particular, _ is moved along the line SW until its base is in contact with the base of vector p at the
point d (see Figure 4), so that ¢ is the angle from _ to p. This construction results in
_o= g_, _o_ = _'x ,_, _ = ,_T(_x _) (2)
where c0 = cos ¢ and s o = sin ¢. This gives
tan_b- t_T(_'X_) -- _T(_ Xp) (3)
_T_ _Tp
The result (3) can be simplified somewhat. Defining g = w x 9, we have t = g x w, and we note that
£Tg = _Tg = 0. This means that l and V are coplanar, both lying in the vertical plane. Since, in
general, the vertical plane is spanned by V and _, we have
_'=aV+_, a= 1/(_TV), /3=--a_TV (4)
Substituting this result into (2) gives
which can be used with (3) to obtain
_(_ x p) _r(_ x p) (5)
tan _ - _zT_ _Tp
Equation (5) immediately gives the forward kinematic function which maps the joint angles _ to the
elbow angle ¢:
_b = atan2(_T(9 X p), _,Tp) (6)
Note that (6) is undefined when both arguments are simultaneously zero. This occurs when the arm
is in a configuration for which e and w arecollinear, or for which the wrist point W is directly above
the shoulder point S on the line through V. These indeterminacies are discussed above, and are due
to the inability to uniquely define the elbow plane SEW or the reference vertical plane, respectively.
The augmented forward kinematics mapping 0 _ (°TT, Ib) is given by (1) and (6). The quantities
and p = e - d = (I - _T)e are first computed during the iteration (1), after which _bis computed
by (6). Note that, with
°T4:(oRT4 °P4)l and °TT-- (°0RT7 °lP7 )
quantities which are directly computed during the iteration (1), the representations of e and w in the
base (link 0) frame _'0 are precisely °e = °P4 and °w = °P7. Also note that _" is a constant vector
which is usually expressed in a frame which gives it a particularly simple form such as (0,0, 1) T or
(1,0,0) T.
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3. Differential Kinematics
3.1. Manipulator End-Effector Jacobian, J_
To present actual values for the end-effector Jacobian, jee, it is first necessary to choose a
"velocity reference point," as well as a frame in which to represent the vectorial quantities which
define the columns of the Jacobian. In this section, to simplify notation, we will suppress the trailing
superscript and write the end-effector Jacobian simply as J = Je_. When a velocity reference point,
a, and a representation frame, 3or, have been chosen (as discussed immediately below), we write
rg 7" eefl _ g_ •
Let w_ and v_ be the angular and linear velocities of a coordinate frame, .T_, located at a point a
and fixed with respect to the manipulator end-effector. The point a is known as a "velocity reference
point" of the end_effector. The Jacobian, Ja(O) E R 6x7, relates joint rates to the frame _'_ rate of
change via the linear relationship (w T, vf) T = J_,(O)O and is given by [8]
& ... _7 )J'_ = & x P,_,I ... 2_,x P,_,7 (7)
In (7), 2i denotes the unit vector corresponding to the z-axis of link frame i (i.e. of _'i) while
Pa,i -- P_,O, -- a - Oi is the vector from the origin, Oi, of link frame i to the point a. Note that
Pi,i = O.
Let .Tb denote an alternative frame fixed with respect to the end-effector and located at the
velocity reference point b. The relationship between joint rates and the rate of change of -Tb is given
by (wT,v[) T = Jb_. Let 9r_ and _-s be frames which are not necessarily fixed with respect to the
end-effector. The representations of w_ and v_ in frame .7"_are denoted by %.,_ and rye. Similarly,
swb and Svb are the representations of wb and vb in _'_. Note that we have defined a and b to be
end-effector reference points, i.e. to be fixed with respect to the end_ffector, while we have placed
no constraints on r and _.
The Jacobian, _J:, giving the rate of change of .T: represented in .T_, is related to sJb, the
Jacobian giving the rate of change of frame .Tb represented in frame _'8, by [1, 9]
(.o )(,rga = " tO, " "[/_a,b "sJb (8)
where, for a 3-vector x, & denotes the 3 x 3 skew symmetric matrix defined by &y = x x y for every
y E R 3 and P_,b = a-b. When r = b, we write bp_ -- bp_,b" _R, E R 3x3 is a rotation matrix,
represented in frame .Tr, which gives the orientation of frame .T's with respect to frame 9Yr. Common
choices of _J_ are given by 7JT, and °J 7. It is straightforward to show from (8) that
det_J_(O)_J_(8) T = det'Jb(8)_Jb(O) T (9)
for every a, b, r, and s. Since an m x n matrix M, m < n, is full rank if and only if det MM T _ 0,
eq. (9) shows that the singularity of a manipulator Jacobian is independent of the choice of velocity
reference point and representation frame, and is a function purely of the manipulator configuration
variables 8.
An important aspect of the decomposition (8) is that 8 and b can often be chosen to make the
Jacobian matrix have a particularly simple structure for the purposes of singularity analysis, efficient
evaluation, and efficient inversion. For example, in [10] an algorithm for the efficient computation of
°J0 is given. Note that J0 does not give the velocity of the base frame, _0, as a function of joint
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rates-- indeed,in mostcasesthe baseis assumedfixedand the baseframeorigin, Oo, cannot be a
velocity reference point for the moving end-effector. Instead, J0 is viewed as giving the velocity of a
reference frame fixed with respect to the end-effector and instantaneously coincident with the base
frame origin, O0. The computation of
°z'l °z'2 "'" °z'7 ) (10)°J° = °z 1 ),( °Po, 1 °z 2 x °Po, 2 -.- °z 7 x °Po, 2
where kPi,j = °k Pi,j and Pi,j = Po,,oi = Oj - Oi, naturally fits in with the forward kinematics
iteration (1), since from
° )OTi = i Pi1
°P i = °Pi,o, we can obtain °Po,i = -°Pi and °_'i x °Po,i where o_i = ORie3 ' e3 = (0,0, 1) T. Having
°Jo, °Jr can then be found from (see (8))
(' ?)°J 7 = 0/57 °J 0 (11)
The symbolic forms of°J0 and °Jr can be found from this procedure, but these expressions are complex
and provide little insight.
In [9], the results in [10] are extended to show that taking s = O_ and b = Oj for an appropriate
choice of link frames i and j can result in an expression ijj =_ O, joi which is not only efficient to
compute, but which simplifies singularity analysis and (for nonredundant manipulators) inversion. In
particular, to gain insight into the singularity structure of the K-1207 end-effector Jacobian (and to
obtain alternative ways of constructing °J0 and °JT) we will let b = 3 (i.e., let the velocity reference
point be the origin of link frame 3) and s = 3 (let the reference frame be link frame 3) in (9) to
arrive at an expression for 3J3. Ja should be interpreted as giving the velocity of a fictitious tool
frame which is instantaneously coincident with link frame 3. 3Ja is found from eq. (7) by taking
Pa,i = Pa,i = POa,O, = 03 - Oi and representing Hi and P3,i in link frame 3 to obtain 3_i and
32i x 3pa,i, 3p3,i = °3Po3,o _. The symbolic expression for 3J3 found in this manner is given by
3J 3 =
-$2C3 5'3 0 0 $4
$2S3 C3 0 1 0
C2 0 1 0 C 4
d3S2S3 4- (a2C2 q- al)S5 d3C3 0 0 0
(d3S2 + a2C2 + al)C3 -d3S3 0 0 -a3C4 - a4
0 -a2 0 a3 0
-C4S5 C4C5S_ + $4C_
C5 Ss $6
S4Ss 5_C6 - S4CsSs
$4(a4C5 4- as) - d5C4C5 S5[C4(asC6 - dss6 -4-as) + a4_$6]
-$5[a3S4 q- d5] C5[$6(a3S4 q- ds) - a6] - (a5C5 q- a4 -{-a3C4)C6
64(a4C5 + a5) -_- 65(d5S4 -4- aa) Ss[(a464S6 + a3S6) + $4(d5S6 - a566 - a6)]
(12)
]laving 3J3, °J0 is found from (see eq. (8))
( [ 0) ( I 0) (°R3 0 ).3j3°J°= 8/53 I "°'/z= o/sj I " 0 °R3 (13)
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with °P3= °P3, 0 given by
and °R 3 by
/Ci(d3S2 "l- a2C2 + a,) '_
0/°3 = {$1(d3S2 + a2C2 -4- al) )\ d3C2 -- a2S2 (14)
CIC2C3 - SiS3 -C1C2S3 - SiC3 C1S2)°R3 = C1S3 -_ S1C2C3 C1C3 - S1C2S3 SiS2 (15)
- S_ C3 $2 $3 C2
The relative simplicity of (12) not only enables one to efficiently compute °J7 via eqs. (11)-(15),
but also allows one to gain insight into conditions leading to Jacobian singularity. In the special case
of the zero-offset arm discussed in [2], corresponding to al = .-. = a6 = 0, (12) simplifies to
- $2 C3 $3 0 0 84 - C4 $5 C4 C5 $6 + $4 C6 \
$2 $3 C3 0 1 0 C5 $5 $6 |
C2 0 1 0 C4 $4S5 C4C6-$4C5S6|3J3 = d3S2S3 d3C3 0 0 -d5C4C5 -d5C4S5S6 ] (16)
_ d3S2Cz -d3S3 0 0 0 -d5S5 d5C5S6 /
\0 0 0 0 0 d5 $4 C5 d5S4S5S6 f
3.2. Elbow Angle Jacobian, J_', and the Augmented Jacobian, jA
Let the relationship, between the rate of change of a scalar additional task variable, ¢, and the
joint rates be given by _b = d*0. The "augmented" Jacobian is given by
where jee is the end-effector Jacobian discussed in Section 3.1. For the task of positioning and
orienting the end-effector augmented by an additional task represented by ¢, the augmented Jacobian
relates joint rates to the simultaneous rates of change of the end-effector and _b. Given the end-effector
Jacobian, jee, the augmented Jacobian jA is obtained once J_ has been determined for a given task
variable _b. In this section, J_ is constructed for the case where _ describes the angle between the
vertical plane and the elbow plane SEW as defined in Section 2.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to define the Jacobians E and W which relate joint rates to
and _b respectively via d = E0 and _b = W0, where e and w are defined in Section 2.2. _ is the
linear velocity of the manipulator elbow point E = 04, and _b is the linear velocity of the wrist point
W = O7. We have
E=(z'lxP4,,, _2xP4,2, z'3xP4,3, 0, ..., 0) (17)
W:(z'l XPT,1, "", z'6xPT,6, 0) (18)
where Pi,j = Oj - Oi. Note that eqs. (17) and (18) are given in coordinate-free form and that to
provide values for E, or W, a choice of reference frame for representing _j and Pi,j must be made.
1 \
note that (compare eqs. (7)and (18))J_e = (W), so that any procedure for producing aAlso value
for Jr = j_e (such as the one discussed following eq. (10)) automatically results in a value for W.
Furthermore, just as one can construct °W from knowledge of i-lTi, i = 1,--. ,7 (say in the manner
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discussedafter eq. (10)), one can readily computevaluesfor E giventhe interlink homogeneous
transformationsi-1Ti.
Recall the definitions of _, e^,V, p, i_, w, _, and e given in Section 2.2. Also recall, as discussed in
Section 2.2, that these quantities can all be computed from knowledge of the interlink homogeneous
transformations i- 1Ti.
Lemma 3.1: The relationship between 0 and d2, where !b is the elbow angle as defined in Section 2.2,
is given by
1 ^ 1 _-)Tt (19a)
= × )Tp_ Ti ( ×
_ ,,-=w + ×
which results in
( VTw ^j_ _ (+ x i_)TE + _ ..--=-::_...(w
Itpll / II il
x w (20)
x I1 11Ilpll J
Since the elbow angle _bis given by the angle from g to p, it is natural that g) should depend only
on g and i5 as in eq. (19a). Equation (,19a) says that only the components of g and 15which result in
an instantaneous motion of _ and p directly towards or away from each other can produce a change in
the elbow angle, _b. Based on our earlier discussions, it should be obvious that J_ can be constructed
from knowledge of the interlink homogenous transformations i-lTi. Also note that J_ is independent
of the reference frame chosen to represent the quantities in the right hand side of eq. (20).
4. Conclusions
In this paper the forward kinematic functions which give end_effector configuration and elbow
angle as a function of joint angles for the Robotics Research Model K-1207 manipulator have been
derived. Also given is the augmented Jacobian which relates joint rates to end-effector and elbow
angle rates. Omitted derivations can be found in a longer and more complete version of this paper
available from the authors. The fuller version of this paper also contains a detailed singularity analysis
of the augmented Jacobian.
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CARTESIAN CONTROL OF REDUNDANT ROBOTS
R. Colbaugh K. Glass
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM. 88003
Abstract
This paper presents a Cartesian-space position/force controller for redundant robots. The proposed control structure
partitions the control problem into a nonredtmdant position/force trajectory tracking problem and a redundant mapping
problem between Cartesian control input F E R TM and robot actuator torque T E Rn (for redundant robots, rn (n). The
underdetermined nature of the F --+ T map is exploited so that the robot redundancy is utilized to improve the dynamic
response of the robot. This dynamically optimal F _ T map is implemented locally (in time) so that it is computationally
efficient for on-line control; however, it is shown that the map possesses globally optimal characteristics. Additionally, it is
demonstrated that the dynamically optimal F --+ _F' map can be modified so that the robot redundancy is used to simultaneously
improve the dynamic response and realize any specified kinematic performance objective (e.g., manipulability maximization
or obstacle avoidance). Computer simulation results are given for a four degree of freedom planar redundant robot under
Cartesian control, and demonstrate that position/force trajectory tracking and effective redundancy utilization can be achieved
simultaneously with the proposed controller.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is predicted that in the near future robot manipulators will be required to perform complex tasks that demand great
dexterity and versatility in both position control and force control applications. Such tasks will require performance superior
to that obtainable with conventional six degree of freedom (DOF) robots under the control of joint-space position servo loops.
This fact has motivated increased research activity in the area of redundant robot manipulators. Redundant robots possesses
more DOF than are necessary to achieve the desired position and orientation of the end-effector, and it is expected that the
"extra" degrees of freedom can be used to improve the robot's performance.
Most of the research on the control of redundant robots reported to date has focused on the inverse kinematics problem,
which involves the calculation of the joint-space trajectory that provides the desired end-effector motion and in addition
satisfies some side criterion. The majority of this work has involved using redundancy to realize some kinematic performance
objective. A partial list of kinematic performance criteria that have been studied includes singularity avoidance [1,2], obstacle
avoidance [3,4], joint limit avoidance [5,6], repetitive motion conservation [6,7], and achievable accuracy [8]. Research in which
manipulator redundancy is utilized to achieve a dynamic performance objective has been more limited, and includes studies
of minimizing joint torque requirements [9,10], minimizing manipulator energy consumption [11,12], and increasing the robot's
dynamic response [13,14].
It has only been very recently that researchers have considered the complete redundant robot control problem [14-19].
The controllers described in [14-16] are model-based control schemes which require complete knowledge and calculation of the
complex robot dynamic model. In addition, each of these control algorithms requires either explicit or implicit calculation of the
inverse kinematics of the robot. Alternatively, the control strategy presented in [17-19] is an adaptive Cartesian-space control
algorithm which does not require calculation of either the robot dynamic model or the inverse kinematics, and which has been
shown through simulations and experiments to perform well. However, this controller has thusfar been applied only to control
problems in which the redundancy is utilized to realize kinematic performance objectives.
This paper presents an adaptive Cartesian position/force controller for redundant robots. "Ihe proposed control strategy is
to partition the control problem into a nonredundant trajectory tracking problem and a redundant mapping problem between
Cartesian control input F E R rn and robot actuator torque T E R n (for redundant robots, m _ n). The underdetermlned
nature of the F --+ T map is exploited to allow the redundancy to be effectively utilized directly in Cartesian-space. Computer
simulation results are given for a four DOF planar redundant robot under the control of the proposed algorithm, and demonstrate
that accurate position/force trajectory tracking and effective utilization of redundancy can be achieved simultaneously with the
controller.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the redundant robot position/force control problem is formulated in the
partitioned form indicated above. The F --+ T map which uses the robot redundancy to increase the robot's dynamic response
is constructed in Section 3. This dynamically optimal F ---* T map is modified in Section 4 so that the robot redundancy
can be used to simultaneously improve the dynamic response and realize any specified kinematic performance objective. The
performance of the controller is illustrated in Section 5 through a computer simulation study. Section 6 summarizes the paper
and draws some conclusions.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1 Basic Theory
Consider an n DOF robot manipulator perfi)rmlng tasks in an m-dimensionM Cartesian-space (with m < n). These
tasks will, in general, involve motion of the robot end-effector in certain directions and exertion of force by the end-effector on
the environment in the remaining directions. The particular directions of motion and force exertion depend on the nature of
thc task. Consider now a task-related "constraint frame" which is defined by the particular end-effector/environment contact
situation [20]. In the constraint frame, the m-dimensional Cartesian-spare can be decomposed into an l-dimensional "position
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subspace" and a j-dimensional "force subspace', where 1 + j = m and where the position subspace and force subspace are
orthogonal. The position subspace contains the I directions in which the robot end-effector is free to move and along which
the end-effector position is to be controlled, while the force subspace contains the j directions in which the robot end-effector
is constrained by the environment and along whidl the contact force is to be controlled. For convenience it will be assumed in
the following that all quantities are expressed in terms of the constraint frame unless otherwise noted.
Let y E _ define the position (and orientation) of the end-effector in Cartesian-space and _ E R n be the vector of joint
coordinates. The relationship between end-effector position y and jolnt-space position _ is
v = f(o) (1)
= J(0)0 (2)
where f : R n --_ R m represents the forward kinematics of the robot and J = O flOe E R mxn is the end-effector Jacobian
matrix. It may be assumed without loss of generality that the elements of y are ordered such that Y ---- [act I zT] T, where
x E R I and z E R j are the end-effector position (and orientation) vectors in the position subspace and force subspace,
respectively. Given this partitioning for y, the following partitioning for d may be defined:
where dp E j{Ixn and d f E R j xn are termed the "position subsp_ce Jacobian" and "force subspace Jacobian", respectively.
The dynamic model of the robot with its end-effector in contact with the environment may be written in joint-space as [e.g.,
21]
T = H(8)0 + V,e(O,O) + VI(tg,_ ) + G(O) + JT(O)P (3a)
where T E R n is the vector of actuator torques and/or forces, H E R °×n is the robot inertia matrix, P E ]{J is the
end-effector/envlronment contact force and/or moment, and Wee, V], G E R n represent the torque vectors due to Coriolis
and centripedal acceleration, friction, and gravity, respectively. Alternatively, the robot dynamic model can be expressed in
Cartesian-space as [e.g., 16]
F = (JH-1jT)-I[_t - jO] + (JH-1JT)-IJH-I[vcc + VI + G] + P* (3b)
whereF E Rm is the generallzedforcevectorcorrespondingto the generalizedcoordinate y, and P* = [ 0T I pT IT E Rm
with the zero denoting an l-dimensional zero vector.
The genera] Cartesian-space position/force control problem for the redundant robot described in (I)-(3) may be considered
to consist of two steps:
I.) Cartesian position/force trajectory tracking:
compute the Cartesian control input F = [ F_ [ FT ]T E R m required to track the desired m-dimensional
position/force trajectory, where Fp E R I is the position control input that tracks the desired end-effector position
trajectory Zd _. R I and F$, E R j is the force control input that tracks the desired end-effector/environment
contact force trajectory Pd E R j
2.) F _ T mapping:
compute the joint torque vector T E R n required to realize F while simultaneously accomplishing some desired
kinematic and/or dynamic performance objective.
Each of the steps will now be considered individually.
2.2 Cartesian Position/Force Trajectory Tracking
Observe that the Cartesian position/force trajectory tracking problem is nonredundant since Fp and Zd are both of
dimension [ and F_ and Pd are both of dimension j. Thus many different control strategies could be improvised to compute
the control input P that would ensure that the dynamics (3b) tracks the desired end-effector posltion/force trajectory. Here
the adaptive Cartesian-space position/force controller recently developed by Seraji [22] for nonredundant robots will be adopted
to accomplish this trajectory tracking. This control scheme was derived from an improved Model Reference Adaptive Control
(MRAC) method, and requires no knowledge of the robot dynamic model or parameter values for the robot, the payload, or
the environment. As a result, the controller is robust to both model and parameter uncertainties, and is computationally fast
for on-line control applications with modest computing power.
The control algorithm computes the position control input Fp as follows:
Fp = dp(t) + Kpp(t)Ep + Kvp(t)Ep + C($)gd + B(t)Xd + A([)x d (4)
where Ep ---- Xd -- x is the position tracking error, and dp E R I and Kpp, K_p, C, B, A E R Ixl are controller gains which
are updated adaptively. The adaptation laws for these gains are provided in [22] and are not repeated here. Note that the
control input fp is computed entirely based on the observed perforrrumce of the manipulator.
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The control scheme computes the force control input F! using the following algorithm:
tF 1 = dl(t ) + K_(t) Eldt + Kpl(t)E! - K_y(t)_ + Pd (5)
where E l = Pd -- P is the force tracking error, and dI E R j and KI, Kp], Kv! E R 1×j are controller gains which are
updated adaptively. Again, the adaptation laws for these gains are provided in [22] and are not repeated here. Note that the
control input E 1 is computed entirely based on the observed performance of the robot.
Finally, the position control input Fp computed in (4) and the force control input F! computed in (5) are combined to
form the Cartesian control input F:
F:tr[ i r[l T (6)
2.3 Redundancy Resolution Through Construction of F ---* T Map
Observe that the control input F cannot physically be applied to the robot end-effector; therefore this desired control
input must be mapped to an actuator torque vector T. The F --* T mapping problem is underdeterinined since F E R rn and
T E R n with m < n, so that it is at this stage of the control problem that the robot redundancy may be utilized to improve
the robot's performance.
The problem of constructing an appropriate F --* T map may be formulated in terms of inverting the known T _ F
map, which is unique even for redundant robots. The T --* F map may be shown to be [13,16]
F = (jH-tjT)-IjH-1T- M(O)T (7)
where it is easily verified that M E R mxn • Inversion of the T ---+ F map (7) may be achieved in two ways:
1.) "direct" inversion of (7) using the theory of generalized inverses [23]
2.) "indirect" inversion of (7) by first augmenting both M and F with r = n -- m additional rows and then inverting
the resulting fully determined system by standard methods
Each of these approaches is now briefly summarized. Additional details concerning each inversion method are provided in
Sectiotm 3 and 4 of this paper, and also in [13,24].
The direct appro_.h to inverting (7) has proven useful for realizing dynamic performance objectives, primarily because
inverting (7) using generalized inverse theory readily permits optimization of objective functions involving joint torque T and
"" 1/2,joint accelerations 0. For example, the F --* T map which minimizes the norm of the joint torque vector IITII = (TTT)
subject to the constraint (7), may be easily derived using generalized inverses:
T = H-1jT(jH-2JT)-tjH-1JTF (8)
The indirect approach to inverting (7) has been utilized principally for realizing klnematic performance objectives. While the
idea of augmenting M and F with r additional rows to obtain a fully determined system is conceptual]y simple, selecting these
additional rows in such a way that some desired performance objective is realized is more difficult. The process of augmenting
M in an appropriate manner can be simplified somewhat by choosing to augment J instead. Let Ja ---- [jT [ jT] T E R nxn
be the matrix that results from augmenting J with Jc E /{r×n. Then, provided Ja is nonsingular, replacing J with Ja in (7)
allows this T _ F map to be inverted by standard methods, yielding
T = JTF + JTF c (9)
where Re E R r is an appropriately chosen vector used to augment f. One method of specifying the terms J_ and Re in (9)
has been derived by Seraji [17], and is summarized in Section 4 of this paper.
3. OPTIMIZATION OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE ROBOT
One of the advantages of a redundant robot is the potential to use the "extra" DOF to improve the robot's dynamic
response [13,14,25]. One approach to achieving this improved performance is to devise a strategy for allocating motion among
the robot joints in such a way that the desired end-effector motion is tracked with minimum actuator torque. This strategy
will increase the bandwidth of the robot for a given set of actuator torque limits, which in turn will lead to improved tracking
of both position and force trajectories [26].
Local minimization of the (norm of the) joint torque vector required to provide the desired Cartesian control input F is
achieved in Section 2.3 using the direct approach to inverting the T _ F map (7), and the result is given in (8). However, it
has been found in previous investigations that local (in time) minimization of joint torques often leads to trajectories that are
globally unstable [9,27]; thus implementation of the F "-+ T map (8) may be undesirable.
An alternative approach to reducing joint torque requirements is to consider the following constrainedoptimization problem:
f0''1minimize OTHOdt subject to the constraint y ---- f(O) (10)
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where t] is the trajectory completion time. Note that (10) is a global optimization problem, and therefore its solution should
possess the desirable characteristics of a globally optimal solution, such a_ trajectory stability. Note also that minimizing total
robot kinetic energy integrated over the entire trajectory, subject to the constraint of desired end-effector motion, should lead
to a uniform reduction in joint torques and a corresponding uniform increase in dynamic response. The optimization problem
(10) may be analyzed using the calculus of variations [28]. First, the intermediate function L(0, 0, _) E R is constructed:
L = IOTHO + AT(t)[y--f(O)] (11)
where _ E Rm is the Lagrange multiplier vector. The necessary conditions on (11) for optimality of (10) are
OL OL d OL
-- = 0 -- 0 (12)
a_ ' oo dt O0
Substituting (11 ) into the necessary conditions (12) yields, after some simplification,
- JO - JO = 0 , HO + [-t0 - JTA - Io(OTHO)/i)O = 0 (13)
The equations (13) may be solved for 0 [131:
= H-1jT(JH-1jT)-I[!I- JO] - [In - H-1jT(JH-1jT)-IJ]H-1Vec (14)
where In E R n×n is the identity matrix. Note that the solution (14) to the problem (10) has been obtained, independently,
by Kazerounian and Wang [29].
Expressing the necessary condition for optimizing (10) as an F --* T map may be achieved by substituting the joint-space
dynamic model (3a) and the Cartesian-space dynamic model (3b) into the necessary condition (14), and simplifying the result:
T = jTF + [I. - JT(jH-1jT)-IjH-1](VI + G) (15)
A dose approximation to the global minimum kinetic energy F --* T map (15) may be obtained as follows. Observe that
the operator [In -- JT(JH-1jT)-IjH-1] projects the vector V I -{- G into the null-space of JH-1 (this may be verified
.... T --1 T-1 --1 --1 • •
bypre-multlplymgtheprojectlon[In-- J (JH J ) JH ](VI +G) by JH andnotmgthattheresu]tisthezero
vector). In fact, it is shown in [24] that this operator projects the vector V] "4"G onto only a portion of the null-space of
J H-1, and that typically the resulting projection is small compared to the term jT F. These results imply that the F ---+ T
map
T = jTF (16)
is a close approximation to the global minimum kinetic energy F _ T map. Note that the map (16) is computationally
efficient and requires no knowledge of the robot dynamic model.
In summary, it is hypothesized that utilizing the robot redundancy to construct the F _ T map which minimizes robot
kinetic energy integrated over the trajectory, subject to the constraint of desired end-effeetor motion, will lead to a uniform
reduction in joint torques and a corresponding uniform increase in dynamic response. Moreover, the resulting robot trajectory
should be stable because of the globally optimal nature of this F _ T map. In view of the fact that the F --* T map (16) is
a close approximation to the minimum kinetic energy map (15), and possesses the desirable features of computational efficiency
and robustness to dynamic model uncertainty, it is proposed that the map (16) be employed in the control algorithm. The
performance of the control scheme (4)-(6) together with the F _ T map (16) is examined through computer simulation in
Section 5.
4. CONSIDERATION OF KINEMATIC PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
In thls Section, the control algorithm (4)-(6),(16) is modified so that the robot redundancy is used to simultaneously
improve the robot's dynamic response and realize any specified kinematic performance objective.
It is shown in [18] that a redundant robot may be controlled to track a desired end-efl'ector position/force trajectory and
simultaneously satisfy an r-dimensional kinematic constraint of the form
¢(t) = g(O) (17)
where 9 : Rn "* Rr and ¢ E R r defines the evolution of g. The control algorithm developed to achieve this desired
performance computes the Cartesian control input F using (4)-(6), and then maps this control input to the robot actuator
torque T as follows:
T = jTF + p(Og/OO)TFc (18)
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where Og/00 E R rxn is the constraint Jacobian, p E R + was implicitly defined as p ---- 1 in [18], and Fc E R r is the
constraint control input required to track the desired evolution of (17), denoted as _d(t). The constraint control input Fc is
computed as
Fc = dp(t) + Kpp(t)E, + Kvp(t)Ec + C(t)¢d + B(t)(bd + A(t)(bd (1O)
where Ec = Cd -- ¢ is the constraint tracking error, and the adaptive gains d r _. R r and gpp, gyp, C, B, A E R rxr are
updated based on the constraint tracking error Ee.
Observe that setting p ---- 0 in (18) reduces that n_p to the (approximate) minimum kinetic energy F --, T map (16),
while setting p ---- 1 m (18) causes the robot redundancy to be used to closely track the kinematic constraint (17). Thus the
map (18) may be viewed as a modification of the map (16) to include the potential to satisfy kinematic constraints, and the
parameter p may be used to specify the relative importance of dynamic response and constraint tracking accuracy. In typical
applications (e.g., obstacle avoidance, joint limit avoidance), the constraint (17) need not be tracked with the same accuracy
as the end-effector task. Then p cart be chosen small, and adequate constraint tracking and improved dynamic response can
be achieved simultaneously. The selection of an appropriate value for p and the effect of this choice on the performance of the
robot is quantified through example in Section 5.
The control algorithm (4)-(6), (17)-(19) provides a method for controlling a redundant robot so that end-effector posi-
tion/force trajectory tracking and general kinematic constraint satisfaction are achieved simultaneously. This control scheme
can be extended to include utilizing the redundancy to optimize general kinematic performance objectives. Let the general
kinematic performance optimization problem be formulated as
maximize G(8) subject to the constraint y : f(_) (20)
where V : R n -'+ R may be constructed to represent a measure of any desired kinematic performance objective. The solution
to (20) can be obtained using Lagrange multipliers. Let the augmented scalar objective function e*(_, _) be defined as
G'(0, = a(0) +  r[y _/(0)] (21)
where A E R rn is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. The necessary conditions for optin_lity of (20) may be written using
(21):
aa'/a =o y= f(e)
OG*/O_ -_ 0 ::_ C_G/COO : jT/_ (22)
From (22), it is seen that a necessary condition for optimality of (20) is that OG/O0 _. R(JT). This requLirement may be
written concisely as
AcgG/O0 - 0 (23)
where A E R rxn is any matrix whose rows form a basis for the null-space of ft. This result is a direct consequence of the fact
that the row-space and the null-space of any matrix are orthogonal complements. Note that (23) can alternatively be obtained
using gradient projection optimization theory [30], and that this approach was first proposed for redundancy resolution by
Bailiieul in his "extended Jacobian" method [4]. When -G(O) is convex, the condition (23) is both necessary and sufficient to
solve (20). This is of interest because in robotics applications it is usually possible to construct G(O) so that --G(0) is convex.
Observe that the optimality condition (23) is an r-dimensional kinematic equality constraint of the form (17) with g ---
AOG/cg_ and ¢d(t) = 0. Therefore the control law (4)-(6), (17)-(19) can be used for simultaneous end-effector trajectory
tracXing and optimization of any desired kinematic objective function G(_). Indeed, assuming that G(_) is defined (and
differentiable), specification of the kinematic equality constraint that is to be tracked to achieve this optimization requires only
that an appropriate A matrix be constructed and that the calculations specified in (23) be performed. The matrix A may be
constructed in several ways; one formulation for A is [13]
A = [_jT(j_-I)T I Ir] (24)
where J1 E R m×rn and J2 _- R mxr are the partitions of J defined by J ---_ [gl [ g2]. The validity of the construction
(24) for A may be verified by observing that AJ T : 0 and that the row rank of A is r for all 0 due to the presence of the Ir
partition in (24).
Summarizing, the control algorithm (4)-(6), (17)-(19) can be extended to include utilizing the redundancy to solve the
kinematic performance optimization problem (20) by setting g -_- AOG/OO and ¢d ---- 0, where A E R r×n is given in (24).
The comments made previously concerning the role of the parameter p in the control law apply here as well, of course. The
use of the control algorithm (4)-(6), (17)-(19) for the case in which the kinematic performance objective is the optimization of
a kinematic objective function is illustrated in Section 5.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS
5.1 Overview of Computer Simulation Study
The Cartesian-space position/force control scheme for redundant robots given in (4)-(6), (17)-(19) is now applied to a
direct-drive four-link planar robot in two computer simulation examples. The results presented here are samples selected from
a comprehensive computer simulation study which was carried out to test the performance of the proposed controller. Note
that the results given here are selected because they are typical of the larger study, and not because they represent the best
performance obtainable with the proposed control law.
Consider the four-link robot in a horizontal plane shown in Figure 1. The robot parameters are link lengths/1 ---- 12 =
/3 ---- 14 ---- 1.0 m, link numses rn I ---: m2 -- rn3 ---- D14 :- 10.0 kg, and joint viscous friction coefficients Cl : c2 = c3 -=
c 4 ---- 40.0 Nt.m.sec; the llnk inertias are modeled by thin uniform rods. The frictionless reaction surface is located parallel to
the x-axis at z = 0.0 and has a stiffness of 104Nt/m. Note that in this example the base frame is chosen as the constraint
frame, so that the ponitlon subspace and the force subspace are each of dimension one and correspond to the x and z axes,
respectively. The robot dynamic model which relates joint torques T E R 4 and joint angles 0 E R 4 is given by
T = H(O)O + Vet(O, 0) + V1(0 ) + JTP (25)
In the dynamic model (25) the numerical values for the inertia matrix H E R 4x4, Coriolls and centrifugal torque vector
Vcc E R 4 and viscous friction torque vector Vj E R 4 may be found in [19]. Note that the gravity vector is orthogonal to the
plane of motion of the robot, so that no gravity torques appear in (25). It must be emphasized that the dynamic model (25) is
nsed only to simulate the robot behavior and is not used in the control law formulation.
In the simulation study, the performance of the control scheme (4)-(6), (17)-(19) is evaluated through comparison with a
commonly proposed approach to redundancyresolution, the inertia-weighted pseudoinverse approach [9]. Specifically, the
performance of the proposed controller is compared with the performance of a controller which resolves the robot redundancy
as follows:
= H-1jT(JH-1,]T)-I[_I-- Jo] (26)
To allow a meaningful comparison to be made between the control law (4)-(6), (17)-(19) and the redundancy resolution scheme
(26), the inverse kinematics algorithm (26) must be implemented as an equivalent f ---+ T map. This equivalent f -+ T map
may be derived using the same approac_ taken when rewriting the inverse kinematics algorithm (14) as the equivalent F --_ T
map (15), and yields the following result:
T = JTF "1- [In - JT(JH-1JT)-IjH-1](Vcc "4" VI) (27)
The F --, T map (27) may be combined with the control scheme (4)-(6) to yield a pseudoinverse-based position/force controller;
this controller resolves the robot redundancy exactly as prescribed in the inverse kinematics algorithm (26). Note that in deriving
the F --* T map (2T) it is implicitly assumed that e = 0, since this is the case in the sinmlation study.
We now turn to the discussion of two computer simulation exarnples. Throughout this discussion, the control law (4)-(6),
(17)-(19) will be referred to as the proposed controller while the control scheme given by (4)-(6) together with the F --+ T
map (27) will be called the weighted pseudoinverse (WP) controller. Additionally, in these simulations, the unit of length
is meter, the unit of angle is radian, the unit of force is Newton, and the unit of time is second.
5.2 Simulation 1
The task requirements for this simulation are to have the robot end-effector track a straight-line position/constant force
trajectory while utilizing the redundancy to improve the dynamic response of the robot. The desired end-effector position
trajectory is Zd(t) ---- 2.0 -_- Ao - AocoSWt, for t C [0, _/w] and for different values of the trajectory parameters Ao and w.
The desired end-efl'ector/environment contact force is Pd(]_) ----- 10.0, for t C [0, _r/w]. The initial configuration of the robot
is 0(0) = [ _r/3 - 2_r/3 2r/3 - 2_r/3 ]T, and the robot is initially at rest.
The proposed controller and the WP controller each accomplishes the required position/force trajectory tracking by em-
ploying the Cartesian control algorithm (4)-(6). The deoired position trajectory is tracked using a scalar version of the position
control algorithm (4), and the desired force trajectory is tracked using a scalar version of the force controller (5). The position
control input Fp and force control input Fj are combined to form F as prescribed in (6).
Redundancy resolution is achieved when mapping the Cartesian control input F (computed in (4)-(6)) to joint actuator
torque T. The map used in the proposed controller for increasing the robot's dynamic response in a stable manner is given
in (18) with p -- 0. The F ---, T map used by the WP controller is given in (27). The algorithm (4)-(6) together with the
appropriate F --+ T map is applied to the dynamic model (25) through computer simulation on a SUN 3/50 computer with a
sampling period of one millisecond.
In the first simulation, the end-effector trajectory parameters are assigned the values Ao ---- 0.5 and w = 0.25. The results
of the simulation are shown in Figures 2a-2c, and indicate that both controllers perform well. This is as expected, because the
required end-effector motion is slow and of moderate length.
In the next simulation, the end-effector trajectory is made both longer and faster by choosing trajectory parameter values
of Ao -- 0.8 and w -- 1.25. The results of the simulation are given in Figures 2d and 2e, and show that the WP controller
requires much larger torques than the proposed controller, and yet achieves poorer tracking accuracy.
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5.3 Simulation 2
This simulation illustrates the proposed controller's capability to use the robot redundancy to improve dynamic response
and achieve a desired kinematic performance objective simultaneously. The desired end-effector position/force trajectory to be
tracked in this ttimulAtion is quantified by Zd(t) --'-- V/3 "_- 0.8 -- 0.8c0s1.25t and Pd(t) ---- 10.0, for t C [0, 4x/5]. The
klnenmtic performance objective to be achieved simultaneously with improved dynamic response is the maximization of the
"mardpulability measure" W : R n _ R + , defined by Yoshikawa M follows [1]:
w( O) = ( det[ J JT]) 1/2 (28)
Briefly, it has been proposed by Yoshiknwa [1] sad others that utilizing robot redundancy to maximize manlpulability may he
an effective me_ of increasing robot dexterity and avoiding kinematic _ngularities.
The proposed controller and the WP controller each accomplishes the required po6ition/force trajectory tracking by em-
ploying the Cartesian control algorithm (4)-(6), as described in Section 5.2 for Simulation 1. Redundancy re_lution is achieved
in these controllers when mapping the Cartesian control input F to joint torque T. The map used in the proposed controller
for increasing dynamic response and manipulability simultaneously is given in (17)-(19) with g ---- A_w/CgO and _bd(t) = 0,
where the matrix A is constructed as in (24). The parameter p, which specifies the relative importance of increasing dynamic
response and increasing mtmipulability, is chosen (heuristically) as p ---_ 0.1. A measure of how effectively this proposed
controller increases dynamic response is obtained through comparison with the WP controller, which maps control input F
computed in (4)-(6) to joint torque T using (27). The effectiveness of the proposed controller at increasing manipulability is
evaluated by comparing the evolution of to(O) over the trajectory to the maximum possible values for to given the end-effector
trajectory tqpecified in this simulation.
In the siimalation, the algorithm (4)-(6) together with the appropriate F -'+ T map is applied to the robot dynamic model
(25) through computer simulation on a SUN 3/50 computer with a sampling period of one millisecond. It can be shown that
in order to maximize numipulability by tracking the optimality condition AOw/OO -_ O, it is necessary that the initial robot
configuration be the maximum manipulability configuration corresponding to the initial end-effector poeition [24]. One method
of obtaining the optimal initial configuration 0* (0) is to integrate the differential equation
= [I - JT(jjT)-lJ]_gw/f90 (29)
until it reaches equilibrium. The starting point for the integration may be any configuration 0 which places the end-effector in
the desired initial position, and the equilibrium configuration of (29) is the optimal configuration 0*. Using this algorithm, the
optlmal initial configuration of the robot is obtalned as 0(0) ---_ [ 1.697202 - 1.570791 - 0.252815 - 1.570791] T.
In this simulation the robot is initially at rest.
The results of the tfimuiation are shown in Figures 3a-3d. These results indicate that the WP controller requires much
larger torques than the proposed controller, and exhibits poorer tracking accuracy. Additionally, the results show that the
manipuiability is very nearly maximum over the entire trajectory. Thus the proposed controller accurately treks the required
trajectory and successfully increases both the robot's dynamic resporme and manipulahility measure over the entire trajectory.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a Caxtesian-space position/force control scheme for redundant robots. The proposed control strategy
is to partition the control problem into a nonredundant potation/force trajectory tracking problem and a redundant mapping
problem between Cartesian control input F and robot actuator torque T. The underdetermlned nature of the F --_ T map
is exploited to allow the redundancy to be effectively utilized directly in Cartesian-space. Computer simulation results are
given for a four DOF planar redundant robot under the control of the proposed algorithm, and demonstrate that accurate
position/force trajectory tracking and effective utilization of redundancy can be achieved simultaneously with the controller.
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Figure 1. Four Link Robot in Horizontal Plane
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Kinematics_ Controls_ and Path Planning Results
for a Redundant Manipulator
by Bruce Gretz 1and Scott Tilley _
Ford Aerospace Corporation, Space Systems Division
3825 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303
Abstract
The inverse kinematics solution, a modal position control algorithm, and path planning results
for a 7 degree of freedom manipulator are presented. The redundant arm consists of two links
with "shoulder" and "elbow" joints and a spherical wrist. The inverse kinematics problem for
tip position is solved and the redundant joint is identified. It is also shown that a locus of tip
positions exists in which there are kinematic limitations on self-motion. A computationally simple
modal position control algorithm has been developed which guarantees a nearly constant closed-
loop dynamic response throughout the workspace. If all closed-loop poles are assigned to the same
location, the algorithm can be implemented with very little computation. To further reduce the
required computation, the modal gains are updated only at discrete time intervals. Criteria are
developed for the frequency of these updates. For commanding manipulator movements, a 5th-order
spline which minimizes jerk provides a smooth tip-space path. Schemes for deriving a corresponding
joint-space trajectory are discussed. Modifying the trajectory to avoid joint torque saturation when
a tip payload is added is also considered. Simulation results are presented.
Introduction
Configuring and designing robotic systems for space applications involve many considerations not
present in terrestrial systems. Safety and versatility are of prime importance. For example, safety
concerns create a need for obstacle avoidance algorithms. Versatility demands may necessitate
the manipulator's ability to perambulate between locations. Redundant manipulators meet these
requirements because the additional degree(s) of freedom allow inclusion of obstacle avoidance
algorithms and increase the maneuverability of the manipulator. The redundant joint configuration
presently studied consists of two links with identical two degree-of-freedom "shoulder" and "elbow"
joints and a spherical wrist, making a total of 7 degrees of freedom. This particular joint geometry
has favorable characteristics with respect to singularity avoidance, obstacle avoidance, and simplicity.
It is a candidate for use in several NASA applications on the Space Shuttle, Space Station, Polar
Platform, and OMV.
Since this paper deals with quantitative results for a representative space-based manipulator, it
is necessary to summarize the assumed system requirements. The fundamental task required is a
pick-and-piace motion involving a payload of mass up to 100 kg and tip forces of 100 N. Speed
of operation is not deemed a high priority, so the manipulator has been designed to achieve tip
velocities of 0.5 m/see. The workspace should be roughly 4 m across, therefore the links are each
1.0 m long. As a result, the joint must be capable of exerting 200 Nm of torque to meet the 100 N
tip force requirement. Each link has a mass of 30 kg, including the associated joint.
1R&D Engineer
2Engineering Speciahst
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Kinematics Analysis
Figure 1 shows the manipulator configuration. The arm consists of two links of length L1 and L2
connected by a two degree of freedom rotational joint (the "elbow"). The base link is attached
to the ground by an identical joint (the "shoulder"). Each joint has one rotation axis parallel to
the inboard link (roll) and one perpendicular to it (pitch). The shoulder roll axis is normal to the
ground surface. The joint angles are denoted 81, 8_, 03, and 64 and called shoulder roll, shoulder
pitch, elbow roll, and elbow pitch, respectively. Joint angle limitations are not being considered.
Tile four degrees of freedom in the shoulder and elbow joints thus provide redundancy for positioning
the manipulator tip A three dimensional wrist can then be used to orient the end effector. Assuming
a spherical wrist, its kinematics are decoupled from those of the rest of the arm and are not treated
in this analysis.
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Figure 1: Joint Configuration of Redundant Manipulator
The forward kinematics of the arm are easily solved using a variety of methods. In the present
analysis, homogeneous transformation matrices derived from the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters
were multiplied together to produce the vector reaching from the base point to the tip [1]. The
result is
x = Llcls2 + L_(cls_c4 - slsss4 + clc2c3s4)
y = Llsls2+L2(sls2c4 + cls3s4 +slc2css4) (1)
z = LlC2 q" L2(c_c4 - s2CaSa).
where cl denotes cos 01, etc. The reachable workspace m a sphere of radius L1 + L2 centered at the
base.
Every redundant manipulator is capable of self-motion, that is, the tip can be fixed while the joint
angles are varied. For the present manipulator, self-motion consists of "orbiting" the elbow joint
in a circle. During orbiting all four joint angles must change. In particular, the elbow roll angle
varies from 0* to 360*. It follows that for a given tip position, an inverse kinematics solution can
be found for any elbow roll angle. The same cannot be said for the other three degrees of freedom,
therefore the elbow roll angle is the redundant joint. (For some tip positions, there exists a kinematic
limitation on the elbow roll angle. This will be addressed later.)
Specifying the tip position and elbow roll angle does not uniquely determine the other joint angles -
there are still four possible solutions. These solutions determine one of two possible positions of the
elbow joint and one of two possible orientations of link 1. For example, if the tip lies in the xy-plane
(see Figure 1) then a point on the side of link 1 could "face" the z-axis or the zy-plane. Also, the
elbow joint may be above or below the xy-plane.
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Figure2showsaninversekinematics"tree"containingtheequationsfor thesefoursolutions.The
first stepin obtainingasolutionis arbitrarilychoosingtheelbowroll angle,03. The elbow pitch
angle , 04, is found next by examining the triangle whose sides are the two links and the vector from
base to tip, Y. Since all three sides are known, the angle between the links is easily computed. Its
supplement is 04. This solution has two values corresponding to the ambiguity in the sign of the
inverse cosine. Physically, this corresponds to the elbow bending "up" or "down" and determines
one of the two possible elbow joint positions. Once one of these two configurations is chosen, the
appropriate branch of the tree is selected. The shoulder pitch angle, 02, is computed next. Its
equation is found by manipulation of the forward kinematics equations. The sign ambiguity in this
equation corresponds to link 1 facing "up" or "down". This choice of sign determines the final
branch of the tree. The shoulder roll angle is now uniquely determined.
02 = atan2(A,C)
For all solutions, [0x -- atan2[Bz + (As2 + Cc2)y, (Ass + Cc2)z - By][
C _- L2s4c3
D =-A 2 + C 2 - z _
Figure 2: The Four Inverse Kinematics Solutions
It has been noted that for some tip positions, there is a kinematic limitation on self-motion, meaning
that the elbow roll angle cannot take on an arbitrary value. Mathematically, this limitation call be
derived from the equation for 02. If D, equal to A 2 + C 2 - z "_, is less than zero, then no solution
exists. This occurs when A and C are both "small". A is the length of the arm projected onto the
vector parallel to link 1, so A decreases as the arm is folded onto itself. C is proportional to cos03,
thus it decreases as Oz nears 90°. From this qualitative analysis two results may be concluded: 1)
When the arm is relatively far extended the elbow roll angle can take on any value and thus complete
orbiting is possible, and 2) When the arm is folded towards itself the elbow roll angle must be near
0 °. Both of these conclusions can be restated rigorously. Assuming L1 = L2 = L, it can be shown
that for tip positions lying outside of the volume defined by two spheres centered at z = -i-L and
having radius L, the elbow roll angle may take on any value. For tip positions lying inside of this
volume, the elbow roll angle is constrained to
(_)
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where7= (L'_ + L] -r2)/(2LtL_.). This range of angles is centered around 03 = 0. Figure 3 shows
the regions of limited orbit capability.
WORKS_'AC_ Z
LIMITED
BOUNDARY ZI.. ORBIT
CAPABILITY
L, - L_. - L
Figure 3: Regions of Limited Orbit Capability
For maximum maneuverability, Figure 3 indicates that it is desirable to keep the workspace near
the zy-plane. An interesting parallel exists between this workspace location and the dexterous
"workspace" of the human arm. The human arm is kinematically similar to the manipulator if
we visualize its "z" axis extending horizontally out the sides of the shoulder. Our arms are most
dexterous in front of us, which is near our zy-plane and corresponds to the manipulator area of
complete orbit capability.
Controller Design and Analysis
The controller design for a space-based manipulator is primarily driven by requirements to maintain
a specified closed-loop bandwidth with a minimum of computational complexity. The bandwidth
is specified to accurately follow commanded trajectories. Disturbance rejection and modeling
error impacts will be discussed later. Computed torque controllers, which use feedforward, will
provide good dynamic response throughout the workspace; however, their computational complexity
may preclude their use in space applications. The modal control algorithm presented in this
paper is designed to maintain a nearly constant closed-loop dynamic response with a minimum
of computation.
The equations of motion of any space manipulator take the form
r¢ = M(e)_ + v(e, (_) + F(e, 6) - r_, (3)
where rc is the joint control torque, e is a vector of joint angles, M is the mass matrix, and V is
the nonlinear "velocity-squared" term of the dynamics, F is the friction terms, and rd is the joint
disturbance torque arising from tip disturbance torques. For purposes of controller design, V and
F can be viewed as a disturbance torques. Therefore, assuming the controller will have sufficient
disturbance rejection and/or V and F are sufficiently small, the controller can be designed based on
the approximate equations of motion given by
re = M(e)_. (4)
If constant gain eoiocated joint control is applied to a manipulator the dynamic response varies widely
throughout the workspace. Equation 4 shows that for slow motions this variation is primarily caused
by the changes in the mass matrix as a function of O. (Physically, the apparent inertia at each joint
changes with arm geometry.)
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Themodalcontrolalgorithmappliescolocatedjoint torquesusingfeedbackgainswhichvarywith
configurationi ordertoensureanearlyconstantclosed-loopbandwidththroughouttheworkspace.
Thefeedbackgainsarecomputedfromthemassmatrixasfollows.ThemassmatrixM is always
real positive definite and thus may be transformed such that S'rMS = D, where D is diagonal and
STS = I. The simplified equations of motion (equation 4) then become
ST MSi_ = sT,t.c, (5)
where r/-- STO. The elements of 77are called the modal coordinates. Equation 5 may be rewritten
as
D/_ = u, (6)
where u - STr is the modal control torque. Placing the poles of this system using modal position
and rate feedback is almost trivial because D is diagonal. Its diagonal elements are the modal
inertias, denoted hi. The modal control torque thus takes the form
ui = -(Kp,i_i + I;_,_#i), (7)
where Kp,i -- ,_iw_ and Kr,i = 2_i_iwi are the ith modal position and rate gains, respectively, which
give the closed-loop poles associated with _i a damping of (i and a frequency of wi. The modal
control torque is transformed back into joint space to give the joint control torque as
where /(p and K, are diagonal matrices containing the position and rate gains given in equation 7.
The control torque may be rewritten as
Since eigenvalues are preserved under a similarity transformation, the feedback scheme of equation 9
results in the same closed-loop poles that were assigned to the modal coordinates using equation 7.
As a result, a constant dynamic response throughout the workspace is assured for sufficiently slow
manipulator motions.
The choice of closed-loop frequency and damping is the result of hard requirements and engineering
judgments. The requirements arise from desired tracking accuracy. This will be discussed later.
The engineering judgements include considerations of disturbance rejection, positioning accuracy, tip
force application, and noise sensitivity. Other factors which impact system stability and performance
include structural flexibility, modeling errors, and time delays. Further, the control must be
implemented on actuator/drive subsystems which contain their own dynamics [2]. The influence
on all of these factors on choice of closed-loop pole location are topics of continuing research.
Reducing Control Computation
Implementing the algorithm described above requires diagonalization of the m_s matrix and several
matrix multiplications involving S. Much of this computation can be avoided by a simple restriction
on the pole placement, namely, that each of the poles corresponding to the rh be placed at the same
location. In this case, the position and rate gain matrices become
ffp = D_ 2
Kr = 2OC_, (10)
where ( and 2, are the damping and frequency, respectively, of that one pole location. As a result,
equation 9 reduces to
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Thecontrolgainscanthusbecomputedsimplybymultiplyingtilemassmatrixbyascalar.The
restrictionthat all modalpolesbeplacedat thesamelocationis not unrealistic.Fortrajectory
following,it is only necessarythat their frequenciesaresufficientlyhighandtheir dampingis
adequate.
Furthercomputationreductioncanbeachievedby updatingthe controlgains(the matrixof
equation9)lessfrequentlythaneverymicroprocessorcycle.Thusthesamecontrolgainsareusedfor
severalcycleseventhoughthemanipulatorconfigurationischangingslightly.Thegaincomputation
canthenbespreadoverseveralcycleswith thegainsbeingupdatedonlyafterthecomputationis
complete.
Analysishasbeenperformedtodeterminehowoftentheseupdatesneedtotakeplace.Theminimum
gainupdatefrequencydependsonhowfastthemassmatrixischangingsincethegainsarecomputed
fromit. Forthepresentmanipulator,themassmatrixismostsensitiveto theshoulderandelbow
pitchangles.Theshoulderpitchanglechangestheapparentinertiaabouttheshoulderroll joint
becauseit movestheentiremanipulatoreithercloseror fartherfromthatjoint'saxis.Theelbow
pitchanglefoldsthearmeitherinoroutandthuschangestheapparentinertiaaboutbothshoulder
joints.Asa result,thegainupdatefrequencyshouldbesetaccordingto expectedpitchanglerates
foragivenmanipulatormotion.It hasbeenfoundfromsimulationthatthegainshouldbeupdated
no lessthanonceevery5° of either pitch angle rotation. Such rotations change the terms in the
inertia matrix by less than 10%, provided the arm is not fully extended.
Tip-Space Stiffness and Contact Forces
Of interest in the design of a position controller are the forces of contact generated when the
manipulator tip approaches a desired location and touches the environment. These forces are
important in determining how well a manipulator performs a given task and whether there is a
possibility of damaging the environment. For these reasons, it is important to quantify the contact
forces which a given controller generates.
Contact forces are generated by a manipulator under position control when an obstacle prevents
the tip from reaching its commanded position. For example, if the tip is commanded to a position
behind a wall (due to position sensor inaccuracies or an error in modeling the environment) the tip
will be stopped by the wall but continue to exert a force on it as the tip tries to reach the commanded
position. The magnitude of the resulting contact force depends on how far the commanded position
is behind the wall and the Cartesian "stiffness" of the control system. This stiffness can be expressed
as a matrix K in the relation
F = -KAz, (12)
where F is the force acting on the wall and Ax the distance from the commanded position to the
wall. Equation 12 also expresses the relation between a force exerted on the tip in free space and
the resulting tip deflection.
Any manipulator under position control exhibits such a stiffness due to position feedback in the
controller. In steady-state, the control law can be written rc = --GAO, where G is the position gain
matrix given by G = SKpS T when using modal control (see equation 9). It is well-known that the
Jacobian J relates tip deflections to joint deflections by Jz_O = Ax and tip forces to joint torques by
jT F = r. Substituting these two relations into the steady-state control law above and rearranging
yields
F = -(JSK;ISTJr)-ILXx. (13)
Thus the apparent stiffness matrix of the manipulator under modal control is K = (3SK_IsTjT) -1
The properties of this matrix as a function of the controller gains and joint angles is a topic of
continuing research.
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Path Planning for a Redundant Manipulator
The simplest problem in path planning is computing a tip-space position, velocity, and acceleration
trajectory that moves the end effector from one point to another. A 5th-order spline has been chosen
for this purpose because it can give zero velocity and acceleration at the end points• The solution is
= + 5 - 4 + 10 3)( I - (14)
where zi and x! are the initial and final positions and r (defined as t/T) is normalized time with T
the total maneuver time [3]. It can be shown that this spline also gives the minimum jerk for any
polynomial trajectory. Hollars recommends that the controller have a bandwidth of at least 4/T Hz
to adequately track this spline. The same spline is used for all three tip-space coordinates. As a
result the trajectory is a straight line between the start and end points.
The next task in path planning is generating a joint-space trajectory corresponding to the desired
tip-space trajectory. For redundant manipulators, there exists an infinite number of joint trajectories
for each tip trajectory. In the present case there is one redundant degree of freedom, therefore one
additional constraint must be added in order to produce a solution• This constraint could arise from
considerations of singularity avoidance, obstacle avoidance, tip-space stiffness, etc.
The present manipulator has no internal singularities within the region of complete orbit capability.
Therefore, an easy singularity avoidance scheme consists of limiting the workspace to this region.
A constraint still needs to be chosen to solve the inverse kinematics. The constraint 93 = 0 is one
simple possibility. This leaves four possible solutions for the other joint angles (see Figure 2). A
single one can be selected based on how the links are to be oriented during the motion (elbow "up"
or "down", etc.). This choice could be driven by constraints on the position of the elbow itself
arising from obstacle avoidance concerns.
Another possible constraint is minimizing joint velocities. This can be accomplished by resolved-rate
control in which a desired tip velocity trajectory is transformed into a joint velocity trajectory. The
Jacobian pseudo-inverse is used to find the instantaneous minimum joint velocity. The solution is
6(t) : JtX(t), (15)
where ,_(t) is the vector of tip-space coordinates and jt is the Jacobian pseudo-inverse given by
• • . . . .
jt = jT(j jT)-I. This solution minimizes the .2-n.orm of the joint velo_:tYh:ehtt:_a_tu::_4h 5P°'Til_
the trajectory. Several modifications to this method have oeen propose L , J-
generally attempt to optimize some other performance criterion or potential function.
One argument for using equation 15 is that it helps avoid singularities because joint velocities tend
to increase near them. However, this method causes the tip to follow the desired trajectory exactly,
therefore if the trajectory passes close to a singularity then the minimum joint velocity solution
can be arbitrarily large. Wampler and Leifer [6] have proposed an interesting modification to this
method which causes the tip to deviate from the desired trajectory when it approaches a singularity.
In this way an upper bound on joint velocities can be maintained.
For the present manipulator, limiting the workspace to the region of complete orbit capability will
avoid all internal singularities. If the manipulator is required to move out of this region then 03 = 0 is
the recommended constraint because it will avoid orbit angle limits• If the tip is always in this region
then either 03 = 0 or equation 15 gives acceptable results for simple pick-and-place operations. When
constraints involving obstacle avoidance, elbow joint position, or tip stiffness arise, the redu,ldancy
can be used to address them.
Path Planning in the Presence of a Tip Payload
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Sincewearedesigninga manipulatorto performpick-and-placeoperations,pathplanningwitha
tip payloadisof concern.Clearly,executinga trajectorywitha tip payloadwill requirelarger
controltorquesthantrackingthesametrajectorywithoutapayload.A nominaltrajectoryduration
for movementswithouta payloadshouldbeselectedsuchthat thepeakjoint torquecommanded
is a certainfractionof themaximumjoint torque.Thisnominaldurationshouldbevariedwith
trajectorydistancein orderto keeptheaveragetip velocityconstant.Thiswill ensurethat the
velocity-squaredtermsandtheinertiatermof theequationsofmotionmaintainthesamerelative
magnitude(seeequation3).
Whenapayloadisadded,thenominaltrajectorymustbemodifiedinordertoensurethesamepeak
joint torquecommand.Usingsimpleresultsfromthedynamicsofacceleratingapointmass,wecan
assumethat themaximumcontroltorquerequiredto executeatrajectoryis inverselyproportionalto thesquareof themaneuvertime.Thatis,
1
rc,,_a_ o¢ T--_, (16)
where rc,,,_a_: is the maximum control torque and T is the trajectory duration. The first step in
modifying the trajectory is running a simulation to determine the peak joint torque commanded
when moving the payload through the nominal trajectory duration. Equation 16 can then be used
to adjust the maneuver time accordingly. Also, the desired closed-loop pole frequency should be
lowered so that it is no higher than that required for tracking. This will minimize the sensitivity of
the controller to noise and unmodeled dynamics.
The mass matrix used to compute the control gains should include modeling of the payload. If it
does not then the closed-loop poles will have a lower frequency and damping than that desired. As
a result, the disturbance and noise rejection may be degraded. Including modeling of the payload
in the mass matrix will ensure that the desired closed-loop poles are achieved. Since space-based
manipulators will initially be used in highly structured environments, the time of attachment and
mass properties of payloads should be readily available.
Simulation Results
This section presents simulations of tip trajectory following with and without a payload using the
modal control algorithm and two redundancy management schemes. The starting and ending
tip coordinates (in meters) in the x-y-z coordinate system of Figure 1 are (-0.8, 1.0,0.6) and
(0.6, 1.2, -0.8), respectively, giving a trajectory length of about 2 m. Note that the line connecting
these points lies completely within the area of complete orbit capability. The control gains are
updated every 0.25 sec and the payload is assumed to be a point mass of 100 kg located at the tip.
Figure 4 shows the response with no payload using the 03 = 0 constraint. All closed-loop pole
frequencies are set to 2.4 rad/sec, which is the minimum required for a i0 sec slew. In the first
plot the actual and commanded tip motion are shown. Although the actual tip motion lags slightly
behind the desired trajectory, it converges accurately to the desired end position at the end of the
maneuver. Note that the discrete gain updating causes jumps in the commanded joint torques.
Since joint dynamics are not modeled here, the commanded torque is equal to the applied torque. In
actuality, the dynamics of the joint motor will smooth these jumps while not degrading the tracking
accuracy. Modeling joint dynamics is currently being researched [2].
Figure 5 shows the same simulation except that the pseudo-inverse is used to generate the joint
trajectory. Notice how 03 attains a final angle of about 35 o in order to decrease the average
velocity of the other three joints. Otherwise, the performance is the same as before. Figure 6
shows the simulation of Figure 4 except that a 100 kg payload has been added. Another simulation
showed that the maximum control torque with this payload and a maneuver time of l0 sec is about
12 Nm. Therefore, using equation 16 and the fact that the previous simulations have maximum
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control torques of 3 Nm, the maneuver time was lengthened by a factor of 2 (= _) to bring
tile maximum control torque back to 3 Nm. In addition, the closed-loop poles were reduced to
1.2 rad/sec to match the increase in maneuver time. The tracking performance is ms good as that
with no payload.
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Figure 5: Simulated Maneuver with Minimum Joint Velocity Constraint
Conclusions
The inverse kinematics solution, a modal position control algorithm, and path planning resulls for
a 7 degree of freedom manipulator have been presented. After arbitrarily choosing the elbow roll
angle, the redundant degree of freedom, the inverse kinematics has four solutions. Each soh:tion
corresponds to a different orientation of the links in space. It is also shown that a locus of tip
positions exists in which there are kinematic limitations on the orbit angle.
A computationally simple modal position control algorithm has been developed which guaraxlt,_'es
a nearly constant closed-loop dynamic response throughout the workspace. The algorithm consists
of diagonalizing the mass mat.fix into four modal inertias and computing feedback gains to conl rol
the modal coordinates. This controller is able to reject the disturbance arising from the unmodeled
velocity-squared terms. If all closed-loop poles are assigned to the same location, the algorithm
can be implemented with very little computation. To further reduce the required comput.at, ion. the
modal gains are at. discrete time intervals. An update frequency of every 5 ° of eilher pitch ,'_Klgt_'
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Figure 6: Simulated Maneuver with i00 kg Payload
motion significantly reduces computation without degrading performance.
For commanding manipulator movements, a 5th-order spline with zero velocity and acceleration at
the end points provides a smooth tip-space path. The frequencies of the closed-loop poles should
be at least 4IT Hz, where T is the trajectory duration, to maintain adequate tracking. The best
singularity avoidance scheme is keeping the tip trajectory in the region of complete orbit capability.
The orbit angle can then be used to address other constraints such as obstacle avoidance or tip-space
stiffness. A method is presented for modifying the trajectory duration when a payload is added to
maintain a constant joint control torque. The payload should be modeled in the mass matrix to
allow accurate control over the closed-loop bandwidth.
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Abstract
Using a method based upon resolving joint velocities using reciprocal screw quantities, compact analytical
expressions are generated for the inverse solution of the joint rates of a seven revolute (spherical-revolute-spherical)
manipulator. The method uses a sequential decomposition of screw coordinates to identify reciprocal screw quantities
used in the resolution of a particular joint rate solution, and also to identify a Jacobian null-space basis used for the
direct solution of optimal joint rates. The results of the screw decomposition are used to study special configurations of
the manipulator, generating expressions for the inverse velocity solution for all non-singular configurations of the
manipulator, and identifying singular configurations and their characteristics.
This paper therefore serves two functions: a new general method for the solution of the inverse velocity problem
is presented; and complete analytical expressions are derived for the resolution of the joint rates of a seven degree of
freedom manipulator useful for telerobotic and industrial robotic application.
1. Introduction
The inverse velocity problem for a redundant manipulator is underdetermined. That is, an infinite number of joint
rate solutions providing a required end effector velocity will exist. A means of resolving the "best" joint rate solution
and computation efficiency are requirements of an inverse velocity solution method. To form a complete inverse
instantaneous (velocity) kinematic solution for a specific manipulator, special configurations and their characteristics
must be identified.
Several approaches for the resolution of "optimal" joint rates for redundant manipulators have been proposed.
These techniques can be classified as local (e.g. see Hollerbach and Suh[1] and the references of [1], [2], [3] and [9]),
global (e.g. see Kazerounian and Wang[2] and the references of [2], and [3]), kinematic function based (e.g. see
Wampler and Baker [3]), and constraint based (e.g. see Baillieul[4]). Global, kinematic function, and constraint tech-
niques (in a local sense), have the advantage of maintaining the same joint displacements during repetitive execution of
a task. Local optimizations have the disadvantage of being nonrepetitive, and globally nonoptimal, but remain an
important technique where insufficient information or computational time is available for global optimization.
Analytical derivation of expressions for the inverse velocity solution allow a computational efficiency difficult to
achieve with numerical solution schemes. Works by Sugimoto[5] ("orthogonal basis" decomposition of screw coordi-
nates), Hunt[6] (direct inversion of a screw coordinate matrix (Jacobian) using convenient frames of reference), and
Stanisic et. al.[7] (canonical reference for three parameter motion) are recent examples of techniques for the derivation
of analytical expressions for the inverse velocity solution of nonredundant manipulators.
In this work, an inverse velocity solution based on a decomposition of screw coordinates is presented (Sections
2,3 and 4), and is applied to the derivation of analytical results for a seven revolute (7R) manipulator (Section 5). The
decomposition identifies reciprocal screw quantifies (terminology reviewed in Section 2) used for a particular joint
velocity solution, and a basis for the Jacobian null-space useful in joint rate optimization. Optimization for quadratic
objective functions, yields direct solutions for the optimum (local) joint rates in terms of pseudo-inverses of a weighting
of the null-space basis. These solutions require the inverse of matrices of reduced order, (e.g. a scalar quantity or a
seven degree of freedom robo0, in comparison to pseudo-inverses of the manipulator Jacobian.
The 7R manipulator analyzed features a spherical base, a revolute elbow, and a spherical wrist. This joint layout
was proposed by Hollerbach[8] as an "optimal" seven degree of freedom layout, for which one of the objectives was the
elimination of singularities caused by single joint displacement conditions. As such, the robot should be useful for
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teleroboticandindustrialapplicationwhereadegree of autonomous motion is required (i.e. preplanning for singularity
avoidance is not possible). Analytical results are derived for the inverse velocity solution for all non-singular
configurations. Singular configurations are examined and characterized in terms of the screw decomposition.
2. Resolving Joint Velocities Using Reciprocal Screws
A screw is a line in space having an associated linear pitch. [11] As such it represents five independent parame-
ters (four for the line, one for the pitch). Associating an amplitude acting on the screw yields six independent parame-
ters. Screw quantifies are natural entities for describing spatial instantaneous motion (velocities) and forces and
moments, (i.e. any velocity can be considered to be a rotational velocity about an axis and a translational velocity paral-
lel to the same axis, and any system of forces and moments is equivalent to a force in a direction and a couple in a plane
perpondicular to the direction).
A screw can be represented as a dual vector by its screw coordinates, {$; So} r,
$ = {$; So}r= {L; Lo +pLL} r (1)
where L and Lo are respectively the direction of the line and its moment about a reference origin (Plucker line coordi-
nates), and PL is the pitch of the screw. A screw quantity is represented by the product of an amplitude and a screw,
S = a{s; so}r = {s;so}r (2)
If S is the velocity of a rigid body, (a twist about a screw), then a is referred to as the twist amplitude, s is the angular
velocity vector of the body, and so is the translational velocity of a point on the rigid body (extended to be) coincident
with the reference origin. If S represents a system of forces (a wrench acting on a screw), s is the resultant vector of the
forces acting on the body, and so is the resultant vector of the moments acting on the body plus the sum of the moments
of all forces about the reference origin.
The reciprocal product of two screw quantifies is the inner product,
$1 X S2 = st "So 2 + so I • s2 (3)
The reciprocal product of a "twist" and a "wrench" quantifies a rate of work. Two screws are reciprocal when theft
reciprocal product is zero, e.g. a body having a motion described by a twist, Si, subjected to a force system described
by a wrench on a screw reciprocal to, Si performs no work. A set of r linearly independent screws forms an r-system.
Reciprocal to an r-system is a (6-r)-system of screws [12].
If a rigid body is acted upon by twist amplitudes about a chain of n screws the resulting velocity, M, is
Oq$1 +0t252 + "'" +0t_$, =M (4)
In robotics application the joint axes are the screws, $i, i=l,n, (and the screw coordinates can be shown to be
equivalent to the columns of the manipulator Jacobian with respect to the frame of reference, i.e., [J] = [$1 "'" $,]).
The joint rates, qi, i=l,n, are the twist amplitudes of equation (4), and M is the end effector velocity. In the inverse
velocity problem we are concerned with finding qi, i=l,n such as to provide a required M.
The joint rates can be resolved using reciprocal screw quantifies. That is, if a wrench on a screw, B is known
such that B Z $i = 0, i_n, and B Z $,_ 0, the nth twist amplitude (joint rate) can be resolved by taking reciprocal pro-
ducts of both sides of equation (4) with B.
(°q$t + ct252 + "'" + °t_$n)zB =°t.$. zB =MzB (5)
and therefore ot_ = _ = (M X B)/($. X B)
Equation (5) represents a virtual work expression, i.e. the rate of work done by the end effector moving at the rate. M
when subjected to the wrench, B, must be equal to the rate of work generated by the joint velocity, _. about $. when
subjected to the same wrench, since B X $i = 0. i_en.
3. An Inverse Velocity Solution Based on a Decomposition of Screw Coordinates
After a joint velocity, e.g.q, of equation (5), is resolved, its contribution to the end effector velocity can be
removed, e.g. M_f = M - 4.$.. Resolution of the next joint velocity, e.g. q_-l, requires only a _rew quantity recipro-
cal to the remaining screws, e.g. $1 "'" $.-2. These reciprocal screw quantifies can be found using the sequential
decomposition presented in this section.
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Sequentiallythejth screw of the Jacobian is decomposed into twist amplitudes, oqj, about the joint screws, $i,
i <j, and the complement of a wrench, B j, having a null reciprocal product (NRP) with the joint screws, $i, i <j. That
is, j-1 (6)
,j = + £
i=1
where B) _ $i = 0, i <j, and B" = {boj; bj} T is defined as the wrench complement. By sequentially taking reciprocal
products with Bi, and noting Bj* _ Bi = Bj_ Bi* = Bj _ ($i - o.i-li$i-1 ..... °tli$1) = 0 for i <j, the required twist
amplitudes, ct0, are determined to be
j-I
(Xi)= ($ij _ Bi)/($i _ Bi), where $ij = $j- _ o_jSk (7)
k.=/+1
Notice this is a Gram-Schimdt type decomposition [13] where the inner product is the reciprocal product, and dual vec-
tors are being decomposed.
If Sy is linearly dependent on the previous j-1 linearly independent screws then a set of unique cl exists such that
c151 + c252 + "'" + cj-lSy-1 + Sy = 0. In this case the decomposition returns a null B_ value, and the values of
ct0, i <j, of equation (7) correspond to the negatives of the values of ci, i <j. These values of ci together with a value
of one (1) associated with Sj form a vector for the null-space basis of [J] (--- [$1 "'" $_]). For the decomposition of the
remaining screws, Sy and its associated null Bj are not considered.
Let us assume that the first r screws of [J] are linearly independent, where r is the rank of [,11, and the remaining
n-r screws are linearly dependent on the first r screws, (this is achieved by removing the linearly dependent screws as
they are found in the decomposition sequence). The complements of the NRP wrenches may be expressed as
[B'] = [J][d] (8)
where [B*] =[B_ B_ .-" B,* 0 ..-0], anddiy= 1 if i=j, or -_y if i<j and i<r, or 0 otherwise
The last n-r columns of [d] form a basis for the null-space of [J]. The ordering of the screws when doing the sequen-
tial decomposition is arbitrary, but must be maintained throughout the complete solution. The subscripts associated
with the screw quantities in the decomposition can be considered to refer to integers of a set, So,d, corresponding to the
order of decomposition.
A particular joint velocity solution can be formed by decomposing M into joint rates about the "linearly indepen-
r
dent" screws of [J], i.e. M = _qjp,,,$j, where
j=l
qjp_., = @dj _CBj)/($y 9CBj), j=r, 1,-1, with My = M- _ q,,t_,_$m (9)
rn=j+l
A general joint velocity solution can be expressed as
{0}_×1 = {il}p.,.t,,,,1 + [al,×(,-r){_'}(_-,) xl (10)
where [a ] is a null-space for the joint screw coordinates (Jacobian). The particular joint velocity solution of equation
(9) corresponds to a solution with _j_,, = 0 for j>r. If this particular solution is used and [a] is formed from the last
n-r columns of [d], recalling that [d] has unit values on the diagonal and is upper triangular, the {k} of equation (10)
are seen to correspond to the values of qj, J >r. These rates shall be referred to as the redundant joint rates.
Optimizing the joint rate solution involves finding the optimal basis multipliers, {k}ot,, (equivalent to the optimal
"redundant" joint rates). Substitution into equation (10) then yields the optimal joint rates. For example consider a
weighted sum square of the joint velocities, i.e. fo_,j = ([W]({q }e,,_ + [a] {_.}))2 where [W] is a weighting matrix. Dif-
ferentiating fot,j with respect to {_.} and equating to zero gives
{Moe, = " ([a] r[w]rlW][al)-_ lair[wit[w] {0l,,,, (11)
Details on using the null-space basis for the optimization of joint rates for obstacle avoidance, joint displacement
centering, joint torque minimization, and iterative least squares displacement closure can be found in [10] In each case
joint rates are optimized for quadratic objective functions, resulting in direct solutions for the optimal redundant joint
rates in terms of a left pseudo-inverse[13] of a weighting of the null-space basis, similar to that of equation (11).
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Forming this pseudo-inverse requires the inversion of a (n -r) x (n-r) matrix, (e.g. for a seven degree of freedom robot
with a Jacobian of full rank, this is a scalar quantity).
The results of the screw decomposition characterize the redundancy of the manipulator, indicate the rank of the
Jacobian, and allow the solution of the inverse velocity problem. The method is suitable for numerical application, for
which the computational costs are discussed in [9]. The method is also useful for the derivation of explicit expressions
for the Jacobian null-space basis and null reciprocal product wrenches. These expressions allow analytical solution of
the inverse velocity problem, and are useful for the identification of special configurations of the analyzed manipulator,
as is demonstrated with an example in Section 5.
4. Multi-arms having Common Redundant Degrees of Freedom
Consider a system comprised of m manipulators (arms) sharing nc common joint degrees of freedom. The Jaco-
bian of the ith manipulator is composed of the joint screw coordinates individual to the particular manipulator, [$]i, and
the screw coordinates of the common degrees of freedom, [$]c, i.e., [J]i_x_÷,, = [[$]itx._ [$]c_,_]. The screws [$]i
are assumed to span the task requirements of the ith manipulator, rendering the [$]c joint degrees of freedom "redun-
dam". The individual manipulator joint axes may also have redundancy, (i.e. ni>ri).
The screw coordinates of [J]i can be decomposed yielding [B]i and the null-space basis [a]i¢,i.,,_)x(,i.,i.,c). The
null-space bases for each arm can be combined, concatenating the columns for the common degrees of freedom, to
yield a null-space basis for the Jacobian of the entire manipulator system. That is,
I [$]]'''' 0 0 [$]c ._]
[J][a]
[a](_/,,÷,_) x (_Y.X-,- i)+,,c) = [0] (12)
[$]"_" [$]_"J 6,,x (E-,+,_)
Similarly, particular solutions can be found for each arm and concatenated. The general joint solution solution becomes
+ [a](_,,_+,,,) x (_._.. ,,')+,,c) {_'}(_,_.-,,)+,,,)xl (13)
(,,T._*"_)x l
Note that a null-space basis is not a function of frame of reference. That is, a convenient frame of reference can be util-
ized to form each component of the assembled total system null-space basis. For multi-arm examples the reader is
referred to [9] and [10].
5. Analytical Expressions for the Inverse Velocity Solution of a 7R manipulator
Overview
The decomposition of screw coordinates presented in the previous section is used in deriving expressions for [a]
and [B] for the 7R manipulator illustrated in Figure 1. The manipulator features a spherical group of joints at the base
and at the wrist. Hollerbach[8] suggested this joint layout as being the "optimal" for a 7R manipulator, for which one of
the objectives of optimality was the elimination of singularities.
Based on the results of the screw decomposition special configurations of the manipulator are identified. These
configurations correspond to cases when groups of joint axes become linearly dependent and yet the manipulator retains
full motion ability, and to cases of joint dependency leading to motion ability degeneracy (singular configurations).
Screw decompositions using two frames of reference are performed to form compact analytical expressions for use in
the inverse kinematic solution for all non-singular configurations of the manipulator. Singular configurations are exam-
ined and characterized within the context of the screw decomposition.
A screw decomposition
Solution of the inverse kinematic problem can be performed with respect to any frame of reference. A frame of
reference was chosen as: Z,,l; aligned in the direction of $s; Yrefl in the opposite direction to that of $4; with the origin
of the reference frame located at the intersection of the three wrist axes, see Figure 1. This reference frame was chosen
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to exploit the decoupling provided by the spherical wrist, and to minimize the complexity of the Jacobian terms. With
respect to this reference frame the screw co_dinates of the joint axes (columns of the Jacobian) are t
$1rC:f l = {$2C3C 4 +C2S4, .$2S3, ..$2C3S4 +C2C4; .$2S3(C4g +h), -S2C3g-(S2C3C4+C2S4)h, $2S3S4g }r
$_t = {-$3C4, "C3, $3S4; -C3(C4g+h), S3(g+C4h), C3S4g} r
$_¢t = (S+, O, C+;O, -hS4, O}r
$4"_'1 = {0, -1, 0;-h, 0, 0} r (14)
$5"_'t = {0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 0} r
$_,ft = (Ss, -Cs, 0;0, 0,, 0} r
$_1 = {-CsS6, -SsS6, C6; O,O, 0} r
Decomposition of the screw set in the order, $ord = {5, 6, 7, 4, 3, 2, 1}, yields the null reciprocal wrenches,
B_ t =
B_f | =
B_ 1 =
B4_I 1 =
B3n¢l =
{0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1} T
{0, 0, 0; Ss, -C5, 0} r
{0, 0, 0; -CsS6, -SsS6, 0} r
{-h, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0} r
{0, -S4h, 0; 0, 0, 0} r
{0, 0, C3S4g; O, O, 0} r
{0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0} r
Z7 _r¢/" 1
(15) "_
"'+'= ,
A particular joint rate solution can now be resolved. _ Oft_
Let M "4t = {m., o_, co,, v., vy, v,} r represent the 0S s .4 Y'¢2_._m
required task space motion. This screw quantity can be $, y_Jexplicitly decomposed onto the joint screws yielding,
q2 = M _ B2_Ct/$2"41 X n_41 = v,/(C3S4g) (16)
q3 = (M - +252no'l) Z B_41 vsS3(g + C4h) )/S4h
$3"4t Z B_4t = -(v,- C3S+g
etc.
where qi -=O,
Figure 1 - 7 R Spherical-Revolute-Spherical Manipulator
Alternatively efficient customized code (ignoring zero (0) operations and one (1) multiplications) can be produced at
this point for the particular joint rate solution. The operations required for such a solution are; q2:1 × and 0 +, t13:
6xand 5 +, q4:3 xand2 +, qT: 3 xand 2 +, q6:5 xand4 +, qs: 0xand0 +, for a total of 18 x and 13 +. No
computational costs are involved in finding the reciprocal wrenches once the Jacobian screw coordinates (equation
(14)) are known.
The first joint axis for this order of decomposition corresponds to the redundant screw. Decomposing the screw
coordinates of this joint yields the null-sp+ £e basis,
1
-$2S3]C 3
(-S2g-S2C4h-C2C3S4h)/(C3S4h)
[a] = dj7 = 0 (17)
(S2C 4S 6g +$2S4C5C6g +S2S6h)/(C3S,1S6 h
S2Ssg/(C3h)
-S2CsgI(C3S6h)
1" Details are included as Appendix I, S i - Sin(0,), C_ _ Cos(O_)
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The expressions in the null-space basis indicate that $4 has no component in the null (is linearly independen0, and
therefore in general (special configurations excepted) joints $1, $2, $3, $s, $6 and $7 as a group have one degree of
redundancy. This basis can be utilized in the optimization of the joint rates (e.g. equation (11)).
Special configuration identification
Conditions which cause a normally non-zero wrench, Bi, to become null correspond to special configurations of a
manipulator. These special configurations may correspond to a linear dependency within a "redundant group" of joints
causing the joint initially chosen to be last (e.g. joint 1 in the above decomposition) to become linearly independent and
hence unsuitable as the "redundant" joint. In this case reordering the screws with one of the linearly dependent joints as
the redundant joint will yield a complete set of [B].
The special configuration may also correspond to further joint linear dependency, (i.e., an increase in the dimen-
sion of the null-space of [J]). In this case, reordering of the decomposition will find r <6 non-zero wrenches, and there
will exist a set of linearly independent wrenches, W i, i=l,6-r, reciprocal to the screws of [J], where r is the rank of [J].
The manipulator will not be able to instantaneously produce motions having non-zero rates of work subject to W i. This
corresponds to a loss of a degree(s) of instantaneous end effector motion capability, and is commonly referred to as a
singularity. In [9] the authors present a scheme for instantaneously planning "optimal" alternative motion specifications
satisfying the required reciprocity with W i, for manipulators at or near singular configurations.
The above decomposition demonstrated that for the 7R manipulator, typically any one of $1, $2, $3, $5, $6 and $7
could be chosen to represent the redundancy (the "redundant joint") of the manipulator. Furthermore, since six typi-
cally non-zero B values were found, the Jaeobian was seen to normally be of full rank.
Examination of the wrenches of equation (15) reveal null B values occur if C3 = 0, $4 = 0 or $6 = 0. If C3 = 0,
then $2, $3, Ss, $6 and $7 become linearly dependent causing $1 to be unsuitable choice for redundant joint. Similarly
if $6 = 0 then $5 and $7 become linearly dependent, again rendering $1 as an unsuitable choice for redundant joint.
Reordering of the decomposition (,performed below) in both of these cases will find six non-zero B values, indicating
that these configurations do not correspond to singularities. Reordering the decomposition for $4 = 0, finds only five
non-zero wrenches indicating a singular configuration. This case and multiple joint displacement conditions leading to
loss of task space freedom are considered later.
A second screw decomposition
A decomposition order having $s or $7 as the final joint axis screw coordinates to be decomposed would be suit-
able for either C3 = 0 or $6 = 0. It is convenient to reference the screws with respect to a frame located at the base
spherical group of joints for such a decomposition. Consider the reference frame ref 2 illustrated in Figure 1, where
z,_f2 is in the direction of $3, and Y,,¢2 is in the opposite direction to that of $4. The joint screw coordinates with
respect to this frame of reference are,
$_2 = {S2C3, -S2S3, C2; O, O, 0} r
$_2 = {-$3, -C3, 0; 0, 0, 0} r
$_f2 = [0, O, I; O, O, O}r
$_,/2 = {0, -1, 0; g. o, o}r (18)
$_2 = {-s4, o, C4; o, -s4g, 0}r
$_,/2 = {C4Ss, -Cs, S4Ss; Cs(g+C4h), Ss(C4g+h), S4Csh} r
$_z = {'C4CsS6-$4C6, -SsS6, -$4CsS6+C4C6; SsS6(g+C4h), "g(C4CsSs+S4Cs)-CsSsh, S4SsSsh }r
Decomposition ofthe screw set in the order, $0rd = {3, 2, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7}, yields the null reciprocal wrenches,
B_ 2 = (0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1} r, B["/2 = {0, 0, 0; -$3, -C3, 0} r, B["/2 = {0, 0, 0; $2C3, -$2S3, 0} r
B4"42 = {g, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0} r, B_"/2 = {0, -S4g, 0; 0, 0, 0} r, B_ 12 = [0, 0, S4Csh; O, 0, 0} r (19)
B_ z = {0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0} r
For this order of decomposition $7 is the redundant joint, and the null-space basis yielded by the decomposition is the
result of equation (17) multiplied by -C3S6hI(S2Csg).
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ExaminationoftheNRPwrenchesof equation(19) reveals that null B values occur if $2 = 0, $4 = 0 or C5 = 0.
For the conditions $2 = 0 or C5 = 0 the results of the first decomposition (equations (14)-(17)) are suitable for use.
Hence the above two decompositions of screw coordinates provide expressions for the inverse velocity solution for all
non-singular configurations of the manipulator.
Singular configurations
The only single joint displacement condition which causes a loss of motion degree of freedom is S 4 = 0,
corresponding to a straight arm configuration. In this case decomposition of the screw coordinates, regardless of the
order chosen, will yield only five reciprocal wrenches. That is, the rank of the Jacobian is five, the dimension of its
null-space is two, and there is a screw, W, (a 1-system), reciprocal to all of the joint screws. The manipulator instan-
taneously cannot produce a motion having a non-zero reciprocal product with W. A decomposition is performed below
for $4 = 0, generating analytical expressions for [B] and [a], and W is identified.
Further examination of the wrenches of equations (15) and (19), and the joint screw coordinates of equations (14)
and (18), indicate that motion degeneracies (singularities) are also present for multiple joint displacement conditions
(e.g.: $2 = 0 and C3 = 0; $6 = 0 and C5 = 0; and $2 = 0 and $6 = 0). Decompositions for these cases are also per-
formed below. The four cases are illus_ated in Figure 2.
_$4 =0
Using ref 1
ST:
$7
$7s 1
as the reference the screw coordinates forS4 = 0 reduce to:
= {$2C3, - $2S3, Cz; - S2S3(g+h), - SzC3(g+h), 0} T
= { -$3, - C3, 0; -C3(g+h), S3(g+h), 0} T
= {0,0, 1;0, O, O}r
(2o)
$_/',$_'f',$_/I,$_/' as in Equation (14)
Decomposing the screw coordinates in the order $ord = {5, 6, 7, 4, 2, 1, 3}, (shifting 3 to the end when a null B_/1 is
found), yields:
B_/a 'B_,4',B_-:I,B_fl as inEquation(15)
B_/1 = {0, S3(g+h), 0; 0, 0, 0} T (21)
B_S' ={0,0,0;0,0,0} r, B_/' ={0,0,0;0,0,0} r
The Jacobian null-space basis generated by the decomposition of $_t 1 and $_'f 1 is:
I1 52C3/$3 0 0 -(C2S3S6-$2S5C6)]$3S6 . $2C5]$3 _ $2S5/$3S 6" T[a] = 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 (22)
A screw reciprocal to $l " " " $7 is W r'fl = {0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 0} T indicating that a point on the end effector coinciding
with the origin of ref 1, can have no translational velocity in the Zr,/1 direction (the arm direction).
----> S 2 = 0and C3 =0
Again using ref 1 as the reference the screw coordinates for $2 = 0 and C3 = 0 reduce to:
$_,/l = ($4, 0, C4; 0, -S4h, 0} T
$7f I = {-C4,0,$4;0, g + C4h, 0} T
$7fl, $_f 1, $[,f 1, $_/1, $_efl as in Equation (14)
Decomposing the screw coordinates in the order $ord = {5, 6, 7, 4, 3, 2, 1}, yields:
B[41 ' B_f 1, BT/1 , B_41 , B_/1 as in Equation (15)
B_e: 1 = {0,0,0;0,0,0) T, B_ 41 = {0,0,0;0,0,0} T
The Jacobian null-space basis generated by the decomposition of $_41 and $['f 1 is:
(23)
(24)
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I 0[a]= 0 1
A screwreciprocalto$I
-1 0 0 0 0
(g+C4h)lS4h 0 -(S4CsC6g+C4S6g+S6h)IS4S6h -Ssglh C5g156t
•..$TisW "/_ = {0,0,I;0,0,0}r.
(25)
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Figure 2 - Singular Configurations, (a) S, =0, Co) S., =0 and C3 =0, (c) Se=O and C5 =0, (d) S2=0 and S6 =0
--*S_ =OandC5 =0
Using re)"2 as the refexence the screw coordinates for S6 = 0 and C5 = 0 reduce to:
$_2 $_2 $_2 $_42, $_2 as in Equation (18)
$_2 = {C,, O, S,; O, C4g + h, 0} r
$_2 : { _ S4, 0, C+; 0, - S+g, 0} r
Decomposing the screw coordinates in the ord_ $ord = {3, 2, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7}, yields:
(26)
B3_2. B2"¢2. B_ 2. B4_/2, B_ 2 as in Equation (19)
B_ 2 = {0. 0, 0; 0, 0, 0} z, e_ 2 = {0, 0, 0; 0, 0. 0} r
The Jacobian null-_ )ace basis gcneramd by the decomposition of$_ 2 and $v"42 is:
"CshlS2g -S3hlg "(S2Ssg+S2C4Ssh+C2C3S4h)/S2S4g 0 (C+Ssg + h)lS+g 1 O1 z[a] = 0 0 0 0 -1 0
.J
A screw reciprocal to $1 ... SvisWM2 = {0,0, 1;0,0,0} r.
(27)
(28)
-_ S2 = O and S 6 = O
Using ref 1 as the reference the screw coordinates for $6 = 0 and C5 = 0 reduce to:
$1_ft = {S4,0, C4;0, -S4h, O} T
$2MI, $V', $_1 $_, $6M, as in Equation (14) (29)
$vMt = {0, O, I;0, O, O}T
Decomposing the screw coordinates in the order $ord = {5, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 7}, (where 7 is shifted to the end due to a null
B['/I being found), yields:
B_41 ={0,0,0;0,0,1} r, B_MI = {0, 0, 0; S_, -C5,0} T, B_4t ={-h, 0,0; "CsSs, -$52,0} r
B_ I = (l/(h 2 + S52)){-hS4CsSs, -hS4(h 2 + 82), O; 84C52h 2, 84C5$5h 2, O] T (30)
B_ 1 = {.C3C4g.C3h +042h, S3g +S3C4h +Q32hS4, C 384g; -S3C 4-o[32s4-O_6285' -C 3 +cf42+0162C5, 0} T
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B_¢ _ = [0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0) r, B# _={0,0,0;0,0,0} r
where Ct32, (J42, and cts2 are given in Appendix 2
The Jacobian null-space basis generated by the decomposition of $7_ 1 and $_ t is:
A screw quantity (not normalized) reciprocal to $1 "'" $7 is
$3C5/C3S4, Csh, Ssh, 0} r.
(31)
W '_1 = { - S5, Cs, - C4S5/S4 -
Further Conditions of Degeneracy
Each of the above conditions correspond to a single loss of task space motion freedom. Further multiple joint dis-
placement conditions leading to the loss of more than one motion degree of freedom can be observed by examination of
the reciprocal wrenches of equations (21), (24), (27), and (30). These multiple conditions include: $4 = 0, $3 = 0, and
$2 = 0; and $4 = 0, $5 = 0, and $6 = 0; both leading to a loss of two degrees of task space freedom. The multiple con-
dition $2 = 0, $3 = 0, $4 = 0, $5 = 0, and $6 = 0 results in a loss of three task space motion degrees of freedom. The
manipulator can never lose more than three degrees of freedom.
6. Conclusions
The general method for the inverse solution of manipulator joint velocities based on a decomposition of screw
coordinates presented in this work, has the advantage of inherently identifying a basis for the null-space of the Jacobian.
The null-space basis has been shown to be useful for the resolution of locally optimum joint velocities, generating direct
solutions for the optimal joint rates in terms of a pseudo-inverse of a weighting of the basis, for quadratic joint rate
objective functions. The inverse velocity solution method has been demonstrated to be suitable for the derivation of
analytical expressions for manipulators by application to a specific example.
Efficient resolution of the joint velocities for the spherical-revolute-spherical (7R) manipulator is possible using
the analytical expressions derived in this work. The identification of the special configurations of the manipulator, and
the characterization of singular configurations, make this a complete solution.
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Appendix 1 - Generation of the Screw Coordinate Models
In terms of Denevit and Hartenberg parameters[14] the 7R manipulator links can be described as tabulated in
Table 1. The following rotation matrices can be found,
[Rh =
[R]4 =
"CI 0 $1"
[R]7 =
S1 0-C 1
0 1 0
"C4 0-$4
S4 0 C4
0 -1 0
"C_ -S_ 0
$7 C7 0
0 0 1
, [R]2= 0 ,
-I
[Cs:o, [Rls= 0- ,I
Cs0_ 0 Ss"
lR]s = 0 -C3:
1 0
I o:O-sl[R]6= 0 C_
-1 0
Link Variable
I 0_
2 02
3 03
4 04
5 0s
6 o6
7 07
Twist a d
90. 0. 0.
-90. 0. 0.
90. 0. g
-90. O. O.
90. 0. h
-90. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
Table 1 - D & H Parameters
The screw coordinates of the joint axes are expressed with respect to the reference frames, re/" 1 and re]"2, in terms of
the rotation matrices in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. The operator z([A]) is defined as z ([A]) = [A] {0, 0, 1}r.
A screw quantity, S', known in frame s, can be transformed and expressed in frame, f, by
[ 1St= ([lll#s";_/]/,tRl/,s'+ [Rl/,s_}- [T]/,S'where Dr]/,= _/]/,tR]/,ml#]
withJR]/,the3x3 rotationmatrixdescribingtheorientationoftheframeswithrespectotheframef,[_/]/,a3x3 skew
symmetric(crossproductmatrix)ofthelocationofthesreferenceoriginwithrespectothe/originexpressedinthef
ref_encecoordinates,and [0]a 3x3 nullmatrix.Rotationmatricesand displacementvectorsrequiredfortransforma-
lionofanend effectorvelocityscrewknown withrespectoan inertiallyoriented,endeffectorliplocatedframe,tothe
referenceframesare
[R],¢I.._= (['R]t[RI2[R]s[R]4)r, {P_,-_]--_}= [R]s[RI6[R]7{X}*_r
[R],¢ 2--_,_ = ([R]l [R]2[R(03)],) r,
{p_]_,_} = {0, 0, g }r + tR(90)],IRI4 {0, 0, h }r + [R(90)][Rh[RIs IRk[R]7 {x}'_r
where {x}"_r is the lip location with respect to an end effector oriented wrist located frame.
{$i,4t}r {$_iilr
{o,o,11 {o,o,o}
z(tRls) {o,o,o}
zC[R]stR]6) (0,0,0}
z(talI) {xT/_}x {s__}
z(_]ItR] r) _x_ i x {s_' }
z(oa]Ioa]Ioa]I)
z RrR r r r1 ([ ]4[ ]3tRl2[Rh)
{x_} x (S2"/t_
wh_ {x,"_L,}={0,0,-h}r
and{x'_}={x"d_}+tnlrtRlr{0,0,-s}r
Table 2 - 7R Joint Screw Coordinates (ref 1 reference)
2
i {$i_r2}r {$_2i}r
3 {o,o.l} {o,o,o}
2 z([R(O3)lr[R]r) {0,0,0}
1 z([R(03)I_[R]_[R]_) {0,0,01
4 z([R(90)]z) (x,r_ }X {$4n¢2}
5 z([R(90)Ir[R]4) {x_ 2} x {$6n¢2 }
6 z([RC90)I,[Rh[R]s) [x_,._._2 } x {$_ 2}
7 z([R(90)]z[R]4[R]s[R]6){___2}x {$7_/2}
where{x,'_}={0,0,glr
and{x"_}={xtr_l'l-[R(90)lz[Rl4{0t0,h}T
Table 3 - 7R Joint Screw Coordinates (ref 2 reference)
Appendix 2. ot32, 042, _ for $2 = 0, $6 = 0
-hS3C4S4(I + h2) - g(S3S4S52 - C3C4S4CsS s + h2S3S4)
_32 "_ h(S42 + h2)
C3C4gh + C3h 2 + S3C4C5S5 + {_32S4C5S5 + C3S$ 2
O_2 = S52 + h2 , _2 ----C3C5 "S3C4S5 "O_J2S4S$° _2C5
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This paper summarizes four separate projects recently completed or in progress at the MIT Man-Machine Systems
Laboratory. Four others are described in a companion paper in Volume 3.
1. OPERATOR ADJUSTABLE IMPEDANCE IN MASTER-SLAVE TELEOPERATION-
G. Jagganath Raju
Abstract. A 2-port impedance network model of a single degree of freedom remote manipulation system in which
a human operator at the master port interacts with a task object at the slave port in a remote location is presented.
The design of the network involves the selection of feedback gains for the servomechanisms that transmit motion
and force information from one port of the 2-port to the other in both directions. The methodology proposed here
allows for this selection to be based on both stability requirements and specifications of desired port impedances,
given models of the task and the human operator. The resulting design guidelines guarantee stability for any passive
task object at the slave port and any passive human impedance at the master port.
Introduction. In remote manipulation tasks that use master-slave manipulators, the ability to successfully
execute the task, and the performance level of the human operator are dependent on the impedance characteristics of
the task object, the master-slave system, and the operator's arm. If the master- slave system were designed such that
its impedance characteristics could be adjusted by the human operator while doing the task, it may be possible to
improve the performance level of the operator significantly.
When humans manipulate objects in their environment, two senses that are extensively used are vision and
the "muscle senses" that mediate kinesthesis and proprioception. The assumption made here is that the objective
of the manipulation task is to identify and/or alter the location of an object in the environment. The term
"telepresence" reflects the concept of transporting the human operator not in body but in sensation to the remote
location. Though the "skin senses" may be blocked by a telemanipulator mechanism and/or the telecommunication
channel, the "muscle senses" and vision may be replaced with high fidelity transmission channels of vision and
force/displacement. In reality, owing to limitations imposed by the environment (distances, transmission medium)
and technology (sensor resolution, transmission bandwidth, time delays) the transmission signals are degraded and
have to be enhanced or compensated for in some way to be of real value.
A force feedback channel can provide the operator with values of the force levels in the interaction with
the object, displayed on a screen, or better still convert these measurements back to a force level through a servo-
actuator to redirect a sense of "feel" to the operator. The force transmission channel in the forward direction
transmits the forces that the human operator would have imposed on the task had she been able to manipulate the
object directly.
The approach adopted here is to model the MSM as a 2-port network with the operator-master arm interface
designated as the master port and the task-slave arm as the slave port. The dynamics of the force transmission
channels and the responses of the MSM at the master and slave ports can then be characterized by a set of "network
functions". The sub-systems that comprise a model of a remote manipulation system are depicted in Fig. 1.
I MASTER REMOTE
IIUMAN SLAVE _
OPERATOR _-" TASKMANIPULATOR
Figure 1. Remote manipulation.
PRECED:_'_G " .... r_;' _"_" HgT FILMED
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Thethreesub-systemsare:thehumanoperator,whomanipulatesthemasterdeviceofthe MSM in a
manner that results in the slave device of the MSM acting on the task to achieve the desired goal; a MSM which
transmits forces and motion between the human operator and the remote task; the task object in the remote
environment that is being manipulated by the slave device of the MSM.
What constitutes an "ideal" telemanipulator? Intuitively a reasonable response would be: An ideal
telemanipulator is one that provides complete transparency of the interface. In other words the operator feels as if the
task object were being handled directly. For force-feedback systems Handlykken [1] suggests that this can be
represented by an infinitely stiff and weightless mechanical connection between the end-effector of the master arm and
the slave arm.
Yokokhoji and Yoshikawa [2] argue that the ideal response of a remote manipulator system is one in which
the position and force responses of the master ann are systematically equal to the responses of position and force
when the operator manipulates the object directly. But from a human factors point of view, Vertut [3] suggests that
the operator may sometimes get tired of holding a constant weight, and reports implementing a system with
continuous variation of the force feedback ratio to reduce fatigue and improve precision. Indeed it is not all that clear
that the highest level of force-feedback is universally beneficial in executing all tasks.
Hill [4] reports that in the classic peg-in-hole insertion task, the insertion phase shows little difference with
or without force feedback. Bejczy and Handlykken [5] report from experimental studies that there seems to be an
optimal combination of the force-feedback gain (from slave to master) and the feedforward gain (from master to
slave) and that this combination may be task dependent.
It appears that as yet thel"e is no consensus regarding an universal idealization of a remote manipulator
system. Indeed to some extent the hypothesis in this work is partly motivated by the non-existence of such a
universal standard, since this brings out the necessity of designing an adjustable system. An additional implication
of this statement may be that the "ideal" telemanipulator is an "adjustable" one.
At the input or master pert, the MSM interacts with the operator; at the output or slave port it interacts
with the task object in the remote environment, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
I- "1
u Human Operator
wmB __
o-----
+
Master
Slave
Manipulator
+
T.
--.----o
0
0
Task
l J
Figure 2. Electrical network model of master-slave manipulator.
Electrical network model of master-slave manipulator. At each pert (master and slave) the co-energy
variables of interest are the effort variables (torques Tm and Ts) and the flow variables (velocities fl m and fls).
Either of the co-energy variables at each port may be chosen to be the independent variable, and the value of the
dependent variable is then determined by the parameters that characterize the MSM. If the flow variables are
considered to be the inputs, the MSM can be represented by an impedance matrix [Z(s)] such that
or
ft.(,) /
T(,) = {Z(,)] = (r.(,)]
I :,=I,l]i .i, l
= (,.(,/]
f"'(')l
t ('s)= [ 1"].(8) f (0,1)
(o.2)
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Two other representations of the MSM are obtained if one of the inputs at one port is an effort variable and the input
at the other port is a flow variable, or vice-versa. These are commonly referred to as hybrid models of the 2-port.
Since each of the alternative representations governs the same physical system, the elements of each matrix can be
calculated in terms of the elements of one of the other representations. Two special cases of the 2-port that are
relevant to our context are the bilateral 2-port and the reciprocal 2-port.
When both the off-diagonal elements of the 2-port matrix are non-zero, signal flow takes place in both
directions (state changes at one port cause changes at the other) and the network is called a bilateral 2-port. If these
two off-diagonal elements are equal the 2-port is termed reciprocal.
The design goals are:(1) The 2-port MSM has to be stable for any passive termination Zh(s) at the master
port, and any passive termination Zt(s) at the slave port; (2) the port impedances, Zm(s) at the master port and Zs(s)
at the slave port, have to match desired values specified by the designer. By combining the conditions for stability
and the conditions to realize desired port stiffnesses, the constraints on selection of feedback gains for the servo-
mechanisms, [K], are derived and used in the design process. A general approach for a n-port network is to require
that the immitance matrix for the n-port network be positive real. This is equivalent to constraining the n-port
described by the matrix [Z(s) or Y(s)] to be passive, and hence inherently stable.
The criteria that have to be satisfied by the impedance matrix [6] are: (1)Zij(s) is real; (2) Zij(s) is analytic
in the RHS; (3) Poles of Zij (,it0) are simple, and the hermitian residue matrix at each of these poles is positive-
semidefinite; (4)The determinant of the hermitian matrix of the impedance function is non-negative for all
The design was realized in hardware [7] by a one degree-of-freedom Master-Slave Manipulator. Using this
apparatus, an experiment was conducted to check if the capability to adjust the impedance parameters of the MSM
was gainful. From the results there are some interesting observations that can be made in a qualitative sense. The
level of force-feedback that the operator feels is determined by the specification of the master port impedance. Force-
feedback is useful in interacting with remote tasks up to a certain level, beyond which a performance index based on
speed and success of task execution did not improve significantly. If other criteria such as operator fatigue, comfort
and arm strength (a low force-feedback level would allow a weak operator to compress a stiff spring) are factored
into the performance index, there is no apparent reason to believe that the highest level of force-feedback would be
the best.
The experiment clearly established that the selection of the slave port impedance is dependent on the task
characteristics. Hence a reasonable conclusion that can be reached is that the capability to adjust the impedances of
the MSM is advantageous in executing tasks with widely differing characteristics or tasks that are made up of sub-
tasks that have differing characteristics. Before contact with the task object the slave port impedance should below,
and the master port impedance high, so that contact can be sensed but not result in the imposition of excessive force
on the task object. Upon contact, the slave port impedance should be increased so that the task can be executed, and
the master port impedance reduced to provide a comfortable but adequate level of force-feedback to the operator. The
functional dependence of the impedances selected on the characteristics of the operator and the task is an area that can
be explored further with the aid of design tools that have been developed in this work.
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2. TELEOPERATORS WITH LARGE TIME DELAYS: A PREDICTIVE AID WITH FORCE
REFLECTION - Forrest T. Buzan
Abstract. Delays in teleoperator control loops make "real time" control difficult. Operators tend to adopt a move-
and-wait strategy (Ferrell, 1965, 1966). Noyes and Sheridan found that a "predictor display" which showed the
kinematic response of the slave to the master commands helped the operator work faster and more continuously.
This work addresses the extev_sion of the predictor concept to include force feedback and dynamic modelling of the
manipulator and the environment.
Predictive Operator Aid. If the manipulator commands are sent through a model of the manipulator system
without the delay, the response of the model should predict the delayed output which we will receive from the actual
manipulator. We then have the choice of using the real, delayed output or the predicted (model's) output; or we can
use both in some manner.
Figure 3 shows the general system diagram for the open loop predictor (below) running in parallel with the
actual manipulator (above). The delay is shown in the feedback. It can be placed in either or split between them
with no loss of generality. Also, keep in mind that the forward loop gain, "K', as well as the preceding summing
junction "exist" within the human operator.
r(,)
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Figure 3. General system diagram for open loop predictor.
If we use only the real feedback with no attenuating filtering (H(s) = 1, Hp(s)=0), we observe the standard
time delayed feedback system with its well known stability problems. However, using only the predicted feedback
(H(s)= 0, Hp(s)ffil) we no longer have to worry about the delay induced instability, but we lose accuracy and
disturbance robustness.
The predictor display has the effect of giving the operator visual feedback from both the real manipulator
and the predictor. The operator then subconsciously combines them to get his "best estimate". Since the normal
means of receiving force feedback is strongly coupled to the position control input, operators seem to have more
trouble using delayed force feedback than delayed video. Delayed force feedback tends to look like a disturbance. We
want to find the best combination of actual and/or predicted force feedback for the operator. The predictor display
serves as a model.
In the most directly analogous form we provide both the delayed feedback and the predicted feedback to the
operator. The predicted feedback is applied directly to the backdrive input joystick. The delayed feedback is applied
to a passive joystick; this separates it more from the loop, letting the operator use it as desired. This presentation
form is called "dual" force feedback.
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In "complementary" force feedback we explicitly combine the two force feedbacks using complimentary low
and high pass filters. The logic for this comes from the predictor display usage: for real time motion tracking the
operator uses the predictor's output which seems to causally follow the commands; however, once the transient
behavior has settled and the time delay has passed the operator checks the real feedback for accuracy. The low passed
real force feedback provides better steady state error, but using the predicted feedback for the higher frequencies lessens
the stability problem.
Experiments. Testing of operator performance using force feedback is being done using a single degree-of-freedom
simulation with two backdriveable motors: one for input and direct force feedback, the other for passive, indirect
force feedback. Tests compare delayed (direct and indirect), predicted, dual and complementary force feedback, and
compare them to the baseline of no force feedback. Test subjects perform a series of timed trials involving two
tasks: grappling of a floating mass and insertion of the mass into a slot.
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3. MODELING AND COMMUNICATING OF INTENTION TO A COMPUTER - Wael Yared
Abstract. A system has been constucted to infer intent from the operator's commands and the teleoperation
context, and generalize this information to interpret future commands
Issues in the design of robot command languages. This deals with a central issue confronting designers
of human-computer interfaces: the modeling and communication of the human user's intent. This presupposes, of
course, that the more immediate issues of defining a syntax and semantics for the interaction have been adequately
dealt with. We are stressing here the distinction between the pragmatics of the interaction, on one hand, and its
syntactic/semantic aspects on the other. The human user's intent relates sequences of domain actions ("plans") to
changes in some model of the task environment. Its representation clearly constitutes, therefore, an issue in
pragmatics.
The key words here are "change" and "environment". Interfaces such as robot command languages have
only had, so far, atrophied means for the symbolic representation of change due to some agent's actions. Without
such tools it is impossible to implement procedures that can reason about the relevance of an act in a plan, or that
can benefit from the constraints and opportunities the environment imposes on the agent. These capabilities are, in
turn, the basic building blocks for representing and exploiting intentions. A human-computer interaction that lacks
these notions is artificial- not in the sense of requiring the human to learn a formal syntax, but in the much more
aggravating one of lacking the purposive dimension of any human language.
The issue then is not merely one of user convenience, but of the efficiency and robustness of human-
computer communication. An efficient process of task instruction is one in which few or no steps need to be
repeated, modified or added when invoking that same task in a different context. A robust instruction is one that
permits recovery from error when unexpected contingencies arise in the environment. To illustrate the ideas
developed in the course of the present research, we use a simple command language for a 2-D cartesian manipulator
as a case study. The scenario for the interaction is that of a human expert typing to the computer a description of a
task in the current environment; the human is assumed to beknowledgeable and fully cooperative.
Intention recognition. The purpose of the recognition algorithm is not to check the user's beliefs and
intentions against some general blueprint for plans, and then decide whether the user's plan is valid or not; that
would amount to no more than a simple terminological convention. Rather, upon enumeration by the user of the
actions that comprise the plan, the plan is assumed to be valid, and the system identifies in it the intended acts.
Plans are primarily characterized by the intentions they comprise, and this characterization later helps in generalizing
plans. The following subsections correspond to the two main layers of the algorithm: the intention recognition
algorithm proper, and the plan generalization stage.
In a typical interaction, the user types to the system a sequence of primitive actions that accomplish some
task in the simulated environment (e.g. retrieving a block from a warehouse row, switching blocks, etc.). As the
instructions are typed, the system parses them and "interprets" them by properly directing pointers to the
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correspondingexecutablecode. At that stage the task could, in principle, be carried out by the system in the
environment without any further user intervention. This is where the intention recognition routine enters the game,
however. Instead of giving the user the option of having the task executed, the system proceeds to reason about the
plan just defined to elicit the intentions behind it.
What the system does, in effect, is to simulate for itself the effects of that sequence of actions
incrementally. To construct this chain of simulated effects, the system has to build a snapshot of its state vector and
of the world model after applying each action, and update its private copy of both. Since the chain of actions has
already been provided by the user, it is a simple matter to test, at each step in the plan, whether the following action
is already executable or not. The system thus identifies the intended acts from the enabling acts in the plan, and
stores this information for later use. Upon completion of that stage, the plan is appended to a dynamic plan library.
The following points must be emphasized:
(a) The cost of this exercise is negligible: the sequence of instructions is to be entered by the user anyway,
and the procedural code for the primitive actions already exists- whether intention recognition is done, or whether
straightforward "dumb" plan execution is desired. Any robot command language has to include at least these, and
nothing else is required to perform intention recognition. The computational cost of testing the necessary conditions
for enablement is proportional to the size of the plan and thus poses no problem. Testing for the sufficient
conditions could, in theory, be more problematic; I haven't looked at a worst-case scenario yet.
(b) It is not assumed that each act enumerated by the user is an intended act; rather, they are all intentional
acts. The distinction is not futile, since only intended acts are the ones the user is committed to both in terms of
reasoning (planning) and in guiding his or her behavior according to the intended act's success or failure.
(c) In contrast to work in planning, no action interrelationships are posited from the start. The system is
given a linear, unstructured chain of acts and proceeds to infer nondeductively its corresponding structure.
(d) The intention recognition process is invisible to the user; the intention recognition routine doesn't, in
any conventional sense, belong to the user-interface properly speaking, nor to the execution monitor or top-level
control of a planner. Although no psychological relevance is claimed in any part of the present work, it is useful to
take note of this in trying to dispel the conventional "clean" separation between "smart" planner and "dumb" top-
level control.
Plan re-interpretation. A plan for a physical manipulation task is re-interpreted if that task is invoked by the
user in some different context than the one in which it was originally defined. When this case arises, the plan is
reevaluated and eventually modified; if modified, it is appended again to the plan library. The plan re-intepretation
procedure comprises the following steps:
(a) The system locates in the plan library the most recent precedent of the plan definition, together with the
latter's corresponding model of the world environment at the time of the original def'mition. If the plan definition
includes parameters, the system performs the trivial task of substituting the current parameters for the old ones in the
original plan definition. At this point the plan is re-compiled, and the system proceeds to the relevance check.
(b) In a f'LrStphase of the relevance check, the system performs a backward pass on all the subgoals of the
modified plan in order to determine which of them are still relevant. A subgoal is no longer relevant if the current
state of the world and the robot are identical to the ones it is there to achieve. The state of the world and of the robot
a subgoal achieves is calculated by aggregating the effects of all the previous subgoals with those of the intended act
of the current subgoal. Since it appears reasonable to assume that when a subgoal is irrelevant, then all its preceding
siblings become irrelevant, the backward pass is stopped at the first occurrence of an irrelevant subgoal. Pointers are
then redirected to ensure that the new plan only comprises the relevant subgoals.
(c) In a second phase of the relevance check, the system checks the relevance of the enabling acts for each
(now relevant) subgoal. Within each subgoal, a backward pass evaluates the relevance of the enabling acts with the
same mechanism that was used in the intention recognition routine. In other words, the executability of each
enabling act is checked in turn (in the context of the current subgoal); when an enabling act is found executable, its
preceding siblings are all no longer relevant and are discarded from the plan.
Implementation. The ideas presented in the previous sections have been implemented in an experimental robot
interface called GRICE (Generalization through Recognition of Intention and Chains of Enablement). GRICE
simulates a 2-D cartesian manipulator in a task environment that includes a warehouse and several blocks. The user
configures the environment (places the blocks and the robot) with the mouse, or retrieves a pre-configured one from a
data file. A menu then prompts the user to define a new task, retrieve a previously det"med task, generalize on a
previously defined task, or execute a current task.
GRICE is implemented in the C language on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 2400 system. The reasoning
routines, the task execution routines, and all the data structures (about 50% of the 3000 lines of code) are totally
machine-independent and domain-indepedent. Some of the domain-dependent routines (the repertoire of robot
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primitives,but not the command interpreter) and the graphic simulation draw heavily on the IRIS graphics library
and graphics-dedicated hardware.
Data structures for plans (both source and binary versions), world model and robot state vector are all
implemented as standard doubly-linked lists, which eases their traversal in both directions. An object-oriented
programming style allows the reasoning and task-execution routines to be independent of domain of application; in
C, this is implemented using pointers to functions.
4. COMMAND LANGUAGE FOR OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE -Jong Park
Abstract. The purpose of this research is to design a command language system that is robust, easy to learn, and
has more natural man-machine communication. A general telerobot problem selected as an important command
language context is finding a collision-free path for a robot.
Background and needs. A complete task-level robot command language is long overdue, where goals for the
position of objects are to be specified, rather than the motions of the robot needed to achieve these goals. Available
techniques, such as the configuration-space approach of Lozano-Perez, are promising, but finding a solution takes
too long to be used on-line.
In order to overcome this difficulty, and in keeping with the notions of "supervisory control", it is
suggested that a human operator should play a more active role by making global decisions, letting the computer
deal with the details. In the context of collision avoidance the human operator should decide how to maneuver to
avoid collision, then let the robot find if his commands will work. Such a command language should be reliable,
with no misinterpretation of commands, should be easy and natural for the operator to use, and should be easy to
learn.
Command language. In the command language being designed, the operator types natural-language-like
commands to a keyboard (a symbolic input) and simultaneously may use a joystick to indicate geometric direction
or magnitude (an analngic input). He may also move a cursor to point (to an object or attributes of an object such
as surfaces, edges or vertices on a video or computer-graphic screen-easier than calling their names) in coordination
with a symbolic action command. Interpretation by the computer in this case will depend upon the viewpoint of the
operator.
Both syntactics of the command language (e.g., the mathematical equations or logical rules constraining
what is admissible) and the semantics (specification of motions and locations of objects and their attributes relative
to the environment) are important. In Figure 4, for example, it may be more natural to say "A approach B until x
away " than "A go y along normal to B', since the constraint "x" is likely to be more relevant to what matters to the
operator than the actual distance travelled. Specifying "Go 10 inches parallel to and I inch away from (this) edge in
(this) direction" (edge and direction indicated by _'anslating and orienting cursor) is likely to be easier than saying
"Go (87,35,67) to (93, 64, 24)" after determining the precise starting and ending coordinates. Usually the operator
needs to know and specify some variables with reasonable precision, though other variables can assume a wide range.
If the computer has other context information it can even make sense of a command like "Go 3 above (this) surface".
ix "
: Y _.
Figure 4. A approaches B.
B
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Hardware and software. The system hardware consists of three input devices (keyboard, mouse, 6 degree-of-
freedom joystick) and graphics workstation. The software consists of six modules as shown in Figure 5: natural
language interface (NLI), indication interpreter (II), general interpreter (GI), guidance handler (GH), graphic simulator
(GS), and executor (EX). NLI is based upon the already developed "augmented transition network" capable of
interpreting limited vocabulary and grammer. Typed natural-language-like commands are interpreted by NLI. Voice
commands can be added later. II works with NLI to interpret the meaning of the operator's mouse-cursor commands.
GI takes input from NLI and II and determines robot motions accordingly. GH handles inputs from the 6 DOF
joystick and also moves the robot. GS checks if commanded motions are free of collision, and if so EX is called to
execute the motions.
Keyboard
Mouse Joystick
NLI
Indication Guiding
Interpreter Handler
General
Interpreter
Figure 5. System configuration.
Graphic
Simulator
Experiments. Experimental subjects are being asked to perform a telerobotic obstacle avoidance task to evaluate
the effectiveness of the command language.
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VARIABLE FORCE AND VISUAL FEEDBACK EFFECTS ON
TELEOPERATOR MAN/MACHINE PERFORMANCE
Michael J. Massimino and Thomas B. Sheridan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Abstract
An experimental study was conducted to determine the effects of various forms of visual and force feedback
on human performance for several telemanipulation tasks. Experiments were conducted with varying frame rates and
subtended visual angles, with and without force feedback.
1. Introduction
In Section two of this paper we describe our research objectives for conducting our experiments that focused
on human/machine interaction for space teleoperation.
Section three contains descriptions of the experimental equipment. Our experimental design is discussed in
Section four. Six test subjects used a master/slave manipulator during two experimental sessions. In one session the
subjects performed the tasks with direct vision, with and without force feedback, and with the manipulator at three
different distances from the task board yielding three subtended visual angles: 3.28, 1.64, and 1.09 degrees
respectively. During the other session, the tasks were performed using a video monitor for visual feedback, with and
without force feedback, and with three different frame rates (3, 5, and 30 frames/second) for the video transmission.
The tasks were three peg-in-hole type tasks corresponding to 4, 5, and 6 bits/task according to Fitts' Index of
Difficulty.
Experimental results for the video viewing and direct viewing environments are presented in Section five.
The experimental data were analyzed through an analysis of variance. The video viewing results showed that frame
rate, force feedback, task difficulty, and the interaction of frame rate and force feedback made significant differences in
task times. For the direct viewing environment, subtended visual angle, force feedback, task difficulty, and the
interaction of subtended visual angle and force feedback made significant differences in task times. Also in Section
five arc the results of comparing performance between the video and direct viewing environments. Comparable visual
feedback to the human operator was provided by (a) the 1.64 subtended visual angle for direct viewing, and (b) thirty
frames/second frame rate for video viewing. This allowed for an analysis between the direct and video viewing
environments. While force feedback and task difficulty made significant differences in task times, the view itself
(video vs. direct) did not.
Conclusions and suggestions are made in Section six based on the research results to help facilitate improved
telcoperator performance for space operations.
Additional information on this experimental study can be found in [1].
2. Research Objectives
Performing a task directly with hands and eyes, unimpeded by physical distance, hardware, or artificial
communication, has been observed experimentally to be quicker, easier, and usually more accurate than performing a
task remotely using video and a remote manipulator device [2]. However, not all space tasks are well suited to be
done manually by astronauts in extra-vehicular activity (EVA) due to the nature of the task, the risks and nature of the
space environment, or the astronaut being constrained by his/her gloves or pressure suit. Thus there are safety, cost,
and efficiency considerations that can make EVA procedures undesirable. Many researchers and engineers, faced with
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thenecessityof remoteviewingandhandling,havesoughtto understandhowhuman/machinei t ractionforthe
controlofspaceteleoperatorscanbeimproved[3-5].Nevertheless,knowingwhentohavemanipulationtasksdone
byastronautsinEVA,remotemanipulatorscontrolledbyhumans,orautonomousrobotsisanimportantcurrentissue.
Thehumanoperator'sperformancein telemanipulationca surely be improved by providing the operator
with appropriate and adequate feedback. Teleoperation will not eliminate or drastically alter the need for humans in
space, but it will alter the roles that humans fulfill in space and should improve human productivity there. The use
of remote manipulators should also free up valuable crew time to be spent on other space operations and experiments.
The elements of a remote viewing and manipulation system include a video camera, a telecommunication
channel, a video display, human eyes, human arms and hands, a master arm, a slave or robot arm, and the task
operation itself (such as putting a peg into a hole). These elements have not only desirable but also undesirable
properties. They tend to add undesirable forces, displacements, ,time, illumination, and contrast to the remote
environment that would not be there in the manual situation. They can be perceived as "filters" that prevent
information from reaching the human operator, and thus retard performance [2]. In the experiments presented in this
paper the effects of various degrees of some of these "filters" were investigated including:
* Force feedback and its effects on motor capabilities.
* Video frame rate, and its effects at different values on performance.
* Subtended visual angle and its effects on task performance for manipulation with
direct viewing.
* Task difficulty and its effects on the cognitive and motor capabilities of human
operators.
* The use of a video monitor versus the use of direct vision for remote manipulation.
* The interactions of two or more of the above variables with each other and the
corresponding effects on performance.
These "filters" and their effects need to be identified and quantified to provide information to facilitate
efficient teleoperation in space. Experimental findings, quantified and analyzed through statistical methods, should
prove helpful to researchers and policy makers alike. The results could be implemented over a variety of space
applications including:
space shuttle remote manipulator system [6]
control of an orbital maneuvering vehicle with a robotic front end [7]
telerobotic servicer on the space station
a number of planetary and lunar missions such as a Mars sample return mission or
lunar exploratory operations [8-9].
The major goal of the experiments presented here was to provide information to help technologists better
understand what the capabilities of humans are when interfacing with space telemanipulators under various sensoryfeedback conditions.
3. Experimental Equipment
E2 Manipulator Svstfm
The E2 master-slave manipulator had the capability of operating with direct electronic coupling control both
bilaterally with force feedback, and unilaterally without force feedback coming from the slave back to the master arm.
Our E2 was fight handed, as were all of the test subjects used in the experiments. Both master and slave arms had
seven degrees of freedom including end effector gripping, were geometrically similar, and were kinematicaUy
isomorphic to the operator's arm and hand. The manipulator degrees of freedom are shown in figure 1. The E2 had
seven degrees of freedom: three (x, y, and z direction) for arm translation, one for arm rotation (azimuth), one for
gripper elevation, one for gripper twist, and one for the grasping motion of the gripper jaw. Tracking time delays
were considered negligible during the experiments due to the manipulator's quick and accurate response to the
operator's input motions [10].
9O
Figure 1 - E2 manipulator degrees of freedom. Somr_: [10]
Video System
Central to altering the video environment was the capability of varying the frame rate. This was
accomplished through the use of the AT & T Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics Adapter (TARGA 16) board and a
computer program. The resolution selected for the experiments was 512 X 256 pixels in order to have non-interlaced
video input or output. TARGA captures images in real time:l/60th of a second per field or 1/30th per frame. Once a
frame rate was selected, the TARGA board would capture a frame at the rate necessary to provide the requested frame
rate. A color monitor provided the visual feedback to the test subjects.
The task board consisted of four slots. Each slot was made with two side boards and a center board that
formed a back. Figure 2 displays the task board dimensions. The two end slots were 3.75 inches wide and the middle
slots were 3.25 and 3 inches wide respectively. The block used in the experiments was 2.75 inches wide, providing
task tolerances from left to right of one inch, one-half inch, one-quarter inch, and one-inch. The redundancy of the
one inch tolerance on the outer slots allowed the alternating of right and left motion. The centers of each of the four
slots were eight inches apart. Mounted on the lower portion of each center block were limit switches that controlled
the clock to record the task times.
1!
3.75"
TASK BOARD
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Figure 2 - Task Board Layout
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4. Experimental Design
Tasks
The tasks consisted of moving the block of wood on the task board with the manipulator arm. Thus the
distance moved (eight inches) versus the tolerance of fit (1,.5,.25 inches) provided multiples of 2 for easy use of Fitts'
law [11] which applies the formula: Index of Difficulty (Id) in bits per task equaled log2(2A/B), where A equaled the
distance moved and B equaled the tolerance of fiL Fitts' law produced indices of difficulty of 4, 5, and 6 bits per taskrespectively.
Video Viewing Ex_neriment_
Since communication channels for teleoperation in space are often constrained by limited bandwidth for
information transmission, decreasing the amount of information that needs to be transmitted can save time and
money. Decreasing frame rate is one way to decrease the amount of information that is transmitted, and this section
of the experiment was designed to measure the effects of varying frame rate on operator performance. The goal was to
gain information on acceptable frame rates for controlling a remote teleoperator under different force feedback and taskdifficulty conditions.
The direct view of the task board was cut-off from the subject and the video monitor was used with three
different frame rates: three frames per second (fps), five fps, and thirty fps, with and without force feedback, for a total
of six experimental conditions. Thirty frames per second provided satisfactory image fusion, i.e. output that appeared
as steady motion. Five fps and three fps were selected based on previous experiments and preliminary
experimentation. Ranadive [12] found that a threshold frame rate existed at three fps beyond which task performance
was virtually impossible. He also discovered that frame rates below 5.6 fps considerably degraded performance and
increased variability. Preliminary experimentation confirmed these trends. After trying many frame rates, 30, 5, and
3 fps were chosen since they appeared to represent breaks in the performance curve.
Direct Viewin_ Ex_rim_t_
The tasks were also performed with the subjects using direct vision for visual feedback, with and without
force feedback. The master manipulator was placed at three different viewing distances from the task board: four,
eight, and twelve feet. Each distance from the task board in the direct viewing experiments bad an associated
subtended visual angle. The formula: subtended visual angle = (57.3) (60) L/D degrees, gives a measure foxsubtended
visual angle where L = the size of the object measured perpendicular to the line of sight, and D = the distance from
the front of the eye to the object [13]. In this case L = 2.75 inches and D varied between 4 feet (48 inches), 8 feet (96
inches), and 12 feet (144 inches), yielding subtended visual angles of 3.28 degrees, 1.64 degrees, and 1.09 degrees
respectively. This allowed analysis of the effects of varying subtended visual angles on task times.
Direct Viewing at 8 feet and Video Viewing at 30 _
The eight foot distance yielded the same subtended visual angle as the experiments that were performed with
the video monitor (1.64 degrees). This allowed for a comparison of the 1.64 degrees direct viewing data with the 30
fps video data since 30 fps appeared to the eye as a steady motion. Thus 1.64 degrees direct data and 30 fps video data
each bad subtended visual angles and frame rates that appeared equal to the human operator. Some of the major
differences were stereo vision with direct viewing, the ability to move one's head to change the viewing line of sight
with direct viewing, and the different environments surrounding the task board for each view. It was the effects on
performance of the stereo vision and other differences in the views that were of interest in this section of the
experimental design.
Experimental Prt_dur_
Six MIT graduate students were used as test subjects. Each subject attended a one and a half to two hour
Waining session a few days prior to performing the Final experimental runs. The subjects were made familiar with the
experimental design and procedures and became acquainted with th_ E2 manipulator system. They performed each
task condition and repeated the tasks until they said they were familiar and felt comfortable with the manipulator and
the manipulation environment. Then they performed the tasks for time just as they would in the actual experiments.
When their performance times met minimum training levels and the learning effects subsided, the subjects were thentrained on the next experimental condition.
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Subjects then underwent two separate experimental sessions: one using the video monitor and the other for
performing the tasks with direct vision. A balanced latin square was used so that each experimental condition
preceded and followed every other condition an equal number of times to counterbalance the effects of fatigue and
learning on the experimental results.
The video portion consisted of three frame rates, two forms of force feedback, and three different tolerances
which corresponded to three different indices of difficulty for a 3x2x3 design. The direct vision experiments included
three visual angles, and the previously stated feedback and tolerance/difficulty parameters for a 3x2x3 design. Each
task was performed five times going to the right and five times going to the left for 5x2 = 10 tasks per condition. Six
subjects were used so the video experiments had a total of 3x2x3x5x2x6 = 1080 number of data points, and the direct
vision experiments also yielded a total of 3x2x3x5x2x6 = 1080 number of data points.
5. Experimental Results
The experimental data was analyzed through an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a 95 percent confidence
level as described in [14-15], and Newman-Keuls post-hoe testing its outlined in [16]. The results of the statistical
analysis are illustrated in tables 1 and 2 and figures 3 to 8.
Table 1 - ANOVA results for variables and interactions with statistical significance
Frame rate 2, 10
Force feedback 1, 5
Task difficulty 2, 10
Interaction of frame rate & force feedback 2, 10
73.1 0.0001
167 0.0001
15.3 0.0009
8.99 0.0058
Table 2 - ANOVA results for variables and interactions with statistical significance
during direct viewing performance
SOURCE Degrees of Freedom F-VALUE P-VALUE
Subtended visual angle 2, 10 57.8 0.0001
Force feedback 1, 5 49.5 0.0009
Task difficulty 2, 10 27.3 0.0001
Interaction of subL vis. anl_. & force feedbk 2, 10 6.91 0.013
Effects of Force Feedback
As displayed in tables 1 and 2, force feedback made a significant difference in performance. For video
performance, force feedback was significantly better than no force feedback. With force feedback the average task time
for all frame rates combined was 2.98 seconds and the absence of force feedback produced a combined average task
time of 5.29 seconds.
Even when viewing was direct (no video), force feedback made a significant improvement in the mean task
times. The presence of force feedback yielded a total mean task time of 1.71 seconds and without force feedback the
total mean task time was 2.80 seconds.
Eff¢_ts of Task Difficulty
For the video viewing experiments, task difficulty made a significant difference as shown in table 1. The
Newman-Keuls analysis determined that only the quarter inch tolerance or the most difficult task (Id=6 bits) had
significantly different mean task times from the other two tasks. The one inch tolerance task with Id=4 and the half
inch tolerance task with Id=5 were not significantly different from each other. For Id=4 the mean task time was 3.55
seconds, for Id=5 the mean task time was 3.95 seconds, and for Id=6 mean task time was 4.90 seconds.
These relationships are more clearly represented in figure 3. The mean task time values are plotted for the
three different indices of difficulty. The error bars represent the standard error for each mean. A linear regression
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yieldedy=0.758+0.675x.Anexponentialfit wasalsodone,yieldingarelationshipoftime(y)toindexofdifficulty(x)ofy=1.83"10A(0.07x).The pattern of the data points and the results of the Newman-Keuls post-hoc test suggest
that the exponential plot described the behavior or trends of the data better than the linear plot. These were different
from the linear results that Fitts [11] obtained but were similar to the results of Hill [17-18].
Although these results are based on only three data points, each data point is the mean of three hundred and
sixty data observations. Further, the plots are only meant to indicate general trends in performance. Therefore it is
with some confidence that these results are presented.
7V-6 Y = 1.83 * l(F'(0.07x) -------..-..___
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Figure 3 - Task Difficulty Effects on Video Viewing Performance
Table 2 displays that task difficulty also made a significant difference in performance for the direct viewing
experiments. Post-hoc testing revealed that the easier tasks with Id's equal to 4 and 5 did not produce significantly
different means. However, the most difficult task (Id--6) was found to yield task means that were significantly
different from the other two. The mean task time for Id--4 was 1.89 seconds, for Id=5 it was 2.15 seconds, and for
Id=6 it was 2.74 seconds. Figure 4 graphically displays the effects of task difficulty on direct viewing performance.
Both a linear fit, y=0.138+O.424x, and an exponential fit, y=0.882" 10A(0.081x), were performed. As was found with
the video viewing results, the increases in mean task time displayed more of an exponential tendency than a linear
one.
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Figure 4 - Task Difficulty Effects on Direct Viewing Performance
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Effects of Frame Rate
Frame rate made a significant difference in performance (table 1). The Newman-Keuls post-hoc test showed
that all three frame rates were significantly different. Mean task time with a frame rate of three frames per second
(fps) was 5.36 seconds, for five fps it was 4.48 seconds, and for 30 fps it was 2.56 seconds. These results are shown
graphically in figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Frame Rate Effects on Video Viewing Performance
Int/_raction Effects of Frame Rate with Force Feedback
The interaction of frame rate and force feedback was also noticed to make a significant difference in
performance times (table 1). Post-hoc testing results showed that three frames per second (fps) with force feedback,
five fps with force feedback, and thirty fps without force feedback were found to produce mean task times that were
not significantly different from each other. Three fps without force feedback and five fps without force feedback were
not significantly different from each other. Thirty fps with force feedback was significantly different from all other
conditions. These results are graphed in figure 6.
While at each frame rate, force feedback made a significant improvement in performance times, force
feedback yielded a larger performance improvement at lower frame rates than at higher frame rates. Even at 3 fps,
force feedback provided such a large improvement in performance that the mean task time was not significantly
different from 30 fps without force feedback.
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Figure 6 - Interaction of Frame Rate and Force Feedback
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Effects of Subtended Visual Angl¢
Subtended visual angle did cause significant differences in mean task times (table 2). The Newman-Keuls
post-hoe analysis determined that the three subtended visual angles produced task time means that were significantly
different from each other. The mean task time for a subtended visual angle of 3.28 degrees was 1.92 seconds, for 1.64
degrees the mean task time was 2.27 seconds, for 1.09 degrees the mean task time was 2.59 seconds. These results
are displayed in figure 7.
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Figure 7 - Subtended Visual Angle Effects on Direct Viewing Performance
Interaction of Subtended Visual Angle with Force Feedback
The interaction of subtended visual angle with force feedback was found to make a significant difference in
performance times (table 2). The Newman-Keuls post-hoe tests revealed that at all three subtended visual angles,
force feedback versus no force feedback made a significant difference.
While operating with force feedback, decreasing the subtended visual angle did not significantly increase task
times. Further, force feedback was able to improve performance at the smallest subtended visual angle by a margin
large enough to make the task times not significantly different from those observed for the largest subtended visual
angle without force feedback. Performing tasks without force feedback, and at a 3.28 degree subtended visual angle
was not significantly different from that at 1.64 degrees without force feedback. However, performance at 1.09
degrees without force feedback was significantly different from that for the other two subtended visual angles without
force feedback. These results are displayed in figure 8.
_y = 2.04 - 0.165x ._
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Figure 8 - Interaction of Subtended Visual Angle with Force Feedback
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Effects of View (Video Viewing at 30 fos vs. Direct Viewing at 1.64 deerees]
When frame rate and subtended visual angle were similar, video and direct viewing mean task times were not
found to be significantly different. This indicated that for these experiments whether the view was direct or video by
itself did not make a difference and that the primary visual variables affecting performance were subtended visual angle
and frame rate.
6. Conclusions and Recommendations
When using a remote manipulator system without force feedback, like the space shuttle remote manipulator
system (RMS), and with direct vision, a relatively large subtended visual angle should be provided to the operator if
possible. The experimental results suggested that in direct viewing telemanupulation, an adequate subtended visual
angle could compensate for performance degradations that were due to the operator being at large distances from the
task board. A larger subtended visual angle could be yielded by providing a larger target to increase the size of the
image on the operator's retina thus increasing the subtended visual angle. Additionally, since force feedback would
not be present, one would also expect that performance will be degraded more at smaller angles than it would be if
force feedback were present.
The experiments indicated that frame rate and subtended visual angle were the visual feedback variables that
affected performance significantly in the experiments, not whether direct or video viewing was implemented. Some
previous studies (performed without a transmission time delay) concluded that position and force feedback are
reconstmctible to a large degree in teleoperation, but recreating the visual image as feedback to the operator was more
challenging due to the loss of information (such as stereoscopic vision) when viewing a television monitor [19]. Our
results suggested that there was not as a significant decrease in performance due to the loss of information when
going from direct viewing to video viewing as might be expected. This leads one to conclude that if a manipulator
without force feedback were being used (such as the RMS), and direct vision yielded a small subtended visual angle, it
would be wise to use video transmission to provide a larger subtended visual angle. Although the video monitor may
not provide stereoscopic vision, performance would probably be improved with the larger subtended visual angle.
Thus if a choice is given between direct viewing with a small subtended visual angle against video viewing with a
high frame rate and larger subtended visual angle, video viewing could be the wiser choice.
However, there may be other explanations for view not having a significant effect on mean task time. For
example, the effects of stereo vision could be greater at shorter distances than at longer distances. Therefore it is
possible that the eight foot distance was too great to utilize the full advantages of stereo vision. This is a topic for
future research. Nevertheless the results found in these experiments suggest that the view itself did not have a
significant effect on mean task times.
If teleoperation were to be controlled from a ground control station or a space station workstation with a
video monitor (such as with the control of an orbital maneuvering vehicle or flight telerobotic servicer), operating at
very low frame rates below 3 fps should be avoided unless large performance degradations are acceptable. The
reduction in mean task times was found to occur at a faster rate when going from 5 fps to 3 fps than when going
from 30 fps to 5 fps. This suggests that frame rates between 5 fps and 30 fps may produce performance results that
would more likely meet acceptable performance criteria than frame rates below 5 fps. Thus if there is limited
bandwidth available for frame rate and depending on the task, reducing frame rate from 30 fps may be acceptable until
a cutoff frame rate is reached beyond which performance would be below the accepted level. It may be possible to
reduce frame rate to a larger degree without harming performance by a great margin if force feedback is present. If
force feedback is not present, it would probably be important to have the video transmission at a high frame rate.
Force feedback was found to make up for many of the performance degradations due to decreased feedback in
the visual feedback channel. Force feedback significantly improved performance at all frame rates, and was
particularly helpful at the lower frame rates. In direct viewing performance, force feedback was found to have a
stabilizing effect. When subtended visual angle was decreased with force feedback, there was not a significant increase
in task times. Additionally, force feedback yielded a larger improvement in performance time over the no force
feedback case as subtended visual angle was decreased. Therefore whenever visual feedback conditions are extremely
poor and cannot be improved, the use of force feedback could very well improve performance times to acceptable
levels.
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Theresultsalsosuggestthatforcesensingwasprobablymoreimportantthanvisionfortheinsertionof the
block into slot. Some scenarios may dictate that force feedback is impossible or undesirable, such as when used with
a transmission time delay. But if force feedback is available and the task and environment do not prohibit its use,
force feedback should be utilized.
As tasks become increasingly difficult, designers should not assume linear increases in task times. Task
times can increase at increasing rates. This also suggests that beyond certain difficulty measures, performance time
can increase beyond acceptable ranges.
For any manipulation task the effects of the different feedback variables will be unique, making broad
generalizations ill advised. However the conclusions presented here indicate that task difficulty, force feedback, and
the visual feedback parameters of frame rate and distance (or subtended visual angle) all can have significant effects on
human performance for telemanipulation.
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Abstract
In this paper we address the following question: How much force should we
require operators to exert, or experience, when operating a telemanipulator
master-controller for sustained periods without encountering significant
fatigue and discomfort, and without loss of stability in psychometric
perception of force. The need to minimize exertion demands to avoid fatigue
is diametrically opposed by the need to present a wide a range of force stimuli
to enhance perception of applied or reflected forces. For 104 minutes
subjects repetitiously performed a series of 15 s isometric pinch grasps;
controlled at 5, 15, and 25 percent of their maximum voluntary strength.
Cyclic pinch grasps were separated by rest intervals of 7.5 and 15 s. Upon
completion of every 10 minute period, subjects interrupted grasping activities
to gage the intensity of fatigue and discomfort in the hand and forearm using a
cross-modal matching technique. A series of psychometric tests were then
conducted to determine accuracy and stability in the subject's perception of
force experienced. Results showed that onset of sensations of discomfort and
fatigue were dependent upon the magnitude of grasp force, work:rest ratio,
and progression of task. Declines in force magnitude estimation slopes,
indicating a reduction in force perception sensitivity, occurred with
increased grasp force when work:rest ratios were greater than 1.0. Specific
recommendations for avoiding discomfort and shifts in force perception, by
limiting pinch grasp force required for master-controller operation and range
of force reflection or work:rest ratios, are provided.
I. Introduction
Numerous questions have arisen in the course of design and
construction of telemanipulator master-controllers and end-effectors;
particularly, concerning the nature and magnitude of manipulative stimuli
which should be presented to the controlling hand. Recent studies have
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found that limiting muscle exertions to less than 20 percent of maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC) levels is not an adequate design guideline for
avoidance of localized muscle fatigue and discomfort for all muscle groups [1].
Moreover, population estimates of manual strength capability are very limited.
These problems, when combined with insidious development of over-
estimations of forces encountered during states of localized muscle fatigue [2],
argue for minimization of forces experienced in either controller operation or
reflected by the end-effector. However, diametrically opposing such a
strategy is the fact that, depending upon the level of force required to simply
operate the master-controller, severely restricting the dynamic range of force
reflection could result in only very limited, and potentially useless, force
information.
This design paradox led us to conduct a study to address the following
questions. First, what are acceptable levels of force of operation, or force
reflection, in terms of operator tolerance and stability of force perception?
Second, do changes in force perception occur and, if so, do they precede
alerting signs of discomfort and fatigue? Finally, if changes in force
perception are found, are they due to an insidious loss of contractility in
response to localized muscle fatigue, perceptual masking of proprioceptive
stimuli produced by fatigue and discomfort symptomatology, or both?
2. Methods and Materials
Subjects. Four male (25.0 + 7.3 years; maximum pinch force 131.5 +
13.2 N) and two female (34.5 + 3.5 years; maximum pinch force 103.0 + 24.0
N) served as subjects. All subjects reported and appeared to be in good health
with no history of musculoskeletal disease. Participation in the experiment
was on an informed consent and paid basis.
Apparatus and Methods. Onset and severity of fatigue and discomfort in
the hand and forearm, loss of pinch grasp force capability due to fatigue, and
shifts in force perception were examined throughout a 104 minute period of
cyclic grasping. Subjects performed pulp-pinch grasps with the thumb and
index finger of the dominant-hand; the remainder of the digits formed a
power-grip. Grasps were initiated and held for 15 s, and were followed by
either a 7.5 or 15 s rest period. Subjects rested by maintaining the same
hand posture in a relaxed state. Cyclic exertions were continued for 10
minutes. Upon completion of the ten-minute period, subjects performed a
cross-modal matching procedure to estimate the severity of fatigue and
discomfort in the working hand and forearm. Following this estimate,
subjects then performed a force magnitude estimation task which was
followed by rest for the remainder of the 3 minute period. The cycle of
repetitious exertions followed by a 3 minute interval for measuring
discomfort, measuring force perception capability, and then rest, was
repeated for 8 consecutive trials.
Each 104 minute test session was completed under a different level of
grasp force (i.e. 5, 15, and 25 % of an individual's grasp strength) and
work:rest ratio (i.e. 15s grasp: 15 s rest, or 15s grasp: 7.5s rest). The six days
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of testing required for an individual test subject was completed within a two
to three-week period. See Figure 1 for a graphical summary of the
experimental design employed.
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Figure I. Experimental design and procedural paradigm.
Figure 2 describes the apparatus used to measure and to control pinch
grasp forces. Subjects were seated in front of a computer display with the
distal phalanx of the thumb and index finger seated against horizontal tabs
mounted atop of two vertical metal struts. An adjustable platform was used to
raise or lower the subject's hand to insure that all subjects could comfortably
seat their fingers against the struts using the same hand posture. The struts,
attached to an immovable base, possessed balanced strain gages which passed
stress-induced voltages through an amplifier to an analog-to-digital converter,
and subsequently to a microcomputer for recording and statistical analyses.
Two cursors, whose vertical positions on a computer display were
independently controlled by normal forces applied to the struts, were
presented on a computer screen and used to feedback grasp force magnitudes
to the subject. Subjects were instructed to jointly move the cursors to, and to
remain on, a visual target for a 15s period. Start and finish of the exertions
were timed, and initiation and cessation of the grasps was visually and aurally
signalled, by computer. Though distances of cursor movements to the target
were fixed, forces required to acquire the target were set to 5, 15, or 25
percent of the individual's measured grasp strength capability. Real-time
1(ti
recording of grasp force was monitored and used to confirm compliance with
the experimental paradigm.
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Figure 2. Experimental apparatus used.
Maximum pinch grasp strength, or maximum voluntary contractions
(MVCs), were measured using the apparatus described in Figure 2. Subjects
performed a series of 5 maximum effort grasps for a period of 5 s. Average
normal forces produced by the thumb and index finger during the last three
seconds of the exertion were used as estimates. The median of 5 exertions,
separated by 3 minute intervals for recovery, served as the estimate of the
subject's maximum grasp strength. The median value was used to set force
magnitudes in experimental trials.
Subjects estimated the magnitude of fatigue and discomfort in the hand
and forearm using a cross-modal matching method described in detail
elsewhere [1]. Subjects adjusted the length of a visual analog scale, a line,
which was anchored between no signs and symptoms, and maximum tolerable
discomfort. Thus, if the individual judged that the severity of symptoms were
equivalent to 50% of their tolerable range, then they adjusted the length of
the line displayed on the computer screen to 50% of its maximum length.
A similar approach was used to gage the ability of a subject to judge
grasp forces. Following the procedures outlined by Lodge [3], subjects were
presented a series of visual lines of different length and were instructed to
match by exerting a grasp force of equal intensity. Thus, presentation of a
visual line equal to 50% of its possible length was to be matched by applying a
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grasp force equal to 50% of the individual's perceived strength limit.
Following a series of 5 trials, log-transforms of 2 s averages of stable force
estimates (i.e. subjects reported when they believed that they had reached a
stable exertion equivalent to the given line length) were plotted against log-
transforms of line-lengths (i.e. 5, 20, 35, 50, and 65% of maximum line
length), and a least-squares regression analysis was performed to estimate the
slope of the plotted line. Forces produced during the 5 estimates were also
recorded for subsequent analysis.
3. Results
Analysis of day-to-day baseline force magnitude estimation performance
revealed no significant changes in average forces used to perform grasps, nor
in the slopes of the force magnitude estimation test (p>.10) across test days.
See Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Force magnitude estimate slopes and average grasp forces produced
during baseline tests.
Matching intensity of discomfort using a visual analog scale showed
significant increases in discomfort occurred in response to increased pinch
grasp force levels (F=181.2, p<.05), work:rest ratios (F=13.4, p<.05), and with
progression of time (F=25.1, p<.05). Impact of work:rest ratio was significant
only when subjects were exerting force levels of 25 percent of MVC (F=12.6,
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p<.05). All remaining treatment interactions were not statistically significant
(p>. I0). See Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Percent of discomfort tolerance plotted as a function of pinch
grasp force, work:rest ratio, and progression of test session.
Slopes of force magnitude estimation functions declined following test
sessions in which pinch grasp forces exceeded 5 percent of MVC (F=4.4,
p<.05), or when work:rest ratios were increased from 1 to 2 (F=9.9, p<.05).
As shown in Figure 5, declines in slopes in response to increasing pinch force
occurred only when work:rest ratios exceeded 1.0 (F=3.4, p<.05). All
remaining main and interaction effects were neither materially or statistically
significant (p>. 10).
Unlike psychometric slopes, average pinch forces produced during
magnitude estimation trials remained unchanged with only one exception
(p>.10). Average pinch force increased slightly when work:rest ratios were
increased from 1 to 2 (F=7.4, p<.05). See Figure 6.
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Correlation analyses showed direct relationships between magnitude of
discomfort and magnitude of pinch force (r = 0.80, p<.05) and task duration
(r = 0.50, p<.05). Slopes of force magnitude estimates declined when
intensity of discomfort (r -- -0.40, p<.05) and work:rest ratios (r = -0.39,
p<.05) increased. Declines in slopes were also accompanied by increased
average pinch force (r = -0.48, p<.05). All remaining correlations were not
statistically significant (p>. 10).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
Subjects experienced some degree of fatigue or discomfort
symptomatology even at relatively low levels of exertion (i.e. 5 % of MVC). At
higher levels of grasp force (i.e. 25 % MVC) significant levels of discomfort
were encountered in as little as 10 minutes. Discomfort, regardless of initial
exertion level, continued to build with progression of the task in a constant
manner. Work:rest ratios, or length of time provided to recover from the
immediate consequences of the exertion, produced little or no effect until
exertions exceeded 15 % of MVC. It is noteworthy that subjects rarely
complained of discomfort or fatigue in musculature located in the forearm (i.e.
the principal flexors of the digits). The thumb and index fingers, and tissues
directly underlying finger contact on the smooth flat strut's surface, were the
chief loci of discomfort. The direct mechanical stress could be tolerated at
15 % MVC with moderate reports of discomfort after 104 minutes. However,
at 25 % of MVC a few subjects were near their tolerance limit, and would
probably have been unable to complete a two-hour task. In earlier pilot
experiments, some of our subjects were unable to complete the 104 minute
protocol when grasp forces equalled 25 % of MVC.
Significant negative shifts in slopes of psychometric functions were
found immediately when exertions equalled or exceeded 15 % of MVC and
work:rest ratios were increased to 2.0. If subjects were provided sufficient
rest between exertions (e.g. 15 s) then psychometric functions remained
stable; regardless of exertion magnitude or level of persistent discomfort.
There was no evidence to support the conclusion that shifts in psychometric
functions were strictly a result of insidious loss of muscle contractility. Slopes
pivoted about mid-range force estimates and were accompanied by significant
elevations in slope intercept magnitudes. Subjects, thus, produced larger
than expected forces when called upon to produce small exertions (i.e. 5 to
35 % of MVC), and smaller than expected exertions when forces equalled or
exceeded 50 % of MVC. This finding, along elevations in force production
occurring concomitantly with flattening slopes, suggests that subject's
perceptions of exertions were probably perceptually-masked by ancillary
sensations of discomfort. Maximum voluntary contractions are based upon
both muscle contractile force capability and volitional tolerance of exertion-
induced discomfort. Thus, reductions in force production, when significant
levels of exertion were required, may reflect lost contractility of tasked
musculature, a reduced volitional tolerance for additional exertion-induced
discomfort, or both factors. It is interesting to note, however, that given
sufficient time for masking effects, and perhaps loss of contractility, to decay,
force magnitude estimation performance remained stable.
Telemanipulation is often characterized by repeated and sustained
grasps of objects which are comparable to those studied in this experiment
(e.g. object transport, part or tool transfer from one end-effector to another,
or assembly or disassembly activities). Under such conditions operators of
comparable master-controllers are likely to rapidly develop low to moderate
levels of localized discomfort in the hand and fingers when forces of operation
or reflected forces approach 15 % of MVC. If exertions reach 15 % of MVC,
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and the operator is not provided substantial rest between exertions, then
shifts in force perception can occur. Operators will over-force when exertion
requirements are low, and underforce when grasp requirements are
substantial.
Aside from the consequences of less delicate grasping, overforcing of
grasps serves to further provoke, or to at least maintain, fatigue and
discomfort symptomatology and its negative performance consequences.
Negative shifts in psychometric functions found in this study can also result in
inappropriate interpretations of the magnitudes of large forces reflected to
the master-controller, and in underproduction of grasp forces required for
more rigorous manipulation activities. Signs and symptoms of localized
discomfort and fatigue always preceded untoward shifts in force perception.
Unfortunately, the presence of discomfort or fatigue in the hand occurs
rapidly and in the absence of psychometric shifts; thus, discomfort cannot be
used as a reliable indicator of shifts in force perception.
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ABSTRACT
• 'SData describing the mlcrosurgeon hand dynamics has been recorded and
analyzed in order to provide an accurate model for the telemicrosurgery
application of the Center's Bimanual Telemicro-operation Test Bed. The
model, in turn, will guide the development of algorithms for the control of
robotic systems in bimanual telemicro-operation tasks. Measurements were
made at the hand-tool interface and include position, acceleration and force
between the tool-finger interface. Position information was captured using
an orthogonal pulsed magnetic field positioning system resulting in
measurements in all six degrees-of-freedom (DOF). Acceleration data at the
hands was obtained using accelerometers positioned in a triaxial arrangement
on the back of the hand allowing measurements in all three cartesian-
coordinate axes. Force data was obtained by using miniature load cells
positioned between the tool and the finger and included those forces
experienced perpendicular to the tool shaft and those transferred from the
tool-tissue site. Position data will provide'a minimum/maximum reference
frame for the robotic system's work space or envelope• Acceleration data
will define the response times needed by the robotic system in order to
emulate and subsequently outperform the human operator's tool movements. The
force measurements will aid in designing a force-reflective, force-scaling
system as well as defining the range of forces the robotic system will
encounter•
All analog data was acquired by a 16-channel analog-to-digital
conversion system residing in a IBM PC/AT-compatible computer at the Center's
laboratory• The same system was also used to analyze and present the data.
It is anticipated that the data will also provide needed information for
other tasks to be explored at the Center• These include telemicrosurgery in
remote locations such as space, telemicroassembly of computer, electro-
optical and small mechanical systems, telemicromanipulation of miniature
sensors and telemicrohandling of hazardous material.
INTRODUCTION
Procedures in the medical, biological, industrial and military fields
are continually being down-sized. It is not uncommon for the microsurgeon to
perform 150 to 200 micron movements during an operating procedure• In many
cases the dextrous microsurgeon would like to be able to decrease these
movements (i-i0 microns for operation on small vessels near the retinal
surface or inner ear) but cannot due to the limits of human dexterity. For
those surgeons where dexterity is absent (old age or inexperience) but the
expert knowledge exists, a means for improving that dexterity must be
p-,_,--,:r,':'. ','_ ...... .v, ,_ ,;.: i"_OT FILMED
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Likewise, as the experimental biologist explores further and
into human anatomical structures and physiological processes (for
manipulation of i-i0 micron patch clamp sensors), the need for
handling systems and exact placement of micro-instrumentation sensors
Finally, with the emergence of microsensors and microdynamical
(MDS mechanical devices and systems fabricated on silicon) assembly
and inspection becomes a micromanipulation task since these devices are
typically on the order of 20-200 microns [i]. These tasks will push the
limits of human dexterity just as seen in the microsurgery field.
The Center for Engineering Applications (CEA) has begun design and
development of a Bimanual Telemicrorobotics Test Bed featuring high-precision
robotic manipulators to address these dexterity needs. This paper's primary
focus is on preliminary data describing the microsurgeon's hand dynamics.
These measurements and the test bed concept and their benefit to NASA space
telerobotics will also be explored.
We feel the benefits exist in three primary areas. First, the concept
of telemicro-operation for microsurgery can be extended to remote locations
just as current work with telerobots for the Shuttle Remote Manipulator
System and the Space Station systems. For extended missions an on-board
surgery capability can eliminate the costs of returning the injured crewman
to earth or delivering the microsurgeon to the patient site. Secondly, we
feel the surgeon-machine interface (SMI) we are currently developing will
aid NASA in eliminating some of the dexterity problems currently encountered
in pressurized spacesuits. The interface will be small enough to fit within
the spacesuit allowing the astronaut to manipulate tools attached to the end
of the spacesuit arm. This will enable the astronaut to remain at the site
(as opposed to manipulation within the base vehicle) for those operations in
limited access areas. Finally, the test bed may also be used to manipulate
samples in experiments best done in the gravity-free environment. The Space
Shuttle has already performed such experiments and proven the concept. The
test bed can further that ability by allowing down-sized manipulation of such
samples (viral strains, microelectro-optics, micromechanical systems, etc.).
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
All data was collected in the surgical environment using a Northgate
PC/AT-compatible system as the host. This system operates at 12 MHz, has 1
MByte of RAM, an 80287 math co-processor and a 60 MByte hard disk. Position
information was acquired using the Polhemus 3SPACE Isotrak system. The
Isotrak connects to the host via a serial link capable of 19.2K baud. With
data averaging incorporated position updates occur every 35.7 msec where
translational resolution is 0.762 mm RMS and rotational resolution is 0.12 °
RMS. The Isotrack source was mounted on and above an aluminum tripod with
the sensor mounted on the selected operating tool. The sensor weighs
approximately 23 grams and did not adversely affect the surgeon's operation
(there was some limitation due to the data cable and physical dimensions of
the sensor and is discussed in the Methodology section).
Acceleration data was captured using a Vibro-Meter triaxial
accelerometer (model CE505M201) connected at the back of the surgeon's hand.
The accelerometer has a sensitivity of I0 mV per g at +/-10% with a
frequency response of 2 Hz to 15 kHz at +/-3dB. The unit requires 15 V at
0.5 mA and was powered by a temperature compensated battery power supply.
This device weighs i0 grams and also requires a cable for power and data
transmission.
II0
All force data was recorded with A.L. Design's model ALD-Micro-I Load
Cell which uses a full four arm internal Wheatstone bridge using bonded
strain gages. Two cells were used to record data simultaneously. Each cell
has a full scale operating range of 450 grams and features a combined error
(linearity, hysteresis and repeatability) of +/- 0.5% FS. The total range of
force was reduced for our experiment thus reducing this error. Each cell
requires 5 Volt excitation at about 15 mA which was supplied again by a
temperature compensated battery supply.
All analog data from the accelerometers and force transducers was
digitized using a MetraByte DAS-16F A/D converter board residing in the host
PC. This board uses a 12-bit successive approximation converter capable of
i00 kHz conversion rates. It features 8 differential channels (90 db CMR)
and is software programmable for conversion timing. The input features a
high input impedance instrumentation amplifier with switch selectable gains.
Output of both the accelerometer and the force transducer was quite low
(tenths of mVolts) and thus external amplification was used. Three Tektronix
AM502 Differential Amplifiers were used as buffers between the transducers
and A/D converter board. These units feature switch selectable gains with an
input impedance of 1 Mohm (the output impedance of the force transducer was
350 ohms nominal while that of the accelerometer was 1500 ohms nominal) thus
providing no-load to the sensors. A dc-offset adjustment is also available
as well as a bandpass filter. Figure 1 describes a block diagram of the
overall instrumentation system. All cables used to connect transducers to
the amplifiers and A/D conversion system were shielded and ground loop
currents were eliminated.
CALIBRATION
Each system used was calibrated and checked against the manufacturer's
specifications. All were found to be well within specifications.
3SPACE ISOTR_ Positioning System
The linearity and resolution of the Isotrak unit was verified using
Melles Griot optical positioners featuring 20 micron resolution which is well
below the 0.762 mm resolution of the Isotrak. Sensor and source were mounted
on non-metallic rods so as to be free of the metal effects of the
positioners. Adequate time was given between each reading to allow for any
oscillations in the rods due to the movement. Linear regression analysis was
performed on each axis (translational and rotational). Worst-case fit
occurred for the x-axis translation with a correlation coefficient of
0.9754. All other axes possessed 0.99 correlation or better.
A,L. Design Model ALD-Micro-i Load Cell
The load cells are delivered with a very detailed analysis of their
specifications. Repeatability and linearity data are provided. We verified
the specifications using an Ohaus mass calibration set and a Keithley Model
196 Digital Multimeter (DMM) featuring 5-1/2 digit accuracy. The Model 196
is capable of I00 nV resolution and features an input impedance of over
1 Gohm for the load cell range of interest. The load cell was powered with
the temperature compensated supply. The cells were tested over their full
scale range and were found to have correlation coefficients exceeding 0.999.
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Figure I. Data Acquisition System.
Vibro-Met_r CE505M201 Accelerometer
Vibro-Meter also supplies test data for the accelerometers which
includes a noise floor figure, sensitivity and a frequency response graph. At
the time of this writing, we had no accurate means of verifying the
specifications of the accelerometer. Therefore, those specifications were
accepted for the present experiments. We plan to find a means to calibrate
the accelerometers at a later date.
MetraByte DAS-16F A/D Converter System
The A/D system was calibrated using a temperature compensated battery
source and the Keithley DMM. The range selected for conversion extended from
-500 mV to +500 mV represented respectively by -2048 to +2047 digital
levels. Linearity was verified to be within +/- I bit over the full-scale
range.
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All data was recorded in actual eye microsurgery and thus sterile
management of the transducers was followed. In all cases autoclaving was
avoided for fear of damaging the semiconductor components within each
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sensor. Instead, sterile plastic covers were used to isolate the sensors
from the sterile field. Each procedure was designed with both the surgeon
and operating room technician providing input regarding sterilization
Position Measurement
Measurement of position included both the hand and two common
instruments found in ophthalmic microsurgery: the straight extrusion tool and
the Sutherland Scissors. During all three measurement cycles, the Isotrak
unit was in the data averaging mode with the serial communications rate set
to 4.8 KBaud. This resulted in a sampling time of approximately 140 msec
(about 7 Hz). The host data capture algorithm was written in Microsoft C and
basically captured the data in an array while periodically writing it to a
hard disk file. At the beginning of each experiment, the source-to-sensor
alignment was set allowing data collection from a (0,0,0) orientation. The
data was then analyzed using Quattro, a spreadsheet program. Results and
discussion of this analysis are presented later in the paper.
For the hand measurements the sensor was inserted in the sterile
plastic bag and placed under the surgeon's sterile gloves. The gloves
provided a two-fold purpose by further isolating the sensor from the sterile
field and providing a very stable mount of the sensor. The data cable for
the sensor was routed under the surgeon's gown and over his shoulder to the
Isotrack electronic unit. The Isotrak source was mounted approximately 65 cm
above and to the right of the sensor on an aluminum tripod. The source could
not be placed closer to the sensor due to sterile field conditions. Source
and sensor cables were separated and kept away from the host's CRT. Figure 2
describes the orientation of the x, y, and z-axes as mounted on the hand.
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Figure 2. Hand Positioning Study" Magnetic Position Sensor
Orientation
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The straight extrusion tool does not require extremely precise
movements, however, it's range of motion can be quite large as it is often
times used to remove trapped gas bubbles within the eye chamber. The
magnetic sensor was placed in a sterile bag and attached to the straight
extrusion tool by means of a PVC right-angle support. This support fit into
the handle of the tool and then provided a wide base to mount the sensor. The
sensor was mounted to the support with sterilized tie straps and sterile
tape. The data cable was again placed in a sterile bag and routed down the
surgeon's arm. Figure 3 describes the mounting and sensor orientation on the
extrusion tool.
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Figure 3. Magnetic Sensor Mounted to the Straight Extrusion Tool
The Sutherland Scissors is an instrument that requires precise
manipulation of the tool tip. For example, scissors have become the primary
method for most diabetic Epiretinal Membrane delaminations. This technique
requires the blade to be parallel to the retinal surface and thus extremely
small movements are required [2]. Figure 4 describes the sensor mounting.
The scissors are aluminum and again the sensor was placed in a sterile bag
and subsequently taped to the scissors handle. It must be noted that the
sensor and data cable did impede some movement during surgery not allowing
the recording of the full operating procedure. This occurred since the
scissors are fairly long causing the cable to strike the operating microscope
directly above the eye. However, maximum values defining the workspace were
recorded.
Acceleration Measurement
Acceleration was measured in the x, y and z-axis directions for the
hand only. The accelerometer was placed in a sterile bag and fitted under
the surgeon's glove in much the same way as the position sensor with axis
orientation shown in Figure 5. The power/data cable emerged at the junction
of the glove and gown due to cable length limitations. The cable did not
hinder the surgeons movements. Data was recorded for two different
procedures: a forceps membrane peeling operation and a vitrectomy (removal of
the vitreous). The forceps operation represents one of the most precise tool
manipulations while the vitrectomy represents a wide range of motion. Both
operations required the surgeon to remove the tool and re-enter yielding
large acceleration values.
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Figure 5. Hand Acceleration Study: Accelerometer Orientation
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Force Measurements
Two force transducers were used to record force felt by the fingers at
the perpendicular-to-tool interface and the perpendicular-to-tissue
interface. Figure 6 describes the sensor mounting on the Sutherland scissors
tool. This tool was chosen as it offers one of the most delicate operations
due to the presence of the retinal surface. Force transducer 1 was mounted
so as to measure tactile sense and the effect of tool weight and
configuration on the proprioceptive sense. Force transducer 2 attempts to
measure the force felt due to the tissue/tool interface. Both cells were
mounted flat against the support structures and with the cell buttons
accessible to the surgeon's fingers. The entire upper structure of the
Sutherland scissors, the load cells and their power/data cables were placed
in the sterile bag. The sterile scissors tip was attached by the operating
room technician just prior to use.
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Figure 6. Force Transducers Mounted to Sutherland Scissors
RESULTS
In order to model the telemicrosurgery application various parameters
of the microsurgeon's hand dynamics must be known. This work concentrated on
determining the minimum and maximum values of position, acceleration and
force. In order to find these values large amounts of data were recorded and
subsequently plotted. Due to the page limitation of the proceedings, these
plots describing typical performance are omitted. Interested individuals may
request this data from the Center for Engineering Applications. We report
here those maximum and minimum values which the SMI and manipulators must
outperform.
Position or Workspace
On examining the workspace for vitreoretinal microsurgery it appears as
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a cone within and outside the eye. This is due to the pivot point at the
incision. Our data describes the cube that encapsulates this cone at the
outside of the eye and therefore represents the workspace of the
micromanipulator. Minimum and maximum values are shownbelow for the two
tools studied.
SUTH_ SCISSORS WORKSPACE DATA
POSITIVE NEGATIVE CLOCKWISE COUNTERCLOCKWISE
TRANSLATION TRANSLATION ROTATION ROTATION
(cm) (cm) (degrees) (degrees)
X 2.27 -0.ii 42.00 0.00
y 5.65 -2.54 9.99 13.47
Z 6.96 -1.33 20.16 79.45
STRAIGHT EXTRUSION TOOL - WORKSPACE DATA
POSITIVE NEGATIVE CLOCKWISE COUNTERCLOCKWISE
TRANSLATION TRANSLATION ROTATION ROTATION
(cm) (cm) (degrees) (degrees)
X 2.58 -2.00 79.38 23.89
y 0.42 -1.35 18.11 7.44
Z 0.99 -0.65 4.53 114.61
TYPICAL WORKSPACE - OPHT_IC HICROSURCERY
(Orientation defined by Sutherland Scissors Sensor Mount)
TRANSLATION (+ to -) ROTATION (CW to CCW)
O
X 2.38 cm 103.27 o
y 8.19 cm 119.14 o
Z 8.29 cm 25.55
Accelerar tion
Acceleration data represents hand acceleration and not necessarily tool
acceleration.
PROCEDURE: FORCEPS PROCEDURE: VITRECTONY
X-AXIS Y-AXIS Z-AXIS X-AXIS Y-AXIS Z-AXIS
MAX + 0.82 g 0.52 g 0.63 g 0.83 g 0.26 g 0.23 g
MAX 0.i0 g 0.55 g 0.49 g 0.Ii g 0.36 g 0.28 g
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Force
Force was analyzed for maximum values to determine SMI conditions as
well as average force to study loading of the proprioceptive senses.
Graphical data indicates that the tool/tissue sensor recorded globe
deformation as the tool worked against the incision. We are in the process of
estimating the force due to internal eye pressure and tissue. With this data
we feel we carl estimate the force seen near the tool tip as it encounters
tissue. Regardless of the exact force the sensor measured, it still
represents the resistance felt by the surgeon.
MAXIMUM
AVERAGE
FINGER/TOOL: FORCE SENSOR 1
16.20 grams
13.19 grams
TISSUE/TOOL: FORCE SENSOR 2
42.68 grams
31.13 grams
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The results shown here will aid the CEA in development of the Bimanual
Telemicro-operation Test Bed which serves as a first step toward increasing
dexterity of the microsurgeon and providing for remote surgery capabilities.
Results were within the ranges we expected. For example, the typical eye is
about 2.54 cm in diameter and the maximum value we recorded for entry and
exit (X-direction) of the tool was 2.38 cm. Y and Z directions are listed at
8.19 and 8.29 cm respectively, and taking into account the approximate 4:1
leverage amplification of the tool (Sutherland scissors), these values become
2.05 and 2.07 cm. Forces measured were close to preliminary data recorded by
using a micro-beam scale and having the surgeon press the tool against the
scale until he "feels" similar resistance as in the eye. The preliminary
measurement was very subjective but was confirmed by two surgeons.
During the development of the test bed, a down-sized surgeon/machine
interface will be developed which we believe will aid NASA in solving the
dexterity problem encountered in pressurized spacesuits. We are currently
working with Dr. Bill Hamel of Oak Ridge National Laboratories in the
analysis of the kinematics and coordinate transformations needed for the
interface.
As a continuation of this paper's work we are currently developing a
measurement system to correlate video images of the surgeon's hand movements
to the magnetic positioning system output. We are also developing a method
to measure the force and torque felt during surgery in all six degrees-of-
freedom.
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Abstract
The U.S. Bureau of Mines is developing a computer model to analyze the
human factors aspect of mining machine operator compartments. The model will
be used as a research tool and as a design aid. It will have the capability to
perform the following: simulated anthropometric or reach assessment,
visibility analysis, illumination analysis, structural analysis of the
protective canopy, operator fatigue analysis, and computation of an ingress-
egress rating. The model will make extensive use of graphics to simplify data
input and output. Two dimensional orthographic projections of the machine and
its operator compartment are digitized and the data rebuilt into a three
dimensional representation of the mining machine. Anthropometric data from
either an individual or any size population may be used. The model is intended
for use by equipment manufacturers and mining companies during initial design
work on new machines. In addition to its use in machine design, the model
should prove helpful as an accident investigation tool and for determining the
effects of machine modifications made in the field on the critical areas of
visibility and control reach ability.
I. Introduction
Because of the unique environment in underground mining, mine workers are
exposed to a variety of conditions and stresses that are not common in other
industries. Mine equipment is usually massive in size and built to withstand
a tremendous workload. Often the design of the mining equipment stresses
functionality and production over human operator considerations. This has
resulted in mining machines where visibility is at a premium and often the
operators must lean outside the safe confines of the operator compartment in
order to see and operate the equipment as shown in figure I. Controls are
often unlabeled and placed where they are difficult to reach and distinguish
from one another; in panic situations, the wrong control is frequently
activated. Because of height restrictions in many underground mines, the
operator works in an awkward reclined seating position which leads to fatigue
and stress. The Mining Equipment Safety Laboratory of the Mine Safety and
Health Administration (MSHA) analyzed all fatal accident reports involving
underground coal mine mobile equipment for the years 1972 through 1979. During
this period, 350 fatalities were investigated and 126 of the fatalities were
attributed to improper control design, inadequate visibility from the
operators's cab, inadequate compartment size, operators leaning outside the
cab, machines without operator compartments, and poorly designed seats. In
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summary, approximately 36% of the fatalities involving underground mobile
mine equipment for the seven years in question relate to improperly designed
operator compartments (I).
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Figure I - Miner working in a cramped, visually obstructed environment.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines is charged with conducting research to increase
both the safety and productivity of the mineral industries. As part of this
research, the Bureau is developing a computer model to assist in the design
and analysis, from a human engineering standpoint, of underground mine
equipment operator stations. The model known as CAP (Crewstation Analysis
Programs) is to be used by original equipment manufacturers and mining
companies for the preliminary design work on new machines in terms of good
ergonomic design principles. With the implementation of the model, the
designer will be given flexibility to experiment with the design of new
equipment which is not practical using conventional techniques.
For the sake of simplicity, CAP can be thought of as being composed of
the following sections :
]. Input (machine and sample population).
2. Anthropometric analysis.
3. Visibility analysis.
4. Reach analysis.
5. Illumination analysis.
6. Canopy structural analysis.
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The initial module defines the operator compartment, mining machine, mine
layout and a sample population. The anthropometric section identifies the
working posture of the miner and the reach envelop associated with the
operator. The operator's field of visibility is determined in third module.
The model uses an adaption of the Crewstation Assessment of Reach (CAR) model
developed by Boeing Aerospace Corporation (2) to determine whether the
controls are reachable for a given population. The fifth module provides an
assessment of the illumination requirements of the machine's lighting system
and the final section determines the structural strength of the compartment's
canopy.
This paper briefly describes the input, reach, visibility, and
illumination sections of the model. Interested readers are invited to contact
the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research Center, for more information on the
CAP model.
2. Machine and Sample Population Input
Before any analysis can begin, a 3-D, simplified model of the operating
station and related machine must be entered into the computer. Often times
entering the machine data is a tedious and time consuming process. For this
reason a decision was made to develop a method to input the data as quickly
and accurately as possible so users may concentrate their efforts on the
ergonomic analysis of the machine and compartment. The method chosen takes
advantage of engineering layouts drawn in an orthographic projection format
and makes use of a digitizing graphics tablet. Polygonal geometries are
digitized and the model performs a spatial 3-D reconstruction using a series
of functions which identify specific 3-D geometries in the orthographic
projection. The program does not contain any high level sophisticated network
of geometric concepts but uses a concept similar to the one used by Lafue (3)
and Thornton (4). By using the function menu to identify 3-D geometric shapes
such as polyhedrons, right circular cylinders, spheres, and wedges the program
reconstructs a 3-D object from 2-D orthographic projection drawings
(figure 2).
Most of the analysis sections of the CAP model require a sample
population for testing. The model allows the user to enter I2 external
anthropometric measurements of one or more individuals to build a sample
population. Once the 12 measurements have been entered, the model determines
the validity of the input and responds accordingly. If the anthropometric
input is invalid the model will prompt the user to re-enter the specific
measurement in question. If valid data exists the procedure will prompt the
user to enter another individual's anthropometric measurements or exit and
save the population data base. The 12 external measurements for the sample
population are transformed into internal link lengths and link circumferences
to create a 3-D link-man. The link-man used in the CAP model is a version of
the original link-man in the CAR program (2). Each link is a straight line
segment between centers of joint rotation corresponding to human bone
structures. The link-man consists of 31 links and is based on work done by
Boeing Aerospace Corporation to develop the BOEMAN model (5). CAP computes the
link-lengths from external anthropometric measurements through a series of
transformations derived primarily from Dempster's (6) analysis of
anthropometric data.
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Figure 2 - A 3D representation of an underground haulage vehicle.
Once the input of the machine, compartment and the identification of the
sample population is complete, the user is free to choose any analysis section
desired. The flexibility of the model will allow the user to modify either the
machine input or population sample based on the analysis results.
3. Anthropometric/Reach Analysis
The location of the operator and the placement of the controls is
essential in the ergonomic design of operator compartments. The reach analysis
sections of the model addresses both issues by using an adaption of the CAR
model to position the operator in the compartment and tests if each control is
reachable. It consists of a control data input module which define key
parameters needed to perform the reach study, and a link-man module which
define the anthropometric measurements of a sample population. A tabular
printout indicates the percentage of the sample population capable of reaching
the defined controls.
The reach analysis module constructs a link-man to reach for a specific
point in space defined by a control location. The link-man is built using a
link by ]ink approach. The building begins at the lumbar joint which is a
function of the seat reference point, the seat pan and seat back angles, and
the operator's clothing. Each link is added to the previous link, with the
links pointing in the direction of the defined reach point. The model takes
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into consideration the operator's clothing effect which reduces the angular
limits of motion for each link, and alters the link lengths and the position
of the joints.
Table ! - Control Summary Report
Location/
Hand Harness Required Movement % Not %
Control Name Foot Lock X Y Z Accom Accom
..............................................................................
STOP BUTTON LH UNLK 14.5 -11.0 4.3
Zone 3 0.0 100.0
............................................................................
START BUTTON RH UNLK 16.5 -11.0 4.3
Zone 3 0.0 100.0
............................................................................
FORKLIFT TILT RH UNLK 32.0 -4.5 11.5
Zone 3 Average -0.3 -0.1 0.1 10.0 90.0
Worst Case -0.9 -0.2 0.3
............................................................................
HEADLIGHTS LH UNLK 37.5 6.0 9.5
Zone 3 Average -0.7 0.0 0.2 48.0 52.0
Worst Case -2.0 0.1 0.7
............................................................................
The control analysis identifies the name, reach point location, body part
used in the reach assessment, grip associated with the body part, and the
harness condition for each of the defined controls. It displays the percentage
of the sample population capable of reaching each control. In the case of the
sample population not being able to reach the control, the program will
display the average and worst case distance from the last link to the
control's reach point location as shown in table I.
4. Visibility Analysis
Because of the working environment in underground mining, operator
visibility is usually at a premium. To address this problem, the Bureau
sponsored research to analyze the visual requirements of mobile mining
equipment and to assess the requirements through a computer model. A task
analysis to distinguish the visibility requirements for a machine, i.e., what
needs to be seen, from the field of visibility, i.e., what can be seen (7) was
conducted. The visual requirements were defined in terms of specific locations
known as visual attention locations (VALs). Using this method the VALs are
specified with reference to a specific machine point and by identifying the
VALs in this fashion, the location of the visual features are independent of
the length, width, and height of the machine. Figure 3 displays the VALs
associated with a underground haulage vehicle (shuttle car) in the fore-aft
and lateral planes.
Before analysis can take place, the physical configuration of the
operator compartment along with the related machine must be entered into the
computer. The model will prompt the user to select and enter the digitized
machine and the related crewstation database. The program queries the user for
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the operator's eye position or designed eye point (DEP), and the focus point.
The model will calculate the DEPby vertically building successive links
dependent on the defined anthropometric measurements.The focus is defined to
be a point in space which forms a line of sight vector with the design eye
point. The operator's field of visibility is an important parameter in the
analysis of the visual requirements. The recommendedvisual envelope for an
operator to view a working display should be within a 30 degree cone around
the principal line of sight (8).
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Figure 3 - Visual attention locations (VALs) in the fore-aft and vertical
planes of an underground haulage vehicle.
Once the operator's eye view, focus point and the visual envelope
dimension has been identified, the model allows the user to create an
operator's eye view of the surrounding environment for an assessment of
visibility of the VALs. The view from the operator's station is drawn, taking
into account the field of vision, focus point and eye position. The user notes
which VALs are visible and what modifications may be necessary in the machine
design. The analysis is performed repetitively, with the user making judgments
as to where the three-dimensional link-man should look. Figures 4 and 5
illustrate views from the cab of a shuttle car.
5. Illumination Analysis
The model addresses the lighting problem by providing the mining industry
with a computerized method of evaluating mine illuminations systems. Proposed
lighting configurations may be quickly analyzed without resorting to time
consuming methods of building physical mockups and taking manual lighting
readings. The model analyzes any illumination system relative to an
underground mining machine and calculates the incident illuminance or
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illumination (in footcandles) levels on any surface surrounding the machine.
The calculations are be performed so that they comparewith MSHA'smethod for
evaluating a mine illumination system.
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Figure 4 - A 5% female sitting in an operator compartment of a shuttle car
looking at VAL #41. Note the VAL is obstructed.
Figure 5 - A 95% male sitting in an operator compartment of a shuttle car
looking at VAL #41.
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In calculating incident illuminance levels, the model simulates the
method of measurement used by MSHA's standard test and evaluation approach.
The basic formula for calculating the illumination at any point around a
machine is:
2
E = I/D
where :
E = illuminance, footcandles
I = intensity of the light along the vector between the light source
and the point where the light is being measured, candles
D = distance between the light source and the point, feet
The effect of objects in the path of the light source along the location
of the measurement point must be taken into consideration when performing an
illumination analysis. The illuminance at a specific point is the vector sum
total of the illuminance from all luminaries contributing light to that point.
Light is considered to a vector originating at the lamp and ending at the
measurement point. If the light vector intersects a plane of the machine
before reaching the measurement point, the effects of that light are canceled
out of the illumination equation. MSHA requires that incident light measure-
ments must be taken for each 2 by 2 ft area on the mine surfaces that have to
be illuminated. The model divides each of the defined surfaces in a
rectangular grid, 2 ft apart and computes the incident illumination level at
each point. It determines the average illuminance in each square by averaging
the four grid points associated with each square. Any value that is below the
minimum permissible level will be marked in the grid and displayed to the
user.
6. Conclusion
Original equipment manufacturers and mine operators will have the
capability to use the Crewstation Analysis Programs (CAP) model as a research
tool and as a design-aid in the development and modification of new and
existing mining machines. The model has the capability to quickly analyze
machine mounted illumination systems, identify the visual requirements of
mining machines, maximize the operator's visibility, and optimize the location
of the controls to accommodate an operator sample. This may allow the
designers an opportunity to experiment with the development of new equipment
and aid designers to better human engineer underground mining equipment.
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Abstract
This paper describes the development of a flexible operation test-bed,
based around a commercially available ASEA industrial robot. The test-bed was
designed to investigate fundamental human factors issues concerned with the
unique problems of robotic manipulation in the hostile environment of Space.
i. Introduction
The work to be described here forms part of a contract placed on British
Aerospace Space and Communications Division at Stevenage by the European Space
Agency, entitled "Teleoperation and Control." The study to be performed will
be carried out by a team under the technical lead of the British Aerospace
Sowerby Research Centre Human Factors Department, Filton. The remainder of the
study team comprises of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority Laboratories
at Culham and Harwell.
The overall objective of this study is the development and delivery to the
European Space Agency of a flexible (modular) teleoperation test-bed, based
around a commercially available ASEA industrial robot, which will permit the
experimental investigation of a variety of approaches to the control and
supervision of robotic manipulation in Space. Experiments were designed to
allow a comparative study of the ccntrol and display concepts in order to
optimise and evaluate the use of sensor supplied feedback information to a
human operator.
The experiments were designed with two mission models as a baseline:
Mission Model i. The human operator is located on the ground whilst
controlling a manipulator which is located on a free-flying servicing vehic]e.
Mission Model 2. A human operator is located on the aft deck of the
shuttle, controlling a manipuletor servicing a payload in the cargo area.
In addition to providing information about the above scenarios, the
project will address five overall objectives:
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- To analyse specific MMl/human factors issues concerned with the
unique problems of teleoperation.
- To provide data which will permit the optimisatlon of the man-machine
interface before delivery of tile experimental workstation to ESA.
- To provide results which may be used to formulate future research
programmes, to determine the Human Computer Interaction requirements
which can be satisfied in the short and long term and to determine
possible roles for telepresence strategies.
- To provide results which may be applied in identifying options for
the design of future workstations.
- To establish a test-bed facility and research programme which
demonstrate a sound European capability in teleoperation workstation
design and in research into remote handling and inspection in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO).
2. Overall Test-Bed Concept
The development and use of an experimental test-bed stems from the need to
establish a prograrmme of experimentation and research into teleoperation in
Space. It is important that in achieving this aim the test-bed should remain
as flexible as possible. This allows the test-bed to be used both for future
research programmes and for the development and implementation of new systems.
The programme of test-bed development has been driven by past theoretical
research (e.g. Milgram et al, 1983; Sheppard et al, 1986) and by developments
in the fields of the ESA crew workstation (CWS) and EUROSIM projects.
To obtain and maintain the maximum degree of flexibility, the test-bed was
developed along modular lines. The modules were defined as follows:
- Subject control and display station
- Experimenter's control and display station
- Video system
- Robot system (ASEA IRb6)
- End-effector and sensors
- Task box and work area. (See Figure I)
The requirements for the test-bed, workstation and video system were
dictated by the nature of the experiments and pilot studies to be carried out
using them. The pilot studies and experiments were concerned with the
following issues:
- Time delay selection (Pilot Study i)
- Control law optimisation (Pilot Study 2)
- Controller selection (Experiment i)
- Feedback optimisation (Pilot Study 3)
- Comparison of feedback options (Experiment 2)
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Since the test-bed is an evaluative and experimental tool its design and
requirements for its construction were preceded by detailed assessments of the
evaluative studies to be performed upon it.
3. Definition of Research and Experimentation
The main objective of the teleoperation and control study is to perform an
experimental and comparative evaluation of a variety of concepts regarding the
human operator's efficient use of control and feedback options. Previous
research studies have been predominantly theoretical in their approaches to key
human factors aspects of teleoperation in Space. Therefore, it is appropriate
to address these issues from a practical perspective. Both quantitative and
qualitative data will be collected in order to provide as complete an
evaluation and analysis as possible.
Experimental Designs
The specific designs of the experiments have determined the hardware and
software requirements for these investigations. However, the need for
flexibility and modularity was not overlooked in this process so as to allow
easy implementation of future developments and additions. It is important that
there is a logical progression from one experiment to the next. For this
reason, a number of pilot or optimisation studies will be undertaken. These
will help the experimenters select or optimise the characteristics of the
independent variables which will be used in the main experimental designs.
This series of investigations places emphasis on both sensory and motor
variables. The series of designs does not deal with these two key areas in
isolation, but instead the emphasis of the designs will change from one area to
the other as the experiments progress.
At the end of this series of investigations, the main sensory and motor
factors which influence remote teleoperation will have been considered. The
results of these studies will be fed directly into the development of the
flexible teleoperation facility for ESA.
The experimental designs are outlined below:
Pilot Study i. To identify from existing literature and preliminary
experimentation, three time delays for use in Experiments I and 2.
One of the major areas of concern in the field of Space teleoperation is
the performance penalties which are incurred by the human operator controlling
systems in the presence of a transmission time delay. Some research has been
performed, but this relates specifically to tracking tasks in the presence of a
time delay. In the present investigation, consideration will be given to both
tracking and pick-and-place tasks.
Three time delays will be considered for use in the main experiments:
(a) Human perceptual threshold. Identified as 60 millisecends in
Sheppard et al (1986).
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(b) Humancontrol disruption (i.e. a time delay which produces 'stop andgo' motions).
(c) Time delay for LEO: maximumdelay likely to be experienced in a Space
teleoperation system.
This pilot study will attempt to establish a representative time delay
which will produce a humancontrol disruption. Therefore, the result of this
pilot study will be the specification of a control time delay which would
interfere with all operators' ability to perform the tasks.
The third time delay which will be used in Experiments I and 2 will be
representative of the time delay which would be experienced when controlling a
task in LEO from the ground. This time delay will be identified from
literature concerned with satellite/ground station communication links.
Pilot Study 2. To specify and compare control laws for a variety of
control devices with the overall aim of selecting the most suitable control law
for each device and to optimise the law more finely on the basis of this
selection.
Three different joysticks and configurations have been selected for this
pilot study. These Joysticks will be used in the joystick comparison and
evaluation study (Experiment i), but the control law for each individual device
must be optimised before the main study can be undertaken. The joysticks for
which the control laws are to be optimised are as follows:
(a) 2x3 axis joysticks. Translational movements of the robot
end-effector will be controlled by a three-axls horizontally mounted,
whole-hand joystick. Rotational movements of the end-effector (hence
changing the orientation of the end-effector at the same point in
Space) will be controlled using a three-axis, vertically mounted,
whole-hand joystick.
(b) Single multifunction joystick. This joystick will be used to control
both translational and rotational movements. Selection of either
translational or rotational modes will be made via a switch mounted
on the joystick itself. The joystick chosen for this evaluation is
the same as the rotational controller used in the previous
configuration (a).
(c) DFVLR hand controller. This device is a ball controller capable of
controlling six independent degrees of freedom. The controller is a
force-torque device with only a perceptibly small degree of motion in
each axis.
With these two pilot studies completed, Experiment 1 can commence.
Experiment I. To evaluate and compare a variety of control devices for
the task of remote handling in the presence of time delays and to provide data
for subsequent designs.
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In addition to the three joystick configurations discussed in the previous
pilot study, a 'replica' controller, kinematlcally similar to the ASEA robot,
will also be considered. All the devices will be compared using the control
laws established in Pilot Study 1 (position control for the replica and
optimised fixed or proportional rates for the other devices) and the
independent variable of time delay (as in Pilot Study I). (See Figure 2)
Performance measures of whole and part-task time along with whole and
part-task accuracy will be taken. In addition to this quantitative data,
certain qualitative data such as general operator strategies and workstation
interaction difficulties will also be recorded.
The outcome of this experiment will be the specification of a controller
Which produces the most efficient performance of benchmark operations in the
presence of time delays. In the event of interaction effects between
controllers and time delays, then the controller deemed, in general, to be the
most satisfactory will be selected for use in later experimentation.
Pilot Study 3. The optimisation of remote cameras, display configurations
and remote lighting.
The aim of this pilot study is to optimise the various chosen methods of
sensory feedback, feedback being the presentation of both visual and auditory
information, moreover, to optimise the presentation of this information.
Issues to be addressed include the levels of ambient lighting in the
experimental environment and the positioning of artificial lighting to meet
human visual requirements and task requirements as outlined in Stone et al
(1985).
This pilot study, in conjunction with the lighting, will also consider the
positioning of the remote cameras. This will also be carried out to meet both
human visual requirements and the requirements demanded by the task.
This pilot study, in contrast to the previous pilot studies, will be of a
predominantly qualitative nature, where subjects' comments will be used to
determine the optimal location of both lighting and camera configurations.
Experiment 2. The evaluation and comparison of a number of sensory
feedback options in terms of their effect on operator performance.
This experiment will incorporate all the results of the previous pilot
experiment studies. At this stage the controller or controllers will have been
selected and the sensory information will have been optimised. Therefore, the
experiment will encompass all that has been learnt from previous research and
experimentation and will involve a fully configured task box and test-bed.
The options to be examined in the experiment will be:
(a) Visual feedback only. Only the remote cameras and lighting will be
used.
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(b) Visual feedback with force-torque display. In addition to the remote
cameras, the subject will be provided with a graphics display of the
forces and torques being exerted at the end-effector.
(c) Visual feedback with a proximity display. In this condition the
subject will be provided with remote camera views plus the view from
a proximity camera mounted on the wrist of the robot. (See Figure 3)
These conditions will be carried out under the three time-delay conditions
mentioned earlier and a further condition of obscured/unobscured view of the
task box. The obscured view will be achieved by degrading the image of one or
more of the remote cameras, thereby forcing the subject to use one camera view
more than another.
As in the previous experiment, performance measures of whole and part-task
timings and accuracy will be taken.
4. Overview of Requirements for the Flexible Teleoperatlon Facility
From the outset of the study, it was a major priority that the design of
the flexible teleoperatlon facility should be driven by the design of the
experimental investigations to be carried out on it. Secondly, the design of
the facility should be flexible such that future extensions and developments
could be effectively carried out by ESTEC. This flexibility should permit
development of the test-bed to such a level that it can be used ultimately as a
development or training simulator, and possibly even as a back-up system to an
operational ground-based Robotics Telemanlpulation and Servicing (RTS)
workstation.
Test-bed Requirements for Human Factors Experimentatlon
Once the experiments were designed and the general requirements for the
modular components of the test-bed were broadly defined, it was appropriate to
define these more rigidly:
- The robot system chosen for the test-bed is the ASEA IRb6. This
choice was made for the sake of convenience as the test-bed will
ultimately be based at ESTEC where it will be used with an ASEA IRb60
already situated there. More importantly, the robot should be
available with six degrees of freedom. This requirement was made to
ensure that operators would develop strategies that would be
representative of strategies used by operators using a fully dextrous
six degrees of freedom manipulator in LEO. Control of the degrees of
freedom must be available in both control of individual degrees of
freedom and of control of all six degrees simultaneously.
- The subject's control and display station was designed following
ergonomic principles and to allow quick and efficient interfacing of
the various joystick configurations. The displays and controls for
the remote camera systems were also mounted on this workstation,
again followlng ergonomic principles.
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- With regard to the video system, this was designed to provide both
worksite/task feedback and subject surveillance. With regard to the
former, the following criteria were adhered to in order to ensure the
satisfaction of human factors issues raised in Sheppard et al (1986).
The system shall:
(a) Provide detailed and close-up views of the end-effector/task box
interface for inspection and fine control.
(b) Provide global worksite and manipulator views to enhance the
operator's notion of the orientation of the remote equipment
relative to the worksite.
(c) Permit the efficient change of the remote views by the operator,
both in terms of display quality and content.
(d) Permit symbolic or graphical representations of remote sensory
data to be optimally displayed to the human operator, in a way
which does not conflict with his perception of the video
imagery.
5. Summary
This paper has described the development of a flexible (modular)
teleoperation testbed, based around a commercially available ASEA industrial
robot. The intention of the study to be carried out on the test-bed is to
investigate fundamental human factors issues concerned with the control and
sensory feedback problems of a remotely operated robot.
This paper discussed the experiments and investigations to be carried out
on the test-bed and the philosophy behind the development of the test-bed using
the design of the experiments as the principal driver. The components of the
test-bed are described in detail along with the need for modularisation in
order to maintain the degree of flexibility required of the test-bed to ensure
efficient and trouble-free development in the future.
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Abstract
In view of space activities like International Spa_ Station, Man-Tended-Free-Flyer
(MTFF) and free flying platforms, the development of mtelhgent robouc syste.n_, is gal, m n.g
increasing importance. The range of applications that laave to t)e pertormea oy rooouc
systems in space includes e. g. the execuuon of experiments in space laooratorie.s, the ,seryice
and maintenance of satellites and flying platforms, the support ot automat xc proaucu_n
processes or the assembly of large network structures. Some of these tasks will require t e
development of bi-armedor of multiple robotic systems including functional redundancy.
For the development of robotic systems which are able to perform this variety of tasks a
hierarchically structured modular concept of automation is required. This concept is charac-
terized by high flexibility as well as by automatic speciaaa_tion to the particular sequence of
tasks that have to be performed. On the other hand it laas to be designed such tlaat the hu-
man operator can influence or guide the system on different levels of control SUl?e._ision, .and
decision. This leads to requirements for the hardware and software concept which permit a
range of application of the robotic systems from telernanipulation to autonomous operation.
The realization of this goal requires strong efforts in the development ot new methods, soft-
ware and hardware concepts, and the integration into an automation concept.
1. Introduction
With respect to increasing space activities, e. g. ISS, free-flying platforms or planetary
operations, it is necessary to reduce the operational costs for space systems. One major key
for future operational systems will therefore be the application of robotic systems in space
/1/. It is planned to use different kinds of manipulators and robots in space to support and
execute several tasks inside space-modules or in free space, especially for
- Docking/Berthing,
- Repair and module exchange,
- Service and maintenance of free---flying platforms,
- ORU (Orbit Replaceable Unit) - Exchange,
- Assembly of large structures,
- Experiment execution and production tasks.
* This work was supported by a grant of the "Bundesminister f-fir Forschung und
Technologie (BMFT)" b? Federal Republic Germany.
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The execution of this variety of tasks for manipulators and robots in space requires a
hierarchically structured modular concept of automation including as well telemanipulation
as autonomous oj_eration. This design should cover the range of possible applications and has
to provide intertaces for human interaction on different levels of control, supervision, and
decision. To reach this goal, intensified efforts in the development of future-oriented robotic
systems are necessary, where the integration into an overall concept of automation should be
included from the very beginning.
In this paper structures for the control of multi--robot systems for space applications are
considered. In chapter II the general structure for an autonomous multi-robot system in
spa.ce is _troduced: One.of the key issues of the concept is automatic task management
WhiCh. is als .et._sea m section III. The structuring of the levels of coordinated operation and
eomslon avoidance and a mathematical formulation of the substructures is presented in
chapter IV. Finally a test facility for the proposed intelligent control structure and for speci-
fic control features, which was built up at IRF Laboratory in connection with the natmnal
project CIROS (...Control of I_ntelligent Ro.._botsin .Space), is described in section V.
II. Overall System
In present space technology astronauts have to leave the space vehicle for almost every
execution of a_ivities outside this vehicle. Robots and manipulators could be used in space
to reauee me nsk ana cost of such "Extra Vehicular Activities", where robots and telemani-
pulators will evolute step by step from simple telemanipulation robots to autonomous robo-
tic systems/2/.
Tel eoperation is the first step in this development. Here a human operator controls the
mampmator by means of a model or from a control panel. The structure of a manipulator
system for teleoperation is shown in fig. 1. The first level of the system representation is the
meelaanical construction of the manipulator, which includes internal sensors for the measure-
ment of positions, velocities, forces, and torques.
The dynamic model of the robot can be described by highly nonlinear differential
equations
x_(t) = Ax(.x) + B_(A) u(t), _(t) = C(A) (1)
with nonlinear couplings between the variables of motion. In eq. (1), _x(t) is the
n dimensional state vector, u(t), v(t) are the m dimensional input-and output-vectors,
respectively, and A(A), B(_), C(__ are matrices of compatible order, which describe the
dynamics of the sy_em. B'y use_{rt'he nonlinear control concept
u(t) = F(A)
with
+ __G(__)w(t) (2)
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where the matrices D__, C and _Aare given from the nonlinear decoupling and control law
/3/, one obtains a linear, decoupled behaviour for each axis:
Yi(t) + ail Yi(t) + ai0Yi(t ) = Ai. w(t), (i = 1,...,m) (3)
The level of controllers computes signals for actuation which are transformed by the ac-
tuator system into forces and torques acting on the mechanical construction/3/.
At this stage man is still in the loop, responsible for motion planning, coordination,
collision avoidance and supervision. The operator may get help information from a know-
ledge-based system, where system data can be stored and later on recalled for similar tasks.
During teleoperation from ground time delays of up to 5 sec decrease the performance.
Therefore it Is necessary to provide the manipulator or robotic system even at this stage of
development with a certain level of autonomy.
Further steps towards autonomous robotic systems are telesupervision and teleauto-
mation, where simple tasks are accomplished automatically, while the operator controls the
system as telemampulator for specific tasks. So the operator is not required to be perma-
nently in the loop, which eases the job of the crew considerably. Due to the variety of the
tasks, possible long duration missions and from aspects of reliability of the system the
highest degree of automation is desirable. The last stage in this development is a fully auto-
nomous operating multi-robot system, whose structure is given in fig. 2. The system consists
of several robots with one or more arms each. Based on the structure of a manipulator
system in fig. 1, the evolution to autonomous multi-robot systems is characterized by the
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integration of additional hierarchical levels. Strategies for automatic task management, coor-
dinated operation and collision avoidance became integral parts of the structure.
Control SuDervlslon
Figure 2.
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Structure of an autonomous multi-robot system
The levels for collision avoidance and coordinated operation are hierarchically placed
above the level of coordinate transtormation, which includes the various kinematics of the
robots involved. The level of coordinated operation is responsible for the _eneration of refe-
rence values, which enable a coordinated task execution. To avoid collimons of the robots
with themselves as well as with obstacles, in the layer of collision avoidance appropriate
strategies are implemented. The formulation of these strategies is based on a systematic
design procedure for multi-robot systems /4/, which has to be applied on a group and a
system level.
The superimposed task management executive is responsible for automatic task activa-
tion choice and reservation of appropriate robots, execution control and performance control.
Also included are safety and emergency reactions, which are initiated in case of failure and
contingency. The operation is assisted by a knowledge--based system, which runs a model of
environment as well as a task simulator, whereas the model of environment will be con-
tinuously updated by evaluation of relevant sensor data and status reports. The task simula-
tor checks out descriptions of new tasks, which are passed through the control supervision.
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After a successful testing out, the resulting executable tasks will be transferred by the
Meta--Controller to the sequencer for storage in a dedicated task memory, from which the
program can be executed on demand.
In this system, the task of the human operator reduces to initiation, supervision and
acknowledgement of completed robot tasks by means of the control supervision unit. Never-
theless, the operator is always able to take control over the system, especially in case of
failure or emergency situations.
Ill. Automatic Task Management
In a large robot system, e. g. in a scenario of space station including robots with various
capabilities, e. g. mobility, multi---armed systems, different working modes and on the. other
hand a broad range of ver), different tasks automatic task management is one ot the Key
iSSUes. Due to the complexity of the system itself and of the range of applications the pro-
blem must be solved on an abstract level far beyond the level of move commands of commer-
cial robot languages. Situated between the Meta--Controller as an interface to man and the
system coordinator (CoS) as the intelligent interface to the single robots the automatic task
management has to provide a lot of functionsperforming system.control and the brea k down
from the highest level of abstraction to a middle level at the robot siae. At me input level
complex tasks are described, which include implicitely the use..°f a. group of appropriate
robots for execution. The whole work of each task can be subdivided m parts, which can be
performed sequentially or in parallel according to the special needs of the task. The s.y.stem
coordinator accepts coordinationprimitives, which address groups oi rooots on a mum-ro-
bot movement level. The break down to collision free move commands for single robots is
performed at the levels of coordinated operation and collision avoidance. The structure of
the levels mentioned is shown in principle in fig. 3 from the task input to the output to the
robots.
The tasks are transferred for execution from the Meta--Controller with a task specific
global priority. The task management activates the task with the highest priority, if the
capabilities of the multi-robot system match the needs of tiae task. At this level groups oi
robots according to the task are defined but the robots are not yet booked. Also the _.roup
coordinators (COG) are configured and the group collision avoidances (CAG) are initiahized.
The choice and requisition as well as the derequisition of the robots with the appropriate
performance capabilities is executed on the subtask level, where the subtasks provide a list of
performance attributes. The subtasks are initiated according to a set of rules, which consider
priorities, the logic flow of execution, time critical paths and the availability of appropriate
robot systems. The actual priority of a subtask is computed based on the global task prio-
rity, the attributes of the subtask and the current system status. For these reasons the
system is event driven and the complete execution sequence is in general not known in ad-
vance. Each subtask contains a number of coordination primitives, which are transferred to
the system coordinator sequentially.These sequences are only broken in case of failure or
emergency, while in ordinary operation the prescribed sequence of coordination primitives of
the subtask is executed.
IV. Coordinated Operation and Collision Avoidance
Due to the complexity of a space robotic system containing e.g. free---flying servicers,
OMV' s, RMS' s, SMS's, etc. robot coordination and collision avoidance have to be con-
sidered on two different levels. First on a global system level, which takes a global but rough
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Figure 3. Substructure automatic task management, coordinated operation and collision
avoidance
view over all robot systems involved. Second on a goup level, which takes a close look at a
number of robots working at the same task or su0task. In order to bring out the highest
degree of flexibility strong real-time capabilities are required on the group level.
Considering a robot group consisting of r robots, each described by eq. (1) and controlled
according to eq. (2), one obtains r sets of equations of form (3) for the closed loop robotic
systems. As the robots work in coordinated operation, the reference inputs Wl(t), ..., .Wr(t)
have to be coordinated by a hierarchical coordinator of the type
Wl(t)
Wr(t)
=fi-fl-o(xv "",X-r;"]' "'"Vr)' (4)
where Vl(t ) ..... .Er(t) symbolize the move commands in coordination space for the nonlinear
controlled robots.
Applying the nonlinear control scheme eq. (2) to the individual robot arms it is/5/
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This formulation contains the dynamics A i (i = 1, ..., r) of the axes of motion of all r
robots and defines a second high level control loop by means of the hierarchical group coordi-
nator fl---G( Xl' "'" _r; Vl' "'" V-r)"
The hierarchical group coordinator (CoG) eq. (5) is structured as follows eq. (6):
( -x1, !a.; v 1, ..., Y_r) = I2Ia
""_
Xl(t)
i -Xr(t)J
+ H__3 _1, ..., Xr) + E-_G
El(t)
L --Vrit) j
(6)
Equation (6) is a formulation in joint soace of the robots, which shows the applicability
of this method• The dynamics of the imms or the robots can be arbitrarily chosen by appro-
priate selection of the matrix H__a. Useful couplings between links of different robot can be
introduced by H._b. The matrix E contains gains for input vectors in coordination space/.4/.
The method of nonlinear decou'-pling offers a useful opportunity to choose the dynamics of
the robotic system not only in joint space but in other e.g. task or group oriented coordinate
systems as well.
With an appropriate definition of the task variables the different modes of coordinated
operation e.g. synchronisation, docking and cooperated payload handling can be implemen-
ted, while the structure of the coordinator remains the same /7/. Each group coordinator
independently works on one coordination primitive and generates the input commands for
the robots involved. The hierarchical system coordinator initializes the group coordinators
allocates the coordination primitives and supervises the execution on a middle level, report-
ing the system state to the units above. In case of a collision danger between single robots of
different groups the system coordinator works close together with the system collision avoid-
ance searching collision free but still group coordinated paths• This can be accomplished by
priority considerations or a reconfiguration of the robot groups•
The level of collision avoidance is responsible for a collision free operation of the whole
system. This includes at first the realtlme detection of collision danger between robots
working in the very same group as well as between robots of different groups. Only in case of
collision danger this module intervenes whereas in case of no danger of collision the original
reference inputs are applied to the robots. The level of collision avoidance is split in two
parts: collision avoidance on group level (CAG) i.e. between robots of the very same group
and on system level (CAS) i.e. between robots of different groups• The group collision avoia-
ance has to distinguish three major ooeration modes: independent action, synchronised
actions and fully cooperated motion of me robots involved. It is obvious that the avoidance
strategy is closely dependent on the mode of operation, but in each case the strategy can be
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described by a similar structure as the group coordinator eq. (6):
= __ H(__) • x I + __ (x.i , vi) + __(_H_b) . vI (7)
In this formulation the states and inputs of all robots have been noted in a condensed form
-xY = ('_-1' "'" X-rI) ' --vY = (2-1 ..... -21-I) (8)
For the collision avoidance between robots of the very same group J_ (_I) in eq. (7) is the
essential part of the structure. The detection of danger of collision as well as the collision
avoidance strategy are based on the calculation of the collision avoidance trajectories fj,
(j = 1.... , r). These trajectories are determined by on-line prediction of the robot
movement, regarding the current robot states the preprogrammed paths and the task
oriented right-of-way priorities of the robots /6/. These trajectories are described in the
elements of the matrix _ including the information if currently collision danger was
detected. The matrices H__ permits the change of the control dynamics in dependence on the
level of danger of collision and the original inputs v I are cancelled by means of_E G in case of
a predicted collision.
Considering now a multirobot system consisting of N groups of r i (i = 1.... , N) robots each,
where all robots are feedback controlled according to eq. (2) and each group equipped with a
CAG-unit. This formulation leads to N robot groups, which are completely decoupled where
the single robots of the very same group are in coordinated operation by means of CoG and
under online collision avoidance by means of CAG. The case of collision avoidance between
robots of different groups is implieitely included by the demand for collision free paths Y-i of
robots of different groups, as inputs to CAG from the CAS unit.
The separation of collision avoidance on group and system level, respectively takes use of
the fact, that mostly collision danger occurs inside a robot group, where the robots work
close together. Here the group dedicated CAG provides a fast response in case of detected
collision danger inside the group, taking the working mode of the robots into consideration.
In case of collision danger between robots of different groups, which occurs less frequently
e.g. with mobile robot systems but is of the same importance with respect to possible
damage of the systems, the CAS intervenes. It generates a vector e containin8 the draw back
directions, which decrease the danser of collision the most. Based on this reformation the
CoS and CoG react, where the possible constraints of coordinated operation are still kept. If
conflicts or deadlock situations occur the strongest action is the reconfiguration of the groups
and the CoG's taking the conflicting systems in the very same group. Otherwise evasive
actions and priority increase of the conflicting robots inside the group can solve the problem.
V. CIROS test facility
To provide a realistic environment for development and test of the modules of the pro-
posed hierarchical control structure for robots in space an appropriate facility was built up
m the IRF laboratory, which is part of a national space project called CIROS (_C.ontrol of
Intelligent R__.o_obotsin Space). Based on the modular concept it is possible to develop and
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implement methods and strategies based on terrestrial robots, because for the transfer to a
real space environment only the robots themselves and the low level control up to the coordi-
nates transformation have to be changed. The upper levels of the control structure however
remain the same with some minor adaptions. As test scenario an unmanned space laboratory
(e. g. Spacelab, MTFF) was chosen, where typically experiment service repair tasks or expe-
riment exchange are to be performed. The test facility is completed by a control and super-
vision board which could be integrated in a manned space station or xn a ground based con-
trol center.
ORtGI._,_,,L P?,GE IS
OF FO0_ QUALITY
Figure 4. Robots with common working space in the CIROS test facility
This environment provides the test facilities for all the upper levels of the control
structure including different grades of automation. In order to study the problems in
multi-robot systems for space applications two robots with widely overlapping working
spaces are integrated. Both robots are equipped with tool exchange capabilities and additio-
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nal sensors e.g. force-torque sensor, arm-mounted camera, proximity sensors ect. So each
robot is able to perform every task in the system. Therefore it is possible to consider the
automatic task management as well as coordinated operation and collision avoidance in a
realistic environment. The hierarchical control is implemented on a real-time computer,
which is interconnected with a knowledge based system and the control supervision, where
time delay can be simulated between the different computers. The controlboard contains
several input/output devices like alpha numeric terminals, graphics, video sensor ball, ect.
From this board the system is supervised, a runtime documentation is done and inter-
ventions of the human operator are accepted. Additionally it is used as development facility
and an off-line programming system is integrated as well as a cell simulation. A picture of
the two used robots working on a rack is shown in fig. 4. In this cell, which was designed
similar to a spacelab environment, the main functions of the hierarchical control structure
can be implemented and demonstrated exemplarily,. Especially the problems and capabilities
of multi-robot systems for space applications can oe studied.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper a hierarchical structure for the control of multi robot systems for space
applications is presented. The break down from a high level of abstraction at task manage-
ment level down to the single robot control is described step by step. The splitting in a con-
sideration on system and on group level takes the distributed character of a large space
system into account. As a possible space scenario for A&R an unmanned space station is
focussed and introduced as development and test environment at the IRF---Laboratory.
Based on this facility A&R with multi-robot systems can be studied at IRF in practical
examples.
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INTRODUCTION
Most robotic systems today are designed one at a time, at a high cost of time and
money. This wasteful approach has been necessary because the industry has not
established a foundation for the continued evolution of intelligent machines. The next
generation of robots will have to be generic, versatile machines capable of absorbing new
technology rapidly and economically. This approach is demonstrated in the success of the
personal computer, which can be upgraded or expanded with new software and hardware
at virtually every level.
Modularity is perceived as a major opportunity to reduce the 6 to 7 year design
cycle time now required for new robotic manipulators, greatly increasing the breadth and
speed of diffusion of robotic systems in manufacturing. This paper focuses on modularity
and its crucial role in the next generation of intelligent machines. It begins by examining
the main advantages that modularity provides; the second part of the paper discusses the
types of modules needed to create a generic robot. The final section examines some
structural modules designed by the robotics group at the University of Texas at Austin to
demonstrate the advantages of modular design.
THE ADVANTAGES OF MODULARITY IN ROBOTICS
Modularity can be approached in almost all components involved in machine design
- computer software and hardware, sensors, actuators, man-machine interface, etc. The
advantages of modularity are readily illustrated by examining its impact in the areas of
portability, precision, reliability, and economics.
PORTABILITY
Portability of a robotic system implies that it can be broken down into pieces (or
modules) small enough to be carried to the work place by a human operator and quickly
assembled. A truly portable robotic system has many possible applications, such as:
• nuclear reactor maintenance (especially for use in different areas of a
plant or in two different plants);
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explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), in which a military or police
unit could easily and rapidly transport a robot to a new location to defuse
or detonate explosives;
• space operations, where small, lightweight modules would help meet
critical size and weight restrictions.
Each module would have to be carefully designed to be lightweight and durable.
The suggested weight limit per module is 35 lbs. Such a weight restriction creates an
unusual demand to design light weight actuators and to use special light weight materials
(composites or carbon fiber).
The absolute precision of most industrial robots is known to be not better than 0.05
inch, and many are far less accurate. Yet many assembly, welding and light machining
operations require a precision of 0.01 inch. Further, fine positioning to 0.001 inch is
sometimes necessary.
This level of precision puts an unusually demanding resolution requirement on the
actuators and their control system. The control encoders and actuators must be capable of
steps of ten seconds of angular rotation. Most actuators fall far short of this, especially if
they must provide a high load capacity.
In addition to these precision requirements, the more difficult condition is to
maintain precision while the manipulator experiences large load variations. It is common
for external loads to degrade the unloaded precision by a factor of ten. The reader can
prove this reality to himself by "shaking hands" with a few industrial robots. It is not
uncommon to achieve oscillations of 1/4 inch in magnitude. Process disturbances occur
from such unit processes as cutting, routing, bending, drilling, force fit assembly, etc.
One possible approach involves intelligent adaptation to system parameter
variations. Industrial robots do not exhibit perfectly invariant parameters within the
complex control and structural subsystems. The sources of the parametric variations may
come from changes in actuator electrical resistance or hydraulic fluid properties, friction in
joints, dimensional changes due to temperature fluctuations, and other inconsistent effects.
Implicit variations may also be due to imperfect numerical values used in the deterministic
model.
The objective is to characterize these parametric variations and to develop a self-
organizing adaptive system to compensate with respect to the nominal deterministic model.
This "electronically constant" computational scheme could be packaged as software either
as hardened design specific ROM or in generic software packages.
Motion command shocks which occur during starting and stopping actions of
robotic manipulators induce large oscillations detrimental to precision motion. These
shocks represent discontinuous derivatives in the motion program - a concept long
recognized in the dynamic programming of precision cam systems.[ref] Researchers at
U.T. have been heavily involved with dynamic motion programming of precision high
speed cam systems. This work provides a broad analytical scheme which can be applied to
6 DOF spatial motion. Again, software packaging could allow the use of the formulations
in a generic or product specific sense.
Precision under loading may be accomplished through an interface of software and
hardware component technologies. An "electronically rigid" manipulator could be created
by a combination of real time dynamic modelling and distributed joint control.
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The dynamic model formulation required is the same as mentioned previously.
Using known displacement, velocity, and acceleration information for the motion of the
manipulator combined with physical properties of the structure and prime movers and
anticipated or measured external loads will allow prediction of nominal deformations.
These nominal deformations can then be eliminated through adjustments in control
commands in real time. The complexity of the formulation and the required computational
speed again imply the necessity of software and computer modules.
There are two pressing problems with small scale motion compensation or "control
in the small" with software alone:
• Major actuators required to resist large lo_s through large motion rmages
are simultaneously incapable of meeting nigh resolution requtrements.
• Real time control in large motion ranges can be accomplished adequately if
the computational sampling time is modest. Such limited system update
rates makes the simultaneous maintenance of high precision operanon
unlikely.
The best future technology capable of meeting these needs is the dual operation of a
manipulator in the large and in the small. Physically, this layering can be accomplished
through a high load capacity actuator and a small precision actuator. ComputationaUy, a
low speed sampling rate for the full non-linear large motion system and a high speed
sampling rate for the linearized small motion system can be achieved.
RELIABILITY
Industrial robots today have established a very high operating availability of
approximately 98%. These were marketed only after.prolonged testing and redesign.
Nonetheless, in other unique applications, this extenmve history is not available to ensure
high reliability. This property is especially important in remote, hazardous operations like
nuclear reactor maintenance and space operations, where a failure would result in huge
losses in time and money. Failure is also unacceptable where human life is involved, as in
accident missions, military operations or ocean floor activity.
Failure in a robotic system might mean the high cost of total replacement. This
maintenance objective would best be met by using robots made up of modules which could
be easily replaced. Redundancy in some of the hardware components (sensors, encoders,
local microprocessors, etc.) can be helpful. Unfortunately, the need to be lightweight and
compact makes reliability more difficult to achieve.
Self-monitoring software, similar to that being used in advanced computers, would
be highly desirable. In this regard, self-calibration of the robot system after maintenance or
component replacement would be necessary to maintain the match between the control
software and the robot hardware.
F,.V,9..IEO.M
Obviously, economics is an important architectural issue in mechanical design.
Compromises in the choices of materials, computer software and hardware, prime movers,
sensors, etc. almost always have to be made in order to meet economic realities.
Technological developments in these areas will simplify these economic choices.
The modularity approach will allow aggressive upgrading programs to be pursued
in almost all major areas. Actuator modules will allow the user to expand the degrees of
freedom of a manipulator or replace damaged or worn actuators inexpensively. Computer
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hardware can be upgraded and expanded to increase speed and expand capabilities as
microprocessor technology improves. Modular software can be inexpensively added to a
system to provide dynamic model compensation, metrology for an expanded or adapted
manipulator, improved decision making, or integration of improved sensors. An important
contribution of the modularity approach is that the system can be expanded or upgraded
inexpensively, as opposed to replacing the whole system and starting from scratch.
Advances in materials have allowed manipulators to become stronger and stiffer
while decreasing overall size and weight. While some of the newer composite materials are
more expensive than conventional alloys, the smaller size and improved capabilities of the
manipulator will be worth the cost in many cases.
Many contemporary sensor systems, though rudimentary, are prohibitively
expensive. Advanced vision systems, for example, can cost upwards of $200,000. The
importance of such systems has fueled a great deal of research and, as with all electronic
technologies, advances in sensors will bring better technology at a lower cost. A modular
approach, allowing inexpensive software upgrades and hardware replacement, will ease the
cost burden of advanced sensor systems.
MODULE TYPES
Specially designed modules with standardized interfaces can be fit together to create
a generic, high performance robot. The next generation of robot must be constructed from
a large class of near optimum actuator modules which contain their own sub-systems for
sensing and (computer) intelligence. Different types of modules can be added to or
removed from the robot, depending upon the task at hand.
The modules must be readily scaled (small and large sizes) with standard physical
and software interfaces for effortless assembly. Enhanced maintenance due to this modular
design is an obvious benefit. This approach is the primary reason that the application of the
modular micro-chip is so widespread.
ACTUATOR MODULES
The actuator module concept proposes to combine the joint and prime mover into an
interfaceable package. These modules (or building blocks) would be a series of 1, 2, or 3
degree of freedom (DOF) units which could be assembled rapidly by a designer to respond
to the requirements of a given application.
Most actuators presently being used in manipulators are off-the-shelf prime movers
not specifically designed for precision control of the large coupled motions that occur in
robots. This approach does not lead to an optimum balance between the best characteristics
of the prime mover and the physical structure of the system. Presently, many actuators are
too heavy, have poor response times to commands, generate backlash inaccuracies, have
poor resolution, are not stiff under load, and do not contain any local intelligence.
In the design of an actuator, referring to the joint and its associated prime mover,
there are four fundamental characteristics which determine the effectiveness with which a
manipulator can function. These are strength, stiffness, precision positioning capabilities
and component packaging.
The strength of an actuator is the measure of the force or torque that it can
generate. The load capacity of a manipulator is a direct function of the strength of its prime
movers. In a serial chain arrangement, actuators are usually ordered with the strongest
component controlling the link closest to ground and subsequent components of decreasing
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strength.Thisconfigurationresultsin anefficientmatch of actuator strength requirements
with the strength requirements of the hardware components.
The stiffness of an actuator is defined in terms of a functional spring rate which is
equal to an applied force or torque at the actuator divided by the deflection that results due
to the applied load. The stiffness of actuators_in a manipulator chaindetermines the
precision with which the manipulator can perfo_ poslnonmg operauons unaer
dynamically varying loads. The required actuator stiffness is directly related to the speed
and resolution of the control system. The actuators must be rigid enough to hold a
prescribed end-effector (to within a given tolerance) under the maximum force variation that
would be expected. If this basic requirement is not met, the actuator could be displaced
beyond the acceptable positional tolerance before the system could sense and compensate
for the error.
In manipulator systems designed to perform tasks for which external loads are
small and precision requirements are minimal, such as spray painting, stiffness is not an
important design criteria. On the other hand, the stiffness of a manipulator performing
such tasks as force fitting and routing is a critical design objective.
Precision positioning capabilities are determined by many factors, including
the sensitivity and resolution of control components, friction in the actuator, backlash in the
prime mover, and the mechanical integrity of the structure. All contribute to the precision
problem the designer faces and increases the complexity of the solution. The level of
positional certainty with which an actuator can function is best quantified on the basis of the
"minimum reproducible step size" achievable at the joint parameter..
The control system's contribution to the minimum step size is determined by the
resolution of its sensors and the deadband characteristics of its servovalves. Based on
these quantities, we can predict the smallest error that can be detected and potentially
corrected. In a perfect mechanical system, the control system's precision would represent
the precision of the total actuator.
In a real mechanical system, the attainable precision depends not only on the control
characteristics but also on the backlash and friction within the device. Backlash occurs in
the actuator structure wherever there is clearance in its power train (i.e., between bearings
and shafts). Backlash combined with friction and stiction in the actuator creates a
mechanical deadband effect that can significantly reduce the precision of operation.
In order to minimize the mechanically related position uncertainties, the use of
preloaded bearings (tapered roller bearings or angular contact ball bearings) is
recommended. Clearances should be as small as possible. The entire device should be
preloaded (if possible) to prevent machine elements from traversing their clearances as the
direction of external loading changes. Such preloading must be used judiciously, however,
since frictional problems are likely to become more significant.
Component packaging must take into account the physical size and weight of
the actuator and the overall utility of the design.. The size of a manipulator in relation to its
working volume needs to be small in order to increase dexterity and improve obstacle
avoidance in the workspace.
Weight must be kept to a minimum to increase payload capabilities an.d _toallow
portability for certain applications. The strength to weight ratio of a manipulator s actuators
should be as large as possible. Strength requirements of the actuators are determined by
the load requirements on the manipulator and the geometry of the manipulator itself. This
means that the strength to weight ratio of the system can be improved only by reducing the
weight of the actuators.
In addition to all the structural and task related objectives, the designer must also
create a "smooth and polished" product attractive in the marketplace.
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The actuator module concept can go a long way in combining these four
fundamental characteristics. For a given joint design, prime movers could be scaled in
output characteristics to meet particular task requirements. In addition, the joint itself could
be scaled up or down at the discretion of the designer. Stiffness and precision questions
could be addressed on a joint by joint basis, allowing a simpler solution to error buildups in
serial chains. The very concept of modular actuators requires a compact, clean component
easily interfaceable with similar units. Component packaging is thus addressed by the
fundamental nature of actuator modules.
SOFTWARE MODULES
As the desired performance of robots is expanded, they will necessarily become
more sensor-based and more intelligent. This intelligence will involve an increased level of
software. As suggested for actuator modules, the software system will be more rapidly
developed and diffused if it is modularized. The system designer will be able to rapidly
assemble a total software package from perfected modules that can be easily debugged or
replaced with more effective units as they become available. Such modules could be
designed to operate at the highest available sampling rates in hardware dedicated to the
software module. Since such modules would be widely used, the associated hardware
would become much less expensive.
Currently, all manipulators operate open loop, where neither the dynamics nor the
external loads are accounted for. The next generation of robotic manipulators will require a
high level of precision under loading. Dynamic model formulation in real time will allow
compensation to create an electronically precise system.
One of the primary problems limiting progress towards real time operation of
intelligent robots is that existing serial processors are poorly suited to treat the
fundamentally parallel nature of robotic manipulators. For example, future systems will
involve many sensors generating a large information army of all roughly equal significance
to the controlling algorithm. There are six distinct computational levels which must be
implemented serially in the dynamic model formulation. Within each of these levels, 100 to
800 distinct independent functions can be calculated in parallel. Hence, advances in parallel
computer architecture, in association with the modular software, will allow a "smart"
module approach.
Candidates for the modular processor approach are sensors, prime movers, joint
encoders, end effectors, and vision systems. Each task level would involve sensory data
from below interpreted by the module combined with commands from processors higher in
the computational hierarchy. The spinal column serves a similar function in the human
nervous system.
SENSOR MODULES
Vision, position, proximity, and force information are critical elements of intelligent
control, machine intelligence, and precision. Recognition of this fact has generated much
in the way of research and development activity. The vast array of sensing systems
currently available for implementation on existing manipulators demonstrates the essential
modular approach already being pursued in this area.
Vision has long been perceived as an important information feedback technology
for intelligent machines. The primary barrier to applications of vision in autonomous
operation is that the scene quantification of visual shape data requires high computational
times. Further applications of vision systems will depend on increasing computational
speeds through parallel processing or other specialized computer architecture. Clearly, the
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problems in image analysis will continue to be solved using component technologies in this
highly successful example of modularity.
Positional information is required to determine the joint orientations and thus
locate a manipulator in space. Precision operation requires high resolution joint position
information. Progress in this area is such that angular resolution of 1 part in 1,000,000 is
now feasible. Cost does become a factor at these high resolutions. In addition, structural
deformation in the manipulator and lack of accurate dynamic modelling can often render
such information useless.
Force sensing provides invaluable information which can be utilized within the
control loop or as feedback to a man-machine interface. One major advantage of force
feedback is that it provides information directly related to system accelerations. This can be
useful to supplement or even replace the information obtained by differentiating the position
data. Another important usage of force feedback data is in the formulation of the dynamic
model.
All methods of measuring resultant forces depend upon the accurate measurement
of elastic deformation of a structure of known compliance. Measurements are extracted by
a variety of means, including metal film strain gages, potentiometers, piezoelectric
materials, and diffused semiconductors in which strain is sensed by a change in resistance.
To obtain a complete characterization of forces at the end effector, for instance, requires
measurement of six orthogonal force components. It is obvious that a large amount of raw
data processing may be required.
Since real time computational speeds are a critical aspect of obtaining intelligent
control, the speed at which sensory data is reduced becomes important. Modularity applied
to sensor technology could produce a "smart sensor", where preliminary reduction is done
at the sensor. This concept would decrease the requirements on the central processor,
allowing implementation of advanced control algorithms.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
STRUCTURAL MODULES
The robotics group at U.T. Austin has been involved in the design of structural
robotic modules for many years. All of the joint designs stress the modular concept. It is
possible then, as with any component designed with modularity in mind, to scale the
module to the desired task. Additionally, in applications not requiring 6 DOF,
combinations of actuator modules could be assembled as dexterity requires. In all, the joint
module approach is seen as a way to quickly implement a manipulator into a given task.
The designer is relieved of the burden of an entire system synthesis and can instead
concentrate on applications.
ELBOW MODULE
Two separate 1 DOF elbows have been designed. One incorporates a single four
bar mechanical amplifier while the other employs two four bar amplifiers in parallel. The
latter design (Figure la) has been built; two hydraulic cylinders can operate in push-push
mode for high positional resolution and a push-pull mode for maximum load capacity.
This design goes far in addressing the points of strength, stiffness, and precision and at the
same time is compact and modular as required in the component approach.
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KNUCKLE MODULE
The 2 DOF knuckle (Figure lb) again utilizes antagonism. The resulting gains in
positional resolution and load capacity are similar to that of the 1 DOF elbow. The knuckle
appears isometric in many of its structural properties. Because of intersecting journal axes,
it becomes very rigid for its material content. Also, the stiffness of the joint is
approximately the same in all directions, which means its assembly into a larger system as a
module is not orientation limited. This design does suffer from a limited range of motion
about each of its axes; however, this might be quite satisfactory for most applications.
WRIST MODULE
The wrist module (Figure lc) is another conceptual parallel joint structure. Input
from the prime movers is through a triaxial torque tube arrangement. Similar to the
shoulder module, the geometry consists of a pair of tetrahedra, but with a moveable base
and single link construction. Again, the benefits of parallel structure allow an increase in
structural integrity and positioning ability.
SHOULDER MODULE
The 3 DOF shoulder module (Figure ld) has a parallel structure, with prime movers
driving one axis of each link. In essence, the joint consists of a pair of tetrahedra joined
together at their edges by three spherical dyads. The parallel structure includes favorable
characteristics such as precision positioning capabilities, distribution of loads, and
increased stiffness. These characteristics enhance the structural integrity and subsequently
reduce the amount of positional error produced. As such, the parallel shoulder could be
used as a module in an otherwise serial structure.
CONTROL-IN-THE-SMALL MODULES
Conventional industrial robots have inherent limitations on the accuracy and
resolution of end-effector motion, due primarily to the effects of friction, backlash,
compliance, and inertia. One approach in dealing with this problem is the addition of a
small-motion device, referred to here as a micromanipulator, between the terminal link of
the robot and the end-effector. The augmented robotic system thereby retains the gross
motion capabilities of the supporting robot while the micromanipulator provides an
additional layer of high-bandwidth, high-resolution motions for error compensation, fine
manipulation, and delicate force control.
While many researchers have devoted their efforts to the development and
implementation of micromanipulating systems, this summary concentrates on the
development of a unique, fully-parallel 6 DOF micromanipulator. The rationale for 6 DOF
motion is that a typical spatial robot has, in general, corresponding spatial errors. Parallel
rather than serial architecture has been chosen for reasons of compactness, rigidity, load
capacity, and load distribution.
The particular mechanism that has been selected is a six-legged platform-type device
that is specifically designed for small motions. A conceptual hardware design for the
micromanipulator is shown in Figure le. Direct connection of the upper and lower end of
each leg is made through a 3 DOF spherical joint. The desired platform motion is obtained
by driving the six independent rotary inputs. Four-bar linkages axe used to increase the
mechanical advantage of the inputs and to improve the positional resolution of the output,
relative to direct actuation of the grounded base joints. Flexural revolute and spherical
joints suitable for small displacements have been suggested to avoid the backlash and
friction associated with more conventional connections.
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As another example of control-in-the-small, the 1 DOF smaU-control module
(Figure lf) uses a small, secondary prime mover to adjust for minor errors at the joint.
This type of module is specifically designed to improve precision.
MINIATURE MANIPULATOR
Another unique concept under study at U.T. is the development of a high precision
miniature manipulator. Such a system could be used for inspection, soldering, and
electronic circuit assembly. An important new application of robotics could be realized in
the field of microsurgery, where a precision manipulator could be operated remotely by a
surgeon. An increase in precision of operation by a factor of ten could be achieved by
filtering out jitters and oscillations at the input and by changing the scale of motion of the
manipulator relative to the surgeon's input.
The conceptual miniature manipulator (Figure 2) consists of three universal
(Hooke) joints of 2 DOF each. Since prime movers mounted at the joints would encumber
such a small device, control is achieved by using three cables for each joint. Additionally,
since the cables are always in tension, backlash is eliminated. Friction problems in the
joints can be solved by using jeweled or ceramic bearings. Though by design it is an
integral unit, modular concepts in software and control can readily be applied to the
miniature manipulator.
In conjunction with the miniature manipulator, U.T. has conceptualized a
miniaturized 6 DOF force sensor which would provide the extraordinary sensitivity
necessary for control in microsurgery and micro-assembly. Figure 3 shows the sensor
dome, which would undergo significant controlled deformations under light loading. The
inner surface is etched with a micro-circuit in the same manner as used to form foil strain
gages. As the circuit is deformed, the resistance measured through 6 distinct circuits would
allow determinations of six components of force. Additional circuits may be desirable in
more accurate control algorithms.
Due to the large amount of raw data generated, a local processor could be dedicated
to create a highly modular package. Calibration and algorithm implementation within the
micro-force sensor would create a package suitable for any operation requiring the detection
of small forces.
CONCLUSION
Modularity allows each part of a robotic system to be optimally designed, scaled,
and interfaced with other modules to produce a generic, versatile robot. The number of
manipulator systems that can be derived from a series of such modules is virtually limitless.
Once given a broad spectrum of choices, system designers would be able to quickly
provide an optimum solution for a particular operation, without being forced to enter a
lengthy design and construction phase.
The standardized modules would decrease the cost of a new robotic manipulator
and eliminate the possibility of obsolescence - the module can be upgraded when a better
model becomes available. The small, standardized modules could be improved less
expensively than a whole new robot arm, allowing the robotic industry to make "tech
mods" rapidly and take advantage of the most advanced technology. The final result would
be a rapidly growing, efficient industry whose impact on manufacturing would rival the
impact of the microchip on the field of electronics.
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ABSTRACT
Each planetary mission require• • complex space vehicle which integrate• several function• to accomplish the
mission and science objectives. A Her• Rover is one of these vehicles, end extends the normal spacecraft
functionality with two additional functions: surface mobility and sample acquisition.
This paper assembles all function• into • hierarchical and structured format to unlJerstand the comq)texltle•
of interactions between functions during different mission times, tt can graphlca|ty show data flay between
function•, end most Intportmntty, the necessary control flow to avoid unsnd)lguous result•.
Diagram• are presented organizing the functions into a structured, block format where each block represents
a major function •t the system Level. A• such, there ere •ix (6) blocks representing TeLecomm, Power,
Thermal, Science, HobLLLty end Sampling under • supervisory block catted Data Nenagement/ExecutLve. Each
block I• • simple collection of state machine• arranged into • hierarchical order vary class to the HASREN
ms, let for TeLerobotlc•.
Each Layer within m block represents • Level of control for • set of state machine• that do the three
primary interface functions: Command, Telemetry, Fault Protection. This tatter function is expanded to
Include automatic reactions to the environment a• welt e• Internal fault•.
Lastly, diagrams are presented that trace the system operations involved in moving from site to site after
site aetection. The diagram• clearly illustrate both the data end control flows. They also iLLustrate inter-
block data transfer• end • hierarchical approach to ,mutt protection. This system• architecture can be used
to determine functLonat requirements, interface specifications and be used as a mechanism for grouping
subsystems (I.e., collecting groups of machine• mar blocks consistent with good and testable
implementations).
I. INTRODUCTION
The hi•tory of operational planetary rovers begins with the USSR Lunokhod-1 mission on the moon, a nearly one
year mission beginning tn November, 1970. The Lunokhods were interactivety controlled, starting end stopping
according to planned sequences created by • ground mission team receiving TV images.
An advancement on this design principle Is the JPL'e Computer-Aided Remote Driving or (CARD) system
implemented on a six-wheeled teat vehicle. Thta system was developed under sponsorship of the U.S. Army Tank-
Automotive command and demonstrated the capability of on-board execution of • human operator •elected path drawn
on a frozen image of the Local terrain (Reference 8).
Current rover concept• vary from advanced concepts of thLs design (CARD) to highly automated vehicles
performing automatic collision avoidance (for example, JPL's SemLeutonomous Navigation or (SAN), Reference 1).
Unlike the Lunokhods, concept• under study for • Hare rover mission (Reference 9) must accommodate Ln-sltu
sampling, very much Like an automated geologist. This complexity dictates • flexible systems architecture
tnverlent to different Levels of automation.
Because of the nature of the mission, the architecture must combine the functionality of planetary spacecraft
with the additional functions of mobility and sampling, inclusion of these test two major function•
dramatically expands traditionally Layered architectural structure• for •pscecrmft system•.
An architecture which incorporate• • mobility function, must provide a structure for accommodating simple to
complex walkers as welt as the more traditional wheeled cerrleoe vehicles. One of the simplest walker concept•
I• Brook•' I kg rover consisting of fifty-six (56) state machines cycled individually in a particular pattern to
produce • "gait" (Reference 2). A more complex walker concept is the Carnegie Mellon University .ambler"
(Reference 3). In between lay be considered the elegant "beam" walker concept of Nertln Harlett• Corporation
(Reference 4). In each case, • multi-Layered architectural structure is •u9gested where control of individual
walker Link motors or wheels ere coordinated st htBher Levels to produce the desired motions.
The addition of • sampling function introduces the added complexity of control of manipulation•. As recent
studies eu9gest (sea for example the architectural concepts for teterobotlcs proposed for the Goddard Space
FLight Center (GSFC) Flight Teterobotlcs Servicer (FTS) (Reference 10) and for the NASA/OAST Teterobot Testbed
(Reference 11)) multi-layered control structure• sre required to coordinate manipulator end end-effector/toot
Link controllers. Precursor missions such as a Hats Sample return concept require l high Level of automatton of
the sampling function. But Later manned missions, with associated human interaction with the rover, require
consideration of a range of lupervlaory control options for the sampling function. Consequently, human
interactions must be smoothly integrated into I control architecture for the rover.
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In this paper, s single architectural concept integrating all of the above is proposed for the general class
of planetary rover concepts in the 1990'a. The architecture is a loosely coupled, state-machine concept
incorporating the hierarchical contro! concepts of NASREN (NASA/NBS Standard Reference Node! for TelerohotControl System Architectures, Reference 5).
The fotloutng describes the architectural concept and provides s mobility scenario, tracing the sequential
execution of severe[ functions within the control layers of the architecture. A sampling scenario has also been
done for completenes_ but is not presented here for the sake of brevity. Both scenarios validate the
archltecture's flexibility and accuracy.
Lastly, some fins[ thoughts are presented on the uses of the architecture. These observations should apply to
any good architecture, not just this one. For example, a typical systems design task is the mapping of the
system functions into an tmp|ementa_ion by a number of subsystems, defining boundary interfaces at simple
junctions (e.g., functional levels). This architecture naturally decomposes into the standard subsystems for
planetary spacecraft and provides a _tructure for the evaluation of alternate decompositions.
2. PLANETARY N/SSIONS
Before discussing details of the architecture, we introduce some of the hastc functions end subsystems of any
planetary spacecraft. A Mars Rover, after all, ts at least a planetary spacecraft and much more.
Basic subsystems of any planetary spacecraft include Telecommunication, Power, Thermal, Attitude Control, and
Science. Common to these subsystems are three activities: receipt and/or processing of commands, telemetry
output end fault protection. Due to the delays in transmission to • ground station, these subsystems must st a
minimum fail safe, and the spacecraft as 8 whole must fail operational, albeit in a degraded mode. Consequently,
each subsystem must detect errors and take local action such as the use of a redundant string. Once the error
correction is accomplished the subsystem notifies a command and control subsystem (if oval|able) of the
configuration change. Of course, this information is passed on to ground commend as soon as possible for
evaluation and further corrective action.
Re planetary spacecraft has been designed to be fully autonomous. Instead, these spacecraft are semi-
autonomous (in the sense of the above discussion), relying heavily on ground control for mission commanding,
analysis, and planning. Therefore, any genera[ architecture for spacecraft control Mitt include • significant
ground segment. Functions may move from the ground to the spacecraft if more risk is assumed or capability made
oval|able. An example of this enabled the extended Viking mission. After the primary mission and with suitable
confidence in the spacecraft capability, the Viking program reduced its operational ground staff significantly,
by reprogrammlng the flight computers on the orbiters with automatic routines for fault protection.
The MRSR (Mars Rover end Sample Return) mission contains eli the subsystems and functions of • planetary
spacecraft except for the classical Attitude Control subsystem. Attitude of the Rover Is monitored as a part of
mobility but not controlled until some limit is exceeded. For e_amp|e, an inclinometer may detect • dangerous
tipping-over attitude which requires system action for correction.
The additional rover-specific subsystems are Nobility end Sampling. Nobility contains the local navigation
function vital to semi-autonomous traverse. This local navigation function is very important, requiring
interactions among other functions. Some architectures for 8 rover represent only this viewpoint. For example,
Kovtunenko (Reference 6) represents the local navigation function as the main interface to the Earth end central
to ell other functions uithin the rover. This view is useful for describing control principles, but neglects
other major rover functions.
3. NISR MISSION
A MRSR mission has many variations (including some without • separate rover vehicle). The following summarizes
main mission and operational requirements for • rover in the MRSR mission.
The rover greatly extends the number and types of samples which can be returned from Mars (Reference 7). A
nominal rover operation entails a sequence of Local traversing segments and sampling, constrained by on-board
resources end ground Interactions. Prolonged or extensive decision time by the ground operations can severely
limit the rover18 integrated range (from a goal of 40 km-lO0 km).
After each traverse, s sample may or may not be collected, depending on science value as determined by an on-
board evaluation or ground mission team decision. Some strategies allow collection of samples without in sttu
discrimination. After a collecting tour, the rover locates the RAV (Mars Ascent Vehicle) for a rendezvous and
sample hand-over. (The NAV may have resulted from an integrated rover or separate launch).
For the purpose of this paper, consider that each traverse segment is using semi-autonomous navigation.
Figure 3-1 is s functions| diagram of the activities. At 8 certain point, the ground up-links s topographic mop
from s ground-based Global Route Planner. This map contains 8 first-order ground susth for the reverie traverses
and s designated path(s) avoiding obstacles end dead-ends that remains scientifically interesting.
The rover takes s panoramic view of the lace[ scene using stereo cameras, laser scanning, or structured light,
linked to machine vision and image processing functions. The rover computes • facet map from the processed view
snd matches this map to the [ace( portion of the global topographic map sent from Earth. Using the results of
the match, constraints of previous rover positions and output of any other nsvtgstione[ devices, the rover
determines an accurate position of itself. A revised (fused) map is formed from the two sources (ground/globs[
and rover/|ocs[) to produce s high resolution map in the vicinity. A neu path then is computed vie simulation,
revising the approximate path sent from Earth by including (end thus excluding from the path) smst[ obstacles
not detected by the low resolution images of the global map. The original global resolution is required to be
accurate to 1 meter. The fused map could be accurate to lOcm. The rover then traverses the path.
In planning the route, the simulation of the traverse of the path is used to compute slope changes and tilt
expectations. These are used in s predictive way to set limits on inclinometer end local proximity sensors.
These predictions control the rover's reflex actions in the event an errant path is followed.
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If enough computational resources exist, the cycle of global map up-link(as needed) - fused map development-
path planning - traverse can be repeated every few minutes, for s resultant average speed of lOcm/sec (see
Reference 1). Typically a iDeal path is computed for about thirty (30) meters, with the rover pausing every ten(10) meters or so to re-evaluate its condition.
4. NASREM
NASREH is a standard telerobotic architecture now adopted by the FTS, its contractors end many others
associated with the Space Station program (Reference 5).
The NASREN is a modular, hierarchical conceptual architecture for teterobotic system control (see Figure 4-1).
The main feature of NASREN are six layers of control:
(0) the world: hardware elements, being controlled by the telerobot and the environment of operation
(1) the servo level: coordinates are transformed and outputs servo the arms/end-effectors
(Z) the primitive Level: telerobot dynamics are computed and coordinated arm commands issued
(]) the E-move Sere|: obstacles (including those inherent to nrm operation) ere observed and commends issuedto avoid them
(4) the task level: tasks to be performed on objects are transformed into movements of effectors
(5) the service bay level: task on groups of objects tn the vicinity of the teLerobot ere sequenced andscheduled
(6) the mission level: objects are collected into groups, resources are assigned between telerobots and
parts/toots are routed and scheduled
Each NASREH layer is partitioned into three modules: sensory processing, world modeling and task
decomposition. Additional features include a global memory to support the flow of information and coordination
between levels in the hierarchy end an operator interface to support operator input and display capabitlttes at
all levels of the hierarchy.
Since the control Levels ere welt ordered, unambiguous commands flow from the top of the hierarchy down to the
lowest level of the servomechanism. This is role of the task decomposition elements of the architecture. At
each level in task decomposition, a job assignment manager partitions task commands into distinct jobs to be
performed by one or more planner/executor modules. As such, each planner is responsible for decomposing • job
command Into a te,_oorat sequence of planned subtasks. The executor evaluates the sequence prior to execution.
Data or status flows in reverse from the lowest levels of the hierarchy to the top levels. This data is
available from three sources. The data may be fed back from one level to the next through the hierarchy tn task
decomposition. Alternately, depending on the use/need, the data may be read from the g|obal memory. This global
memory is a data base where knowledge about the state of the task space, task environment and internal mtate of
control system is stored. Each layer of the hierarchy and all processing modules within a layer contribute to
global memory, lastly, data may be received through the interaction of the telerobot system utth the
environment. This data is obtained through the sensory processing elements of the architecture. Sensor
filterinformationand integrateis r ad andinformationprocessed overin aspacehierarchYendtime.which allows the system to recognize patterns, detect events,
The processinq of the date or status is performed using models of the effectors, sensors or environment of the
telerobot. This is the role of the world model elements of the architecture. These models include estimates end
evaluations of the history, current state and possible future state of the teterobot system and task space.
These models help maintain the data in global memory, offering confidence levels/statistics of model predictors
and sensory observation.
The last elements of the architecttlre are contained in the operator interface. The functiop_ in these elements
enable interface to each level of the hierarchy. The operator can enter the control flow to monitor a process,
insert information, interrupt automatic operation, take over, and apply human intelligence to the processing.
FeedbaCkievels.ranges from force reflection at the lowest levels to displays for interactive scheduling at the highest
in guiding functional partitioning, this architecture constrains functions to a given layer by processing rate
or bandwidth. At the lowest levels, the processing is severely time dependent tn stabilizing servo control
loops. As such, rates of execution may be as high as 1000 times per second (or lO00Hz). At each higher level the
rates decrease generally by s factor of 10 or more.
In implementing the architecture, the avatlabte technology and operational priorities dictate additional
constraints. The processing toad at the lowest levels lead to optimization of communication paths. Thus, the
data in global memory which serves inter-process communication at these levels may be kept separate from data It
other levels, with access prioritized by need for the control loops. The need for verification of command
sequences at the higher levels of the architecture lead to the inclusion of simplified (though correct) models
of specific hardware in the world models st these levels.
5. ROVER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system sr:hitecture for the rover discussed in this section ts based on the NASREM model. We generalize
this model in two ways. We unify treatment of rover subsystems and specific functions such as command and
telemetry by modeling each in a two-dimensional MASREM architecture. We collect the elements in a four
dimensional array space, allowing a simple mechanism for sorting elements by Like function and processing, in
addition, we generalize the definition of the intermediate layers (levels 1 through 3) of the architecture
e|lowing expansion to such functions as mobility and telecommunications, white maintaining the spirit of thedefinition of these levels for a telerobot.
in considering then the definition of a NASREN model for use in a rover system, we utilize the concept of
small state machines introduced by Brooks (Reference 2). Level 1 functions can simply be interpreted as those
state machines which implement the settings of dynamical systems or the states to be controtled. In the Brooks'
walker, these states are the different positions of the legs. in the control of a robotic arm the states are the
various settings of the joints of the arm. level 2 functions set permissible states as represented by a control
taw, constrained by various dynamic and kinematic models. At the next level, a sequence or function of
permissible states implements a subtask or operational process for the rover. At this level, for example, the
movement of a walker along a path is a sequential execution of repositions, with each repositton itself a
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sequence of leg motions in s controlled, coordinated (or gaited) move. For an arm, s cartesian-space referenced
path is achieved by moving the arm joints to achieve a series of end-points. Task planning nt the highest level
generates collections of sequences which accomplish a task. For example, movement of an arm or rover from point
A to g is achieved by the execution of a set of commanded path segments.
Figure 5-1 is a generalized version of the NARREM model where this new state-definition terminology is
applied. In another change from Figure 4-1, we have re-ordered the columns adding a slice so that a distinction
is made between world models of the environment being sensed and world models of devices being commanded. The
global data base becomes the middle slice and contains the constants and parameters of the world models as well
as the data comprising the state of the overall system.
To the functional processing machines, we have added a third dimension to the architecture: s stack of command
and a stack of telemetry machines. Commands flow down and telemetry flows up. In between is a separate stack
of fault protection machines which can be excited and alter commands and telemetry at any given time. Fault
protection machines execute as a result of a detected error read through telemetry. They implement recovery
actions through corm,ending of the functional processing elements to assume a new state. As an example for a
mobility subsystem, an inclinometer may sense an excess tilt angle. A corresponding fault protection machine
will detect the error based on the telemetry and then act by issuing a command to cease forward motion. In
addition, an appropriate routine may be executed such as carefully retracing the last aeries of commands until
acceptable tilt angles are achieved (i.e., back-up). Once completed and the vehicle Is shied, s route replanningMill be comlanded.
Notice that in the above example command and telemetry machines interact with the fault protection machines.
The fault protection machine orchestrates the actions of the functional processing machine(s) implementing
recovery. In detail then for the above example, an inclinometer at Level 1 registers excessive tilt causing a
Level 1 fault machine to interrupt commands from Level 2 thereby halting the system. Telemetry is then sent to
the Level 4 fault machines which have been receiving some subset of the last successfully commended states. The
Level 4 fault machine then calls for the task execution of a traverse beck to a point along the route. Commands
then flow normally downward until this previous state is achieved. When this happens, system control Is then
passed back to the task planner which knows its path plan has been altered and must repian a new path, which has
a prescribed set of greater margins of expected tilt angles along its simulated path.
If any of these actions require more power or other subsystem intervention, then there is data flow between
subsystem. Each such subsystem is represented by a block as shown tn Figure 5-2. This Is the fourth dimension ofthe architecture.
Returning to the basic functions of a spacecraft, we can now construct the entire model of a Mars Rover (see
Figure 5-2). It consists of seven "cubes" in all. The Data Management System is an automated version of the
Command Data System, complete with a tasking level. Each element is a state machine, ao there are 560 state
machines not counting the world elements at the bottom. Notice this is exactly ten (10) times the 56 machines
of the insert Srooka' walker. Furthermore, each small machine is considerably more complex.
There are some interesting features of this architecture. For example, the front faces all represent the
control flow, while the sides are data flow. This gives one a complete look at the total information system
during the design process. Also, it is important to note the information flows betwee_ blocks. This |s
accomplished using the global memory of each face of each block. The four dimensional property of the
architecture allows a an arrangement which make communication possible among the global memory (i.e., global
memory of the system architecture is s 'block' cross-section of the four dimensional 'cube,).
There is much Information being exchanged between the Data Management System block and the other subsystem
blocks. Also note that data from the ground first appears |n the Telecommunications block and then to Data
Management. Data Management controls the other blocks through its commanding sequence in order to accomplish atask.
As an example of a planetary spacecraft viewed In this architecture, Voyager's task ptann|ng was m function of
the ground mission control team. Its Data Management System is the CCS or Command & Control Subsystem. Its
command and control functions can be mapped to the lower two (2) levels of the DMS architecture (see Figure 5-
3). The mobility function (Figure 5-8) degenerates to a three level Attitude & Control Subsystem. Sampling
disappears altogether, in this architecture the Voyager FDS (Flight Data System) Is the sum of sit the
telemetry state mach|nes. The Science block contains the commanding of the science platform, which may be
represented in a single level architecture.
The Fault Protection Subsystem for Voyager consisted of automatic recovery routines; little on-board tasking
based on sensory information was allowed. Therefore we at once can write down the totality of the Voyager
Flight Fault Protection system as the sum of the Fault Protection slices up to level 3. This sum is given inigure 5-2.
We wish to emphasize that all parts of the blocks exist on Voyager and only certain levels were flown. The
remaining levels for Voyager were all on the ground. As spacecraft become more automated, functions and/or
levels can be transferred to the spacecraft. These trsde-offa are not always implemented since a degree of riskis incurred by thfs transfer.
The current concept of the Rover has more of these functions on-board than standard planetary spacecraft. In
this case, increased on-board autonomy not only reduces ground operations but increases range and (thereby)
science measurably.
The remaining Figures 5-3 through 5-9 round out the complete architecture. Notice that some state machines
are inoperative, a reflection of today's level of conceptual design. In most cases, however, these state
machines are simply not needed (see e.g., Thermal above level I tn Figure 5-6).
In order to penetrate the design further, the following section will focus on the mobility block which
contains the local navigation function. As we mentioned eartter, this is so tmp_Jrtant to the rover designers
that they often view the world as a large mobility block supported by other subsystems.
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The mobility block is shown in Figure 5-8. The highest Level is focused on the task of developing then
utilizing a Local terrain map in route planning as the discussed under Section 3. After • 30 meter planned path
is selected, the vehicle can begin to roll. The rover executes this 30 meters 10 meters at a time. The
execution of this 10 meter traverse is detailed below.
The presented exampt_ shows the interaction between the blocks as welt as control Loops within the Layers of
given blocks. As we mentioned before, sampling is not presented for the sake of brevity. However, it should be
noted that e sampling example was easily constructed since sampling is (assumed) implemented using teterobotics
end the basic model was derived from NASREH, an architecture for telerobotics.
6. NOBILITY
In this section we will give on example of an operation of the rover vehicle and the accommodation provided by
the functional architecture. In this operation, a command has been received by the rover from the mission team
to move to • new Location, based on the transmitted views of the site. The rover system must eve|uete the
surrounding terrain and generate a detailed route which reaches the commanded Location. In arriving at a
decision that the route so generated is suitable for traverse, the rover system must evaluate its state end
determine on-board the feasibility of execution of the route. If so feasible, the rover begins the traverse.
Periodic evaluation of progress to the goat state (i.e., the commanded Location) during the traverse allows the
rover system to determine the end of the operation as wet[ as to proceed within available resources end within
Limits of safe operation.
in summary fashion the steps executed by the rover system in accomplishing the traverse include:
(1) tasks performed by the ground support teem in determining the new Location for the rover
(2) the up-link end
(3) on-board processing of command sequences which result in receipt by the rover of new goat state
(4) the determination of e feasible route to the goat state by the rover system
(5) the planning necessary to determine • route
(6) the execution of a traverse along the planned route.
In performing these steps severat subsystems within the architecture interact to execute the required
functions. Particular capabilities of these subsystems in accomplishing these functions are identified in
summary fashion:
(1) EXECUTIVE: sequencing of subsystem support in the determination of a feasible route;
collection/evaluation of periodic reports of progress during execution of the traverse
final acceptance of reaching of the goal state
(2) TELECOMMUNICATION:
commutation and de-commutation of commands and telemetry
(3) POWER: determination of available power resources in support to route planning
(4) MOBiliTY: provide imaging date of the near vicinity of the rover;
perform route planning;
execute rover movements which effect the traverse along the route
(5) SCIENCE: provide instrument data products which support evaluation of the site
The following is a detailed discussion of the example of execution of a traverse. The flow of activity follows
the mexptodedB pictorial represPntation of the subsystems given in Figures 6-I to 6-4 . interspersed in the
discussion is bracketed ([...]) references to specific steps shown as a flow of activity in the architecture on
these figures.
6.1 GOAL DEFINITION
The mission science team evaluates the Latest data concerning the geological and mineralogical properties of
the slte surrounding the rover. This data is a compilation of over-flight imaging taken by the companion
orbiter, data available from past missions (e.g., Viking), observations by the on-board rover science
instruments (possibly en imaging spectrometer and sounder), end range end feature data provided by the imaging
components of the on-board rover mobility system. A new Location (or set of locations) of interest is selected
and registered as • (set of) mission objective. In this exan.pie a Location lOm from the current site of the
vehicle is identified [la of Figure 6-1].
The vehicle team in mission control evaluates the selected Locations based on models of (recent) past rover
performance. An evaluation of feasibility in terms of vehicle health state end resource availability is
performed [lb of Figure 6-1). Bimu|ations of the vehicle traverse over the terrain (available from over-flight
and on-board rover imaging) assist in providing the feasibility check (interactive Loop of Figure 6-1 between
world model and task decomposition at the Mission PLanning Level of the executive). A recommendation Is provided
to a mission director [the mission planner of task decomposition at the Mission PLanning level of Figure 6-I],
who in turn weighs the science return/objective(s) against the vehicle utilization. Conflicts (if any) are
resolved end a new location (or set of Locations) ere identified for the rover [lc of Figure 6-1].
6.2 UP-LINK
The new location (in an appropriate inertial frame) along with related route information, including the
expected Length of the traverse (time, distance) and points of interest along the route (for coLLateraL imaging
and science instrument observation), is passed to Tetecommuntcatior.s for encoding T2e of Figure 6-2),
commutation and up-Link transmission [2b of Figure 6-2]. (N.B., These steps are performed by a separate though
similar Telecommunications subsystem Located on earth. For purposes of tttustratton these steps are shown on
Figure 6-2.]
In addition, appropriate support date is commanded to other systems which wilt provide the Latest up<late to
the rover. This includes a topographic map generated as • result of over-flight by the planetary orbiter and a
new reference location in inertia[ space for the rover developed by tnterferometry from tracking date.
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6.3 RECEIVE COMMAND
The commanded position and associated data are received through Telecommunications. The data Is de-commutsted
[3a of Figure 6-2], decoded [3b of Figure 6-2] and stored [through the use of the global data base connecting
the subsystems] for use in subsequent operations (3c in Figure 6-1 for the command and sssoclated constraints,
and 3c in Figure 6-3 for the topographic map and reference location].
6.4 ROUTE PLANNING
The receipt of s command for a traverse to s new location at the Executive (3c of Figure 6-1) begins •
planning activity which leads to the generation of s feasible route. The executive calla upon the subsystems [4n
of Figure 6-1] to report the current state of resources available for the traverse [4c of figure 6-1]. These
status reports become a part of the constraint space used by the route planning function [4e of Figure 6-1]. A
major portion of this function is located in the Mobility subsystem [Figure 6-3]. Here the current state data
gathered from the imaging systems on-board the rover are evaluated against the ilmdets of the terrain to
determine the route to the neu location (see 6.4.1 below). Once the route is generated (with an expected
resource utilization) a final go/no go evaluation Is performed by the executive [4d of Figure 6-1] using the
data in any subsystem or other reports received during route planning. A 'go ° from the executive to Mobility
begins the traverse to the new location.
6.4.1 MOBILITY: ROUTE PLANN[NG
Route planning begins with the gathering of the latest imaging data of the site surrounding the present
position of the rover. A panoramic vtew of the site is developed through the execution of a sequence of moves of
(for example) a pan and tilt mounted camera system on the rover. The precise sequence, based on the current
vehicle state, is developed (at the task planning level of Mobility) and commanded for execution LSs(i) of
Figure 6-3]. The commands, Initially in inertial coordinates, are transformed into specific motor drive commands
to the motor mechanisms supporting the camera system [the hierarchical flow of commands through the levels of
the Mobility subsystem, labelled 5a(I)]. At each position In the sequence, an image pair (for stereo) is
captured sad digitized for further processing [Salt|) of Figure 6-3]. The application of camera models,
correlation of multiple images and image processing result in developing range and dimension of specific
features (5e(ttl) of Figure 6-3]. A correlation of image features to models of terrain features (e.g., boulders,
ravines) across several image pairs results in a list of position- and dimension-registered objects (or
obstacles) for use in route planning [Ss(iv) of Figure 6-3]. A final correlation to an on-board topographic map
allows computation of rover position tn the terrain and a selection (based on the commanded new position) of the
portion of the map for use by the route planner [5a(v) of Figure 6-3]. These results are stored tin the global
data base] in the form of a fused map of the route locale of greater resolution than available from the up-
[inked topographic map stone for use in subsequent route planning.
The route planner generates s path to the goat state [the commended location of the rover) which satisfies the
intermediate view point criteria (if any), the vehicle phystcs[ constraints (e.g., clearance, power utilization)
and local obstacle avoidance [Sb of Figure 6-3]. As part of the verification of the suitability of the path, the
movement of the vehicle in the terrain is simulated. In addition, during the simulation expectation models of
vehicle performance are generated for use In monitoring the actual traverse of the rover along the path [5c of
Figure 6-3]. Only a portion of the planned path is stated for execution, ss the errors in planning increase as s
function of range. In the case of goat of lOm nominally the entire path can be executed. A report to this effect
is generated for final go/no go disposition by the executive [Sd of Figure 6-3].
6.5 MOBILITY: PATH TRAVERSE
The planned path is executed in Mobility upon receiving • go ahead commend [6a of Figure 6-4]. The planned
path in inertial coordinates is transformed into vehicle coordinates [6s(t) of Figure 6-4], specific coordinated
moves end turns by the vehicle carriage [6a(li) of Figure 6-4] and servo commands to the motors [6s[lti) of
Figure 6-4].
Each command type represents the output command of different type of control law used In the execution of
vehicle motion. At the lowest level [State Level of Mobility] s loop is closed around the servo command using
the feedback from motor encoders [6b(t) and the innermost loop A in Figure 6-4]. At the next level s
heading/dead reckoning loop is closed around the turn or move commands ss measured through the feedback of
gyros/IMU or compass [6b(ti) and loop g in Figure 6-4]. A control loop around the distance traversed colmand is
closed through feedback measurements from scceterometers and over-the-ground sensor [6b(tll) and the loop C in
Figure 6-4]. A final control loop Is centered around the constraint of providing s stable platform during the
traverse. The feedback for this loop Is provided by Inclinometer and integration of the readouts of gyros/IMU
[6b(iv) and loop D of Figure 6-4]. Each loop stores feedback data, commands end state estimates for evaluation
of vehicle performance during the traverse.
Other processing during the traverse monitors end performs the vehlcte state evaluation based on the progress
reported by lower levels of the hierarchy. In particular, the progress of the traverse is compared against the
model of performance along the path. Corrections in the form of commanded turns and moves ensure compliance to
way point and obstacle avoidance constraints [6c of Figure 6-4]. Lastly, progress to the goat state is monitored
with periodic reports issued to the executive [6d of Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-1]. A final report of reaching the
new location ends the traverse and monitoring loop in the executive.
7. UTILITY ANO APPLICATION
The architecture a_ it is laid out forms the basis of a complete Rover Architecture. When completed it shou|d
contain all of the functions both on the ground and in flight. It is at once a complete description of both the
control and information flows. Step by step sequences end loops can be worked out for various strategies so the
designer can see the interface complexities directly.
Evaluating the rate of execution of these loops can aid in identifying technology alternatives to achieve a
greater mission capability. As was discussed at the end of section 4, execution rate is one factor in
determining where functions sit in the _rchitecture. If a mission planner wishes to increase the range of the
rover, more functions must be 'pushed further down' in the hierarchy or greater processing technology brought to
bear to achieve the required performance.
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In addition to basic design strategies, detailed fault protection scenarios can be worked out,
making sure control loops are continuous and unbroken. Often, in fault protection design, the
required elements of the design are difficult to identify. This architecture shows that a fault
protection machine must be considered for each state machine in each subsystem. The architecture
aids in identifying communication paths (coeulands and telemetry) needed to achieve the fault
protection capability. Tracing scenarios of recovery (as was done in section 5 in brief) reveal
the communication paths required.
Finally, by computerizing this model, representing each state machine by the convention Mkil(I)
for each element and including these elements in a data base, control loops can be ea§ily
described by strings of execution of elements. Strings repeatedly used in these control loops can
be identified and represent the state machines which must be developed and tested first.
8. CONCLUSION
A general architectural concept for a planetary rover is presented, based on an expansion of
the NASREM concept for telerobotic control. A mapping of this architecture with the functions
for a rover in a HRSR mission has been performed. An example of a mobility scenario executed
within this architecture validates the concept. This example and associated discussion illus-
trate the capability of the architecture to serve as a tool for design and functional trade-off
analysis.
The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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THE NASA/OAST TELEROBOT TESTBED ARCHITECTURE
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Through a phased development as a laboratory-based research testbed, the NASA/OAST Teterobot
Testbed provides an environment for system test and demonstration of the technology Mhich will
usefully complement, significantly enhance, or even replace manned space activities. By
integrating advanced sensing, robotic manipulation and intelligent control under human-interactive
supervision, the Testbed will ultimately demonstrate execution of a variety of generic tasks
suggestive of space assembly, maintenance, repair, and telescience. The Testbed system features a
hierarchical Layered control structure compatible with the incorporation of evolving technologies
as they become available. The Testbed system is physically implemented in a computing
architecture which allows for ease of integration of these technologies while preserving the
flexibility for test of e variety of man-machine modes. This paper reports on the development
currently in progress on the functional and implementation architectures of the NASA/OAST Testbed
and capabilities planned for the coming years.
1.0 PERSPECTIVE
With the advent of a manned Space Station and renewed Shuttle missions and in response to rising
world competition, Congress has mandated the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
to vigorously develop automation and robotics with the goal of improving productivity in space
while lowering overall mission cost, reducing risk to manned space missions, and, in the longer
term, transferring robotics technology to industry so as to strengthen its global economic
position.
NASA has apportioned each of its centers a role in bringing this mandate to fruition. The Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has been designated by the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
(NASA/OAST) to be the lead center for identifying and developing flight qualifiable robotics
system technologies through the development of a Telerobot Testbed. Technologies developed at JPL
will be transferred to Goddard's Space Flight Center for integration with their Space Station
Flight Teterobotic Servicer (FTS) and Shuttle Development Test Flight (DTF-1, DTF-2) arms. This
paper describes JPL's ongoing efforts to realize these goals.
1.1 THE NASA/OAST TELEROBOT TESTBED PROJECT - PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The NASA/OAST Telerobot Testbed (TRTB) project is implementing a TeLerobot Testbed at JPL for the
purpose of developing, integrating, end testing teterobot subsystems and demonstrating new
telerobot technologies. As a goal, the Telerobot Testbed seeks to identify and implement system
technologies envisioned to be cardinal to flight telerobot systems. Technology research and
development is conducted in support of NASA's manned and unmanned space programs and is designed
to sustain on-orbit servicing, assembly, inspection and maintenance tasks.
Under the current plan, the Testbed will be upgraded each year to meet technology objectives
identified in Reference 1. With time the Testbed is expected to progress to greater levels of
machine autonomy. Testbed demonstrations are expected to grow in complexity, duration and
automation. Successive years will build upon capabilities of previous years and technologies
developed in earlier years wilt be incorporated into the Testbed permanently.
Technologies currently envisioned for implementation into the Testbed include traded and shared
control allowing for enhanced man/machine interaction, Teleoperation with short time delays,
autonomous operation in uncertain and cluttered environments, system fault recovery, operation in
a dynamic environment, and dexterous manipulation. Testbed deliverables include mature Testbed
Interface Specification and Functional Requirements documents, a database of Telerobot system and
subsystem performance, and a series of capability demonstrations which provide an indication of
the Testbed technologies' maturity and their degree of readiness for transfer to space operations.
The TRTB project also expects to deliver a hardware and software database for ground and flight
prototype systems which identifies, for the first time, Telerobot system performance criteria,
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power requirements, computing, data storage and bandwidth requirements, software algorithms for
control laws, fallback approaches to task execution, and margins for system growth.
Through the Testbed project, future flight programs will come to understand technical tradeoff
issues, understand requirements for qualifying flight Telerobot systems, and benefit from
standardized interfaces and modularized hardware and software developed in the Testbed. From its
experience the Testbed may grow to become a national resource for validating new space telerobot
technology and flight operations sequences.
2.0 THE '89 NASA/OAST TELEROBOT CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
Conceptually, the NASA/OAST Teterobot Testbed architecture follows a hierarchical design
philosophy which places the human and machine intelligences towards the top of the control
hierarchy and the primitive or mechanical teterobot functions towards the bottom (Figure 1). Five
subsystems, not including the human operator, comprise the Telerobot Testbed system. In
descending order on the hierarchy they are: the Operator Control Station (OCS), Task Planning &
Reasoning (TPR), Run Time Control (RTC), Sensing and Perception (S&P), Manipulators and Control
Mechanization (MCM). Although the Testbed subsystems are physically located in the same facility,
an artificial division was introduced between the higher Level subsystems (Operator,OCS,TPR) and
the Lower level subsystems (RTC,MCN,S&P) in anticipation of having to accommodate missions where
Operator and manipulators are separated by time delay. Such delays occur whenever the Operator
and the worksite are separated by signet propagation time.
The Teterobot (TR) manipulator arms ere controlled through one of two possible paths. In
teteoperated modes, the Operator commands the manipulators directly through Hand Controllers
available to him at the OCS. In autonomous modes, the machine intelligence (TPR) manipulates the
arms through RTC. With time the Testbed project expects to fuse the direct path between NCN end
the Operator with the autonomous path so that teleoperations, including shared control, wilt pass
down through TPR. For teLerobot systems whose local and remote sites ere collocated, TPR/RTC will
took Like a wire connecting NCM end the Operator. Whenever the local and remote sites are
separated by distance, the TPR will perform the function of simulating the remote environment so
that in effect the Operator teleoperates locally. Task execution at the remote site wilt occur
one delay time later.
The Testbed architecture may also be thought of as being composed of three layers. At the lowest
layer is its physical makeup which includes subsystem hardware and software. At the next Layer
are the operational modes which define the states subsystems take on, and at the top layer are the
Telerobot,s fundamental capabilities. Capabilities may be defined as a specific configuration of
selected subsystem states arranged to focus on a common mission goal. Complex tasks are
constructed from these capabilities. These three Layers are discussed in greater detail next.
3.0 THE '89 TELEROBOT TESTBED SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 2 is a functional diagram of the Teterobot Testbed as it is currently implemented. Higher
level functions are grouped in subsystems toward the top of the hierarchy and lower level
functions are grouped in subsystems toward the bottom. The Teterobot architecture is also divided
between lower Level functions concentrated at the remote site (all subsystems to the right of the
Ethernet) and higher Level functions concentrated at the local site (all subsystems to the left of
the Ethernet). The TRTB project expects to introduce in FY '90 a delay capability into the
Testbed to investigate teleop control algorithms with propagation delays between the Operator and
manipulators. Testbed subsystems communicate over a common Ethernet local area network. A
Network Interface Package software hosted on subsystem VAX computers supports the functions of
accepting and transmitting packets of formatted commands or data. A description of the six TRTB
subsystems follows:
3.1 OPERATOR CONTROL STATION SUBSYSTEM
The Operator Control Station sits at the top of the Telerobot Hierarchy providing an efficient,
user friendly physical interface between the Telerobot Testbed Operator and Test Conductor (TC)
and Testbed subsystems. OCS is composed of two work stations, multiple video monitors switchable
to different camera or video buffer sources, a stereo vision display, speakers, microphones, three
keyboards, a mouse, function switches, two Force Reflecting Hand Controllers (FRHC), and support
computers.
The OCS software provides a table-driven system for easy editing or updating of command definition
and data. A terminal emulation capability allows the Operator to interface directly through the
OCS console with all other Testbed subsystems. Over the Testbed,s common Ethernet, OCS accepts
end displays information to the Operator or TC from the subsystems, and relays Operator commands
back to the subsystems. Through the two Hand Controllers, the Operator teleoperates the two
Testbed manipulator arms. Force/torque sensors at the end-effectors backdrive the Hand
Controllers, allowing the Operator to "sense" forces and torques induced at the end effectors.
Both the Operator and TC have limited voice control command capabilities, including system
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on/off/halt, camera arm movement, and selected teleop commands. Two cross-strapped "Panic
Buttons" interface directly to the manipulator arms providing the Operator and TC with an
overriding emergency halt capability.
3.2 TASK PLANNING & REASONING SUBSYSTEM
The Task Planning & Reasoning subsystem sits at the top of the autonomous control hierarchy
providing the Telerobot's machine intelligence. TPR performs functions of high Level task and
gross motion planning. The subsystem interacts with the Operator accepting task assignment, plan
changes, plan concurrences, and direct action requests and translates them into processes for RTC
execution.
The subsystem consists of a gross motion spatial planner, task planner, a kinematics simulator,
and a coordinator to pass knowledge between these reasoning engines. The task planner generates
over-all task plans and selects the actions to be performed as appropriate to the current state of
objects in the workspace and recently experienced manipulation failures. The gross motion spatial
planner generates collision free paths through the workspace for the manipulator arm and carried
object. The kinematics simulator conceives possible manipulator arm configurations to reach
objects, approach points, or other features of the workspace.
TPR maintains a database of objects (World Model) in the worksite, including their
Locations orientations, connectivity, and semantic relationships. During Testbed operations the
database is routinely updated from sensor information provided either by S&P and MeN through RTC,
or by Operator designation of objects in the workspace. The World Model also incorporstes a
Collision Detection unit and a geometric reasoner which maintains rules and information trees on
relationships between objects in the workspace, logically deduces which changes in the
relationships are permissible, and assists the Operator in correcting or completing positional
information about objects in the knowledge database.
3.3 RUN TIME CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The Run Time Control subsystem, together with TPR, provides the Telerobot with the capability to
function autonomously. RTC's role is to provide fine motion and grasp planning commands to MeN.
RTC consists of a subsystem System Executive supported by robotics, interface, communications, and
infrastructure support modules. Briefly, upon receiving commands from TPR or the Operator/OCS,
RTC reformats them into internal RTC data structures, selects a script to match the requested TPR
process, selects s path for the arms, kinematicalty simulates the selected sequence, checking for
collisions, pose flips and joint stops, generates local motion and coordination level commands for
the manipulator arms and end-effectors, and passes executable macros on to MCN and S&P. During
operations RTC monitors sequence execution, evaluating and modifying ongoing actions as needed.
RTC maintains and intermittently updates a database of workspace object Locations/orientations
based either on information gathered from S&P and MCM or the Operator through TPR. The database
maintains accurate geometric and inertial models of the three Telerobot arms and immobile objects
in the workspace. A Geometric Relationship Evatuator accomplishes frame transformations and
maintains correct connectivity relationships among objects in the workspsce.
3.4 SENSING AND PERCEPTION SUBSYSTEM
The Sensing and Perception Subsystem performs four system functions: 1) It provides the Operator
on five OCS monitors with live or still, stereo and mono black and white video images of the
workspace from nine Testbed cameras and four video frame buffers and provides MeN with object
Location/orientation state data. Five of the cameras also serve to provide S&P with stereo
machine vision; 2) S&P tracks an object in the workspace as it moves about, supplying estimates of
the position, orientation, velocity and angular velocity of the object to the other subsystems.
S&P's Time Code Generator provides both S&P and MCN with the synchronization signal required to
coordinate, for example, machine vision and spinning satellite grappling in real time; 3) When
commanded by RTC, S&P performs fixture verification on a stationary object or part of a stationary
object in the workspace, supplying machine generated estimates of its position end orientation to
RTC and MCM; 4) From a database of objects in the workspace, S&P provides wire-frame models of the
objects for display as graphic overlays on OCS monitors. These overlays support the Object
Designate and Fixture Verification functions.
3.5 MANIPULATORS AND CONTROL MECHANIZATION SUBSYSTEM
The Manipulator and Control Mechanization subsystem sits at the bottom of the Teterobot hierarchy
providing the Telerobot with manipulation capability and the mechanical interface to the
workspace. The subsystem consists of two six degree-of-freedom robot arms, actuators, servoed
end-effectors, force-torque sensors, universal controllers, the two Force Reflecting Hand
Controllers at the Operator console with their attendant electronics, Universal Controllers, a SUN
which hosts trajectory generation software, a NicroVax _hich hosts communications interface
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software, Macros to enable a variety of Teterobotic actions, and m variety of other support
software. NON also provides and controls a third six degree-of-freedom arm for positioning the
stereo vision camera arm.
NCN receives commands from and transmits information back to the Operator through one of two
control paths. In teleoperation mode NCN receives position orientation commands directly from the
Operator through the FRHC's and returns force/torque information from the end-effectors. In
autonomous modes MCN receives position/orientation and force/torque commands over the Ethernet
from RTC and, if in shared control mode, returns position/orientation and force/torque data back
to the Hand Controllers. Position/orientation states of objects in the worksite come to NON from
S&P.
4.0 THE NASA/OAST TELEROBOT TESTBED '89 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
In FY'89 five new technology capabilities wilt be introduced into the Testbed: teteoperation with
force reflection, traded control, single and dual arm shared control, Operator designation, and
self calibration. These capabilities wilt augment the Reactive Control and Verification
capabilities currently available in the Testbed. These capabilities were conceived as being
cardinal or so-catted generic in nature allowing complex tasks to be constructed from elementary
ones. Shared control permits the human and machine intelligences to work cooperatively while
traded control allows them to work sequentially. These capabilities are described next.
4.1 FORCE REFLECTION IN TELEOPERATION
in Teteoperation, the Operator controls the TR's manipulator arms by providing the six
position/orientations through the Hand Controllers to NCN. Manipulator path planning, collision
avoidance, arm coordination, and object manipulation are performed by the Operaton in rest time.
The force-reflection capability returns force/torque information back through MCN to the Hand
Controllers from the robot wrist sensors allowing the Operator to "feel" the force torques at the
end-effector.
4.2 TRADED CONTROL
In the most general sense, traded control is a transfer of control between Operator teleoperstion
and Teterobot autonomous control anywhere and st any time during task execution. In the TRTB_s
'89 version of Traded Control the Operator performs all gross motion planning, maneuvering the
end-effectors to a point in the proximity of an object and transfers contro| to the Telerobot for
autonomous manipulation of the object. Upon completion of the task the Tetenobot moves its end-
effector to a point in the vicinity of the object and offers to transfer control back to the
Operator. During autonomous execution the Operator may elect to transfer control and continue
task execution in teteoperation. Also, the Operator may elect to transfer to autonomous control
during fine teteoperation execution. At all times the Operator has overriding control and can
elect to Halt a task. MeN's rote during traded control is to provide a smooth transition from
teteoperation to autonomous control and back to teteoperstton as welt as the continuous control of
arm trajectories through singularities.
4,3 SINGLE AND DUAL ARM SHARED CONTROL
in the most general sense Shared Controt attous for manipulator control to be shared jointly
between the autonomous Teterobot and the Operator teteoperating force reflecting Hand Controllers.
Both single and dual arm shared control have been implemented into the Testbed.
In single arm shared control the Operator selects to control one or more of six possible object
positions/orientations through one hand controller and MCM controls the remaining
positions/orientations, as welt as the six force/torque compliances applied to the object by the
end-effector. Force reflection from the end-effector is optional.
The dual arm shared control capability makes possible coordinated dual arm manipulation of rigid
objects. The Operator selects to control through one Hand Controller one or more of six possible
positions/orientations of an object and the Teterobot controls the remaining
positions/orientations as well as all force/torque compliances applied to the object by both arms.
4.4 OPERATOR DESIGNATE
The Operator Designate capability provides wire-frame models (WFM) of objects in TPR's database to
the Operator to manually overlay over stilt camera images of the objects in the workspace on the
Operator's OCS console and read out the locations/orientations of the objects. The Operator thus
locates objects in the workspace for TPR for subsequent manipulation. Designation can also be
used to update the location/orientation of known objects in the workspace, define obstacle
regions, and designate generic objects.
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4.5 SELF CALIBRATION
Self Calibration is an autonomous capability simitar to Verification which provides the Teterobot
databases with improved knowledge of an object's Location/orientation in the workspace. It
improves on the systematic error Limitation inherent in Verification by measuring the relative
distance between two objects instead of the distance between the objects and the camera.
6.6 REACTIVE CONTROL
Reactive Mode is a capability which enables spinning satellite grapple. S&P provides a continuous
updated state vector of the satellite to NCM. NCN then determines arm trajectories required to
grapple the rotating satellite.
4.7 VERIFICATION
Verification is an autonomous capability which provides Testbed databases with refined knowledge
of the Testbed objects' Location/orientation in the workspace. It improves on the error
Limitation inherent in Operator Designation. A verification is executed only after a Designation.
5.0 THE 1989 NASA/OAST TELEROBOT TESTBED VALIDATION DEMONSTRATION
Telerobot Testbed demonstrations are a synthesis of teterobot technology capabilities, convoked
elementary task sequences, and human participation which, when arranged intelligently, engender
robust teterobot activity mimicking human activity. They are the detiverabtes against which the
degree of success of attaining TRTB project objectives is measured and against which the
worthiness of identified technologies for space applications can be evaluated. Successful
demonstration outcomes are a prerequisite to the Testbed technology receiving acceptance for
space-based operations on manned and unmanned missions. Technology transfer to a flight project
happens once a demonstration proves the technology to be safe and reliable and teterobot risks and
performance are wail understood.
The task selected for the 1989 Teterobot Testbed technology validation demonstration is an Earth
Orbiting System (EOS) Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) changeout. This demonstration Mitt validate
the five new TRTB technologies. In an operation mimicking on-orbit satellite servicing, a tray-
Looking ORU subtended by a Large instrument mockup is exchanged with a smatter instrument mounted
on a nearby stowage rack. Two bolts attaching the ORU to the platform are unbolted and, in a dual
arm cooperative action, the ORU is detached from the EOS platform and mounted on the rack. The
smatter instrument mounted on the stow rack is then removed by a single arm, attached to the EOS
platform, and then bolted. Figure 5 depicts the ORU with its accompanying instrument, the stow
rack, and the smatter instrument on the rack. Table 1 is a step by step top-Level description of
the demonstration. The first column Lists the EOS tasks while the second identifies the '89
technology capabilities validated. The third column is an attempt to took beyond the
demonstration and to identify those capabilities which are generic to flight telerobots--that is,
those capabilities which a mature flight teterobot system is envisioned to possess.
The Operator's rote in the EOS validation demonstration wilt be to initiate each task step, select
the control modes, designate fixtures in the workspace, and perform all gross arm motions. The
Teterobot's rote in the EOS validation demonstration wilt be to visually identify familiar objects
in the workspace after a Designation, calibrate the relative positions of objects before a
transfer to traded control, perform fine motion planning and arm/toot manipulation, and white in
shared control, control selected position/orientations and sit force/torques applied to object by
the manipulator arm or arms.
6.0 MEASURING TELEROBOT TESTBED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The Teterobot Testbed performance wilt be measured at three Levels and evaluated st a fourth.
These Levels are inclusive of all possible functions for the TRTB. More generally, these levels
are valid for other robot architectures and are suggested as a framework from which to evaluate
the adequacy of teterobot performance.
At the Lowest Level of system performance are Level 1 subsystem stand-atone tests which validate
the hardware and software designs of the teterobot subsystems. These tests seek to verify
performance against design requirements, and typically consist of software execution checks,
intramodute information transfer, hardware voltages, etc. At Level 2, performance tests seek to
verify performance against subsystem interface requirements and consist of inter-subsystem
compatibility tests between the teterobot subsystems. Level 2 tests typically consist of
transmitting and receiving commands correctly between subsystems, properly processing commands,
switching among video displays, timing checks, etc. Tests at Levels 1 and 2 when they are
unsuccessful are typically typified by rework of hardware or software elements.
Ultimately, however, teterobot performance must be measured at the system Level. it is here that
the teterobot's technology capabilities are tested. Unlike a single purpose toot, thousands of
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tests can be performed to demonstrate teLerobot capability performance. However, if chosen
intelligently, a finite number of tests or technology validation demos are sufficient to prove
technology capability robustness to perform demonstration tasks and in turn the telerobot,s
performance Limits can be assessed. Of course telerobot work in space will undoubtedly be reduced
to a finite number of tasks and those tasks will be specifically checked multiple times in
multiple configurations in the Tea[bed before attempt is made on-orbit. Level 3 system
performance, not yet wholly defined, is measured in such terms as tolerance to expected and
unexpected changes in the environment, reliability, error recovery, tolerance to measurement
errors, stability, and database consistency. When tests at level ] are unsuccessful or degraded,
they are typically corrected by design modification or capability
modification/reconceptuaLization. Limits to performance are assessed through multiple
demonstrations with multiple tasks.
At the highest Level of test the TeLerobot's generic capabilities are validated and its degree of
readiness to perform specific space servicing operations is evaluated. No physical tests are made
at this level. Rather performance observed during level 3 demonstrations serves to validate the
TRTB's readiness to perform multiple space servicing operations. The criteria for evaluating
system performance here is to match the Tel,robot capabilities against those envisioned for flight
missions, including backup operations, redundancy and fault protection in system/operations,
delineate limits to the Tel,robot's performance, understand its handicaps, and understand risks
inherent in its design.
7.0 THE NBS NASREN CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has advanced a conceptual tel,robot architecture known as
the NBS Standard Reference Model as its candidate for space Tel,robots. In its most general form
MASREM (Figure ], Reference 7) is partitioned into three hierarchies, each with six vertical
levels plus the interface between the robot and the World. As with the NASA/OAST architecture,
higher functions are placed towards the top and lower functions towards the bottom. Conceptually,
the Operator can interact directly at any level. All modules have access to a Global memory,
NASREM's database. Modules within each hierarchy (vertical data flow) accept commands from higher
level modules and transform them into instructions for tower level modules. Across hierarchies
(horizontal data flow) modules interact through the World Model with modules in another hierarchy
and at any level. The MASREN architecture accommodates growth by adding more levels at the top.
For example, NASREM's Service Say level accommodates one tel,robot executing multiple tasks st
different sites and the Service Nission level accommodates multiple tel,robots operating at
multiple jobs at multiple sites.
The TRTB project carts for developing and validating technology which ultimately will be
integrated with GSFC's Space Station Flight Tel,robotic Servicer (FTS) and Development Test Flight
(DTF-1, DTF-2) arms. Since FTS has accepted a requirement to conform to the NASREN tel,robot
architecture, a mapping was established between the NASA/OAST Teterobot Tea[bed architecture and
the MASREM architecture (see Figure 4, Ref. 6). Roughty, the NASA/OAST Teterobot functions
described earlier are reproduced by the first four HASREN levels.
7.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE NASREM AND THE '89 NASA/OAST TELEROBOT ARCHITECTURES
Comparison of the HASREN and NASA/OAST architectures reveals subtle differences. However, the
differences between the two architectures are deemed minor and do not preclude technology transfer
from the NASA/OAST Tel,robot Tea[bed to the MASREM FTS. A list of these differences follows:
1) NASA/OAST World Nodet vs NASREM Global Database
TPR, RTC, and MCN utilize separate, subsystem-specific but consistent data bases whereas NASREN
uses one integrated data base. In the MASA/OAST design database, information flows directly and
to some extent simultaneously between subsystems while in the HASREM architecture information must
flow serially into and out of the Global Database. Thus TRTB subsystems need neither to interrupt
other subsystems nor be time-coordinated when accessing database information. Dashed lines in
Figure 3 depict data flow which is direct in the JPL Tea[bed but must pass through the GDB in the
NASREM architecture.
2) Time Delay Between Local and Remote Sites
In future developments, the TeLerobot Tea[bed expects to accommodate time delays between the local
(Operator/TPR) and remote (RTC/NCN/S&P) subsystems whereas the MASREM architecture does not
specifically address this issue. Tests in teteoperations show that deterioration in eye/arm
coordination makes it impossible for a human to perform complex tasks with the Tel,robot arms
whenever the round trip time delay between the Operator and end-effectors is greater than two
seconds. The HASA/OAST architecture expects to accommodate teleoperations under such conditions
with a more robust TPR than is required without time delay and without a requirement for
synchronization between the Operator and the remote manipulator arms. In this concept the
Operator interacts with a TPR generated simulation of the manipulators and sensors, rather than
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with the actual Testbed manipulators. Forces on the end-effectors are predicted based on
TPR/RTC's model of the world. The Operator's interactions with the simulation produce commends
which are sent to the remote site for execution and the remote site asynchronousty returns status
messages.
3) Data Base Updates
The NASA/OAST Telerobot Testbed is concerned with paths and tasks in the vicinity of an object in
the work-space while NASREH is concerned with activities in the whole workapsce. Thus when
updating the Testbed databases only subsystems with an interest in the ongoing activity are
updated. The update is restricted to information about the local work space only and the Operator
is required to be cognizant of activities in the rest of the workspace. In contrast, updating the
MASREN Global Data Base requires an extensive run through the entire database, thereby introducing
a potential delay in task execution.
4) Operation Nodes
The NASA/OAST architecture follows the NASREN philosophy in that the Operator can interact with
the telerobot at all levels in the hierarchy. However, NASA has implemented teteoperation, shared
control, and traded control modes whereas NASREN is a yet undefined mix of teleoperation and
autonomous control.
5) Kinematics
NASREN incorporates knowledge of robot kinematics at the E-move level and lower while the
NASA/OAST architecture incorporates it at the TPR level and tower, thereby providing the TRTB with
a more robust level-4 capable of increased task planning, task reptanning, and path planning.
6) Dynamics
NASREN incorporates knowledge of robot dynamics at the primitive Level and tower while the
NASA/OAST architecture incorporates it at the RTC level and lower, thereby providing the TRTB with
a more robust level-] capable of increased local path planning and recovery.
8.0 SUNNARY AND CONCLUSIONS
NASA is embarking on a program dedicated to increasing productivity on-orbit while reducing
mission costs and risk to astronauts. Its Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been designated as the
lead center for identifying and developing flight robotics technologies. JPL is currently
implementing a Telerobot Testbed project which seeks to 1) provide a testbed for robotics system
integration and technology demonstrations, 2) provide a Laboratory or prototype laboratory where
flight operations can be evaluated, 3) transfer technology to NASA standard telerobotic arms used
on Space Station and STS such as the GSFC FTS and DTF systems, 4) and, for the first time,
identify system issues and performance criteria for flight telerobots.
This paper described the TRTB's system architecture (Figures 1, 2) as well as its five new
capabilities. Criteria for testing telerobot system performance at the subsystem design level, st
the integrated system level, and at the demonstration level, and evaluating its generic
capabilities were discussed. The role of demonstrations in the Testbed and the demonstration
chosen for the '89 Testbed were described.
Technology developed and tested in the TRTB wilt be transferred to GSFC's FTS and OTF arms as
candidate technology for implementation. The teleoperated FTS and DTF arms have accepted
requirements to conform to the NASREN architectures. Differences between the NASREN and NASA/OAST
architectures were identified and for the first time a mapping (Figure 4) between two telerobot
architectures was established.
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1. ABSTRACT
In this paper, we illustrate the approach for arriving at design guidelines for assembly by
robots in outerspace. The use of robots in a zero gravity environment necessitates that extra
factors over and above normal design guidelines be taken into account. Besides, many of the
guidelines for assembly by robots on earth do not apply in space. However, considering the
axioms for normal design and assembly as one set, guidelines for design and robotic assembly
as another, and guidelines for design and assembly in space as the third set, unions and
intersections of these sets can generate guidelines for two or more of these conditions taken
together - say design and manual assembly in space. Therein lies the potential to develop expert
systems in the future, which would use an exhaustive database and similar guidelines to arrive
at those required by a superposition of these conditions.
2. INTRODUCTION
In view of the ambitious plans afoot in this country to launch the world's first permanently
manned space station, automated robotic assembly in space takes on a whole new significance.
Earlier, astronauts have successfully assembled and serviced critical components in space.
However, this exposes human beings to the hazardous space environment. In the long-term, it
is expected that full automation of the space station, will fullfil all possible objectives without the
loss of human lives. At present however, it is intended to restrict, as long as possible, the
activities of the astronauts to only those tasks which are impossible without human intelligence
and decision-making ability.
Typically, the Permanently Manned Space Station (PMSS) would be involved in collecting
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datafrom remote heavenlybodies, servicingandmaintenanceof satellites,andexperimental
production of extremelypure pharmacologicalproducts. Progressive automationof these
activitieswill probablyeliminateall humaninvolvement.
Currentrobotictechnologyis limitedto conveyingoutrepetitivetasks(for which therobotic
systemshaveto beprogrammedbeforehand)or havingthesystemundertakeaseriesof actions
(for which anoperatorwouldhaveto control it ateachstep). Thoughresearchis underwayat
GoddardSpaceFlight Center(GSFC)to buildcapabilitiesinto therobotic systemssothat they
could independentlydecidethecourseof actionsonce givena task,very little effort hasbeen
made to devise and formulate the special design requirementsfor componentsthat such
roboticaUyoperated tasks in space would demand (2).
The area of formulating design guidelines for robotic servicing/assembly in space is one of
the key spheres that is expected to emerge as the focus of concentrated study and research efforts
in the coming years. This is because of the peculiar demands that the absence of gravity and
other factors (like the desire to avoid building complicated, unnecessary capabilities into the
robot) would place on the design.
In this paper, we propose to formulate Some of these ideas into a set of rules that could be
used as guidelines while designing components to be assembled.
By implementing these rules, it is expected that it would be possible to achieve increased
efficiency, lower costs and reduced human exposure to space hazards, requiring no EVA (Extra
Vehicular Activity).
3. SET OF GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY ON EARTH
Before we discuss the set of guidelines for assembly a) in space and b) by robotic system,
we should review normal design and assembly guidelines as they are used in the various
engineering industries.
It has been proposed by Suh, Bell et al. (3) that design should be guided by certain axioms
which cannot be violated. It is expected that all design and assembly rules should be derivable
from one or more of these axioms and thus a large data base would eventually enable the
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developmentof a mechanizeddesignalgorithm(4)or evenaDesignandManufacturingAdvisor
(5) that would transformthe perceivedneedinto a numerically expressedset of functional
requirements,evaluatealternativedesignconcepts,and select final design and production
process.
In view of thesetrends,it is advisableto formulateguidelinesfor all kindsof applicationsin
designing for assembly.This is sothat A.I techniquescouldbetakenadvantageof to analyze
andsynthesizetheserulesto suit theparticularsituation.
Someof thegeneralaxiomsput forwardby Suh,Bell et al. (3) are asfollows:
1) All functional requirementsandconstraints shouldbekeptat the barestminimum
level.
2) Functionalrequirements houldbesatisfiedin theirorderof importance.
3) Information contentis to beminimized (Instructionsregardinglocating, processing
etc should be kept to a minimum and tolerances,surface finish, etc. should be as
relaxedaspossible).
4) If some functional requirements in the proposed design can be satisfied
independentlyof eachother,theyshouldbeintegratedin asinglepart.
5) As little material shouldbeusedaspossible.
Manyof theheuristicsas well arewell known,formalizedtechniquesin manufacturingand
assemblylike grouptechnology,value engineeringetc. involve direct corollariesof these
axioms. As far asassemblyonearth(with or without robotic systems)areconcerned,some
moreillustratedguidelinesfollow:
6) Symmetryshouldbe maintainedasfar aspossible.
7) Partsshouldbestandardizedwheneverpossible.
8) Commonalityof partsfacilitatesassembly.
9) Mutual interferenceof parts is to be avoided. Springsmust haveclosedloops,
diameterof thespringwire shouldbegreaterthanthespacingbetweencoils.
10) Gravity shouldbe takenadvantageof for locating, feedingand dampingwhenever
possible. Figure 1 showshow the front weight of a tractor (provided to ensurestability) is
screwedto thefrontrigid axlewithout anymechanicalfastener,usingtheforceof gravityonly.
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11) Bottom-up assembly should be used - i.e., the heaviest part should be at the bottom, the
next heaviest part on it, and so on.
QUIDELINES FOR ROBOTIC ASSEMBLY IN SPACE OR ON EARTH
It is very important to make sure that no unnecessary features are built into a design because
this would stretch the capabilities of the robot, reduce the reliability of the system, increase cost
and decrease efficiency. In other words, design should be such that even the simplest of robots
using the minimum number and type of motor actions and sensory features can assemble or
service the items in space. Other guidelines are as follows:
1) Minimize the number of parts.
2) Break up the assembly into modules that can be easily assembled or disassembled.
This would minimize the effort involved in servicing.
3) Use a sequential or layered approach to assembly.
Gripping the items present difficulties on earth as well as in space. However, in space these
difficulties must be resolved fully as the consequences of improper gripping can be extremely
costly or even fatal. Any component that slips out of grip can become a projected missile and
fatally injure the occupants of the spacecraft, or damage the spacecraft and its equipment.
Therefore rule 4 is formulated as follows:
4) All movements of components must be secure, verifiable and failsafe. Handles or
special areas are to be provided for fail safe gripping whenever possible.
5) Unidirectional assembly is to be attempted. This would reduce unnecessary
motions on the part of the robot.
6) Maximize commonality of parts and minimize product variations.
7) Eliminate electrical cables.
Experience has shown that electrical cables are extremely difficult to assemble by robots
unless they are in the most elementary form. In fact any flexible part creates the same
problems. Absence of electrical cables and other flexible parts would alleinate a major problem
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area in assembly.
8) If the robotic system uses vision equipment, then shiny surfaces should be avoided
that blind vision by causing problems with the camera.
9) Use gravity whenever possible to locate parts. For example, the heaviest part
could be used as a fixture.
10) Use gravity-fastening methods.
SET OF GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY IN SPACE
As mentioned earlier, the absence of gravity is the single most important factor that calls for
major changes in the design measurements vis-a-vis assembly on earth.
Gravity acts as a gripping, holding, or locating force on earth. This is something that is
normally taken for granted, for in the absence of gravity, a major constraining force is lost. This
means that bottom-up assembly is more preferable to any other orientation. Therefore;
1) Orientation of components can be in any direction. However, components should
be so designed that during assembly (if they are non-symmetric) they should be
capable of being assembled from any one particular side.
On earth gripper safety is considered more important than that of the object because of the high
cost of grippers. In case of a slip, the object is dropped to save the gripper. However, in space
any object that slips out of the robot's grip can become a projected missile and severely damage
the spacecraft and equipment or even fatally injure the occupants, hence
2) All components should have handles or gripping facilities that prevent their
slipping out of grip.
If a component is capable of reconfiguring itself the need to reassemble it is eliminated. The
chance of the component slipping out of control, need for unnecessary gripping, extra motion,
etc are deviated and therefore, safety and efficiency in space operations are enhanced. This
translates itself into the guideline:
3) Components should be able to reconfigurate themselves whenever feasible. An
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example of this would be a solar panel which can fold up, instruments that can realign
themselves etc.
4) Use of symmetric parts that require no particular orientation.
5) Avoid parts with tangling tendencies.
6) Gravity fastening can not be used.
In figure 1 the component (front weight of a tractor for providing stability) uses gravity
fastening. However, such fastening would not constrain the component in space.
Some other guidelines formulated by Gordon, S.A., (4) are as follows:
7) All components have to be constrained fully.
8) Servicing operations using two gripping/moving locations should be permissible.
9) Fasteners should be constrained from all sides (captive fasteners)
10) Hardware used must be the ones that are already in use and standardized.
Guideline number (7) is quite self explanatory. If the components are not constrained fully
and securely, they would float away from control due to the absence of gravity. While the
components are in the robot's grasp, they must not even be able to shift position as thus would
disrupt assembly/servicing operations.
The eighth guideline has been formulated by GSFC in order to make the design of the end
effector of the robot arm simpler and more compact as the task of gripping and operating the
restraint is now shared by two separate arms. In the case of only one arm, the end effector has to
perform both gripping and operating the restraint. Also, in this case the torque is reached back
through the robot arm or end effector and this calls for the presence of gripping fixtures at each
fastener location. In two arm operation, only one gripping fixture is needed to constrain the
component.
Figure 2 (Gordon, S.A., [4]) shows the advantages of using a captive fastener. The only
task that the robot has to carry out for assembly / disassembly is to apply torque to the fastener.
If the fasteners are not captive, the robot has to perform the additional task of (a) restraining the
fastener while operating it and (b) removing it and using a separate fixture to store the fastener.
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Thus, a simple design modification considerably reduces the complexity of and the number of
operations needed in the task.
The use of standardized hardware eliminates the need for research to develop special
hardware and the whole host of design modifications that accommodating such special hardware
would entail.
In the above referred research work, a mock-up of a unit of a spacecraft was used to study
the effect of the special requirements of the robotic servicing in space on the design and the
guidelines discussed (7 to 10) were found to be major influencing factors.
AN ELEMENTARY APPROACH FOR ARRIVING AT GUIDELINES THAT ARE
SUBSETS / SUPERSETS OF THESE THREE SETS
Figure 3 explains the position of robotic assembly in space vis-a-vis assembly on earth (by
robots or otherwise) using set theory.
Mathematically, S E denotes the set of design assembly guidelines on earth (using robots or
otherwise). S R denotes the set of design assembly guidelines by robots (on earth or in space).
S S denotes the set of design assembly techniques in space (by robots or by astronauts). Then,
SEOSR = SRE, set of guidelines for design and assembly by robots on earth.
SEA S S = SES, set of design and assembly guidelines suitable on earth and in space,
using robots or otherwise.
S R (_ S S = SRS, set of design techniques for assembly by robots in space.
S R _ SS S E = SRS E, set of guidelines for design and assembly by robots that can
be used in space and on earth.
Thus, in order to arrive at SRS, ie, the set of all guidelines for robotic design and assembly
in space, we need only find S R _ SS. In this case, it can be done by inspection. The only
guidelines of SR that do not apply are those pertaining to the use of gravity, ie,
9) Use gravity whenever possible to locate parts
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10) Use gravity-fastening methods, by eliminating these two guidelines we arrive at
SRS-
CONCLUSION
Due to the energizing trends of using A-I techniques to design components and assemblies for
different kinds of applications, it is important to formulate guidelines that could be used in the
data base that such techniques would need. It must be emphasized that these guidelines are far
from exhaustive and have been used for illustrative purposes only. It is hoped that at a later
time it would be possible to develop expert systems that would be able to arrive at guidelines
which can be formed from a combination (union or intersection) of these three sets from an
exhaustive data base. Examples of such subsets would be guidelines for design and assembly
on earth by robots, guidelines for design and assembly in space by astronauts (This would be
important as a back up in case of a failure of the robotic systems), etc. With almost complete
computerization, these tools would prove indespensible to several applications.
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Fig 1. Assembly of Front Rigid Axle of a Tractor
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Bureau of Mines is approaching the problems of accidents and
efficiency in the mining industry through the application of automation and
robotics to mining systems. This technology can increase safety by removing
workers from hazardous areas of the mines or from performing hazardous tasks.
The efficiency of mining systems can increase through a reduction of machine
downtime and through more efficient operation of mining equipment. The
short-term goal of the Automation and Robotics program is to develop
technology that can be implemented in the form of an autonomous mining
machine using current continuous mining machine equipment. This requires
technology that would allow a continuous mining machine to perform the same
functions in coal extraction as a manually-operated continuous mining machine,
only without human intervention. In the longer term, the goal is to conduct
research that will lead to new intelligent mining systems that capitalize on
the capabilities of robotics.
The Bureau of Mines Automation and Robotics program has been structured
to produce the technology required for the short- and long-term goals. The
short-term goal of application of automation and robotics to an existing
mining machine, resulting in autonomous operation, is expected to be
accomplished within five years. Key technology elements required for an
autonomous continuous mining machine are well underway and include machine
navigation systems, coal-rock interface detectors, machine condition
monitoring, and intelligent computer systems.
A navigation scheme consisting of a laser scanning unit, a gyroscope,
sonar, and clinometers has been designed, sensors procured, and lab testing
initiated. For coal-rock interface detection, Bureau work is focusing on the
techniques of machine vibration, in-seam seismic properties, and doppler
radar. In-mine testing of these techniques is underway. The Bureau is
approaching machine failures through the development of real-time sensor-based
diagnostic expert systems. An expert system for the hydraulic and electrical
subsystems of a continuous mining machine is being developed. The last key
technology element, an intelligent computer system, provides the backbone for
intelligent mining systems. The computer system must interface to a variety
of sensor systems, and control the mining machine to mine coal according to a
mining plan, while being able to react to any abnormal conditions
encountered. An onboard computer system has been designed and machine control
tests have been initiated.
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In this paper, the Bureau of Mines program is described, including status
of key technology elements for an autonomous continuous mining machine, the
program schedule, and future work. Although the program is directed toward
underground mining, much of the technology being developed may have
applications for space systems or mining on the moon or other planets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coal is the most abundant U.S. energy resource. There are enough coal
reserves in the U.S. to provide energy for several hundred years.
However, a number of factors have contributed to a situation where the U.S.
coal industry is losing its competitiveness in the world energy market. Two
contributing factors are the costs associated with accidents and system
inefficiencies. If coal is to be the solution for U.S. energy needs in the
future, something must be done to increase safety, health, and efficiency of
mining operations.
Many new technologies have been introduced to mining over the years.
Continuous mining machine and longwall coal extraction systems have had a
large impact on coal productivity. However, these systems, even though
productive, still operate far below their design capacity. Also, the number
of accidents occurring annually in underground coal mines has basically
leveled off, with no major reduction expected using current mining systems.
The application of high technology including artificial intelligence and
robotics is one way for the U.S. coal industry to be competitive, and for coal
to be the energy resource of the future. Robotics and automation technology
are now commonly used in other industries to increase safety and
productivity, and to reduce costs. The automotive industry is one example in
which this technology is used with success. A similar success can be achieved
in the mining industry. Productivity should be improved by increasing machine
availability and efficiency of operation. Health and safety should be
improved by removing humans from hazardous areas of the mine.
The Bureau of Mines is committed to a program of research in Robotics and
Automation for the mining industry. This paper presents the Bureau's program,
discussing key technology areas, current status, and plans for the future.
2. PROGRAM DIRECTION
Room-and-pillar mining using continuous mining machines is a major coal
extraction method in the U.S. today and is expected to continue to be a major
method. Continuous mining machines are also necessary for panel development
for the longwall coal extraction method. Therefore, the Bureau of Mines has
initially focused its Robotics and Automation program toward the technology
required for an autonomous or robotic continuous mining machine--that is,
toward technology that would allow a continuous mining machine to operate
without human intervention in a room-and-pillar mining scenario.
This research involves integrating new technology with existing
continuous mining machines to allow them to operate autonomously. The new
technology consists of sensor systems and computer intelligence that would
allow the mining machine to sense its own status and operation, sense its
environment, make decisions, and extract coal according to a mining plan,
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while being able to react to changing conditions. While working toward the
program goal of a completely autonomous continuous mining machine, much of
this technology can also be utilized on existing manually-operated mining
machines to have an immediate impact on mining safety and productivity.
3. TECHNOLOGY ELEMENTS
An autonomous continuous mining machine must be capable of performing the
same functions in coal extraction as a manually-operated continuous miner,
only without human intervention. With a manually-operated continuous mining
machine, the operator relies heavily on his human sensory systems to control
the machine according to a mining plan (fig. I). The operator often uses
vision to tell when the cutting drum is cutting coal or the overlying or
underlying strata. The feel or vibration of the machine and the noise
generated by the cutting are also indicators of the material being cut. As
the machine goes from cutting coal to a harder or softer strata, vibration and
noise change.
To keep the mining machine traveling in the desired heading, as
specified in the mining plan, the machine operator must visually align the
machine with the survey marks on the roof. Vision is also necessary to guide
the machine from one location in the mine to another, to negotiate entries,
and to avoid obstacles. Verbal communication with the face foreman is also
necessary for machine guidance and to deal with abnormalities.
To detect machine problems or failures, the machine operator uses his
senses of vision, hearing, and smell. For example, the operator can visually
see a failure such as a ruptured hydraulic hose, hear changes in the sound a
motor is making, or smell a hot motor.
All these sensory inputs are then passed to the operator's brain, where
decisions are made and control of the machine initiated. The human operator
must make decisions not only for normal conditions, but also for abnormal
conditions. This sometimes requires the operator to consult the face foreman
or other mine experts who are more knowledgeable of how to best deal with the
situation.
An autonomous continuous mining machine must be able to sense, make
decisions, and carry out machine control (fig. 2) as described above for a
manually-operated machine. The key technology elements required for an
autonomous continuous mining machine are shown in fig. 3.
Basic Mininq Machine
As previously discussed, the drum-type continuous mining coal extraction
machine is the first target for the robotics and automation technology.
Research is being directed toward machines currently being used in the mining
industry so that the technology developed can be easily implemented by mining
machine manufacturers.
Computer Systems
The computer system provides the backbone for intelligent mining
systems. In an intelligent system, the computer must interface to a variety
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of internal (machine world) and external (surrounding environment) sensors,
gather data from the sensors, be able to make decisions based on the real-time
sensor data, and initiate and carry out machine control. Essentially, the
computer system has to play the role of a human to sense the environment, make
decisions, and control the machine based on those decisions. The computer
must know what to do not only under routine conditions, but also during
abnormal conditions.
Machin_ Control
Establishing accurate, computer-based control of a continuous mining
machine is the first step in the development of autonomous, robotic equipment.
Machine control refers to the steps necessary to establish and maintain
accurate control of the mining machine appendages (cutting boom, gathering
head, conveyor elevation and swing, and stabilizer jack) and locomotion
tracks.
Guidance Systems
An autonomous mining machine must be able to guide itself not only in
the face area, but also throughout the entire mine. This requires sensors to
provide information on machine position and heading, and the distance to walls
and other obstacles. An intelligent computer system must take this real-time
information, add it to already known information such as the mining plan, and
decide where to cut coal or where to next navigate.
Coal-Rock Interface Detection
Not only must an intelligent mining machine be able to navigate
horizontally throughout a mine, but it must also be able to keep its cutting
within the coal seam or to some other specified vertical cutting pattern.
Known as coal-rock interface detection, this ability is critical to any
autonomous mining system. The machine must be able to tell when it is cutting
coal, and when it crosses the coal-rock boundary to cutting overlying or
underlying rock strata. Sensors to detect where the cutting head is
vertically in the coal seam are necessary.
Diaanostlcs
Machine downtime is a significant cause of lost productivity from
underground mining equipment. Being able to predict a machine failure in
advance of its occurrence or to rapidly determine the cause of a failure would
provide a significant increase in machine productivity. A machine diagnostic-
predictive system is even more crucial when a human is not onboard the machine
to see the failure occur.
Planninq and Supervision
In a robotic application where a stationary robot is doing a routine,
repetitive action, planning for the robot is greatly simplified. However, in
a situation where the environment can change significantly, and where the
robot is mobile, planning for the robot is complex. The robot must be able to
update or change plans as conditions change. With an autonomous vehicle, a
machine planner is required to make sure that a particular machine goal is
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achieved. For an autonomous continuous mining machine, the planner must be
able to instruct the mining machine to mine coal according to a mining plan,
while making adjustments as conditions warrant. This planner must deal with
normal and abnormal conditions. The Bureau's Automation and Robotic program
is addressing each of the key technology elements required for an autonomous
continuous mining machine.
4. PROGRAM STATUS
A Bureau-owned Joy 16CMI is currently used as a testbed for evaluation
and prototyping of systems for the Robotics and Automation program. The
machine was available from previous mining research and met the needs at the
time. However, because it was originally designed as a miner-bolter, it has
certain peculiarities that make it unsuitable for use in future plans to take
the machine underground. Therefore, a new machine will be acquired for
evaluation of technology underground.
The Joy 16CM is currently under computer control [I]. An onboard
computer has been designed, assembled, and programmed for collecting data from
machine sensors and for controlling the machine. The computer is a real-time,
multitasking, multiuser system consisting of off-the-shelf hardware. It is
based on the Intel 80286 processor. Near-term expansion of the computer
system will involve upgrading to a distributed processing network, Bitbus.
This will allow each separate machine subsystem, such as a coal-rock interface
detector, to have its own processor for carrying out its function. The Bitbus
network will also permit other computers such as a PC, SUN workstation, or
Symbolics computer to be interfaced to the onboard computer, through the
network, for offboard tasks such as planning. It will significantly enhance
system capabilities.
Accurate, closed-loop computer control of the Joy ]6CM has been
established. That is, through computer commands, each of the movable parts of
the Joy 16CM can be controlled by sensor feedback with good accuracy. This
has involved a series of open-loop and closed-loop tests of the Joy 16CM
operating in free space at the Bureau's test facility. Sensors installed on
the machine to provide the angular position of the movable parts provide the
necessary feedback information for closed-loop control. Once accurate control
of the mining machine was established, the ability to maintain that accuracy
and stability under stress conditions was determined by cutting simulated coal
known as coalcrete. Accurate computer control was maintained.
During the last year, a navigation scheme for an autonomous continuous
mining machine operating in a room-and-pillar, two-pass mining scenario was
defined [2]. It makes use of a suite of sensors that work in concert to
enable the mining machine to navigate not only locally in the face area, but
also throughout the mine. Sensors being evaluated for the sensor suite include
sonar, a laser scanning system, a gyroscope, a fluxgate compass, and
clinometers. The navigation scheme uses a reference frame, a mobile control
structure, on which the laser-scanning units are mounted. The laser-scanning
IUse of manufacturer's names is for identification only and does not
imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.
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units send out a horizontal laser beam at a go" field of view toward the
mining machine on which retroreflector targets are mounted. The beam is
reflected off the targets and returned to the scanning unit and detected by a
photo detector. The other sensing systems are installed on the mining machine
in the navigation scheme. These sensor systems are currently being evaluated
on the mining machine testbed and on a locomotion emulator, a rubber-tired
vehicle that can emulate the motion paths and control commands of various
types of mining equipment.
Research on coal interface detector (CID) sensors involves several
techniques. First, an investigation [3] of the fundamental physical
properties of the coal-rock interface of the U.S. coal seams where the
majority of the coal is produced and/or is expected to be produced in the
future, is being conducted. Coal and rock samples from the major seams are
being analyzed in the lab to determine if natural gamma radiation, which has
been successfully used in Europe, or a new technique using optical,
electrical, or mechanical properties of the coal-rock interface may be useful
as a coal-rock interface detector.
Second, several specific techniques are being investigated for a coal-
rock interface detector, including machine vibration and in-seam seismic
[4,5]. In both techniques, sensors, in this case accelerometers, are attached
to the mining machine for machine vibration, or to the coal, roof, and floor
for in-seam seismic, to sense signals generated as the mining machine is
extracting coal. Different signals are generated when the machine is cutting
coal versus when it is cutting rock. Powerful, intelligent signal processing
computer programs, referred to as "Adaptive Signal Discrimination Networks,"
are used to discriminate this difference. Once the system has been trained on
known conditions, it can distinguish the difference on unknown conditions.
The key to this technique is the intelligent signal processing program. In-
mine data are being collected for lab analysis and training in the lab.
Lastly, another technique for CID being investigated [6] is a doppler
radar system. Research into this unconventional radar technique is being
pursued instead of the conventional brute force approaches of pulse,
impulse, and FM/CW radar, which have reached their maximum limits of
feasibility. The doppler radar concept is not dependent on the parameters
that have limited the performance of previous coal interface detectors. The
present concept is to move the sensor antenna through a small spatial cycle by
electronically switching signals among four small stationary dipole antennas.
The doppler history caused by the apparent antenna motion is stored in
computer memory and is then correlated with a prestored template of all coal
dielectric and depth combinations. A matrix array of dielectric and thickness
probabilities is then obtained. A new parameter matrix is then picked, and a
new doppler history array is generated. The process is repeated until one
dielectric and one thickness correlate. An advantage of this technique is
that the dielectric need not be known nor a dielectric value assumed, as in
previous radar techniques, before the thickness can be determined. Only enough
measurements need be made to obtain the desired statistical confidence level
of correlation.
The Bureau is addressing the problem of machine failures and downtime
through the application of expert system technology to the problem. An expert
system is being developed to diagnose and/or predict continuous mining machine
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failures. It is a real-time, sensor-based system, using input from onboard
sensors. The goal is to make it a predictive maintenance system which would
be capable of monitoring sensor data over time, looking for degradation of
machine components that would indicate a failure may occur in the future.
There are three main subsystems for the continuous mining machine
maintenance expert system: electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical. Two
parallel efforts are currently underway to develop the maintenance diagnostic
expert system, one for the electrical subsystem [7], and one for the hydraulic
subsystem [8]. In both cases, sensors have been defined and installed on the
mining machine to accurately detect system failures, and to provide
information to the expert system of them. The knowledge for each respective
knowledge base is being developed in conjunction with experts in the field.
Research for machine planning is underway in several respects. Under
contract [g] with West Virginia University, the Bureau is developing an expert
system to assist a face foreman in decision-maklng. The same rules and
thought process used in the expert system will be part of autonomous machine
planning. Under another cooperative contract, Carnegie Mellon University is
working on planning strategic level actions. They have produced a Small-
talk-80 implementation for strategic planning, modeling a network of actions
describing a continuous miner in entry and crosscut operations. Effort
currently underway is to develop the merging of machine task planning with a
geometric model of the domain. An object representation for face, ribs,
floor, and roof will be developed for the local environment, as well as an
object representation for the extended environment, typified as a mine map.
5. SPINOFF TECHNOLOGY
Although the Bureau's program is investigating technology for a
completely autonomous mining machine, much of this technology can be applied
to mining problems in current mining scenarios to provide an immediate
benefit. Two mining scenarios in which this technology may be immediately
beneficial are in deep cut mining and highwall mining. In deep cut mining,
continuous mining machines, operated by radio or tethered remote control, are
used to make cuts of 40 ft, going beyond the point of supported roof. Since
the operator is not on the machine, this deeper cut is permitted. However,
with this deeper cut, the operator may not always be able to see the face or,
in certain cases, the mining machine. Both vertical coal-rock interface
detectors and lateral guidance systems would be beneficial in these cases.
With highwall mining, operators are interested in penetrating into the
highwall 500 to 1,000 ft. Since the miner is out of visual view, again CID is
necessary. In highwall mining, a constant rib thickness is maintained for the
length of the penetration. If too little rib is left, the roof may fall. If
wider than necessary rib is left, coal is wasted. Therefore, an accurate
lateral guidance system is needed. The radar system being researched for CID
is also expected to be useful here.
ClD technology would also be beneficial for vertical guidance of longwall
shearers. Longwalls typically produce far less than their design capacity,
and the operator is often exposed to respirable dust. Vertical guidance
technology will both increase productivity and remove miners from unhealthful
conditions.
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6. PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Work under the Robotics and Automation program will develop technology,
as described in this paper, for a completely autonomous mining system. A
timeline showing major milestones (large circles) and the research (small
circles) required to attain these milestones, is shown in fig. 4.c Machine
control [I] was established in 1988. Machine presence, the next milestone,
will be completed in Iggo. For this milestone, position-heading navigation
technology [2] and coal-rock seam detection [3,4,5,6] must be completed. In
1992, the machine guidance milestone will be completed, incorporating machine
planning, which includes contingency reactions and machine action lists.
Between 1992 and 1995, machine diagnostics [7,8] will be available, MSHA
approvals will be addressed, in-mine evaluations will be conducted, and the
equipment will be ruggedized. This all leads to technology for an autonomous
mining machine being available in 1995.
Again, as technology pieces for an autonomous mining machine become
available, they will be implemented, as appropriate, to current mining machine
operations.
7. FUTURE RESEARCH
While the thrust of the Automation and Robotics program is directed
toward the short-term objective of technology for an autonomous continuous
mining machine, longer term objectives are taking a broader approach, looking
at robotics technology and how it can lend itself to improving the coal
extraction process. This may lead to new machine designs or new mining
processes.
B. SUMMARY
The Bureau of Mines Robotics and Automation research is addressing the
problems of mining inefficiency and accidents in underground coal mines
through the development of technology for autonomous mining systems. Work on
the key technology elements required for an autonomous continuous mining
machine, including intelligent computer systems, machine control, guidance
systems, coal-rock interface detectors, diagnostics systems, and planning
systems is underway.
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Introduction
The focus of our research is to build a compact, high performance lightstripe rangefinder using a VLSI
smart photosensor array.
Rangefinding, the measurement of the three-dimensional prof'lle of an object or scene, is a critical
component for many robotic applications, and therefore many techniques have been developed [2]. Of
these, lightstripe rangef'mding is one of the most widely used and reliable techniques available.
Though practical, the speed of sampling range data by the conventional light stripe technique is severely
limited. A conventional light stripe rangefinder operates in a step-and-repeat manner. A stripe source is
projected on an object, a video image is acquired, range data is extracted from the image, the stripe is
stepped, and the process repeats. Range acquisition is limited by the time needed to grab the video
images, increasing linearly with the desired horizontal resolution. During the acquisition of a range
image, the objects in the scene being scanned must be stationary. Thus, the long scene sampling time of
step-and-repeat rangefinders limits their application.
The fast range sensor we propose to build is based on the modification of this basic lightstripe ranging
technique in a manner described by Sato [6] and Kida [3]. As will be seen, this technique does not
require a sampling of images at various stripe positions to build a range map. Rather, an entire range
image is acquired in parallel while the stripe source is swept continuously across the scene. Total time to
acquire the range image data is independent of the range map resolution.
Our target rangefinding system will acquire 1,000 100 x 100 point range images per second with 0.5%
range accuracy. It will be compact and rugged enough to be mounted on the end effector of a robot arm
to aid in object manipulation and assembly tasks.
Integrated Smart Sensing
The search for an efficient implementation of the parallel algorithm leads one to the use of smart
sensors. A smart sensor has cells which provide processing at the point of sensing. Our range sensor uses
smart cells to independently acquire data for range map points in parallel. When a scan has completed,
the collected data can be read sequentially from the sensor. The slight increase in cell functionality from
sensing-only to sensing-and-storage makes a high performance rangefinder based on the parallel
algorithm realizable.
Advancesin VLSItechnologymake smart sensors possible and hold the promise for further integration
of computation and sensing. The key to a VLSI implementation of the lightstripe sensor chip is the ability
to integrate photoreceptors, analog circuitry, and digital logic on a single CMOS chip. Examples of this
class of chip exist and include commercial CCD camera chips, the Xerox Optical Mouse [4], Mead's
Artificial Retina [7], and an Optical Position Encoder done at the CSEM in Switzerland [1].
Parallel Rangefinder System Overview
Algorithm
Figure 1 shows the principle on which a lightstripe range finder operates. The scene is illuminated with
a vertical plane of fight. The light is intercepted by an object surface in the path of the beam and, when
seen by a video camera placed left of the light sorer.e, appears as a stripe which follows the surface
contour of objects in the scene.
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Figure 1: Lightstripe Rangefinder Geometry
Range data along the contour can be calculated easily using the principle of triangulation. In figure 1,
the equation of the plane of light L is known because the projection angle 0 is controlled. The line of
sight R for each point p on the image of the slripe can be also determined by tracing a line from the image
focal point fp through p. The intersection of the ray R with the plane L uniquely determines the three-
dimensional position of P on the surface corresponding to p. Range data of the whole scene is collected
via a step-and-repeat procedure, that is, iterating the process of fixing the stripe on the scene, taking a
picture, and processing the resultant image until the entire scene has been scanned.
Though practical, the speed of sampling range data by the conventional light stripe technique is severely
limited. Assume that a video camera image has N rows. Since from one image at each step we can obtain
N
up to N data points, the maximum speed of sampling is Sma x = Tf where Tf is the time required to acquire
and process an image frame. Typically, N ranges between 256 and 512 samples and Tf ranges between
one-thirtieth and one-tenth of a second. Thus, sampling speeds of camera based systems are limited to
Sma x ,, 2.5K~ 15/(samples/second.
In the parallel rangef'mding technique, the video camera is replaced by a two-dimensional array of smart
photosensitive cells. In addition, range data is not acquired in a step-and-repeat manner. Instead, the
plane of light is swept across the scene at a constant angular velocity once from left to right.
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Figure 2: 2D Array of Smart Photosensors
The array of photosensitive cells, shown in figure 2, is smart for the following reason. Each has
circuitry that can remember the t/me at which it observed the peak incident light intensity during a sweep
of the stripe L. Observe that each cell predefines a unique line of sight R and that the information tcell
recorded by each cell defines a particular orientation of the stripe L(tceU). Recalling the geometry in
figure 1, one sees that this information is sufficient to calculate the three-dimensional position of the
imaged object point P, again using triangulation. The data gathered during one pass of the stripe in an
MxM array of these smart sensing elements is sufficient to calculate the MxM range map of an imaged
scene.
For an MxM array of these cells, the sweep time Ts of the lightstripe and M determine the sampling
speed. The sweep time Ts will be limited by photoreceptor sensitivity and M by integration technology.
We are predicting values of Ts on the order of one to ten milliseconds, and values of M ranging between
40 and 100. The rates at which the smart sensor array generates range data will be
sSmart M2
max = _ " 0.25/- 10Msamples/second.
This is a speedup of several orders of magnitude over that of a conventional camera-based system.
System Implementation Issues
The hardware necessary to construct a rangef'mding system based on the parallel technique is
comparable to that found in a conventional range finder. One needs a photosensitive array, stripe
generation hardware, and system interface circuitry.
Functionally, each element of the smart photosensitive array converts light energy into an analog
voltage, determines the time at which the voltage peaks, and remembers the time at which the peak
occurred. The implementation of this functional specification requires that photoreceptor and signal
conditioning circuitry be integrated into a unique hybrid sensor cell. The sensing element design must
consider tradeoffs in cell size, power dissipation, bandwidth, sensitivity, and accuracy.
Special care must be taken with the photodiode amplification stages. Photocurrents induced by incident
light from the stripe are on the order of a nanoamp and must be amplified to reasonable voltage levels. In
addition, the high rate of range map acquisition supported by our system implies high bandwidth
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photodiode signals. A 100x 100 element sensor gathering 1,000 range images per second requires an
amplifier that can provide gain out to IOOKHz. On the other hand, we know that the frequency content of
signals generated by a continuously moving stripe will be found above the base scanning frequency.
Thus, the low pass nature of amplified photocurrents should be combined with a high pass filter stage to
yield an amplifier with an overall bandpass frequency response. The cells that result will be most
sensitive to frequencies generated by the image of a moving stripe. The amount of interference caused by
ambient light and signal conditioning circuitry l/f noise will be reduced.
The stripe generation hardware consists of a coherent light source, stripe optics, and sweep mechanics.
It must project a continuously moving stripe whose geometry with respect to the sensor is known as a
function of time. A start-of-scan (SOS) detector and its conditioning electronics must also be included in
the stripe generation assembly. The SOS indication defines a reference point in time relative to which
range data will be measured and recorded by the sensing elements.
The system interface circuitry bridges the gap between range sensor and host processor. Range image
acquisition must be coordinated between the sensor and the stripe generation hardware. Sensing element
data must be acquired and accurately converted into a form usable by the host. Finally, the system
interface must provide a high bandwidth path to the host for acquired range data.
Photodiode Based Test System
Implementation
We have designed and built a prototype range finding system based on the parallel algorithm. Essential
components in this system included stripe generation hardware, range sensor, range sensor optics, and
host interface. This implementation is similar in spirit to systems built by others [6] [3] and served as
groundwork for our Vl..Slsensor based system.
Figure 3:4 x4 Photodiode Array Mounted in a 35mm Camera
The sensor in our evaluation system has been constructed using a discrete 4x4 array of photodiodes as
the sensing device as seen in figure 3. The photodiodes are mounted in a 35mm SLR camera body which
provided a convenient mechanism for incorporating focusing optics and for sighting the rangefinder.
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Photodiodes were chosen for the sensing elements because they possess bandwidth sufficient to meet our
sweep rate specifications.
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Figure 4: Photodiode Signal Conditioning Circuitry
Analog signal conditioning circuitry for each of the discrete photodiodes was designed to provide a
digital transition when the reflection of the stripe passed through a diode's field of view. It consisted of a
high gain transimpedance amplifier and simple thresholding stage as shown in figure 4.
The design of the photocurrent amplifier was crucial. For purposes of small signal bandwidth analysis,
reversed biased photodiodes can be modeled as the parallel combination of a current source of a few
nanoamps, a resistance, and a capacitance. Though the internal capacitance is moderate, on the order of a
few picofarads, the internal resistance is ten gigaohms or more. The parallel combination of these creates
an undesirable pole at a frequency of a few hertz which tends to low pass filter any output signal. The
photocurrent amplification circuitry must provide a large photocurrent to voltage gain while presenting a
small impedance to the diode. The amplifier shown in figure 4 provides 18M_ of photocurrent
amplification and employs negative feedback to servo the photodiode anode to a constant voltage,
increasing available bandwidth.
Amplified photodiode signals were high pass filtered before reaching the comparator. This was done to
make the comparator threshold level independent of photodiode dark current and ambient light levels and
to remove low frequency circuit noise.
The digital output from the comparator in each cell was passed directly to the host interface. This is
practical when a sensor of only 16 elements is involved, but would not be practical for sensor densities
much above 10x 10. On the host interface, the 16 comparator outputs were sampled into a local dual-
ported memory. Host access to the data was provided via a memory-mapped VME interface.
The stripe in this discrete implementation was generated using a 5 raw helium-neon (HeNe) laser and
half-cylindrical lens. Sweeping of the stripe was accomplished using a mirror mounted on a
galvonometer. Use of a galvonometer to sweep the stripe meant that scans alternated in direction between
left-to-right and right-to-left. The galvonometer was driven with a 500Hz triangle wave in order to
generate our target 1,000 sweeps per second.
Two additional photodiodes were used to provide start-of-scan (SOS) and end-of-scan (EOS)
indications necessary for determining the time origin, direction, and duration of a sweep. Conditioning
circuitry used for these scan detectors is similar to that used by the sensing elements. The digital output
from these detectors is used by host interface hardware to initialize the sample memory address counter
and determine the direction of stripe scan.
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Results
The photodiode based rangef'mding system hardware was able to generate and record over 1,000 4 x4
range images each second. System software, running on a SUN 3/160 workstation, slowed the rate of
processed image data to about 100 frames a second. Range data, encoded in the time from a scan origin to
when a sensing element sees the flash, was continuously displayed on the monitor of the host workstation.
VLSI Range Sensor Based System
System Overview
From a speed and sensitivity standpoint, our discrete photodiode based system is a successful
implementation of the parallel rangefinding algorithm. However, a 4 x4 array does not provide enough
range points to be useful. As one considers building larger and larger arrays out of discrete photodiodes,
implementation problems quickly become apparent. The cost of wiring individual photodiodes to
interface circuitry becomes prohibitive for arrays much larger than 10 x 10. Support circuitry must be built
out of off-the-shelf analog and digital IC components for each sensing element. Schemes which time
multiplex wires from the photodiodes and sensing element conditioning electronics are not practical
because one cannot predict when a given cell will see the stripe.
A vl._I implementation of the range sensor shows the greatest promise for increasing the range image
density of the system. The essential thing that VLSl provides is the ability to integrate the sensor,
conditioning circuitry, and range memory into a single smart cell. Wiring costs from sensor to amplifier
to memory circuitry are virtually eliminated. Time multiplexed readout of range data is practical once
data for a scan has been recorded within the sensor cells. Thus, the range map resolution of a VLSIbased
sensor is not limited by the number of connections which can be made to the sensing elements.
Range Sensor IC Interface
The range chip provides data in the form of two time multiplexed analog outputs. The first transfers
sensed stripe arrival time values from the chip. The second provides the intensity seen at a cell when the
incident stripe intensity was at a maximum. This intensity output will give a rough idea of scene
reflectance and will be useful in determining the level of confidence one can attach to the corresponding
time sample. Storage of chip data as analog values might at first seem to he inherently noisier than
storing acquired data digitally. Justification for this decision is outlined in the description of the sensor
chip.
The system interface will control the range image acquisition process, drive the sensor chip, retrieve raw
range data, and make this data available to the host over a high bandwidth path. Two analog-to-digital
conveners will be necessary. The first will be used to convert the analog time values, the second to
convert the maximum sensing element intensity values. These analog-to-digital converters will need to
have a 2MHz conversion rate and better than ten bits of accuracy. Stripe sweep control circuitry will
generate the analog time ramp. The period of the ramp will be phased locked to index pulses generated
by the SOS detector.
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IC Based Rangefinder Stripe Generation
HeNe laser tubes are not well suited for use in a compact rangefinding system. We plan to construct an
infrared (IR) laser diode based stripe source. Silicon photoddiodes have good sensitivity to light in the
near infrared I area of the spectrum, in the range wavelengths emitted by typical IR laser diodes. A good
match of spectral characteristics between stripe source and photodiode based detector will aid in stripe
detection. A cylindrical lens will serve to fan the collimated beam into a stripe.
In order to sweep a 60° field of view in one millisecond, the stripe will have to rotate at IO,O00RPM. A
multifaeeted mirror attached to the shaft of a motor spinning at 5,000RPM is one candidate for sweeping
the stripe. The stripe sweep hardware and range sensor will be assembled as one unit to insure an
accurate and steady baseline for range calculations.
The Sensor Chip
A block diagram of our sensor chip, showing sensing element layout, can be seen in figure 2.
Photodiode areas are arranged in vertical stripes which are to be aligned in the direction of the imaged
light stripe. Sensing element support circuitry is sandwiched between the photodiodes. As will be
described, the design of sensing elements on the IC differs from the design of sensing elements in the
discrete photodiode implementation in several important ways.
Sensor chips and test structures are being fabricated in a 2.0_t CMOS2 P-well double-metal, double-poly
process. Fabrication is provided through the MOSIS [5] system. Global chip busses required for power
and ground runs, timestamp input, and multiplexed data readout can easily be realized with this two layer
metal process. Total sensing element area is projected to be 2001ax200p. We expect to be able to
integrate a 40x40 cell sensor in a roughly one square centimeter die. In order to keep chip power
dissipation to a few watts, cell current is budgeted at around 2001aamps.
If our sensor chip design is to be successful, attention must be paid to the following issues:
• design of the integrated photoreceptors,
• photocurrent amplification bandwidth and noise floor,
• representation of the global timestamp signal on the chip,
• data storage capability, and
• design of the sensor chip interface.
Refer to the block diagram for one sensing element, shown in figure 5, as we discuss the manner in which
these issues are addressed in our sensing element design.
Integrated Photodlodes as Sensing Devices
The photodiodes are critical to the sensitivity and bandwidth of the sensor cells. Current output at a
given incident light intensity is directly proportional to the photodiode area. The more area devoted to
photodiode structures the better the optical sensitivity of the sensing elements will be. Our photodiodes
are 20,000_t 2 in area, one half the total area budgeted for a cell.
1Near infrared includes wavelengths between 700nm and 1,000 nm. IR laser diodes emit light at wavelengths ranging between
820nm and 880 nm.
2A micron (_t) is lO-'6 mtters.
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In a CMOS process, maximum sensitivity photodiodes are build using the well-substrate junction [1].
This vertical photodiode structure is constructed using the n-type substrate as the cathode and the p-type
well as the anode. An additional p+ implant is driven into the well to reduce the surface resistivity of the
anode to which contact is made. Finally, the photodiode structures are surrounded with guard rings to
minimize the chance of photocurrent induced latchup. Only the anode of the photodiode is accessible for
reversed biased operation. The cathode of the diode will be at the substrate voltage.
Photoeurrent Amplification
A candidate photocurrent preamplifier is based on one developed for use in an optical position
encoder [1]. This amplifier is logarithmic in that its output voltage is proportional to the log of the
induced photoeurrent. A negative feedback loop consisting of a p-channel FET common source amplifier
and common base lateral NPN transistor servos the photodiode anode to a constant voltage. This reduces
the effective capacitance of the photodiode by a factor equal to the loop gain and thus extends operational
bandwidth. The lateral bipolar transistor used in this circuit is fabricated in a P-well area into which a p+
base contact has been implanted. A small area of n + diffusion, which becomes the emitter, is surrounded
by a ring of n+ diffusion to form the collector. A parasitic vertical NPN structure is also formed by the
substrate, the P-well base, and the emitter. The parasitic lowers the ¢t of the lateral device but does not
adversely affect its operation as a common base stage.
The output of the transimpedance amplifier feeds a second stage of amplification through a high pass
filter. As was the case in the discrete photodiode implementation of this sensor, the high pass section
nulls out the effects of dark current and ambient light. In addition, Ill noise inherent in MOSFETbased
amplifiers is also filtered out. The low pass nature of the photodiode combined with the high pass filter
of the second gain stage yields an overall bandpass transfer characteristic for the photodiode amplifier
stages. Thus, sensing elements on the chip will be most sensitive to those frequencies generated by the
image of the stripe moving across the sensor.
Representing Time as an Analog Voltage
Representing time as an analog voltage has several advantages over the digital equivalent of latching the
value of a continuously running counter. The analog only scheme avoids noise problems associated with
mixing sensitive analog circuits with digital logic within the cell. A digital timestamp bussed over an
entire chip, combined with transients associated with the latching of timestamp values by sensing
elements, are sources of noise with the potential to corrupt the measurement of small levels of
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photocurrent. Photodiode anode points are high impedance nodes and will be susceptible to noise
coupling from other chip circuitry.
The chip area needed for timestamp broadcast and latching will be smaller for the analog scheme when
compared with the circuit area required by the digital scheme. An analog time.stamp can be broadcast
over the entire chip on a single wire and the circuitry to record an analog time value consists of a holding
capacitor and a switch. The eight bits of digital time necessary for 0.5% resolution would have to be
broadcast over a bus and each sensing element would need an eight bit latch.
Raw Range Data Storage with Track-and-Hold Circuitry
The system analog timestamp voltage is switched on to the holding capacitor in a track-and-hold (T/H)
circuit until incident intensity has peaked. A second T/H follows the sensed light intensity until the point
when its held voltage exceeds the input voltage. At that time, the comparator stage changes state,
disabling the T/H circuits and recording a range time value.
In addition to the structures that can be built using a standard P-well CMOS process, the double-poly
process we are using provides high quality linear capacitors. These capacitors exhibit good matching
across a die and are needed by sensing elements on the range sensor IC to store analog voltages. The
matching of these capacitors across the sensor chip will in large part determine the variance in voltage
reported by individual sensors for given time values. At capacitive densities of 0.5ff/l_ 2, a lpf T/H
capacitor will be 45 g on a side.
Host Interface Considerations
Charge accumulated in the sensing elements on the holding capacitors is passed out of the chip on a bus
and integrated to produce a voltage. Both the range data and maximum intensity values will be read from
the sensor in this way. We plan to offload sensing element range data in raster fashion, much like a CCD
camera chip. For the initial 1,600 element sensor, we can spend 500 ns on each cell if range acquisition
time and offloading time are to remain comparable. Future versions could certainly take advantage of
multiple data pathways to reduce the time necessary to dump stored range data. Data could also be
pipelined with range acquisition if two sets of T/H circuitry were built into each cell. Initially we have
decided not to do this for two reasons. First, cell area would grow mainly due to the size of the two
additional T/H capacitors needed. Second, time multiplexing of the on chip busses is essentially a digital
process which has the same noise pitfalls as any other digital circuitry on the chip. By separating
acquisition and offloading phases, we can insure that no digital switching will be occurring while range
measurements are taking place.
Future Work
Our decision to represent range data on the sensor chip as an analog voltage will enable us to apply
analog signal processing techniques for on chip computation. Simple computations can be done with
analog circuitry in less area than possible with corresponding digital computations. For example,
switched capacitor technology can reduce the circuitry needed to compute a weighted average to a few
capacitors and transistors. We hope to explore these possibilities further.
We also plan to explore the use of layered or three-dimensional (3D) VLSI to assist in increasing sensor
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density.A 3D VLSI process is an ideal one for building a dense parallel range sensor. Photosensitive
elements can cover the surface of the chip without gaps in a 3D process, maximizing sensitivity and range
image density.
The research leading to the development of our lightstripe chip has great potential for advancing smart
sensor technology in general. The sensor will need to acquire, amplify, and process information derived
from a weak incident power source. We will need to incorporate ideas from a variety of disciplines to
achieve this goal. In addition, decisions on the kinds of signal processing operations to be performed on
the sensor itself must be made. A smarter chip has the potential to operate on its data directly, saving the
considerable time and bandwidth spent shuffling data between sensors and processing in a typical system.
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Abstract
An important property of an intelligent robot is to be able to determine the location of an object in
3-D space. This paper proposes a general object localization system structure, discusses some impor-
tant issues on localization and gives an overview of current available object localization algorithms
and systems. The algorithms reviewed in the paper are characterized by their feature extracting &
matching strategies, the range finding methods, the types of locatable objects and the mathematical
formulating methods.
1 Introduction
Since the early 1980's, the use of robots in industry has become increasingly popular or even crucial in
some areas. Through practice, researchers have realized that an important property of an intelligent
robot is the ability to determine the location of stationary and moving objects. For example, space
station construction, repairing, maintenance, satellite refueling, etc. have been identified as the
potential areas of applications of telerobotics systems. The availability of an efficient means of locating
objects is one of the key factors to the success of developing such systems.
Object localization has long been defined as a part of object recognition process in computer vision
research [4]. But in most instances, the emphasis of the research is on object recognition. Object
localization is only a by-product. In robotic applications, however, object localization usually is the
ultimate goal. And, it has many of its own problems to be solved such as real-time considerations,
accuracy issues, types of locatable objects, working conditions etc., which object recognition research
generally does not address. In some systems, "locate" has been defined as one of the basic indepen-
dent operations the telerobot system is to perform [27]. As a result, object localization research has
attracted increasing attention recently.
This paper will give an overview of the three-dimensional object localization problem. First, it
provides a closer examination of the problem and then proposes a general object localization system
structure. Some important issues of object localization and the possible implementations of key
components of the proposed object localization system are discussed and compared. A summary is
presented in the final section.
2 The Object Localization Problem
As we have mentioned, object localization is the determination of the location of an object. What
must be solved when a robot vision system is trying to locate an object? A necessary component
of every intelligent robot system is the world modeling system which stores, among other things, a
representation of all the object models that are relevant to the robot's operation and a definition of
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the sensing coordinate system. To specify an object in the world modeling system, there must exist
either an implicit or explicit coordinate system which is associated with that object.
The real problem to be solved when locating an object, therefore, is to determine the relative
location between the sensing coordinate system and the coordinate system for the object, which
is somewhat different from what the object localization means from the point of view of object
recognition. In object recognition, localization can mean a description of the location relationships
among the objects to be recognized.
The relative location of two coordinate systems can be specified in any one of the following
methods:
1. Position and orientation:
The position can be specified by three parameters, e.g., the (x,y,z) coordinates of the origin of
the object coordinate system relative to the sensing coordinate system. There are three different
representations of orientation:
• Three Eular angles a,/3, 7, or angles about the coordinate axes.
• A unit vector r and an angle 0.
• A quaternion. [22, 26]
2. A 4 × 4 homogeneous transformation matrix.
3. Dual number quaternion: [37]
This is an extension of quaternion representation in which each quantity is changed to a dual
quantity [11]. The dual quaternion has a similar interpretation as the real quaternion:
= [ sin(0/2)hcos(0/2) ]
where the vector h is a unit line vector about which the coordinate system has rotated and
translated and 0 is the dual angle of rotation and translation.
The objective of the object localization algorithm is to compute the parameters which specify the
corresponding representation.
Because there are six degrees of freedom a rigid object could have in three dimensional space
(three for position, three for orientation), six independent parameters is the minimum number to
be determined. The advantage of position/orientation representation is that it has minimum or
near minimum number of variables. But there are disadvantages. The angular representations use
trigonometric functions which are of infinite order and lead to a nonpolynomial criterion. Vectorial
representations also have singularities; when the rotation angle 0 is zero, the axis of rotation is
arbitrary. The matrix representation is linear and has no singularity problem. But the inherent
redundancy for rotation leads to a high-dimensional space constraints and will make the computation
a little harder. The dual number quaternion representation has a dimension of eight, which is a little
bit higher than the minimum but is still quite simple to compute.
In some applications, the localization problem can be simplified due to extra constraints imposed
on the object. For example, if an object is so constrained that a planar surface of the object is always
lying on a plane, the degrees of freedom of the object are reduced to three: one for the rotation and
two for the translation.
How does one solve for these position/orientation parameters if sensor data and object models are
given? Usually the computation is carried out by a matching process. That is, the object localization
algorithm will try to find a "best" transformation which will put sensed features into its corresponding
model features.
From the above description, it is not difficult to imagine that a general object localization system
should contain the following components: (1) sensing system: to provide necessary measurements;
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Figure 1: Object localization system organization
(2) world model: to represent all the objects including robot and sensors and their relationships; (3)
feature extraction: to retrieve features which is to be used in the matching process; (4) matching:
to try to pair the sensed features with corresponding model features; and (5) computing: to calculate
the transformation parameters. See Fig. 1 for the configuration.
Based on the types of sensors used in the sensing system, the sensing method can be divided
into serial sensing and parallel sensing. If the necessary sensor data is obtained through a series of
measurements, such as the case when a spot range sensor is used, it is called as serial sensing; if the
sensor data can be obtained by a single measurement, it is called as parallel sensing. In the case of
serial sensing, the whole feature extraction might go through a repeated sensing-extraction process.
The geometric features to be extracted and to be matched can be classified as low-level features and
higher-level features. Possible low-level features include points, vectors, line segments, axes, surface
patches, edges, boundaries and etc.. Possible high-level features include straight dihedrals, circular
dihedrals [9], principle directions of surface curves, minimum, maximum and mean curvatures of
surfaces, Gaussian curvatures, and etc.. Usually the lower the level of features is, the greater the
number of features to be extracted.
The matching process is the process of finding the pairings of sensed features and the model
features. Depending on the level of intelligence of the system, the matching could be done in different
ways. On the lowest level, there is no matching process at all in the system. Whenever a measurement
is taking place, either a default matching is assumed or a man-assisted matching is provided. On
telerobotics systems, for example, the teleoperator might interactively assist the model matching by
indicating with a light pen which features in the image (e.g. edges, corners) correspond to those in a
stored model [1]. On higher levels, the system Will be able to paring the features automatically. Table
1 shows some known feature matchings which have been used in literature to derive the location of
an object. Sometimes, a combination of feature matchings are necessary to completely specify a rigid
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Measured features
Point
Surface normal
Line segment
Edge
Planar surface
Quadric surface
Gaussian curvature
Matched to
Point
Planar surface
Surface patch
Surface normal
Line segment
Planar surface
Surface patch
Edge
Planar surface
Quadric surface
Ganssian curvature
Table 1: Known Matching Strategies in Object Localization
transformation.
We have just showed and discussed a general object localization mechanism. There is no common
solution for the implementation now. Each component could be implemented in many different ways.
Some components or relations in this mechanism may be unnecessary in certain implementations. In
the next two sections, a further discussion about sensing system and feature extracting & matching
strategies will be given.
3 Some Issues
We just showed a general structure of object localization systems. In practice, there are some impor-
tant issues which must be considered when a real localization system is to be designed.
1. Real-time execution: Hierarchical control structure has been defined as a standard for teler-
obot control system architecture [1] and has been adopted by researchers to develop individual
telerobot systems such as systems developed at Goddard [27], University of Michigan [36] and
etc.. The functions of vision system are different at each level. So are the requirements for the
object localization algorithms. Usually the higher the level, the slower the completion rate. See
table 2 for typical completion rates at each level of telerobot control.
At the object task planning level, for example, one of the functions of vision system is to
recognize the environment. The object localization system, as a part of the vision system, is
used to give an approximate measurements of the locations of the objects in the environment.
The execution time is in the minute range. At the E-move level, however, the rate of completion
is in the range of seconds. If a visual-feedback control strategy is used here, the localization
system has to generate updated measurements for the control system to adjust the robot's
movement in the same time frame. Real-time issue will become important. Based on different
timing requirements, the strategies of localization might be also different.
2. Accuracy. Accuracy is another important issue in object localization. There are two definitions
of accuracy, e.g., absolute accuracy e and relative accuracy Ae.
• Absolute accuracy is defined as the difference between a measured value m and it's real
value s. That is, e = m - s;
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Average rate of Average Planning
change in output replanning interval horizon
Servo 1 KHz 1 miUisec. 15 msec.
Primitive 62Hz 16 miUisec. 300 msec.
E-Move 8Hz 128 millisec. 2 sec.
Object/task 1 Hz 1 second 30 sec.
Service Bay .1 Hz 10 second > 10 rain.
Mission 0.01 Hz 1.7 minutes > 1 hour
Table 2: The rateof subtaskcompletion at each levelof hierarchy.([I])
• Relative accuracy is defined as the difference between a measured difference and it's real
difference. For example, if the real difference between two points is Ap and the two
measurements on the two points are sl, s2, then the measured difference is a function
of sl and s2, e.g., Ap' = f(sl,s2), and the relative accuracy of the measurements is
A_ = Ap - Ap'.
High accuracy, especially high absolute accuracy is not always required. For example, accuracy
is not crucial at the beginning of an assembly task, but will be a determining factor in the final
stage of operation. Even at that time, the determining factor is relative accuracy rather then
absolute accuracy.
Absolute accuracy to a large extent depends on the accuracy of the sensing system. But this
does not mean that we do not need a good localization algorithm. A good algorithm should
be insensitive to measurement noises, object distortions and other factors which could influence
the accuracy of the localization.
The achievement of high relative accuracy, on the other hand, does not necessarily depend on
high accurate sensing systems. Human eyes, for example, are not good at locating objects in
the absolute sense, but human have no difficulty picking up an object. Research is shown also
proved this point of view [25]. Therefore, when designing an algorithm, one must evaluate its
performance according to both it's absolute accuracy and relative accuracy, which has been
neglected by some researchers.
3. The type of locatable objects: It is best if the system can locate arbitrary-shaped objects. If
this is difficult, an alternative method is try to find specific detectable features for each object
and store these features in that object model for feature-extraction and matching in localization
process. If such features do not exist for some object, then one should try to make special marks
on the object. Therefore, some guidelines should be given in the component design stage so that
the design is favorable to part grasping and localization by the telerobot system. Sometimes,
very simple modifications made on the part design can greatly improve part localization process.
4. Sensing system: What types of sensing techniques should be used in a localization system?
Where should one install the sensing system? How is the dynamic range of sensing system
determined? These are just some of the issues when one needs to design a sensing system.
Javis [20] has presented an early overview of range finding techniques. Each technique has its
advantages and disadvantages. Image-based sensing provides complete information about the
environment but takes time to process it. Sparse data can be used directly for fast localization
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purpose butneeds a good sensing system for fast data acquisition. Multi-spot sensing is an
example of such system [21]. For the installation, perhaps some sensors should be installed
in fixed locations while others can be put into the robot's moving parts. Newly developed
technologies should be used in localization systems. For example, motorized-zoom and auto-
focus techniques can improve the dynamic range of measurements; VILS techniques can reduce
the size of the whole sensing system. The use of the advanced techniques will have great impact
on the design of object localization system.
4 Feature Extraction &: Matching Strategies
As we said, the object localization process basically is a feature matching process. That is, finding a
best estimate of transformation parameters which will align some modeled object features with certain
(perhaps different type of) measured object features. Based on how feature matching is realized, the
object localization algorithms can be broadly divided into two categories: the algorithms which do
not involve any recognition process, and those which have more or less recognition process involved.
We call these two types of algorithms as direct-localization algorithms and recognition-localization
algorithms respectively.
Obviously the second type of algorithms has a higher intelligent level than that of the first ones.
Even within the second type of algorithms, the intelligent levels could be different. Some of them can
establish the matchings within one object, some of them can do it within a group of the same type
of objects, others can match the features within a group of different types of objects. At the highest
level, the algorithm could locate unmodeled objects. To do this, a set of primitive features should
be specified in a database, which will form the basic frames of any object to be constructed. Before
localizing the unknown object, the algorithm must explore the object and establish a model for the
object using the set of primitives.
Each type of algorithm can be further classified according to their sensing methods, the types of
features used for matching, mathematical formulating methods, the types of locatable objects and so
on.
4.1 Direct-Localization
Direct-localization algorithms are mostly used in the situations where either the working environment
is a highly-structured or the position relationships among the objects in the environment have pre-
viously been established proximately or the human beings could provide the assistance as where to
take the required measurements. The telerobotics applications in most space programs meet these
requirements.
Because no recognition is involved, the localization process is quite simple. The extracted features
and model features can be used as inputs for direct computation. The time of localization depends
on the time spent on measurements and feature extraction.
One method proposed by Gunnarsson and Prinz [18, 19] is based on their observation that if a
set of points are measured and these measurements are distributed on the object surfaces, the best
transformation is the one which will make the sum of distances between each measured point and
it's corresponding transformed surface minimal. Their idea leads to a point-surface matching strat-
egy. Their algorithm, when formulated in mathematical terms, becomes a least squares minimization
problem and can be used to locate arbitrarily-shaped objects. Usually an iterative numerical proce-
dure is needed to solve for the problem. The numerical procedure they used is a modified Lagrange
multiplier and Newton-Raphson method. Because a good initial guess can be provided due to the
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fact that the object's approximate location is supposed known, the convergence of the algorithm is
guaranteed in most cases.
Gordon and Seering [17] developed a system which uses striped-light and camera sensing to gather
necessary range data. The system can only locate planar objects. Line-surface matching is used in
their algorithm. The striped-light when projected on the planar surfaces of the object generates
straight-line segments. The scene is then viewed by a camera. The equation of each line segment can
be obtained by analyzing the corresponding image of that line segment viewed by the camera. Three
independent line segments are needed to compute the rotation and translation parameters. The fact
that the line vector is perpendicular to the rotated modeled surface normal vector can be used to
derive the rotation. The algorithm uses quaternions to represent rotation and uses a numerical method
to compute it. They also give a closed-form solution for the rotation when three surfaces sensed are
perpendicular with each other. The calculated rotation is then used to compute the translation.
The same striped-light and camera sensing system is also used by ttutkowski, Benton and etc.
[3, 28]. But their matching strategy is point-surface matching. In their algorithm, the measured
points are from extracted llne-segments, either straight or curved. Their method imposes no particular
constraints on the shapes of the object surfaces, as long as the object surfaces can be partitioned into
a collection of primitive surfaces, such as planes, cylinders, or spheres. The computation is carried
out by a repeated location adjustment. The location adjustment is expressed by three quantities:
the rotation center, rotation axis and translation vector. To guarantee a fast convergence of their
algorithm, the center of mass data points is chosen as the rotation center instead of the origin of the
model's coordinate system.
In above methods, if the object is a polygon, at least three surfaces need to be accessed in
order to take enough measurements. Shao, Volz and etc. [29] have implemented an algorithm based
on line-segment line-segment matching, which needs to access only one surface when localizing a
planar object. Their algorithm can locate object which has planar surfaces, quadric surfaces and
revolutionary surfaces. A line range sensor is used to extract line-segment parameters. The line-
segments are either boundary edges or axes. The extraction of only two line-segments are enough to
locate an object. Closed-form formulas are used to compute the position and orientation parameters.
When comparing with these methods, we can find out that all of them have very high measurement
accuracy and fast execution speed. For example, Gordon's system has 2.5 seconds of execution time
and a relative accuracy of 0.002 inches in translation and 0.1 degrees in rotation when a two inch cube
is being located, and is capable of reliably assembling components with little clearance without using
force controlled motion. In Gunnarsson's algorithm, the measurement error is on the same order of
magnitude as the sensor error. These algorithms also have some problems. The problem associated
with stripped-light sensing is that it requires extra light source with special pattern, which sometimes
is inconvenient. The use of spot sensor or line sensor has the problem of multi-measurement, e.g., the
sensor has to be installed on the robot's moving part and be moved together with the robot in order
to take multi-measurement. This will slow down the localization process.
High-level features can also be used to locate objects. For example, Thorne and etc. [35] described
an algorithm which uses features such as the radii or curvatures of a space curve along the curve to
locate an object. The curvatures k or radii p of a space curve can be expressed as a function of the
length s of the curve, e.g., k = s(s) (or p = p(8)), which is independent of the coordinates of the
curve and is thus invariant under rotation and translation. The algorithm assumes that there exists a
particular feature line or fingerprint for each object. The feature line could be a certain portion of the
curved edge(s) of the object or a curve on the object surface. A curvature plot along the feature line
can be drawn. In the database, the feature line is specified by a set of discrete points with each point
associates with the information about its coordinate (x, Z/,z), radius of curvature, curvature, delta
length, and total length. The total length is zero for the first point. The localization is proceeded
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through point-point matching. The method first measures a set of discrete points along the feature
line and then finds a corresponding point for each measured point and a least squares optimization
algorithm is used to find the location parameters. A similar algorithm which uses iso-gaussian (a
curve connecting points of constant gaussian curvature) matching to localize an object was described
by Gunnarsson [18].
4.2 Recognition-Localization
In many applications, the objects could be placed anywhere in the environment. Therefore, if a
measurement is made and some sensed features are extracted, the localization system has no prior
knowledge about which object or which part of the object the sensed features should belong to. In
this case, in order to compute the location of an object, a recognition process is needed, which will
establish the matchings between a set of sensed features and the model features.
There are two popular matching strategies: tree searching and clustering.
In tree searching strategy, if there are k sensed features Si, i = 1...k and lm model features
Mj,j = 1...Ira for object Ore, m = 1...w, a searching tree can be constructed for each known object
Om such that the tree has lm levels, and each intermediate node has k branches. Each path from root
to leaf represents a potential matching. The total number of possible matchings, or the searching
space for object Om is lkm, which is very huge. To reduce the searching space, several methods have
been proposed.
One algorithm proposed by Grimson, Lozano-Perez and etc. [15] [16] is to use the local geometrical
constrains such as distance constraint, angle constraint, direction constraint, triple-product constraint
and so on to reduce the searching space. Beginning from the root of the tree down, at each node,
local constraint test is made to see if the sensed features up to that level are consistent with these
constraints. If it is not, the entire subtree is discarded for consideration.
A similar tree searching method is used in Faugeras and Hebert's work [12, 13, 14]. Instead of local
constraints, rigidity is used as the basic constraint during tree search process. Every path from the root
to an intermediate node (level k for instance) represents a partial matching. The algorithm computes
a best rigid transformation Tk up to that level (k). Then Tk is applied to the next unmatched model
primitive Mk+l and only those sensed primitives that are sufficiently close to T_Mk+I are considered.
The computations are carried out by least squares optimization techniques. As each new pair of
primitives adds to the partial matching list, the new estimation of transformation has to be started
over again. The algorithm's underlying paradigm is "locating while recognizing" which is different
from the paradigm of "locating after recognizing" used in Grimson and etc.'s algorithm.
Reducing the number of sensed and model features is another important method to speed up the
tree searching process. The use of higher level features can effectively reduce the size of the searching
tree because fewer features are usually adequate. The system developed by Bolles, Horaud and etc.
[9, 10] is such an example. Three different types of edges are used as the primitive features. They
are: straight dihedrals, circular dihedrals, and straight tangentials. They are higher level features:
one pair of matched features can determine all but one of the object's six degrees of freedom.
Clustering is another technique used in recognition-localization algorithms. The principle of clus-
tering is very simple:
For each element in the sensed feature list
for each element in the model feature list
if they are compatible, compute a transformation candidate
put it into cluster space.
The cells with the largest counts are expected to represent the location.
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While the principle is simple, the implementation is not so easy. The high dimensions (six) and
huge space of clustering are just two difficulties. Different methods have been proposed to accom-
modate these problems. Three dimensional clustering, the use of proper size of cells and hierarchical
clustering axe some of them [2]. Several systems have been proposed by using the clustering tech-
nique. Linnainmaa etc. [23, 24, 25], Silberberg, Haxwood, etc. [31], and Stockman etc. [32, 33, 34]
axe typical examples. One property of clustering is the algorithm's parMlel structure, which will have
an important impact on the future development of object localization algorithms.
In most algorithms, the least squares optimization is the mathematical tool to estimate the best
transformation if many feature-palrs are found. But in many situations, this method is not the only
tool. Bolle, Cooper [5] [6, 7, 8] presented a statistics approach of combining pieces of information to
estimate 3-D complex-object position. They formulate the optimal object localization as a Bayesian
probability estimation problem. The objective is to find the most likely transformation T that maps
the model primitives onto the measured range data. The likelihood p(YIT) should be maximized
with respect to T, where Y is the measurement data. If n primitives have been extracted from
range data and matched to model primitives, then p(YIT) = rI_=l P(YkIT) • That means, to arrive a
global optimal solution, the maximum likelihood estimation has to be applied locally. Based on this
analysis, they arrived at a different formula for minimizing the estimation error from the traditional
least squares optimization formula. To arrive an optimal solution, a through analysis of measurement
errors and having a good error model are needed.
5 Summary
We have discussed several object localization methods and strategies. Different levels of telerobot
control have different requirements on the localization system. At the low level, the consideration
of real-time execution and high accuracy is important. At higher level, the use of AI (artificial
intelligence) technology becomes crucial. It seems that a lot of work has to be done in order to
develop a real practical localization system. The issues discussed in section 3 are just few of those
which need to be addressed by future research.
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Abstract
Research work over several years has resulted in the development of a laser
tracking instrument capable of dynamic 3D measurements of robot end-effector
trajectories. We describe the instrument characteristics and experiments to
measure the static and dynamic performance of a robot in an industrial
manufacturing environment. We speculate on the use of this technology for
space applications.
1. Introduction
Robots developed for space applications are likely to be significantly
different from their earth-bound counterparts. Structural weight will be as low
as possible, consistent with adequate stiffness, with arms designed for a wide
variety of working volumes. At one extreme we have loading/unloading arms for
use with the space shuttle and at the other we have delicate, miniature arms for
small-scale space laboratory experiments. In addition, the dynamic speed
requirements of space robots are likely to remain much lower than industrial
robots to cope with inertia re-action problems.
To achieve overall improvements in such robots the designer will address
himself to such characteristics as machine structure, drive characteristics,
adaptive control of the scrvomechanism for each articulation, software
limitations, and so on. All of thcse areas to a greatcr or lesser extent require
sophisticated measurement techniques to validate the design approach and
provide insight into the deficiencies of present robots. A particularly good
example of this is the significant variation in the dynamic characteristics of most
robots within the working volume as a result of both load and positional changes.
Good instrumentation is vital to achieve an accurate experimental description of
robots under these conditions.
Many different non-contacting techniques have been investigated for 3D
dynamic metrology related to robot technology [1-10]. Of these, the three most
promising approaches for industrial applications are the camera based lateral
effect photodetector [5], the laser interferometer [10] and the laser triangulation
tracking system [9]. For space applications, the latter method has particular
attractions due to its large static and dynamic measurement range together with
its robust measurement and control aspects. The next section describes the
characteristics of an instrument developed at Surrey University based on
tracking laser triangulation principles.
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2. The Laser Tracking Instrument Concept
The measurement instrument is based on a two-dimension measuring unit or
sub-system which can be combined with up to three other units to provide three-
dimensional positional information. A sub-system has an opto-mechanical laser
beam stearing mechanism which is electronically controlled and is linked to a
general purpose micro-computer. Each sub-system can track at high speed the
position of an optically passive retroreflective target, attached to the robot arm,
by aiming a beam of collimated coherent light at its optical centre. The result is a
line-of-sight along which the target is known to lie but which does not
inherently provide range information. Figure 1 illustrates the use of a single
sub-system to collect information from movements which are constrained to a
defined surface, generally a plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight. Possible
applications of a single unit could include modal analysis where the presence of
defects in the robot structure or controller are identified through monitoring the
arm response to white noise input commands and analysing the arm movement
data using coherence techniques. [11]
Figure 2 shows a more general arrangement which aims at measuring the
x, y, z position co-ordinates of the robot end effector. The addition of a second
sub-system which tracks the same point as the first sub-system provides a further
line of sight definition that can be used to provide range information through a
triangulation calculation that results in an absolute measurement. An
interruption of one or both beams only requires the re-establishment of tracking
without loss of calibration. With the present equipment this requires
approximately 1 ms to implement. A superfluous 4th datum is available and is
used to assess the quality of the triangulation calculation. The tracking
instrument and data collection are controlled by a micro-computer which has
interactive graphics to provide the results of the calculation in an
understandable format. Mass storage units, such as a tape streamer, a flexible disk
drive and a hard disk are also available for data storage so that data averaging,
filtering, and so on may be carried out on several tests.
For certain applications it might be necessary to provide not only
information about the end effector's position but also about its orientation. For
this purpose two more sub-systems are used. Two configurations can be adopted.
One configuration consists of using two sub-system pairs, with each pair
monitoring the co-ordinates of one target of a pair. This provides 5 degrees of
freedom i.e. x, y, z and horizontal and vertical angles of the target pair using a
linear calculation. The other configuration consists of each sub-system
monitoring one target of a cluster of four. A non-linear calculation results in a
measure of all 6 degrees of freedom of the robot end effector.
3. System Calibration
The instrument can only provide high accuracy and repeatability if the
various constituent components of the system are modelled and calibrated. This
must be performed at three levels; at the individual measuring component level,
at the sub-system level, and at test site level. Of these, the sub-system is the most
complex and will be considered first. Figure 3 shows the optical components of a
sub-system which consist of a linearly polarised laser, a quarter-wave plate to
optically isolate it, and a collimator to expand it to a convenient diameter. To
deflect the transmitted beam to the target, there are two orthogonal plane mirrors
attached to moving-iron galvanometer scanners. The reflected beam from the
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optical target returns parallel to the transmitted beam to impinge on the
photodiode quadrant detector. The deflection of this beam from the centre of the
detector is a measure of the tracking error which is used to drive the scanners to
reduce this error in a closed control loop.
To calibrate a sub-system requires the calculation of the line-of-sight
equation to the target based on the knowledge of the two scanning mirror
angular positions as well as the lateral distance between the outgoing laser beam
and target centre point. These numerical values are used with a geometric model
of the sub-system. The model accounts for any possible departure of the real
tracking head from the nominal design dimensions and is in parametric form.
This makes it suitable for least square optimisation, in the case of dimensions not
easily measured using direct methods.
The basic system components, such as the scanner transducer and quadrant
detector photocell, are calibrated individually under conditions reflecting their
actual use to accuracies in excess of that expected for the system components.
The determination of the relative position and orientation of the two sub-
systems at a test site uses an indirect method. It involves, prior to performing
actual tests, the measurement of two targets attached to a calibrated bar as well as
the measurement of a set of random and unknown 3D positions. All six degrees of
freedom are determined this way. The bar is made of carbonfibre which has a
temperature expansion coefficient of -0.7x10"6/°C, thus providing good position
stability.
In addition, the overall measurement uncertainty due to basic component
errors has been assessed on the assumption that the sub-system and site
calibration have been adequately performed. As triangulation involves an
angular measurement, any angular error of the scanner system is crucial.
Figure4 shows the contribution of the scanner angular position measurement
error to the measurement uncertainty based on 1 arc sec of scanner error with
the sub-systems separated by 1 metre. Uncertainties are calculated in metres and
increase linearly with separation distance and scanner error.
Overall calibration of the present system reveals a repeatability of better
than + 0.1mm in x, y, z directions for one standard deviation based on 30 tests. The
tests were repeated at twenty nominal positions along a straight-line precision
slideway equipped with a linear optical encoder. The total distance between the
positions was 0.8m.
4. Some instrument results
Figure 5 shows the results produced by the laser measuring instrument for
the accuracy and repeatability testing of an industrial robot. The test consists of a
cycle of 5 points, repeated 30 times. These results are for one of the points. All
data is referred to the robot reference frame to ease its interpretation. Numerical
data is also provided with information on the statistical spread of the repeated
positioning as well as the cartesian difference between the demand and mean
attained positions. Figure 6 shows the results of a trajectory test where the robot
must describe a rectangular path three times. The measured trajectory is
projected on to the three cartesian planes of the robot reference frame. Figure 7
shows the results for the same dynamic test but as a function of time.
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Typically for a measurement volume of 1 m 3 the measurement is currently
achieving tracking speeds in excess of 3 m/see with a measurement accuracy of
0.5 mm and a repeatability of + 0.1 mm. The repeatability is reduced to 20 gm for
a stationary target by taking the mean of 30 readings at a sampling rate of 200 Hz.
The target can be tracked from 0.5 to 6 metres away from the sub-systems in the
laboratory giving a variable measurement volume of approximately 0.01 to 27 m 3.
The rangeability (the measurement range/resolution) is typically 10,000:1.
Current work shows that improving rangeability by a factor of 5 can be achieved
if required.
5. Potential space-station applications for laser triangulation
5.1 General
The permanently manned Space Station project being developed by NASA,
with the participation of Canada, Europe and Japan, provides a unique
opportunity to develop a wide range of automatic and robotic concepts in space.
This should improve productivity, reliability, safety and give greater system
flexibility. As far as the U.K. is concerned, the Department of Trade and Industry
is sponsoring an Advanced Robotics Initiative in Space Applications as part of the
European Programme. A proposal is being considered for the development of an
Internal Experiment Manipulator (IEM) as a space laboratory work-cell
demonstrator by a consortium headed by Logica.
The development of robots in space will initially use tele-operation under
direct astronaut control with force reflected master-slave control. These systems
will be capable of performing such tasks as removing and installing fasteners
and umbilical cords, routine maintenance, space station construction and so on.
The NASA/Johnson Space Center approach using the Shuttle Remote Manipulator
System for Space Station assembly is a good illustration of tele-operated robot
development.
As robots develop further there will be an evolutionary change towards
autonomous robots. A range of sophisticated sensors will provide the robot with
environmental and task information while the astronaut acting as a supervisor
defines the task, monitors the robot and resumes control after the task is
completed. Part of the NASA program foresees a Space Station Mobile Remote
Manipulator System which can undertake autonomously Station assembly,
Station/satellite maintenance and repair, and routine inspection.
Most of the external tasks required for robotic operations at the Space Station
may be grouped under the headings of assembly of space structures, maintenance
and repair, inspection. In addition, there will be internal tasks as the Space
Station will support a variety of laboratories operating under microgravity
conditions. Many of these laboratories will use low-reaction robots [12] operating
at relatively high speed in an ordered environment not unlike industrial
situations on earth.
All these tasks will require a wide variety of sensory information in which
vision techniques will be predominant [13], particularly as robots become more
autonomous. However, there is an important requirement for a range of non-
contact position measurement and control which may be met optically without
recourse to the complexity of full vision information processing. Thus
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applications such as docking, automatic and manual steering of remote
manipulators, robot calibration in space laboratories are very suitable for laser
tracking and triangulation technology. This approach provides absolute
measurement, is robust from a control point of view, has a wide range of static
and dynamic characteristics and has acceptable accuracy. Some indications of the
approach to be used in these application areas are now considered.
5.2 Docking
Krishen [13] provides information on laser docking system performance
goals (Table 1) and suggests that in docking and berthing applications a robotic
vision/sensing system may be needed within a cone of 30 deg. to a distance of
50m. Beyond this zone it is envisaged that a radar system may be used for
tracking and monitoring the object motion. From the work on the laser tracking
system described in Sections 2 to 4 the range and range rate accuracy
requirements are well within the capability of the present electro-optic
technology. The angular resolution requirements for bearing and attitude are
also not very stringent but the angular rate resolution of 0.002 deg/s is quite
demanding but achievable. Depending on the complexity of the docking
configuration, a 2 or 4 laser beam configuration would provide all the
measurement information required and could probably work satisfactorily at
distances further away than 50 m.
5.3 Automatic and manual steering of remote manipulators
Despite astronaut tele-operator control of remote manipulators at the present
time, there is probably scope for improvements in the speed and accuracy of task
performance. This is mainly due to the complexity and flexibility of the
manipulator arm structures used together with the range of loads carried by the
arms. Improvements can be made to the arm dynamics by detailed mathematical
modelling of its characteristics and the use of complex control laws. However, a
more straightforward approach is possible by the direct positional control of the
end-effector using on-line laser tracking and triangulation. The static and
dynamic characteristics are well within the capability of such systems (see
Section 4) and on-line control at the trajectory velocities required can be
implemented with conventional microprocessor technology. Some consideration
would need to be given to determine the optimal control strategy for each joint to
follow the overall position demand. For tele-operator control of the position loop
the demand information would be generated directly from the joy-stick.
5.4 Robot calibration in space laboratories
It is envisaged that a robot arm might have to move between several work-
cells within a laboratory as well as the manipulation tasks within each cell. Many
experiments will require a very high degree of isolation from reactive forces
generated by the robot, Space Station, etc. thus requiring correction between the
manipulator's reference co-ordinate frame and that of the work-cell. Ideally the
calibration sensor system should be based on the work-cell so that it measures the
position of the manipulator end-effector relative to the experiment. The
advantage of this method is that it compensates for any possible errors in the
robot structure and controller together with any relative movement between the
robot and experiment base plants. Again, for the distances and accuracies
involved, triangulation devices can be in-built to each work-cell to provide on-
line calibration.
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6. Conclusions
An industrial laser tracking instrument working on triangulation principles
has been described together with some of its characteristics. It can provide
absolute positional and orientation information, its rangeability is good, it has
robust tracking control and has the necessary resolution to meet a significant
number of space sensory and control requirements. A number of applications
have been discussed where static and dynamic metrology can compliment the
more sophisticated vision sensing developments required for space tasks.
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PARAMETER
Range (R)
Range Rate
Pointing
Bearing Angle
Bearing Angle Rate
Attitude (P.Y)
Attitude (R)
Attitude Rate
R, P,, Output Data Rate
Angle Output Data Rate
LIMITS
0-1 km (3280 ft)
+3 m/s (+10 ft/s)
+_/2 rad (+90 ° )
+ .2 rad (+10 °)
+20 mrad/s (+l°/s)
ACCURACY (o)
+ .5 rad (+28 ° )
+_rad (+180 ° )
+20 mrad/s (+l°/s)
.01 R; 2.5 mm < 10 m
.0001 R/s; 3 mm/s < 30 m
3 mrad (.2 °)
.03 mrad/s (.O02°/s)
7 mrad (.3 °)
7 mrad (.3 °)
.03 mrad/s (.O02°/s)
1 Hz
3.125 Hz
at R<100 ft
Table 1: Laser Docking System Specification
(Ref 13)
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Figure I - Use of a single sub-system for measurements in a plane
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Figure 2 Diagram of the Laser Tracking Triangulation Method
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Abstract
Interaction with tumbling objects will become more common as human activities in space expand.
Attempting to interact with a large complex object translating and rotating in space, a human operator
using only his visual and mental capacities may not be able to estimate the object motion, plan actions
or control those actions.
We are developing a robot system (RAMBO) equipped with a camera, which, given a sequence of
simple tasks, can perform these tasks on a tumbling object. RAMBO is given a complete geometric
model of the object. A low level vision module extracts and groups characteristic features in images of
the object. The positions of the object are determined in a sequence of images, and a motion estimate
of the object is obtained. This motion estimate is used to plan trajectories of the robot tool to relative
locations nearby the object sufficient for achieving the tasks.
More specifically, low level vision uses parallel algorithms for image enhancement by symmetric
nearest neighbor filtering, edge detection by local gra_iient operators, and corner extraction by "sector
filtering". The object pose estimation is a Hough transform method accumulating position hypotheses
obtained by matching triples of image features (corners) to triples of model features. To maximize
computing speed, the estimate of the position in space of a triple of features is obtained by decomposing
its perspective view into a product of rotations and a scMed orthographic projection. This allows us
to make use of 2D lookup tables at each stage of the decomposition. The position hypotheses for each
possible match of model feature triples and image feature triples are calculated in parallel. Trajectory
planning combines heuristic and dynamic programming techniques. Then trajectories are created
using dynamic interpolations between initial and goal trajectories. All the parallel algorithms run on
a Connection Machine CM-2 with 16K processors.
1 Introduction
The problem of robotic visual navigation has received considerable attention in recent years, but research has
mostly concentrated on operations in static environments [1-I1]. The area of robotics in the presence of moving
bodies has seen little activity so far [12-16]. We are developing a control system which should allow a robot
with a camera to accomplish a sequence of actions on a moving object.
One primary application for this type of research could be the development of an autonomous vehicle able to
develop strategies for intercepting a moving target on the ground such as another vehicle. But our approach seems
general enough to be applied to other domains such as robotics in space. For example, a robotic arm building a
structure in the absence of gravity might require the capability of interacting autonomously with moving objects.
During a teleoperated assembling process one of the building elements could break loose from the gripper. Then
the natural motion of this element would be a translating tumbling motion, and there might be very little time
to react before the structural element is out of reach of the robot and lost in space. A human operator would
have little chance to estimate the object motion, plan the actions required to bring the robot gripper to the right
gripping spot and orientation along the moving element, and complete these actions. However, with the proper
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equipment, the operator could immediately switch to a mode in which the robot is on its own for recovering the
tumbling element in the short time available. To be able to handle such situations without human intervention,
the robot could be equipped with a video camera, and could have a database describing the geometry of all the
types of structural elements being assembled, with the various goal points which could be reached for a proper
grip. While in teleoperating mode, the robot could keep track of which slructural element is being handled, so
that in case of an emergency the robot would already have retrieved all the relevant information from its database.
Analyzing a sequence of images, the robot could find the trajectory of the element in location and orientation.
Extrapolating the trajectory to the immediate future, it would plan its own motion to bring its gripper along the
trajectory of a goal point of the element. Along this goal trajectory the moving element appears fixed with respect
to the gripper, so that the gripping action can be accomplished as if in a static environment
We have set up an experimental facility which has the necessary components for testing various vision-based
control algorithms for intercepting moving objects. These algorithms could be incorporated into the navigation
system of a vehicle able to intercept other vehicles, or in a robotic system able to recover objects which are
tumbling freely in space. This facility is described in the following section.
2 Experimental set-up
A large American Cimflex robot arm, RAMBO, is equipped with a CCD camera and a laser pointer (Figure 1,
top left). Images from the camera are digitized and sent to the Connection Machine for processing. A smaller
robot arm (Mitsubishi RM-501) translates and rotates an object (called the target in this paper) through space.
Several light-sensitive diodes with focusing optics are mounted on the surface of the object. RAMBO's goal is to
hit a sequence of diodes on the moving object with its laser beam for given durations, possibly subject to overall
time constraints. Electronics inside the object signal success by turning on an indicator light. Simultaneously, we
are developing a full computer simulation in which the camera inputs are replaced by synthetic images (Figure 1,
top right).
3 Summary of Operations
The vision-based control loop for RAMBO is shown in Figure 1. We briefly describe the functions of the different
modules of this system from data collection to robot motion control, and refer to the sections of this paper which
give more details.
1, The digitizer of the video camera mounlexl on the robot arm can grab video frames when new visual
information is needed. A database contains a list of positions of feature points on the target, in the local
coordinate system of the target.
2. A low-level vision module extracts locations of feature points from the digitized image (Section 4).
3. An intermediate vision module finds the location/orientation of the target in the camera coordinate system
(Section 5).
° Since the past camera trajectory is known, the position of the camera in the robot base coordinate system
when the frame was grabbed is known. The location/orientation of the target is transformed to the robot
base coordinate system (Section 6).
5. This most recent target pose at a specific time is added to the list of target poses at previous times. In the
Target Motion Predictor, a target trajectory in location/orientation space is fitted to these past target poses
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oand extrapolated to the future to form a predicted target trajectory. We also obtain the predicted trajectories
of goal points around the target. A goal point is a location -which is fixed in the frame of reference of the
target, thus moving in the frame of the robot base- that one of the joints of the robot has to follow for the
accomplishment of one of the subtasks of the total action (Section 6).
From the predicted goal point trajectories, the Robot Motion Planner calculates the robot motions necessary
for following the goal points, and the resulting camera trajectories (Sections 7, 8, 9). If the subtasks are
not ordered, the Motion Planner finds an optimal order (Section 10). The camera trajectories are used for
transforming subsequent target pose estimates from a camera coordinate system to an absolute coordinate
system (Section 6).
4 Low-level Vision
The model-based pose estimation described in the next section requires that feature points be extracted from each of
the images of the target. This is the task of the low-level vision module. Feature points in an image could be images
of small holes in the target structure, comers of letters, vertices, ete .....
Conversely, the geometric description of the target should contain the 3D locations of the feature points which
are easily detected in images.
In our experiments, the target is a polyhedra, and the feature points that we use are the vertices of the polyhedra,
so that our image analysis is partly specific to this type of feature detection. Our image processing algorithms
involve a sequence of basic local operations [17, 18] implemented on the Connection Machine -enhancement
[19], edge detection, edge thinning and vertex detection- followed by some simple processing to determine which
pairs of vertices are connected by edges in the image. This last operation proceeds as follows:
Given k vertices, we use the processing cells in the upper-triangle of a k x k array of cells in the Connection
Machine, each assigned to a possible edge between vertices.
1. Enable a grid of k x k ceils. Disable cells in the lower triangle of the array.
2. Copy the addresses of comer points and the incident angles of their edges to the cells in the diagonal of
the grid
3. By horizontal grid-scan and vertical grid-scan, spread the incident angles and the addresses of the vertices
from the diagonal cells along rows and columns to all the cells in the array.
4o Each non-diagonal active cells (i, j) now has all the information about the i-th and j-th vertices; these cells
can determine whether they have a pair of collinear incident edges. If they do, then that vertex pair is
marked as being connected (Note that we could also count the number of edge pixels along the line joining
the vertices, but this would be much more costly on the Connection Machine and not worthwhile for our
purposes).
From this algorithm we obtain a list of all the vertices with for each vertex a sublist of the vertices connected
to it. We then produce a list of all the image triples consisting of one vertex with two vertices connected to it.
This list of image triples is input to the intermediate-level vision module described in the next section. The other
input is a similar list for the triples of world vertices of the target, from the geometric database describing the
target.
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5 Intermediate-level Vision: Pose Estimation of the Target
The pose estimation algorithm combines three ideas:
1. Pose estimation by matching triples of image features to triples of target features[20].
2. Standard camera rotations [21].
3. Paraperspective approximation to perspective projection [22, 23].
This combination allows the extensive use of 21) look-up tables to replace the costly numerical computations used
by similar previous methods [20, 24-26]. The algorithm is implemented on the Connection Machine. Details are
given in [27].
The feature points detected in an image are grouped into triples (the image triangles). Each image triangle
can be described by one of its vertices (the reference vertez), the length of the two adjacent sides, and the angle
between them (the reference angle). These adjacent sides do not necessarily have to correspond to actual edges
in the image, and all distinct triples of points could be considered, with each triple of points producing three
such image triangles. However, ff the feature points are vertices, it is useful to only consider image triangles in
which the adjacent edges of the reference vertex are actual edges, and to only match these image triangles to
world triangles with similar characteristics. This increases the proportion of good matches over the total number
of possible matches.
The main algorithm steps are as follows:
1.
.
Each image triangle is transformed by a standard rotation. The standard rotation corresponds to the camera
rotation around the center of projection which brings the reference vertex of the triangle to the image center.
For each reference vertex in the image, rotation parameters are read in a 2D lookup table.
Image triangles are then rotated in the image plane around the reference vertex (located at the image center)
to bring one edge into coincidence with the image x-axis.
.
.
.
Once in this position, an image triangle can be described by three parameters only, the reference angle, the
edge ratio (ratio of the lengths of the two edges adjacent to the reference vertex), and a size factor.
For each image triangle/target triangle pair, a 21) lookup table can be used to determine the orientation of
the target triangle in space, if we approximate the true perspective with a paraperspective approximation
[22,23]. There is one 2D lookup table per target triangle, which gives two possible orientations of this
target triangle when the reference angle and edge ratio of its image are entered.
Comparing the size of the image triangle to the size of the target triangle of known orientation, we can then
find the distance of the target triangle from the camera lens center.
6. The preliminary transformations of the image triangle can be reversed to obtain the actual 3D pose of the
target triangle, the corresponding 3D position of the target center, and the image of the target center.
7. The target center projections are clustered to identify the pose of the whole target.
When RAMBO analyzes its first image, it does not have any a priori knowledge of which feature triangles
are visible. In this case, the system uses all the possible combinations of target triangles and image triangles.
However, clustering gives better results if most improper matches are removed, and it is possible to do so after a
few consistent pose estimates of the target have been obtained. The system can also avoid considering matches
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for target triangles which are at a nearly grazing angle with the lines of sight, since for these triangles image
analysis is likely to perform poorly and paraperspective does not approximate true perspective well.
For a target producing less than 16K image triangle/target triangle combinations, each pose calculation takes
around one second on a CM-2 with 16K processors but without floating point processors.
6 Motion Prediction
The computation of a target position from an image gives the translation vector and rotation matrix of the target
coordinate system in the camera coordinate system. However, the camera itself is set in motion by the robot
arm. The trajectory of the camera in an absolute coordinate system is known, and it is straightforward to get the
position of the camera coordinate system at the time the image was taken and to find the target position at this
time in an absolute coordinate system.
From a sequence of target positions, the robot must be able to predict future positions of the target in order to
construct plans of actions. These target positions are points in six-dimensional space (three translation parameters
and three rotation angles), each with a time label. We can fit a parametric function of time, such as a polynomial,
to each of these sequences of coordinates. The target trajectory is then described parametrically by six functions
of time. Calculating these functions for a future value t of the time parameter will give a predicted target position
at this future time.
If RAMBO is used in space and the axes of the frame of reference of the target coincide with the principal
axes of inertia, then in the absence of external forces the translation of this coordinate system should be uniform,
as well as the rotations around the three axes. But more complex cases could occur (for example, a structural
element could be tethered at one end). The data base describing the target could specify what ranges and types of
motions are possible, and this data could be used to determine the best way to parameterize the target trajectory.
7 Task and Trajectory Planning
In order to perform task and trajectory planning, RAMBO currently makes the simplifying assumption that a
complex goal can be decomposed into a sequence of simple subgoals, and that each subgoal can be performed
with one joint of the robot in a fixed position with respect to the target. This joint has to "tag along" with the
target, thus we call this joint the tagging joint of the robot. The fixed position with respect to the target that
the tagging joint must follow to complete a subgoal will be called a goal point. All goal points required for
each complex action on a target can be predefined in a data base of actions specific to each target. Each goal
point is defined by six coordinates, three for the location and three for the orientation of the tagging joint, in the
coordinate system of the target.
Once the tagging joint is moving along the target so that it does not move with respect to the target, the more
distal joints can be used to perform the finer details required by the subgoal. The programming of these distal
joints will not be considered here, since it is equivalent to programming a robot to perform a task on a fixed
object. For example a subgoal for a robot arm on a space shuttle might be grabbing a handle on a tumbling
satellite. A database containing the geometry of the satellite would also specify in what position -- fixed in the
satellite frame of reference -- the wrist of the robot ann should be in order for the end effector to grab the handle.
Here the tagging joint is the wrist, and the goal point is a position above the handle given in the satellite frame of
reference. Once the wrist is positioned at the goal point -- which requires constant motion control of the robot
arm during the subgoal completion, since the satellite is tumbling -- the joints of the end effector require the
same grabbing motion with respect to the wrist as would be needed if the satellite were not moving.
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In our experimental setup, we have concentrated on reaching the goal points. Each subgoal consists of
illuminating a light-sensitive diode mounted on the surface of the target for a given duration. The source of light
is a laser pointer mounted on the tool plate of the robot arm. Each diode is mounted inside a tube at the focal
point of a lens which closes that tube, so that the laser beam must be roughly aligned with the optical axis of the
lens to trigger the electronic circuits which control the output of the diodes. Thus a goal point for the laser tool is
defined by the positions at a short distance from the lens of a diode along the optical axis, and by the orientation
of this axis.
8 Bringing a Tagging Joint to a Goal Point of the Target
Suppose the original trajectory of the tagging joint in location/orientation space is the vector fo(t) (Figure 2).
The goal trajectory in location/direction space is given by the vector fa(t). At time to we want the tagging
joint to "launch" from its original trajectory itT0(t), and to "land" at time t a = to + T, on the goal trajectory
fg(t). The reaching trajectory fr(t) should be equal to trajectory fo(t) at time to and to trajectory fa(t) at time
tg. The operation will last for the reaching duration T. Furthermore, the first derivatives should also be equal
at these times, so that the velocities change smoothly when the robot departs from its original trajectory and
reaches the goal trajectory. Once a launching time to and a reaching duration T are chosen, the end points of
the reaching trajectory fr(t), as well as the first derivatives of the reaching trajectory at these points are known.
These boundary conditions are enough to define/_(t) in terms of a parametric cubic spline, a curve in which all
the coefficients of the six cubic polynomials of time can be calculated.
In our experiments we have also explored an alternative method which uses a scalar piecewise quadratic
interpolation function fr(t) which is 0 at time to, I at time tg, with horizontal derivatives at these times, and
continuous derivatives in the time interval. This function is expressed by
&Ct)= 2 , O< t < TI2
fT(t) = --2 +1, T/2<t<T
and the reaching trajectory is the interpolated trajectory given by
igr (t) = .fr(t - to)_g(t) + (1 - fr(t - t0))/_0(t)
Note that the predicted motion of the target and the predicted goal point trajectories should be updated every time
a new target pose is found for the target. After each of these updates, the reaching trajectory of a tagging joint
should be recomputed based on the new goal trajectory, and the present joint trajectory, which may itself be a
reaching trajectory started after a previous update.
9 Optimizing Reaching Trajectories
With either method of estimating reaching trajectories, one difficult problem is the preliminary choice of T, the
duration of the reaching trajectory. Duration T should be chosen so that the resulting linear and angular velocities
and accelerations are within the limits imposed by the robot design. Also, the reaching trajectory should not cross
an obstacle or the target itself, and should not require the robot to take impossible configurations. Usually, time
is the rarest commodity, and the shortest time T compatible with the above constraints should be chosen.
In our present simulations on a serial machine, the duration T is simply calculated as the time which would
be necessary if the reaching trajectory followed a linear path, at a constant velocity chosen to be a safe fraction of
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the maximum linear velocity of the robot. Finally, we check whether this trajectory crosses robot limits or causes
a collision with the target. If it does, the reaching trajectory is recalculated with a safe intermediary goal instead
of the final goal point.
A better optimization of the reaching trajectory would require a choice of duration T which would set the
velocities and accelerations along the reaching trajectory close to the limit capabilities of the robot. This can
be done by calculating the reaching trajectories for a series of durations T, finding the maximum of the second
derivatives along the trajectories, and identifying the trajectory with the smallest duration T which does not require
positions, velocities and accelerations beyond the robot capabilities. On the Connection Machine, this operation
can be done in only a few steps. We set up a 2D array of processing cells with time as the vertical dimension.
Every column of the array contains a copy of the predicted goal trajectory, with the first cell containing the
position of the goal at the present time in location/direction space, the next cell the position at a time increment in
the future, and so on. Every column also contains a copy of the trajectory of the tagging joint, sampled with the
same time increments as the goal trajectory. The difference between columns is that they use different durations
T of the reaching trajectory, increasing from one column to the next.
Each cell computes a point of the reaching trajectory for the time t corresponding to its row and for duration
T corresponding to its column, and then computes estimates of appropriate derivatives at its reaching trajectory
point by communicating with its neighbors in the column. The maxima of the derivatives are computed for each
column. The column that has the smallest duration T and for which the maxima of the positions and derivatives
do not violate robot limits is the column which contains the desired reaching trajectory. The near-term future
motion of the robot should be controlled based on this selected trajectory.
10 Higher Level Planning
In a complex action we have a set of tasks A, B, C, D, each of which requires a tagging joint to move smoothly
to a specific goal trajectory. In some actions the order of the tasks is not specified, and we have to choose a
good order in which to carry out the tasks. "Good" order here means one which minimizes the total time spent
moving between goal trajectories. Notice that this is not equivalent to a travelling salesman problem, since the
time required to move from performing, say, task B to task D, depends on when we move from B to D, therefore
depends on the sequence of tasks which have been performed before B.
10.1 Greedy Approach
At any given time, we can compute all the reaching trajectories to all the goal trajectories of the remaining n
tasks. From among these n reaching trajectories, we can choose the one with the shortest duration, and pursue
the corresponding task. This could possibly be repeated in real time after each task is accomplished, but does not
guarantee the best overall sequence of tasks.
However, given that our model of the anticipated motion of the target is being updated as new information
arrives, this procedure may make the most sense, in that there may be no point in computing a global optimal
sequence of tasks based on a model of anticipated target motion which will not remain correct in the future.
10.2 Exhaustive Search and Dynamic Programming
Assuming, however, that our model of anticipated motion is accurate enough to allow a meaningful computation
of an overall optimal sequence of tasks, one (unattractive) possibility is to compute the total time required to
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completeallthetasksfor all possible orderings of the tasks. For n tasks this will involve computing
i=i (i 2"I)!
bestreachingtrajectories.
A dynamic programming method has been developed which can precompute the best overall sequence of n
tasks using computation proportional to
i=l (n- i)!(i- 1)!
For four tasks, for example, this approach would require computing 32 reaching trajectories rather than the 64
required for the exhaustive approach.
11 Conclusions
We have described research on robots acting in dynamic environments. We discussed the use of vision to assess
the motion of objects relevant to the robot's goals, and the use of particular motion prediction and planning
techniques to accomplish these goals. We described a set of experiments currently under way involving a robot
arm equipped with a camera and laser operating on a single moving target object equipped with light sensors.
Finally, we detailed the parallel implementation of many of the tasks involved in the accomplishment of goals in
dynamic environments, including parallel image processing, parallel pose estimation, and parallel planning.
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Abstract
Object recognition through the use of input from multiple sensors is an important aspect of an
autonomous manipulation system. In tactile object recognition, it is necessary to determine the location
and orientation of object edges and surfaces. We propose a controller that utilizes a tactile sensor in the
feedback loop of a manipulator to track along edges. In our control system, the data from the tactile
sensor is first processed to find edges. The parameters of these edges are then used to generate a
control signal to a hybrid controller. In this paper, we present theory for tactile edge detection, and an
edge tracking controller. In addition, experimental verification of the edge tracking controller is presented.
1. Introduction
Object recognition is an important problem in robotics [18], particularly for autonomous manipulation
systems. In the most general form, it is the problem of determining the environment from sensory data.
The long-term goal of our research is to address the issue of object recognition using tactile data through
the process of exploring the environment by moving the sensor. We call this approach dynamic object
exploration.
Dynamic object exploration involves scheduling moves of the manipulator based on previously
acquired data in order to create a more complete description of the object that is being explored. Thus,
there is an interaction between manipulation and sensing. In dynamic exploration, the scheduled move
affects the data obtained from the sensor, which in turn affects the next move of the manipulator. The
two main steps in dynamic object exploration are: first to create strategies for scheduling manipulator
moves; and second, to develop processing algorithms that will extract features of interest from the
currently available data.
Researchers have actively addressed issues in both of the above mentioned components of dynamic
object exploration and especially so in the context of using tactile data for exploration. Early work in edge
and surface tracking was done by Bajcsy [2]. In this work, the utility of using a tactile sensor to move
about an object to detect features is discussed. Work in object recognition has been done by Allen [1],
Dario, et al [7], Ellis [8], Grimson [10], Klatzky, et al [12], Schneiter [19], and Stansfield [20]. Some of
these groups [7, 12] take the approach of creating tactile subroutines to find particular features of an
object. In this approach, a feature is extracted by calling a specific subroutine that moves and takes the
appropriate measurements with the sensor. Other groups have taken a completely different approach to
object recognition [8, 10, 19]. They have devised algorithms that determine the best path to approach a
planar polygonal object such that it can be identified in a small number of discrete moves of the sensor.
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The area of tactile image processing has received less attention than object exploration. Work has
proceeded in both pattern recognition [14], and edge finding [16, 9]. Muthukrishnan, et al [16] developed
a vision-like algorithm to detect edges in a tactile image. In contrast, Fearing and Binford [9] use the
impulse response of their sensor to process the signals to measure the curvature of an object.
At Carnegie Mellon, our research group is addressing multi-sensor based manipulation. The goal of
our research is to Incorporate position, velocity, force, vision, and tactile sensors in the real-time feedback
loop to create an autonomous manipulator system. The focus of this paper is to describe the use of a
tactile sensor in the real-time feedback loop for edge tracking. We call this system a dynamic edge
extractor. Our methodology utilizes a tactile sensor mounted on the end-effector of a manipulator to
obtain data about objects. This system consists of both signal processing and control aspects. The role
of the signal processing module is to find edges in the data from the tactile sensor, while the control
module generates signals to servo the center of the tactile sensor along the edge. In this paper, we
present the theory behind our signal processing and control modules in addition to the results of an
expodmental verification of the dynamic edge extractor using the CMU Direct Drive Arm II and a Lord
LTS-210 Tactile Array Sensor.
2. Signal Processing
In this section, we present a bdef description of the signal processing required to detect edges in a
tactile image. Further details are presented in [3]. We propose algorithms that are based on the physical
properties of the tactile sensor. The important charactersitics of our sensor, a Lord LTS-210, are that it
has low spatial resolution and exhibits mechanical cross-talk noise. The noise is due to mechanical
coupling generated by the rubber covedng on the sensor. In addition, the background tactile elements
(taxels) have non-zero force readings due only to mechanical cross-talk. Thus, assuming there is no
cross-talk, edges are present at the locations where measured force goes from non-zero to zero. Taking
these properties into account, we have devised an edge detecting algorithm that consists of two steps.
The first step is an adaptive thresholder to remove cross-talk noise, and the second consists of an edge
detector.
2.1. Adaptive Thresholder
The purpose of this filtering stage in our algorithm is to remove the effects of cross-talk noise from the
tactile image. This operation simplifies the process of detecting edges because with no cross-talk noise,
the locations where the force goes from a non-zero value to zero Indicate the edges of planar surfaces.
As will be discussed in the following section, the edge detector does not utilize the magnitudes of the
taxels. It only uses the state of each taxel, whether it is zero or non-zero. Thus the filter may distort
magnitude without adverse side effects. In the ensuing discussion of the thresholding algorithm, we show
how this property is utilized.
Tactile images are very noisy. However, the noise of concem exists only at the edges of objects. In
particular, the noise causes taxels that should read a force of zero to have a non-zero value. These
taxels always have values that are less then their neighbors which are directly beneath the object.
Hence, a thresholder that can choose the appropriate threshold at each taxel may be used to remove the
noise. The threshold value is determined by the neighbors of the current taxel, thus making the
thresholding an adaptive procedure. The proposed algorithm consists of three basic steps:
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1.Ateachpixel,theforcevalueateachofthefour-connectedneighborsischecked.
2. If anyof theseneighborsare largeenoughto havecausedthecurrentpixelto be noise
(greaterthanthreshold),thecurrentpixelissetto 0(noforce).
3.Otherwisethepixelissetto aconstant.
Thethresholdfora giventaxelvalueis theminimumvaluethata neighbormusthaveinorderforthe
originaltaxelto be cross-talk. Thus, if all neighbors of a taxel are below threshold, the taxel is considered
to be part of the signal. Threshold values are determined through an experimental procedure which is
described in [3]. Thresholds obtained with our sensor are summarized in Table 2-1. In this table, the first
column is the cross-talk value, and the second column is the smallest value that will cause that cross-talk
value.
Cross Talk I Minimum Neighbor
2 4
10
6 20
Table 2.1: Filter Threshold Values
2.2. Edge Detector
Edge detection in the thresholded tactile image is accomplished very efficiently. This is largely due to
the assumption that the measured force goes to zero on one side of an edge, and is some non-zero value
on the other side of the edge. Since the thresholding step filters out the taxels that have non-zero
readings purely due to cross-talk, all that remains for the edge detector to do is to find those taxels that
are neighbors of taxels with zero values.
Our edge detection algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. For each taxel, the eight-connected neighbors are checked.
2. If at least one of these neighbors is 0, the current taxel is copied to the edge image.
3. Otherwise the corresponding taxel in the edge image is set to 0.
This algorithm is very fast and minimally distorts the size, shape and position of the object. What does
not come out of the algorithm is an estimate of the slope of the edges. Vision researchers have
recognized that slope provides a considerable amount of information about the edge [6, 16]. However,
since tactile images are small, they are simple in structure, and simply finding the position of edges
appears to be sufficient for higher-level processing. In addition, standard vision edge operators that do
provide this information have a number of undesirable characteristics for taction, such as edge spreading
and high computational requirements. The slope of object edges may be obtained by combining the
tactile and position information as the sensor tracks along the edge of an object.
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3. Control
In this section, we discuss the control aspects of dynamic edge extraction [4]. The edge tracker starts
on an edge and uses the extracted parameters of the edge to generate control signals to move along that
edge. The control scheme is hierarchical, with the tactile controller wrapped around a cartesian space
hybrid controller. In the ensuing paragraphs, we describe both the hybrid controller used in our scheme
and the tactile controller.
3.1. Hybrid Controller
Figure 3-1: Sensor Coordinate Frame
Hybrid force and position control provides the ability to control both forces on the end effector and
position of the sensor, [17]. Figure 3-1 depicts the sensor frame coordinate axis. The shaded box shows
the face of the sensor. The x and y axis lie in the plane of the sensor, and the z axis (not shown) points
out of the page. For tactile sensing, we control the normal force, and torques about the x and y axis of the
sensor. Position is controlled in the _ plane, and about the z axis of the sensor. Normal force control is
necessary to ensure that the tactile data is within the middle of the operating range [3]. High forces
change the sensor cross-talk charactedstlos, and low forces result in a very low signal to noise ratio.
Controlling torques about the x and y axis of the sensor allows tracking of surfaces that are not flat.
Specifically, the desired torques are set to zero in order to place the sensor as flush as possible against
the surface. Position control in the plane of the sensor is used because the processed sensor data
provides information about the surface in the x), plane of the sensor. Thus, it is in this plane that we
generate position control signals. Further, we control rotation about the z axis of the sensor. In summary,
the hybrid controller commands position/orientation in three degrees of freedom, and commands
force/torque in the other three. The :cand .ypositions, and the rotation about the z axis of the end effector
are controlled. Torques about the x and .yaxis, and force along the z axis are controlled.
3.2. Edge Tracking Controller
The edge tracking controller utilizes the edges extracted from tactile images to generate new reference
signals for the hybdd arm controller. Edge tracking is initiated by positioning the tactile sensor on an
edge. Through the edge detection technique discussed in the preceding section and the Modified
Adaptive Hough Transform (MAHT) [5], our implementation of the Hough Transform, the tracker finds the
parameters of the edge. The tracker quedes a higher level process to determine which direction to travel,
and begins to move the end effector in that direction. After this startup, the edge tracker functions
independently of higher level input, utilizing a weighted least squares line fit to the data to determine the
current parameters of the line. The Hough Transform is also performed every cycle to determine if any
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new edges have become visible. Each time through the loop, the robot's reference position is set to be
the end point of the line segment on the sensor. Thus, if the edge extends past the end of the sensor, the
point where the line intersects the edge of the sensor is selected as the goal point. As the end of a edge
becomes visible to the sensor, the reference position is set to the actual end of the edge. In addition, a
reference velocity is set such that the end effector should arrive at the reference position at the same time
that a new reference position is generated.
Now we consider the controller in detail. Figure 3-2 is a block diagram of the edge tracker. Starting at
the upper right comer of the diagram, the tactile sensor is mounted at the end effector of the manipulator.
The touch image is first thresholded, with the adaptive thresholder algorithm discussed in Section 2. The
thresholded image is then sent to both the edge detector and the force estimator.
The Estimate Force box computes a reference force such that the taxels operate in the middle of their
range. Specifically, it takes the thresholded image and counts the number of taxels that are non-zero.
The number of non-zero taxels multiplied by the area of each taxel is an estimate of the area of the
sensor that is covered by objects. A desired normal force to the sensor may then be generated by
dividing the full scale force by the area in contact with the surface. Full scale force is the total force to
drive all taxels to mid-range when the entire sensor is on a flat surface.
Now, we return to the output of the adaptive thresholder. The thresholded image is passed through the
edge detector (discussed in Section 2) and the result is sent to a weighted least squares line parameter
estimator. This algorithm is used to estimate the slope and intercept of the edge based on the slope and
intercept computed in the previous cycle. All data points in the image are weighted with a gaussian
function, with o = 0.75. A standard deviation of 0.75 was determined from our experimental work to be
the best compromise for both accurate line fitting and adapting of line parameters. The weighting function
is oriented such that data points located on the predicted location of the line have the highest weight. As
the perpendicular distance of a point to the predicted line increases, the weight of that point decreases.
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Use of this weighting function allows us to pass all of the data points to the line fitting algorithm without
pre-processing to remove points that don't appear to be on the line. After the slope and intercept
parameters for the edge are determined, the data points in the image corresponding to that line are
removed. Also, the end points of the line are determined at this stage. These computations are the same
as those performed by the MAHT, the details of which are discussed in [5]. The point removal and end
point computation are part of the Weighted Least Squares box in the block diagram.
The weighted least squares computation requires an estimate of the parameters of the previous line
segment in the current frame. The Predict Line Parameters box in the diagram performs this operation.
The end effector will have translated and possibly rotated since the previous set of line parameters were
determined. Thus the slope and intercept stored from the previous cycle must be updated to reflect this
change. The predictor calculates the parameters of the current line based on the parameters of the
previous line, the position of the end effector inthe previous cycle, and the current position.
The remaining image is passed on to the Modified Adaptive Hough Transform. The MAHT extracts
multiple lines of arbitrary slope from low signal to noise input data. Any line segments other than the one
being currently tracked will be detected by this algorithm. If there are no edges remaining in the image,
the transform exits, and the parameters and end points determined by weighted least squares are passed
through the Selector. If there are new line segments, the higher level process will be informed. At this
point a new line segment may be selected for tracking. When a new segment is selected, the Selector
passes the parameters determined by MAHT to the predictor, and the end points determined by MAHT to
the Choose Goal Point process.
Finally, Choose Goal Point determines which of the two end points of the segment should be set as the
new reference position for the robot. The choice is made such that the robot continues to move in the
same direction that it has been moving. The reference velocity is set to the distance to the new goal
position divided by the edge tracking sampling period.
3.3. Dlscuzmlon
The design of the edge tracking controller has several desirable properties. Specifically, it handles the
of ends of segments smoothly, it can track curves in addition to straight lines, and the design is tolerant of
any size sensor and data rate. In the following paragraphs, we discuss each of these points in some
detail.
As the tactile sensor approaches the end of a line segment, the controller slows the arm down. When
the center of the sensor reaches the end point, the arm stops. This action is a natural consequence of
the way that new reference points for the hybrid controller are generated. In each cycle, the visible end of
the line segment is chosen as the new reference point. Hence, before the end of the line is under the
sensor, the point where the line leaves the sensor is the reference point. However, as the end point
becomes visible, the controller chooses that point as the goal. This new goal point is closer to the center
of the sensor than the edge of the sensor, and as a result, the velocity of the arm decreases. As the
center of the sensor gets closer to the end of the segment, the arm continues to slow down, until it stops
when the segment end is below the center of the sensor. This allows the arm to accurately position itself
at the end of the segment, and provides an easy way to detect the end of a line segment.
Gradual curves appear as piecewise straight lines to the tactile sensor, allowing it to track them. In
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each cycle, new line parameters are fit to the segment of the cuwe that is under the sensor by the
weighted least squares method. The parameters that control the weighting are the line parameters from
the previous cycle. The old parameters will not be correct, as both the slope and intercept of the new
section of the curve may be different. However, the old values are close enough to the correct ones that
the weighting function will still be in approximately the correct location, and weighted least squares will
extract the correct new parameters. Thus, the procedure of adapting the line parameters each cycle
allows the system to track curves in addition to straight lines.
The sampling rate of the sensor only affects the maximum tracking velocity. As discussed above, the
reference point for the hybrid controller is set to the intersection of the line with the edge of the sensor.
Further, the reference velocity is set to the length of the new reference trajectory divided by the cycle time
of the controller, T. As the sampling rate of the sensor decreases, T increases. Thus, desired velocities
are reduced, and the reference points are placed closer together. In this scheme, there is no danger of
the manipulator traveling faster than new data arrives.
4. Experimental Apparatus
In this section, we describe the hardware used in our laboratory to implement the tactile edge follower.
The hardware consists of the CMU DD Arm II, control computers, a Lord Force/Torque sensor, and a
Lord LTS 210 Tactile Array Sensor. The tactile control software is run on a Sun 3 computer.
4.1. Control Computers
The hardware of the DD Arm II control system consists of four integral components: the Sun
workstation, the Motorola M68000 microcomputer, the Marinco processors and the TMS-320
microprocessor-based individual joint controllers. All of the computers, with the exception of the Sun are
connected through a common Muitibus backplane. The Eurocard Sun 3 is connected to the backplane
through a serial line and interface card, operating at 4800 Baud. A simple packet based communications
scheme between the M68000 Coordinating Processor and the Sun operates over this serial connection.
Previous control work included the development of the customized Newton-Euler equations for the
CMU DD Arm II which achieved a computation time of 1 ms on the Marinco processor. The details of the
customized algorithm, hardware configuration and the numerical values of the dynamics parameters are
presented in [11]. For tactile sensing, we run a cartesian position controller on one of the Marinco boards,
while gravity compensation torques are computed on the other Marinco. The edge tracking controller
runs on the Sun. Each cycle, new reference positions are sent from the Sun to the 68000, and the
current position is transmitted from the 68000 to the Sun.
4.2. Lord LTS 210 Tactile Array Sensor
To perform our taction experiments, we added a Lord LTS-210 tactile array sensor to the DD Arm II
system. This sensor is mounted at the end-effector of the robot. The sensor is an array of 10 x 16
elements spaced on 1.8ramcenters [13]. Each sensing site is a small plunger mounted such that as it is
depressed, it blocks the light path between a LED and a photodiode [15]. Sixteen different increments in
deflection may be read for each site in the sensor. A sheet of rubber protects the top surface of the
sensor, but also mechanically couples the sensing sites. The sensor is interfaced to the Sun 3 through a
9600 Baud serial line.
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5. Experimental Results with the CMU Direct Drive Arm II
In the ensuing paragraphs, we present the results of two different edge tracking experiments along with
some observations about the use of a tactile sensor for edge tracking. First, we discuss a change in the
thresholds used by the adaptive thresholder, and our strategy for orienting the tactile sensor for edge
tracking. Then, we show the trajectory followed by the manipulator while tracking both straight and
curved edges. The straight edge experiment allows us to view the accuracy of the tracking system, while
the curved edge experiment shows the line parameter adaptation capability.
5.1. Observations
Our experiments to determine the threshold values for the adaptive thresholder show that taxel values
of 2 are noise if there is a four connected neighbor of value 4 or greater [3]. During early edge tracking
experiments, however, we found that after the sensor is moved over a surface for a distance of a few
centimeters random 2's appear in the image. Thus, motion of the sensor against a surface makes force
values of 2 unreliable. To compensate for this phenomena, the adaptive thresholder parameters were
adjusted to always filter out twos regardless of the force on neighbors. No side effects in system
capability are produced by the elimination of 2 as a usable force value. As discussed in Section 3, forces
on the sensor are maintained above 2 for best utilization of the sensor.
We track edges with the sensor oriented such that it only contacts the edge, and not the surfaces of the
object. Although the algorithms presented in the previous sections are general and may be used to track
edges with the sensor in contact with the surface, we found that the friction between the object and the
sensor is very high when the system is used in this mode. With our approach, two effects combine to
reduce the friction. First, less area is in contact with the surface since the sensor is only contacting a line,
instead of a plane. Second, a lower normal force is required. The normal force necessary to operate the
sensor in the mid-region is proportional to the area of the sensor in contact with the surface. Each taxel in
contact with the surface must experience a force large enough to keep it in operating range. Thus the
normal force that must be exerted by the manipulator is approximately the product of the force each taxel
requires and the number of active taxels. Lower forces on the sensor not only help to reduce the
requirements placed on the manipulator, but also reduce wear on the sensor.
5.2. Edge Tracking
Figure 5-1 shows the result of tracking a straight edge on a metal box. In each cycle, the position of
the end effector was recorded. Dots in the graph correspond to these end effector positions. Thus, the
graph shows the distance between samples in addition to the robot's trajectory. The dashed line in the
figure is an approximation of the location of the actual edge and is included for reference. This reference
line is nearly indistinguishable from the robot's trajectory. In this experiment, the tactile sensor was
oriented such that the long dimension (the 16 rows) was parallel to the direction of travel. The end
effector traced a path starting at (0.47, 0.1) and ending at (0.72, 0.26), with an average speed of 5
mrn/sec.
The plot (Figure 5-1) shows the typical characteristics of our edge tracking system. First, we note that
its accuracy is acceptable and the errors are within the width of the lines in this plot. The position errors
are approximately laua. Remember that the tactile sensor resolution is ].Smm, and the reference line is
only an approximation to the actual edge. Thus, we conclude that the position error is well within
expectations for the system.
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Figure 5-1: Straight Edge Tracking
Nowwe discuss the start and end points. At the start, (0.47, 0.1), the velocity does not appear to be as
consistent as the during the remainder of the trajectory. This is to be expected as the end effector moves
to place the center of the tactile array on the line, and the estimated line parameters adapt to the edge.
Further, at the beginning of the line the manipulator is at rest. Thus, the first move request is a step input
to the cartesian controller. Our current controller is somewhat under-damped and requires time to reach
steady motion. On this particular run, the motion of the sensor smoothed out after 4 or 5 cm. At the very
end of the trajectory, the dots become close together, indicating that the end effector slowed down. This
is precisely the action designed into the system. The visible end of the line segment is always chosen as
the new goal point. Thus, as the end of an edge comes into view, the commanded trajectory length, and
end effector velocity decreases.
The next experiment involved tracking a S shaped object. Figure 5-2 shows the results when the
sensor is started with the long dimension approximately oriented at a positive 45 degree angle to the x
axis. Tracking follows a smooth arc beginning at (0.45, -0.14) and ending at (0.93, 0.21). The primary
result from this experiment is the verification of the line parameter adaptation. The edge tracker always
attempts to follow a straight line. Curves are taken to be piecewise linear, with line parameters changing
slightly each cycle. The motion shown in Figure 5-2 clearly shows that line parameters are adapting
properly. As with the straight line, we note a small amount of oscillation at the beginning of the trajectory,
and a decrease in velocity at the end.
6. Summary
This paper presents the utilization of a tactile sensor in the feedback loop of a robot controller. There
are two main components to our dynamic edge tracker: tactile signal processing and control. We base
our tactile signal processing algorithms on the physical properties of the sensor. Thus, we accomplish
edge detection by a two step process that first filters mechanical cross-talk noise and second finds edges
by looking for transitions from non-zero to zero force. The controller uses detected line segments to
generate reference signals for a manipulator. During each cycle of the edge tracker, the estimated
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parameters of the line are transformed to the current frame. These parameters are used to position a
weighting function for a weighted least squares estimate of the new line. Performing this procedure every
time through the control loop allows the line parameters to continuously adapt. Continuous adaptation of
the parameters, in turn, allows the system to track curved objects in addition to straight objects.
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Abstract - A new scheme for the representation of objects, the Successive Spherical Approximation (SSA),
facilitates the rapid planning of collision-free paths in a 3D, dynamic environment. The hierarchical nature of the
SSA allows collision-free paths to be determined efficiently while still providing for the exact representation of
dynamic objects. The concept of a freespace cell is introduced to allow human 3D conceptual knowledge to be used
in facilitating satisfying choices for paths. Collisions can be detected at a rate better than 1 second per environment
object per path. This speed enables the path planning process to apply a hierarchy of rules to create of a heuristically
satisfying collision-free path.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important part of any robot application is the determination of a collision-free path through the
environment for the manipulator. Typical space related applications which might require the
planning of collision-free paths in 3D environments include the moving of payloads in the shuttle
equipment bay, the construction of space structures, the maintenance and rep. air of satellites, and
the navigation of both surface and winged vehicles. In this pap.er, we examine the use of a new
object representation scheme, successive spherical approximatmns, which are particularly well-
suited for collision detection in the planning of collision-free paths in a cluttered environments. The
representation scheme is based on a hierarchy of bounding spheres and rectangular sectors of
spheres which correspond to the faces of planar convex polyhedral objects. The path planning
process uses an efficient generate-and-test philosophy which exploits human conceptual 3D
knowledge to propose and test heuristically satisfying colhsion-free paths.
A satisfying path planner is one which arrives at a reasonably direct collision-free path with a
minimal number of re-determinations of the path. The tradeoff is between the directness of the path
and the number of iterations allowed to improve it. In addition, a good planner must be able to
accommodate changes in position and orientation of objects in the environment. There are several
methods which have been suggested to find such paths, but few have addressed the quality of the
path found. A brief review of such methods is given next.
A popular method of planning gross motions has been to create a configuration space (C-space),
use spatial occupancy enumeration to model the free space, and determine a path using explicit
spatial planning. This works well in two-dimensions and with cartesian manipulators [Lozano-
Perez 81], but has been found to be very computationally expensive with articulated manipulators
[Gouzenes 84] and in three-dimensions [Brooks 84]. A special form of spatial occupancy
enumeration using successive equivalent subdivision of space into octants, octrees, has been used
in a similar manner with less computational expense in three dimensions [Faverjon 84, Hayward
86]. The major difficulty in any of these schemes, in addition to the price of computation, is the
difficulty in modifying the configuration space in a dynamic environment. Goal directed
incremental methods, which use obstacle sensing at run time to find collisions, have been proposed
to provide safe paths [Khatib 85, Lumelsky 86]. These schemes, because they are driven by local
information, cannot guarantee path directness. In the development of approach paths for grasping
strategies, hypothesize-and-test methods have been used to avoid collisions with obstacles
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encountered along the path toward the goal [Pickett 85]. Recently, a method has been proposed
[Hasegawa and Terasaki 88] which divides a workspace into areas where orientation changes are
restricted and where they are not to determine a collision-free path for the manipulator.
The major concern of this paper is to provide a method for path planning which creates
heuristically satisfying paths in a dynamic 3D environment. The problems associated with dynamic
environments and changing orientations using C-space techniques were judged too severe for a
dynamic environment, therefore, the SSA representation is used to model both moving and
stationary objects and collisions are handled rapidly in operational space. The efficiency of
collision detection and the heuristic nature of operational space, allow paths to be determined and
directness improved upon using hypothesize-and-test techniques without unreasonable
computational expense. Rules for hypothesizing paths are aided by the concept of a freespace cell,
which assigns properties to obstacles depending upon their position in the environment.
First, we provide a brief introduction to the SSA representation hierarchy and its use in collision
detection, which is described in detail in [Bonner and Kelley 88]. Then, we introduce a generate-
and-test path planner which determines heuristically satisfying paths. We provide a definition of
heuristic satisfaction and introduce the concept of a freespace cell, which is fundamental to the
efficient determination of paths. A hierarchy of rules for path determination is then discussed.
Finally, issues which affect path planning in a dynamic 3D environment are considered.
II. THE SSA REPRESENTATION HIERARCHY
The SSA representation of an object is comprised of a series of successively detailed levels ranging
from a sphere enclosing the object to the faces of the object itself. The hierarchical nature of these
approximation levels allows for rapid and exact collision detection between 3D objects in a robot
workspace with little additional cost incurred by changes in position and orientation of the objects.
The SSA representation is comprised of a series of approximations to an object referenced to a
common center. Figure 1 illustrates the SSA approximations for a 2D object. Choice of the center
is arbitrary; however, it must be contained within the object, which, in this paper, is limited to a
convex polyhedron. Each level is composed of two bounds, an upper bound, which entirely
contains the modeled portion of the object and a lower bound, which is entirely contained within
the modeled portion. Uncertainty in the position of the object is modeled by adjusting these bounds
by an uncertainty measure. Orientation uncertainty is handled by adjusting the angular bounds
within the hierarchy.
The bounding spheres approximation, which provides the least accurate model of the object, is
comprised of a pair of spheres positioned at the object center. The upper bounding sphere, which
contains the entire object, has radius R. and the lower bounding sphere, which is entirely contained
within the object, has radius r. Position uncertainty information is added at this level by simply
increasing the upper bound radius and decreasing the lower bound radius by the determined
measure.
The bounding face approximation provides an increase in the exactness of the model by dividing
the spheres into rectangular sectors determined by the position of the object faces. Each sector is
defined by a pair of angle ranges which locate the face with respect to the center. The upper bound
for facei, is a sector containing the face of radius Ri,where Ri is the maximum distance from the
center to the face. The lower bound is a sector contained within the face of radius ri, where ri is the
minimum distance from the center to the face. Position uncertainty is handled by increasing the
upper bound radius and decreasing the lower bound radius, as with bounding sphere
approximations. Orientation uncertainty is provided by increasing the angular ranges of each sector
by the desired measure.
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Bounding Spheres Bounding Face
Divided Face Face
Figure 1. SSA Approximation Levels
The divided face approximation further divides each bounding face sector into a set of subsectors
which provide an even closer approximation to the object face. Any method which provides a
reasonable subdivision of the face into sectors may be used. We perform the sectoring by dividing
the distance from the center to the face into even increments between ri and Ri and assigning a
subsector to each increment. The method is computationally straight forward and provides a
consistent approximation to the face. Uncertainty for each divided face sector is modeled in a
similar manner to a bounding face sector.
The face approximation is composed of the bounded planar surfaces which define the faces of the
object. Upper and lower bounds are not required, as the representation of a convex polyhedron is
exact at this level. Position uncertainty is handled in the definition of the faces by redefining the
face vertices with reference to the object center to reflect the additional measure. Orientation
uncertainty is not considered at this time.
IlL COLLISION DETECTION ALONG A PATH
The SSA representation is used to determine collisions between an object, the payload, as it moves
through the environment along a straight fine. The hierarchical levels of the SSA representation are
used to simplify the process by determining collisions at the more approximate levels of the
hierarchy or, at least, identifying those portions of the objects, if any, which require the detailed
process of swept volume collision detection. Each level of the representation may result in three
possible outcomes: COLLISION when the objects are found to collide, NO COLLISION when the
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objects do not collide, and UNKNOWN when the result is indeterminate and a more detailed
approximation level must be used.
At the bounding sphere level, the length of the line corresponding to the closest approach of the
payload center to the center of each object in the environment is used to determine the collision
status. If the closest approach distance exceeds the sum of the radii of the upper bounding spheres
for the payload and the object, then there is NO COLLISION for the entire path. If the distance is
less than the sum of the radii of the lower bounding spheres, then there is a COLLISION with that
object for that path. If the distance is between these two sums, the collision status is UNKNOWN
and the next level must be consulted.
At the bounding face level, a cumulative sector for each object is found and compared in a similar
manner to determine collisions. The first step in determining the parameters of the cumulative
sector for an object is to find the swept angular range: i. e., the range of angles swept on each
object as it moves relative to the other object. The upper bound radius of the cumulative sector is
the maximum of the upper bound radii of all sectors which overlap the swept range. The lower
bound radius of the cumulative sector is the minimum of the lower bound radii of all sectors which
overlap the swept range.
The divided face approximation provides the next level in the hierarchy. The usefulness of this
approximation for line collisions depends upon the degree of accuracy required by the path
planning strategy and the computational expense required by collision detection at the face level. If
collision detection to within a modeled accuracy is acceptable to the path planner, then the divided
face level can be used as the final step in the collision detection process. This can result in
considerable computational savings. If not, then there is a tradeoff between the additional time
spent maintaining the divided face sectors and the computation saved in cases where the face level
is avoided. In this paper, the path planner controls the use of the divided face approximation
depending upon its requirements. Collisions at this level are determined in much the same manner
as at the bounding face level. The divided face sectors which overlap the swept range are combined
and compared to determine a collision.
At the face level, the detection of line collisions is complicated because of the difficulties involved
in _h .eckir_,gm0.ving surf.aces against e__h other. To .guarantee a collision-free path, swept volume
co asmn aetecuon tecnmques are used. Th_s results m considerable additional expense because
each possibly colliding face of the payload must be swept along the path to create a volume and this
volume examined to determine a collision.
The SSA representation is used to reduce such computational expense by eliminating faces which
are not involved in a collision and, therefore, do not need to be swept. This is an inherent benefit
of the hierarchical collision detection process. The SSA representation and the point collision
process also provide an efficient way to model the volume swept by each face and test for
collisions with obstacles.
A swept face volume (SFV) is created for each face of the payload involved in a potential collision.
The endpoints of the sweep are limited to the points along the path where collisions between the
upper bound radius of the cumulative sector for the obstacle and the upper bound radius of the
bounding face sector of the payload could possibly occur. The SFV is formed by placing the
payload at these two endpoints and creating a boundary representation of the prism formed
between the two faces. This volume is then modeled using SSA techniques. The SFV is compared
to the bounding face sectors of the obstacle which overlap the swept range to determine if a
collision occurs. Since the SFV is stationary, the method for performing the comparison is slightly
different. At the bounding sphere level, the outer and inner radii are compared to the distance
between the object centers. At the bounding face level, the range of overlap between the swept
object and the cumulative sector of the obstacle is found using the upper bounding radii. Sectors
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which overlap the base range are determined and compared to find a collision. Both the radius and
the angular position of the sectors are used to f'md collisions in the stationary case. If the Bounding
Face Level fails to determine the collision status, the planes of the faces are compared directly to
determine if they overlap within the bounds of the faces. The divided face level is not used because
the computational complexity involved is too great compared to the time involved in direct
comparison of the faces. If any of the SFVs are found to collide with any sectors of the obstacle,
then there is a COLLISION. If none collide, then there is NO COLLISION.
IV. PATH PLANNING
The generate-and-test path planning process involves an iterative technique of proposing paths
between two points and testing the paths for collisions. The relative collision detection speed
provided by the SSA representation allows considerable insight to be incorporated into heuristic
path determination rules. The ease with which paths can be checked for collisions allow a
hypothesize-and-test solution to perform several iterations to fred and improve a path between two
points without consuming excessive amounts of time. This section introduces the concepts
required to implement a hierarchy of rules for heuristic path determination.
A. Measures of Heuristic Satisfaction
The most fundamental question which guides hypothesize-and-test path determination is "What is a
heuristically satisfying path?" The obvious answer is "A path which satisfies our heuristic
conception of collision-free travel between two points." To quantify notions of heuristic
satisfaction, five collision-free path quality measures are defined: subpath_number, path_length,
path_wander, re-orientation_length, and constrainted_length.
Subpath_number. A segmented path is a set of joined straight line segments, subpaths, which form a route from
a start point to a goal point. The subpath_number is the number of subpaths in the segmented path. It is
heuristically desirable to minimize the number of subpaths.
Path_length: The path_length of a segmented path is the sum of the lengths of each subpath. It is heuristically
desirable to minimize the length.
Path wander: The path_wander of a segmented path is the sum of the absolute angular changes between
successive subpaths as the path is traversed. It is heuristically desirable to minimize path_wander.
Re-orientation_length: The re-orientation_length of a segmented path is the length of path over which changes
in the orientation of the payload can be made. It is desirable to have as much length of path for re-
orientation as possible.
Constrained_length: The constrained_length portion of a segmented path is the length of path where careful
manipulation of the payload around obstacles is required. It is heuristically desirable to minimize the length
of path requiring careful fitting.
A heuristically satisfying path is a collision-free path which strikes a balance in the satisfaction of
the above measures. For example, a heuristically satisfying path must be collision-free and provide
a minimum of subpath_number, minimal path_length and minimal path_wander, while providing
sufficient re-orientation_length and minimum constrained_length path segments.
B. The Freespace Cell Concept
The freespace cell concept provides the basis for much of the decision making in the path
determination procedure. The freespace cell enables path determination rules to take advantage of
the inherent structure of an environment by providing a standard direction for avoiding each
obstacle in the environment. The basic concept is to regard the freespace as a six-sided box or cell
and to associate each obstacle in the environment with one of these six sides. Each side of the
freespace cell is defined by its base plane. The interior of the cell forms the allowable space where
the payload and manipulator links may travel, with the exception of the space occupied by
obstacles within the cell. The freespace cell side associated with an obstacle helps to determine the
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path movement direction ff a collision with an obstacle is detected. Motion away from the payload
base plane should enable the payload to clear the obstacle and help give it a clear path through the
workspace. This basic principle is utilized by many of the rules in the path determination
procedure.
C. Path Determination Rules
The hypothesize-and-test method of path determination requires that paths be repeatedly proposed
and tested until a collision-free path is determined. The path determination rules guide the process
by providing an efficient decision-making hierarchy for altering paths in the event of a detected
collision. These rules provide a means of creating paths which satisfy the criteria for heuristic
satisfaction.
The rules are divided into four sets, each of which governs an increasingly tight obstacle avoidance
situation. The Freespace Cell Rules are a basic exploitation of the freespace cell concept applied as
a first stage in the path determination process. The Overlapping Influence Rules govern path
determination when two obstacles from different freespace cell sides are interfering with the
passage of the payload. The Iteration Rules are applied when the other rules fail to find a path in a
tight situation. The Orientation Change Rules govern situations when it is discovered that a path
cannot be found unless the orientation of the payload is changed. Each of the four sets of rules
inputs a subpath with known collisions and divides it into a segmented path to be tested for
collisions. A fifth set of rules, Violation Rules are applied when a path endpoint is found to be
contained within an obstacle.
1) Freespace Cell Rules. The freespace cell rules use the association of obstacles with a freespace
cell side to divide a colliding subpath. There are two steps in this process.
In the grouping step, the obstacles which collide are ordered along the subpath. Those which are
adjacent and a.ssignedto the same. free space cell side ..ayegrouped together. For each group, a cutoff
prone, para.uei to me oase plane, _s aetertmned. The distance of the plane from the base is referred
to as the height of the cutoff plane. Possible values for endpoints on the cutoff plane at each end of
the group are determined and the best choice selected.
In the combination step, the segments are combined into a segmented path. A simple algorithm
might connect the subpath start point to the first segment, connect adjacent segments, and connect
the final segment to the subpath goal point. However, the information provided by the freespace
cell can be used to create a more efficient segmented path. If the freespace cell sides of adjacent
segments are perpendicular to each other, joining the segments end to end would result in less
efficiency than joining the start point of the first segment and the final point of the second segment.
The nature of the freespace cell makes this "shortcut" a reasonable alternative to a direct
connection. This concept can be extended to three sides by eliminating the middle segment entirely.
An iterative process is used to alter the cutoff plane, if the initial choice results in a collision with
opposing freespace cell sides. Successively "lower" heights are chosen according to the following
criteria. For the first iteration, the first cutoff plane is at the height which allows clearance and free
orientation change of the payload for all obstacles in the group. The second iteration assigns a
separate cutoff plane to a segment endpoint and uses only the closest obstacle to that endpoint to
determine clearance and orientation changes. The third iteration assigns a height based on the
clearance of a single endpoint obstacle with the additional sacrifice of orientation changes to the
payload. The process provides clearance of obstacles on the opposite freespace cell side and sets
up the most efficient path for further processing. Note that lower heights may result in collisions
with obstacles on the freespace cell side of the original segment; these are handled by reapplying
freespace cell rules for the path section which collides.
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2) Overlapping Influence Rules. The overlapping influence rules identify portions of a subpath
which are involved in a collision with more than one obstacle from different freespace cell sides
and propose a segmented path which fits the payload between the obstacles. There are three steps
in the process.
The segmentation of a subpath is achieved by ordering the points at which the colliding obstacles
collision may f'trst influence the subpath. The obstacles are then examined for influence areas
which overlap with other obstacles. Subpath portions with overlapping influence are combined into
segments, the endpoints of which are determined by the part of the subpath influenced by both
obstacles. Portions of the subpath influenced by no obstacles, a single obstacle or more than one
obstacle from the same freespace cell side are assigned segments using freespace cell rules.
The combination step combines the segments into subpaths. The combination is based on the
ordering of the In'st points of influence of the obstacles along the path. The final point of each
segment is joined to the starting point of the next segment. An exception to this rule occurs when
more than one overlapping influence segment is found to influence the same portion of the path. In
this instance, the start point of the first segment is joined to the start point of the second se .gment.
This provides a means of handling more than two obstacles which influence the same pornon of
the subpath by allowing the direction needed to navigate the first two obstacles to be established
and modified by the direction needed to navigate the second two.
In thefitting step, the subpaths having overlapping influence arere-segmented to fit.between _e
obstacles. The basis of the re-segmentation is the determination ot a segment, perpenatcular to me
line between the two obstacles and passing through its midpoint. Segments parallel to the side of
the obstacle closest to each subpath endpoint are chosen to connect the endpoints to the fitting
segment. These segments are combined with the fitting segment create a segmented path for the
subpath.
3) Iteration Rules. If a subpath proposed by the overlapping influence rules is found to contain a
collision, the incremental collision detection method is applied in the form of iteration rules to find
a collision-free path. The iteration rules modify the subpath by finding a collision with an obstacle
and following the boundary of the obstacle until the goal point of the subpath can be reached.
The first step in using this set of rules to modify a subpath is to find the point at which the payload
collides with an obstacle. This is done by placing the payload at successive intervals along the
subpath and checking each point until a collision is found. The direction of the subpath and the
freespace cell side of the obstacle are used to determine a direction parallel to the obstacle face
involved in the collision. This direction is followed using iterative techniques until the face is
cleared (in the manner of [Lumelsky, 88]). As a final step, this last point is joined to the endpoint
of the subpath.
4) Orientation Change Rules. If the iteration rules cannot find a collision-free segmented path, then
the orientation change rules are applied. These rules determine a new orientation for the payload
which optimizes its travel parallel to an obstacle face. The orientation rules also determine areas in
which the required orientatton can be established.
The face of the obstacle being navigated by the payload has already been established by the
iteration rules. The orientation of the payload is chosen so as to minimize its width perpendicular to
the line of travel. This is done by finding a line of minimal length which passes through the
payload and aligning it perpendicular to the line of travel.
Finding a place to change orientation is accomplished by finding a portion along the subpath over
which an orientation change can be made. If this fails, the preceding subpaths are considered in
succession until a safe place to change orientation is determined. All subpaths which are considered
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must be rechecked for collisions with the new orientation and modified if necessary. A similar
process is used to find a place to reestablish orientation after the tight spot has been navigated.
5) Violation Rules. It is possible that a collision may occur when the payload is placed at an
endpoint of a proposed subpath. This situation, which prevents the path determination rules from
functioning properly, is referred to as a violation and is handled by violation rules. The rules
attempt to find an alternative endpoint which does not result in a collision. Two techniques are
applied in an attempt to do this, one which uses freespace cell information and a second which uses
the line between the obstacle center and the endpoint.
When the first technique is applied, the endpoint is moved to a height "above" the offending
obstacle in the direction indicated by the obstacle freespace cell side. Successively "lower" heights
are chosen ff a collision is found in a similar manner tochoosing cutoff planes in 1) Freespace Cell
Rules above. If a collision still occurs, the technique is applied again using the freespace cell
associated with the obstacle now involved in the collision. This technique is allowed to be applied
only a limited number of times, as it is likely to cycle in a very tight situation.
If the ftrst technique falls to find a new endpoint, a second technique is attempted. In this method,
the line joining the obstacle center with the payload is determined and the endpoint is pushed out
along that line until the payload no longer collides with the obstacle. If a collision occurs with
another obstacle, this technique is applied with the new obstacle. This method is also only applied
a limited number of times. If it falls to determine an endpoint, the environment is too cluttered for
the path planner to handle.
V. PATH PLANNING ISSUES
There are several issues involved in path planning which are not addressed in the above path
planning algorithm. These issues are vital to the design of a successful path planner in a structured
environment. The first issue is the optimization of the generated path to improve its heuristic
satisfaction. The second is the ability to provide a change in orientation of the payload as it travels
over the path. The third is the ability to find paths in the presence of varying degrees of
uncertainty. And the fourth is the affect of the manipulator links as it moves the payload along the
planned path.
A. Optimization
Once a collision-free path has been found, a final set of rules, designed to provide additional
optimization based on the path_length and path_wander measures of heuristic satisfaction, is
applied. These rules attempt to shorten the total path length and make the path more direct by
joining together adjacent subpaths and eliminating paths which are not in general agreement with
the overall path direction. If the new subpath is collision-free, it replaces the two old ones.
B. Orientation Changes
The path planner has chosen a simple means of effecting orientation changes to the payload which
allows maximum flexibility in the determination of where to make the change. The basic approach
is to find two paths for the payload, one using the initial orientation and one using the final
orientation and to make an reasonable choice of where to make an orientation change based on
these two paths. Some simple rules govern this choice.
Orientation changes are only allowed over subpaths which are marked as capable of sustaining
one. This marker is established as the path determination rules are applied. Longer subpaths are
better suited to changes in orientation because they allow a longer time for the manipulator to effect
the change. It is pointless to make a desired orientation change prior to a fit situation requiring a
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specificorientation.Therefore,thepath plannereliminatessuch subpathsfrom considerationprior
tothese changes and gives specialconsiderationto establishingthe desiredorientationalong the
subpath indicatedfor the re-establishmentof the originalorientation.If there is no subpath
availablefororientationchanges,thelongersubpathsareexamined to determine ifany portioncan
sustainan orientationchange of the payload. Ifso,the subpath isdivided to supply a choice for
orientationchanges.
First,theorientationchange algorithm creams the two segmented paths and searchesthefirstpath
for a subpath over which to make the orientationchange, using therulesdescribed above.Itthen
createsa subpath,over which to make the change. Next itchecks the subpath for collisions.If
collisionsarefound,thepathplannerusesthe basicpathplanning algorithmtofinda collision-free
path.The finalresultisa collision-freepath which accomplishes a desired orientationchange
between the startand goalpoints.
C. Uncertainty
The natureof the SSA representationenables the path planner to generatepaths using different
degrees of uncertainty.This allowsthe sy.stemexecutingthepath torelyon interactivesensingto
optimize paths and enables path determlnation in tightsituations.In thispaper,three levelsof
uncertaintyare established:maximum uncertainty,nominal uncertaintyand no uncertainty.The
maximum uncertaintyguaranteesa collision-freepath.The nominal uncertaintyshould provide a
collision-freepath,but sensingisrecommended intightsituations.No uncertaintyprovides a path
in the idealcase and requiresthe use of sensingtoexecute.These levelsof uncertaintyareeasily
builtinto the SSA representationof the objects in the environment. Once paths have bccn
establishedforeach level,thepath plannerexamines the relativemeritsof each,chooses thebest,
and storesthoseremaining forpossibleuse in errorrecovery.
D. Manipulator Restrictions
The physical construction of the manipulator which moves an object through the environment puts
restraints on the path the object can take. The payload is comprised of the object being moved, the
gripping mechanism which holds it, and any links of the manipulator which affect orientation
changes. To find collision-free paths which provide areas for orientation change, the entire payload
must be modeled by a single SSA representation and used to find paths through the environment.
Once a path for the payload has been established, possible collisions of the positioning links must
be examined. This is done by examining the paths dictated by the motion of the payload on each
positioning link. To check the paths of the links for collisions, each link is modelled using the SSA
representation and checked for collisions with the environment obstacles as it travels along its
dictated path. Each manipulator link has a work envelope out of which it cannot travel.
Environment obstacles which do not fall within the work envelope of a link need not be considered
for collisions with that link. Since a straight line path for the payload does not map into straight line
paths for the links, the incremental collision detection method is used to check for collisions at
regular intervals along the path. If a collision is found, two alternatives are tried to eliminate the
problem.
The first alternative is to chose an alternate kinematic configuration to find another .path for the link.
In an articulated ann such as the PUMA there axe two sets of kinematic configuratmns: left_elbow
and right_elbow, and elbow_up and elbow_down. The configuration used for initial path
determination depends upon the position and function of the manipulator in the environment.
Alternative configurations are checked according to the freespace cell side of the obstacles involved
in the collision and the elbow configuration chosen. If the configuration changes fall to establish a
collision-free path, changes to the path of the payload are attempted.
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The second alternative attempts to alter subpaths of the payload path to eliminate link collisions.
The only subpath types which are considered alterable are those formed using freespace cell rules.
Subpaths which require fitting between obstacles are assumed to be too finely tuned to enable
alterations substantial enough to create enough change in link position to make any difference. The
freespace cell rules for altering the height of the subpath are applied in a manner which might
eliminate the collision problem. If the alterations result in a collision-free path, then the links are
rechecked for collisions.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a method for the efficient determination of collision-free paths in
a 3D environment. The method is based on a novel spherical representation of environment
objects. The paper defines goals for creating heuristically satisfying paths and introduces the
concept of a freespace cell, which exploits the structure of the environment to facilitate satisfying
choices for paths. Collisions can be detected at a rate better than 1 second per environment object
per path. This speed enables the path planning process to accommodate uncertainty, object re-
orientation and a dynamic environment while creating a heuristically satisfying collision-free path.
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Abstract
Nearly all spatial reasoning problems involve
uncertainty of one sort or uother. Uncertainty
arises due to the inaccuracies of sensors used
in measuring distances and angles. We refer to
this ms directionaluncertalnty. Uncertainty also
arises in combining spatial information when
one location is mistakenly identified with an-
other. We refer to this ms recognition uncer-
talnty. Most problems in constructing spatial
representations (maps) for the purpose of navi-
gation involve both directional and recognition
uncertainty. In this paper, we show that a par-
ticular class of spatial reasoning problems in-
volving the construction of representations of
large-scale space can be solved efficiently even
in the presence of directional and recognition
uncertslnty. We pay particular attention to the
problems that arise due to recognition uncer-
tsinty. The results described in this paper are
applicable to the construction of global maps
from satellite data as well as the construction
of local navigation maps from measurements
made by a rover in explorln 8 a planetary sur-
face.
1 Introduction
A map is a model of large-scale space used for pur-
poses of navigation. Map learning involves exploring
the environment, making observations, and then us-
ing the observations to construct a map. The con-
struction of useful maps is complicated by the fact
that observations involving the position, orientation,
and identification of spatially remote objects are in-
variably error prone. Most studies in map learning
have made the simplifying assumption that previ-
tThis work was supported in part by the National Science
Foundation under grant IRI-8612644 and by the Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency of the Department of Defense and was
monitored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under
Contract No. F49620-88-C-0132.
ously encountered locations can be identified with
certainty. In this paper, we consider what happens
when you relax that assumption.
In general, local uncertainty accumulates as the
product of the distance in generating global esti-
mates. One way to avoid this sort of accumulation is
to establish strategies such that a robot can discern
properties of its environment with certainty. Most
existing map learning schemes exploit this sort of cer-
talnty in one way or another. The rehearsal strategies
of Kuipers [Kuipers and Byun, 1988] are one example
of how a robot might plan to eliminate uncertainty.
In situations in which it is not possible to eliminate
local uncertainty completely, it is stUI possible to
reduce the effects of accumulated errors to accept-
able levels by performing repeated experiments. To
support this claim, we describe s map-learning tech-
nique baaed on Valiant's probably appro_ma_ely cor-
rect learning model [Valiant, 1984] that, given small
& > 0, constructs a map to answer global queries such
that the answer provided in response to any given
query is correct with probability 1 - 5.
2 Spatial Modeling
We model the world, for the purposes of studying
map learning, as a graph with labels on the edges
at each vertex. In practice, a graph will be in-
duced from a set of measurements by identifying a
set of distinctive locations in the world, and by not-
ing their connectivity. For example, we might model
a city by considering intersections of streets to be
distinguished locations, and this will induce a grid-
like graph. Kuipers [Kuipers and Byun, 1988] de-
velops a mapping based on locations distinguished
by sensed features like those found in buildings, and
Levitt [Levitt et al., 1987] develops a mapping based
on locations in the world distinguished by the visibil-
ity of landmarks at a distance. In general, different
mappings result in graphs with different characteris-
tics, but there are some properties common to most
mappings. For example, if the mapping is built for
the purpose of navigating on a surface, the graph in-
duced will almost certainly be planar and cyclic. In
what follows, we will always assume that the graphs
induced are connected, undirected, and of bounded
degree; any other properties will be explicitly noted.
Following [Aleliunas et al., 1979], a graph model
consists of a graph, G = (V, E), a set L of labels, and
a labeling, _b : {Y x E) --* L, where we may assume
that L has a null element _1_which is the label of any
pair (v E V,e E E) where • is not an edge from _.
We will frequently use the word direction to refer to
an edge and its associated label from a given vertex.
With this notation, we can describe a path in the
graph as a sequence of labels indicating the edges to
be taken at each vertex.
If the graph is a regular tessellation, we may as-
sume that the labeling of the edges at each vertex is
consistent, i.e., there is a global scheme for labeling
the edges and the labels conform to this scheme at
every vertex. For example, in a grid tessellation, it
is natural to label the edges at each vertex as North,
South, East, and West. In general, we do not require
a labeling scheme that is globally consistent. You
can think of the labek on edges emanating from a
given vertex as local directions. Such local directions
might correspond to the robot having a compem that
is locally consistent but globally inaccurate, or local
directions might correspond to locally distinctive fea-
tures visible from intersections in learning the map of
a city.
In the following, we identify two sources of un-
certainty in map learning. First, there may be un-
certainty in the movement of the robot. In partic-
ular, the robot may occasionally move in an unin-
tended direction. We refer to this as directional un-
certainty, and we model this type of uncertainty by
introducing a probabilistic movement function from
{V x L} --, V. The intuition behind this function
is that for any location, one may specify a desired
edge to traverse, and the function gives the location
reached when the move is executed. For example, if
G is a grid with the labeling given above, and we asso-
ciate the vertices of G with points (i, j) in the plane,
we might define a movement function as follows:
(i,j+l)
(i + 1,j)
¢(i, j, t) = (i - 1,j)
i,j - _)
70% if I is North
10% if I is North
10% if I is North
10% if I is North
where the "..." indicate the distribution governing
movement in the other three directions. The probe-
bilities associated with each direction sum to I. In
this paper, we will assume that movement in the in-
tended direction takes place with probability better
than chance.
A second source of uncertainty involves recogniz-
ing locations that have been seen before. The robot's
sensors have some error, and this can cause error in
the recognition of places previously visited; the robot
might either fall to recognise some previously visited
location, or it might err by mistaking some new lo-
cation for one seen in the past. We refer to this type
of uncertainty as recognition uncertainty, and model
it by partitioning the set of vertices into equivalence
clemee. We assume that the robot is unable to dis-
tinguish between elements of a given class using only
its sensors.
3 Map Learning
For our purposes, a map is a data structure that
facilitates queries concerning connectivity, both lo-
cal and global. Anewerz to queries involving global
connectivity will generally rely on information con-
cerning local connectivity, and hence we regard the
fundamental unit of information to be a connection
between two nearby locations (i.e., an edge between
two vertices in the induced undirected graph). We
say that a graph has been learned completell if for
every location we know all of its neighbors and the
directions in which they lie (i.e., we know every triple
of the form (u, l, n) where u and n are vertices and l
is the label at u of an edge in G from u to n).
We assume that the information used to con-
struct the map will come from exploring the envi-
ronment, and we identify two different procedures
involved in learning maps: ezploration and aJmimila-
tion. Exploration involves moving about in the world
gathering information, and assimilation involves us-
ing that information to construct a useful representa-
tion of space. Exploration and assimilation are gener-
ally handled in parallel, with assimilation performed
incrementally as new information becomes available
during exploration.
The problem that we are concerned with in this
paper involves both recognition and directional un-
certainty with general undirected graphs. In the fol-
lowing, we show that a form of Valiant's probably
approximately correct learning is possible when ap-
plied to learning maps under these conditions.
At any point in time, the r,,bot is facing in
a direction defined by the label of a particular
edge/vertex palrbthe vertex being the location of the
robot and the edge being one of the edges emanating
from that vertex. We assume that the robot can turn
to face in the direction of any of the edges emanat-
ing from the robot's location. Directional uncertainty
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ariseswhentherobotattemptstomovein the direc-
tion it is pointing. Let ot > 0.5 be the probability
that the robot moves in the direction it is currently
pointing. More than 50% of the time, the robot ends
up at the other end of the edge defining its current
direction, but some percentage of the time it ends up
at the other end of some other edge emanating from
its starting vertex.
To model recognition uncertainty, we assume
that the vertices V are partitioned into two sets, the
distinguishable vertices D and the indistinguishable
vertices /. We are able to distinguish only vertices
in D. We refer to the vertices in D as landmarks
and to the graph as a landmark graph. We define the
landmark d_stribution parameter, r, to be the max-
imum distance from any vertex in I to its nearest
landmark (if r = 0, then I is empty and all vertices
are landmarks). We say that a procedure learns the
local connectivity within radi_s r of some v E D if
it can provide the shortest path between v and any
other vertex in D within a radius r of v. We say that
a procedure learns the global connectivity of a graph
G within a constant factor if, for any two vertices u
and v in D, it can provide a path between u and v
whose length is within a constant factor of the length
of the shortest path between u and v in G.
In the following, we assume that the probability
of the robot guessing that it did traverse a path p
given that it actually did traverse p is _, that _ > ½+e
where e is positive, and that the robot knows these
two facts. The answers to these guesses might be
arrived at by various means. First, some monitoring
of the robot's movement mechanisms could provide
an indication of the quality of the traversed. Any a
p_or/information about the path could be used to
provide the answer, and some information regarding
features seen in the previous exploration steps might
be useful here as well.
We begin by showing that the multiplicative er-
ror incurred in trying to answer global path queries
can be kept low if the local error can be kept low,
that the transition from a local uncertainty measure
to a global uncertainty measure does not increase the
complexity by more than a polynomial factor, and
that it is possible to build a procedure that directs
exploration and map building so as to answer global
path queries that are accurate and within a small
constant factor of optimal with high probability.
Lemma 1 Let G be a landmark graph with distri-
bution parameter r, and let c be some integer > 2.
Given a procedure that, for arty 6_ > O, learns the
local connectivity within cr of any landmark in G in
time polynomial in _ with probability 1 - 6t, there
is a procedure that learns the global connectivity of G
with probability 1 - 5s for any 6e > 0 in time poly-
nomial in _ and the size of the graph. Any global
path returned as a result will be at most _ times
the length of the optimal path.
Proof sketch: Let m be the length of the longest
answer we might have to provide to a global query.
Then the probability of correctness for any global an-
swer obeys
p(correct answer) __ (1 - 6z)"*
A simple expansion gives
(1 - 6t)m = 1 - rr_, -4-E _ 1 - trot
because E > 0. Thus, ensuring that every 6t = 61/m
will ensure that
p(correct answer) >_ 1 - 6g
We use the local procedure on every distinguishable
vertex in the graph and the resulting representation
is sufficient to provide a path between any two dis-
tinguishable vertices. Note that we do not have to
know [V I in order to calculate 6t, only the length of
the longest answer expected. The proof that the re-
suiting paths are within a constant factor of optimal
appears in [?].
Lemma 2 There etists a procedure that, for any
61 > O, learns the local connectivity taithin cr of a
ver_ez in any landmark graph with probability 1 - 6t
in time polynomial in _ _.L.. and the size of G, and
' 2"y-1
ezponential in r.
Proof sketch: The learning algorithm can be bro-
ken down into three steps: a landmark identification
step in which the robot finds and identifies a set of
landmarks, a candidate selection step in which the
robot finds a set of candidates for paths in G con-
necting landmarks, and a candidate filtering step in
which the robot determines which of those candidates
actually correspond to paths in G. In order to prove
the lemma, landmark identification has to succeed in
identifying all landmarks in G with high probability,
candidate selection has to find all paths (or at least
all of the shortest paths) between landmarks with
high probability, and candidate filtering has to de-
termine which of the candidates correspond to paths
in G with high probablity. Let 1 - 6i, 1 - 6,, and
1 -61 correspond, respectively, to the probabilities
that the three steps succeed in performing their asso-
ciated tasks. We will consider each of the three steps
in turn.
The first step is easy. The robot identifies all the
landmarks in G with probability 1 - 6i by making a
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randomwalk whose length is polynomial in _ and the
size of G. A more sophisticated exploration might be
possible, but a random walk suffices for polynomial-
time performance.
Having identified a set of landmarks, the robot
has to try all paths of length r or less starting from
each identified landmark. If d is the maximum degree
of any vertex in G, then there can be as many as cP"
paths oflengthr or lessstartingfrom any vertexin
G. This requiresthan an exhaustivesearch willbe
exponentialinr.Sincewe expectthatrwillgenerally
be small,this Ulocal"exponentialfactorshould not
be critical.For each landmark, the robot triessome
number of paths oflengthr tryingto connect other
landmarks within a radius r. Again, a simple coin-
flipping algorithm will do for our purposes. Starting
from a landmark A, the robot chooses randomly some
direction to follow, it records that direction, and then
attempts to follow that direction. It continues in this
manner until it has taken r steps. If it encounters one
or more landmarks (other than A), then it records the
set of directions attempted as a candidate path. The
resulting candidates look like:
Aouto, in_Xoutt, ..., in.__Xoutb_,, in_B
where B is the landmark observed on a path starting
from A, and the notation inXout indicates that the
robot observed itself entering a vertex of type X on
the arc labeled in and it obaerced itself attempting
to leave on the arc labeled out. The probability that
the robot will traverse a particular path of length r
on any given attempt is _. The probability that
the robot willtraversethe path of length r that it
attempts to traverseisat. Since the robot records
only thosepaths itattempts,ithas to make enough
attempts so that with high probabilityitrecor& all
the paths.The probabilitythat the robot willrecord
any givenr-lengthpath on n attempts startingat A
is:
1- [1- (-_)'] _
In order to ensure that we record all such paths with
probability 1 - 6, we have to ensure that:
1-6,_< [i- [1- (d)']"]'"
Solvingforn we seethatthe robotwillhave tomake a
number ofattempts polynomialin_ and exponential
inr.
Candidate filteringnow proceeds as followsfor
each candidate path. The robotattempts to traverse
the path,and, ifitsucceeds,itguesseswhether ornot
itdid so correctly.A traveraalofthe path that was
correctindicatesthat the path reallyisin G. With
directionaluncertainty,itispossiblethat although
the traversalstartedand ended at the rightlocations
and seemed to take the rightdirectionat each step,
the path actuallytraversedisnot the one that was
attempted. This resultsin a _falsepositive"obser-
vationfor the path inquestion.The purpose ofthe
guess after a traverul is to distinguish false positives
from correct traversals. For each traversal that suc-
ceeds, we record the answer to the guess, and we keep
track of the number of positive and negative answers.
ARer n travenmls and guesses, if the path really is in
G, we expect the number of positive answers to be
near n'y. We use n/2 as the threshold, and include
only paths with more than n/2 positive answers in
our representation. By making n sufficiently large,
we can assure that this filtering accepts all and only
real paths with the desired probability, 1 -6/. We
now consider the relation between n and 6/.
The entire filtering step will succeed with global
probability 1 - 6] if we ensure that each path is cor-
rectly filtered with some local probability, which we
will call 6/_. An argument similar to the one used in
the proof of Lemma 1 shows that the local probabil-
ity is polynomial in the global probability, 6/, d, and
the sise of G, and exponential in r. We now show
that the number of traversals, n, is polynomial in
and _----_.
As mentioned above, in n traversalz we expect
about nq, positive answers if the path is really |n G.
We use n/2 as a threshold, and we wish to ensure that
this includes all and only real paths. We therefore
consider the probability that we will get n/2 or fewer
positive responses even though the path is really in G.
This case covers the possibility of wrongly including a
path; the analysis covering wrongly excluding a path
is similar. We assume that the number of positive
responses will be normally distributed about a mean
of n_, if the path is real. The probability of making an
error is the probability that the number of positive
answers will deviate from this mean enough to fall
below n/2. If X is the number of positive responses
we get, then
e(e,','o,') < V(I x - "r[ < "('r - _)) <
7(1 7)
- - - _ ½)2
Replacing 3,(1 - 3,) with ¼, we have
1
P(error) < n(27 - 1)
which will be less than 6li provided that
1 1
>- 6/_ (2-r - 1) 2
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Theorem 1 It is possible to learn the global connec-
tivity of any landmark graph with probability 1 - 6 in
time polynomial in _, _-:-f, and the size of G, and
ezponential in r.
Theorem 1 is a simple consequence of Lemma 1
and 2. It has an immediate application to the prob-
lem of learning the global connectivity of a graph
where all the vertices are landmarks. In this case,
the parameter r = 0, and we need only explore paths
of length 1 in order to establish the global connectiv-
ity of the graph.
Corollary 1 It is possible to learn the connectivity
of a graph G with only distinguishable locations with
probability 1 6 in time polynomial in 3, _.L.. and-- l_2a _
the size of G.
4 Discussion
The proof in the previous section relies on the as-
sumption that the robot knows it can identify the
correct execution of a set of instructions specifying
a path with probability better than 7. Knowing the
value of ? enables the robot to determine how many
experiments it must perform in order to construct a
map that is correct with probability 1 - 6. The intu-
ition behind this is that, in generating each candidate
path in the initial exploration phase, the robot also
compiles a set of observations (e.g., local features,
distances traveled, and angles turned) to be used as
expectations during the candidate filtering step. The
expectations are used to rule out situations in which
the robot fails to correctly execute the instructions
in the candidate path.
We have also considered the case in which move-
ment in the intended direction takes place with prob-
ability better than chance, and that, upon entering a
vertex, the robot knows with certainty the local name
of the edge upon which it entered. We call the latter
ability reverse movement certainty. In traversing an
edge the robot will not know that it has ended up
at some unintended location, but it will know what
direction to follow in trying to return to its previous
location.
With the assumption of reverse movement cer-
tainty, we have additional information that we can
bring to bear on distinguishing successes from fail-
ures. As mentioned earlier, in the initial exploration
phase, the robot generates a set of candidate paths
from observations,where each candidate is of the
form:
p = Aouto, inLXout_, ''" , in__lXout___, inbB"
Given reverse movement certainty, the set of direc-
tions indicated by the labels int, ins_,,...,in, are
guaranteed to describe a path from B to A in G.
What we have to determine is whether or not the set
of directions outo, outt,..., outs_, describe a path
from A to B in G.
To make this determination, the robot runs a set
of experiments. In each experiment, the robot tries to
follow the directions indicated by ins, ins_,,..., in,,
and it keeps track of the number of hits:, exper-
iments in which it observes the sequence of labels
outt_,, outs_2,..., outo on entering vertices. If p is
a path, then in n experiments the expected number
of hits is adn. If p is not a path, then the expected
number of hits is a d-*(1 -a)n or less depending upon
how many movement errors were made in the orig-
inal traversed. It is this separation between a d and
ad-*(1 - a) that we exploit in determining whether
or not a candidate path is actually a path in G.
Given the notion of global connectivity defined
above, no attempt is made to completely learn the
graph (i.e., to recover the structure of the entire
graph). It is assumed that the indistinguishable ver-
tices are of interest only in so far as they provide di-
rections necessary to traverse a direct path between
two landmarks. But it is easy to imagine situations
where the indistinguishable vertices and the paths
between them are of interest. For instance, the in-
distinguishable vertices might be partitioned further
into equivalence classes so that one could uniquely
designate a vertex by specifying its equivalence clam
and some radius from s particular global landmark
(e.g., the bookstore just across the street from the
Chrysler building). In [?], we show how our approach
can be applied to completely learn the graph by first
completely learning local neighborhoods of each land-
mark.
5 Related Work
Kuipers defines the notion of Uplace" in terms of a set
of related visual events [Kuiper% 1978]. This notion
provides a basis for inducing graphs from measure-
ments. In Kuipers' framework [Kuipers and Byun,
1988], locations are arranged in an unrestricted pla-
nar graph. There is recognition uncertainty, but
there is no directional uncertainty (if a robot tries
to traverse a particular hall, then it will actually tra-
verse that hall; it may not be able to measure exactly
how long the hall is, but it will not mistakenly move
down the wrong hall). Kuipers goes to some length
to deal with recognition uncertainty. To ensure cor-
rectness, he has to assume that there is some refer-
ence locationthat is distinguishablefrom allother
locations.Since there isno directionaluncertainty,
any two locationscan be distinguishedby traversing
paths to the referencelocation.Given a procedure
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that is guaranteed to uniquely identify a location if it
succeeds, and succeeds with high probability, we can
show that a Kuipers-style map can be reliably prob-
ably almost always usefully learned using an analysis
similar to that of Section 3. In fact, we do not re-
quire that the edges emanating from each vertex be
labeled, just that they are cyclically ordered.
Levitt et al [Levitt et al., 1987] describe an ap-
proach to spatial reasoning that avoids multiplicative
error by introducing local coordinate systems based
on landmarks. Landmarks correspond to environ-
mental features that can be acquired and, more im-
portantly, reacquired in exploring the environment.
Given that landmarks can be uniquely identified, one
can induce a graph whose vertices correspond to re-
gions of space defined by the landmarks visible in
that region. The resulting problem involves neither
recognition nor movement uncertainty. Our results
bear directly on any extension of Levitt's work that
involves either recognition or movement uncertainty.
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Abstract
Reactive schema-based navigation is possible in space domains by extending the
methods developed for ground-based navigation found within the Autonomous Robot
Architecture (AURA). Reformulation of two dimensional motor schemas for three dimen-
sional applications is a straightforward process. The manifold advantages of schema-
based control persist, including modular development, amenability to distributed pro-
cessing, and responsiveness to environmental sensing. Simulation results show the fea-
sibility of this methodology for space docking operations in a cluttered workarea.
1. Introduction
One of the most important aspects of intelligent robotic control, whether teleoperated
or otherwise, is a tight coupling between sensor data and motor action. It is crucial for
the successful real-time operation of a robotic system that incoming perceptions be used as
rapidly as possible. This strategy typically precludes the building of dynamic world models
to reason over. Reflexive navigation provides highly reactive robotic control systems at a
level beneath high-level planning and reasoning.
Space applications for reactive control require reformulation of the techniques developed
for ground-based navigation. On earth, mobile robots typically have three controllable de-
grees of freedom: two for translation and one for rotation. In the micro-gravity environments
of space, six degrees of freedom are present: three of translation and three of rotation (roll,
pitch, and yaw). Navigation is both simplified and complicated by this change; simplified
in the sense that there are more ways too move about in the world, complicated by the
increased search space for solutions and the increased complexity of control.
Our previous work in ground-based navigation, conducted within the context of the
Autonomous Robot Architecture (AURA), can be readily extended into three dimensional
problem domains. This includes both aerospace and undersea environments. One of the
design goals of AuRA was to ensure domain independence as much as possible. This was
accomplished through the use of modular design for perceptual strategies and motor be-
haviors, sensor and vehicle independence, and techniques for knowledge representation that
are easily generalized. We have successfully demonstrated navigation of a ground-based
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mobile robot in the interior of buildings [2], the outdoors of a college campus [6], and in
manufacturing settings [3].
This paper illustrates how the reactive/reflexive component of the AuRA architecture
can be extended into three dimensional worlds. Other researchers have addressed reactive
navigation for ground-based applications. Brooks' subsumption architecture [7], Payton's
reflexive behaviors [12], Kadonoff's [8] arbitration techniques are several examples of this
navigational paradigm. Our work in motor-schema based navigation [1] also fits into this
category. It is a straightforward extension of our behavioral methodology into this new
domain.
We first review two-dimensional schema-based navigation in order to provide a firm basis
for its extension into three dimensional worlds. The next section describes the modifications
made to the motor schemas to produce 3D navigation. Simulations are then presented
showing the ability of the robot to navigate in a cluttered world and successfully dock with
a workstation. Finally, a summary, conclusions, and discussion of future work completes
the paper.
2. Review of 2D schema-based navigation
Schema-based navigation [1] involves the decomposition of motor tasks into a collection
of primitive behaviors called motor schemas. Each of these schemas produces an individual
velocity vector using an analog of the potential field methodology [9,10,11]. The vector
output of each of these individual motor schemas is summed and transmitted to the robot.
This overall vector constitutes the desired speed and direction of the robot.
Embedded within each of the motor schemas is one or more perceptual schemas that
provide the necessary information for a particular robot behavior. We have used video cam-
eras [6], shaft encoders, and ultrasonic sensors [2] as input sensor devices for the perceptual
schemas. Action-oriented perception is the basis for sensor interpretation. Only the infor-
mation that is required for a particular motor activity is extracted from the incoming data.
This makes computational processing tractable. The use of a divide-and-conquer strategy
for partitioning sensor algorithms based on motor needs, focus-of-attention mechanisms, and
the application of expectation-based perception (both from a priori environmental knowl-
edge and previous sensor data) facilitate rapid response. We have previously described the
relationship of this methodology to psychological and neuroscientific evidence [5].
For 2D ground-based navigation we have specified several motor schemas and tested them
successfully both in simulation and on our mobile robot George [2,3]. Those developed thus
far include the following:
• Move-ahead: Move the robot in a general direction along the ground.
• Move-to-goal: Move the robot towards a recognized goal.
• Avoid-static-obstacle: Move the robot away from a detected obstacle.
• Stay-on-path: Keep the robot located on a hallway or road.
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The advantages of schema-based reactive navigation are many. The ability to reflect
uncertainty in perception, the simple mapping onto distributed processing systems, and the
modular design facilitating incremental system growth are a few. These advantages also
extend into our new work on three dimensional navigation described below.
3. Three dimensional schemas
Extending 2D schema-based navigation into three dimensions is a straightforward pro-
cess. All of the schemas itemized above have been reformulated from 2D cartesian space
to produce vectors in three dimensional space. Although the mathematics is a bit more
complex and the computations a bit more costly than for the ground-based navigation, it is
still a very low cost methodology for navigation.
Illustrations for two of the 3D motor schemas are presented in Figures 2-3. Both per-
ceived environmental views and cross-sectional representations of the potential fields are
presented. The schemas that are not shown in figures can be readily envisioned: the avoid-
static-obstacle schema can be viewed as a repulsive sphere instead of a repulsive disk as
shown in Figure lb; the move-to-goal schema has vectors pointing from all directions to-
wards the observed goal location; the move-ahead schema has identical vectors located at
all locations in 3D space; and the noise schema has random vectors scattered in 3D space
instead of 2D space. Our current formulations for the 3D motor schemas are presented
below.
• Avoid-static-obst acle:
V'maOni tud ¢
where:
0 for d _> S
_R*S-d G for R < d__ S
oo for d _ R
S = Sphere of influence (radial extent of force from the center of the obstacle)
R = Radius of obstacle
G = Gain
d - Distance of robot to center of obstacle
Vdirectlon = along a line from robot to center of obstacle moving away from obstacle
• Stay-in-channel
P ford > (W/2)
d
[_r/_*Gfor d< w-T
where:
W = Width of channel
P = Off path gain
G = On path gain
d = Distance of robot to center of channel
V_rectlon = along a line from robot to center of channel heading toward centerline
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• Move-ahead
V,,a0n,u& = fixedgain value
Vdirection----in specifiedcompass direction
• Move-to-goal
Vma_t,& = fixed gain value
Vdirect;o, = in direction towards perceived goal
• Noise
• Docking
Vmagnlt,& = fixed gain value
V_i_ect_o. = random direction
forballisticcomponent: same as move-to-goal.
forcontrolledcomponent (insidetransitionzone):
forcoercivezone (outsideof approach zone):sum of a linearly
decreasingtangentialvectordependent on correctnessof orientation
and a constantattractivevectorto the dock.
forapproach zone:sum ofa constanttangentialvectorand linearly
decreasingattractivevectordependent on distancefrom the dock.
The actual control of a robot in the 3D domain is considerably more complex than
the ground-based counterpart. This is a direct consequence of the increased number of
degrees of freedom and the difficulty in controlling an object in free flight. Nonetheless the
simulation studies presented in the next section show the success that can be attained if
these engineering problems can be overcome.
4. Simulations
Several simulation runs are shown in Figure 4. These involve variations on a field of
nine obstacles, a channel, and a goal or a dock. In each case, all of the behavioral goals
are satisfied: there are no collisions with any of the obstacles, and where appropriate the
robot remains within the channel and successfully migrates into the approach zone for the
docking operation. Uncertainty in perception is built into this simulation run, with the
robot's certainty of the presence of a particular obstacle decreasing with its distance from
the obstacle. These examples clearly show that even in a highly cluttered world, reactive
schema-based navigation can be successfully used to navigate a robot.
The first simulation run (Fig. 4a) shows a field containing nine obstacles. The robot
starts at the origin and moves towards a goal on the other side of the obstacle field. One
Move-to-goal schema and from zero to nine avoid-static-obstacle schemas are active
at any one time (depending on the proximity of the root to the obstacles). The robot is
pushed away from the obstacle field while moving towards its goal, completing its mission
successfully.
The same obstacle fieldand startand goal positionsare present in the second simulation
run (Fig.4b). In thiscase,however, a stay-in-channel schema has been added. This forces
the robot to negotiate the obstacleswithin the confines of the specifiedchannel.
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(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 4: Simulation runs
Five different simulations of the route taken
by a robot through a 3D course.
a) 9 obstacles and a move-to-goal schema.
b) Same as (a) with a stay-in-channel schema
added.
c) 9 obstacles, stay-in-channel and docking
schemas.
d) Same as (c) but with no stay-in-channel
schema.
e) Same as (c) but docking approach zone is
in opposite direction.
(e)
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The next simulation (Fig. 4c) contains the same configuration as Figure 4b but with the
goal replaced by a docking schema. The channel is not illustrated in this figure for clarity
but it is present nonetheless. This altered view from the origin looking towards the dock
clearly shows the robot's path as it moves past the obstacles and safely into the approach
zone of the docking schema.
Figure 4d shows the same simulation environment as that of Figure 4c but without
the stay-in-channel schema. This path should also be compared to Figure 4a (the same
environment but the move-to-goal has been replace with the docking schema).
Finally, Figure 4e shows what occurs when the approach zone for the dock is on the
opposite side of the channel. The robot enters into the controlled zone of the docking
schema after successfully negotiating the obstacle course, and then is coerced to the opposite
side before its final approach to the dock.
5. Summary and conclusions
We have demonstrated that schema-based navigation can be readily extended into three
dimensional robot navigation domains. The advantages of this type of reactive control are
many.
• Schemas are highly suitable for distributed processing.
• Their modular construction allows incremental development.
• They are responsive to environmental sensing.
• They can reflect uncertainty in perception.
We believe this work can be readily applied to both autonomous navigation and semi-
autonomous teleoperation in space. By allowing the low-level obstacle avoidance and motor
behaviors to be handled by reflexive sensing mechanisms, a teleoperator can be freed from
the drudgery of the minute details of control and only needs to be concerned with the high-
level intents of the robotic device. This approach can also cope with the large time lags in
communication often found in space applications. The teleoperator can choose the behaviors
that are relevant to a particular task and then let the robot strive, on its own, to satisfy the
operator-specified goals. The fact that navigational snags can be detected through the use of
hard real-time deadlines or the presence of unacceptably low velocities in the absence of goal
attainment enables a teleoperator to be alarmed when these conditions occur. Autonomous
operation, a major goal of our research, can also be developed by integrating planners that
operate with a combination of a priori knowledge in addition to dynamically acquired world
models.
Related work in progress includes the development of 3D path planning techniques based
on the 2D navigational path planning strategies already in use in AURA [4]. The convex
regions used in our "meadow map" for ground-based applications are being changed to con-
vex volumes ("crystals") for path production in both undersea and aerospace applications.
The A* search algorithms will be modified accordingly for this domain. We are also de-
veloping new visual strategies that are applicable to the multiple perceptual needs of the
docking operator. Work on the development of a complete planning and navigation system
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capable of working in microgravity such as would be found in a space station environment
is underway. The target robot would be capable of performing duties both in the interior
and exterior of the spacecraft.
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ABSTRACT
The configuration of the Carnegie Mellon University Ambler, a six legged autonomous
walking vehicle for exploring Mars, enables the recovery of a trailing leg past the leading
leg to reduce the energy expenditure in terrain interactions. In this paper gaits developed
for this unprecedented configuration are described.
A stability ca'iterion has been developed which ensures stability of the vehicle in the event of
failure of any one of the supporting legs. Periodic gaits developed for the Ambler utilize
the Ambler's unique abilities, and continuously satisfy the stability criterion.
INTRODUCTION
THE CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY (CMU) AMBLER
The CMU Ambler I is being developed to study the feasibility and appropriateness of legged
vehicles for rugged, barren planetary surface traversal in general and for Martian terrain in
particular. It is configured to overcome the general drawbacks attributed to walking
machines, such as, power inefficiency, control complexity and low payload to weight
ratio. A complete description of the configuration can be found in (Bares & Whittaker,
1988). Only features relevant to the current discussion are described in this paper.
Most walkers have been configured to have an identical number of legs attached to either
side of an elongated body, similar to the arrangement in a mammal or a reptile. The
configuration used by Ignatiev (Vukobratovic 1973) and that of ODEX I (Russell 1983) are
exceptions, having six legs disposed symmetrically about a vertical axis.
The six legs of the Ambler too are configured to be symmetric about a vertical axis, but
unlike the previous configurations there is a complete overlap of the leg. workspaces. To
provide this characteristic, the Ambler legs are mounted at different elevations on the central
axis of the body, so that they can rotate fully around the axis (Figures 1 (a) and (b)).
Each leg (Figure 2) of the Ambler has two revolute motions in the leveled, horizontal plane,
in the manner of SCARA (Asada & Youcef-Toumi, 1987, p. 8) robot arms, and a vertical
telescoping link at the end of the horizontal mechanism. After each leg is positioned over
the terrain with its revolute links, the vertical telescoping motion extends the foot into
contact on the terrain.
Ambler is an acronym for Autonomous MoBiLe, Exploration Robot.
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Figure 2.An Ambler Leg
Thc horizontalpan isidcnticalin alllhclegs,thevcnicalpans diffcrinheightaccordingto
the leg'spositioninthc stack-- theleg which isrnountcd atthebottom of the stackbeing
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the shortest and the one mounted at the top being the tallest. The legs have a horizontal
reach of two meters, the vertical actuators range from thirteen to seventeen feet.
THE NEED FOR A NEW STABILITY CRITERION FOR PERIODIC GAITS
The philosophy adopted for the Ambler is that autonomous natural terrain traversal
warrants the utmost conservatism to be ingrained into the walk planning. It is therefore
most desirable for autonomous agents to operate, as far as is practical, in a world of facts
and not assumptions.
Although not explicitly stated, an underlying assumption in the development of the
previous stability criteria has been that the theoretical states of the legs (either 0 or 1)
considered while quantifying stability would be physically realizable and maintainable. The
philosophy adopted here is that the assumption that a footing would be secure is not
enough, but that in-situ determination of the foot-terrain interaction results is necessary. It
is shown in (Mahalingam, 1988) that prediction of the outcome could prove to be extremely
difficult and even if possible would be of questionable accuracy. It is therefore proposed
that a new stability criterion be developed for the Ambler that admits the possibility that any
leg might spontaneously fail to provide support. This could occur by reason of structural
or subgrade failure.
THE NEED FOR NEW PERIODIC GAITS
The most striking feature of the Ambler is that all the legs axe stacked coaxially. This opens
up new possibilities in walking, the most novel ones being the opportunity to recover the
trailing leg past the leading leg and to pick a leg from one side and place it on the other. As
this configuration is the fu'st of its kind, gait development for it is an unexplored territory.
There is a need to generate an array of periodic gaits that utilize the Ambler's unique
capabilities to the fullest.
Periodic gaits are well suited for flat terrains and free gaits for very rugged conditions. But
the terrain type is relative to the size and capability of the vehicle. What may be a rugged
terrain for a smaller vehicle may be a flat terrain for a large vehicle. It is viewed that most
of the Martian terrain will appear mild to the Ambler. There is a need to address the
efficient traversal of such terrain.
PERIODIC GAITS FOR THE AMBLER
THE STABILITY CRITERION
The Ambler is expected to move with an average speed of one meter per minute and to
reach that speed from rest in thirty seconds. The mass of the Ambler is expected to be
about one thousand five hundred kilograms. The inertial vector, therefore, would at worst
be 0.3% of its weight, excluding the resisting frictional inertia. Static stability criteria are
therefore deemed to be sufficient, and the weight vector alone suffices to establish the
stability criterion.
Concept of the conservative support polygon
A support pattern is a polygon comprised of the legs in the support state. The static
stability criterion requires that the weight vector pass within the support pattern. While one
or more legs recover, the others are expected to maintain their states to provide continued
stability. If any of the support legs changes state (structural or soil failures), the number of
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points in the support pattern would be reduced, and a new support pattern would become
effective which might not satisfy the static stability criterion.
It is proposed that the point of intersection of the weight vector with the support polygon be
kept within a subregion of the support pattern such that stability survives the loss of any of
the supporting legs. This region is termed the conservative support polygon, and is
defined below for an n legged machine.
The conservative support polygon
Conservative support polygon: The conservative support polygon (CSP) of an n-legged
vehicle with m legs on the ground is the intersection of the support
patterns due to (m - 1) feet contacting the terrain.
The term m-1 represents that of the m legs in the support state, one is assumed to have
undergone a state change and m- 1 legs remain in the support state. If the number of legs
assumed to have undergone a state change is n, then n cannot be greater than one, because
the intersection of m!/((m-n)! * n!) polygons for n>l does not always exist. The CSP
therefore safeguards against instability in the event of losing one leg only.
Recovering
Leg "_o
Supporting -i_,
Legs
Support Polygon
Figure 3. The Conservative Support Polygon for a six legged
walking vehicle executing crawl gait Is formed by the Intersection
of the mapport patterns due to four legs In the support phase.
For the existence of the CSP, the following condition must be satisfied:
A necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of the CSP is that
the number of legs in the support phase should be equal to or greater than
five, i.e., m > 5.
It is a necessary condition as the intersection of m- 1 legged support patterns do not exist for
m less than five and hence the CSP is undefined. It is not a sufficient condition because in
some configurations, the m supporting legs can generate a support pattern equivalent to
four or less legs.
This condition necessitates six legged vehicles to execute crawl gaits only. For the Ambler,
this complements the mission's strong belief in conservatism rather than restrict the
performance of the Ambler.
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Vehicles utilizing this stability criterion should ensure that the body center of gravity never
lies outside the CSP. This has two implications. First, the CSP determines the allowable
advancement of the vehicle before a new support pattern comes into effect. Second, gaits
should provide for continuity of CSPs in consecutive support patterns.
Consecutive CSPs having point contact between them will necessitate the body center of
gravity to exit one CSP and the next CSP through the contact points. The chain of
consecutive CSPs therefore determines the heading of the vehicle. Consecutive CSPs
having area or line contact provide more latitude for transition between CSPs than do
consecutive CSPs having point contacts.
Comparison with existing stability criteria
The CSP is distinguished from other stability criteria in that the CSP does not provide a
quantitative measure of stability, and therefore does not provide an optimum position to
locate the body center of gravity within the CSP. The CSP establishes that as long as the
weight vector intersects the support polygon within the CSP, the vehicle would be safe
against instability in the event of any single leg failure. The CSP stability criterion could
be expanded to include a more generalized energy stability criterion.
The CSP also supports the LSM concept. Gaits using the SM and the LSM criteria have
to, depending on the terrain, dynamically determine and set appropriate limits for the
stability criteria. Such techniques fail in rugged terrains where the terrain values may not
attain a steady state. The CSP obviates this requirement by maintaining the body center of
gravity within constant conservative LSM bounds. The LSM value is maximum when the
body center of gravity is either at the lower vertex or at the upper vertex of the CSP (points
a and b in Figure 6). The maximum value occurs at the mid point between the vertices.
For example, in Figure 6, the CSP limits the LSM to one-fourth the distance between the
leading and trailing legs.
THE AMBLER PERIODIC GAITS .
The objectives of the periodic gaits for the Ambler are to help preserve acceptable stability
during locomotion, and to provide directional motion to the vehicle body with a minimum
number of footfalls per distance traversed. The first objective requires that proposed
periodic gaits provide conservative support polygons within consecutive support patterns
having continuity to enable continuous body motion. The second criterion provides a basis
of arriving at an optimal solution -- a gait with optimal stability, number of footfalls per
distance traversed, and directionality.
The configuration of the Ambler provides the ability to recover a trailing leg past a leading
leg and the ability to pick up any leg and place it anywhere around the body Fewer
footfalls per distance traversed result from the former ability, which reduces energy
expenditure to the terrain as compared to conventionally configured walkers, and lessens
perception and planning requirements associated with footing selection. These advantages
motivate the utilization of the ability of recovering the trailing leg past the leading leg as an
essential feature of the periodic gaits of the Ambler 1.
1 It is to be noted that this ability renders the Ambler directional. The Ambler would be at a
disadvantage to perform maneuvers which require the use of its omnidirectional capability when aligned for
straight line motion.
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Straight Line Locomotion
In initial configuration, the Ambler is assumed to have three feet on either side of the body
for straight line locomotion with a periodic gaid. All periodic gaits therefore initiate and
complete a cycle with three feet on either side of the body. For maximum advancement of
the body during straight line locomotion with periodic gaits, the configuration must be
directionally biased, with maximum possible spacing between consecutive ipsilateral feet,
measured along the desired direction of motion. Therefore the three ipsilateral feet are
assumed to be in a straight line, parallel to and equidistant from the instantaneous
longitudinal axis. To ensure uniformity in advancement throughout the cycle, the three feet
are configured to have equal separation between them.
The standard gait
The Standard Gait (so called because it is expected to be the default gait of the Ambler) is a
crawl gait, in which a rear leg, extended to its maximum operational length 2, is recovered to
the front, again extended to its maximum operational length, and the foot set on the ground.
The gait assures that at this instant another leg would be ready for recovery at the rear,
thereby generating a continuous motion of picking up its rear feet, one at a time, bringing it
to the front, and placing it on the ground m analogous to a freestyle swimmer's hand
motions.
Maximum productivity of advance argues that the foremost and the rearmost legs are to be
at full extension at the same time at the initiation of each cycle, so ipsilateral feet are
configured to be one-third of a cycle out of phase, and contralateral feet one-sixth of a cycle
out of phase in the standard gait.
s 6 6
4
14--w
Support Pattern Conservative Support Polygon
Figure 4. Configuration ofthe Support Pattern and the CSP at the
Initiationofa Cycle ofthe Standard Gait. Leg i isin the recovery
phase.
1 The body does not inherently have 'sides'. The desired direction of motion gives the _eading 'of
the body, which is defined at the initiation of each cycle. An instantaneous longitudinal axis of the vehicle
can be defined by a line passing through the center of gravity of the body, parallel to the heading. Legs
with feet on either side of this axis are referred to as being on the 'sides' of the body for convenience.
The 'orientation' of the body differs from its heading. Orientation is the rotational displacement of
a body-centered co-ordinate frame with respect to an external global frame.
2 Not equal to the maximum length, which would require the two rotary links to be outstretched,
introducing the possibility of control singularities.
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Thesupportpatternof theAmblerat theinitiationof a cycle of the standard gait is shown in
Figure 4 together with its corresponding CSP 1, illustrating the staggered placement of the
feet due to the phase differences between the contralateral legs. The support patterns and
the CSPs for the complete cycle are given in Figure 5.
The gait diagram in Figure 5 (a) gives information about the fraction of the cycle time a leg
spends supporting the body (the duty factor, 13, denoted by thick black lines) and the
fraction of the cycle time a leg lags behind a reference leg in contacting the ground (the leg
phase, ¢i). The phase difference between any two adjacent ipsilateral legs (_) is the same
in the standard gait. The cycle time is divided into six equal time divisions, to - t5 and the
corresponding configurations of the Ambler are shown in Figure 5 (b). For example, at t =
to, leg 1 starts recovering (denoted by a thin line in the gait diagram, and a dotted line in the
configuration diagram), at t = tl leg 1 enters the support phase and leg 2 enters the recovery
phase, and so forth. While the leg is recovering, the body is in continuous, uniform
motion.
It is the objective of this gait to provide consecutive CSPs which are chained together at the
vertices. The CSPs resulting from the standard gait for the Ambler are shown in Figure 5
(c). The center of gravity of the body lies at the rear end of the longitudinal diagonal of the
CSP (point 'a' in Figure 6) at the initiation of a leg recovery, and lies at the front end of the
same diagonal (point 'b' in Figure 6) at the time of foot set down. The two consecutive
CSPs have a point contact between them, and are symmetric
1
3
5
2
4
6_
t o t I t_ t 6
0=¢ 2 _=e 3
I _ I
I
t 3 t 4 t 5
B
(a). Gait Diagram of the Standard Gait
1 A simple geometrical construction of the CSP for the Standard Gait is as follows: from the center
foot on the side with three feet, straight lines are drawn to the two feet on the opposite side (lines 4-5 and 3-
4 in Figure 3.7). From the two feet on the side with two feet, straight lines are drawn to the extreme feet
on the other side, so that the two lines make an 'X' (lines 3-6 and 2-5). The four sided polygon obtained by
the intersection of these lines defines the CSP.
3O7
t
Direction of motion
_" 2 _ Supporting legs
.... Recovering leg
(t= to) (t = tl) (t= t2) (t= t3) (tffit4) (t= ts)
(b). Successive Configurations of the Ambler in the Standard Gait,
5
3 _ Area bounded by the conser-
vativesupportpolygon
(t = tO) (t = tl) (t ffit2) (t = t3) (t = t4) (t = ts)
(c). Successive Configurations of the CSPs in the Standard Gait.
Figure 5. The Gait Diagram, Configurations, and Conservative
Support Polygons for One Cycle of the Standard Gait.
about the contact point. Therefore, the exit point of a CSP at t = ti-1 corresponds to an
entry point of a CSP at t = ti, thus providing continuity between consecutive CSPs. This
satisfies the first requirement of the Ambler periodic gaits, making it possible for the
Ambler to have continuous motion while maintaining the body center of gravity within the
CSP.
Feasibility and desirability of line and area contact between consecutive
CSPs
It is worth considering whether gaits exist which provide a line or area (rather than a point)
contact between consecutive CSPs, and if so, whether they would provide advantages over
the standard gait.
Two consecutive support patterns differ in the location of only one foot and share four feet
in common. If these four feet define a parallelogram, its diagonals will divide the support
plane into four quadrants. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a
point contact is that
the four common feet define a parallelogram, and
the fifth foot of the consecutive support polygons be on the opposite quadrants
defined by the diagonals of the parallelogram.
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Figure 6, The Conservative Support Polygon of the Ambler with leg
in recovery.
Although the generation of CSPs without point-contact is feasible, they result in gaits
which have reduced average advancement per footfall. Maximum reach of the vehicle is
achieved when the front and the rear legs are extended to the maximum. The maximum
distance between two extreme feet in any of the gaits, which also defines the longitudinal
spacing for each support pattern, is limited to twice the maximum reach of the legs. The
larger the ratio between the maximum distance and the longitudinal separation, the smaller
will be the advancement per footfall. Attempts to generate point-contact-free CSPs result in
gaits which have larger ratios as compared to the standard gait, and therefore require a
larger number of footfalls to traverse the same distance. The present view is that point
contact between CSPs is not a sufficient deterrent to compromise advancement, given that
the CSPs provide a high degree of guaranteed stability.
Curvilinear Locomotion
Periodic gaits which maintain the same leg sequencing as that of the standard gait, but
which have different ipsilateral leg phase difference on either side, can be devised for
executing motion along paths of constant curvature. Transition between two paths of
different curvatures may also be accomplished by periodic gaits. Depending on the
curvatures of the paths and the number of transitions from a path of one curvature to
another, however, it may not be kinematically feasible to maintain periodicity continuously.
Periodic Gaits with Terrain Adaptability
The above discussed periodic gaits can be extended to have terrain adaptability features.
The challenge in generating terrain adaptive gaits is to maintain 13and ¢ at their gait defined
constant values while providing the freedom to select a footing from within a specified
area. The parameter which lends itself to variation without affecting _ and _, and which is
significant for defining a footing selection area is the leg recovery velocity.
By varying the velocity of the legs and keeping the time of flight constant, it is possible to
recover the leg a variable distance, while maintaining the 13and T values constant. Two
factors limit the possible range of recovery: the control schema imposes an upper limit on
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the leg recovery velocity which defines a reachable region from the current location of the
foot, and the kinematic constraints imposed on the leg due to the current configuration.
Determination of this area for each foot recovery, and placement of the foot at the optimal
site would result in terrain adaptation without changing the operational gait. Maintainability
of the current gait for the next footfall, can therefore be assured.
SUMMARY
Terrain adaptive gaits for the CMU Ambler were presented in this paper. The conservative
support polygon (CSP) was proposed as a stability criterion. The CSP ensures that the
vehicle will remain stable in the event of a state change of any of the supporting legs. This
requires that at least five feet remain in the support phase at any point in time.
A number of regular periodic crawl gaits were developed for the Ambler configuration,
which provided continuity between consecutive CSPs. The periodic gait which provides
the minimum number of footfalls per advancement is proposed as the standard Ambler gait.
The standard gait parameters were determined.
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Abstract
When plans are used as programs for controlling the action of autonomous or teleoperated
robots, their abstract representation can easily obscure a great deal of the critical knowledge that
originally led to the planned course of action. In this paper, we highlight an autonomous vehicle
experiment which illustrates how the information barriers created by abstraction can result in
undesirable action. We then show how the same task can be performed correctly using plans as a
resource for action. As a result of this simple change in outlook, we become able to solve problems
requiring opportunistic reaction to unexpected changes in the environment.
I. Introduction
The teleoperation of robotic vehicles in space will require significant autonomous capabilities
within the robotic vehicles. With long delays between sending commands from Earth and receiving
them in space, telerobotic vehicles must be sufficiently responsive to their environment so that
human operators need not be involved with every detail of the robot's motion. Ultimately, robotic
vehicles must have such a high degree of autonomy that they may be capable of maneuvering
through difficult terrain entirely on their own accord, forming their own plans to achieve user-
specified goals.
In the endeavor to develop intelligent autonomous robotic agents capable of interacting with a
dynamic environment, there has been a growing awareness that traditional planning methods may not
be compatible with the demands for real-time performance. Recent efforts to re-evaluate the
relationship between plans and action have led to alternative viewpoints in which plans are not
primarily responsible for controlling a robot's behavior. Work by Brooks, for example, is aimed at
avoiding the use of plans altogether [Br]. In this approach, intelligent action is a manifestation of
many simple processes operating concurrently and coordinated through the context of a complex
environment. While there is no tangible representation for plans in such a system, plans are
implicitly designed into the system through the pre-established interactions between behaviors.
Similarly, Agre and Chapman have shown how a system that determines its actions through the
constant evaluation of its current situation can perform complex tasks that might otherwise have been
thought to require planning [AC 1]. Despite their emphasis on the theme that action is obtained by
always knowing what to do at any instant, Brooks, Agre, and Chapman do not discard the notion
that look-ahead and anticipation of future events are desirable activities. While these activities are
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normallyassociatedwith planning,thereis adifferencein howtheresultant"plans"arerepresented
andusedin their systems.
Agre and Chapman,for example,draw a sharpdistinction betweenthe conceptof plansas
communicationandthemoretraditionalviewsof plansasprograms[AC2]. Thekey differencelies
in theideathatplansmustbeconstructedasa resource to the autonomous agent, not as an explicit set
of instructions to be followed [Su]. As a resource, plans must serve as sources of information and
advice to agents that are already fairly competent at dealing with the immediate concerns of their
environment. In this sense, plans are used optionally, and serve only to enhance system
performance. This is a significant departure from the conventional view of plans which puts them in
the role of specifying a distinct course of action to systems which are often incapable of doing
anything without them.
The differences between these two perspectives on planning are clearly evidenced when
information from a map must be used to help guide an autonomous vehicle that must also make
extensive use of sensors for detailed maneuvering and obstacle avoidance. In a plan-driven system,
map-based plans are typically constructed to describe the optimal path that must be followed in order
to arrive at a specified goal location. However, since the vehicle will invariably stray from the ideal
path as it avoids sensed obstacles, the plan must be expressed in an abstract form that allows for
error. In contrast, when map-based plans are represented for use as resources for action, this
abstraction is not necessary. Instead, it is possible to make direct use of all information within the
state-space of the map. As a result, information of all possible alternatives may be retained, allowing
for flexible opportunistic behavior.
Our own experience with the DARPA Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) has led to some
valuable insights into some of these issues. In a series of experiments performed by members of the
Hughes Artificial Intelligence Center in August and December of 1987, a number of successful tests
of autonomous cross-county navigation were performed using a system with integrated map and
sensor-based control [Da] [KPR]. Some of the difficulties encountered in these experiments have
pointed out certain consequences of the inappropriate use of abstraction that can occur in plan-driven
systems. In this paper, we highlight one of these experiments to illustrate how the information
barriers created by abstraction can lead to undesirable action. We then show how the same task can
be accomplished without abstraction using plans as a resource for action, and we discuss how this
approach may be extended for more complex problems.
II. The Misuse of Abstraction
In one of the cross-country experiments performed with the ALV we witnessed a surprising
example of how easily plans can be misinterpreted in a plan-driven system. In this experiment, a
very simple abstraction of a map-based plan was used to provide guidance to sensor-based obstacle
avoidance behaviors. As shown in Figure [map plan], the basic mission objective was for the
vehicle to get from one location to another while maintaining radio contact at all times. The map-
based planner generated an appropriate route plan and abstracted a sequence of intermediate sub-
goals to represent the critical points along this path. A portion of this sequence is illustrated in
Figure [map plan] as Goals 1, 2, and 3. Note that the route had to veer specifically around one side
of a rock outcrop in order to avoid loss of radio contact. To accomplish the mission, the sensor-
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based behaviors had primary control of the vehicle so that all obstacles could properly be avoided.
The behavior decisions, however, were always biased in favor of selecting a direction toward the
current map sub-goal whenever possible. As soon as the vehicle got within a specified radius of its
current sub-goal, that goal would be discarded and the next sub-goal would be selected. On paper
and in simulation, it seemed that this approach would be effective.
GOAL 2
ROCK OUTCROP GULLY
GOAL $
b,q___ GOAL 1
Figure [map plan]. An ALV route plan expressed as a sequence of intermediate goal points.
When we attempted to perform this mission with the ALV, the deficiencies of our method
became strikingly clear. During the execution of this route, the vehicle achieved Goal 1 but then,
because of local obstacles, was unable to turn appropriately to reach Goal 2. Figure [plan error]
depicts the difference between the desired and actual routes. While this error is clearly apparent from
the map data, the control behaviors had only the abstract route description as their guide, and this
gave no indication that there was any problem with their action. Fortunately, contrary to our
expectations, radio contact was not lost behind the obstacle. The mission could still be completed
successfully if the vehicle were to move onward to Goal 3. Despite this new opportunity, however,
the vehicle continued to persist toward Goal 2 because the abstract route description failed to give
any indication that the original goal sequence was no longer suitable.
GOAL 2
ROCK OUTCROP GULLY
GOAL 3
®
Figure [plan error]: Errant vehicle action while executing its route plan.
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This examplehighlights the system'sinability to takeopportunisticadvantageof unexpected
situationswhensuchsituationsarenot properlyaccountedfor in theabstractplan. We know from
our understandingof the missionconstraintsthat Goal 2 was merely an intermediatewaypoint
intendedto keepthevehicleawayfrom theRF shadow.Looking atthe abstractplan in isolation,
however,thereis noway of knowing why a particularsub-goalhasbeenestablished.TheGoal2
locationcouldjust aseasilyhavebeenacriticalchokepoint alongtheonly pathto Goal3. It is only
through our understandingof the underlyingmissionconstraintsthat we canboth identify the
vehicle'sfailureto turnright andseetheopportunitythataroseasaresult.
Theapparentshortcomingof theabstractrouteplan is thatit lacksenvironmentalandmission
constraintsthat arequite evident in the map. A moresuitableplan would haveexplicatedthe
concernsaboutstayingoutof theRF shadow.We thereforemightwish to addmoreof this typeof
informationto theplan. Oncewestartaugmentingtheplan,however,wehaveto askhowwemight
everknow when a sufficient amountof information hasbeenaddedto prevent other typesof
mistakes.Consider,for example,thesystem'sfailureto realizethattheintermediatesub-goalcould
beskippedwhentheopportunityarose.Theproblemarisesbecausethetruepurposeof thesub-goal
wasneverindicated. However,if thestate-spaceof theplan could beexpandedto includeall the
reasonsfor when andwhy the particular sub-goalwassignificant, then thelocation itself would
become inconsequential. Consequently, the simple sequence of sub-goals is both an
overspecificationandan underspecification.Theproblem is inherentin anyattemptto build an
abstractionof themapdata.
III. Avoiding Unnecessary Abstraction
In order to minimize the amount of information lost in forming a plan for action, it is best if all
relevant knowledge is organized with respect to a given problem and then, without any further
abstraction, provided in full for use in real-time decision-making. In order for this to be possible,
the plan must no longer be viewed as a program for action, but rather, as a resource to help guide the
decision-making process. When this viewpoint is adopted, there is no longer a need to translate
plans into awkward representations for action. Instead, the original state-space in which the plan is
formulated can be retained, enabling the plan to provide advice to decision-making processes
whenever the current state of the system can be identified within that state-space. We refer to plans
formulated and used in this manner as internalized plans, since they embody the complete search and
look-ahead performed in planning, without providing an abstracted account of an explicit course of
action [Pa].
The difference between the use of internalized plans and conventional abstracted plans is best
illustrated in the context of the previous example. In contrast to the abstract route plan, consider a
gradient description of a plan to achieve the same objectives. As illustrated in Figure [grad], there is
no explicit plan shown, yet one can always find the best way to reach the goal simply by following
the arrows. Such a representation would not ordinarily be thought to be a plan because it provides
no specific course of action. As a resource for guiding action, however, the gradient field
representation is extremely useful. No matter where the vehicle is located, and no matter how it
strays from what might have been the ideal path, turn decisions can always be biased in favor of
following the arrows.
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GULLY
Figure [grad]: A gradient field representation provides one form of internalized plan.
Upon closer examination of Figure [grad], we can see not only how the mistake of entering the
RF shadow could be avoided, but we see also how the system could be opportunistic should the
vehicle happen to enter the shadow and be able to continue onward. First, when the vehicle had to
make a choice between going left or right near the bottom of the rock outcrop, the gradient field
would strongly bias its decision in favor of going right. If the vehicle got too close to the shadow on
the left, the gradient field would actually be telling it to turn around. Further, should the vehicle
happen to be forced to go below the rock outcrop and enter the RF shadow, then it would continue to
be directed toward the final goal despite the radical deviation from its expected path. This type of
behavior is opportunistic in that the vehicle is not constrained to reach any arbitrary pre-established
sub-goals, and therefore all action can be directed exclusively toward achieving the mission
objectives.
A more dramatic illustration of the difference between a conventional route plan and an
internalized plan can be seen in problems requiring the attainment of any of several possible goals.
This type of problem is often referred to as the "Post Office Problem" [Ed] because it can be likened
to the task of finding the shortest route to the nearest of several post offices in a neighborhood. In
the example shown in Figure [multi goal], the mission requires that the vehicle reach either of two
distinct goal locations. The resultant gradient field is computed by propagating a search wavefront
simultaneously from each of the two goals. As the wavefronts meet at a Voronoi edge, a ridge is
created in the gradient field which will cause the vehicle to be guided toward one goal or the other
depending on which side of the ridge it happens to be located.
Clearly, it would be difficult for an abstract route plan to capture the essence of choice contained
in the gradient field representation. If we were to produce a route plan, we would invariably have to
select a route to the closest goal, as shown in Figure [multi goal]. Once such a choice is made,
however, we have discarded all that is known about the alternate goal even though that goal was
nearly as close as the one selected. In contrast, by using the gradient field directly, the choice of
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goals may be made during the execution of the mission. Without having made an a priori selection
of goals, the best choice may be made at every instant in time, regardless of how the vehicle might
stray while avoiding obstacles.
/
/
SEARCH HORIZON
START_
VORONOI
EDGE
Figure [multi goal]: The gradient field provides a useful internalized plan for reaching
either of two goals.
The gradient field is an ideal example of an internalized plan because the map-grid state-space in
which the original problem is formulated is the same state-space in which the plan is represented.
The gradient field, in fact, is a natural by-product of existing route planning algorithms [MPK].
These algorithms begin by assigning a cost to each grid cell of a digital terrain map. By associating
high costs with locations that are undesirable according to mission criteria, a combination of mission
constraints can be represented. Whether an A* [Ni], or Dijkstra [Di] search algorithm is employed in
the cost grid, the net result of the search is a score for each grid cell, indicating the minimum cost
remaining to get from that cell to the goal. From any given grid cell, the best incremental step to get
to the goal is the neighboring grid cell which has the lowest score. Ordinarily, when we use these
scores to compute a standard route plan, we simply begin at the starting point and locally choose the
lowest-score adjacent cell until we finally reach the goal. The record of our steps along the way
gives us the minimum cost path to the goal. If we look at these scores in a slightly different way, we
see that the best path to the goal from any grid cell may be determined by selecting the direction of
the lowest-score adjacent cell. Thus, without any further abstraction, search in the map-grid can
provide a useful resource for action.
IV. Using Plans as Resources
The method of use of a gradient field is an important factor in establishing it as an internalized
plan representation. Since a digital terrain map generally cannot provide adequate resolution to
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support detailed maneuvering around small obstacles, there is inevitably a need to incorporate the
advice provided by the gradient field into real-time decision-making processes which are attending to
immediate sensory data. While, ordinarily, a single abstract route plan is generated, some
approaches have taken advantage of a gradient field in order to quickly generate new route plans
should the constraints of an initial plan be violated [LMD] [CF]. Problems with establishing and
monitoring these constraints, however, are still unavoidable. In contrast, use of the gradient field as
an internalized plan requires that the real-time decision-making processes continuously attempt to
locate the system within the state-space of the plan and bias each decision in favor of the
recommended course of action. The absence of an explicit course of action means that no arbitrary
plan constraints need be established or monitored. The plan is a resource, providing suggestions for
preferred action but never actually controlling the system. If, for any reason, no suggestion is
available from the plan, the real-time decision-making processes must proceed in a reasonable
manner on their own accord.
Another vector field type of representation, the artificial potentialfield, appears superficially
very similar to the gradient field and it also is used for robot navigation and obstacle avoidance
[Kr][Kh][Ar]. The basic differences, though, between how these two types of representations are
constructed and used sheds further light on what it means for a plan to serve as a resource for action.
The computation of potential fields is generally based on a superposition model in which charges are
distributed such that repulsive forces are generated near obstacles and attractive forces are generated
near goals. Superposition allows the potential field vector at any point to be computed quickly by
adding up the contributions from each charge. The resultant field, however, does not represent an
optimal path, and may easily contain local minima and traps. In contrast, the gradient field is
computed from a more time consuming graph search process. As a result of this search, the gradient
field has no local minima and will always yield the set of all optimal paths to the goal.
A more significant distinction between gradient fields and potential fields, however, is in how
they are used. Often, when potential field methods are employed for navigation, the potential field is
used for direct control of action. All sensory information is compiled into a single representation
which is suitable for modeling an appropriate distribution of charges. The local potential field forces
are then continuously computed at the location of the vehicle, and these forces are used directly to
compute the desired motion. On the other hand, as internalized plans, gradient fields are never used
to provide direct control of the vehicle. Instead, they are merely an additional source of information
provided to a set of real-time decision-making processes. Since these processes can make use of
many disjointed representations of the world in order to control the vehicle, there is never a need for
all features of the environment to be abstracted into a single representational framework.
It is helpful to view internalized plans as though they were sources of supplementary sensory
input data. From this perspective, it is clear that action is not controlled by plans any more than it is
by sensory input. Instead, the system must be viewed as an entity which interacts with its
environment, responding to both internal and external information sources. The gradient field plan,
for example, can be thought of as a phantom compass that always gives a general idea of the right
way to go. Just like other sensors, data from this internal sensor influences action but is never used
to the exclusion of other sensory data. At any given time, however, a single information source can
have significant influence over system behavior if need be. Just as an external sensor can be used to
ensure that the vehicle never runs into obstacles, an internalized plan can be used to ensure that
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missionconstraintsarenot violated. Thus,despitethefact that thereis no top-downcontrol, the
systemcanadhereto highlevelmissionrequirements.
V. Multiple Internalized Plans
A significant advantage of using internalized plans as resources for action is that it is possible to
use multiple internalized plans simultaneously. Each plan can contribute an additional piece of advice
which can enhance the overall performance of the system. In this way, different plans may be
formulated in incompatible state-spaces without the need to merge these state-spaces through
abstraction.
We can consider as an example, the combined use of map-based plans with plans based on
symbolic mission constraint data. In the case of the RF shadow problem, a constraint to maintain
radio contact may be derived from mission knowledge. If this knowledge is used in conjunction
with a signal strength sensor, then whenever the vehicle enters an RF shadow, it can immediately
back up in order to regain contact. In the absence of such problems, the gradient field produced
from map data can constantly provide advice on which way to go. An unexpected loss of radio
contact would then be treated much like an encounter with an obstacle. The vehicle would have to
make special maneuvers in order to regain contact and ensure that the same mistake would not be
repeated. After this, the map-based plan would regain primary influence.
There are also many cases in which it might be desirable to use multiple internalized plans
formulated within the same state-space. For example, a gradient field plan could be augmented with
information about the amount of fuel and time required to get from each grid-square to the goal.
While this information could not directly indicate a course of action, it might allow available fuel and
time resources to be monitored constantly and compared with expected needs. If there were barely
enough fuel to succeed but plenty of time available, the vehicle might be able to switch to a simple
fuel conserving strategy such as reducing its speed. If time and fuel were both in short supply, the
gradient field might need to be re-computed, placing more emphasis on conserving fuel and time
resources and possibly less emphasis on other factors such as vehicle safety.
Another form of internalized plan exploits the map as a resource for action by probing it directly
during execution. As the vehicle is traveling, the portion of the map corresponding to the area just in
front of the vehicle is examined to determine what types of features should be detected. This
understanding of the local environment can have a direct bearing on how sensor data is interpreted
for action. Remember, for example, the problem illustrated earlier in Figure [plan error]. Here, one
of the main reasons the vehicle failed to avoid the RF shadow was that its sensors indicated a clear
path in this area. This error could be overcome by differentiating between obstacles that are
observable and those that are not, and then appropriately discounting sensor readings that are known
to be inapplicable. Thus, by treating the map as if it were a sensor, the value of real sensor data can
be greatly enhanced.
A great diversity of behavior may also be gained by dynamically combining information from
multiple gradient fields. Consider, for example, two independent gradient fields, one which can
guide a vehicle along a safe, well hidden route, and another which can lead the vehicle to nearby
observation points. We can imagine that the vehicle is guided by the safe gradient field until the time
comes for it to make an observation. Then, the gradient field for getting to observation points would
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becometheprimaryguidingfactor. Suchagradientfield, formed similar to the field in Figure [multi
goal], would lead the vehicle to the nearest of several possible observation points. Once an
observation point had been reached and observation data collected, the safe gradient field would
again be used for guidance. Using such a combination of internalized plans allows the performance
of tasks that would be difficult to accomplish with a symbolic plan. Without an explicit plan for
action, it is the interplay between the vehicle and its environment that determines how the mission
will ultimately be carried out.
VI. Conclusion
Although abstraction is necessary if we are to provide organization and structure to the vast
amounts of information available to an intelligent agent, we have seen examples in which the
abstraction of plans can obscure their true intent and result in serious failures. In light of these issues
we must ask whether forming the abstraction was really necessary or whether it was merely an
artifact of an approach in which plans are regarded as programs rather than as resources for action.
Using internalized plans, we have shown that with no abstraction of the map-based plan, we can
obtain an ideal resource for action.
Just as the grid of a digital terrain map is an abstraction of the Earth's surface, abstraction may
be used to create other state-spaces which are suitable to use for planning. In many cases, however,
it may be best not to attempt the fusion of information from different sources if an excessive degree
of abstraction is required to do so. Instead, state-spaces should be formed to suit the type of
information available, and once planning is performed in these state-spaces, no further abstraction of
the results should be performed. The unabstracted product of planning search provides a measure of
desirability for transitions from one state to the next, and this measure may be used directly as a
resource for action.
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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of learned navigation of a circular robot R, of radius 5 (L>0), through a
terrain whose model is not a priori known. We consider two-dimensional finite-sized terrains popu-
lated by an unknown (but, finite) number of simple polygonal obstacles. The number and locations of
the vertices of each obstacle are unknown to R. R is equipped with a sensor system that detects all
vertices and edges that are visible from its present location. In this context we deal with two prob-
lems. In the visit problem, the robot is required to visit a sequence of destination points, and in the
terrain model acquisition problem, the robot is required to acquire the complete model of the terrain.
We present an algorithmic framework for solving these two problems using a retraction of the free-
space onto the Voronoi diagram of the terrain. We then present algorithms to solve the visit problem
and the terrain model acquisition problem.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of the collision-free navigation of a circular robot through an unknown
terrain, i.e., a terrain whose model is not a priori known. Several variants of this problem have been
investigated. An algorithm for a point robot to escape out of a maze using touch sensing ability is
given in [1]. In [6], algorithms for a point robot to move from a source point to a destination point
using touch sensing are presented. The algorithms that enable a point robot to navigate to a destina-
tion point, and at the same time "learn" about the parts of terrain that are encountered on the way to
the destination are presented in [2,7]. This process of learning is termed as incidental learning. Here
the robot uses a combination of touch sensing and distance probing. The same problem is also solved
in the case where the point robot is equipped with a sensor that obtains all the visible obstacle boun-
daries [8]. The above problems can be grouped under a generic name of the visit probh,m, wherein a
robot is required to visit a sequence of destination points through an unknown terrain. Another prob-
lem, called the terrain model acquisition problem, wherein a point robot is required to acquire the
complete model of the terrain is also studied [10]. The solutions of [7,8,10] are based on an incre-
mental construction of the visibility graph of the terrain. The above problems have to be dis-
tinguished from those that deal with the navigation in known terrains, i.e. the terrains whose models
are available. A comprehensive treatment of these problems can be found in [11].
These formulations of the navigational problem are motivated by a practical application involv-
ing the development of an autonomous rescue robot. This robot is intended for carrying out rescue
operations in nuclear power plants in the events of radiation leakages, and other incidents that prevent
human operation. A solution to the visit problem helps in developing a robot that can carry out a set
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of operationsin different locations in unfamiliar environments. Since the motion planning here is
essentially sensor-based, the navigation involves expensive sensor operations. Further more, the robot
could temporarily navigate into local detours because of the partial nature of the information returned
by the sensors. By incorporating the incidental learning feature, we reduce the expected number of
sensor operations, and the expected number of detours, as the robot visits newer locations. Instead, if
the complete terrain model is available, the robot can avoid the local detours, and also avoid the
expensive sensor operations. Thus a solution to the terrain model acquisition problem helps the robot
in acquiring the terrain model during the period in between the rescue operations. A dedicated rescue
robot typically idles in between two successive rescue operations, and the rescue operations could be
fairly infrequent. In such cases, the resources are better utilized if the robot is employed in the terrain
model acquisition process during this period. The proposed methodology in solving these navigational
problems provides a basic algorithmic framework that aids the design of a navigational system for the
abovementioned rescue robot. The same methodology can also aid the development of navigational
systems for other autonomous mobile machines in applications such as space navigation, underwater
explorations, maintenance of space laboratories etc. However, a practical implementation of the pro-
posed system calls for advances in more general theoretical aspects as well as several other issues
such as sensing and movement errors, etc., which are not discussed in the above works as well as in
this paper.
The visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem have been solved separately
[7,8,10]. In this paper, we present a unified framework for solving both the problems using a method
based on a retraction of free-space onto the Voronoi diagram of the terrain. In this framework, we
use the single approach of implementing a graph search algorithm on a graph, called the navigational
course. We deal with a circular robot as opposed to the point robot of earlier works. Moreover, this
method has an advantage of keeping the robot as far away from the obstacles as possible. This aspect
seems very important in practical implementations as the earlier methods, based on the visibility graph
methods, may require that the robot navigate along the obstacle boundaries. Additionally, the pro-
posed method results in a storage complexity of O (N) as opposed to O (N 2) of visibility graph based
methods [7,10]. Also, this method results in a path-planning complexity of O (N24_ogN), whereas the
visibility graph method has a complexity of O (N 3) for the same. In this paper, we present briefly
present our results and the details can be found in our report [9].
The organization of the paper is as follows: The basic framework of our solution is outlined in
Section 2. In Section 3, we present the definition and properties of the navigation course to be used
for navigational purposes. In Section 4, we first present solutions for the visit problem, and the ter-
rain model acquisition problem.
2. BASIC ALGORITHM
We first describe the problem scenario and then present the basic algorithm used in the solution
of the visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem.
Terrain: We consider a finite-sized two-dimensional terrain populated by a finite set
O={O 1,02, . • • On} (n is finite) of simple disjoint polygons, called the obstacles. Each obstacle 0 i
has a finite number of vertices. The terrain in completely unknown to R, i.e., the number of obsta-
cles, and also the number and locations of vertices of each obstacle are unknown to R. The free-
?1
space is given by flm-('_Oi c, where Oi c is the complement of Oi in the plane. The closure of the
i=l
free-space is denoted by _. Let N denote the total number of vertices of all obstacles. Let VER (Oi)
denote the set of vertices of 0 i.
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Robot: We consider a circular body R of radius 8, (_0). The location of the center of R is called
the position of R. We treat R as an open disc of radius 8 centered at the position of R. R houses a
computational device with storage capability. Also, R is capable of moving along a straight-line path
or a curved path of second degree (in each case the path is specified). R takes a finite amount of time
to move through a finite amount of distance. Further, R is equipped with an algorithm B that plans a
collision-free path (for R) through a known terrain. In particular, we can use a suitable algorithm
from [11] for this purpose.
Sensor System: Let x be a position of R. A point y _ H is said to be visible to R if the straight line
joining x and y is entirely contained in _. R is equipped with a sensor that detects the maximal set
of points on the obstacle boundaries that are visible from its present location. Such an operation is
termed as the scan operation. We assume that the scan operation is precise and error-free.
Two Navigational Problems
Initially, R is located at a point d o without intersecting any obstacle polygons and at a finite dis-
tance from an obstacle. In the terrain model acquisition problem, R is required to acquire the model
of the terrain to a degree such that it can navigate to any reachable destination location by planning a
path using the known terrain algorithm B alone. If a destination position is not reachable then R
should report this fact without performing sensor operations. Note that after the terrain model is com-
pletely acquired, no sensor operations are needed for navigational purposes. Second, in the visit prob-
lem, R is required to visit the points dl,d2,...,dN in the specified order if there exists a path
through these points. If no such path exists, then R must report this fact in a finite amount of time.
Navigation strategy
We now present the algorithm NAV which is the basic underlying strategy used by R to solve
the visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem. Here, R performs a "graph exploration
type" of navigation using a combinatorial graph called the navigation course, _(0 ), of the terrain O.
_(O ) is a 1-skeleton embedded in _. The nodes (edges) of _(O ) are called _-nodes (L-edges). Each
_-node specifies a collision-free position for R, i.e. a position for R such that it is entirely contained
in f2. An edge that joins two x-nodes v 1 and v 2 specifies a collision-free path, of finite length, from
v I to v 2 for R. The _(O) is initially unknown and it is incrementally constructed using the data
obtained through the sensor operations. The algorithm NAV is given below:
Consider the execution of NAV by R. NAV in initiated with a _-vertex v=v 0 and S2ffi{vo}. The
set S 1 contains all the _-vertices that are visited by R. The set S 2 contains all the _-vertices that not
visited by R, but each v_S2 is adjacent to some _-vertex in $1. R keeps visiting new k-vertices until
the set S 2 becomes empty. When R visits v for the first time the adjacency list of v is computed. In
this way, the _(O ) is incrementally constructed. The scan operation of line 1 and the computational
operations in lines 2-7 and 11-12 can be directly executed by R. The path planning of line 8 involves
finding a graph path from v to v* R actually moves along the edges of the computed path in line 9.
S 1 forms a connected (graph) component with the edge set being the set of all edges that are
traversed by R. Further SIuS2 forms a connected (graph) component with the edge set being the
union of the set of all edges traversed by R and the set of all edges computed by R. Thus there
exists a path along the edges (of the component) from any vertex of S 1 to any vertex of S 2. In each
step, R, located at v, selects a v*_S2, and then it moves to v* In this aspect, NAV is similar to a
standard graph exploration algorithm except for one difference. In a graph algorithm the cost associ-
ated with accessing the node v* (after it is chosen) is a single memory access. In NAV, when R
accesses v there are two associated costs: (a) the computational cost of planning a path from v to v
(b) the cost of moving R along the computed path.
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algorithm NAV (v );
begin
1. perform a scan operation from v;
2. mark v as visited and delete it from $2 and append to $1;
3. compute the adjacency list of v ;
4. append to S 2 all neighbors of v that are not visited;
5. if ($2 is not empty)
6. then
7. select v*_S2;
8. plan a path from v to v ;
9. move to v ,
10. NAV(v*);
11. else
12. return to start vertex Vo;
endif
end;
In order to yield correct solutions to the visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem,
the navigational course _(O) has to satisfy a set of properties. These properties for the proposed
_(O ) are discussed in detail in the next section. Suppose that _(O ) satisfies the property of local-
constructibility, i.e., the adjacency list of a G-vertex v can be computed from the information obtained
by a scan operation performed from v. Further, suppose that _(O ) satisfies finiteness property, i.e.,
_(O ) has finite number of vertices. Also let _(O ) satisfy graph connectivity property, i.e., any two _-
vertices are connected by a path of L-edges. Then we have the following observation.
Observation 1: If _(0 ) satisfies the properties of finiteness, connectivity and local-constructibility,
then, R, executing the algorithm NAV, visits all vertices of _(O ) in a finite amount of time. []
3. THE NAVIGATIONAL COURSE
We first present a structure that yields a navigational course to be used by a point robot.
then extend our discussion to a circular robot.
We
3.1. Point Robot
For x c f2, we define Near (x) as the set of points that belong to the boundaries of obstacles Oi,
i=1,2, • . . ,n and are closest to x. The Voronoi diagram, Vor(O), of the terrain populated by O is
the set of points:
{x_ [liNear (x) contains more than one point }
In this case, Vor(O) is a union of O(N) straight lines and parabolic arcs (see [4,5] for more details).
Each of this line or parabolic arc is referred to as V-edge. The points at which the edges meet are
called V-vertices. Furthermore, Vor (0) can be specified as a combinatorial graph in which each edge
is labeled with two end V-vertices, and an equation defining it as a curve in the plane. Each V-vertex
is labeled with its coordinates.
Consider the convex hull C(O) of union of vertices of all obstacles (i.e. convex hull of
n
L.)VER(Oi)). Let E(O) denote the polygonal region obtained by pushing the edges of C(O) out-
i=l
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Figure 1. The VOrl(O) for the terrain O:={Oi,O2,O3}.
wards by a distance of s and taking the interior of 'grown' region. Let us define
Vorl(O)=(Vor(_2):_E(O))uDE(O), where DE(O) is the boundary of E(O). We note that Vorl(O )
precisely contains the Voronoi diagram of O that lies inside E(O) and the boundary of E(O). The
edges (vertices) of Vorl(O) are called Vl-edges (Vl-vertices). See Fig. 1 for an example. The set of
vertices of Vor 1(0 ) is the union of V-vertices, vertices of the envelop E (O) and intersection points of
edges of DE(O) with V-edges. Similarly the set of edges of Vorl(O) is the union of edges of
Vor(O) that are contained in E(O) and the edges of DE(O). It is easy to see VOrl(O) as a planar
graph formed by Vl-vertices and Vl-edges. The set of all Vl-vertices that are adjacent to a Vl-vertex
v constitute the set of neighbors of v. The following four basic properties of VOrl(O) are shown in
[9]:
(i)Combinatorial properties: The number of Vl-vertices is at most 4N-n-2, and the number of V l-
edges is at most 6N-3n-3.
(ii)Connectivity: Vorl(O) is topologically connected, and consequently VOrl(O) is graph connected
when viewed as a combinatorial graph i.e., there exist a path along Vl-edges between any two V l-
vertices.
(iii)Terrain-visibility: Every point in the closure of free-space _ is visible from some Vl-vertex, i.e.,
for x _ _, there exist a V vvertex v such that the line joining x and v is entirely contained in _.
(iv) Local-constructibility: All the neighbors of a Vl-vertex v can be correctly computed from the ter-
rain boundary information obtained by performing a scan operation at v.
3.2. Circular Robot
For x e _q, let Clearance (x) denote the distance of x from a member of Near (x) (in terms of the
Euclidean distance). Consider Vorl(O ) such that the distance s used in obtaining E(O ) is at least 6.
Let us consider a subset of Vorl(O) given by {xeVorl(O) I Clearance(x)>6} which is the set of
points of Vorl(O ) with clearance greater than & This set consists of a set of connected components.
Initially, let R be located at doe I'2. Let Vor* l(O ) be the connected component that contains Im(do),
i.e., lm (do)e Vor* 1(O ). Vor* 1(O ) contains either all or none of the edges of E(O ). Further an edge
of Vor* 1(O ) could be a truncated version of an edge of Vor (0), in which case we attach a vertex at
the truncated end. These vertices are called truncated vertices. The edge formed as a result is called
the truncated edge. We now summarize the properties of Vor* 1(0 ).
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Properties 2: Vor* 1(O) satisfies the properties of finiteness, connectedness, terrain-visibility and
local-constructibility.
4. NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS
We first discuss the navigational course and the navigation strategy used by R. Then we present
the algorithm ACQUIRE that solves the terrain model acquisition problem. We then present the algo-
rithm LNAV that navigates R from di to di+1 if a path exists from di to di+1. Then we obtain the
algorithm GNAV that solves the visit problem. GNAV uses LNAV as a component and also incor-
porates the feature of incidental learning.
I
ol
3 \
Vorl(O)
Figure 2. The terrain O=-{Oi,O2,O3} and Vori(O ).
4.1. Preliminaries
For a point robot, _(O) is obtained by deleting from Vor](O) all the V1-edges that terminate on
a concave comer. Such edges are formed by two obstacle edges that meet at a concave comer. For a
circular robot _(O ) is obtained by deleting from Vor* 1(0 ) all the truncated edges. In Fig. 2, we
show the terrain O={Oi,O2,O3} , and the corresponding VOrl(O ). In Fig. 3, we show _(O) for a cir-
cular robot. Note that every V-edge that terminates at a concave comer generates a truncated edge.
We assume that the process of deletion of an edge retains the vertex that connects the edge to the rest
of Vorl(O ) or Vor* 1(O). Now, view _(O) as 1-skeleton embedded in the plane. It is clear from the
definition that any point on _(O ) - in particular a k-vertex - specifies a collision-free position for R.
Consequendy, a t-edge specifies a collision-free path for R. It is direct to see that _(O) satisfies the
properties of finiteness and local-construcfibility. The connectivity of _(O ) can be shown by observ-
ing that each edge that is removed from Vorl(O ) and Vor* 1(O) is pendant and can not disconnect
resultant set. Let C denote the number of concave comers of the terrain O. Note that we delete (at
least) C V-edges and V-vertices from VOrl(O) (VOr*l(O)) for a point (circular)robot. Then we
have the following properties.
Properties 3: _(O ) for a point or a circular robot satisfies the properties of finiteness, connectivity,
terrain-visibility and local-constructibility. Further more
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(i) #_-vertices _4N-n-C-2
(ii) #_-edges <6N-3n--C-6. 0
Figure 3. _(O) for a circular robot for O of Fig. 2.
Now consider the execution of the algorithm NAV. For ease of presentation, we discuss a
depth-first implementation of NAV which specifies a particular way to select v* the _-vertex to be
visited next (line 7). R is presently located at the _-vertex v. If v has neighbors that are not visited
then R chooses one of the unvisited neighbors as v . If all neighbors of v, are visited then R
chooses the vertex of S 2 that is reachable by a minimal distance path. This path is obtained by invok-
ing one-to-all shortest path algorithm of [2] on the presently available _(O ) and picking the vertex
that is reachable from v by a path of minimal length. Note that _(O ) is a planar graph. Cost of this
computation is O (N l_-oogN).
4.2. Terrain Model Acquisition
The algorithm ACQUIRE is a direct implementation of the algorithm NAV. Once the terrain
model is available one can use the algorithm B to plan a path to reach any destination point. This
algorithm has a time complexity of O (NlogN) [11]. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The algorithm ACQUIRE solves the terrain model acquisition problem in a finite amount
of time such that
(i) The number of scan operations performed is at most 4N-n-C-2.
(ii) The total distance traversed by R while executing ACQUIRE is at most twice the total length
of the depth-first tree of _(0 ) rooted at v O.
After the execution of ACQUIRE, R can navigate to any reachable destination with a time complexity
of 0 (N logN) and with no sensor operations. []
In our implementation we use the adjacency list representation of _(O ). We store the coordi-
nates of each _-vertex in the adjacency lists. We maintain a table called MAP-TABLE as an AVL
tree. The cost of this operation is O (logN) using the table.
Theorem 2: The complexities of various tasks carried out by ACQUIRE are as foUows:
(i) the storage complexity is 0 (N),
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(ii) cost of construction of _(0 ) is 0 (N210gN)
(iii) total cost of path planning is 0 (N2"/]-ogN),
(iv) cost of construction of MAP-TABLE is 0 (NlogN), and total cost of accesses to MAP-TABLE is
O (NlogN). I"1
4.3. Visit Problem
We now discuss the algorithm LNAV that navigates R from its present location at di to a desti-
nation point di+1 if such path exists. If there is no path from di to di+l, then R will declare the same
in a finite amount of time. The algorithm LNAV is obtained by modifying NAV. Initially a scan is
performed from d i and if di+1 is found reachable, then R moves to di+1. If di+ l is not found reach-
able then R computes a L-vertex v 0 and moves to v o. From Vo, the algorithm NAV is invoked. Let
R be located at v. After a scan is performed from v, R checks if di+1 is reachable. If di+1 is reach-
able, then R moves to di+ l and terminates NAV. If not, R continues to execute NAV until comple-
tion. If di+l is not found after $2 becomes empty then di is declared as not reachable.
Theorem 3: Algorithm LNAV navigates R from d i to di+1 in a finite amount of time if the latter is
reachable. If di+1 is not reachable then R declares so in a finite amount of time. In executing the
algorithm LNAV by R,
(i) the number of scan operations is at most 4N-n--C-2,
(ii) the total distance traversed is at most equal to twice the length of the depth first tree of _(0 )
rooted at v o. []
The computational complexity of executing the algorithm LNAV follows along the lines of previ-
ous section. Thus, in executing the algorithm LNAV, (i) the storage required is O (N), (ii) cost of
construction of _(O ) is O (N21ogN), (iii) complexity of path planning is O (N2_/_gN) (iv) the cost of
construction of MAP-TABLE is O(NlogN), and the total cost of accesses to MAP-TABLE is
O(NlogN).
,t
(a) R escaping out of a concavity (b) R moving out of a maze
Figure 4. Execution of LNAV by R
In Fig. 4 we show a point robot moving out of a concavity, and moving out of a maze. In Fig.
5 we show a point robot moving out of a maze with backtracking. We can solve the visit problem by
a repeated invocation of LNAV. LNAV completely relies on the sensor information for navigation.
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Since the sensor obtains only a partial information about the terrain, as a result R might navigate into
local concavities as in Fig. 5. If R is required to navigate in the regions that it navigated in previous
traversals, then it can use the previous information to plan its present course of navigation. Note that
the partial model of the terrain depends on the paths traversed by R in earlier traversals. We now
obtain the algorithm GNAV as follows: We store the adjacency lists computed by R over the traver-
sals in a global _(0 ). Further the set $2 is also stored over the traversals. Consider the navigation
from di to di+l. Then GNAV computes a k-vertex that is reachable from di and moves to this vertex.
Then R computes a _-vertex d* that is closest to di+ l according to some criterion such as distance.
Then R moves along a path on _(0) to d*. From d*, R uses LNAV to navigate to di+ 1. It is direct
to see that GNAV correctly solves the visit problem. Moreover, R checks the set S 2 after every scan
operation. After S 2 becomes empty, R switches-off its sensor and navigates the further traversals
using the algorithm B alone. At this stage R has acquired the terrain model that is sufficient to navi-
gate to any reachable point. Thus after this stage R does not perform scan operations for the purpose
of navigation, and also R would avoid local concavities. Using the arguments of previous section it is
clear that such stage will be reached after at most 4N+M-n-C-1 scan operations. Thus we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 4: The terrain model will be completely built by R in at most 4N+M-n-C-1 scans, then
the execution of each traversal involves no scan operations with a time complexity of 0 (N logN) vI
di÷t
(a) R backtracks once (b) R backtracks twice
Figure 5. Execution of LNAV by R.
Since the process by which R acquires the terrain is incidental, i.e., depends on the previous
traversals it executed, it is possible to make probabilistic statements about the performance of GNAV.
Let _(O )=(V,E). Let Pv (>0) be the probability that R visits a k-vertex during any traversal. Proba-
bility that a scan is performed from v in i th traversal is (1-pv)i-lpv. Then the probability that the
terrain model will be complete during the mission of M traversals if YI [1-(1-pv)M] which is non-
veV
zero. Moreover this probability approaches to 1 as M approaches infinity. Thus in a limiting case R
obtains the complete terrain model with a probability of one.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented an algorithmic framework based on a retraction of free-space to solve two naviga-
tional problems for a circular robot moving in an unknown terrain. We consider the visit problem in
which the robot is required to visit a sequence of destination points. We present an algorithm that
enables the robot to visit the destination points using an ideal sensor, and also build the terrain model
in the regions it navigates. Further the robot can detect the completion of the terrain model, and at
this stage it switches to a known terrains navigation algorithm. After this stage, the future navigation
is carried out without using the sensor. We also consider the terrain model acquisition problem
wherein the robot is required to autonomously explore the terrain and build a model of the terrain
such that the future navigation to any reachable destination can be carried out using the algorithms of
known terrains alone.
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ABSTRACT
An efficient, adaptive neural learning paradigm for addressing the inverse kinematics of redundant manipu-
lators is presented. The proposed methodology exploits the infinite local stability of terminal attractors - a
new class of mathematical constructs which provide unique information processing capabilities to artificial
neural systems. For robotic applications, synaptic elements of such networks can rapidly acquire the kine-
matic invariances embedded within the presented samples. Subsequently, joint-space configurations, required
to follow arbitrary end-effector trajectories, can readily be computed. In a significant departure from prior
neuromorphic learning algorithms, this methodology provides mechanisms for incorporating an in-training
"skew" to handle kinematics and environmental constraints.
1. INTRODUCTION
Space telerobots envisioned for exacting scientific and military applications in unstructured and haz-
ardous space environments, e.g., satellite servicing, space system construction and maintenance, plane-
tary missions etc., must be able to dexterously and adaptively manipulate objects in a nonstationary task
workspace. Redundancy in the design of robot manipulators has been suggested as one means to enhance
their dexterity and adaptability. In contradistinction to other engineering contexts where redundancy im-
plies fault-tolerance or superfluity, redundancy in robotics is determined relative to the task [4]. It refers to
a manipulator with more than the minimum number of degrees of freedom necessary to accomplish general
tasks. The major objective motivating introduction of redundancy in robot design and control is to use
the additional degrees of freedom to improve performance in complex and unstructured environments. It
helps overcome kinematic, mechanical and other design limitations of non-redundant manipulators. Also,
the extra degrees of freedom can be used during real-time manipulator operation to simultaneously achieve
end-effector trajectory control while satisfying additional constraints.
There are two primary goals in developing control strategies which take advantage of redundancy. First,
given the initial and final end-effector task coordinates, simultaneously generate, in real time, a Cartesian-
space trajectory that enables the robot to achieve a goal (the path planning problem ) and a set of joint space
configurations, which cause the end-effector to follow the desired trajectory (inverse kinematics problem)
while satisfying additional constraints, such as obstacle avoidance, servo-motor torque minimization and
joint limit avoidance. Developing algorithms to use the additional degrees of freedom to satisfy constraints
is known as the redundancy resolution problem [1,4,7,16]. Secondly, provide adaptive mechanisms for re-
sponding to any unforeseen changes in the workspace or the manipulator geometry. Despite a tremendous
growth in research activity on "model-based" adaptive control algorithms, the above problems entail a level
of computational and paradigmatic complexity far exceeding that which can be provided by the existing
strategies.
Artificial neural networks on the other hand, defined as massively parallel, adaptive dynamical systems
modeled on the general features of biological networks, interact with the objects of the real world and its
§ Robotics Research Lab., Dept. of Computer Science, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA
70803.
statisticalcharacteristicsinthe same way aslivingbeingsdo. The potentialadvantagesofneuronal processing
ariseas a resultoftheirabilityto perform parallel,asynchronous and distributedinformationprocessingin
a dynamic self-organizingmanner typicaloflivingsystems. Neurons with simple propertiesand interacting
according to relativelysimple rulescan accomplish collectivelycomplex functionssuch as generalization,
error correction,pattern classification,learningetc. However, their paradigmatic strength for potential
applications,which requiresolvingintractablecomputational problems or adaptive modeling, arisesfrom a
spontaneous emergent abilityto achievefunctionalsynthesisand therebylearntopologicalmappings [8]i.e.,
establishrelationshipsbetween multiplecontinuous-valuedinputs and outputs,based on a presentationofa
largenumber ofexamples. Once the underlyinginvarianceshave been learnedand encoded inthe strengths
ofthe synaptic interconnections,the neural network can generalizeto solvearbitraryproblem instances.In
addition,the operationalversionsof these trainednetworks can be dynamically "regularized"at run-time
tosatisfyone or more task-specificconstraints,without any explicitretrainingor reprogramming. Since the
inversemappings are acquiredfrom real-worldexamples, network functionalityisnot limitedby assumptions
regardingparametric orenvironmental uncertainty[3].Thus, neuralnetworks providean attractivealternate
algorithmicbasistowards designingreal-timemanipulator controlarchitecturesfor automating "man-out-
of-the-telerobot-loop"tasksbeyond the existingtechnology.In thispaper we introduce a powerful neural
learningmethodology foraddressingthe inversekinematicsproblem commonly encountered duringthe design
ofreal-time,adaptive systems operating inredundant environments.
2. MANIPULATOR INVERSE KINEMATICS
A forward kinematic function, _, is defined as a nonlinear differentiable function which uniquely relates
a set of NQ joint variables, _, to a set of Nx task-space coordinates, z: x = @(_). For serial chain robot
manipulators the forward kinematic function is easily derived [11]. The more difficult problem, which is of
primary practical interest in robot manipulation, is the inverse transformation: # = @-1(_). In other
words, determine one or more sets of joint configurations which take the end-effector into a desired task
position and orientation in the operational workspace. While the inverse kinematic function is highly nonlin-
ear, closed-form analytical solutions can be found for a number of non-redundant manipulators with special
architecture. Complete positioning capability in Cartesian space can be nominally achieved by using only six
degrees of freedom. However, most manipulators have degenerate configurations, or kinematic singularities,
near which small displacements of the end-effector require physically unrealizable joint speeds. These singu-
larities effectively lead to a loss of usable workspace and capability, and there is a strong incentive to design
robots with additional degrees of freedom to overcome this and other problems. However, incorporation of
redundancy injects additional complexity into the inverse kinematic problem. For redundant manipulators,
the inverse kinematics problem has an infinity of solutions, which can be mapped into a finite set of manifolds
[4].
Because of this infinity of solutions, many redundant manipulator investigators have chosen to focus on
the instantaneous or differential kinematics [15], in which the instantaneous end-effector velocity is related to
the instantaneous joint velocities by the manipulator Jacobian matrix. For redundant robots the manipulator
Jacobian is not uniquely invertible, and pseudo-inverse techniques can be used to select a solution from the
infinity of possible solutions. But pseudo-inverse resolution techniques are generally not-cyclic, i.e., do not
generate closed joint-space trajectories corresponding to closed end-effector trajectories, thereby posing a
serious limitation for practical implementations. So, in the absence of satisfactory closed-form solutions,
ofl]ine iterative approximation techniques based on "local-methods" have been used, e.g., "augmented task
method" proposed by Goldenberg et al. [5]. The latter however suffers from algorithmic singularities and
is computationally prohibitive for manipulators with large degrees of freedom. In addition, the existing
algebraic and geometric strategies provide limited mechanisms for resolution of kinematic redundancy with
respect to multiple criteria [3] and have little susceptibility to unforeseen changes in the workspace or the
manipulator geometry, etc. Since no mechanisms are provided for resolving redundancy over more than one
internal self-motion manifold, each different application requirement may entail reprogramming the control
algorithm, thereby severely limiting manipulator functionality.
In contrast, neuromorphic approaches to the inverse kinematics problem entail systems composed of
many simple processors (" neurons"), fully or sparsely interconnected, whose functions are determined by the
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topology and strength of the interconnections. The synaptic elements of such neural systems must capture
the transcendental kinematic transformations by using a priori generated examples enabling subsequent
generalization to other points in the workspace. Thus, the inverse transformation equations do not need to
he explicitly programmed or derived. Once they have been learned, the network's inherent self-organizing
abilities enable it to adapt to changes in the environment, e.g. planning joint trajectories in the presence
of obstacles or to any unforeseen changes in the mechanical structure of the manipulator, with little effort
[8]. Within a neuromorphic framework, a solution of the inverse kinematic problem involves two phases: a
training phase and a recall phase. The training phase involves encoding the inverse mapping in the network's
synaptic weight space, through repeated presentations of a finite set of a priori generated examples, linking
Cartesian space end-effector coordinates to the corresponding joint angles. Once the network has acquired the
nonlinear mapping imbedded within the training set, it can be used to rapidly recall, or generalize the joint
configuration corresponding to any arbitrary Cartesian-space orientation within its workspace of training,
thereby eliminating the intensive computational overheads that plague the existing iterative techniques.
Also, once the training cycle is completed, the time required to obtain a solution practically depends in a
weak fashion on the number of degrees of freedom. In the past, Josin [8], Guez et al. [6] and Tawel et al. [14]
have applied this generic neuromorphic paradigm to the inverse kinematics problem for a 3-DOF redundant
manipulator. In particular, they train a heteroassociative, multi-layered feed-forward neural network by
using the backpropagation algorithm (for details refer to [13]).
Despite its conceptual simplicity, there are a number of non-trivial issues, both from the kinematics
perspective and from the computational cost perspective that have hitherto limited the efficacy of such neu-
romorphic solutions to the inverse kinematics problem for redundant motion control. The major limitations,
as discerned from the existing implementations, include an unacceptably large number of training iterations
( O(10 e) even for generalizing over small manifolds, see Tawel et al. [14]). Also the interpolated angular
coordinates have relatively poor precision as compared to their algebraic or iterative counterparts. Besides,
the hackpropagation algorithm fails to efficiently scale-up to configurations with large number of degrees
of freedom. For example, manipulators with seven or more degrees of freedom could not be satisfactorily
trained by use of the standard back-propagation algorithm even after several million iterations. Furthermore,
the back-propagation algorithm per se does not provide any intrinsic mechanism to simultaneously exploit
redundancy to increase the task workspace (design constraints) and satisfy additional requirements inher-
ent to operations in an unstructured environment such as obstacle avoidance in real-time. Since the latter
flexibility is essential to the purpose of redundant manipulators [16], there is a strong incentive to develop
an alternative neural network methodology that alleviates the above limitations to provide an efficient and
accurate solution to the inverse kinematics problem.
3. NEURODYNAMICAL FORMULATION
3.1. Training Network Specification
Consider a fully connected neural network with N graded-response neurons, implementing a nonlinear
functional mapping from the Nx-dimensional input space to the NQ-dimensional output space. The network
is topographically partitioned into three mutually exclusive regions comprising a set of input neurons, Sx,
that receives the input coordinates, an output set, SQ, which provides the output coordinates required to
achieve the desired output, and a set of "hidden" neurons, S_, that partially encode the input / output
mapping. The network is presented with K randomly sampled training pairs of input-output, { _k, #k [
k = 1,..., K) obtained by solving the well-posed forward kinematics formulation (se_ Paul [11]).
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The neuromorphic reformulation of the inverse kinematics problem requires determining synaptic inter-
connection strengths that can accurately capture the transcendental transformations imbedded within the
training samples. Our approach is based upon the minimization of a constrained Hamiltonian ("neuromor-
phic energy"), given by the following expression:
E - 2_h" _ [ u_ - z_ -I- _qq [u_ - q_ 12 -I- Ar g,(.) (3.1.1)
k=l
where u_ denotes the/-th neuron's activity when processing the k-th training sample, gr(') reflects network
constraints and the design considerations related to specific applications, e.g., singularity avoidance [4],
obstacle avoidance [10], joint availability etc., and Ar denotes the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the
r-th application of design requirement. The proposed objective function therefore includes contributions
from two sources. Firstly, it enforces convergence of every neuron in Sx and Sq to attractors corresponding
to the presented input-output coordinates and joint coordinates respectively for every sample pair in the
training set, thereby enforcing the network to learn the underlying kinematic invariances. Secondly, it
enforces the synaptic elements to satisfy network constraints of the type
1 (i - j)2 T,_gr(-) =
which minimize the interconnection strengths in line with the Gauss's least-constraint principle. For a more
detailed treatment of redundancy resolution refer to [2,3]. We now proceed with the derivation of the learning
equations (time evolution of the synaptic weights) by minimizing the energy function given in eqn. (3.1.1).
Lyapunov's stability criteria require an energy function to be monotonically decreasing in time. Since
in our model the internal dynamical parameters of interest are the synaptic interconnection strengths, Tnm,
and the Lagrange multipliers _r, this implies that
oE Tom+ 0E
= _ _m _ Ar < 0 (3.1.2)
n m r
One can choose
aE
"Pip _hnm
0T, m (3.1.3)
where rT is an arbitrary but positive time-scaleparameter. Then substituting in Eqs. (3.1.2) we have
ag
_ _r < rr _h E_ T. (3.1.4)
r
In the above expression (9 denotes tensor contraction, i.e., _h E_ _/" = _i _-'_j _J _J. This will be true a
fortiori if for some 0 > 0,
°E + 0 < TTT _ 3_ (3.1.5)
r
The equations of motion for the Lagrange multipliers _r must now be constructed in such a way that Eq.
(3.1.4) is strictly satisfied. Noting that the analytic expression for the energy function results in 0..__ = gr('),
we adopt the following model:
,_r -- rr_
g E_ + O gr (3.1.6)
where _ _ _ - _-,r gr(') gr('), and O is an arbitrary positive constant. It is easy to see that/_ < 0 is
strictly satisfied. Also on differentiating Eqs. (3.1.1) with respect to T,m we get
OE 1_{ 1 Ou_
IE Sx
1 Oar Ou_
+ [-, - + ] J (3.1.7)
IESQ r
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If we define
KNQ [U_ q_ + Nq_"]r if/ E SO
]7 = 0 if/ E S_ (3.1.8)
g--_x[U_ - z_ ] ifi E Sx
then we can rewrite Eqn. (3.1.7) as
cgE ^ cgu_
OTn,n = _ E 17 8Tnrn (3.1.9)
l k
where the index I is defined over the entire set of neurons. Eqs. [3.1.3, 3.1.8 and 3.1.9] constitute a dissipative
nonlinear dynamical system, the flow of which generally converges to a manifold of lower dimensionality in
the phase space. In this paper we focus on network convergence to point attractors, i.e., state-space vector
locations corresponding to the presented, joint- and Cartesian-space coordinates. Of crucial importance is to
know how stable these attractors are, and, starting from arbitrary network configurations how fast they can
be reached. In this vein, we first briefly review a novel mathematical concept in dynamical systems theory,
the terminal attractor, and its properties that subsequently will enable us to formalize efficient algorithms
for learning the inverse kinematics mapping.
Artificial neural networks store memory states or patterns in terms of the fixed points of the network
dynamics, such that initial configurations of neurons in some neighborhood, or basin of attraction, of that
memory state will be attracted to it [9]. But the static attractors considered so far in nonlinear dynamical
system formulations in general, and in neural networks in particular, have represented regular solutions
to the differential equations of motion. Such solutions can never intersect the transients. The theoretical
relaxation time of the system to these "regular attractors" can theoretically be infinite, and they suffer
from convergence to spurious states and local minima. The concept of terminal attractors in dynamical
systems, was initially introduced by Zak [17,18] to obviate some of the above limitations, thereby significantly
improving the performance characteristics of associative memory neural network models.
The existence of terminal attractors was established by Zak [17,18] using the following argument: At
equilibrium, the fixed points, 16,of an N-dimensional, dissipative dynamical system
i_i -- fi(ul, u_, ,..., UN ) = 0 i = 1, 2,..., N (3.1.10)
are defined as its constant solutions fioo(/_). If the real parts of the eigenvalues, rh,, of the matrix Mij =
0xj (P) are all negative, i.e., Re {rl_} < 0, then these points are globally asymptotically stable. Such
points are called static attractors since each motion along the phase curve that gets close enough to/_, i.e.,
enters a so-called basin of attraction, approaches the corresponding constant value as a limit as t _ oo.
An equilibrium point represents a repeller if at least one of the eigenvalues of the matrix M has a positive
real part. Usually, nonlinear neural networks deal only with systems which satisfy the Lipschitz condition,
i.e., I _ I < oo. This condition guarantees the existence of a unique solution for each of the initial phase
space_ configurations.' That is why a transient solution cannot intersect the corresponding constant solution
to which it tends, and therefore the theoretical time of approaching the attractors is always infinite.
In contrast, Zak's notion of terminal attractors is based upon the violation of the Lipschitz condition.
As a result of this violation the fixed point becomes a singular solution which envelops the family of regular
solutions, while each regular solution approaches the terminal attractor in finite time. To formally exhibit a
terminal attractor which is approached by transients in finite time, consider the following one-dimensional
example:
i_ = -u ]13 (3.1.11)
This equation has an equilibrium point at u = 0 at which the Lipschitz uniqueness condition is violated,
since
du 1
- u -2/3 _ -co at u _ 0 (3.1.12)
du 3
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Since here Re{r/} --, -oo < 0, this point is an attractor with "infinite" local stability. As a
consequence, the dynamical system is bestowed with "infinite attraction power", enabling rapid clamping of
neuronal potentials to the fixed points; in this case the above phenomena imply immediate relaxation to the
desired attractor coordinates, zt and qt- Also the relaxation time for the solution corresponding to initial
conditions u = u0 of this attractor is finite. It is given by
_, -- o du 3 2/ato = - o u'_3 - _u° < oo (3.1.13)
i.e., this attractor becomes terminal. It represents a singular solution which is intersected by all the attracted
transients. In particular static terminal attractors occur for k = (2n+l) -1 and n > 1, while for k = 2n+l
all attractors are regular. It has been shown that incorporation of terminal attractor dynamics leads to the
elimination of all spurious states. This property is critical to providing an accurate generalization ability
during the operational phase. It ensures that interpolations / extrapolations of joint configurations are not
based on false attractors, i.e., attractor coordinates not obtainable by the forward kinematics mapping. In
our proposed neuromorphic framework, terminal attractor dynamics then provides a mechanism that can
implicitly exploit the time-bounded terminality of phase trajectories and the locally infinite stability, thereby
enabling an efficient and accurate solution to the manipulator inverse kinematics.
3.2. Virtual Attractor Computation
The Hamiltonian defined in Eqs. (3.1.1) specified the functionality of our fully connected neural network,
i.e., learn the inverse kinematics mapping. We now need to select the network dynamics for evolving the
synaptic elements, such that the latter's convergence to steady state leads towards the above function. So
to capture the kinematic invariances consider the following neurodynamics.
ruuf + u_ = V'r [_)--_7]t,u_:, ] - 17 (3.2.1)
I'
Here ut represents the mean soma potential of the/-th neuron ( u_ is the neuron's activity when processing
the k-th training sample ), Tu, denotes the synaptic coupling from the l'th to the /-th neuron, and 17
captures the varying input/output contribution in a terminal attractor formalism. Though 17 influences the
degree of stability of the system and the convergence to fixed points in finite time, it does not further affect
the location of existing static attractors. And, ¢'r(') denotes the sigmoidal neural response function with
gain 7; typically, _(z) = tanh(7 • z). In topographic maps NT neurons are generally used to compute
a single value of interest in terms of spatially-coded response strengths. Here we use the simplest possible
model (where NT = 1 ), but encode the information through terminal attractors. Thus, the topographic
map is given by
Itk / ( u_ - z_)113 if IE Sx
= 0 if l E SH (3.2.2)
t ( u_ - q_ )l/a if l c SO
where z_ and q_ are the attractor coordinates provided by the training sample, to be denoted for brevity as
a_. Our basic operating assumption for the dynamical system defined by (3.2.1) is that at equilibrium
fin _ 0 and un _ an
This yields the fixed point equations :
an= (3.2.3)
In associative memory applications, these equations can in principle be used to determine the synaptic
coupling matrix T, resulting in each memory pattern being stored as a fixed point. The key issue is that
some of these fixed points may actually be repellers. The terminal attractors are thus used to guarantee that
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each fixed point becomes an attractor, i.e., spurious states are suppressed. In this case however, we are in the
process of learning a continuous mapping between two spaces and attractor coordinates have been defined
for only two of the three topographic regions of the network, i.e., the input set Sx, and the output set Sq.
Consequently, the fixed point equation d = _o(Td) may not necessarily be defined, since for [ St/ [ > 0 ,
{ an [ n E SH} are not defined, and cannot be used for directly computing T.
This necessitates a strategy whereby virtual attractor coordinates are first determined for the hidden
units. These coordinates are virtual since they correspond to a current estimate T of the synaptie connectivity
matrix. This is achieved by considering the fixed point equations as adaptive conservation equations which
use the extra degrees of freedom made available by the hidden neurons in Sx. Let { fij = aj [ j E SH }
denote the virtual attractors to which the unknowns, { uj I J E Sx }, are expected to converge. Then at
equilibrium Eqn. (3.2.3) yields
_-l(z') = E _i,z,, + Z _J'fiJ' -t- Z Til, qt, Vi E Sx
iaESx jIESH I'ESq
i:ESx jtESH PESq
_o-'(q,) = Z _,,xi, + Z _J'fif "I- Z _''q'' Vl E SQ
i'ESx j*ESH PESQ
(3.2.4)
where _: denotes the current estimate of synaptic coupling from /-th neuron to the fth neuron, and fij
represents a virtual attractor whose value is isomorphic to the current level of knowledge in the network.
Now define
¢, = _,-_(,,) - _, _,,,=,,- _ _,,,q,, v i _ s_
i_ I_
iI P
,_, = _-_(=,)- _ _,,,=,,- _ _,,,q,, v t • sq.
i' I'
(3.2.5)
Then consistency with the terminal attractor dynamics assumptions requires that { fij ] j E SH } be
simultaneous solutions to the following "conservation" equations
_-l(fij)
j'ESH
- T_rur = _i Vj _ SH
fESH
Z ^ ^T_ru r = ¢_ V l E So
j'ESn
(3.2.6)
The above system of equations for fi is generally overdetermined. A number of standard algorithms exist to
obtain a good approximate solution to such a system. In our implementation we use an iterative approach
(e.g. conjugate gradient descent ) to minimize the function
/_ 1 t_. ( ^ )9_ 1 /_. (fij
- 2Nx . ¢_ - _ T_j,fij, + 2Nu . -_[_,,_, + ¢_])_
(3.2.7)
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Wecannow return to the computation of 0u_ / OT,_,n in Eq. (3.1.9). Let us define z_
denote t°_k = _0,?" Then at equilibrium, as _ -----* 0 and 17 _ 0, we have
= El, Tit, ut, and
which can be rewritten as
In the above expression 6ij denotes the Kronecker symbol. We now define, following [12], a weighted coupling
matrix A_, = 6u, - _0_kTu,. Then substituting A_t, in (3.2.9), and premultiplying both sides with [A-1]_
and summing over 1 yields
Carrying out the algebra and relabeling the dummy indices results in
Ou_ , k (3.2.11)
OTnm - [A-1]Pn t°nk urn.
The above expression can now be substituted in Eq. (3.2.10); the learning equation thus takes the form
i k
r"rTn,,-, = -ZZ "It* [A-1 ]_n _Pnk um
I k
where the indices I and k run over the complete sets of neurons and training samples.
(3.2.12)
3.3. Adjoint Network Dynamics
A computation of the synaptic interconnection matrix as suggested by Eq. (3.2.12) would involve a matrix
inversion. Since direct matrix inversion is typically nonlocal, we adopt the relaxation procedure suggested by
Pineda [12] to compute the synaptic updates defined by (3.2.12). Consider the following change of variable
k A -l ' (3.3.1)
I
Then substituting (3.3.1) in (3.2.12) we have
k
Z A_p vn - J_ (3.3.2)
n _Otn_
One can also use the explicit form of A_ and by substitution in (3.2.12), we obtain
Regrouping the previous equations and (3.3.2), and relabeling the dummy indices yields
= [ + I".]. (3.3.4)
p
where r_ denotes the relaxation constant. We see that vnk represents a fixed, point solution of an "adjoint"
neural network having the following coupled dynamics:
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'+ = [ n + (3.3.5)
P
By comparing Eqs. (3.2.12, 3.3.1 and 3.3.5) we see that the resulting neural learning equations couple the
terminal attractor dynamics for ukm with the sdjoint dynamics for v_, i.e.,
_",m = - _] VnUmk* (3.3.6)
k
During run-time, i.e., after the kinematic invariances have been learned, the above neurodynamics can be
used to generate joint-configurations corresponding to arbitrary task end-effector positions, with two primary
modifications. Firstly, in the operational phase, terminal attractor coordinates are specified only on the input
neurons. Secondly, adaptive virtual attractor computation is no longer required. The pseudo-code for the
complete neural learning algorithm, criteria for selecting different time-scales and the results of our simulation
on 3-dof and 7-dof redundant manipulators are reported in [3,19].
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have attempted to address a complex problem in robotics research, which enables the
enhancement of manipulative capability and reliability. Our novel learning paradigm for neural network mod-
els, based on the terminal attractor concept, is shown [19] to be computationally competitive with iterative
methods currently used in robotics to solve the inverse kinematics of redundant manipulators. In addition,
this strategy does not appear to suffer from non-cyclicity of motion, as encountered in the pseudo-inverse
resolution techniques, or the algorithmic singularities common to augmented task approaches. Further-
more, unlike the feed forward, backpropagation neural learning approaches, the adaptive dynamical system
formulation presented here provides the flexibility for incorporating arbitrary combinations of kinematic
optimization criteria, without imposing high computational overheads. Two options are available for includ-
ing the redundancy resolution criteria in the algorithm to resolve the nonuniqueness of joint configurations
that may satisfy a given end-effector configuration. The constraints may either be included a pr/or/, i.e.,
while generating the training samples themselves, thereby forcing the network to learn only limited aspects
of inverse kinematics mapping with a bias towards a particular criterion [2,3]; or they could be selectively
applied in reabtime to an operational version of the network (trained to encode the emergent invariants of
the inverse kinematic mapping), to regularize the solutions (i.e. provide unique best answers ) [3].
Despite the emphasis on real-time performance, the dexterous nature of applications envisaged for the
next-generation robots imposes uncompromising demands on the resultant end-effector trajectory. Conse-
quently, this entails the generation of intermediate joint angles with a high degree of precision, currently
achievable only through off-line programming techniques (e.g., acceptable error tolerances are below 0.05%).
In this context, our future directions for research include development of true neural topographic map tech-
niques, enabling the much higher resolution needed to achieve the desired precision in interpolated joint
angles.
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Abstract
Two neural learning ,c_n.trollerdesigns for manipulators are considered. The first
designisbased on a neural reverse-dynamicssystem. The second isthe combinationofthe
first one with a neural adaptive state feedback system. Both types of controllers enable the
manipulator to perfom any given task very well after a period of training, and to do other
untrained tasks satisfactorily. The second design also enables the manipulator to
compensate forunpredictableperturbations.
l. lntroducfion
The design of advanced control systems for robot manipulators has been a very active
area of research in recent years. Inadequacy of current control stra_ies suggests that
there is a need for a newer and faster control architecture which will account for both
learning and control of robotic manipulators.
In classical systems theory, input-output descriptions are based on some assumed or
predetermined mathematical structures, normally a set of linear differential equations,
Replacement of these predetermined structures by learned associative memory mappings of
stimul.us-_ le_.dsto more general,nomally non-linear,representationsof the
connectionsbetween inputs and outputs. This procedure can be implemented by neural
networks [I].The bestexample ofa system with such an architectureisthehuman brain,
which performs many complex functionssuperbly.
In the problem of motor control,obtainingan input functionu(t)to generatea desired
motion y(t)isdirectlyrelatedtofindingthe inverse-dynamicsofthecontrolledsystem. Let
the operator_ denote the dynamics relationof the system, where _u)=y. Then the
inverse-dynamicsof the system is the operatorE--_-I such that E(y)=u. Knowing the
inverse-dynamicsrelationE--_-I, for a given desiredmotion trajectoryYd, the required
input ud can be found from ud=_Yd). This isbecause the motion correspondingtoud is
equaltoy--G(Ud)=r_(_(yd))=6(G-l(yd))=yd.
Ithas been shown thatmulti-layerneural networkswith sigmoidalfunctionsare ableto
map any measurable functiontoanotherwith an arbitrarydegreeofaccuracy,providedthat
thereare enough unitsin theirhidden layers.Therefore,such networks can be used for
approximating the model oftheinverseofthe dynamics ofa system [2-I0].In thispaper the
development ofneuromorphic learningcontrollersisconsidered.First,a recurrentneural
network learningcontrollerC isdesigned. The design has a neuralinverse-dynamicsblock
_; and a PD-type feedbackblock_ Next,the learningcontrollerC ismodified,where its
PD-type feedbackblockisreplacedby a neural adaptivestatefeedbackblock_, which is to
optimallycompensate forunpredictableperturbations.The architecturesoftheselearning
controllersare similartothosein [I01which are inspiredby the model ofthe cerebellum
givenby Kawato [5-6].
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2. Robot Dynamics
The dynamics of a robotmanipulator can be representedby an operator_ which
correspondstoa setofn couplednonlineardifferentialequations,givenby
M(_ q" + N(q,q') + _q) = u (la)
or Ca(u)= q (Ib)
where q,q',and q"are n-dimensionalvectorsofthepositions,velocities,and accelerationsof
thejoints,respectively,where "prime" denotesthe time-derivative.M(q) isthe nxn inertia
matrix ofthe arm, which issymmetric and positivedefinite.N(q,q')isthe n-dimensional
vector of coriolis,centrifugal,and frictionalforces. Q{q) is the n-dimensional vector
representingthetorquesdue togravitationalforces,and u isthen-dimensionalvectorofthe
generalizedinputtorquesappliedtotherobot.
3. Learning Controller Design
There are a varietyofalgorithmswhich can be used formulti-layerneural networks to
learn the mapping between two patterns[I]. However, the stateof the art learning
algorithmsare most effectivewhen the input-outputpatternsare fixed.This condition,in
general,isnotsatisfiedwhen theobjectiveerrorfunctionisnotidenticaltotheerrorfunction
attheneuralnetwork'soutputlayer.To satisfythisconditionwe observethefollowing.
Lemma 1
Consider a stablesystem givenby the operatorG, as in Figure I,where itsoutput q is
desiredtofollowa referencefunctionor. Letthehigh gain feedbackblockgivenby thelinear
operatorH be such that the closed-loop(144_{_)-IGisstableand that _ >>I.Then for
bounded inputv theoutputerrore=qr-q isbounded and isgivenby e-_(144_i_-Ica_(Sv_'4[-l(sv),
where 8v=r-v.Moreover,thefeedbacksignalSu=_(e)=Sv.
Figure 1
Proof
From Figure I,by some block manipulation,itis easy to see that e=[(I+6_)-16;](Sv),
where 8v=r-v.Now letv bebounded. Then, sincer exists,8v isalsobounded. Butsince the
closed-loopsystem (I+6_)-I_ isstable,the errorsignale=qr-q isalsobounded. Now since
>>I, we get e_J_'l(sv). On the other hand, since H is linear,we have
8u=[(l+6_)-IcaJQ(Sv).Butagain, since_>>I, iriseasytoseethat8u=_(e)_Sv. []
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4. Neural Inverse-Dynamics Model for Learning Control
The learningcontrollerC,shown in Figure 2, has only one neural network block _ to
approximate the inverse-dynamics model. There is also a feedback block _I_ of the PD-type,
which isused forboththeneural learningand theerrorcompensation,and isgivenby
Su=Kpe+Kde'.
NeuralLearningContro]k,,r
qr q
Figure 2
Network's Architecture
The neural blockEused here isessentiallya recurrentmulti-layerneuralnetwork. The
input-outputrelationoftheneural network Eis givenby
x'=A 1g(x)+ B 1 e (3)
v = Ol g(x)
where e = [_T,q'rT,q'rT,l]Tc_.3n+l,xc_.N, andvc_, n are respectivelythevectorsofthe
network's input,states,and outputs. A I,BI,and C 1 are respectivelythe matrices ofthe
network'sstaterecurrence,input,and outputconnectionweights, and g isthe sigmoidal
function given by g(x)=tanh(x). The unity input in vector e is added to allow for the automatic
adjustment ofth_bJas term.
NetwDrk'sLearning Rule
The learningalgorithmused forthenetwork isa modificationofthedeltarule[I],and is
givenby [II]
a'l,ii= <xI SuT vg(x) C 1 *11,ii
b'l,ik= _I _uT vg(x) C 1 _Lik
C'l_i= _I _uvg(xi)
t1'l,ij=AlVg(x )t]l,ij+ Iig(xj)
_'l_k=AI vg(x)_l,ik+ liek
(4)
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where Iiisthe ithcolumn ofthe identitymatrix,_u isthe feedbacktorquewhich isalsothe
network's outputerror,vg(x)=_g(x)/axisthe Jacobianmatrix, and <xI,_I,and _I are the
learning rateconstantswhich are small positivenumbers. The initialvaluesofmatrices
A I,B I,and C 1are selectedrandomlybetw_n -0.2and 0.2,and _ l,ij(0)=_l,ik(0)=0.
The objectiveof the learning controllerC is to forcethe system'soutput errorto zero
through repeated trialsof the desiredtask. During trials,when the referenceinput is
repeatedlyappliedto the system,the system'soutputerrorisused toadjustthe controller
parameters,which are theconnectionweightsoftheneural network block_, Therefore,the
feedforwardblockE ismodifiedinsuch a way toforcethefeedbacktorquetovanish,which
indirectlydecreasesthe robot'soutputerror. When theerrorbecomes small,learninghas
been accomplishedand theneural networkblock_;issaidtohave acquiredthemodel ofthe
inverse-dynamicsofthe robot.But forthis,the correspondinglearningalgorithm must be
convergent,or,thedynamics ofthelearningsystem mustbe asymptoticallystable.
Result!
Consider the roboticmanipulator given by the operatorG, as in equation(I). Let the
neural learningcontrollerC givenbyequations(2)and (3)be appliedtothesystem,as shown
in Figure2. Let thefeedbackblock_be such thatthe closed-loopsystem (I+_-IGis stable
and that_a_ >>I. Then theneurallearningcontrollerC,togetherwith thelearningrule(4)
isasymptoticallystable.That is,the proposedlearningcontrollerforcesthemanipulator's
trajectoryq,q',tofollowthedesiredtrajectoryqr,q'r,aftera sufficientlyongperiodoftime.
Proof
Let q l,ij=Sx/Sal,ijand _Lik--Sx/Sbl,ik,then from equation(3),we get[II]
x = f0t[A! g(x)+B! e]d_
q l,ij= f0ta/aal,ii[Alg(x)+Ble]d_"= j0t[A1vg(x)_ll,ij+lig(xi)]d_
_l,ik= f0t_r'dbl,ik[Alg(x)+Bl8]d1"= f0t[AIvg(x)_iAk+Iiek]d_'.
Differentiatingtheabovetwo relationships,we get
q'l,ij= AIVg(x) 11l,i|+ lig(xj)
_'l,ik= AIVg(x) _l,ik+ IIek'
(s)
Now, without lossofgenerality,we asume thatthereexistsan inputfunctionr(t)tothe
manipulator such that _.=fa(r).Let a performance functionforthe learningprocessofthe
neural inverse-dynamicsnetwork be definedby
J!(t)=0.S[r(t)-v(t)]T[r(t)-v(0]=0.SSr2, (6)
Since Jl(t)ispositivedefiniteand monotonicallyincreasing,forasymptoticstability,J'l(t)
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mustbe negativedefinite.But,thetimederivativeofJl(t)isgivenby
J'i(t)=SrTa(Sr)rat
=- _rT [(_(_r)/_al,ij)a'I,i|+ (a(Sr)/'&l,ik)b'1,ik+ (_r)/_Cl@j) c'I_]
=- 8rT [Cl vg(x)_ll,ija'1,ii+ Cl vg(x)_1,ikb'lAk+ Ip g(xi)C'l_j].
CO
On theotherhand, since_>>I, from Lemma Iwe have 8u=Sr. Th_reforews have
J'l(t)=- Sur [CI vg(x)ql,ija'Lij÷ CI vg(x)_l_ikb'Lik]"Supg(xj)C'li_i. (8)
However, fora'l_ii,b'l,ik,and C'l_jgivenby equation(4),we get
J'1(t)=- ccI[SuT C I vg(x)ql,ii]2-_I[SuT C1 vg(x)_,1_ik]2- _I[Sueg(xj)]2 (9)
which isa negativedefinitescalarfunction,exceptwhen we have 8u=0 where thelearningis
complete.Therefore,from thesecondmethod ofLiapunov,thelearningcontrollerCwith the
weight adjustments given by equation(4), isasymptoticallystable(i.e.,itis convergent).
That is,theconnectionweight matricesA I,B I,and"C-1 intheneural inverse-dynamicsblock
E will be adjusted untilJl(t)=0,that iswhen 8u=u-v=0 or equivalentlywhen 8r=r-v--0.
However, sincethefeedbackoperatorislinear,8u=Kpe+Kde'=0 impliesthate=e'=0,sincee
and e'are linearlyindependent. Therefore,q=_, and q'=q'ras time t approaches infinity
(i.e.,themanipulator'strajectorycbq'followthedesiredtrajectoryqr,q'r). O
The neural network _ part of the controller{_is able to acquire the model of the
inverse-dynamicsofthe manipulator aftera sufficientlyong periodoftraining.Afterthis,
the robotwith the inverse-dynamicsblock_Ealone(i.e.,withoutthe errorfeedbackblock_),
isabletoperform the trainedtasksverywell. In addition,therobotisabletoperform some
new taskssatisfactorily.However, withoutthefeedbackblock_, the robotisnotquiteableto
compensate forunpredictableperturbations.Itiseasilyseen,however,thatleavingblock
inthe controllerloopafterthe periodoftraininggreatlyimproves the abilityofthecontroller
tocompensate forperturbations.This isthemotivationforthenext design.
5. Neural Adaptive State Feedback Model for Learn/ng Control
The learning controllerC in thissectioncontainsboth a feedforwardand a feedback
neural network block. The feedbackneural block_ in thisdesign has substitutedforthe
PD-typeerrorfeedbackblock,as inFigure3.
The neural adaptivestatefeedbackblock H is intended as an optimal statefeedback
controller,and containstwo sub-netwvrks.One isthedynamics identifierI),which realizes
the dynamics model ofthe system'sperturbationabout the nominal operatingpoint. The
other isthe statefeedback_, which generatesan optimal statefeedback fordisturbance
compensation. The overallfeedbacknetwork H learnstogeneratetheoptimalstatefeedback
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torquestoeliminateperturbations.From theLinear QuadraticControlTheory,thisnetwork
isequivalentoan optimalstatefeedbackwhich continuouslyidentifiestheparameters ofthe
perturbation dynamics of the manipulator, and from these, produces the optimum
compensating torques.
Leern|_j Controller C
qr _ q
÷
Figure 3
Feedback Netwvrk'sArchitecture
The inputtoneuralblock_ isa 2n-vectoroftheangular positionvelocityerrorse and e'.
The outputsofthenetwork are then compensating torquesignals8u.
The input-outputrelationshipforthedynamics identifiernetwork D isgivenby
y' = + v (lO)
- C2g(y)
where p- [BUT,lITc_n+l, y_ _.M, o_=[oT o.T]T_ _,.2nare respectivelytheinput,state,and
theoutputofthenetwvrk. A 2,B2,and C2 are respectivelythematricesofthenetwork'sstate
recurrence,input,and outputconnectionweights.
The input-outputrelationshipforthestatefeedbacknetwork F isgivenby
z' =A3g(z)+Bze (ll)
Sv= C 3 g(z)
where _e=-[eT,e'T,I]T__.2n+l,z __,.L,8v_ _n arerespectivelytheinput,state,and theoutput
of the network, and A 3, B3, O3 are respectivelythe matrices of the network's state
recurrence,input,and outputconnectionweights. As shown in Figure 3,there are some
internalfeedbackblocksK and Lwithin theneural adaptivestatefeedbackblock_which are
used primarilyto providea performance functionfor the networks' learning algorithm.
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That is
8u = 8v+ F
I_ =_(._)= Kp _+ Kd _'
(12)
where Lo=[q_T,q_'T]T,_=[oT,_'T]T, k_.=[)_T,),'T]T, _=[£T,£'T]T--[(e-o)T,(e'-o')T]T, JC is a
linearhigh gain feedbackoperator,and Lisa linearfeedbackgainblock.
In thefeedbackblock_, theneural dynamics identifierI)approximatesthe input-output
relationshipof the dynamics of perturbationsby forcingitsoutputsto followthe system
errors e and e'. The neural statefeedback F, on the other hand, approximates the
input-outputrelationshipof an optimalstateerror feedbacksystem by forcingitsoutput to
follow the input of the neural dynamics identifier D. This, in effect, adjusts block F to
approximate theinverseD "Ioftheneuraldynamics identifierD.
Network' L_rning_ Rules
The learningalgorithm used fortheneural dynamics identifiernetwork D issimilarto
that of in,ram-dynamics network _ i.e.,the time derivativeof the connectionweight
matricesA2, B2,m_d C2 are givenby [II]
a'2,ij, o_2 __..Tvg(y) C2 q2A
t1'2,ij=A2Vg(Y) _12,ij+ Ii g(Yj)
_'2,ik=A2V_(Y) _2,ik+ liPk
(13)
where ___[_T,£T]Tisthenetwork'soutput error,vg(y)=-Sg(y)/_istheJacobianmatrix, and
o_2,_, and _2are small positivelearningrateconstants.The initialvaluesofmatricesA 2,
B2,and C 2 are selectedrandomlybetween -0.2and 0.2,and 112,ij(0)=_2,_k(0)=0.
The learningscheme forthe neural statefeedbacknetwork block_"issimilar;i.e.,the
time derivativeoftheconnectionweight matricesA3, B3,C3, aregivenby
a'3,ii = <x3pT vg(z) C3 %,i_
= C3
= g(zj)
rl'_,ij= A3 vg(z)rl3,ij + lig(z_)
_'3,ik= A3 vg(z)_,ik+ liEk
(14)
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where i_=Su-Svisthenetwork'soutputerror,vg(z)=ag(z)/_zistheJacobianmatrix,and <x3,
_3,and _3 are small positivelearningrateconstants.The initialvaluesofmatricesA 3,B3,
and C 3 are selectedrandomly between -0.2and 0.2,and qS,ij(0)=_3,ik(0)=0.
From ResultI,theinverse-dynamicsneural network _ with itslearningruleisableto
realizethe model oftheinverse-dynamicsa"Iofthe robotand togeneratetherequiredrobot
torquecorrespondingtothedesiredtrajectoryqrand q'r.From theLinear QuadraticControl
Theory, in order to generate the compensating torque corresponding to the dynamics
perturbationsabout thenominal trajectoryofthe robot the adaptivestatefeedbackneural
network _ must identifythe dynamics relationof the perturbationsand correspondingly
generatethe optimal feedbackaccordingtosome performance criterion.But forthisthe
correspondinglearningalgorithm must be convergent (i.e.,the dynamics of the learning
system must be asymptoticallystable).
Result2
Considertheroboticmanipulatorgivenby theoperatorG, as inequation(I).Assume that
the neural learningcontrollerR givenby equations(3)and (10-12),isappliedtothe system,
as shown in Figure 3. Let the feedbackoperatorLbe a unitygain. Also letthe high gain
feedbackblock%be such thatthe clesed-leopsystem (I+_CFIgis stableand that_F_ >>I.
Then the neural learningcontrollerC,togetherwith the learningrules (4)and (13-14)is
asymptoticallystable.That is,thelearningcontrollerC forcesthemanipulator'strajectoryq
and q'tofollowthedesiredtrajectoryqrand q'raftera sufficientlyongtime.
Proof
From ResultI,sinceLisa unitygain,K issuch that(I+_J<,)'IGisstable,and _ >>I,
thelearningprocessfortheneural inverse-dynamicsnetwork Eis asymptoticallystable.
Now lettl2,ij=Sy/Sa2,ii,_2,ik=SY/Sb2,ik,%A=Sz/Sa_,ii,and _A--Sz/8_k. Then, similarto
theproofofResultI,from theneural network'sdynamics equations(I0-I),we get
q'2,ij = A2vg(y) *12,ij + Ii g(Yj)
_'2,ik = A2vg(Y) _2,ik + Ii t_.
_1'3,ii = A3vg(z) %,ij + Ii g(zi)
_'3,ik= A3vg(z) _Ak + liVk'
(tb')
Now consideringthe convergenceofthefeedbackblock_, leta performance functionfor
thelearningprocessofthedynamics identifiersub-network1)bedefinedby
J2(t)= 0.56__(t)T._t) (16)
where __=[£T,£.T]Tand £=e-c_.SinceJ2(t)ispositivedefiniteand monotonicallyincreasing,
forasymptoticstability,J'2(t)mustbe negativedefinite.Using thechain rule,we get
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J'2(t) = __T _..)/3t (17)
=. £T [C 2 vg(y) q2,ij a'2,ij + C2 vg(y) _2,ik b'2,ik + Ip g(yj)c'2_oj].
However, forthe weight adjustments given by equation (13),we have
j.2(t) =. <x2 [ _T C2 vg(y) q2,ij] 2- P2 [ _T C2 vg(y) _2,_] 2. _2 [ _ g(.vj)] 2 (18)
which isa negative definitescalar function,exceptwhen £_=0where learning iscomplete.
Similarly,letthe learning performance function forneural block _"be definedby
J3(t)= 0.5 _(t)T _(t) (19)
where _ = 8r-Sv is the output error of the network, _r=r-v, and r is such that Va(r)=qr.
Again, since J3(t)is positivedefiniteand monotonically increasing, for asymptotic stability,
J'3(t)mustbe negative definite.Similar tothe earliercase,bythe chain rule,we have
J'3(t)= iT 8(@/St
=. _T [C3 vg(z) 113,i|a'3_ij+ C3 vg(z) _3,ikb'3,ik+ It_g(zj)c'3_oj].
(20)
On the other hand, since _ >>I, from Lemma 1 we have 8u=Sr and hence p=_.
Therefore, forthe weight adjustments given by equation (14),we get
j.3(t) =_ <x3 [ p T C3 _g(z) _13,tj] 2- 1_3[ 1,_T C 3 vg(z) _3,ik] 2_ _3 [ P1>g(zj)] 2 (21)
which is a negative definitescalar function,except when p=0 where learning is complete.
Therefore from the second method ofLiapunov, thislearning system isasymptoticallystable.
This means that the connection weights in the networks willbe adjusted until J2(t)=0and
J3(t)=0,or equivalently £--e-<_=0,_'=e'-o'--0,and p=Su-Sv--0. However, these imply that
e=e'=0,and thatthe dynamics identifiersub-network I)acquires the model ofthe dynamics of
the perturbation system. Also, the optimal statefeedback sub-network _" becomes identical
to the inverse I)-I of the dynamics identifiersub-network I), which generates the
compensating torque corresponding to the trajectoryperturbation e and e'. Therefore, q--qr
and q'=q'ras time t approaches infinity(i.e.,the manipulator's trajectoryq,q'follow the
desiredtrajectoryqr,q'r). []
6, Conclusion
In thispaper, two neural learning controllerdesigns have been considered. They mimic
the functions ofthe cerebellum forthe learning and controlofvoluntary movements and they
have parallel processing capabilitieswhich make them fast and adaptable. The designs
have several promising attributesthat make them very feasiblesolutionstocurrent problems
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in Robotics.Most importantly,such controllersare abletoapproximate the model ofthe
inverse-dynamicsof the robot during the trainingperiod. This allows the robotto learn
repetitivemotions almost perfectly.But even abovethat,itcan perform tasksthatithas not
been trainedtodo yet and toperfom them well. In addition,thesecond designhas a good
adaptationcapabilitywhichallowsthecontrollertocompensate forunexpecteddisturbances.
Another advantage ofthesedesignsis thattheydo not requ_.',e knowledge of thesystem
parameters,and theyarerobustwithrespecttoparameter v_uationand disturbancesunder
a varietyof tasks. Finally,the parallelprocessingpropertyoftheseexchitecturesmakes
them highlysuitablefortheintegrationofa multitudeofsensoryinformationintothemotion
controllernetworks.
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Ab_ra_
In this paper the implementation of an earlier introduced neural net model for pattern classification is considered.
Data Flow principles are employed in the development of a machine that efficiently implements the model and can
be useful for real time classification tasks. Further enhancement with optical computing structures is also considered
here°
1. Introduction
Present day computers depend for their performance on programming. Before any specific task can be carded
out by a computer, a programmer has to understand the nature of both the task and the domain of reference. He/she
must determine those features of the referenced domain which are pertinent to the task. He/she must also def'me the
basic steps which carry out the task, and the "data structures" which are appropriate for representing the relevant
information. Therefore targets of conventional computers were mainly well defined tasks for which complete
information can be encoded into the explicit steps of a program. A number of interesting applications however,
would require machines to operate with incomplete or without explicit information. In some engineering
applications for example, computers are used as controllers to carry out the necessary decision making. Current
computers can perform well if the decision process is well understood. Yet in many cases explicit description of a
decision process is not available because the relation between the pattern of the environmental variables (input) and
the required action (output) is very complex or it is not well understood. Of interest in such cases are machines
which can deduce descriptions of the input-output relation from an abstract specification such as a typical set of
input-output examples.
Neural nets are machine models which have been developed in the effort to meet this challenge. These
models are able to automatically develop internal representations of domain information which is presented to them
in terms of domain examples, thus exhibiting true learning by example capabilities. Neural nets operate in two
phases. In an initial "training phase" they are presented with factual information consisting of input-output
examples typical of a certain desired behavior. During this phase the network's function is adapted so that it
becomes consistent with the examples. In the second phase - the normal processing phase - the network produces
responses for inputs on the basis of its adapted function or in other words on the basis of its experience. Responses
are produced even for inputs which the network may have never encountered before.
There are two fundamental problems associated with some of the most widely known neural net models
[Hopf82] [Rume86]. The quality of the internal representations which can be developed with a given net depends on
the degree of nonlinearity inherent with the net. The precision of the adaptation therefore depends on the nets size
and topology which is an apriori choice. There is no known systematic way to go about this choice. Also these
models assume a tremendous number of interconnections which make their implementation with existing VLSI
technology very difficult. We have developed an alternative model named Athena which does not face these
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problems. The network as suggested with this model expands during training and therefore an apriori choice of
topology is not required. The structure is tree-like feed-forward and its simplicity allows implementation with
conventional VLSI technology. The analysis and the foundations of Athena have been described in [Kou188]. The
purpose of this discussion is to present machine architectures considered for implementation. The model is briefly
discussed here for reasons of cohesiveness. A machine architecture based on Data Flow models is then analyzed.
The proposed machine can be implemented with conventional technology. Another advantage of Athena is that the
required computations are such that existing optical processing structures can be efficiently employed. It is explained
here how such optical processing structures can be embedded in the original architecture for a significant
improvement in speed and throughput.
2. The basis of the internal representations
The subject of this work is the class of stimulus-response relations which can be formulated as a mapping
M: V _ Z where V is a discrete set and Z is a finite set. The elements of Z can be viewed as the classes into which
the elements of V can be classified, and M is by definition (and without loss of generality) a many-to-one mapping.
Given such a mapping M : V---_ Z, an equivalence relation 0 can be defined on V as follows: For any pair of
distinct objects X and Y (elements of V), we will say that X relates to Y (X 0 Y) if and only if MCX)=M(Y). The
relation 0 therefore defines a partition of the objects (elements of V) into a number of object classes (equivalence
classes) C i, i=l,2,..k. Since the object classes uniquely identify M, they can be used as a representation for M. In
turn the object classes are uniquely defined by a generalized hypersurface which consists of the envelopes of the
classes as shown in figure la. In [Kout88] we describe a feed forward network model consisting
..,_:.,%%_J:_.;i,'2"
A mapping M: V->Z clusters V into classes. Lines correspond to a hypersurface on the basis of which M and the
classes can be reconstructed.
Figure la Figure lb
of hard thresholding elements which can internally represent an approximation of a hypersurface by means of
hyperplane segments. The function of the model can adapt to any given mapping M by internally representing the
corresponding hypersurface which partitions V into the object classes defined by M. The approximation is exact if
the input space V is discrete (figure lb). The hypersurface is incrementally formed on the basis of the available
factual information consisting of a collection of objects (elements of V) of known classification. This incremental
process is guided by an entropy measure. The hypersurface partitions V into an expectedly minimal number of
convex regions (sets) each of which contains objects of a single class. Given an object X of unknown classification,
that is one which was not encountered in the training set, assume that it belongs to a certain convex region Sk of the
final partition. If all the instances of the training set which fall within Sk belong to the same object class, let's say
Ck, then within Sk the classification decision is predominantly C k and therefore with a high degree of confidence X's
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classification should also be Ck. For the reasons of completeness and reference the model is also briefly discussed in
the following.
3. Structure and trainin_
The building element of this model is a new type of threshold unit which is described in figure 2. Each unit
has a set X of n "data" input lines, a control or enable input E, and two outputs F and F. With each unit a weight
vector W and threshold T are associated, representing some hyperplane P = {XlX _ R n and W t X = T}. Then the
functions F and F' represent the upper pu and lower pL half-spaces respectively. While the E input of a unit is not
activated (E--0), both the outputs F and F of that unit are inactive (F=F=0) regardless of the input X. When a unit
is fed with an input vector X _ Rn and its E input is activated, then F and F are complementary assuming the
values :
F=I and F=0 if wtX>T
F=0 and F=I if wtx < T (1)
where wtx is the scalar product of W and X. For an enabled unit the meaning of the above equations (1), is that
the unit's F output is active if the input X is on a certain side of the hyperplane that unit represents. If X is on the
other side of the hyperplane then F is active.
Each of the outputs of every unit is connected to the E input of another unit in the next higher layer. In this
way, a set of units is connected to form a D_tree hereafter referred to as a D_tree. The enable input of the unit at the
root of the D_tree is set to be always active. Any input vector presented to the network, is muted to the data inputs
of every unit in the D_tree. During the presentation of an input vector X, the following operation takes place in the
D_tree. The input X is broadcasted to all the units and for each unit at most one output is activated. Thus, in the
whole network at most one path is activated for each input vector. If, given the input X, unit uk is enabled (its E
input is activated), then necessarily all of its ancestors are also enabled. If the ancestors of uk represent the
hyperplanes P1, P2, -.-Pj, then uk is enabled when X lies within one of the convex sets into which P1, P2, .--Pj
subdivide the input space V. Thus, a certain unit uk is enabled only when the network's input lies within a certain
• • • • Q
cF _'_ 0 Otherwl se l ¢ I
E ,,,',d(W,X) ,cT
.-..
A single unit The network structure
Figure 2 Figure 3
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bounded subset of the input space, hereafter referred to as the space of activity of uk, and further, uk divides that
subset in two parts. In like manner, each output F i of a unit at a leaf of the D_tree represents a convex subset V i of
the input space.
A final layer of output units of the same type completes the network. Each output unit corresponds to a
single object class. The purpose of each output unit is to perform the logical OR function among a selected number
of the tree's outputs. This operation is conceptually equivalent to the formation of the union of a selected number of
convex sets V i of those corresponding to the outputs of the D_tree. A selected set of outputs from the leaf units of
the D_tree are used as dam inputs for an output unit. The output unit corresponding to the class C i collects those
outputs of the D_tree representing the convex sets which form Ci. The E input of the output unit is set to be
always active. The OR function is performed by an output unit by setting its weight and threshold values as
follows. The threshold value is set to 1 e R. The components of the weight vector which correspond to the selected
outputs of the D_tree are set to 1 and all others are set to 0. The complete network structure is illustrated in figure 3.
Adjustment of the network's weights (Wi's) and thresholds (Ti's) takes place incrementally starting from the
lowest layer (consisting of only the root of the D_tree) and proceeding layer by layer towards the leaf units of the
D_tree. This adjustment is based on a collection of input-output examples (the training se0 which is a typical
sample set of a target mapping M as earlier explained. The training set is presented a number of times and at the
n-th iteration the W's and T's of all the units at the n-th layer are determined in parallel but independently of each
other. The rationale of this adaptation process can be briefly explained as follows.
After the training set has been presented n-1 times all units from the root of the D_tree up to (and including)
layer n-1 have been assigned W and T values defining the hyperplanes of an intermediate partition. Thus the activity
space of each unit in the n-th layer is determined. During the n-th presentation each unit in the n-th layer is allowed
to "observe" only those instances of the training set (that is those of the presented examples) which are pertinent to
its own activity space. On the basis of the "observed set" then each unit determines a hyperplane which further
partitions the region corresponding to its activity space in two parts. This hyperplane must be the one which is
"most useful" in discriminating among instances of different classes. The estimator used in this model to measure
the goodness of a hyperplane is the entropy. In [Kou188] we describe in detail a constrained optimization process for
the hyperplane selection which is based on the optimization of entropy. The exact optimization of the entropy is a
laborious process which is plaqued by the dimensionality of the input space and for this reason the constrained
optimization process further employs heuristics based on discriminant analysis techniques. The greediest
computation of those required in the constrained optimization process is the inversion of a matrix and therefore its
complexity is that of the matrix inversion.
The hyperplanes are the means by which decision information is internally represented in the network. In
keeping the system's internal representations as simple as possible (as few hyperplanes as possible), it is expected
that these representations capture the structure or regularities which are possibly exhibited by the input space. The
reason simply is that if the system operates properly by having acquired a minimal amount of information, then
necessarily that information must be of high quality, reflecting the essential characteristics (e.g. structure,
regularities) of the input space.
4. The model's imolementation
In the following we outline our approach towards the development of a machine architecture. The net model
(Athena) we have developed has a particularly simple structure. In contrast with other models the number of the
required interconnections is small and therefore it is possible to implement with current VLSI technology. The
acyclic nature of the model makes the use of parallel Data Flow architectures [Wats82], [Denn80], [Arv83],
particularly efficient for its implementation. Such an architecture is presented in this section.
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The overall architecture consists of a host I/O processor and a number of clusters interconnected in a ring
structure as shown in figure 4. This machine is intended to simulate concurrently a large number of networks of the
Athena type described earlier in this paper. We will hereafter refer to the stored representation of an Athena type of
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network simulated on this machine as a virtual network. The D_tree of a virtual network is implemented in one or
more of the clusters. The functions of the units of the output layer of a virtual network are performed by the host.
All inputs are entered in the system through the host. When an input intended for a particular virtual network is
entered, the host attaches to the input a timestamp and a label identifying the virtual network and distributes it to the
clusters.
The basic architecture of a single cluster is shown in figure 5. It consists of a memory module which is
accessible by a memory controller. The controller communicates with a pool of independent (but identical)
processors through a unidirectional loop link. These processors are dedicated to the cluster and will be called
hereafte_ loop processors. The memory stores representations of many networks of the Athena type. A network is
represented in the memory as a linked list of records. Each record represents a unit of a network. Each record
therefore consists of a number of fields containing information about the weight vector and threshold associated with
the corresponding unit, as well two "destination fields" identifying the records corresponding to the children units.
Additionally, there is a label field and a timestamp field associated with each record. The label field identifies the
virtual network to which the record belongs. The use of the latter two fields will be explained in the following.
The loop processors of a cluster are all identical and can operate independently of each other in parallel. Their
purpose is to simulate the functions of the units in an Athena network at the normal processing mode. Therefore
these processors are only required to perform the scalar product of two vectors and the threshold function.
An independent pool of processors is utilized exclusively for matrix and other computations needed during the
training phase. These processors are not associated with any particular cluster. These processors are used to run the
training algorithm by which the weight vector and threshold are determined for each unit of a virtual network. The
computed weights and thresholds are then communicated to the appropriate cluster where they are assigned as values
to the appropriate fields of the corresponding records. These computations are considerably more sophisticated
compared to the scalar product and threshold function needed during the normal processing mode. Furthermore,
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training takes place only once for each virtual net. For this reason it would be inefficient to require that the loop
processors within each cluster be sophisticated enough to carry out the computations required by the training
algorithm. The simple threshold list is the only function needed during the normal processing phase of a virtual net
and it is therefore the most frequently executed one.
* In this machine the development of a virtual network is carried out as follows:
During the first presentation of the training set, the weight vector and threshold of the root of the virtual
tree must be determined. One processor of the pool is assigned to gather the presented examples and compute the W
and T values. These values are then sent over to a cluster's memory controller which forms a record and stores it in
the memory. The destination fields of this record contain the addresses of two other records with null values for their
weight, threshold and destination fields. The labels of the new records are set to the same value as that of their
parent.
A partially developed virtual net is recursively expanded as follows. During a new presentation of the
training set each example input is processed by the existing partial virtual net. In this way it is determined how the
training set should be partitioned for the computation of the weights and thresholds of the leafs (records with null
fields) of the current virtual net. Each subset of the partitioned waining set is then assigned to a processor and the
computed W and T values are subsequently passed on to the corresponding records (in the appropriate cluster). If a
certain subset contains examples of only one class then no W or T values are computed and the corresponding
record's fields remain null except that the record is marked with a label identifying that class and further, no children
are linked to it.
As shown in figure 4 the basic architecture consists of a number of clusters which are interconnected by a
unidirectional ring communication network. All clusters are architecturally the same having the structure shown in
figure 5. In this architecture a virtual network can expand over more than one clusters. If the available capacity of
the memory module in a cluster does not allow completion of the development of a virtual network in that cluster,
then free space is seeked in other clusters and development of the virtual network continues there. The process of
developing the virtual network within a cluster is carried out as described above. Suppose now that the W and T
values for a record are computed but no children can be linked to this record due to unavailability of memory space.
Then the W and T values just computed, are not assigned to this record. Instead, a request seeking free space in
another cluster is submitted over the communication network interconnecting the clusters. When one is found, a
new record is formed in the new cluster, the computed W and T values are assigned to it and the record in the original
cluster obtains a pointer address (link) to it. The original record maintains null W and T fields and it is only used for
binding purposes. Such records used for binding the parts of a decision D_tree which is distributed over a number of
clusters will be called "dummy" records. The function of dummy records is not any part of determining an output, it
rather is to designate the fact that the signal they receive must be communicated outside the environment of the
cluster.
* During the normal processing mode the function of a virtual net is simulated as follows :
Activation of a unit is simulated by "f'Lring"its corresponding record in the following way. The complete
information contained in the record representing that unit is duplicated in a packet which is then sent to the
processing FIFO queue. If there is an idle processing unit, it gets the packet removing it from the queue. This
processing unit then computes the scalar product and performs the threshold comparison. The result of this
computation determines which of the "destination" units should be activated. The processing unit finds the address
of the corresponding destination record from the destination fields of the packet it has acquired, and simply sends this
address to the memory controller. When the controller receives the address, it f'LreSthe appropriatedestination record,
that is, it forms a new packet corresponding to the destination record and sends it to the processing queue repeating
the above cycle.
Firing of a dummy record does not produce a packet to be send to the processing queue. An address is only
obtained and sent either to the host or to another cluster via the clusters local control which interfaces the cluster
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with the (ring) communication network. If the dummy packet represents an output of the corresponding D_tree
(exit), then the address is sent to the host. If it represents binding (continuation of the D_tree) to another cluster,
then the address is sent to that cluster. In the destination cluster then, the binded root will be rhea continuing the
process there.
Each packet send to the queue carries a timestamp and a label field identifying the decision tree (D_tree) to
which it belongs. Such a label field is needed for the following reasons: In the whole system a lot of virtual
networks are stored. When in the normal processing mode the host receives an input intended for a particular virtual
network, the host attaches to the input the label of the corresponding decision tree and a timestamp and distributes
the labeled input to the clusters. Each cluster containing a part of that decision tree stores a copy of this input in the
input buffer. When a processing unit receives a packet, it obtains the input intended for use with this packet, by
accessing the input buffer for that input whose label matches that of the received packet. The computations implied
by each conceptual decision lree stored in the local memory, are carried out in parallel without affecting each other.
Thus parallelism is only limited by the physical delay characteristics and the number of the processing elements.
Not only inputs for different decision trees can be processed concurrently, but different inputs intended for the same
decision tree can also be _ in parallel as follows:
Each input received by the host is timestamped in addition to being labeled before being distributed to the
clusters. The input buffer at each cluster may contain many different inputs intended for the same decision tree, but
each input carries a different timestamp. As earlier mentioned, when a processing unit processes an input, the result
is a destination address which is sent to the memory controller. The destination address also carries the timestamp of
the processed input. The same timestamp is also passed on to the copy of the destination packet which is sent back
to the processing units. When the new packet is processed, the input buffer will be accessed for an input whose
label and timestamp matches those of the packet being processed. Therefore, if a certain input is used in processing
a packet, the same input exactly will be used in the processing of the corresponding destination packet.
The timestamps must also he used when firing a dummy record. If the dummy record represents binding then
its rime,stamp along with the address of the corresponding Coinded) root of the virtual network's subtree is obtained
and submitted to the appropriate clastex. If the dummy record represents an output leaf unit of the virtual network
then its label and timestamp are submitted to the host which furnishes the output.
5. Use of ontical nrocessine
We now consider the processing units within a cluster. These units are required to compute the scalar
product of two vectors and the threshold function. For this purpose the loop processors can be implemented as
simple pipeline processors using conventional VLSI technology. However, the functional requirements for these
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processors are such that advantage can be taken of optical processing structures already proposed. The structure of
figure 6 has been proposed by Casasent [Casasent88] for the simultaneous computation of the scalar products of a
vector X and a set of vectors Yj, j=1,2,3 .... The vector X is held in an optical register consisting of an array of
laser LED's which is shown in figure 6 positioned on the focus line of the first lens. The vectors Yj are stored in
the spatial light modulator (SLM). The beams on a horizontal plane coming out of the first lens constitute a copy
of the optical register. One copy is therefore available for each row of the SLM and so all the partial products
XiYji are available in parallel, encoded by the intensity of the beams coming out of the SLM. All beams coming
out of a single row of SLM cells are focused by the second lens on a single point. An array of photosensitive cells
(one for each row of the SLM) is positioned on the focus line of the lens. If r weight vectors can be stored in the
SLM, then with this structure r scalar products can be computed concurrently and extremely fast.
The output of each PC cell must be compared against a corresponding threshold. This comparison can
automatically be performed if a bias proportional to the threshold is used on the PC cell. The reason that full
advantage of this structure can be taken for implementing Athena is that it is fit for the kind of computations
required in Athena, that is, all the units in a D_tree require the same input vector for the scalar product computations.
However, if this structure is employed to implement the processing elements of a duster, then fwing one packet at a
time would not be the most efficient way. Rather than f'n'ing a single packet at a time, a whole virtual sub_ee of
packets is t'wed as as follows. When the memory controller receives the address of a packet to be fired, it extracts
that packet and r-1 of its successors in a Breadth First manner, where r is the capacity of the SLM in any of the
(optical) processing units. All of these packets are sent as a group to the processing queue. An idle processing unit
gets this group. The W vectors are stored in the SLM and the corresponding thresholds are used as biases on the PC
cells. The appropriate input X is obtained from the input buffer after matching the group's label and timestamp to
those of X. All of the outputs of the subtree corresponding to the group are computed in parallel. A binary search
through these outputs yields the single output which the subtree produces when processing X and which determines
which packet should consequently be fired. The processing unit then sends the address of the packet to be fwed
along with the virtual network label and the timestamp (these are the same as those of the group processed) to the
memory controller. If the packet specified to the controller by this address is a dummy packet, the controller
submits the received address to the network via the local control unit. Otherwise a new subtree will then be f'wed
having this packet as a root. The advantage of using this optical processing structure over conventional processors
is obvious.
In this paper we reviewed the operation of an earlier introduced neural net model. Targets of this model are
general classification tasks and more specificaly the automatic development of representations for the necessary
classification rules or class descriptions on the basis of example information. The purpose of this paper was to
outline a machine architecture that can implement this model. It was shown here that it is possible to efficiently
implement the model in current technology using Data Flow architecture principles. For the purposes of real time
applications the ability to physically implement is a particular advantage of this model over other existing ones. It
was also shown here that advantage can be taken of optical processing structures proposed by other researchers. A
particular optical structure which meets the model's computational needs can be effectively embedded to further
enhance significantly the efficiency and throughput of the basic machine.
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ABSTRACT
A system is proposed which receives input information from many sensors that
may have diverse scaling, dimension, and data representations. The proposed system
tolerates sensory information with faults. The proposed self-adaptive processing
technique has great promise in integrating the techniques of artificial intelligence and
neural networks in an attempt to build a more intelligent computing environment. The
proposed architecture can provide a detailed decision tree based on the input
information, information stored in a long-term memory, and the adapted rule-based
knowledge. A mathematical model for analysis will be obtained to validate the cited
hypotheses. An extensive software program will be developed to simulate a typical
example of pattern recognition problem. It is shown that the proposed model displays
attention, expectation, spatio-temporal, and predictory behavior which are specific to
the human brain. The anticipated results of this research project are (1) creation of a
new dynamic neural network structure, (2) applications to and comparison with
conventional multi-layer neural network stuctures such as multi-layer perceptron,
neo-cognitron, etc. The anticipated benefits from this research are vast. The model can
be used in a neuro-computer architecture as a building block which can perform
complicated, nonlinear, time-varying mapping from a multitude of input excitory classes
to an output or decision environment. It can be used for coordinating different sensory
inputs and past experience of a dynamic system and actuating signals. The
commercial applications of this project can be the creation of a special-purpose
neuro-computer hardware which can be used in spatio-temporal pattern recognitions
in such areas as air defense systems, e.g. target tracking, and recognition. Potential
robotics-related applications are trajectory planning, inverse dynamics computations,
hierarchical control, task-oriented control, and collision avoidance.
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem and opportunity that is discussed in this paper is the subject of current
research in the field of neurocomputing. The neural networks that are in current use
lack the dynamic behavior, i.e. attention, expectation, and temporal trends recognition
abilities.
Adaptive Resonance Technique models such as ART 1 and ART2, proposed by
Carpenter and Grossberg [1,2] are two typical examples of neural nets with dynamic
behavior. According to Rumelhart, et.al. [3] internal representations can be learned
using error back propagation. Lippmann [4] gives a thorough discussion of different
neural networks and their potentials. We will analyse those nets using our new
approach discussed in Part 3. Self-organizing Kohonen nets [5-8] will be tested for
their pattern classification capabilities for our purpose. The neural network called
"neocognitron" [9-11] is used to test the ideas of clustering in the hidden layers and
temporal trend analysis. One of the investigators'interest areaslies in robot systems.
There has been some research undertaken in applying neural nets to the control of
robot manipulators [12-14]. Bavarian [15] gives examples of the applications of neural
nets to fault tolerant systems.
The investigators believe that the proposed neurocomputer and the approach
unifies all these efforts and provides a general scheme for analysis and design of
special-purpose neurocomputers. The type of operation that almost all living
organisms or man-made engineering systems as information processors perform can
be thought of as a mapping from some element in an input set Z, to an element in
some output set _,i.ez --M--> _.
The set Z, contains elements of input information that have to be represented by
some appropriate representational system, M is the process of mapping or decision
making, and _' is the set containing possible decisions, and/or commands to be
reached. The process of mapping , M, can be very complex and is based on input
information, past experiences and/or a set of rules, beliefs, values, expectations criteria
and constraints.
If the objects or elements in the input set can be represented by n-
tuple vectors X and elements in the output set be represented by m-tuple
vectors Y using some sort of sensing, coding or representational system, then
M becomes a complex, time varying, nonlinear and adaptive mapping function
f. Then the engineering problem in its most general form is defined by f : X(t) --
-> Y(t). Figure 1 shows a pictorial description of the general dynamic mapping
problem. Here, sensing and preprocessing of the input information provides the
system with r-classes of input excitory, i.e., X1, X2,. ..... Xr. The STM (short-term
memory) blocks give a dynamism to the system that enables it to derive the
temporal patterns and trends by storing the recent history of the input classes
Xi(t), i=1,2,...,r. This history is represented by Xi(t-ti), Xi(t-2ti) ....... , Xi(t-kti) values.
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Each Xi can have its own representational system and in general Xi's are
vectors of ni dimension that each component is discretized by pi levels, and
hence there are pi ^ ni different possible Xi points in the input subspace Si.
The block called LTM ( long- term memory ) may act as a rule-based
data structure which can modify and facilitate the mapping function f. Y1,
Y2 ........ Ys represent different output classes that can be different motor
signals and/or commands with some desired time sequence. Thus, the function
f may depend on patterns found in input, temporal patterns in past experienced
inputs, patterns in LTM, and a system of rules. The Xi's vectors belonging to
different input classes may be corrupted by noise and/or damaged as a result
of: Translation, Rotation, Distortion, Scaling, Styling, Partial
occlusion and marring that may happen to the input sensory information.
The dimension of the input vectors Xi can be excessively high.
The output Yj can be an input Xi exemplar when the above mentioned
noise is filtered out, or the above mentioned damages are compensated for.
The output Yj can be a set ofexemplar classes, category numbers, or decisions
made. The input vectors Xi can be sensory input from vision, touch, accoustic,
and state-space sensors in a robotic system, and Yj's can be different actuation
signals sent to actuators. Moreover, f is the required coordination between
input and output. The mapping function f is the information processing
operation that can be:
- Mathematical mapping approximation, developed for a funcion f • X
CRAn ---> Y C RAm
- Extraction of relational knowledge from binary data bases
Probability density function estimation
Pattern classification
Categorization of data
Process of decision making
High, medium, and low level control law executions
As far as the on-line information processing capabilities of the current
analog electronic circuits and systems and the off-line information processing
capabilities of modern serial computers are concerned, it seems that they have
certain limits in a variety of applications. In modern conventional computers the
information processing operation f has to be explicitly known, procedural, and
programmable. The process is done in steps and in serial. The input
information cannot undergo a great deal of distortion and damage due to noise
and/or other previously mentioned causes.
A look-up table fashioned for f may not be feasible when the input
vectors are of high dimension. The most important of all, the information
processing operation f simply is not well known and has to be learned through
experience and examples.
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In summary, in cases where the input is of a very high dimension, is
corrupted by noise, damaged by distortion and the function f is not explicitly
known and has to be learned, adapted, or is a complex nonlinear function, then
the conventional computers, analog or digital, are incapable and a new
computing model and philosophy is needed.
The specific technical problem or opportunity addressed is that we
believe that all the information processing carried out in most neural nets is
based on this paradigm that in order to map X to Y the neural net first maps
the vector X to a set of vectors ei, i = 1,2,....,r, in feature spaces F1, F2,...., Fr by
feature extraction abilities of the processing nodes,. Then the feature vectors
ei's are mapped to the appropriate output yi's. The idea is this : if Xi --> Yi and
Xj-->Yj and we have Ilyi-yjll < d, where I1.11is some defined norm, and d is
some small positive real value, then we have : Xi is similar to Xj. Also we
believe that if we continue the feature extraction operation by mapping X's to a
set of feature spaces, then there exists a certain feature space in which two
similar inputs Xi and Xj are mapped to two close or neighboring points such
that lie ki " e kJ II < epsilon for some l<k<r and a small positive value
epsilon.
Similarity is a relative concept that is defined with respect to a set of
features found in a feature space. So we can say that similar inputs produce
clusters of points in certain feature space. These clusters can be detected using
self-orgainizing neural networks.
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
The statement of the problems addressed here can be briefly summarized as
follows:
1) Is there any clustering phenomenon occurring in the hidden layers of a
multi-layer feed-forward neural network ? If so, is it possible to detect these clusterings
by using some self-organizing neural nets, for example, a Kohonen map ?
2) Is it possible to recognize the temporal patterns and trends in the features
using short-term memory units at the output of the above-mentioned self-organizing
layers ?
3) Is it possible to continue the feature extraction and pattern classification action
using the self-organizing maps' outputs augmented and made into a new input layer,
and thus forming a categorizing tree describing the input ?
4) It is desirable to build neural nets in a bidirectional way to investigate the
effect of priming of the former layers'nodes using the feedback from the latter layers'
nodes.
5) It is interesting to prove the idea that if two inputs cluster in some hidden layer
Fi, then they would cluster in all other layers Fj for any j >= i.
6) By simulating the visual pattern recognition net, i.e. "neocognitron", we would
like to detect the dynamism in features. For example, to recognize the temporal
changes in some specific features. It is possible to detect the motion of a hand-written
number across the input field providing that all other features are fixed. Thus, it is
possible to build temporal pattern classifiers.
7) In currently used neural networks, we start by knowing almost nothing about
the mapping function f and begin the process of adaptation using a set of training
points. We want to investigate a new idea that allows us to add the knowledge, if any,
that we have about the mapping process to the system. This knowledge can be a set
of rules from an expert. In other words, we would like to investigate a method to
integrate the traditional techniques of artificial intelligence with those of artificial neural
networks.
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3. PROPOSED NEUROCOMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
We can simulate any unconventional transfer function from multiple inputs to
multiple outputs using neural networks. The interesting point is that the transfer
function can be learned by examples and experience. The inputs can be corrupted by
noise and the system still remain to a high degree fault tolerant.
Traditional engineering systems extract analytical well defined features. For
example, the first derivative, average, time integral, etc. In neural networks we can
extract or even discover quite complicated features that are not explicitly known. Every
object in the world has some specific features that distinguish it from the rest of the
objects and any two objects are related from certain feature points.
Neural networks use a combination of state space transformation, feature
extraction, and curvilinear transformation to reach to a canonical form for an
otherwise complex mapping function. A set of objects can be classified in an infinite
number of ways depending on the common defined features.
In the feed-forword multilayer perception, during the process of training by
using the back propagation learning algorithm, the hidden layers are forced to form
those features that would highlight the similarily between the inputs. In these nets,
once the process of training is finished no further changes in the network will occur. By
providing a type of feedback loop in the neural net, we are able to give the net some
kind of attention and expectation abilities usually seen in natural intelligent systems.
Sometimes the trend in input / output is such that certain priming of the sensory nodes
or feature detection nodes can be achieved.
A network that has attention capability is able to tune on certain input patterns
and ignore the others. It is able to prime the sensory nodes to make them provide
more information of the kind that is most necessary for classification or mapping action.
Sometimes the time sequence of output is associated with some form of time
sequence of input, and certain expectancy state is aroused in the neural system. If it
becomes strong enough, it may ignore and cut off the input and provide the output
through the expectation mechanism. The priming action can be achieved through the
inhibitory inputs of "instar" nodes or through their threshold level values.
The attention and expectation capabilities provide the net with a sort of
dynamism that increases the speed of processing and saves time in computations. As
far as the application to the control of robotic systems is concerned the neural nets can
be used wherever a system identification or input / output approximation is required.
The neural net gives the mapping between the sensory input and the controlled
outputs. One can distinguish the following subsystem in a neuro-computer structure:
1. Input layers , 2. Feature layers, 3. Kohonen layers, 4. Output layers,
5. Expectation FBK loops, 6. Attention FBK loops, 7. Temporal features
detection mechanisms, 8. Short-and long.term memory blocks.
If the nodes in the Kohonen layer, when excited, show a kind of persistence
with an exponential decay function, this will provide means of studying the temporal
patterns of the input sensory signals and extract the temporal features and store them
in a new layer for further processing.
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Computational algorithms and codes will be developed to simulate the
input/output function of a single artificial neural node in all its functionalities. It
is believed that by too much simplification we lose a lot of capabilities that a
single processing node can have.
Typical multilayer feed-forward artificial neural nets are simulated and
the idea of clustering in each layer is investigated by using Kohonen self-
organizing layers, complex decision boundaries can be formed using line
segments, planes or hyperplanes. The idea of using curvilinear mapping is
investigated and is used in reducing the complexity of decision boundaries.
Bidirectional associative memories are implemented to study the effect
of feedback paths on the performance of multilayer nets. It is believed that by
using feedback paths and controlling the threshold levels in each layer we are
able to give a kind of expectation and attention capabilities to neural
processors. This will increase the speed of processing and save
computational time. Hierarchical structures provide a kind of tree that classify
the input data. The notion that Kohonen layers are the best candidate which
can integrate neuro - computers with other more traditional types of computers
will be investigated.
If we build the basic processing nodes in their full input/output
characteristics, the decaying output will provide us means to analyze the
temporal patterns. New temporal features can be extracted using Kohonen
layers retain previous inputs. Relative intensily of nodes provides us a sense or
means of measuring time. The training set provides stable points in each layer
that make the centers of clusterings. These clusterings can be surfaced by
using Kohonen layers.
If two input vectors cluster in a feature layer ej, they will cluster in feature
ei for j < i <r. The best training set is the set providing the largest number of
classesinthehiddenlayers.Each input vector Xi is stored in r feature
vectors eij, j = 1,....,r and in r Kohonen layer vectors Kij, j = 1,...., r, and so on.
By exciting any of these vectors we should be able to excite all others. It means
that this structure can have mental images within the context of psychology.
The neuro - computer architecture proposed consists of successive
layers of 1. Feature layers , 2. Class layers (Kohonen), (pattern
classifiers), 3. Motor output layers (integrating layers). These nets
are completely bidirectional and the output of Kohonen layers can be
interfaced to digital computers.
If there are n layers and p input exemplars, there will be nap stable
vectors in the layers. A new input should cluster around one of these nap
vectors. These p input exemplars should not be correlated and there should
be some differences in feature. The success in convergence depends on how
well these n ^p vectors are representative of all possible future input data.
The end result of a supervised learning is producing clustering regions
in the one to the last layer. The efficiency of training algorithms is studied as
applicable to producing these cluster regions around the examplars.
Kohonen layers, if proved useful for our purpose, can provide a means of
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Figure 2. Proposed Module for Neuro-computer Architecture
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integrating neural computers. The possibility to analyse temporal patterns
provides ways for robotic system's dynamic trajectory planning.
Attention and expectation capabilities reduce the processing time in
input data classifications. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed stucture for a
generic subsystem for neurocomputers. In order to simplify the illustration, we
concentrate on input class Xl only. Similar arguments can be applied to other
input classes not shown. Xl is the input layer. O lj ,'s are feature layers for the
input class 1, k lj are self-organizing layers, Ylj'S are different branching
outputs. The outputs from self-organizing layers can be augmented with outputs
from other input classes, and outputs from LTM constitute a new higher level
input layer.
Continued feature extraction in successive layers results in the
formation of disjoint decision regions which are linearly discriminant. These
disjoint decision regions can be detected by clustering methods using self-
organizing neural networks. The clustering layers form a decision tree. This tree
can be used to classify and categorize input information for future decision
making.
4. FUTURE TRENDS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
The results obtained from this proposal will help understand the internal process
going on in a neural network. It shows how the optimum set of distinctive features is
extracted in the process of learning and how these features are used to classify the
patterns. Attention, expectation, use of short-term memory, and long-term memory give
a sense of dynamism that the current neural networks are lacking.
The initial phase of the research will provide the mathematical model for further
design and implementation of adaptive dynamic controllers for different applications.
The mathematical model and software programs developed will be used to design
task-oriented high level controllers for such systems as a robot manipulator. The
hardware implementation of the proposed neurocomputer will be postponed until a
second phase of the project.
A neurocomputer with dynamic transfer function equipped with attention,
expectation, and temporal trend analysis can be used as a special-purpose computer
that can be integrated with conventional digital computers. The techniques from
artificial intelligence can be used to equip the neurocomputer with rule-based
intelligence. These special neurocomputers can be used in aerospace avionics,
aircraft control, low-cost visual inspection systems in manufacturing, power plant fault
detection, just to name a few areas of applications. This special-purpose computer can
be used for many nonlinear and time-varying problems associated with a robot control
system such as inverse kinematics, trajectory planning, vision, and control. These
applications are being simulated in C language using a MACII computer.
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Abstract
A neural network for controlling the configuration of frame structure with elastic members is
proposed. In the present network, the structure is modeled not by using the relative angles of the
members but by using the distances between the joint locations alone. The relationship between the
environment and the joints is also defined by their mutual distances. The analog neural network
attains the reaching motion of the manipulator as a minimization problem of the energy constructed
by the distances between the joints, the target, the obstacles, etc. The network can generate not
only the final but also the transient configurations and the trajectry. This framework with flexibility
and parallelism is very suitable for controlling the Space Telerobotic systems with many degrees of
freedom.
1. Introduction
In the field of Space Telerobotics, the frame structures with elastic members are paid attention
as new types of robot manipulators, space cranes, etc[1]. They can be transformed to various con-
figurations with ease. And also they can be easily disassembled / assembled and folded / unfolded.
However, in general, it is very difficult to control such structure with excessive degrees of freedom.
On the other hand, the applicability of neural networks to Robotics attracts a lot of researchers
who produce interesting results. The possibility of parallel computation and/or the learning capa-
bility with generalization are especially emphasized as excellent characteristics of neural networks.
Recently this field is expected to be in harmony with Space Telerobotics.
Tsutsumi et al. proposed a new method for controlling the configuration of the robot manipulator
based on the Hopfield's neural network model[2]. According to this framework, the structure of the
manipulator is modeled not by using the polar coordinate but by using the distances between the
joint locations alone. The relationship between the environment and the joints is also defined by
their mutual distances. The constraints, for instance, 'to keep the link lengths constant', 'to keep the
safe distances between the farther joints', 'to avoid the obstacles', and 'to reach the target point',
can be defined as energy terms based on the distances. By virtue of this formulation, the problem
for the control resolves itself into how to find out the parameters so as to minimize the total energy.
The neural network derived from the energy can control not only the ordinary manipulator with
rigid links hut also the elastic arm by weighting the energy terms adequately. And the processing
speed does not depend on the number of degrees of freedom when the parallel analog hardware is
employed.
In Sect.2, we describe the mathematical fl'amework of the proposed method. In Sect.3, we apply
it to 3-dimentional frame structure with elastic members and show the simulation results. The
problems for the obstacles etc. and the future courses are discussed in the last section.
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2. Formulation and Neural Network
We consider an ideal robot manipulator as shown in Fig.1. The positions of the base, the movable
joints, and the end axe respectively given by _k, Vn,k (n = 1, 2, .., N - 1), and VN, k (k = 1, 2, .., K).
The target point is _t_ (k -- 1,2, ..,K) . L real and M virtual obstacles are assumed to be located on
the position _rt, k , _m,k (l -- 1,2,..,L, m - 1,2,..,M, k = 1,2,..,K). The joints and the end have
sensors which can get the information about the following distances:
K ]1/2s.,, = [_h.,(V.,,--_k) 2 (.= 1,2.... N)
_n,n I [ K= _,,.,(v.,k-v.,,_,,,,)2] '/2 (.=2,3 ....N, .'=2,3 ....., ._>.')
p. [ _ ],/2= _k.,(Vn,k --_'k) 2 (. = 1,2 .... N) (1)
Q.,l [ K ]_/2= )-_kf,(V.,h -- Yt,.) u (. = 1,2 .... N, I = 1,2 .... L)
K E ],/2R.,m = [_t, ffi,(.,k--_tm,k) 2 (.= 1,2 .... N, m= 1,2,..,M)
If one can find out the set of V_,k so that PN :=::V0 conserving the following constrains,
S.,. = S...
s.,., > :9.,.,
P. > P.
Q.,, _> Q.,,
R.,m > R.,m
(. = ],2 .... N)
(n=2,3 .... N, n'=l,2,..,n-1)
(. = 1,2 .... N - 1)
(n = 1,2 ..... N, l = 1,2 ..... L)
(n = 1,2,...,N, re=l,2 ..... M)
then the behaviour of the solution corresponds to the action of the robot manipulator.
represent the desirable link lengths.
(2)
Here S.,.
"fin,n' (n > 7Zt) , "Pn , "Qn,t , and "Rn,m are radii of the keep-off
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[Fig.2] Block diagram of the analog neural network employed here.
regions characterized by the cone-type potential. Based on the constraints given by Eq.(2), we define
the following energies:
ESn,,, = (1/2), (Sn,n --_n,n) 2
(n = 1,2, .., N)
ESn,n, = (1/2) * F(S,,,., - -_,,,,,,)
(n= 2,3,..,N, n'= 1,2 .... n-l)
EP,, = (1/2) * F(P. - 75.)
(n= 1,2 .... N-l)
EPN = (1/2)* P_r
EQ.,, = (1/2). F(Q.,, - _.,,)
(n= l,2,..,N, 1=1,2 .... L)
ER,,,,,, = (1/2) * F(R,,,,,, - "R,,,,,,)
(n = 1,2 .... N, m = 1,2 .... M)
_0 Vr_'k
EG,,,k = (1/r,,,k) * g-I(V)dV
(n = 1,2 .... N, k = 1,2 .... K)
f 0 if z > o
where 9(x) = _ and F(z) = z2 otherwiseL
Adding up these energy terms to get the total energy given by Eq.(4),
(3)
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n=l nSml n=l nml |-----1 n----1 m=l n=l k--1
(4)
differentiating it with respect to time, and then employing the capacitances cn,k , we can obtain the
network equations as follows:
d
- cl,k _U1,k =
N
_n I 1 -
+ - u,.). s(1-
nl_2 )
+ (_,h - g.) • IO - _.)
+ y_J_,. - _,,) • f(1 - )+
(v,,_ - _), 0 - o,,,) _ (v_, - v,._), (1 - o2._)
S1,1 ' S2,2
u _,.,,) +E (Vl'k -- _m'k) * f(l -- Rl.,n + Ul.k
_nml
(V.,k--V._l,h).(l__-g"'")__(V.+,,,__V.,h).(1 _"+*,"+'
Sn,n Sn+ 1 ,n+ i
N
+ _ (v.,,. - v.,o •/0 - _)
))t mn+ 1
d U =
- c.,_ .,k m)
n--I
+ y]_ (v,.,. - v,.,,_)* I0 - _)
)TI_| )
+ (v._- _.),I0 - _--_)
. p.
L
+ Z(V.,k --'_,,.) * f(1 -- _"*) u 7[.,,.)
,=, Q.,, +Y]Av.,.-_..,.)./O-R.,," +_u.,_
m=l Tn,k
(n = 2,3 ..... N - 1)
(s)
-- CN, k d uN,k = (VN,k -- VN--I,k) * (1 -- _N,N )
SN,N
N--I
+ __.(v_,_ - v_,,.) • I(1 - _l
_lll
+ (VN,k-- "_.)
L M
_. Z(VN,k "_i,k), f( I _N,i)
1.I -- mfl RN,m _t_ l_UNrN,k'_
where U.,h=V.k and f(z)= _ 0 ifz_>O
' I, z otherwise
Figure 2 shows the block diagraxn of the analog neural network represented by Eq.(5). The network
has a direct feedback loop and indirect ones via non-linear operational parts. According to the same
procedure as Hopfield proved, it is assured that the network output converges to a certain set of
values[3].
Figure 3a shows an example of the network behaviour. The end of the ma_nipulator can reach
the target point retaining a natural posture. The links are of the same lengths in the final stage.
However they lenghten in the trangent state. This is because the energy for link lengths is relatively
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[Fig.3ab] Examples of simulation. (a) Case in which the energy terms are summed
up without any weighting. (b) Case in which the adequately weighted
energy terms are employed.
set smaller than the others. Figure 3b shows the case in which the energy term for link lengths is
weighted severely. The link lengths in the trangent state are kept constant. Varieties of actions are
caused by adjusting the balance of the energy terms alone. This means that not only rigid but also
elastic types of robot manipulators can be easily represented.
3. Application to 3-Dimensional Frame Structure with Elastic Members
Tsutsumi et al. enhanced the proposed framework so as to control the configuration of the 2-
dimensional truss effectively[4]. The simulation studies show that the motions for 'Rotation' and
'Stretching/Translation' are well-controlled, but 'Shrinking/Translation' can not be attained. That
is, the behaviour of the truss structure under this control method is very similar to that of spiral
spring. This is because quadratic energy function is employed for the distances between the joints.
Therefore the truss with curved configuration has less total energy than that with homogeneously
shrinked members. In order to improve 'Shrinking/Translation', preliminarily shrinked 'Natural
Position' was considered. Then introducing a 'Virtual Target Point' and stretching the truss to it,
the control was assumed to start from this stretched position every time. It was named 'Initial
Position'. The introduction of both short 'Natural Position' and tall 'Initial Position' gets rid of
the practical shrinking motion from all modes of the behaviour and makes varieties of configurations
possible.
In the present study, we further apply this framework to the variable geometry truss (VG-truss)
which is a type of 3-dimensional frame structures with elastic members. Figure 4 shows the compo-
nent of VG-truss conceived by Miura et al[5]. Here the lengths of the vertical members are assumed
to be contant. The configuration of the truss can be changed by stretching or shrinking the hori-
zontal members. We can formulate this structure according to the same procedure as described in
Sect.2. That is, we first define the distances between the joints and those between the joints and the
environment. Then we construct the energy terms based on the constraints necessary for desirable
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variable geometry truss.
behaviour. Differentiating the sum of the energy terms with respect to time, we can obtain the analog
neural network whose block diagram is represented by Fig.2.
It is effective for 'Rotation / Stretching / Shrinking' motions to employ the above-mentioned
concepts named 'Natural Position', 'Virtual Target Point', and 'Initial Position'. When the target
point is placed at the side of the truss, the truss starts to curve and its end reaches the target point
keeping the overall length of 'Natural Positon'. Figure 5a shows an example of 'Rotation' using this
nature. Here we introduce virtual obstacles to improve the configurations. It is further effective to
divide the action into some parts by shifting the location of 'Virtual Target Point' in turn. Figure 5b
shows another example of 'Rotation'. Multiple virtual obstacles are introduced to keep the curved
configuration.
Figure 6a shows the case in which the target point is placed above the truss. The end reaches to
the target point. In this case, the variable members near the end tend to expand and contract more,
since the energy terms are summed up without any weighting. Therefore the transient configurations
are irregular as shown in the figure. The behaviour of the structure is improved sharply by employing
the sum of the adequately weighted energy terms. Figure 6b shows the example. Here we change the
weighting factors a few times on the way for obtaining the more desirable transient configurations.
Figure 7a shows a simulation result when the target point is placed inside the truss. As already
mentioned, the franle structure under this control method is poor at shrinking its member lengths
homogeneously. Therefore the short 'Natural Position' is introduced here. The end can reach the
target point shrinking its configuration, but the end of the truss sinks into the inside in the transient
state. This is because the constraints for tile distances between the farther joints are not taken into
account here. It is clear that the truss can shrink its configuration successfully if such constraints
are considered. Another method for better 'Shrinking/Translation' is to remove the target point
temporarily. Since short 'Natural Position' is employed, the truss shrinks its overall length and it
moves to 'Natural Position' unaffectedly. Figure ?b demonstrates the exmaple.
4. Discussion
As already mentioned, the frame structure under this control method behaves just like a spiral
spring. In order to solve some problems caused by this nature, we introduced the concepts named
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'Natural Position', 'Virtual Target Point', 'Initial Position', and 'Virtual Obstacles'. Simulation
studies demonstrate that the neural network can successfully realize the basic motions of frame
structure with elastic members including 'Translation' and 'Rotation'. Although we did not exemplify
'Revolution' for want of space, it caal be easily realized by using 'Virtual Target Point'. As shown in
Fig.8, it is sometimes necessary for better configurations to manually change the weighting factors
on the way. This is because the constraints for overall structure were not considered. We should take
into account the higher-level constraints for more desirable configurations.
One of the severe problems to be solved is for the deadlock state caused by the obstacles in the
workspace. Tsutsumi et al. proposed a learning strategy in which virtual obstacles are put on the
deadlocked location of the end. It is very compatible with the network. However it is not a type of
algorithm by which the synaptic connections are modified little by little repeating trial and error.
It appears to be reasonable to divide the network into two parts, namely the one for the structure
itself and the other for the environment. In this case, it will be effective to employ the mapping
network with learning capability such as Backpropagation Network in order to acquire and utilize
the information about the enviromnent.
There remain a lot of future courses to be solved. However neural networks have high potentialities
and they will be indispensable to Space Telerobotics. At the same time, the complicated problems
in Space Telerobotics will give us good hints for modelling the neural networks.
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Abstract
We have defined a research programme that will explore the link between planning and exe-
cution systems. A simple scenario has been defined in which we have a very capable off-line
planning system interacting with the user and a smaller, less capable, on-line real-time system
executing plans and reacting to faults. However, the on-line execution system may have a
more flexible representation of the plans it is executing. This imbalance in the capabilities of
the two "agents" involved should clarify some of the research objectives and give us an
experimental framework for our work. Our task is to investigate the knowledge representa-
tions and communication protocols needed to link a user stating some requirements for a task
to be carried out through a planning system to the (remote) execution agent that can carry out
the user's wishes.
We are starting from the notion that a single representation can encapsulate the expression of
the user's requirements, the capabilities for action, the communication to the execution agent,
the successful or faulty response from the execution agent and the means of keeping the user
informed. This is based on our work on Goal Structure, which captures the intent of plan
steps; Task Formalism, a declarative input language for the planners we have built at Edin-
burgh; and on the definition of a Plan State.
Methods of creating plan patches to update the plans separately held by each of the parties
involved to keep them in step as they each react to changing circumstances in real-time will
he investigated. This will involve the specification of plan patch attachment points that can
be understood by the recipient. We will also investigate transaction based methods for coor-
dinating the activities of the planner with those of the execution agent and user.
The trial application area for the research is in the command and control of an advanced Earth
Observation Space Platform.
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1. Introduction
We have just embarked on a new phase in our research concerned with the application of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning techniques to the area of spacecraft command and control.
In particular, the research addresses the issue of closing the loop between plan generation and
execution monitoring in the face of simple plan failures.
1.1. Planning and Executing: Closing the Loop
In this project, we intend to make use of our experiences in dealing with applications of AI
planning techniques to practical projects (with O-Plan, Currie and Tate, 1985) and to develop
a planning system that closes the loop between planning and executing. There have been
some successes with previous attempts at closing the loop (Fikes, Hart and Nilsson (1972),
Wilkins (1985), Malcolm and Smithers (1988), Drabble (1988)), but often the plans generated
were rather limited and not very flexible. In general, the complexities of the individual tasks
of plan representation, generation, execution monitoring and repair has led to research into
each of these issues separately. In particular, there is now a mismatch between the scale and
capabilities of plan representations proposed for real-time execution systems (Georgeff and
Lansky (1986), Nilsson (1988), Rosenschien and Kaelbling (1987)) and those that can be gen-
erated by today's AI planners.
However, the demand is for a system that can take a command request, generate a plan, exe-
cute it and react to simple failures of that plan, either by repairing it or by re-planning. Expli-
cit knowledge about the structure of the plan, the contribution of the actions involved and the
reasons for performing plan modifications at various stages of the plan construction process,
provides us with much of the information required for dealing with plan failures. Such
knowledge is also essential for further planning and re-planning by identifying generalisations
or contingencies that can be introduced into the plan in order to avoid similar failures.
1.2. Planning with semi-autonomous agents
Most planners to date have constructed their plans with full knowledge of the capabilities of
the devices under their control. Thus, executing such plans involves the direct application of
the operators within the plan by an execution agent which has no planning capability. Invari-
ably, unforseen events will occur causing failure of the current plan and a request for repair of
the plan or re-planning directed at the planning system. Building into the execution agent
some ability to repair plans and to perform re-planning would improve the problem solving
performance of the execution agent, especially when it is remote from the central planning
system.
The scenario we intend to investigate is as follows. A central planner plans to achieve a task
described at a high-level of abstraction. The central planner has knowledge of the general
capabilities of a semi-autonomous execution agent but does not need to know about the actual
operators that execute the actions required to carry out the desired task. The execution agent
executes the plan by choosing the appropriate operators to achieve the various sub-tasks
within the plan, using its knowledge about the particular devices under its control. Thus, the
central planner communicates a general plan to achieve a particular task, and responds to
failures fed back from the execution agent which are in the form of flaws in the plan. The
execution agent communicates with the real world by executing the operators within the plan
and responding to failures fed back from the real world. Such failures may be due to the
inappropriateness of a particular operator, or because the desired effect of an operator was not
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achieved due to an unforseen event. The reason for the failure dictates whether the same
operator should be re-applied, replaced with other operators or whether re-planning should
take place.
1.3. The Role of Dependencies in Plans
The use of dependencies within planning promise great benefits for the overall performance of
a planning system particularly for plan representation, generation, execution and repair.
Early work on Decision Graphs by Hayes (1975) at Edinburgh has shown how the explicit
recording of the decisions involved in the planning process could be used for suggesting
where and how much re-planning should take place when unforeseen situations invalidate the
success of the current plan. Some work to link these ideas with a non-linear AI planner was
undertaken during the mid 1970s by Daniel (1983).
The notion of the teleology of a plan, which we call the Goal Structure ('rate, 1977), refers to
the dependencies between the preconditions and postconditions of operators involved in the
plan. Although, such dependencies have been shown to be useful for describing the internal
structure of the plan and for monitoring its execution (Fikes, Hart and Nilsson (1972), Tate
(1984)), there has been no comprehensive discussion of their use in all aspects of plan genera-
tion, execution monitoring and plan repair.
2. Planning and Execution Architecture
Recently, we have been promoting a common representation for the input/output requirements
and capabilities of a planner and execution agent. This supports the representation of the
communication between a user, requesting the plan, and the real world, in which the plan is
being executed. Such communication may take place either directly through a planner or
indirectly via a central planner and a dumb or semi-autonomous execution agent. In the latter
case, the communication between the central planner and the execution agent becomes an
interesting research issue.
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The commonrepresentationincludesknowledge about the capabilities of the planner and exe-
cution agent, the requirements of the plan and the plan itself either with or without flaws. See
the diagram above. Thus, a planner will respond to the requirements of a user. Based on the
knowledge of its own capabilities and that of the execution environment, it will generate a
plan. This plan may then be executed directly in the real world, or, indirectly via an execu-
tion agent. The execution agent executes this plan in the real world and monitors the execu-
tion, responding to failures in one of two ways. If it does not have knowledge of its own
capabilities, it simply returns knowledge of the failure to the central planner and awaits a
revised plan to be sent. In this case, the execution agent is dumb. If it does have knowledge
of its own capabilities, it may attempt to repair the plan and then continue with execution.
On the other hand, ff a repair is beyond the capabilities of the execution agent, then this
knowledge is fed back to the central planner and again a revised plan is expected. In this
case, the execution agent is semi-autonomous. When failures during the application of the
plan are fed back to the planner, these may be acted upon by it and a repair of the plan made
or total re-planning instigated. This may, in turn, involve the user in reformulating the task
requirement. A revised or new plan is then executed. Finally, success of the execution or
partial execution of the plan is fed back to the user.
Other issues relating to the choice of the common representation and communication protocols
include:
• when to repair the plan or seek re-planning,
• continuing execution of parts of a plan, not affected by the failure,
• continuing to maintain a safe execution state even while awaiting initial commands or the
correction of faults in earlier plans,
• maintaining integrity and synchronisation of communicated plans and flaws.
3. Plan States
The O-Plan (Currie and Tate, 1985) Plan State holds a complete description of a plan at some
level of abstraction. The Plan State contains a list of the current flaws in the plan. Such flaws
could relate to abstract actions that still must be expanded before the plan is considered valid
for passing on for execution, unsatisfied conditions, unresolved interactions, overcommitments
of resource, time constraint faults, etc. The Plan State can thus stand alone from the control
su'ucture of the AI planner in that it can be saved and restored, passed to another agent, etc.
At any stage, a Plan State represents an abstract view of a set of actual plans that could be
generated within the constraints it contains. Alternative lower level actions, alternative action
orderings and object selections, and so on are aggregated within a high level Plan State
description.
The O-Plan Task Formalism (TF) is a declarative language for expressing action schemata, for
describing task requests and for representing the final plan. Our design intention for O-Plan is
that a Plan State can be created from a TF description and vice versa. This has not quite
been achieved in the existing O-Plan prototype (Currie and Tate, 1989), but this remains our
goal. The aim is that the AI planner can take a Plan State as a requirement (created by a TF
Compiler from the user provided task specification in TF) and can use a library of action
schemata or generic plan state fragments (themselves created by the TF Compiler from a
domain description provided by the user) to transform the initial Plan State into one con-
sidered suitable for termination. This final Plan State could itself be decompiled back into a
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'IF description ff required.
In practice, the O-Plan architecture is designed for operation in an environment where the ulti-
mate aim of termination will not be achieved. There will be new command requests arriving
and earlier ones being modified, parts of plans will be under execution as other parts are
being elaborated, execution faults are being handled, etc.
The Plan State cannot contain arbitrary data elements. The AI planner is made up of code
that can interpret the Plan State data structure and interpret the lists of flaws in such a way
that it can select from amongst its computational capabilities and its library of domain specific
information to seek to transform the current Plan State it is given into something that is
desired by the overall architecture. This is defined as the reduction of the list of flaws known
to the planner. The O-Plan architecture associates a Knowledge Source with each flaw type
that can be processed (Currie and Tate, 1985). An agenda of outstanding flaws is maintained
in a Plan State and appropriate Knowledge Sources are scheduled on the basis of this.
We believe that the basic notions described above can serve us well as a basis for an attack
on the problem of coordinated command, planning and execution in continuously operating
domains. We will explore the new properties that we must seek from our basic notions in the
following sections.
4. Plan Patches
The requirement for asynchronously operating planners and execution agents (and indeed
users and the real world) means that it is not appropriate to consider that a plan requirement is
set, passed on for elaboration to the planner and then communicated to a waiting execution
agent which will seek to perform the actions involved. Instead, all components must be con-
sidered to be operating already and maintaining themselves in some stable mode where they
are responsive to requests for action from the other components. For example, the execution
agent may have quite elaborate local mechanisms and instructions to enable it to maintain a
device (say a spacecraft or a manufacturing cell) in a safe, healthy, responsive state. The task
then is to communicate some change that is requested from one component to another and to
insert an appropriate alteration in the receiver such that the tasks required are carded out.
We propose to define a Plan Patch as a modified version of the type of Plan State used in O-
Plan. It would have some similarity to an operator or action schema given to an AI planning
system in that it would be an abstracted or high level representation of a part of the task that
is required of the receiver using terminology relevant to the receiver's capabilities. This
would provide a simplified or black-box view of possibly quite detailed instructions needed to
actually perform the action (possibly involving iterators and conditionals, etc). Complex exe-
cution agent representational and programming languages could be handled by using this
abstracted view (e.g., Georgeff and Lansky (1986), Nilsson (1988)). For example, reliable
task achieving behaviours which included contingencies and safe state paths to deal with
unforseen events could be hidden from the planner by communication in terms of a
simplified and more robust model of the execution operations (Malcolm and Smithers, 1988).
Outstanding flaws in the Plan Patch would be communicated along with the patch itself.
However, these flaws must be those that can be handled by the receiver.
It can be seen that the arrangement above (mostly assumed to refer to the communication
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between a planner and execution agent) also reflects the communication that takes place
between a user and the planner in an O-Plan type AI planner. Requiring rather more effort
will be the investigation of suitable Plan Patch constructs to allow execution errors to be
passed back to the planner or information to be passed back to the user, but we believe that
this is a viable objective.
5. Plan Patch Attachment Points
There is a need to communicate the points at which the Plan Patch should be attached into the
full Plan State in the receiver. The sender and receiver will be operating asynchronously and
one side must not make unreasonable assumptions about the internal state of the other.
We intend to endow all the components with a real-time clock that can be assumed to be fully
synchronised. We will also make simplifying assumptions about delays in communication to
keep to the immeditate problem we are seeking to tackle (while fully believing that extension
to environments where communication delay is involved will be possible). Therefore, metric
time will be the "back-stop" as a means of attaching a Plan Patch into the internal Plan State
of the receiver. Metric time will also be important to start things off and to ensure a common
reference point when necessary (e.g., in cases of loss of control).
However, the use of metric time as an attachment point lacks flexibility. It gives the receiver
little information about the real intentions behind the orderings placed on the components of
the Plan Patch. It will, in some cases, be better to communicate in a relative or qualified way
to give the receiver more flexibility. Suitable forms of flexible Plan Patch Attachment Point
description will be investigated. Initial work will centre on descriptions relative to the
expected Goal Structure (Tate, 1977) of the receiver.
6. Incremental Plan States
Our approach will be to combine the ideas above to define an Incremental Plan State with
three components:
1. a plan patch,
2. plan patch flaws as an agenda of pending tasks,
3. plan patch attachment points.
Such Incremental Plan States will be used for two way communication between the user and
the planner and between the planner and the execution agent. Our current Plan State struc-
tures and flaw repertoire will be extended to cope, initially, with a dumb execution agent that
can simply dispatch actions to be carried out and receive fault reports against a nominated set
of condituions to be explicitly monitored (as described in Tate, 1984). Later in the research
programme, the Plan State data structures and flaw repertoire will be extended again to cope
with a semi-autonomous execution agent with some capability to further elaborate the Incre-
mental Plan States and to deal locally with re-planning requirements.
A means to compile an Incremental Plan State from a modified type of Task Formalism (TF)
declarative description (and vice versa) will be retained.
7. Plan Transactions
The overall architecture must ensure that an Incremental Plan State can be understood by the
receiver and is accepted by it for processing. This means that all the following are
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understood by the receiver:
1. plan patch description is clear,
2. plan patch flaws can be handled by receiver's Knowledge Sources,
3. attachment points understood.
It is important that the sender and receiver (whether they are the user and the AI planner, the
planner and the execution agent, or one of the reverse paths) can coordinate to send and
accept a proposed Incremental Plan State which the receiver must assimilate into their own
Plan State. We proprose to use transaction processing methods to ensure that such coordina-
tion isachieved.
We expect to cream some specificflaw types and Knowledge Sources in the various com-
ponents (user interface,AI planner and execution agent)to handle the extractionand dispatch
(as an Incremental Plan State)of a part of an internalPlan Statein one component, and the
editingof such an Incrcmcmtal Plan State into the internalPlan State of the receiver. The
"extraction" Knowledge Sources must be supplied with information on the Plan Patch
description,flaw types and attachment points that the receiver will accept. This constitutes
the primary source of information about the capabilitiesof the receiver that the sender has
availableand itsrepresentationwillbe an importantpartof the research.
Communication guards will ensure that the a priori criteria for acceptance of an Incremental
Plan State for processing by the receiver's Knowledge Sources are checked as part of the Plan
Transaction. It may also be the case that initial information about urgency will be able to be
deduced from this acceptance check to prioritise the ordering of the new flaws with respect to
the existing entries on the agenda in the receiver.
8. Application to Spacecraft Command and Control
Spacecraft command and controlprovides a realistic target domain for looking at planning and
execution,in particular,for planning with semi-autonomous agents. Tbe desireto improve the
autonomous capabilitiesof a spacecraftis apparent,especiallyfor spacecraftin communica-
tion with an earth-basedsegment, such as for a dccp space probe in communication with its
mission controlor for a satellitewith itsground station,or, indeed,for a space stationthatis
controllingvariouson-board devices such as robot arms and orbitalmanocuvring vehicles.
The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory Deviser planner which was applied to the task of gen-
eratingcommand sequences for the Voyager spacecraft(Vcre, 1983) was based on our earlier
work on the Nonlin plannncr Cram, 1977). Recently, AIAI has had a team of people who
have worked on the applicationof Knowledge-Based Planning and other Knowledge-Based
Systems techniques to the area of spacecraftcommand and control. This has bccn funded by
the European Space Agency for ERS-I scheduling (Fuchs ct al.,1988) and by the UK Science
and Engineering Research Council for work on a technology proving satelliteT-SAT (Drum-
mond, Curric and Tatc (1987, 1988),Fraserct al (1988)).
The investigation of planning and execution using the approach described above will be car-
ried out in the context of an application to spacecraft command and control using data from a
system such as ERS-1 or the Polar Platform segment of the International Space Station. We
are alert to the possibility of viewing our techniques as being relevant to the process of Task
Amplification whereby a user's commands can be interpreted via a planner and an intelligent
execution monitor in a teleoperations environment.
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9. Next Steps
The description in this paper of our approach to the integration of planning and execution is
based on ideas and techniques that have been developed over a significant period of time. A
number of important building blocks are now seen to be in place for a concerted effort to con-
struct such an integrated command and control system able to operate in a realistic application
domain.
We believethatthe simplificationswe have made and the differentiationof the nature of the
experimental planning and executionenvironments we willexplore willassistin clarifyingour
research approach. However, we believe thatthe architectureshould be quite general if we
are successful. We expect thatone advantage of the lineof attackwe propose will be the
abilityto deal with large scale realisticexecution environments of the type now being
developed by other researchers.
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Abstract
Current research on space telerobots has largely focussed on two problem areas: executing remotely controlled
actions (the "tele" part of telerobotics) or planning to execute them (the "robot" part). This work (see [Rodriguez,
ed. 87]) has largely ignored one of the key aspects of telerobots: the interaction between the machine and its
operator. For this interaction to be felicitous, the machine must successfully understand what the operator is trying
to accomplish with particular remote-controlled actions. Only with the understanding of the operator's purpose for
performing these actions can the robot intelligently assist the operator, perhaps by warning of possible errors or
taking over part of the task. We motivate the need for such an understanding in the telerobotics domain and describe
an intelligent interface we are developing in the chemical process design domain that addresses the same issues.
1 Telerobotic Interfaces
Space telerobots are being developed to increase astronaut's productivity by allowing them to remotely perform cost-
effective assembly, servicing and maintenance of equipment in outer space [Bejczy 87, Jenkins 87]. The telerobot
extends the operator's abilities into the hostile environment of outer space while the operator stays in a non-hostile
location. While the long-term goal is for autonomous telerobots that can perform their duties with little human
intervention, current research is directed towards an active role of the human operator in the guidance of the telerobot.
The operator monitors closely the activity of the robot through video and sensor information and issues instructions
directly, through manipulator controls, and indirectly through prestored task plan data.
One problem with such a paradigm is the complexity of the required telerobotic interface. The operator must contend
with limited resources and environmental issues such as imprecise video or sensor data, communication time delays,
and the parallel coordination of numerous telerobot resources (e.g., the control of a mechanical arm and its numerous
degrees of freedom [Bejczy 87]). An interface that can smoothly handle such issues in real time is beyond current
technology. An operator instead must break the task down into reasonable self-contained pieces and separately
execute actions to achieve each piece. For example, consider a telerobot having two arms with cameras mounted on
each hand. Now suppose the operator is manipulating one arm to perform a task but would also like to move the
second arm so that its camera can provide a view of the f'wst arm from the side. An operator might find it quite
awkward to manipulate both arms and cameras at the same time. If, however, the telerobot system could recognize
the operator's goals and, seeing that the second arm was idle, infer that a view from it would be helpful to the
operator, it could automatically move the second arm to track the In'st arm until the operator attempted to manually
control it.
We propose that an intelligent telerobotics interface could address such problems and provide the operator with a
more robust and habitable environment for controlling the robot. Development of such an interface requires adding
another layer to the interface control mechanism that attempts to surmise the purpose of the operator's actions and,
from those inferences, determine (1) more precise specifications for t'me-tuning an operator's action and (2) helpful
actions that the telerobotic system can independently perform to assist the operator and the telerobot in the
performance of the task. Such an interface requires a mechanism, which we call a "plan recognizer," to infer the
operator's intentions, and a response planner, to determine from the operator's intentions, the operator's actual
actions, the telerobotic system's knowledge base, and sensor data appropriate ways of responding (e.g., adjusting an
1partial support for this research was provided by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI-8701874.
operator'scommands, by tilling in more detailed information, or performing on its own initiative non-catastrophic
actions). Figure 1 below illuswates the interface we envision. Notice that the plan recognizer has been added to the
typical telerobot interface between the operator and the response planner where it can deduce an operator's goals and
fine-tune an operator'scommands. In this paper we concentrate only on plan recognition; others (e.g., [Dean and
Brody 87], [Drummond, Currie, and Tate 87], [Durfee and Lesser 87], [Georgeff, Lansky, and Schoppers 87], and
[Wilkins 87]) are considering response planning. Below we describe plan recognition and some of its recent
instantiations and then we lay out a more robust formulation, constructive plan recognition, that we are attempting
to employ. We describe as a case study how plan recognition has improved a chemical process design interface that
we have built. Finally, we close with a brief discussion on how a similar interface could benefit telerobotics.
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Figure 2: Standard plan recognition
2 Plan Recognition
2.1 Standard Plan Recognition
In the artificial intelligence literature, the issues mentioned in the previous section are addressed by work on plan
recognition (e.g., [Allen 83], [Carberry 85], [Carver, Lesser, and McCue 84], [Genesereth 79], [Kautz 87], [Lilman
and Allen 87], [Pollack 86], [Schank and Reiger 74], [Schmidt, Sridharan, and Goodson 78], [Sidner 85]). Plan
recognition is the process of inferring a user's intentions from his or her utterances or commands. In other words,
since people don't normally maneuver in the world haphazardly and they usually have a purpose in mind, one wants
to recognize the plan that underlies their actions A plan recognition component attempts to understand a sequence of
observed input actions as accomplishing some high-level goal. Although these techniques have been largely used to
understand the intent underlying linguistic actions (spoken or written utterances), they also lay a solid foundation for
analyzing the purpose behind non-linguistic actions, such as teleoperated manipulations.
The f'wst plan recognizers grew out of research on "scripts" [Schank and Reiger 74] for modelling stories or
conversations. These early predecessors to plan recognizers were useful only if nothing out of the ordinary occurred.
A richer formalism is necessary to infer the proper connections when an unusual or unexpected event occurs. Plan-
based models have been employed to do just that. A plan-based system attempts to construct an explanation for the
observations. Plan recognition, thus, becomes the process of searching the space of possible plans for an
explanation. Since such a search is not tractable in any but the smallest domains, simplifying assumptions must be
added to the plan recognition problem [Allen 87]. The typical assumption, called the "completeness assumption,"
has been to assume complete knowledge of all possible plans.
Several strategies have recently been employed to recognize and track a user's plan (e.g., Allen 83, Sidner 85,
Carberry 85, Kautz 87). These plan recognition strategies typically use a plan library: a description of typical plans
and actions that might occur in a particular domain. On the basis of the library and description of an action, plan
recognition algorithms produce (possibly partial) descriptions of the corresponding plan. Allen's algorithm (Allen
83) uses a heuristic search to choose a preferred plan, while others (such as Sidner's (85) or Kautz's (87)) allow the
recognition to occur incrementally. Sidner's and Kautz's plan recognition techniques operate in a "syntactic"
framework. They perform a process similar to parsing by attempting to fit observed user actions into an expected
user plan (as defined by a joint library of plans or goals). A successful parse of a user's observed actions, thus,
entails finding an exactly matching prestored plan in the plan library. This strategy works given the assumption that
the library is complete.
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There are weaknesses to this approach. First, the observed user's actions may not match any of the plans in the plan
library. Current algorithms fail in such a situation (as shown in Figure 2). Second, the parsing algorithms
currently employed are slow making them less appropriate for real-time actions.
Our own research has been concerned with extending plan recognition to non-linguistic domains. 2 We have had,
among others, two concerns relevant to space telerobots: (1) supporting real-time plan recognition, and (2) allowing
for the recognition of novel plans.
2.2 Extended Plan Recognition for Space Telerobotics
The telerobot domain does not fit the current plan recognition paradigm described above. All possible plans of the
operator or tasks the telerobot can achieve cannot be prestored ahead of time. Conditions in which tasks are
undertaken can vary greatly and thus cannot be prepared for ahead of time; unexpected contingencies can occur.
Hence user plans are often novel, created on the fly, or can have (unanticipated) errors in them. Given the hostile
environment in which telerobots are intended to work, plan recognition must occur promptly in near real time before
conditions change drastically. We discuss below a proposal for extending plan recognition so that it can function in
a helpful manner in a telerobot domain. We describe a new view of plan recognition to allow it to respond to novel
situations. While we do not discuss how to formulate plan recognition to occur in real time, we anticipate that a
formulation based on chart parsing [Ross and Lewis 87, Vilaln 88] could provide us with the necessary speed and
flexibility.
2.2.1 Constructive Plan Recognition
Ourproposal for constructive plan recognition is motivated by some early research in plan recognition. We describe
that work briefly in the next section.
Motivating work
Plan recognition has primarily been investigated in the past at three different levels: formal, implementational, and
psychological. Recently there have been numerous interesting theoretical results in the formal studies of plan
recognition (Cohen and Levesque 85, Kautz 87), just as there have been interesting results about grammars
independent of any particular grammar. We cannot, however, simply transfer the plan recognition algorithms
developed from the formal studies and use them as implementations without t'h'St considering the domain to which
they are to be applied. Instead, we propose looking further back to the early pioneering work in plan recognition
(i.e., Schmidt, Sridharan, and Goodson 78, Genesereth 79, and Allen 83). Those works typically had particular
applications in mind (e.g., Allen (83) wanted to provide helpful responses in a natural language understanding
system). They also were not governed by the completeness assumption on the plan library. The analysis by
Schmidt et al. is heavily motivated by psychological modelling and uses causality instead of (implicitly) prestored
"legal" action sequences (as in the "syntactic" approaches to plan recognition) to tie together observed actions. After
each observed action, a small number of alternative plan hypotheses are generated and used along with knowledge
about the domain to generate expectations concerning what actions to expect next. Should the expectations not be
satisfied, a revision process is employed to reformulate the current hypothesis. Allen developed a plan inference
system that also chains together actions via decompositions and effects. His algorithm incorporates a set of plan
recognition rules and a heuristic control strategy. The rules determine which inferences are possible. They define a
valid chain of inferences from observed actions to plausible goals, while the control strategy considers the likelihood
of these inferences in order to commit to a particular plan immediately. Allen's algorithm, as formulated, is intended
to handle only single observations. Finally, Genesereth's plan recognition strategy draws heavily on a prestored
model of the typical user to detect mistakes and misconceptions by the user. The procedure reconstructs the plan
based on underlying beliefs in the user model. It suggests partial parsings of the user's actions and uses the user
model to filter those suggestions. Thus, it too differs from the syntactic approaches by using knowledge about the
user that is outside the plan library. As in these early approaches, we propose to construct valid plans from observed
action sequences using In'st principles. We briefly describe our constructive view of plan recognition (CPR) in the
section that follows.
2In particular, mouse-oriented interfaces to a chemical plant design system and a naval information database.
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Constructive Recognition
In [Goodman and Litman 89], we propose a new formulation of plan recognition called "constructive plan
recognition" that can address some of the problems outlined above. We briefly describe that formulation below.
Many of the implementations of plan recognition algorithms that we mentioned earlier have never been embedded
inside a complete working application. As a result, crucial issues of robustness, reliability and inherent limitations
remain. In particular, most current algorithms make the incorrect assumption that valid and complete plan
knowledge is specified and shared by all agents, and they do not consider the fact that users often make mistakes or
get sidetracked. Our research attempts to rectify these deficiencies by building on the early more semantic-based
work in plan recognition described in the last section.
We wish to remove the assumption that the system's knowledge of the user's plan is complete. Otherwise, action
sequences that differ from those stored in the system's plan library, even if only minimally, cannot be recognized.
Dropping the completeness assumption is especially necessary in contexts where the user is often creating new
plans. If we remove this assumption, however, our plan recognition algorithm cannot be limited to matching into a
predefined set of expected plans. It must be more constructive in nature and attempt to fill in potential knowledge
gaps when presented with a novel plan. It must dynamically construct from the incomplete knowledge new ways of
performing high level actions, if such actions can be seen as purposeful. One goal of our work is, thus, to identify
the relationship purposeful so that our plan recognizex can efficiently conclude the proper inferences.
Many existing plan recognizers defme a purposeful action sequence "syntactically" (e.g., Huff and Lesser 82, Carver
et al. (84), Sidner 85, Kautz 87). They perform a process similar to parsing by attempting to fit observed user
actions into an expected user plan as (implicitly) defined by a complete plan library, not unlike a language that
defines all possible sentences. CPR attempts to extend this parsing analogy by developing a "cascaded" parsing
algorithm where syntax and semantics work hand in hand (Woods 80). However, while a traditional cascaded parser
uses semantics to verify or eliminate existing syntactic choices, we are using semantics to construct additions to an
incomplete syntactic language. 3 That is, if CPR cannot parse an observed action sequence, it atten-q_ts to determine
whether or not the sequence could be part of the plan language (i.e., is "purposeful") by applying semantic
information to piece together actions. Purposeful actions must be able to be seen as being part of an action sequence
on the way towards achieving some goal. In the case of novel sequences, however, that goal is not necessarily
known. We propose to define a metric for "purposefulness." Suppose we observe two actions: action A followed
by action B. "Purposefulness by entailment" occurs if the effects of A make the preconditions of B satisfied. If we
can construct intervening actions between A and B to connect them, then we have "purposefulness by construction."
Finally, we have "purposefulness by example" if we can contrast the partial sequence "A B" that was observed
against a known "purposeful" action sequence (i.e., finding a partial match).
Similarly to the early work mentioned in the last section, CPR can use plan generation techniques to determine
whether novel sequences of actions are potentially purposeful. For example, CPR incrementally examines (using
local backward and forward chaining) the effects and preconditions of actions in an action sequence and the
propagation of those effects to determine whether or not they fit together well. In other words, an action sequence is
(potentially) purposeful if it could have been generated by a planner from fast principles. 4 When effects of earlier
actions neither violate nor achieve preconditions of later actions, CPR can say nothing definitive about the causal
structure of the plan. Instead, the desired interactions are viewed as expectations that need to be satisfied before the
plan specification is through in order for the action sequence to remain valid. Because CPR uses bottom up
techniques to incrementally verify the coherence of action sequences, the search explosion involved in earlier bottom
up approaches to plan recognition (where search spaces were generated topropose action sequences) can be conmalled.
Besides plan recognition by plan generation techniques, we are also investigating the recognition of plans by plan
adaptation. What we learn from failed plan parses from the incomplete library, along with techniques of case-based
and adaptive reasoning (e.g., Alamnan 86, Broverrnan and Croft 87, Hammond 87, Kolodner et al. 85) can be used to
determine if novel actions and goals form reasonable plans. In other words, we attempt to use the incomplete plan
library to dynamically construct new ways of performing high-level actions. Finally, we only detect an errorful plan
in the case where our semantic plan recognition techniques fail. We can then employ relaxation techniques similar
3The plan parser, thus, fills in knowledge gaps in our plan library.
4In the early semantic-based recognition algorithms the chaining together of actions was either controlled by
expectations once the goal was known, or if totally bottom-up, it exploded.
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to those used in natural language (Carberry 85, Goodman 86) to provide diagnostic support to repair the plan.
Figure 3 below provides an overview of our proposed constructive plan recognizer.
3 Intelligent Interfaces
We Want to provide practical uses of artificial intelligence in human-machine interfaces. Our primary motivation for
enhancing the plan recognition procedure is to provide the flexibility required for building such robust interfaces. In
this section we discuss intelligent interfaces, citing an example of one that we built. That interface, CHECS
(CHemical Engineering CAD System), uses a standard plan recognizer. We explain why a constructive plan
recognizer is required to provide the full power necessary to bring about a more robust interface. We end the section
with a brief discussion about using the same paradigm for telerobotic interfaces.
3.1 Current Intelligent Interface Technology
Before discussing the CHECS interface, we discuss briefly how others have preceded our efforts to increase the
robustness of interfaces and the methodologies they employed. In particular, we mention a couple efforts. User
modelling techniques have been employed in an interface to Unix 5 as part of the Unix Consultant (Wilensky et al.
84) to provide help to stereotypical users (from novice to export users). User models are generally "static" so that
the inferences that can be deduced are limited in comparisons to the ones plan recognition can provide. Chin (88) has
extended the Unix Consultant to take into account some pragmatic information about a user's interaction with the
system. It tracks the user's knowledge over the course of a session. This allows it, for example, to avoid repeating
things the user already knows. Fischer and Rathke (88) describe an interface for spreadsheets based on object-oriented
knowledge representation. Their enhanced interface is most useful for the developer of the system and less for the
actual user. It utilizes constraint based programming to represent knowledge about the application domain. It has a
layered architecture to make it easy to modify and extend the system. Using plan recognition instead of constraint
propagation should make it possible to bring the full power of such a system to the user as well as the application
builder since the system could infer the user's intentions and reflect them dynamically in the system.
3.2 CHECS: An Intelligent Interface for Computer Aided Design 6
3.2.1 CHECS
We performed an empirical study that involved examining a representative plan recognizer based on standard
technology and using it to add more power and flexibility to an intelligent interface. To concretely explore the
connections between interfaces and plan recognition, we designed and implemented CHECS, a graphical interface to a
process design system. Design appears to be an excellent forum for applying plan recognition. Recent research
projects in AI and design have expanded design systems from mere bookkeepers to active participants in the design
process (e.g., Brown et al. 86). As we will see, an interactive plan-based interface can add a further layer of
sophistication to these approaches. We have chosen chemical process engineering as our design domain because the
interface is illustrative of many graphical design tools, and the domain is particularly amenable to standard planning
and plan recognition representations. For example, there is a small, well-defined set of unit operations out of which
other operations are hierarchically and functionally composed. We also chose design to push on the robustness of
plan recognition, that is, since most designs are usually new, the design process is more than simply finding an old
design.
The architecture of CHECS (and of plan-based interfaces in general) is shown in Figure 4. Its user interface is a
graphical interface, inspired by existing graphical interfaces to chemical design simulators. As shown in Figure 5,
the interface allows the user to build up a flow diagram by introducing chemical equipment (e.g., heat exchanger),
flow (e.g., pipes connecting equipment), and parameters (e.g., beat-exchanger.input ffin-butane). For example, by
clicking on one of the icons representing equipment types (in the "CHECS Object" window), the user can build up a
5UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
6A more complete description of this work can be found in [Goodman and Litman 89]. We would also like to
acknowledge Kimberly Claffy for help in programming CHECS.
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designcontainingequipmentinstantiations(in the"PlantDesign" window). Parameters of the particular
instantiations are then specified via menu interactions (Figure 6). 7
After each user input, CHECS calls a plan recognizer to infer the chemical reaction (or plan) underlying the design,
propagates information through the design to the appropriate points, and checks the consistency of the design step.
For example, a portion of the butane isomerization plan recognized from the current design is shown in the lower
portion of Figure 5. Currently, CHECS uses a modified implementation of Kautz's covering model of plan
recognition (Kautz 87). The algorithm is incremental since it cyclically receives inputs and infers conclusions. For
each input, the conclusions of the plan recognizer are further constrained by the conclusions drawn from previous
inputs. In CHECS we assume that a single plan explains all observations (i.e., that a user is working on only
one design at a time).
A plan is inferred using pre-existing knowledge of actions. This knowledge is expressed in the form of interleaved
frame hierm_hies, defining abstraction and decomposition relationships between actions. For example, the fact that a
heating-acaon "is-a" change=temperature-action is an abstraction, while the specification of the steps involved in the
performance of a heating-action is a decomposition. The CHECS hierarchy contains frames representing primitive
chemical actions (e.g., heat, cool), chemical plans composed of primitive actions and/or other plans (e.g., reaction
with recycle, as in Figure 5), and a distinguished set of plans called end plans, which are not components of any
other plans. There is also an interleaved object hierarchy, representing the equipment associated with each primitive
action (e.g., a heat exchanger can he used to implement a heating or cooling action). Finally, there is a hierarchy of
chemical substances, as well as a database of facts containing particular assertional information. In CHECS, the
goal of plan recognition is the inference of an instantiated end plan given the specified configuration.
Finally, just as plan recognition has been used to enhance various systems, CHECS recognizes and then manipulates
plans in order to provide new design interface capabilities. As will be discussed below, plan recognition is used to
add conceptual design completion, error handling, advice, and plan-dependent system responses.
3.2.2 Plan Recognition Help for CAD Interfaces
Typical graphical front-ends to design simulators provide standard graphics capabilities such as the creation of icons
to represent parts, the selection and placement of parts, and editing facilities. Everything is performed manually
including the layout. More recent systems help the designer with layout, allow parameter values to flow through the
design automatically, provide symbolic simulation, and determine design validity by contrasting the designer's
selected values against other pieces of the design. With plan recognition, we were able to implement features in
CHECS not found in current systems. These advances allow the system to reflect the context in the system's current
state, such as through menus, system advice, error detection and recovery, and bookkeeping. What we achieved in
CHECS can he seen as a step towards more intelligent cooperative design tools. It is not automatic design, but
instead keeps the user in the loop with most but not all of the control.
For example, CHECS is able to constrain icons and parameter values by considering what is legal with respect to
what the system infers that the designer is doing. Such constraints are visible in "dynamic menus" which reflect the
current context by dimming out entries that are already f'dled by the designer, that are inferred and propagated by the
plan recognizer, or that are illegal given the hypothesized design(s). Figure 6 illustrates the menu generated for
specification of an input to a reactor vessel. The input menu is dimmed because an entry, n-pentane, has already
been constrained as a result of inferences made by the plan recognizer from an earlier observation (e.g., by
propagating the output from one part through a pipe to the input of the reactor). The menu could have been only
partly dimmed if more than one entry was possible. Dynamic menus, thus, provide salience to their entries.
CHECS, once it infers the designer's goal, can also make inferences that provide shortcuts to the design process or
even allow design completion. For example, once CHECS determines a unique plan in the library (or common
elements in the remaining "possible" plans), it can complete all (or portions of) the user's design based upon the
inferred plans(s). Consider Figure 7 in which the user has added fwst a feed (a container of a particular chemical
substance) and then a still (a device used to separate a chemical from a mixture). From the plan library and from
local constraints, CHECS can predict that a heat exchanger (a device used for heating or cooling, shown as dimmed
in the figure) is needed on an input to the still. That is, stills require that their inputs are heated and, if no outputs
of parts already on the screen are heated, the system could predict that the user will have to heat the input to the still.
7These figures show snapshots of the current system. CHECS is implemented in Common Lisp; the graphical
interface rum on a Macintosh, while a textual version runs on other machines.
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The heat exchanger is shown dimmed as a "suggestion" which the user can accept by clicking on it or reject by
proceedingin a differentmanner.
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Figure 3: Constructive plan recognition
Because CHECS recognizes the plans that underlie designs, CHECS can infer and suggest designs that do not
directly match the user's flow graph, but that instead have the same underlying functional (plan) structure. So, for
example, even if the user's design of Figure 5 had a heat exchanger connected to the output of the reactor, the plan
recognizer could still match the design conceptually against a design with a "heated reactor" (a reactor with a heating
coil built in), because a chemical subplan such as "react-and-heat" can be achieved by either flow configuration.
CHECS also provides for error handling by checking design validity. Design validity entails that the user's design
achieve a plan in the library. When it does not, the design is invalid with respect to the language of the design
library. In its strongest instantiation, the system prevents the user from making misudces by only allowing the user
to perform actions that can lead towards one of the inferred designs.
Finally, CHECS provides advice and active bookkeeping. For example, CHECS can use conceptual matches to
suggest functionally equivalent but more optimal designs (such as the use of a heated reactor for a reactor, pipe, and
heat exchanger configuration). CHECS also does a better job at bookkeeping then previous CAD systems since it
has a higher perspective of the design then available in object-oriented design systems. By inferring the design goal,
CHECS can propagate information through the design and utilize it immediately. For example, even though we did
not implement this feature in CHECS, inferring the possible matching designs in the design library can allow the
system to do a better job (than the user) at the layout of the user's design.
3.2.3 Implications of CHECS
We built our fh-st version of CHECS to study the weaknesses and strengths of an interface integrated with a plan
recognition component. Our goal was to isolate shortcomings in a class of approaches and to propose ways around
them. We discovered, as outlined in the previous section, that plan recognition can add numerous benefits to an
interface in the areas of plan completion, error detection and recovery, advice generation, and context dependent
responses. In turn, we also determined that current plan recognition systems are fundamentally limited in ways that
limit the power of the associated interface. They have little to say about the recognition of novel plans; they
typically search for known goals explained by known action sequences. However, one's planning knowledge is
incomplete, can contain errors, and differs among different users. Hence, the recent implementations of plan
recognizers make unreasonable assumptions that get in the way of a robust interface. They made some of the user
enhancements awkward in practice. The plan recognizers caused the interfaces to exert too much control over the
direction of the user in accomplishing his or her task. The more flexible we allow an interface to be (e.g., allowing
the user to ReStart, BackUp, or Edit their commands), the more likely communication problems will occur. Current
interfaces restrict such freewill at a cost of making the interface awkward to use. We contend that our proposed
constructive plan recognizer can achieve a balance between the user and the system. Constructive plan recognition
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can also broaden the communication medium. As applications become increasingly complex, the interfaces between
them and their users take on an ever increasing burden in providing effective communication. Such interfaces can
expect mixed modalities in the communication channel. For example, a user can point with a mouse (or other
pointing device), select commands from a menu, provide typed natural language commands, or give spoken
commands.
3.3 Intelligent Interfaces for Telerobotics
Our constructive plan recognition algorithm could serve as a backbone for an intelligent interface to a telerobot. Its
strengths over standard plan recognizers have already been elucidated. In practice it would be capable of building on
any prestored plans in the incomplete task plan library. CPR better fits the patched together nature of telerobotic
actions. Since matching complete prestored plans to a particular situation won't always work in the unknowns of
space, operators must adapt their plans or learn as they go. An interface that can effectively work for an operator in
that environment, hence, must be capable of tracking varying user actions. It must detect and ignore side actions
performed by the operator that aren't related to the overall goal while still responding to contingencies that arise.
A telerobot interface could be extended using CPR to add a more cooperative layer of sophistication and to bring the
interface and telerobotics task closer together. CPR would monitor the operator's actions in an attempt to infer both
high-level and low-level goals based on the latest action in the action sequence. When a higher-level goal is inferred,
the interface can request the response planning component to complete the task. Otherwise, based on local actions,
the interface can augment the operator's actions with more precise actions.
4 Conclusion
Plan recognition is an important part of any telerobot since it can help the robot determine an astronaufs intentions
from his actions as well as working in conjunction with a planner to guide the robot in responding to contingencies.
Previous plan recognition paradigms required the system builder to build large libraries of all possible plans and
situations. Constructive plan recognition can provide the robust form of plan recognition required for telerobotics.
CI'R is more realistic than previous plan recognition by recognizing that tasks are often approached in a novel way.
CPR is meant to survive without a complete and predefined plan library relieving some of the burden from the user.
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Abstract
We address two issues which arise in the task of detecting anomalous behavior in complex sys-
tems with numerous sensor channels: how to adjust alarm thresholds dynamically, within the
changing operating context of the system, and how to utilize sensors selectively, so that nominal
operation can be verified reliably without processing a prohibitive amount of sensor data. Our
approach involves simulation of a causal model of the system, which provides information on
expected sensor values, and on dependencies between predicted events, useful in assessing the
relative importance of events so that sensor resources can be allocated effectively. We discuss
briefly the potential applicability of this work to the execution monitoring of robot task plans.
The Monltorlna Problem
Timely detection of anomalous behavior is essential for the continuous safe operation and lon-
gevity of aerospace systems. The pilot of a jet aircraft must be aware of any conditions which
may affect thrust during the critical moments of takeoff. The thermal environment onboard
Space Station Freedom must be carefully controlled to provide uninterrupted life support for
the crew. The Mars Rover must react quickly to an unpredictable environment or the mission
may come to an abrupt conclusion.
The monitoring problem becomes more difficult when the behavior of a physical system in-
volves interactions among components or interaction with an environment. Under these condi-
tions, correct operation becomes context-dependent; it is not possible to determine a priori a
set of sensor values which always imply nominal operation. Moreover, when the number of
sensors in a physical system becomes very large, the ability to combine sensor data into a pic-
ture of the global state of a system becomes compromised. Studies of plant catastrophes have
revealed that information which might have been useful in preventing disaster was typically
available but was not prominent enough within the overwhelming morass of data presented to
operators.
In this paper, we concentrate on the initial step in the monitoring process---detecting anoma-
lous behavior quickly and reliably. We do not address here the equally important steps of
tracking faulted behavior and determining control actions to continue operation in the presence
of faults. Within this focus, we address two important issues: (1) how to adjust nominal sensor
value expectations dynamically, taking into account the changing operating context of the sys-
tem, and (2) how to utilize sensors selectively, determining which subset of the available sen-
sors to use at any given time to verify nominal operation efficiently, without processing a pro-
hibitive amount of data.
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The traditional approach to verifying the correct operation of a system being monitored involves
associating alarm thresholds with sensors. Fixed threshold values for each sensor are deter-
mined ahead of time by analyzing the designed nominal behavior for the system. Whenever a
sensor value crosses a threshold during operation, an alarm is raised.
The problem with this approach is that the nominal behavior of even moderately complex sys-
tems often depends on context. For example, an earth-orbiting spacecraft periodically enters
and emerges from the Earth's shadow. Impingent solar radiation changes the thermal profile of
the spacecraft, as does the configuration of currently active and consequently, heat-generating
subsystems on board. Thresholds on temperature sensors should be adjusted accordingly. A
particular temperature value may be indicative of a problem when the spacecraft is in shadow
or mostly inactive, but may be within acceptable limits when the spacecraft is in sunlight or
many on-board systems are operating.
Fixed alarm thresholds are useful for defining the operating limits of a physical system, such as
the point of overbalance of a rover, or the temperature at which, say, the onboard computer of a
spacecraft is at risk. Nonetheless, they are woefully inadequate for verifying the nominal oper-
ation of a system with many operating modes, or one which interacts with an environment. The
problem is that fixed alarm thresholds are derived from an over-summarized model of the be-
havior of a system. If the thresholds are chosen conservatively, then false alarms occur. If
they are chosen boldly, then undetected anomalies occur. What is needed is a capability for ad-
justing alarm thresholds dynamically. Alarm thresholds should be chosen according to expec-
tations about the nominal behavior of a system as it changes in different operating contexts.
Later on in this paper, we present our approach to dynamic alarm threshold adjustment based
on causal simulation of the device.
Another issue which arises in monitoring concerns how to best utilize available sensors to effi-
ciently and reliably, but not necessarily comprehensively, verify the nominal operation of a
physical system. Just as the nominal values in a system being monitored depend on context, so
do the subset of sensors which can most directly verify those values depend on context. The fa-
miliar activity of driving an automobile helps to illustrate this idea. A variety of sensors are
provided to the operator of an automobile: fuel gauge, temperature gauge, speedometer, several
mirrors, etc. However, the driver does not use all of these diverse sensors all of the time. The
speedometer may be checked periodically, or when a speed limit sign is passed; the right-side
mirror is probably only used during lane changes. There are two points to be made: one con-
cerns relevance, the other concerns resources.
Individual sensors are appropriate for verifying only some small, localized subset of the possi-
ble behavior of a system. The choice of which sensors to sample and interpret at any particular
time should be based on expectations of what is to happen in the system and, perhaps, how it is
to interact with an environment. However, even after a suitable subset of the available sensors
is identified, there may not be the resources available, whether human or machine, to sample
all the selected sensors and interpret the data within a required response frame. What is needed
is a capability for assessing the importance of predicted events, so that while it may not be pos-
sible to comprehensively verify the expected behavior of a system, still the most reliable veri-
fication within available resources can be performed.
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An illustration of the need to focus attention in monitoring comes from the jet aircraft domain.
Some of the recent commercial aircraft catastrophes have been attributed to insufficient thrust
during the critical moments of takeoff. There are many possible indicators of low thrust avail-
able to a flight crew. For example, a low exhaust gas temperature in an engine may produce re-
duced thrust. Also, a low turbine fan rotation speed in an engine may imply reduced thrust, be-
cause fuel input is based partly on this parameter. The problem is how to direct the attention of
the flight crew without overwhelming them towards information useful for planning compen-
sating actions in real time.
A monitoring strategy must take into account the reality that not all sensors should or can be
checked all of the time. As the operating context of the physical system being monitored chang-
es, the collection of sensors which provide the most immediate information on the state of the
system also changes. Further on in this paper, we present our approach to sensor planning in
monitoring. We describe a method for assessing the importance of predicted events in a system,
based on reasoning about causal dependencies among events, and about how events relate to in-
tended goals of the designers or operators of a system.
Other Work
Within NASA, there are other projects underway in which the goal is to develop a monitoring
and a diagnosis capability for aerospace systems. Among these is the KATEproject at the Kennedy
Space Center, whose domain is the Shuttle Liquid Oxygen Loading system [1]. In this project,
causal models are used to support sensor validation, fault diagnosis, and the planning of control
actions.
The goal of the FAULTFINDERproject at Langley Research Center [2] is to develop an inflight mon-
itoring and diagnosis capability for jet aircraft. These investigators have explored the use of
multiple representations and multiple levels of abstraction to be able to reason about diverse
faults, to focus attention during reasoning, and to provide accessible information to a flight
crew.
Numerous other examples exist of efforts to develop monitoring and control systems. The read-
er is referred to Dvorak's excellent survey of the area [3].
The causal reasoning paradigm, which is at the core of our approach to the monitoring problem,
is now a well-established area of investigation within Artificial Intelligence. The advantages of
the causal approach, which involves modeling a system at the level of components and mecha-
nisms, include the ability to reason about unforeseen interactions, the ability to reason about
dependencies among events, and the ability to generate accessible explanations. The seminal ef-
forts in this area include Forbus' process-centered approach [4], de Kleer and Brown's device-
centered approach [5], and Kuipers' qualitative mathematics approach [6].
In the specific area of monitoring, Dvorak's MIMIC project stands out as the most comprehensive
current research effort [7]. Dvorak creates a component-connection model of a system and em-
ploys the QSIMqualitative simulator [6] to generate expectations about the system's nominal
behavior. An inductive learning method is used to create a set of symptom-fault rules for
known faults, and these rules support the formation of fault hypotheses whenever sensor data
does not match predictions from the causal model. When anomalous behavior exists, several
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fault models can be tracked in parallel until one emerges as the hypothesis with the most ex-
planatory power. The ability to continue tracking a faulted system is important because large,
complex systems almost always contain faults and the challenge is to maintain safe operation in
the presence of faults.
At the center of our approach to addressing the two issues of dynamic alarm thresholds and sen-
sor selection is a causal model of the system being monitored and possibly, its environment.
Simulation of this model directly solves the problem of alarm threshold adjustment. Predicted
values and their time tags indicate how and when to alter the alarm thresholds associated with
sensors so that they reflect expectations about the nominal operation of the system in changing
contexts.
Another result of simulation is information about causal dependencies among predicted events of
a system. This information is used to assess the importance of individual events. Briefly, the
most important events are taken to be those which either cause or are caused by the greatest
number of other events. An ordering on predicted events reflecting this causal notion of impor-
tance serves as the basis for allocating sensor resources to selectively verify the expected be-
havior of a system [8].
In the remainder of this section, we describe (1) the architecture of our predictive monitoring
system, called PREMON, (2) what our causal models of physical systems look like, and how they
are simulated, and finally, (3) our approach to sensor planning, based on analyzing causal de-
pendencies.
There are three modules in the PREMONsystem: a causal simulator, a sensor planner, and a sen-
sor interpreter. See Figure 1.
The causal simulator takes as input a causal model of the system to be monitored, and a set of
events describing the initial state of the system and perhaps some future scheduled events. The
causal simulator produces as output a set of predicted events, and a graph of causal dependencies
among those events.
The sensor planner takes as input the causal dependency graph generated by the causal simulator
and determines which subset of the predicted events should be verified. These events are passed
on to the sensor interpreter.
The sensor interpreter compares expected values as predicted by the causal simulator with ac-
tual values from sensors. Alarms are raised here when there are discrepancies. Finally, the
most recent sensed data is passed back to the causal simulator to contribute to another predict-
plan-sense cycle of monitoring.
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Figure I. Architecture of PREMON.
(_ausal Models and Causal Simulation
We represent physical systems as a collection of quantities and mechanisms. Quantities are
continuous parameters such as temperature, position, and amount-of-stuff. Quantities are
specified by a physical object, a type, and an order. Examples of quantities are { HEATERTEMPER-
ATURE RATE} and { SWITCH POSITION AMOUNT}.
Events are discontinuous changes in the value of a quantity. Events are specified by a quantity, a
value, and a moment. Examples of events are { HEATER TEMPERATURERATE POSITIVE 6 1 } and { VALVE-
1 7 POSITION AMOUNTOPEN 0 }.
Mechanisms capture causal relations between quantities. More specifically, they describe how a
change in one quantity results in a change in another quantity. Examples of mechanisms are
HEAT FLOW, THERMALEXPANSION, LATCH, and GRAVITY. A mechanism is specified by a time constant, a
distance, a sign, an efficiency, a bias, an alignment, and a medium. Figure 3 shows the repre-
sentation of a HEAT FLOW mechanism.
A causal model then, consists of a set of quantities and a set of mechanisms between those quanti-
ties. A causal model can be represented by a graph where the nodes are quantities and the arcs
are mechanisms. Simulation of a causal model involves predicting new events, via mechanisms,
from known or previously predicted events. The simulation method outlined in the next few
paragraphs is described more fully in [9].
When the quantity named in an event appears as the cause quantity in a mechanism, a new event
is predicted as follows: (1) the quantity of the new event is the effect quantity of the mecha-
nism, (2) the value of the new event is computed from the value of the given event and the sign
and efficiency of the mechanism, (3) the moment of the new event is computed from the moment
of the given event and the time constant and distance of the mechanism, and (4) the new event
occurs only when constraints specified in the bias, alignment, and medium of the mechanism are
satisfied. The bias of a mechanism specifies constraints on directions of change. For example,
current through a wire can cause it to heat up, but not to cool down. The alignment of a mecha-
nism specifies constraints expressed as inequalities. For example, heat flow is from the warm-
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er to the cooler site. The medium of a mechanism is a physical connection such as a wire, a
pipe, a linkage, etc. The predicted effect occurs only when the specified physical connection is
in place.
A typical event, this one describing a temperature change, is shown in Figure 2. The HEATFLOW
mechanism in Figure 3 is used to predict another temperature change event, shown in Figure 4.
QUANTITY Chiller Temperature Rate
VALUE Negative
MOMENT 60
Figure 2. A cause evenL
TIME CONSTANT 1.0
DISTANCE 10.0
SIGN +
EFFICIENCY 0.95
BIAS --
ALIGNMENT <
MEDIUM (Chiller Pipe-4 Mirror]
Figure 3. A mechanism.
QUANTITY
VALUE
MOMENT
Mirror Temperature Rate
Negative
70
Figure 4. An effect event.
Simulation would be straightforward if physical systems could be modeled exclusively as simple
mechanism chains between input and output quantities. However, some mechanisms serve to
enable or disable other mechanisms, such as a valve controlling a fluid flow, or a latch inhibit-
ing the transmission of motion through a mechanical coupling. In these cases, the contributions
of the separate mechanisms combine multiplicatively. The value contributed by the enabling or
disabling mechanism can be discrete, as in the case of a switch, or continuous, as in the case of a
valve. The contributions of separate mechanisms also can combine additively, as when two fluid
lines empty into the same container, or two opposed forces produce an equilibrium state.
Sensor Plannin9
The output of the causal simulator is a trace of predicted events and the dependencies among
them. The dependencies are derived from the mechanism structure of the system. A dependency
between two events is a record that there is a mechanism in the system which causally relates
the events.
Analysis of the causal dependencies in a simulation trace supports decisions about which events
to monitor. In our approach, the importance of events is assessed by determining how many
other events are effects or causes of a given event. In other words, the importance of an event is
related to the amount of subsequent activity it supports and the amount of activity which sup-
ports its occurrence. Critical events which lie on several causal paths between inputs and out-
puts should be verified with care, perhaps with a battery of sensors. On the other hand, events
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which are side effects and do not support further activity in the system may be ignored com-
pletely. See Figure 5.
side
0
0
=0
0
critical 0 _ 0
event
Figure 5. Assessing the imlxxtance of events.
This analysis method weights all dependencies in a causal graph equally. Several criteria might
form the basis of a non-uniform weighting scheme. For example, a priori or empirical knowl-
edge about probabilities of failure might bias the allocation of sensor resources towards those
components in a system known to be unreliable. Similarly, parts of a system where redundancy
has been built in might be given less careful attention than other parts.
Our causal analysis method for determining what subset of predicted events to monitor is simi-
lar to the minimum entropy method of de Kleer and Williams [10] for determining the site of
the most useful next measurement in troubleshooting. Their technique involves propagating ob-
served values and failure probabilities along a causal dependency graph for a circuit.
An Examole: The JPL Space Simulator
The JPL Space Simulator is an environmental chamber in which spacecraft and instruments can
be subjected to some of the aspects of the space environment: intense cold, near vacuum, and
solar radiation.
A mirror is used to direct simulated solar radiation onto the spacecraft or instrument inside the
chamber. This mirror must be cooled separately from the shroud which surrounds the chamber
to compensate for the additional radiation falling on it. Cold gaseous nitrogen is used as the cool-
ing medium and is circulated by a fan. Chilling is achieved by injecting liquid nitrogen into the
gaseous nitrogen. Warming is achieved through an electrical heater. A causal simulation of this
cooling circuit is shown in Figure 6.
Using the causal analysis technique outlined above, the flow of gaseous nitrogen at the fan is
identified as the single most critical event in the predicted nominal behavior of the circuit. This
event affects gas flow around the entire circuit and indirectly, heat flow around the entire cir-
cuit. The only events unaffected by this event are the source temperature changes at the chiller
and heater. This result of causal analysis captures the intuitive notion that nothing at all hap-
pens in the cooling circuit if the fan stops operating. Other important events in the predicted
operation of the circuit are the temperature changes at the chiller and heater. Measurements
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made at these sites also provide informative feedback about the nominal operation of the circuit.
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Figure 6. The mirror coofing circuit,
This example has been implemented and illustrates our current causal simulation and sensor
planning capabilities. We are beginning to apply our developing predictive monitoring capabil-
ity to other aerospace systems existing or being designed within NASA. One of these is the Mars
Rover. We are looking at the monitoring problems associated with terrain traversal, power
distribution, and thermal distribution. In addition, we are looking at telecommunications sys-
tems used in sending commands to and receiving telemetry from spacecraft, such as antenna
control systems in the Deep Space Network. Finally, we have looked also at some of the smaller,
earth-orbiting spacecraft.
ADDIIcatlon to Robot Task Plan Execution Monltorlno
The task of monitoring the behavior of a physical system bears similarities to the task of moni-
toring the execution of a robot task plan [1 1,12,13]. In fact, the roots of the work described in
this paper are in an earlier effort which addressed the generation of expectations and perception
requests to verify the execution of robot plans [14]. The two issues which form the focus of
this paper apply also to the monitoring of robot plans: (1) How to predict the sensor values
which imply correct execution of a plan, and (2) How to generate predictions and interpret
sensor data selectively to meet real-time constraints with limited computational resources.
The sensor values which indicate nominal execution of a plan vary. For example, the force
readings which verify that a gripping action has been performed successfully depend on the grip
configuration and the properties of the gripped object. The appearance of an object for recogni-
tion by a vision system depends on its reflectance properties and on lighting. Physical models
can be used to derive these context-dependent nominal sensor values. Some of these models
might be causal models describing physical processes in the environment, including the inter-
actions of the robot with the environment.
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Moreover, the importance of the individual actions in a plan may differ, and sensor interpreta-
tion resources should be allocated accordingly. For example, the gripping of a tool prior to a
sequence of manipulations should be verified carefully, perhaps with a battery of sensors.
Conversely, a gross motion prior to a gripping action may be verified more cursorily. The ap-
proach to sensor planning based on causal dependency analysis developed for the physical device
domain maps directly to the robot task planning domain. The dependency graph in Figure 5
might describe the logical dependencies among the preconditions and consequences of actions in a
task plan as easily as the causal dependencies among events in the operation of a physical device.
As described above, the analysis method distinguishes critical actions from actions whose conse-
quences are only side effects. Other criteria may also be used to assess the need to verify indi-
vidual actions in a plan. For example, a motion which makes use of compliance may be assumed
to be more robust and require less exact verification.
Other issues which arise in the execution monitoring of robot task plans include: How to deal
with uncertainty in the world model and in the operation of the robot? How to infer nominal
execution when direct sensing is not possible? At what point(s) should a condition be verified
when there is a delay between its establishment by one action and its enabling of another action?
Which sensors to read when several are relevant and how to fuse data from disparate sensors?
What are the interactions of task planning with sensor planning?
C_agJ.ull_t
Detecting anomalies in the operation of a system is a difficult problem when the behavior of the
system is complex or involves interaction with an environment, and when the number of sensor
channels is large. Under these conditions, nominal values and the most informative sensor data
change according to context. We have addressed two specific issues in monitoring: how to adjust
alarm thresholds dynamically, and how to verify behavior selectively but reliably. At the cen-
ter of our approach to solving both problems is the use of a causal model of the system being
monitored. Simulation of a causal model serves both to generate expectations about nominal
sensor values, and to provide dependency information useful in assessing the importance of pre-
dicted events and in allocating sensor resources accordingly. Some aspects of this approach ap-
pear to be applicable to the task of monitoring the execution of robot plans.
The key idea in this paper is letting go of the notion of comprehensive monitoring. More likely
than not, there will be insufficient resources for predicting behavior and interpreting sensor
data. in the face of this limitation, our emphasis is on verifying the operation of a system effi-
ciently and reliably, by carefully focusing computational resources to gather the most informa-
tive, if incomplete, feedback on nominal operation within changing contexts.
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Abstract
In this paper, we extend the applicability of constraint-based scheduling, a methodology previously
developed and validated in the domain of factory scheduling, to problem domains that require attendance
to a wider range of state-dependent constraints. We focus specifically on the problem of constructing and
maintaining a short-term observation schedule for the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), which typifies this
type of domain. We examine the nature of the constraints encountered in the HST domain, discuss
system requirements with respect to utilization of a constraint-based scheduling methodology in such
domains, and present a general framework for state-based scheduling.
1. Introduction
Many planning problems of practical importance involve the allocation of resources over time subject to
a large and complex set of constraints. The construction of short-term observation schedules for the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), which is the domain of focus in the research reported in this paper,
provides a representative example. HST observation scheduling involves the placement of several
thousand exposures on a time line so as to satisfy a wide range of constraints relating to orbit
characteristics, power and thermal balance requirements, instrument capabilities, viewing conditions,
guidance requirements, and proposer specific restrictions and preferences. Scheduling under
constraints, which is characteristic of most real-world scheduling problems, is extremely complex.
Complexity derives not only from the diversity and number of constraints that must be attended to, but
also from the fact that it is generally not possible to satisfy all constraints. In situations of conflicting
objectives, appropriate compromises must be determined.
One approach to scheduling that has demonstrated an ability to effectively cope with a large and
conflicting set of constraints is constraint-based scheduling[7,17,15]. This approach has been
investigated and validated in the context of complex factory scheduling problems [15]. Constraint-based
scheduling is an incremental problem solving methodology based on repeated analysis of the
characteristics of problem constraints induced by the current partial solution (e.g. intervals of likely
resource contention, relative flexibility of different activity time constraints, conflicts in the current partial
1This research has been sponsored in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under contract # NCC 2-531
and The Robotics Institute.
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schedule, etc.) as a means for structuring and exploring the underlying search space. It presumes an
ability on the part of the problem solver to selectively reason from local perspectives, and analysis is
concerned with subproblem formulation (i.e. which decisions to consider next and which scheduling
criteria to emphasize). Commitments are thus made in an opportunistic manner (i.e. there is no a priori
constraint on the order in which decisions are made). As specific commitments are made, current
solution constraints are updated to reflect their consequences. This is a radical departure from traditional
dispatch-based approaches to reasoning about efficient resource utilization over time (e.g. [16, 11]),
wherein commitments are generated in a strict forward time order. It enables the scheduler to focus
immediately on those decisions most critical to overall optimization of scheduling objectives as opposed
to encountering them only after other restrictingdecisions have necessarily been committed to.
In this paper, we introduce a framework for state-based scheduling, which extends the 'applicability of
this opportunistic scheduling methodology to domains, like the HST domain, where scheduling decisions
must satisfy a wide variety of state-dependent constraints in addition to resource availability. Section 2
considers the nature of the short-term HST observation scheduling problem and the constraints that must
be attended to. In Section 3, we consider HST problem constraints in light of the modeling assumptions
that were made within the factory scheduling domain, and discuss implications with respect to use of an
opportunistic scheduling methodology. In Section 4, we describe a representation and system
architecture for state-based scheduling.
2. The HST Scheduling Problem
The HST is a sophisticated observatory due to be placed into low earth orbit in late 1989 and expected
to have a lifetime of around 15 years. HST will offer new opportunities to the astronomical community,
and contention for viewing time can be expected to be high. Generally speaking, the HST scheduling
problem involves determination of execution times for observations specified in a set of previously
accepted observation programs subject to a complex and conflicting set of constraints. As in [13], we
presume a hierarchical decomposition of the overall problem over different time horizons, and we focus
specifically on the short term scheduling problem (one week to one month) where all orbital constraints
are known with certainty. Our intent in this section is to provide an indication of the diversity and nature of
the problem constraints. The reader is referred to [12] for a more complete description.
An observation program accepted for execution consists of a set of observations designed to meet
specific scientific objectives. The number of programs accepted over a given time horizon is expected to
exceed the actual capabilities of the telescope. Some programs are thus designated as supplemental,
and their inclusion in the schedule is not guaranteed. Within a given observation program, a variety of
relationships among specific observations may be specified, including partial orderings on observations,
separation constraints, temporal grouping constraints, coordinated parallel observations, same telescope
orientation constraints, and conditional execution The observations in a given program may themselves
be prioritized, and, in some cases preferences as to completion levels are specified (e.g. 25% minimally,
50% would be adequate, no more than 75%). Some programs specify observations intended to be
executed in parallel with those of other programs if their specific constraints can be mutually satisfied (e.g.
same telescope pointing position, sufficient power to operate required instruments).
The execution of a specific observation implies the simultaneous satisfaction of many constraints.
Various proposer specified requirements (e.g. target, dark time requirements, time critical exposure),
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orbital characteristics (e.g. passage through the South Atlantic Anomaly, wherein observing is severely
restricted), resource availability constraints (e.g. power) and operational constraints (e.g. pointing
restrictions relative to the sun, bright and earth; spacecraft roll constraints) combine to delineate possible
execution intervals for a given exposure activity. Some of these constraints can be selectively relaxed
(e.g. roll constraints can be sometimes compromised - implying less energy from the solar arrays -
provided sufficient time is subsequently spent on-roll to recharge the batteries). Execution of an exposure
also requires an ability to establish the "state" specified by observing requirements. This typically
requires the execution of sequences of auxiliary "setup" activities. The telescope may require
repositioning to point at the target (called slewing), guide stars must be acquired and locked onto by the
telescope's fine guidance sensors, the designated instrument and detectors must be brought to the
appropriate configuration state, etc. Furthermore, specified communication requirements dictate the
execution of additional communication activities. The execution of each of these supporting activities is
subject to constraints that typically differ from those of the actual exposing activity (e.g. visibility of
communication satellites, tape recorder capacity). Observations may be designated as internJptible (e.g.
if the target is occulted for soma portion of the telescope's orbit), necessitating the execution of additional
setup activities (e.g. guide star reacquisition). Setup activities can often be performed in parallel (e.g.
slewing while warming up the required instrument), and it is advantageous to do so as long as relevant
constraints (e.g. required power) can be mutually satisfied.
Thus, the HST scheduling problem is one of maximizing the amount of science viewing time while
attending as much as possible to the diverse preferences of specific observation programs and insuring
feasibility with respect to the complex set of constraints surrounding operation of the telescope and
execution of observations.
3. Implications for Constraint-Based Problem Solving
Characteristics of the HST scheduling problem, call into question some of the modeling assumptions
that were possible in the factory scheduling domain. This, in turn, has implications with respect to
providing an ability to generate and revise scheduling decisions in an opportunistic manner. This issue is
considered below.
One broad distinction that can be drawn relative to the characteristics of factory scheduling and HST
scheduling, is that factory scheduling problems are typically much less dominated by absolute temporal
constraints than is the HST scheduling problem. There are of course deadlines in factory scheduling (and
meeting them is very important), but these do not place rigid constraints on the execution of particular
production activities. The point is that there is a certain degree of robustness in any factory schedule that
is generated. Minor deviations from the schedule during its execution do not have a drastic effect on the
overall performance of the factory (e.g. whether a given activity is performed 5 minutes ahead or behind
schedule typically has little global impact).
A second distinction, owing more to the specific manufacturing domains we have addressed, concerns
the level of interaction between the setup activities that must necessarily be performed to satisfy state-
dependent constraints on production activities and HST observations respectively, and the presence or
absence of constraints on the execution of these setup activities. In the manufacturing scheduling
problems we have considered, such interactions have been minimal and setup activities themselves have
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been relatively unconstrained, allowing the prespecification and use of setup duration constraints2.
These constraint characteristics have been exploited within our factory scheduling work to facilitate use
of an opportunistic, constraint-based scheduling methodology. The OPIS factory scheduling system [17],
which exhibits this capability, operates with respect to simplified assumptions regarding the state of
resources over time, explicitly modeling only their available capacity, and assuming all other aspects of
their state to be a function of the last activity performed. Resource setup activities are implicitly modeled
as adjustments to the durations of activities that require them. These assumptions enable advance
instantiation of the possible sequences of activities required to produce the set of production units that
must be manufactured, and thus enable the scheduler to maintain an accurate characterization of current
solution constraints [10].
In the HST domain, in contrast, it is simply not possible to operate under such modeling assumptions.
The dominating presence of state-dependent constraints requires reasoning relative to an explicit model
of the actual world state and the on-line expansion of sequences of activities to satisfy observation setup
constraints. At the same time, given the overall size of the problem, such detailed reasoning can only be
feasibly approached once some commitment has been made relative to where on the time line specific
observations are to be placed. Thus, it is evident that analysis and opportunistic commitment with regard
to specific observations must take place relative to approximate models of current solution constraints,
and as such, these commitments can, at best, provide constraints on the actual decisions that must
ultimately be taken. Such commitments must be subsequently refined so as to both insure their feasibility
(i.e. that requisite activities can be accomplished in a manner consistent with the decision and the current
partial schedule) and attend, as much as is possible, to their optimality (i.e. that the final placement of all
constituent activities on the time line reflects relevant scheduling objectives). In the following section, we
define a general scheduling framework that supports such decision-making.
4. A Generallzed Schedullng Framework
In this section we introduce the general purpose framework that we are developing to solve the HST
scheduling problem. We begin by introducing the main assumptions and conceptual primitives on which
the architecture rests. First we discuss how the physical system over which the scheduler has to reason
is represented. Then we discuss how we specify to the scheduler what it should accomplish on the
physical system, both in terms of what to do and under what conditions. Finally, we describe the
architecture, outlining three modules that constitute it.
4.1. Modeling the Physical System
Every scheduling problem is defined with respect to a physical system. Classical formulations of
scheduling problems [8, 2] describe the physical system only in terms of two entities: actions and
resources. For each resource the amount of processing capacity available over time is defined. The
fundamental assumption is that when an action is executed, it consumes a fixed amount of capacity from
a single resource for the course of its duration. The evolution of such a physical system is consistent if
there is never an instant of time t at which the sum of the requests of processing capacity of each action
in-process at time _texceeds the capacity available on the resource at that time.
2Note, however, that this is certainly not true of all manufacturing environments (e.g. an automated manufacturing cell)
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The system description implied by this classical formulation is insufficient for scheduling problems, like
the HST scheduling problem, where the execution of actions depends not only on resource availability. If
we want to observe a target, for example, we need to insure that the target is visible throughout the
observing action. It is conceptually incorrect to interpret a target as a resource and visibility as a
processing capacity since it is never the case that the target loses any fraction of its visibility during an
observation. The assumption of renewability (i.e. that capacity is required only for the duration of the
action) is also problematic in many cases. For example, capacity on the on-board tape recorder is
consumed by "write" actions and is not again available until the data is read out.
Our approach to the representation of the physical system is philosophically in line with that of [4, 9, 6].
In the following we will highlight the main characteristics of the corresponding description language; its
complete description can be found in [14]o
At any point in time we can describe the state of the system with a finite number of predicates. Each
predicate represents one of the following:
• actions: these are transformations of the state of the system that have a known duration and
are explicitly initiated by the executor of the schedule;
• events: these are transformations of the state of the system with fixed duration that are
outside of the direct control of the executor of the schedule;
• stable states: these are reached after an action or an event has terminated. Their duration
can depend on the occurrence of other actions or events occurring after their start time.
Let's consider some examples drawn from the HST domain:
The predicate:
LOCKED (TargeLX)
represents a stable state. It will appear in the description of the state of the system whenever the
telescope is pointing toward Targef_X and is locked on it.
An example of an action is the predicate:
INSTRUMENT-STA TE- TRANSITION ( Wf/P c, StandBy, Operational )
which represents the warmup transition on the Wf/Pc instrument that brings it from state StandBy to
state Operational.
An example of event would be:
UNLOCKING (Target_X)
that express the fact that the telescope is losing its lock on Target_X. This event will start when the state
of the system contains a predicate indicating that HST is locked on Target_X and a predicate indicating
that Target__Xhas become not visible.
The basic temporal representation used to describe predicates associated with a temporal duration is
the time map (TM), described in [3]. To each action, event and stable state is associated a time token,
consisting of a triple <P, tst=.t,te,,_>,where P is the corresponding predicate and tst,_ and te,,dare nodes in
the time map. All the nodes in a time map (except one) designate either the start time or the end time of
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a token; the exception is the node *ref* that represents the origin of the time axis. For each node in a TM
we maintain two numbers <d_Ax, D,,=> representing respectively the maximum of the minimum distances
from *ref* and the minimum of the maximum distances of the node from *ref*. The two couples
associated with the nodes of a time token represent a generalization of a time bound as described in [10].
Time tokens are also organized along another dimension. Specific sets of predicates are associated
with specific state variables. For example, the following formulas:
LOCKED (?target)
UNLOCKED (?target)
LOCKING (?target)
SLEWING (?target_l, ?target..2)
UNLOCKING( ?target )
constitute the descriptors of all possible values of the state variable HST-polntlng-status. The basic
constraint implied by a given state variable is that only one of its possible predicates can hold at any point
in time. A state variable has a function similar to the clipping constraints described in [3].
The last thing we have to express in order to completely describe the physical system is its dynamics.
This includes explicit representations of which predicates across state variables can hold simultaneously
at any point in time, the preconditions of a predicate, etc. For example we have to express the fact that
the telescope can be locking on a target only while the target is visible. This is expressed by saying that
while the predicate LOCKED (?target) holds, the predicate VISIBLE (?target) must hold too, where the
variable ?target unifies with the same individual in both predicates. Another way to say this is that in any
description of the behavior of the system over time, the presence of a time token tk2 of type
LOCKED (Target_X) implies the presence of a time token tk2 of type VISIBLE (Target_X) that temporally
contains it; contains has the same semantics as in [1]. A complete presentation of the description
language of the system's dynamics can be found in [14].
4.2. Specification of a Scheduling Problem
The framework for describing the physics of the system presented in Section 4.1 gives us the
possibility to express more general scheduling problems than those classically considered. In general, we
can say that in order to specify a scheduling problem one has to formulate a set of scheduling goals and
a set of scheduling constraints. In the following we specify what we intend with this terminology.
A scheduling goal is a specification of whatwe want the system to do. It takes the form of a predicate
that has to hold in any solution. Generally speaking, scheduling goals include both actions to be
executed and states to be achieved. In classical formulations of the scheduling problem [2], the latter type
of goal has not been accorded full status (e.g. allowing expression of only required resource capacity).
By contrast, a solution of to the HST scheduling problem (as well as many others) requires full treatment
of both types of scheduling goals. Specification of an observation implies both the definition of actions to
be executed (e.g. taking an exposure and communicating to Earth) and the definition of sets of stable
states to be achieved (e.g. the viewing instrument and detector in operate mode, the telescope in the
Earth's shadow, etc.). The description language presented in Section 4.1 provides a general framework
for expression of both types of goals.
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The second component of a scheduling problem is a specification of a set of scheduling constraints.
An important class concerns when we want the system to reach the scheduling goals. This generally
includes specification of both relative and absolute temporal restrictions on scheduling goals. With
respect to this issue as well, classical formulations have typically imposed limiting assumptions (e.g. total
orderings over the set of operations to be performed). In the HST domain, a variety of temporal
restrictions on observations is possible, including parallel observations, partial orderings of sets of
observations, and specific observation time windows. Representation of such temporal constraints is
straightforward in the time map formalism. Figure 4-1 represents an observation of duration d that is
constrained to start after time tI and to end before time t2. Figure 4-2 represents an expose and
communicate action sequence with no intervening temporal gap.
OBSERVE
l type
tokl
ptl_ _, ,-Ant2
[tl,
*ref*
Figure 4-1: Representation of absolute temporal constraints
EXPOSE COMMUNICATE
_type ltype
tokl tok2
[o, o]
ptl pt2
,..= [d2,d2]
vw _0
pt3 pt4
Figure 4-2: Representation of relative temporal constraints
Another class of scheduling constraints relates to objectives and preferences that we would like the
system to satisfy to the extent possible. In some cases, such constraints may be defined relative to
specific temporal restrictions, for example "Execute action x as soon as possible after action y" In other
cases, they define priodty relationships among sets of scheduling goals. In the HST domain, for example,
an observation program may designate preferences with respect to the number of observations that must
be executed. The representation of such constraints has not been discussed in this paper, but we
assume use of a utility-based formulation as in [7].
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4.3. The Architecture
As in OPIS [17], the scheduler builds its schedule incrementally according to evolving characteristics of
solution constraints. This is accomplished through the iterative application of three modules: a
Sub-Problem-Selector, a Planner, and a Reserver, This process is outlined below.
The scheduler starts with a description of the expected evolution of the state of the physical system
over time and an initial scheduling problem. This information is represented by two separate TMs.
Namely:
• Scheduling Problem TM (SPTM): This is a representation of the scheduling goals and
temporal scheduling constraints that constitute the current scheduling problem.
• System's Simulation TM (SSTM): This represents a complete deterministic simulation of
the state of the system over time.
The first step of the iterative scheduling process is accomplished by the Sub-Problem Selector
module. The role of this module is to opportunistically focus the attention of the system. Minimally, this
involves selection of a sub-problem TM from the SPTM for solution relative to the full model of the
underlying physical system. The introduction of additional scheduling constraints into the selected sub-
problem TM is also possible (e.g. restricting attention to the interval between two previously achieved
goals), if further constraining of the detailed problem solving effort is deemed appropriate. Decision-
making at this level is based on analysis of the scheduling constraints associated with as yet unachieved
scheduling goals in the SPTM. To this end, we assume that the consequences of scheduling
commitments recorded in the SSTM (see below) are reflected back into the SPTM (similar to the manner
in which operation time bounds are modified by resource unavailabilities in OPIS [10]). Since the focus of
this module encompasses the entire scheduling problem, any consideration of tradeoffs relative to
achievement of scheduling objectives necessary to support subproblem formulation must necessarily
make use of approximate models of actual setup constraints (e.g. proximity of targets as a means for
approximating slewing time in the HST domain).
The sub-problem TM determined by the sub-problem selector module forms the nucleus of a third type
of TM:
• Plan TM (PTM): It represents all the possible evolutions of the system deriving from the
execution of a given set of actions that reaches the scheduling goals of a sub-problem TM
under the specified scheduling constraints
The process of augmenting the sub-problem TM to form a complete PTM is performed by a Planner
module: the complete description of the planning algorithm can be found in [14]. In synthesis, the planner
keeps a set of planning goals (PGs); a planning goal is a specification of a token that has to be present in
the PTM. Initiallythe set contains all the tokens that form the sub-problem TM. After selecting a PG from
the set, the planner will expand it beth backwards and forward. The backward expansion is analogous to
the one performed in classical linear planning systems [5]. The forward expansion is equivalent to a
forward simulation and it is performed in order to detect possible inconsistencies with the reservations
(defined below) in the current SSTM. While processing the current PG, a new PG is generated and
introduced into the set of current sub-goals if:
1. the new PG is pre-condition of the current PG;
2. the new PG is an effect of the current PG;
3. the new PG is has to hold in parallel with the current PG;
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4. the new PG corresponds to a reservation that clashes with the current PG.
The new PGs in 1, 2 and 3 are directly obtainable from the System's dynamic description mentioned in
Section 4.1. A plan is found when the set of pending PGs is empty.
The last step in the scheduling cycle is performed by the Reserver module. This selects a single start
time for each of the actions in the PTM. The corresponding evolution of the state of the system is merged
with the current SSTM, forming a new SSTM that solves the current scheduling sub-problem. The
reserver has also to mark some tokens in the new SSTM as reservations, indicating that they need to be
preserved in any further extension of the SSTM.
The scheduling cycle is repeated until either all scheduling goals in the SPTM have been achieved or it
has been determined that it is not possible to achieve those that remain.
5. Summary
In this paper, we have described a scheduling framework that extends the applicability of an
opportunistic scheduling methodology previously developed and validated in factory scheduling domains
to problem domains where solutions must satisfy complex state-dependent constraints. We examined the
characteristics of the HST observation scheduling problem, which is representative of this type of problem
domain, pointing out the dominating presence of state-dependent constraints, the inadequacy of modeling
assumptions that were possible in previous work, and the implications with respect to opportunistic
scheduling. This led to the presentation of a representation and architecture for state-based scheduling,
which we are currently developing to solve the HST observation scheduling problem. This framework
enables complete treatment of state-dependent constraints while retaining the flexibility to incrementally
construct schedules in an opportunistic manner.
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Abstract
Earlier research in job shop scheduling has demonstrated the advantages of opportunistically combining order-based
and resource-based scheduling techniques. In this paper we investigate an even more flexible approach where each
activity is considered a decision point by itself. Heuristics to opportunistically select the next decision point on which
to focus attention (i.e., variable ordering heuristics) and the next decision to be tried at this point (i.e., value ordering
heuristics) are described that probabilistically account for both activity precedence and resource requirement
interactions. Preliminary experimental results indicate that the variable ordering heuristic greatly increases search
efficiency. While least constraining value ordering heuristics have been advocated in the literature [7], our
experimental results suggest that other value ordering heuristics combined with our variable-ordering heuristic can
produce much better schedules without significantly increasing search.
I. Introduction
We are concerned with the issue of how to opportunistically focus an incremental job shop scheduler's attention on
the most critical decision points (variable ordering heuristics) and the most promising decisions at these points (value
ordering heuristics) in order to reduce search and improve the quality of the resulting schedule.
So called order-based and resource-based scheduling techniques have been at the origin of several incremental
scheduling algorithms. In an order-based approach, each order is considered a single decision point, i.e. orders are
prioritized and scheduled one by one. In a resource-based approach, resources are rated according to their projected
levels of demand. Resources are then scheduled one by one, starting with the ones that have the highest demand.
Order-based scheduling has proven to be a viable paradigm in problems where slack (i.e. temporal precedence
interactions) is the dominating factor. On the other hand, resource-based scheduling is likely to perform better in
situations where resource contention (i.e. resource requirement interactions) is critical. Neither approach is perfect.
Indeed a lot of real life scheduling problems contain a mix of critical orders and critical resources. In the past few
years it has become clear that in order to perform well in a wider class of problems, schedulers need the ability to
opportunistically switch from one approach to the other. The OPIS [15, 12, 16] scheduler was the first scheduler to
combine both approaches. OPIS uses demand thresholds to identify bottleneck resources. Typically, when a
bottleneck resource is detected, all activities requiring that resource and that have not yet been scheduled will be
scheduled. When all bottleneck resources have been scheduled, OPIS switches to order-based scheduling. While in
order scheduling mode, OPIS may detect the appearance of new bottleneck resources and switch back to its resource
scheduling mode. Even such an approach has its shortcomings as the criticalities of the activities requiring a
bottleneck resource or belonging to a critical order ,are not homogeneous, i.e. some of these activities may not be that
critical. This consideration led us to the investigation of a new scheduling framework where the decision points are
no longer entire resources or entire orders but instead where each activity is a decision point in its own right. Within
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this framework activity criticality is no longer determined via a sole bottleneck resource or via the sole order to which
it belongs. Instead measures of activity criticality account for both temporal precedence interactions (i.e., so-called
intra-order interactions [15]) and resource requirement interactions (i.e., so-called inter-order interactions). By
simultaneously accounting for both types of interactions the approach is expected to opportunistically combine
advantages of both order-based and resource-based scheduling techniques.
In this paper, we study one variable-ordering heuristic and three value-ordering heuristics for activity-based
scheduling. A preliminary set of 38 scheduling problems was used to compare the performances of these heuristics.
The experiments clearly indicate that the variable-ordering heuristic significantly reduces search. The comparison of
the value-ordering heuristics when combined with the variable ordering heuristic suggests that a least constraining
value ordering heuristic is not the only viable approach to maintain the amount of search at an acceptable level. Indeed
some other heuristics produced much better schedules without significantly increasing search.
In the next section we describe our model of the job-shop scheduling problem. The following section gives an
overview of the activity-based approach to scheduling that we are investigating, and introduces a probabilistic model
to account for both intra-order and inter-order interactions. Section 4 presents a variable-ordering heuristic based on
this probabilistic model. In section 5 we present three value-ordering heuristics: a least constraining heuristic, a
hill-climbing heuristic, and an intermediate heuristic where values are rated according to the probability that they will
remain available and that no better values will remain available. Preliminary experimental results are reported in
section 6. Section 7 discusses these results. Section 8 contains some concluding remarks.
2. The Model
Formally, we will say that we have a set of N jobs (i.e. orders) to schedule. Each job has a predefined process plan
that specifies a partial ordering among the activities (i.e. operations) to be scheduled. Each activity A k (1 < k <n) may
require one or several resources Rki (1 < i <Pk), for each of which there may be several alternatives Rh7 (1 <j <ql/)t.
We will use st k, et k, and du,_ to respectively denote Ak's start time, end time, and duration.
We view the scheduling problem as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).
The variables of the problem are the activity start times, the resources allocated to each activity, and possibly the
durations of some activities. An activity's end time is defined as the sum of its start time and duration. Each variable
has a bounded (finite or infinite) set of admissible values. For instance, the start time of an activity is always restricted
at one end by the order release date and at the other end by the order latest acceptable completion time 2 according to
the durations of the activities that precede/follow the activity in the process plan.
We differentiate between two classes of constraints: activity precedence constraints and resource capacity
constraints. The activity precedence constraints are the ones defined by the process plans. Our model [14] accounts
for all 13 of Allen's temporal constraints [1]. Capacity constraints restrict the number of reservations of a resource
over any time interval to the capacity of that resource. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume in this paper that all
resources are of unary capacity.
Additionally our model allows for preferences on activity start times and durations as well as on the resources that
activities can use. Preferences are modeled with utility functions. These functions map each variable's possible
values onto utilities ranging between 0 and 1. Preferences on activity start times and durations allow for the
tit is important to keep in mind that several activities may require the same resource. For instance if two activities A l and A 2 both require s unique
resource which has to be R1, we have Rul =Rzn =R r
aThis is not necessarily the order's due date.
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representation of organizational goals such as reducing order tardiness, or reducing work-in-process 0VIP) [3, 14].
Resource preferences are very useful to differentiate between functionally equivalent resources with different
characteristics (e.g. difference in accuracy). In this paper we will assume that the sum of the utility functions defines
a (separable) objective function to be maximized.
3. The Approach
3.1. An Activity-based Scheduler
In an activity-based approach, each activity is treated as an aggregate variable, or decision point, that comprises the
activity's start time, its resources, and possibly its duration. The schedule is built incrementally by iteratively selecting
an activity to be scheduled and a reservation for that activity (i.e. start time, resources and possibly duration). Every
time a new activity is scheduled, new constraints are added to the initial scheduling problem, and propagated. If an
inconsistency is detected during propagation, the system backtracks. The process stops either when all activities have
been successfully scheduled or when all possible alternatives have been tried without success.
The efficiency of such an incremental approach critically relies on the order in which activities are scheduled and on
the order in which possible reservations are tried for each activity. Indeed, because job-shop scheduling is NP-hard,
search for a schedule may require exponential time in the worst case. Both empirical and analytical studies of
constraint satisfaction problems reported in [6, 5, 13, 9, 10, 11, 17] indicate however that, on the average, search can
significantly be reduced if always focused on the most critical decision points and the most promising decisions at
these points. Such techniques are often referred to [2] as variable and value ordering heuristics.
In this paper we assume that critical activities are the ones whose good (overall) reservations are most likely to
become unavailable if one were to start scheduling other activities fkst. In general reservations may become
unavailable because of operation precedence constraints, because of resource capacity constraints, or because of
combinations of both types of constraints. Clearly criticality measures are probabilistie in nature, as their
computations require probabilistic assumptions on the values that will be assigned later on to each variable (i.e. the
reservations that will later on be assigned to each unscheduled activity). In the next subsection we introduce a
probabilistic framework that accounts for the interactions of start time, duration and resource preferences induced by
both activity precedence and resource capacity constraints. We will use this model throughout the remainder of the
paper to define several variable and value ordering heuristics for activity-based scheduling.
3.2. A Probabilistic Framework to Account for Constraint Interactions
In this subsection we outline 3 a probabilistic model that we will use throughout the remainder of the paper to define
several variable and value ordering heuristics for activity-based job-shop scheduling. We justify the model by its
ability to account for both intra-order and inter-order interactions and by its relatively low computational requirements.
For the sake of simplicity, the formulas presented in this paper assume fixed duration activities. Similar formulas can
be deduced when dealing with variable duration activities.
In our model a priori probability distributions are assumed for the possible start times and resources of each
unscheduled activity. These probabilities are then refined to account for the interactions induced by the problem
constraints (i.e. both intra-order and inter-order interactions). Finally the results of this propagation process are
combined to identify critical activities and promising reservations for these activities. In their simplest form the a
priori probability distributions are uniform. This amounts to assuming that, a priori, all possible reservations are
3A more detailed description can be found in [14].
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equally probable. A slighdy more sophisticated model consists in biasing the a priori distributions towards good
values as defined by the utility functions [14]. Such biased distributions are expected to account better for value
ordering heuristics that give more attention to higher utility values.
Once the a priori distributions have been built, they can be refined to account for the interactions of the problem
constraints. In our model, the propagation is performed in two steps. The probability distributions are first propagated
within each order, thereby accounting for intra-order interactions, and then across orders to account for inter-order
interactions. Accounting simultaneously for both types of interactions seems indeed very difficult as much from a
theoretical point of view as from a purely computational point of view. As a matter of fact the number of ways in
which a set of activities can interact is combinatorial in the number of these activities 4. Instead, by separately
accounting for intra-order and inter-order interactions, one greatly reduces the amount of computation to be performed.
The propagation results can always be further refined by iterating the propagation an arbitrary number of times.
Concretely, once the a priori distributions have been generated, our propagation process involves the following two
steps:
1.
a. The a priori start time probability distributions are refined to account for activity precedence
constraints. The resulting (a posteriori) probability distributions associate to the possible start
times of each activity the probability that these start times will be tried by the scheduler and will
not result in the violation of an activity precedence constraint. These a posteriori start time
distributions can be normalized to express that each activity will occur exactly once, and hence
will start exactly once.
b. For each resource requirement Rki of each activity A k, and for each resource alternative Rki i to
fulfill R,/, we compute the probabilistic demand Dta:/of A k for R,/. as a function of time rlChis
probabdlty Is obtmned using A,_ s normahzed a postenori start time distribution and the a priori
probability that A k uses R_/ to fulfill its requirement Rk/. Hence Dkij_t ) represents lhe
probabilistic contribution of A k to the demand for Rkij at time t, if activity reservations were only
checked for consistency with respect to the activity precedence constraints. Later on we will refer
to Dko.(t ) as Ak's (probabilistic) individual demand for Rjaj at time t.
2. Finally the individual demand densities of all activities are aggregated (i.e. summed at each point in
time) to reflect the probabilistic demand for each resource in function of time. The resulting aggregate
demand densities may get larger than one over some intervals of time, as the individual demand densities
from which they originate have not been checked for consistency with respect to the capacity constraints.
High demand for a resource over some time interval indicates a critical resource/time interval pair, which
requires prompt attention from the scheduler. This is the basis of the variable-ordering heuristic
presented in this paper.
More precise probabilities may be obtained by iterating the propagation process. One way to do so consists in
computing for each possible activity reservation the probability that this reservation will be available and that no better
reservation will be available. The availability probability of a reservation can be approximated by the probability that
the reservation does not violate any activity precedence constraint or capacity constraint (see section 5 for details).
These probabilities can then be combined into new a priori start time and resource probability distributions, and the
propagation process can be carried out all over again. The experimental results that we report in this paper have all
been obtained without iterating the propagation process. We are planning to perform similar experiments with
probability distributions obtained after iterating the propagation a variable number of times.
4In any realistic problem, Monte Carlo simulation would indeed require tremendous amounts of computations ff one were to simultaneously
account for all the activities and all the constraints. This is because the probability of randomly generating a schedule for all the activities that
aatisfy all aetivity precedence and resource capacity constraints is in general extremely small.
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Notations
In the remainder of the paper the following notations will be used:
• pPRlOR(stk--t) will denote the a priori probability that A k will be scheduled to start at time t,
• pPOST(stk=t) will be the a posteriori probability that A k starts at time t, i.e. after accounting for activity
precedence constraints,
• PPNOST(st_t) represents the same probability distribution after it has been normalized to express that A k
will start exactly once,
• Dko(t ) represents Ak's individual demand for Rkij at time t, and
• DaRggr(t) will denote the aggregate demand for R_/at time t.
I
4. ARR: A Variable Ordering Heuristic Based on Activity Resource Reliance
ARR, the variable ordering heuristic that we study in this paper, consists in looking for the resource/time interval
pair that is the most contended for and the activity that relies most on the possession of that resource over that time
interval. This activity is selected as the most critical one and hence is the next one to be scheduled.
The intuition behind this heuristic is the following. If activities that critically rely on the possession of highly
contended resources were not scheduled first, it is very likely that, by the time the scheduler would turn its attention to
them, the reservations that are the most appropriate for these activities would no longer be available.
The aggregate demand densities introduced in subsection 3.2 are used to identify the most demanded resource/time-
interval pair. The activity that contributes most to the demand for the resource over the time interval (i.e. the activity
with the largest individual demand for the resource over the time interval) is interpreted as the one that relies most on
the possession of that resource. Indeed the total demand of an activity A k for one of its resource requirements Rk/is
equal to Ak's duration and is distributed over the different alternatives, R_i j, for that resource, and over the different
possible times when A k can be carried out. Consequently activities with a lot of slack or several resource alternatives
tend to have fairly small individual demand densities at any moment in time. They rely less on the possession of a
resource at any moment in time than activities with less slack and/or fewer resource alternatives. This allows ARR to
account not only for inter-order interactions but also for intra-order interactions.
The advantage of this approach lies in its relative simplicity: look for the most critical resource/time-interval pair
and select the activity that relies most on it. One may however contend that this heuristic does not consider slack as an
independent component to activity criticality. Instead slack is only accounted for via resource contention. Another
possible problem with this heuristic is that it only considers resource reliance with respect to the most contended
resource. In general an activity A k may require several resources Rk/. Rigorously, Ak's criticality should therefore
account for each of these resources. It should account for the contention for each of the possible alternatives R_ for
these resources R_, and the reliance of A k on the possession of each of these alternatives Rk/j. Computation of such a
criticality measure is likely however to be more expensive.
5. Three Value Ordering Heuristics
In the experiments that we ran, we considered the following three value-ordering heuristics:
5.1. LCV: A Least Constraining Value Ordering Heuristic
Least constraining value ordering heuristics are known for being very good at reducing search [6, 2]. Similar
heuristics have also been proposed for scheduling, even when viewed as an optimization problem. [7], for instance,
suggests the use of a least constraining value ordering heuristic as a primary criterion for selecting a reservation for an
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activity. The quality of the reservations is only used as a secondary criterion when there are several least constraining
reservations to choose from. A similar heuristic is also outlined in [8]. The extremely small number of feasible
solutions to a scheduling problem compared to the total number of schedules that one can possibly generate is what
has made least constraining value ordering heuristics so attractive.
LCV is a least constraining value ordering heuristic where every reservation { {stk=t , Rtljt , Rlajz ..... R_kj_,} }, for an
activity At, is rated according to the probability RESERV-AVAIL(st_t,Rkljl,...,R_kjp, ) that it would not conflict with
another activity's reservation, if one were to first schedule all the other remaining activities. The reservation with the
largest such probability is interpreted as the least constraining one.
In our model, we express RESERV-AVAIL(stt=t,RtuI,...,R_,jp) as the product of the probability that stk=t will not
result in the violation of an activity precedence constraint and the conditional probability that each resource
Rkly,Rk2j2 ..... R_#p, will be available between t and t+dut, given that st_=t does not result in the violation of an
activity precedence constraint :
RESER V-A VAIL(st k=t ,R kljl,...,R kpkjp.)
pPOST(stk=t)
= pPRlOR(stk=t ) × I"I RESOURCE-AVAIL(Rldj, t,t+du k)
/% G {R,_4...._%_,.}
where RESOURCE-AVAIL(R/u). 't,t+dut)istheconditionalprobabilitythatRkij willbe availablebetween tand t+dut,
giventhatstk=tdoes notresultintheviolationofan activityprecedenceconstraint.
We will approximate the (conditional) probability that R_). will be available at some time x for activity A k with
Da)(t)
Daggr. " When approximating RESOURCE-AVAIL(Rki) ' t,t+dut), one has to be careful not to come up with too
R _,x)
Ig'j. , .
pesmmJstm an estimate.Indeeditistemptingtoassume thatthe(conditional)probabilitythatRk# willbe availablefor
At between t and t+duk isgiven by the productof o_>.(x)
over allpossiblestarttimes x between t and t+duk.Daggr .
Rk_i (x)
Depending on whether time is discrete or not, this product would be finite or infinite. In either case the approximation
would be too pessimistic. Indeed this would be tantamount to supposing that the activities that contribute to DaRS.gr(x)
have infinitely small durauons, _e that these acttvmes can osmbl r utre R
• '. • " " ' p " y eq " taj at time x without requiring it at _-Sx
or x+_. Instead, in order to account for the duration of these activities, we will assume that each resource Rkij is
subdivided into a sequence of buckets of duration AVG(du), where AVG(du) is the average duration of the activities
competing for Rti j. Consequently RESOURCE-AVAIL(R_.j,t,t+dut) is given by the probability that A t can secure a
number of buckets equal to its duration, i.e.:
du k
RESOURCE-A VAIL(R tij, t, t+duk ) = {A VG( D _j( _ ) }AVG(-'-_)
Dj,ij(x)
where AVG( D!i(: ) )is simply the average of_ taken between/and t+du e
_aggr .- _aggr .
UR_y (z) URkij ix)
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5.2. HC: A Hill-Climbing Value Ordering Heuristic
The second value ordering heuristic that we tested simply consists in ranking an activity's possible reservations
according to their utilities, i.e. preferences. Reservations with the highest preferences are the first ones to be tried.
5.3. INT: An Intermediate Value Ordering Heuristic
Our third value ordering heuristic combines features from the previous two. Each reservation is rated according to
the probability that it would be available and that no better reservation would be available, if one were to first schedule
all the other remaining activities.
6. Preliminary Experimental Results
A testbed was implemented that allows for experimentation with a variety of variable and value ordering heuristics
based on the probabilistic framework described in subsection 3.2. The system is implemented in Knowledge Craft
running on top of Common Lisp, and can be run either on a MICROVAX 3200 or on a VAX 8800 under VMS.
We performed some preliminary experiments to evaluate the four heuristics presented in this paper. These
experiments were run on a set of 38 scheduling problems, involving between 3 and 5 orders and a total number of
activities ranging between 10 and 20. The problems involved 3 or 4 resources. They involved only activities with a
unique resource requirement (Rkl), for which there wereone or several alternatives (Rklj). Problems with both equally
preferred and non equally preferred resource alternatives were included. The scheduling problems were built to reflect
a variety of demand profiles: localized bottlenecks at the beginning, middle, and end of the problem span, global
bottlenecks spanning the whole duration of the scheduling problems, and auxiliary bottlenecks were all included.
Three different types of start time utility functions were allowed: all start times (between the earliest and latest start
times) are equally preferred, late start times are preferred, and triangular start utility functions with a peak
corresponding to the due date (minus the duration of the activity). Triangular utility functions were only assigned to
the last activities of some orders. Time was discretized and a granularity equal to the third of the smallest activity
duration was used. A discrete version of the formulas presented in this paper was used to compute the necessary
probability distributions. The probabilities were computed using biased a priori probability distributions obtained by
normalizing the utility functions over the domain of possible values of each variable. The granularity of the time
intervals used for the ARR variable ordering heuristic varied from one resource to the other and was selected to be
equal to the duration of the shortest activity requiring the resource.
Preliminary Experimental Results
RAND RAND ARR ARR ARR
&HC &LCV &HC &LCV &INT
Search < 0.47 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00
Efficiency (> 0.27) (0.00) (0.05) (0.00) (0.00)
Schedule not 0.52 0.68 0.54 0.64
Value available (0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05)
Figure 6-1: Average search efficiencies and schedule values for 5 combinations
of variable and value ordering heuristics run on a preliminary set of
38 scheduling problems. The standard deviations appear between parentheses.
The experiments were measured along two dimensions: search efficiency (i.e. number of operations to schedule over
number of search states generated) and global utility of the solution as defined by a normalized objective function.
The normalized objective functions were built so that the best possible schedules that could be built without checking
for constraint violation would have a global value of 1. There was no guarantee however that a feasible schedule with
global value of 1 could be built. In the ideal case the search would be performed without backtracking, and the
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numberof searchstatesgeneratedwouldbeequaltothenumberofactivitiesto schedule(i.e.efficiencyof 1).The
qualityof theschedulesismoredifficultoassertasthevalueof theobjectivefunctionfortheoptimalschedulevaried
fromoneproblemtotheotherandwasinmostcasesmallerthan1. Forthisreasonthevaluesof theschedulesshould
notbeviewedasabsolutemeasures.Insteadtheyshouldonlybeusedtocomparetherelativeperformancesof the
combinationsofheuristicsthatwetried.
ThetableinFigure6-1reportstheaveragesearchefficienciesandschedulevaluesobtainedwith five combinations
of variable and value ordering heuristics (for a total of 190 experiments). Standard deviations are provided between
parentheses. RAND denotes a random variable ordering heuristic, where the next activity to be scheduled is selected
at random from the remaining unscheduled activities. Search was stopped when it would require more than 50 search
states. For RAND&HC, this cutoff rule had to be used in 12 of the 38 experiments. It did not have to be used for any
of the other heuristics. The average search efficiency of RAND&HC is therefore even worse than 0.47. Because search
did not terminate in almost a third of the runs with RAND&HC, no good estimate of the value of the schedules
produced by this heuristic could be obtained.
7. Discussion
The results reported in Figure 6-1 clearly indicate the importance of a good variable ordering heuristic to increase
search efficiency (e.g. ARR&HC vs. RAND&HC). They also indicate that a least constraining value ordering heuristic
can make up for a poor variable ordering heuristic (e.g. RAND&HC vs. RAND&LCV and RAND&LCV vs.
ARR&LCV). In the examples that we ran the ARR variable ordering heuristic and the LCV value ordering heuristics
both contributed to limit search. The quality of the schedules produced by LCV is however very poor when compared
to the other two value ordering heuristics (ARR&HC or ARR&INT vs. ARR&LCV). In particular ARR&INT
performed as well as ARR&LCV as far as the efficiency of the search is concerned (neither of them had to backtrack
in any of the 38 examples) but produced much better schedules. Even a simple value ordering heuristic like HC
resulted in very little amount of backtracking when coupled with our variable ordering heuristic (see ARR&HC).
Overall HC produced the best schedules although it required more search than INT and LCV, when coupled with
ARR. There seems therefore to be a tradeoff between the amount of search performed and the quality of the resulting
solution. If little time is available to come up with a solution the most promising values may be the least constraining
ones as they are the least likely to result in backtracking. On the other hand, when there is more time available, one
may consider looking at riskier values if they are likely to produce better solutions. A value ordering heuristic could
accordingly be designed that accounts for the time available to find a schedule.
8. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have investigated an activity-based approach to scheduling. Because of its greater flexibility, such
an approach is expected to allow for the construction of better schedules than approaches using order-based or
resource-based scheduling or even combinations of the two. The price to pay for this flexibility is the potential
overhead involved in the selection of the next decision point on which to focus attention. While order-based and
resource-based scheduling typically require only the computation of criticality measures for each order or resource in
the system, an activity-based scheduling approach may potentially require the computation of similar measures for
each of the activities to be scheduled. In the simplest scenario, these measures need moreover to be recomputed every
time a new activity has been scheduled. It is therefore important that the computation of these measures can be
performed at a relatively cheap computational cost. One may also consider scenarios where several activities are
scheduled before new criticality measures are computed.
We have presented a probabilistic framework that successively accounts for both intra-order and inter-order
interactions. Although such a two-step propagation involves a slight loss of precision in the way it accounts for
interactions, it has the advantage of having a relatively low computational cost [14]. More accurate probability
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distributions may always be obtained by iterating the propagation process. Our probabilistic framework allows for the
definition of a variety of variable and value ordering heuristics. In this paper, we have studied a simple variable-
ordering heuristic, ARR, that looks for the most contended resource/time interval pair and the activity that relies the
most on the possession of that resource/time interval pair. Preliminary experiments with the heuristic indicate that it
greatly contributes to increasing search efficiency. Additionally our experiments with three value ordering heuristics
seem to indicate that least constraining value odering heuristics such as the one advocated in [7] may not be the only
viable way to maintain search at an acceptable level. Instead, in our experiments, other value ordering heuristics,
when coupled with our variable ordering heuristic, produced much better schedules without significantly increasing
search.
Our variable ordering heuristic is not perfect. For instance it measures activity criticality only with respect to one
resource (the most contended resource/time interval pair). While the heuristic performed well in problems where each
activity requires only one resource (for which there may or may not be alternatives), it may not be as effective for
activities requiring several resources. We are currently looking at other variable ordering and value ordering
heuristics. We are also pursuing our experiments with the heuristics presented in this paper. In particular we still have
to study the behavior of these heuristics on larger scheduling problems (i.e. more than 100 activities).
Our long term interest is in the identification of a set of (texture) measures characterizing the search space, that can
be used to both structure and guide search in that space. Measures of variable criticality (variable ordering heuristics)
and estimates of value goodness (value ordering heuristics) are examples of such measures [4].
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1. INTRODUCTION
In our present technological society, there is a major need to build machines that would execute intelligent
tasks operating in uncertain environments with minimum interaction with a human operator. Although some
designers have built smart robots, utilizing heuristic ideas, there is no systematic approach to design such
machines in an engineering manner.
Recently, cross-disciplinary research from the fields of computers, systems, AI and information the-
ory has served to set the foundations of the emerging area of the Design of Intelligent Machines (Saridk,
Stephanou 1977).
Since 1977 Saridis has been developing a novel approach, defined as Hierarchical Intelligent Control,
designed to organise, coordinate and execute anthropomorphic tasks by a machine with minimum interaction
with a human operator. This approach utilises analytical (probabilistic) models to describe and control the
various functions of the Intelligent Machine structured by the intuitively defined principle of Increasing
Precision with Decreasing Intelligence (IPDI) (Saridis 1979).
This principle, even though resembles the managerial structure of organisational systems (Levis 1988),
has been derived on an analytic basis by Saridis (1988). The impact of this work is in the enlineerin_[
design of intelligent robots, since it provides analytic techniques for universal production (blueprints) of
such machines.
The purpose of the paper is to derive analytically a Boltsmann machine suitable for optimal connection
of nodes in a neural net (Fahlman, Hinton, Sejnowski, 1985). Then this machine will serve to search for the
optimal design of the Organisation level of an Intelligent Machine.
In order to accomplish this, some mathematical theory of the intelligent machines will be first outlined.
Then some definitions of the variables associated with the principle, like machine intelligence, machine knowl-
edge, and precision will be made (Saridls, Valavanis 1988). Then a procedure to establish the Boltzmann
machine on an analytic basis will be presented and illustrated by an example in designing the organisation
level of an Intelligent Machine. A new search technique, the Modified Genetic Algorithm, is presented and
proved to converge to the minimum of a cost function. Finally, simulations will show the effectiveness of a
variety of search techniques for the Intelligent Machine.
2. THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF INTELLIGENT CONTROLS
In order to design intelligent machines that require for their operation control system with intelligent
functions such as simultaneous utilization of a memory, learning, or multilevel decision making in response
to "fuzzf' or qualitative commands, Intelli[ent Controls have been developed by Saridis (1977, 1983). They
utilise the results of cognitive systems research effectively with various mathematical programming control
techniques (Birk & Kelley, 1981).
The theory of Intelligent Control systems, proposed by Saridis (1979) combines the powerful high-level
decision making of the digital computer with advanced mathematical modeling and synthesis techniques of
system theory with linguistic methods of dealing with imprecise or incomplete information. This produces
a unified approach suitable for the engineering needs of the future. The theory may be thought of as the
result of the intersection of the three major disciplines of Artificial Intelligence, Operations Research, and
C0_trol Theory. This research is aimed to establish Intelligent Controls as an engineering discipline, and it
plays a central role in the design of Intelligent Autonomous Systems.
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Intelligent control can be considered as a fusion between the mathematical and linguistic methods and
algorithms applied to systems and processes. In order to solve the modern technological problems that
require control systems with intelligent functions such as simultaneous utilisation of a memory, learning,
or multilevel decision making in response to "fnssy m or qualitative commands. Intelligent Control is the
process of implementation of an Intelligent Machine and would require a combination of _machine intelligent
functions s for task organisation purposes with system theoretic methods for their execution.
The control intelligence is hierarchically distributed according to the Princinle of
Increasin_ Precision with Decreasinf Intelli_en.r_ (IPDI), evident in all hierarchical management systems.
They are composed of three basic levels of controls even though each level may contain more than one layer
of tree-structured functions (Figure I):
1. The organization level.
2. The coordination level.
3. The execution level.
The Organisation Level is intended to perform such operations as planning and high level decision
making from ]onf term memoriee. It may require high level information processing such as the knowledge
based systems encountered in Artificial Intelligence. These require large quantities of knowledge processing
but require little or no precision.
The functions involved in the upper levels of an intelligent machine are imitating functions of human
behavior and may be treated as elements of knowledge-based svstew_. Actually, the activities of planning,
decision making, learning, data storage and retrieval, task coordination, etc. may be thought of as knowledge
handling and management. Therefore, the flow of knowledge in an intelligent machine may be considered as
the key variable of such a system.
in an intelligent machine's organisation level represents respectively:
1. Data Handling and Management.
2. Planning and Decision performed by the central processing units.
3. Sensing and Data Acquisition obtained through peripheral devices.
4. Formal Languages which define the software.
Subjective probabilistic models or fussy sets are assigned to the individual functions. Thus, their
entrovicj may be evaluated for every task executed. This provides an analytical measure of the total activity.
Artificial Intelligence methods also applicable for the processing of knowledge and knowledge rates of
the organization level of an intelligent machine have been developed by Meystel (1985) and his colleagues.
The Coordination Leve] is an intermediate structure serving as an interface between the organisation
and execution level.
It is involved with coordination, decision making and learning on a short term memory, e.g., a buffer.
It may utilise I/n_uistic decision schem*_,, with learning capabilities defined in Saridis and Graham (1984),
and assign subjective probabilities for each action. The respective entropies may be obtained directly from
these subjective probabilities.
The Execution Level executes the appropriate control functions. Its performance measure can also be
expressed as an entropy, thus unifying the functions of an "intelligent machine s .
Optimal control theory utilises a non-negative functional of the states of a system in the states space,
and a specific control from the set of all admissible controls,to define the performance measure for some
initial conditions (z(t), t), representing a generalked energy function. Minimization of the energy functional
yields the desired control law for the system.
For an appropriate density function p(z, t,(z, t), t) satkfying Jaynee' Maximum entropy principle (1957),
it was shown by Saridis (1988) that the entropy H(u) for a particular control action u(z, t) is equivalent to
the expected energy or cost functional of the system. Therefore, minimisation of the entropy H(u) yields
the optimal control law of the systems.
This statement establishes equivalent measures between information theoretic and optimal control prob-
lems and unifies both information and feedback control theories with a common measure of performance.
Entropy satisfies the additive property, and any system composed of a combination of such subsystems can
be optimised by minimising its total entropy. Information theoretic methods based on entropy may apply
(Conant 1976).
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Since all levels of a hierarchical intelligent control can be measured by entropies and their rates, then
the optimal operation of an "intelligent machine" can be obtained through the solution of mathematical
programming problems.
The various aspects of the theory of hierarchically intelligent controls may be summarised as follows:
The theory of intelli_ent machines may be vostulated as the mathematical vrob]em of findinf the
right seauence of decisions and controls for a system structured according to the principle of
increasin_ vrecision with decreasin_ intelligence !constraint) such that it minimises i_ _Q_I
The above analytic formulation of the "intelligent machine problem" as a hierarchically intelligent control
problem is based on the use of entropy as a measure of performance at all the levels of the hierarchy. It
has many we]vantages because of the tree-like structure of the decision making process, and brings together
functions that belong to a variety of disciplines.
8. KNOWLEDGE FLOW AND THE PRINCIPLE OF IPDI
The concept of entropy used in this paper may be generalized if one introduces theory of evidence for
the cases that Intelligent Machines are endowed with judgment, a very human property.
The general concepts of Intelligent Control Systems are the fundamental notions of Machine Intelligence,
Machine Knowledge, its Rate and Precision. The definitions useful in order to derive the principle of IPDI
are presented in (Saridis, Moed 1988).
Analytically, the relations may be summarized as follows:
Knowledge (K) representing a type of information may be represented as
It was intuitively thought
lowing relation which may
Decreasin[ Intelligence
K = -= -l.p(K)= (Enerv) (1)
where p(K) is the probability density of Knowledge.
From equation (1) the probability density function p(K) satisfies the following expression in agreement
with Jaynes' principle of Maximum Entropy (1957):
p(K) = e-'-K; = z./x e-Kdx (2)
The Rate of Knowledge R which is the main variable of an intelligent machine with discrete states is
K ----(Power)
(Saridis 1983), that the Rate of Knowledge must satisfy the fol-
be thought of expressing the principle of Increasine Precision with
(MI): (DB) (R) (3)
A special case with obvious interpretation is, when R is fixed, machine intelligence is largest for a smaller
data base e.g. complexity of the process. This is in agreement with Vamos' theory of Metalanguages (1986).
It is interesting to notice the resemblance of this entropy formulation of the Intelligent Control Problem
with the e-entropy formulation of the metric theory of complexity originated by Kolomogorov (1956) and
applied to system theory by Zames (1979). Both methods imply that an increase in Knowledge (feedback)
reduces the amount of entropy (e-entropy) which measures the uncertainty involved with the system.
An analytic formulation of the above principle has been derived from simple probabilistic relation among
the Rate of Knowledge, Machine Intelligence and the Data Base of Knowledge. The entropies of the various
functions come naturally into the picture as a measure of their activities.
4. THE DESIGN OF THE ORGANIZATION LEVEL OF AN INTELLIGENT MACHINE
AS A BOLTZMANN MACHINE
In the current literature of parallel architectures for Machine Intelligence, the Boltsmann machine
represents a powerful, neural network based architecture that allows efficient searches to optimally obtain
the combination of certain hypotheses of input data and constraints (Fahlman, Hinton, Sejnowski 1985).
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The Boltsmann architecture may be interpreted as the machine that searches for the optimal inter-
connection of severed nodes (neurons) representing different primitive events in order to produce a string
defining an optimal task. Such a device may prove extremely useful for the design of the Organization Level
of an Intelligent Machine (Saridis, Va_vanis 1988) (Figure 2).
We associate the state of each node with a binary random variable z_ -- {0, I}, with a priori probabilities
p(zl = I) -- p_ , p(z_ = 0) = I - p/, where 1 represents the firing of neuron i, and 0 indicates neuron
idle. The state vector of the network, X -- (zl, z2,..., z_,..., Zn) is an ordered set of 0's and l's describing
the state of the machine in terms of firing/idle nodes, for an n node machine. The neurons of the machine
can be visible, or hidden (Hinton, Sejnowksi 1986). It is possible to extract the string of primitive events
representing the optimal task by examining the state vector of the visible nodes in the network in steady
state response to a given input.
The standard formulation of the Boltsmann machine uses Energy as a cost function which is minimized
to find the optimal state of the machine. However, in (1) we defined knowledge as a form of Energy. This is
not the function to be minimised in the Intelligent Machine. Instead, we will be minimizing the Energy of
Flow of Knowledge (F), which is the amount of knowledge which must Aow through the machine in order to
accomplish a particular task. This is found by:
F= R,T (4)
where T is the total time of knowledge flow. By minimising F, the Intelligent Machine reduces the
amount of Energy required to make a decision.
5. ENTROPY AS A MEASURE OF UNCERTAINTY
Entropy is used as a measure of uncertainty in the intelligent machine. The entropy manifests itself in
the interaction and interconnection of nodes in the network. We can define energy of flow of knowledge into
node i by:
1
-
(s)
J
and the probability the machine is in a state where Energy = Fi by:
P(F,) = e _ (6)
where:
w_j is the interconnection weight between nodes i and ]
w, =0
o_ is a probability normalizing factor which insures .5 __ P(FI) <_ 1
Unlike the Boltsmann machine, this formulation does not remove o_ when _ = 0. Instead, the machine
operates from a base entropy level which it tries to reduce.
By bounding P(F_) by 0.5, we find that the entropy of being in a state where Energy = Fi increases as
Fi increases. In other words, as the Energy increases, the uncertainty increases as well.
The Entropy of Knowledge Flow in the machine can be formulated as:
H(F) = - E P(F_)In(P(F_))
Therefore:
H(F) = E(_, 1
- 2 . w_-z_zj.)e i
3
6. SEARCH TECHNIQUES FOR THE INTELLIGENT MACHINE
Three random search techniques are compared here which may be used to find the minimum entropy in
the Organization Level of an intelligent machine. By examining the active visible neurons in the minimum
entropy state of the network, one can determine the sequence of primitive events which produce a string
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defining an optima] task for an intelligent machine. The techniques presented here a]Iow escape from local
entropy minima, which lead to incorrect task decisions, by randomly selecting states while searching for the
globa] entropy minimum.
6.1 A Genetic Algorithm Search Technique
A technique which minimises a system cost funciton is the Genetic Algorithm (Holland 1975). In
contrast to other random search techniques, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) maintains a population of points
in the space while searching for the optimum.
Here we present a modified GA which will converge in probability to the minimum cost. The standard
GA has been changed by inserting spacer steps of an algorithm which is known to converge in probability,
Expanding Subinterval Random Search.
Spacer steps are defined as follows: Suppose B is an a]gorithm which together with a descent function
Z and solution set T converges in probability. We can define an algorithm O by O(z) = {y : Z _ Z(z)}. In
other words, C applied to z can give any point so long as it does not increase the value of Z, the current
cost. B represents the spacer step, and the complex process between spacer steps is O. Thus, the overall
process amounts to repeated applications of the composite algorithm CB. CB will converge in probability
if B is repeated infinitely often and C does not increase the va]ue of the current cost (Luenberger I984).
We introduce the concept of "immigration" to imbed ESRS into GA. Infinitely often, we insert a
randomly generated point into the GA search which forms the spacer step. The frequency of insertion is
called the "immigration rate." By changing the "immigration rate," the algorithm adjusts its focus from
global to local searches. This rate may be fixed dependent on the complexity of the search space, or may
vary while the search is in progress. A high "immigration rate" will force random search. A low rate will
cause the CA. Parallels can be drawn to Simulated Annealing which starts as a near random search, and
eventually becomes gradient descent. For the modified GA, the "immigration rate" is analogous to thermal
energy in Simulated Annealing. The modified algorithm described in detail below converges in probability
to the minimum cost.
6.1.1 Standard Genetic Algorithm
In genera], each point in the space is represented by a binary string and has an associated cost dictated
by the system cost function for that point. Since the makeup of the population is changed each itera£ion
to emphasise members (points) which minimise the cost function, a near-uniform population will develop
corresponding to a local minima in the cost function.
The following notation is used:
p_
p,=
lel =
A=
A(m) =
3K=
s_=
Jmsx =
population of members (points)
new population of members
number of members in P
kth member of the population P
ruth bit of Pk
Cost of Pk
probsbil/ty of member k being selected from current population
max cost of any possible string in P
n = length of Pk in bits
Each iteration of the search algorithm proceeds as follows:
Repeat:
1.
2.
Compute J_, VPkeP
y,
Let J_ = Jm_x -- Jk,Vk. Compute Sh = _J_,Vk.
i
Repeat:
3.1 Randomly select Py, Pk from P based on Sy, Sk.
3.2 Randomly generate an index i between 1..n. Exchange the right string halves
Py, P_(i.e.,P_(i..n) = Pk(i..n) and P_(i..n) = Py(i..n)). This is called "crossover" or "mating."
of
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3.3 Place P_i, _ in F. Return Pi, Pk to P
untu IFi = iPi.
4. Set P=P _
until PkeP and Pk has minimum cost.
In an attempt to prevent population convergence on a local minima ('premature convergence'), a
"mutation" operator is added to the system. With a new generation of the population, each bit of every
member has a small probability of inverting. The inversion adds diversity to the population and promotes
search in previously unexplored regions of the space in an attempt to find the global cost minimum.
Particular aspects of this algorithm make it a powerful search tool. The "crossover" mechanism forces
search on an n-dimensional hypercube by dkcovering and promoting particular substrings (called "building
blocks') which perform well. These "building blocks" combine to discover the topology of the search space,
which may not be known initially. Since the algorithm uses a population of points, many planes of the
hypercube can be searched at once, leading to "implicit parallelism." Further, since members within a
population are independent, a new population may be formed by "matlng" in parallel. Steps 3.1-3.3 can be
blocked together and generate two new members in parallel with other "mating _' blocks. These features as
well as others are described in depth in (Goldberg 1989). Applications of this algorithm are presented in
(De Jong 1975, Grefeustette et al 1985, Davis and Coombs, 1987).
Heuristic algorithms within GA have been developed to avoid convergence at local minima (Maldin
1984, Suh and Van Gucht 1987). The "SIGH" system (Ackley 1987) uses active and passive subpopulations
to escape local minima. When particular members of the population are performing poorly, they become
passive until the active subpopulation converges. If this convergence is premature, the passive members are
activated, bringing diversity and new structure to the search.
6.1.2 Modified Genetic Algorithm
Unfortunately, many of the heuristically driven GA searches perform well for a small set of functions,
and prematurely converge for functions outside that set. However, it can be shown that under certain
conditions, the GA will converge in probability to the global minimum of the cost function.
The conditions are as follows:
1. Instead of (or in addition to) the "mutation" operator, an "immigration" operator is used. Introduce a
randomly generated member P_ to P* every M populations for some integer _f > 0.
2. If PkeP and VP_eP, Pk >- P_ then PkeP _.
Step 1 inbeds ESRS into the GA, where ESRS is algorithm B as described by (Luenberger 1984) and
stated above. Step 2 insures (7(z) = (y: Z(y) _ Z(=)) where C is the GA algorithm. Therefore, CB, the
modified GA, converges in probability to the cost minimum.
As one can see, these conditions do not bind the algorithm severely. The "immigration" rate (immigra.
tions/population), l/M, is related to the "mutation" rate (mutations/bit) as follows:
1/M -- (mutations/bit) * (members/population)
In fact, the "immigration" of new members may be probabiEstic, with probability 1/M.
6.2 Simulated Annealing
One random search technique commonly used to find the global minimum cost in a Boltsmann Machine
is Simulated Annealing. This technique simulates the annealing process of metal by probabilktically allowing
uphill steps in a state-dependent cost function while 5nding the global cost minimum, or ground state. The
algorithm allows control of the search randomness by a user specified parameter, T. In true metal annealing,
this cost function is the Energy of the system, E, and T is the annealing temperature (Kirkpatrick etal.
1983). This method can easily be adapted for finding the minimum entropy of the Organisation Level of an
intelligent machine.
Given a small random change in the system state X_ = (zz, z2,...,z,)to X_ and the resulting
entropy change, _H, if AH <_ O, the change is accepted. If AH > 0, the probability that the new state is
accepted is:
p(x,+x = x') =  -Ax/K.T (16)
where KB is the Bdtsmann Constant and T is a user set parameter. By reducing T along a schedule, called
the annealing schedule, the system should settle into a near-ground state as T approaches 0.
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Another method for simulated annealing is dkcuased in (Hinton, Sejnowski 1986). Using this method,
if the entropy change between X_ and X_ is AH, then regardless of the previous state, accept state Xl with
probability: 1
p(x,+l = x') = 1+ s- s/T (17)
Since an intelligent machine consists of a set of binary states, it should be noted that in both of the above
methods, X_ is Hamming distance 1 from X_ (Kant etal. 1985).
The process of simulated annealing escapes local minima through its probabilktic random search, and
probabilistically converges to the global cost minimum under certain conditions (Geman. Geman 1984).
The next technique, Expanding Subinterval Random Search, probabilistically guarantees convergence within
a 6 neighborhood to the global minimum of a specified cost function.
6.$ Expanding Subinterval Random Search
A third technique for finding the global minimum value for a cost function for a dynamic system is
Expanding Subinterval Random Search as described in (Saridis 1976). Using entropy as the cost function
and given a state X_, one may define the following random search algorithm for an appropriately selected p:
{ X_ if H(X_) - H(X_) <_ 21JX_+I = X_ if (X_)- (X_) > 21_
(18)
where H(Y) is the entropy induced by state Y -- (yl,Y2,... ,Yn) and X_ is a randomly selected state vector
generated from a prespecified independent and identically distributed density function, defined by (5).
It is shown that:
lim Prob [H(Xn) - H*..ln < 6] -- 1 (19)
N-._ O0
where Hmi a is the global minimum entropy of the network. The existence of Hmi n is proven in the cited
work.
This method can be used on-line to find the global minimum entropy in the Organisation Level of an
intelligent machine.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
7.1 Simulation of Search Techniques
A net was created which recognised strings of 15 bit binary numbers. The net was formulated using the
standard Energy methods found in (Hinton, Sejnowski 1986). Energy was used instead of Entropy in these
simulations for two reasons. First, to compare the results of this simulation to the results of simulations by
other researchers, a standard measure had to be used. Second, the method for creating regions of attraction
in an Entropy based net is still being investigated.
The net had three Energy minima, corresponding to states (001010100100100, 110110110001101,
001111101100010). The respective Energy for these three states were (0.8, 0.6, 1.0). Each simulation
technique attempts to find the global Energy minimum of the net, which was 0.6. The cases presented here
show best and worst performance of each technique over 10 trials. Other cases which varied the depth and
width of the Energy wells are presented in (Saridis and Moed, 1988). For this experiment, the wells were
narrow.
The modified Genetic Algorithm was performed as presented in Section 6.1. The population was
set at 20 members. Each member was 15 bits long, so the number of bits in each population was 300. The
_immigration rate I was set to 0.5 which corresponds to a mutation rate of 0.025.
Simulated Annealing was performed using the acceptance criteria in (17). The system was cooled in
accordance with: Tl(t) 1
To log(lO + t)
where Tl(t) = temperature at time t
To = initial temperature.
The net state changed in Hamming distance 1 increments.
Expanding Subinterval Random Search (Saridis 1976) was slightly modified to reinforce the prob-
abilistic selection of node states which reduced the Energy in the net. The probability of a node being active
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was initially 0.5. When the Energy was reduced during search, the probability of the node being reactivated
became
if the node was active, or
P(=_ = 1) = P(z, = 1) + [1.0 - P(z_ = 1)] * 0.1
P(z_ = 1) = P(xi = 1)- P(zi = 1).0.1
if the node was inactive.
Figures 3--8 present the best and worst performance of each algorithm over 10 trials. Modified GA
found the minimum Energy string between the 20th and 180th population. Since there were 20 strings per
population, this indicates that between 400 and 3600 points had to be generated. The bast performance
by Simulated Annealing required over 5500 iterations. The worst performance did not conver_ in 12000
iterations (the most attempted). As a guideline, the best performance of the random search ESRS was
slightly over 2000 iterations. The worst performance did not converge in 12000 iterations. The results of
these limited experiments force a closer examination of the Modified Genetic Algorithm as a search technique
for minimising the Energy in a Boltsmann machine.
8. CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical theory for intelligent machines was proposed and traced back to its origins. The
methodology was developed to formulate the "intelligent machine', of which an intelligent robot system is a
typical example, as a mathematical programming problem as using the aggregated entropy of the system as
its performance measure. The levele of the machine structured according to the Principle of Inereulng
Precision with Decreasing Intelligence can adapt performance measures easily expressed as entropies.
This work establishes an analytic formulation of the Principle, provides entropy measures for the account of
the underlying activities, and integrates it with the main theory of "Intelligent Machines'. Optima] solutions
of the problem of the "intelligent machine" can be obtained by minimising the overs]] entropy of the system.
This formulation was proven to be applicable to the derivation and design of parallel architectures for
Machine Intelligence. The Boltsmann machine was analytically derived from the definitions of knowledge
flow and Jaynes _principle of maximum entropy. The Modified Genetic Algorithm was presented as a search
technique which converged in probability to the minimum of a specified cost function. Three techniques,
the Modified Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, and Expanding Subinterval Random Search were
described as methods to find the global minimum Energy of a Boltsmann Machine. Simulations using these
search techniques were conducted, and results indicate that the modified Genetic Algorithm may be an
efficient method to find the minimum Energy.
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GRASP PLANNING UNDER UNCERTAINTY
A.M.Erkmen and H.E.Stephanou
School of Information Technology and Engineering
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Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Abstract
This paper deals with the planning of dexterous grasps for multitrmgered robot hands operating in
uncertain environments. We first describe a sensor-based approach to the planning of a reach path
prior to grasping. We then develop an on-line, joint space finger path planning algorithm for the enclose
phase of grasping. The algorithm minimizes the impact momentum of the hand. It uses a Preshape
Jacobian matrix to map task-level hand preshape requirements into kinematic constraints. A master
slave scheme avoids inter-finger collisions and reduces the dimensionality of the planning problem.
1 INTRODUCTION
The work described in this paper is motivated by applications that involve dexterous manipulation by
autonomous or teleoperated robots in unstructured, uncertain environments. Examples may include
equipment maintenance and repair operations in space, under the sea, in a nuclear power plant, or in
a chemically contaminated area.
Robot manipulators have traditionally used a gripper (capable of opening and closing motions) attached
to their wrist to achieve a rather modest level of mechanical dexterity. This has been adequate for
simple manufacturing applications in which the environment may be conveniently structured. The need
for a higher level of dexterity, more versatility and more adaptability in end-effectors has become
increasingly apparent as the application of automation has grown into areas where the environment is
unstructured, and tasks have become more complex. Multifingered hands hold a great deal of promise
because of their ability to impart precise localized forces and velocities to objects, and because of their
ability to provide stable grasps. Unfortunately, complications arise, as finger coordination, finger tra-
jectory planning, and task planning are not well defined for multifingered hands.
The motion of a robot hand is subdivided into five phases [7]: (i) the reach phase during which the
hand moves to the vicinity of some object, (ii) the preshape phase defines an approach volume between
the fingers, (iii) the enclose phase until the object reaches the focus of the approach volume, (iv) the
grip phase during which fingers apply forces to the object, (iv) the manipulation phase deals with the
transfer of the available degrees of freedom to the object.
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Our overall objective is to derive intelligent control algorithms for multifingered robot hands in
unstructured environments. An outline of our overall approach to grasp planning is outlined in this
section. Section two deals with more specific issues related to planning the reach path, while sections
three and four focus on the derivation of a minimum momentum approach to finger path planning
during the enclose motion of a preshaped hand.
Reach phase
Our main emphasis here is on the development of active sensing strategies. We have developed an
evidential classifier [12] based on the concept of prototypes for the recognition of graspable objects from
incomplete evidence. Prototypical objects and their possible interpretations are stored in a knowledge
base during the off-line training stage. The output of the classifier is in the form of belief functions,
and must therefore be disambiguated prior to grasping. A disambiguation scheme that minimizes the
entropy [13] of the interpretation is discussed in section two of this paper.
Sensory data are first gathered off-line, and processed by the evidential classifier to determine a set of
candidate reachable objects, or targets [15]. Targets are modeled as attractors in state space. Similarly,
several sets of obstacles are identified, and also represented repellers. Each set of targets and repellers
is assigned a weight corresponding to their entropy. These sets are used for the local (i.e. around the
current position) planning of the reach path. During the execution of the planned motion, additional
sensory data are gathered. This is done by using a Newton iteration method (discussed in section 3)
that guides the hand closer to targets and obstacles with higher entropy. As additional and/or more
refined data are acquired, the classification of targets and obstacles is updated on-line.
Preshape phase
The purpose of this phase is to preshape the hand into a configuration suitable for the anticipated
action. Our work here is focused on a new theory ofprehensibility [10] in which a topological model of
prehension is used in conjunction with a knowledge based system to determine hand preshapes from
a list of object properties and high-level task specifications. Objects are described geometrically (e.g.
cylindrical shape), topologically (e.g. number of vertices, edges, faces), and functionally (e.g. used as a
tool). Tasks are described in terms of geometrical, topological, and functional, and behavioral properties.
Enclose phase
The main focus of this paper is on the enclose phase. In sections 4 and 5, we describe a master-slave
finger path planning algorithm during the enclose phase. Inputs to the algorithm include the hand
preshape, and the desired cartesian position of the master fingertip. The algorithm generates a sequence
of knot points (in joint space) that minimized the impact momentum of the master finger, while pre-
serving the hand preshape constraints during the enclose motion. Our approach is based on a Newton
iteration applied to the master finger. Using a dyadic expansion of the differential momentum of the
master finger, we define a Preshape Jacobian that incorporates global (i.e. hand level) preshape con-
straints into the local (finger level) Newton scheme.
The method is illustrated by computing a Pinch Jacobian and a Hook Jacobian for 2D (planar) motion.
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Grip phase
We have studied the performance of a tentacle-based, massively redundant manipulator [11] as an
alternative to manipulation by an arm/hand combination. The tentacle manipulator is able to grasp by
wrapping its links around an object in the same manner used by octopi. This method of grasping is
advantageous because the tentacle becomes an all-in-one arm and gripping device capable of a variety
of configurations and grasps, while utilizing the mechanics of serial manipulators. We have developed
a quantitative method for the evaluation of grasp manipulability and stability accounts for multiple
object contacts for each tentacle. Methods for applying both precision and power grasps to three
dimensional objects for manipulation using a tentacle manipulator have been derived. These grasps
are advantageous because each can be obtained from the other by merely curling or uncurling links
from around an object, thereby reducing the number and complexity of grasp configurations.
2 SENSOR BASED REACHING
This section deals with object recognition and path planning during the reach phase of a dexterous
grasp.
2.1 Minimum entropy disambiguation
An evidential classifier for object recognition has been described in [12]. We assume that low level
sensory data processing has been completed, and that objects have already been detected in the
segmented scene. The classifier uses shape primitives (e.g. rectangle, square, triangle) and matches
them against an aggregate of prototypical graspable objects that are representative of all the classes
(e.g. Pyramid, L-Shape, Handle, Cylinder) of interest. Because the sensory data as well as the aggregate
of prototypes are generally incomplete, the classifier output is in the form of a belief function over
the object frame of discernment, FO.
It is necessary to disambiguate the output of the classifier, i.e. to map the belief function in FO into a
singleton (single object class), prior to grasping. This is done by using a minimum entropy criterion.
2.1.1 Algorithm
Let the output of the classifier be a belief function with core: Q = ( q t ..... c/_), and basic probability
assignments: B -- (/9 ( q _) ..... /9( q n)).
The class entropy h,(oo_) of the ith object class is:
h_(oo,) -- -b(qj)lofl(b(qj)) - _--_log
P j q/
The summation is over all focal elements qj (in FO) containing _,. For a given object, the class
entropies are computed for each class (singleton of FO). The object is then assigned to the class that
yields the lowest entropy.
The belief function reflects two types of distribution among possible classes: (i) a topological dis-
tribution formed by the creation of focal elements corresponding to sets of classes, (ii) a probabilistic
distribution of belief values assigned to the focal elements. Each class contributes to both types of
distributions, and therefore to the generation of entropy. A class contributes to entropy in the
topological distribution if it contributes to the confusion in choice. This occurs when a class is
embedded in a focal element (i.e. set of classes). A class may also contribute to entropy because of
the distribution of belief among focal elements.
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2.1.2 Example
Let the belief function M denote the output of the evidential classifier [12]:
M = [{PYRD,LSHP, HNDL,(PYRD,LSHP)},{.09,.17,.4,.18}]
PYRD denotes the class of pyramid shaped objects, LSHP stands for L-shape objects, and HNDL
represents the class of handle shaped objects.
The class entropy of PYRD is:
h¢(PYRD) = - b(q l )log (b (q,)) - b(q,)log(b(cl¢))
PYRD"(PYRD n) PYRD" (PYRD")
_log PYRD" PYR-_7-_HP 'l°g PYR"_'_+TSHP'
= .23+ .16= .39
The class entropy of LSHP is:
h,( LSHP) = - b(q2)log(b(q2) ) - b(q4)log(b(q4) )
LSHP' ( LSHP"_
LSHp'IOg_ _)
LSHP"
PYRD u + LSHP u log(  H_e" )PYRD # + LSHP" ]
= .27+ . 13 = .40
The class entropy of HNDL is:
h,( H N D L ) = -b( q3) log(b( q3) )
HNDL" ( HNDL"'_
HNDL.I°g[,_) = "16+0= "16
The object is classified as a handle since the HNDL class has the lowest entropy.
2.2 Reach path planning
In this section, we assume that a set of targets (Eg. HNDL) and several sets of obstacles (e.g. PYRD
and LSHP) have been recognized. Our goal is to design an on-line path planning algorithm for the
reach phase. This algorithm can adapt to updates in the classification of targets and obstacles as
additional sensory data are gathered.
2.2.1 Target and obstacle representation
Our approach to path planning is based on a local rather than global strategy. To accomplish this
goal, we generate two sets of vector polynomial functions: the target function H A(X) and the obstacle
functions H R,(X) such that
HA(X:) = O, H"'(X:') = 0
where X is the state vector, X ,'1is the location of the ith attractor (target), and X _J is the location of
the ith repeller (obstacle) in the jth obstacle set.
2.2.2 Algorithm
Our approach to path planning is based on the Newton iteration:
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Xk._ --X_- [VH_(Xk)]-' H_'(Xk)
Y
where y_ is the class entropy for the set of attractors, yPJ is the class entropy for the jth set of
repellers, and 6 _ , 6 _Jare weighting coefficients discussed in [15].
2. 2. 3 Example
Assume 4 HNDL attractors at
X a a,=[I 2] X2=[3 I] Xa=[4 2]
3 PYRD repellers at
x',' =[ 1.s 3] x'Z = [2.s 2] x'Z = [3.s 3.s]
and 4 LSHP repellers at
P2X, =[I I] X'2'=[2 4] X'a_=[4 3] X'2=[5, 2]
Fig. la shows thefield created by the targets and obstacles. Fig. lb shows the trajectories for two sets
of target and obstacle class entropies. Repellers are represented by filled-in squares, and attractors
by filled-in circles. Initial states are indicated by empty circles. Trajectories labeled T1, T2, etc. are
generated with y _ = 1, y p' = 1.25, while trajectories labeled S1, $2, etc. are generated by assigning
lower entropy for the attractors, and higher entropy for the repellers, namely: Y* --. 5, v _' = 2 In
this case, the trajectories pass closer to the obstacles.
3 FINGER PATH PLANNING
In this section, we apply a Newton iteration similar to the one described in section two to path planning
for a single finger during the enclose phase. The results are then extended in section 4 to the grasping
motion of a two-fingered hand, by using a master-slave scheme. Our algorithm is based on a Newton
iteration scheme that generates a sequence of knot points (in joint space) through which the master
finger must pass. This scheme minimizes the impact momentum of the finger, evaluated at the desired
fingertip contact location.
3.1 Finger momentum
When a wrench vector is applied to the ith finger, it causes changes in its momentum vector c ,. Let
r, denote the fingertip position vector, v ,denote the fingertip velocity, and A r ,denote a finite fingertip
displacement, all in cartesian coordinates relative to a base (palmar) frame. Similarly, let 0, and m,
denote the vectors of joint angles and velocities for the master finger, and A0, denote a finite finger
displacement in joint space.
The momentum of the ith finger is given by :
C_= m,v,xr, + m,v,
where rn, v, x r, is the angular momentum of the finger, rn_v_ is its linear momentum, and rn, is its
mass, assumed to be concentrated at the fingertip.
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3.2 Finger path planning
The differential mapping of A r, into momentum changes A G
AG, = Jr Ar,=J_,J/,A0,=Jo,A0,
where J t, is the finger Jacobian, i.e. A r, = J/, A0,
is given by:
Our approach to finger path planning is based on the minimization of its impact momentum. Let 0_
denote the desired fingertip position. To find the roots of the momentum function e, (0, - 0 _), we
generate a sequence of knots points by the Newton iteration :
= o, _ j-,0j
3.3 Dyadic expansion
Since the finger momentum is a vector quantity, the iterative procedure used for its minimization
requires the expansion of the differential momentum in its d_ad_c form (reference). I.e.:
AG, = (Ar,. V)G,
1
= _[V x (G, x Ar,)+ V(G,. Ar,) + Ar,(V-O,)- O,x (V x Ar,)- Ar,x (V x G,)]
For the special case of 2D grasping in a plane, the angular momentum does not lie in the plane of
motion. The linear and angular components of the momentum are therefore not additive. Instead, we
use the planar discrepancy between angular and linear momentum (for unit mass), i.e.
G,=(v,xr,)xv,
The expansionofthe dyadic G, yields:
(Ar,. V)G, = (Ar,.V)(v,xr,)x v,
1
= _( [(v," Ar_)r,- (r,. v,)](V- v,)
+ [(v, x r,). Ar,](V x v,)
+ (r,- v,)[v, x(V x Ar,)+ Ar,x(vx v,)]
-(v,- v,)[Ar,x(V x r,)+ r,x (V xAr,)]
+ V[(v,. v,)(r,- Ar,)- (r,. v,)(v,-Ar,)]
-(v," Art)(V_r,- R,v,+ 2v,)+ 2(v," v,)Ar, )
where
V, and R, are the Jacobian matrices of the functions v, and r, respectively.
The first line in the dyadic expansion consists of divergence terms. The next three lines consist of curl
terms, while the last two lines only contain terms that are not differential.
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We postulate that hand preshapes can be analyzed in terms of two motion characteristics:
(i) the handflux, and
(ii) the hand curl
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of a three fingered hand. The hand encloses a volume
bounded by the fingers. The hand flux is the sum of the divergence of its N fingers moving over a
shrinking preshape volume:
N
(V-v)" = _ (V'v,)
t-I
As the fingers close during grasping, the fingertip moves along a path enclosing a surface that shrinks.
The curl vectors define the directional curling of the finger with respect to its own base, and are given
by:
N
(Vxr) H = ZVXr,
I-I
N
(Vxv)" = ZVxv_
l-I
4 MINIMUM MOMENTUM GRASPING
Different types of grasping motion are normally associated with the different preshapes of the hand.
In this section, we derive a PreshapeJacobian matrix for the preshapes of a 2-f'mgered hand moving in
the plane. Our goal is to map high-level task specifications into joint angles and velocities.
4.1 The Preshape Jacobian
In this section, we modify the Newton scheme described in section 3.2 to include the global (hand
level) preshape constraints embedded in the Preshape Jacobian. The modified iteration,
e_" = e_ - J;' G.,(O_-O_.)
also minimizes the momentum of the master finger (i = m), but uses the matrix J ,, which we call the
Preshape Jacobian instead of the matrix J e, The Preshape Jacobian is defined by:
J.AO m= AG.
AG, is thepreshape momentum differential. It incorporates global preshape constraint information
into the path of the master finger.
AG ,is obtained from AC ,by replacing the flux and curl terms for a single finger by the flux and curl
expressions for the whole hand, i.e. replace
N
(V- v,) by (V- v)" = _ o,*_ (V- v,)
N
(Vxv,) by (Vxv)"=[ o,o(Vxv,)
i-I
N
(Vxr,) by (VXr)n= 7_ o_,r (Vxr,)
jol
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wherethe coefficients:
-1 <- a ¢v _ c_ _r < 1
t ! --
depend on the specific hand preshape constraint. Two examples are given below.
4.2 The Pinch Jacobian
In the pinch grasp (fig. 3a), both fingers contribute to grasping. We assume the two fingers are
preshaped symmetrically, and that they remain symmetric during the reach motion. The following set
of constraints is used to model the pinch preshape:
(qXv) H=O (qxr)"=O (V-v) H =q-o_ + q'v2
and leads to the Pinch Jacobian:
AC N" J(0, Oo),_,,,A0,_
4.3 The Hook Jacobian
For the hook grasp (fig. 3b), fingertip 2 is coupled with joint j of finger 1. The constraints are:
r2 =r/. r2_ -r/y v2 =vl, v2y --Vjy
and lead to:
(Vxr)" = Vxr 2 - Vxrj (Vxv)" = Vxv2 - Vxv /
The Hook Jacobian is determined from:
(V.v)"= V.v2+ V.vj
5 DISCUSSION
The minimum momentum grasp planning described in this paper was motivated by applications such
as NASA's EVA Retriever, which is required to grasp loose objects tumbling freely in space. In our
algorithm, one finger is designated as the master, and its path is planned so as to minimize the impact
momentum. A Preshape Jacobian was derived to map task-dependent preshape constraints into
kinematic constraints, and thus provide the necessary coupling with the slave fingers. Planning the paths
of the slave fingers follows directly from these constraints. We are currently conducting computer
simulations for various 2D grasps. The concept of Julia sets [2] is used to graphically study the con-
vergence of the grasping process in various regions of the state space. We are also in the process of
deriving expressions of four (fingertip, lateral pinch, cylindrical, and hook) 3D Preshape Jacobians for
the Stanford/JPL hand.
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Abstract
A control system operating in a complex en-
vironment will encounter a variety of different
situations, with varying amounts of time avail-
able to respond to critical events. Ideally, such
a control system will do the best possible with
the time avffiilable. In other words, its responses
should approximate those that would result
from having unlimited time for computation,
where the degree of the approximation depends
on the amount of time it actually has. There
exist approximation algorithms for a wide vari-
ety of problems. Unfortunately, the solution to
aaay reasonably complex control problem will re-
quire solving several computstionally intensive
problems. Algorithms for successive approxi-
mation are a subclass of the class of aura/me
algorithr_, algorithms that return answers for
any amount of computation time, where the an-
swers improve as more time is allotted. In this
paper, we describe an architecture for allocat-
ing computation time to a set of anytime al-
gorithms, based on expectations regarding the
value of the answers they return. The archi-
tecture we describe is quite general, producing
optimal schedules for a set of algorithms under
widely varying conditions.
1 Introduction
In the best of all worlds, there are infinite computing
resources. Unfortunately, this is not the best of all
worlds, and, while computing resources are steadily
becoming cheaper, there are problems that occur rou-
tinely in robotics and process planning that will ex-
haust any resources that we might plausibly bring to
bear. We refer to the class of NP-hard problems that,
1This work was supported in part by the National Science
Foundation under grant IRI-S612644 and by the Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency of the Department of Defense and was
monitored by the Air Force O_ce of Scientific Research under
Contract No. F49620-88-C-0132.
so far, have eluded the best efforts of algorithm de-
signers to provide efficient solutions, and will likely
continue eluding them.
Of course, the NP-hard problems are not the
only obstacle to designing effective control algo-
rithms. There are plenty of problems (e.g., var-
ious shortest-path problems) for which there exist
polynomial-time solutions that run too slowly on ex-
isting machines to support real-tlme control. In some
cases, we can compensate by caching results in ta-
bles and computing the answers to problems in real
time by table lookup. This approach has its own
drawbacks, however, as tables require storage and for
many problems the required storage is more than is
practical. In addition, as our notion of control ex-
panda to encompass more and more complicated sorts
of behavior, the number of functions that we would
have to tabulate becomes quite large, making the idea
impractical.
One conclusion to be drawn from the above is
that for some problems we cannot expect the best
possible answers; if we want to tackle certain prob-
ferns, we will have to satisfy ourselves with approxi-
mate solutions. Computer science in general and ar-
tificial intelligence in particular has been concerned
for some time with approximate solutions, and as a
consequence many algorithms exist for well-known
problems. We can't, however, apply such algorithms
directly since these well-known problems are just sub-
problems of the complex sort of control problems en-
countered in robotics and process planning. What is
needed is a method for integrating solutions to these
simpler well-known problems so as to provide reason-
able performance for the more complex problems.
In this paper, we present an approach to dealing
with problems in real-time planning and control. Our
approach involves using a particular sort of algorithm
called an anytime algorithm. An anytime algorithm
can be interrupted at any point during its execution
to return an answer whose utility or expected value
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is a monotonic increasing function of the time spent
computing. The more time available the better the
answer returned. A set of such algorithms can be
orchestrated to provide solutions to various sorts of
control problems that are in some well-defined sense
optimal. Our techniques are particularly suited to
applications in which the response time for certain
critical events is subject to wide variation, and appli-
cations that require the solution to several indepen-
dent subproblems each of which is compute intensive.
Such applications are referred to as _ime dependent.
We begin our discussion with an introduction to the
class of anytime algorithms.
2 Anytime Algorithms
Almost any algorithm can be trivially turned into
an anytime algorithm by embedding it in a second
algorithm that runs the original algorithm as an in-
ferior process. At any point when the parent process
is interrupted and asked for an answer, it checks to
see if the inferior process has terminated; if so it re-
turns the answer generated by the inferior process,
and otherwise it returns some default answer. The
utility of the answers returned by the parent process
is a trivial monotonic increasing function of the time
spent computing: a step function with a single step.
In most cases, however, we can provide a more useful
anytime algorithm (i.e., one which produces a suc-
cession of increasingly useful results). For instance,
many search algorithms employ some sort of a metric
for determining if one answer is better than another.
At all times, the algorithm keeps track of the best
answer computed so far. Such an algorithm could
easily be designed to return its current best answer
at any point in the computation.
For certain problems in the complexity class NP,
while there are no known efficient algorithms that
compute the exact answers in polynomial time, there
exist approximation algorithms that can be shown
empirically to provide good answers in a small num-
ber of steps. Rather than use complicated methods
for choosing the best of some possibly exponential
number of alternatives to explore, these algorithms
flip coins to determine where to search next. A good
example of this sort of algorithm is a probsbilistic
algorithm for testing primality [Harel, 1987]. This
algorithm makes use of the fact that with probability
approximately ½, any of the numbers less than the
number being tested can serve as a ulitness to its be-
ing composite. Finding a witness establishes that the
number is not prime. That a number chosen at ran-
dom is not a witness increases the probability that
the number being tested is prime. The time neces-
sary to run this algorithm depends on the probability
bound required; the more points tested, the smaller
the probability that we will falsely identify a num-
bet as a prime. An anytime algorithm for primality
testing using this approach would continue choosing
numbers at random and testing them as witnesses un-
til it was interrupted (or determined that the number
was composite), and then return the probability that
the number was in fact a prime.
Another approach to combinatoric problems is to
use approximation algorithms which search a smaller
space (they are Uapproximate" because the optimal
answer may not be in the reduced solution space).
An example of this type of algorithm is the 2-OPT
algorithm used for generating approximations to in-
stances of the traveling salesman problem (TSP). 2-
OPT begins with a cheaply generated tour that in-
dudes each city specified in the TSP instance. It then
chooses two arcs in the tour, removes them, and re-
connects the disconnected cities to form a new tour
of smaller cost. In the standard approach, this cy-
cle is repeated until there is no pair which can be
exchanged to improve the tour. It has been shown
empirically that running 2-OPT to completion pro-
duces tours which average within about 8% of the
cost of the optimal tour. There are more compli-
csted edge-exchange algorithms that do better [Lin
and Kernighan, 1973]. An anytime algorithm imple-
mented using 2-OPT will exchange pairs of arcs until
it is interrupted and asked for an answer, at which
point it returns the current tour.
In any interesting control problem, there are lots
of different things that must be computed. We may
have anytime algorithms for each individual problem,
but what we need is some way of coordinating their
behavior to produce a composite solution that makes
optimal use of the available processor time. In order
to engineer such coordination, we need two things:
reasonably accurate expectations regarding the util-
ity of the results returned by anytime algorithms as a
function of computation time, and some strategy for
using these expectations to allocate processor time.
The first is relatively easy if we have the luxury of
testing our algorithms on real or simulated data; we
simply run the anytime algorithms repeatedly and
gather statistics on the accuracy of the results ob-
tained as a function of computation time. The sec-
ond requirement can be more difficult to satisfy, and
we devote the following sections to its discussion.
3 Scheduling Anytime Algorithms
The processes that we seek to control generally can-
not be halted to wait for the controller to com-
pute a response. However, we often have some idea
of how much time is available for computing a re-
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sponse. There are a significant number of control
problems that can be viewed in terms of reacting to
predicted events, employing some model to predict
critical events and computing functions to determine
how best to respond to those critical events. Figure 1
depicts a time.line showing an observation O1 which
can be used to predict the occurrence of a critical
event El. In this simple example, the time between
the observation and the predicted occurrence of the
event is the time available to compute a response. In
tracking a ping-pong hall, for instance, one can pre-
dict the time until impact and, hence, the time avail-
able to think about how to orient the paddle and take
whatever steps are required move it into that orien-
tation. In the traditional approach to control, a dis-
crete control algorithm samples the data at regular
intervals, computes a control action, and then exe-
cutes that action. The control algorithm has a fixed
response time. If the sampling interval changes, then
the algorithm has to he changed. In many control
problems encountered in robotics, sample rates will
depend on how quickly a robot can position a sensor,
take a reading, and interpret the results. Ideally, the
sampling interval will not matter; the controller will
do the best it can with the time available.
The robot control problem is complicated by the
fact that there may be more than one process to be
controlled at the same time. Many problems in con-
troi involve coordinating multiple processes. In guid-
ing a mobile robot, the process of avoiding obstacles
has to be coordinated with the process of navigating
through doorways. Some processes must be moni-
toted and adjusted frequently. In other cases, such
as coordinating an assembly process with a parts in-
ventory control process, there is more time between
critical events but the parameter adjustments also
take more time. Given the problem of coordinat-
ing the process of planning a route with the process
of driving a car, the two processes have very differ-
ent utilities; taking a little more time to get there is
worth avoiding an accident. Resources such as pro-
cessor time and access to sensors will need to be allo-
cated to competing controllers. This should happen
in a principled way, i.e., so that the resources avail-
able are used to produce the best aggregate response
Figure 2: Performance profiles
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Figure 3: Deliberation scheduling
for all of the processes being controlled.
In [Dean and Boddy, 1988], we define a frame-
work for constructing solutions to time-dependent
planning and control problems called ez.peels_ios.
d_ven i_erstive rej_nemenL A solution to a time-
dependent problem using expectation-driven iters.
tire refinement will consist of a set of anytime
algorithms and a delibera_ior,-ec_ed_Jing algorithm
that allocates computational resources to the set
of anytime algorithms based on expectations re-
garding their performance. An optimal delibera-
tion schedule for a given situation is a delibera-
tion schedule that maximises the expected utility of
the robot's performance in that situation. An op-
timal deliberation-scheduling algorithm always gen-
erates the optimal schedule for the current situs-
tion. An optimal dellberatlon-scheduling algorithm
thus provides the "principled way" of allocating re-
sources that is needed. The basic idea is akin to
using a domain-independent planning algorithm cou-
pled with a domain-specific library of plans to gener-
ate sequences of actions in novel situations.
The expected utility of the anytime algorithms
to be scheduled are represented by pe,./o,'mance pro.
flies that indicate how the expected utility of the an-
swers returned by a given anytime algorithm changes
with the amount of time allocated. Figure 2 shows
performance profiles for two different algorithms, one
for problems of type s, the other for problems of type
b. Figure 3 shows two observations and the corre-
sponding predicted events. In this case, all of the
time between E1 and E2 can be used in computing a
response for E2. If the expected utility of deliberat-
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Figure 4: A city map for the robot-courler problem
ing further about E2 is higher than for spending time
on El, then time before E1 may be allocated to E2
as well. If E1 is of type s and E2 is of type b, then
deliberation time will be allocated as shown by the
shaded areas in Figure 3.
In the next section, we sketch an example of the
application of expectation-drlven iterative refinement
to a robot-planning problem.
4 The Robot Courier
Suppoee that we are in charge of designing the control
program for a robot courier for a delivery service in a
large city. The function of these couriers is to pick up
small parcels and deliver them to specified locations.
We assume that the city streets are arranged in an
irregularly-spaced grid, and that the robot has a map
of the city (see Figure 4) to assist in path planning.
The robot is also capable of finding its way from one
point to another without a planned path by keeping
track of the heading of the destination as it performs
a form of obstacle avoidance. Path planning helps be-
cause a planned path may be more direct. The utility
of the robot's performance we define in terms of the
time required to complete the entire set of deliveries.
The robot must plan a tour that visits all of the
locations on its current list of deliveries. We refer to
this as tour improuement planning. Once the robot
has an ordering for the locations, it may spend time
determining how to get from one to another of them.
We refer to this as path planning. We assume that
path planning is accomplished by constructing an or-
dered set of ramjet points between the two locations.
Arguably, controlling the robot in navigating between
target points will not normally affect the expected
utility of tour improvement or path planning. To
simplify our discussion, we will concentrate on just
these two types of planning and their role in control-
ling the behavior of the robot. Deliberation schedul-
ing for the robot courier then consists of allocating
time to algorithms for tour improvement and path
planning based on the expected improvement in the
robot's performance.
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Figure 5: Performance profiles for the robot courier
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Figure 6: Path planning for a single path
In order to use expectation-driven iterative re-
finement, it is necessary that we have some expec-
tations regarding the performance of our control al-
gorithms. In the case of the robot-courier prob-
lem these expectations can be obtained by perform-
ing trial runs to gather the statistics necessary to
construct performance profiles for the anytime algo-
rithms for tour improvement and path planning. The
tour-improvement algorithm we use is an adaptation
of 2-OPT, and has a performance profile of the form
shown in Figure 5-i. The path-planning algorithm we
employ is a heuristic search algorithm of the sort de-
scribed by Korf [Korf, 1987], and has a performance
profile of the form shown in Figure 5-ii.
Consider the problem of scheduling just the
path-planning algorithm for a tour whose order is al.
ready fixed. Since the utility of the robot's response
is maximised by minimising the time expended in
traversing the tour, the deliberation-scheduling algo-
rithm should minimise the sum of planning and travel
time required. Figure 6 shows a tour of two points
(i.e., one path to plan for). The robot plans from
i0 to tl, and then spends from it to t2 traversing the
path. The expected value of the distance from tl to t_
will depend on how long the robot plans (i.e., it -to).
The distance from to to i_ is the quantity to be min-
imized in order to produce an optimal deliberation
schedule. The problem is slightly more complicated
for a tour of n points. Figure 7 depicts the problem
of deliberation scheduling for several points. There
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are gaps where no planning is done, because all of the
paths left to traverse have already been allocated the
maximum useful deliberation time. The quantity to
be minimized in this example is _:=l(t_ - t__l). For
the robot courier, this problem can be solved analyt-
ically; an optimal deliberation-scheduling algorithm
appears in [Boddy and Dean, 1989].
Adding tour improvement complicates the prob-
lem. Since the path-planning algorithm requires a
particular ordering of the points on the tour, the tour-
improvement algorithm must be run first. Since the
expected savings in time from path planning depends
on the distance between locations, the expected util-
ity of scheduling path planning depends on the ex-
pected length of the improved tour. In this case, the
results of the two algorithms combine by composi-
tion: the expected utility of the final result involves
the sum of the time spent on tour improvement and
the time required to plan for and traverse the im-
proved tour, which is a function of the time spent
on tour improvement. It will probably help to go
through this in a little more detail.
Figure 8 show a series of five snapshots illustrat-
ing the robot in various states of planning and de-
liberation scheduling. In each of the five snapshots,
a ,.n indicates the time at which the snapshot is
taken, to to tl is the time spent path planning before
starting to travel to the first location in the current
tour, and _ to th+i (for 1 < h _ r_- 1) is the time
spent traveling from the k-th to the k + 1-st loca-
tion. Figure 8-i depicts the situation in which the
robot has some randomly-generated initial tour and
A, is the expected time to traverse that tour. At
this point the robot has to determine how to allocate
time to tour improvement and path planning. The
deliberation scheduling required to make this deter-
ruination can be done very quickly using an algorithm
discussed in [Boddy and Dean, 1989]. Here we as-
sume that the time required for this type of delib-
eration scheduling is e. The current framework for
expectation-driven refinement requires that the time
required for deliberation scheduling be negligible. In
practice, the deliberation-scheduling algorithms we
have implemented have been fast enough that this is
a reasonable assumption.
Figure 8-ii shows the robot's expectations af-
ter the first bit of deliberation scheduling. The in-
terval labeled 6 is the amount of time allocated to
tour improvement based on expectations concerning
both the tour-improvement algorithm and the path-
planning algorithm. Expectations regarding the path
planner's performance are based on a tour in which
the distance between any two adjacent locations is
the same. The expected time spent in path planning
and path traversal look something like A_. Figure 8-
iii shows the robot's expectations after actually per-
forming tour improvement. At this point, the robot
knows the exact order of the improved tour, and is no
longer assuming that the distances are all the same.
The interval labeled _,_ is meant to indicate the ex-
pected time needed to traverse the tour with no path
planning (to is identical to tl).
Now the robot must determine how to allocate
time to planning each individual leg of the improved
tour. This is deliberation scheduling of the sort de-
picted in Figure 7, in which the robot decides how
long to apply the path planning algorithm to plan-
ning the route between each pair of adjacent locations
in the tour. Figure 8-iv shows the resulting delibera-
tion schedule after spending e on this type of deliber-
ation scheduling. The interval labeled A_, indicates
the expected time for carrying out both path plan-
ning and path traversal. Finally, Figure 8-v shows the
actual schedule and elapsed time A, resulting when
the robot traverses the tour. Of course, the actual
tour may take more or less time than the robot's ini-
tial expectations.
The robot-courier example illustrates both kinds
of deliberation-scheduling interactions discussed ear-
lier. Solving the problem as a whole requires solving
two subproblems that compete for resources: tour
improvement and path planning. Path planning for
a tour requires dealing with multiple processes: plan-
ning the individual routes for each pair of adjacent
locations in the tour.
5 Conclusion
The control of complex processes demands that we
coordinate our computational and control processes
to keep up with the processes that we seek to con-
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Figure 8: Combining tour improvement and path planning
trol. The traditional approach has been to try to
make our computational processes so fast that we
can keep pace with any process we are interested in
controlling. However, as we tackle more and more
complicated control problems, computational com-
plexity limits our ability to reduce computing time.
One way to deal with complexity is to use approxima-
tion schemes, sacrificing accuracy for speed. In situ-
ations in which the control processes provide varying
amounts of time to respond, sticking to an approx-
imation scheme with a fixed run time can result in
a severe loss in performance. In this paper, we sug-
gest a disciplined approach to using approximation
algorithms to cope with processes whose critical or
time-dependent events can be predicted with reason-
able accuracy. Our approach enables us to allocate
processor time to a set of approximation algorithms
in order to optimize the performance of a complex
control system. The framework of expectation-drlven
refinement described in this paper provides the basis
for solving a wide variety of problems in control and
process planning.
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Abstract
Kolmogorov's axiomatic principles of the probability theory, are reconsidered in this paper in the scope of
their applicability to the processes of knowledge acquisition and interpretation.The model of uncertainty
generation is modified in order to reflect the reality of engineering problems, particularly in the area of
intelligent control.This model implies algorithms of learning which are organized in three groups which
reflect the degree of conceptualization of the knowledge the system is dealing with.It is essential that these
algorithms are motivated by and consistent with the multiresolufional model of knowledge representation
which is reflected in the structure of models and the algorithms of learning.
Key Words: Abstraction, Generalization, Error, Interpretation, Knowledge, Model, Multiresolutional,
Redundancy, Representation, Tier, Uncertainty.
1. Introduction
Multiresolutional system of Knowledge Representation (MKR) and processing (MRKP) is
based upon five postulates formulated in [1]: (P1) - descend from the verbal descriptions,
(P2) - existence of the external global thesaurus with interpretations, (P3) - dependence on
the context, (P4) - metrizability, (P5) - holism 1. All of these postulates establish
representation as a body which must be uncertain. Indeed, the set of verbal descriptions
which is the source of representation cannot be complete, and all of these descriptions
cannot be adequate (uncertainty of incompleteness and of inadequacy), interpretations from
the global thesaurus can be utilized only if they are curtailed (uncertainty of abridgment),
context allows for subjective processes encoding and decoding (uncertainty of
subjectivity), metrizability is possible only within a certain scope of consideration
1 A single tesselatum cannot be used for representation, only a complete set of all tesselata can represent
the system, the sets of mechanisms of generalization operating among the tessellata is also a part of
representation; thus redundancy of representation cannot (and should not) be avoided.
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(uncertainty of scoping), finally, the mechanisms of generalization and instantiation carry
with themselves all four sources of uncertainty mentioned above, and yet we have to use
them (uncertainty of inference 2).
Uncertainty calls for evaluation which is required for decision making. Indeed, after the
alternatives of the future decision are constructed (whether in the problems of design, or in
the planning/control problems) these alternatives are to be compared. Consistent
comparison can be done only if the judgment is developed about the uncertainty of the
evaluation of our alternatives. Each alternative together with the evaluation of its merits and
shortcomings has a definite probability of occurrence. The set of alternatives is obtained
presumably by combinatorial methods discussed in ATG area [3,4]. The combinations will
be compared based on a set {merit, shortcomings, probability]. Thus, the body of
probability theory should be evaluated in order to answer the question: can we use its
recommendations in the process of uncertainty evaluation?
This makes the 6 famous Kolmogorov's axioms [2] a mechanism that can be used for
making our judgment on the utilization of the theory of probability per ce. His axioms are
stated for the set E of elementary events which are called elementary events (E= {_, 11,
_, .... }, F= is the set of subsets of E, and elements of [:::are called random events. These are
the axioms formulated by Kolmogorov for the system consisting of E and F:.
Axiom 1.F: is a field of sets 3
Axiom 2. F contains the set E.
Axiom 3. To each set A DI::: is assigned a non-negative real number P(A). This number
P(A) is called the probability of the event A 4.
Axiom 4. P(E) equals 1.
Axiom 5. If A and B have no element in common then P(A+B)=P(A)+P(B).
The set of couples {[:::, P(l:::)} is called afield of probability where P([::) are the probability
values satisfying Axioms 1-5.
Axiom 6. For a decreasing sequence of events A 1 _A 2 D... _ A n _... of for which the
2 It is presumed that inference is built upon parallel or sequential mechanisms of generalization and
instantiadon, (easy to verify, all known rules of inference and logical resolution are based upon determining
properties of belonging to a class, or forming a class).
3 Field is understood as a system which includes all sums, differences, and products of all elements as
well as all subsets of it. So _ is understood as a mechanism of generating combinations.
4 One can also use the words: "possibility", "preferability", and so on. The idea of relative frequency is
never raised in the set of axioms. This means that the axioms may fit into the structure of fuzzy set theory,
Dempster-Shaffer theory, and so on.
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productof all setsrIAn=0 thefollowing equationholds: lim P(An)---0,if n--_o°.
We would like to question the validity of the Axioms of 5 and 6 for the case of MKR.
Indeed, the phenomenon of having no dement in common is not a simple thing especially
taking in account the fact that even within a single tessellatum all objects under
consideration can be often considered as built of the same primitives (components). On the
other hand, condition 1-IAn---0 means that the events (sets) under consideration are
incompatible. However, the infinite inclusion A 1 DA2 D... D A n D... does not require
necessarily that lim P(An)=0, if n---_°°. Everything depends on interpretation of
inclusion. This becomes especially important when the process of consecutive
generalization is considered.
As it was mentioned in [1], the core of MRKP operations does not differ from the process
of the automated theory generation (ATG) [3,4]. Since the mechanisms of
generalization are involved, then any process of representation is based upon
theory generation. Like in ATG, the subsystem of representation is supposed to invent
and utilize an algorithm of transforming a tessellatum built at a definite resolution into
tessellata of lower resolutions. This can be considered a process of synthesizing a
consistent system of tessellata constructed at different resolutions and transformable one
into another. This synthesis can be performed in a different way depending on initial
problem specifications, and entail different results. So, MKR is a source of uncertainty
which cannot be considered a fault or a failure: this is an intrinsic property of the system
which should be properly understood rather than to uncompromisingly fought with.
2. General Mechanism of Knowledge Processing (GMKP).
A structure of GMKP is demonstrated in Figure 1. It operates as follows.
1. A subset of an object is considered to be of interest. It is presumed that this sub-object
(SO) is a part of an object, which in turn, is a part of a particular Domain, which finally, is
a part of the World 5. Information concerned with SO (ISO) is obtained through the set of
available sensors which can include all practical variety of them starting with the
transducers for delivering actual physical information transformed into a form convenient
for the particular system configuration, and ending with the terminals for computer reading
necessary documents.
5 It is important to accept the existence of the World as a part of the problem even is the problem is
specified within an extremely narrow domain with a small subset of an insignificant lonely object. The
World affects the problem in a powerful way almost in all known cases: via thesaurus, and the process of
interpretation no operation of MKR can be performed without taking in account the links with the World.
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The Sensor Information Carrier (SIC) delivers ISO to the system for MRKP in a form that
contains information about the code carried by this particular SIC, and about the modality
of this particular sensor. The code contains the information of the label and the value, this
information should be decoded, and the process of inference is performed, after which all
information is structured and stored which (after this) makes it knowledge 6.
The left part of the Figure 1 can operate only if the right part exists. As soon as the
modality 7 of sensor information is becoming known, o particular Domain of the World
Knowledge is being evoked, and the mechanism of interpretation is being prepared taking
in account the context, and listing the available rules that can be utilized by the system for
dealing with the decoded information.
After the Storage of Knowledge received the interpreted information, the mechanisms of
learning are getting involved. The whole body of the stored knowledge is reconsidered in
the view of correctness of the classification results after the new information has arrived.
As a result of the learning process, new rules for interpretation can be obtained which in
fact can affect the process of interpretation and inference and change the prior (recent)
results.
SO generates all sources of uncertainty: error of measurement (E), uncertainty of
incompleteness (I), and uncertainty of redundancy (R). New EIR-uncertainties are
generated within the code as a result of coding and communication; within the interpretation
as a result of the EIR-interpretation properties, and within the storage as a result of EIR-
properties of classification and other tools of information organization. On the other hand,
all subsystems of the right part of Figure 1 contain the same deficiencies.
All these factors should be taken in account when the degrees of belief are being
determined. Usually they are generated within the loop of "learning - interpretation -
storage". This is why we are especially concerned with the EIR-properties of the external
bodies of knowledge which are used for interpretation. One of these properties is the
frequency of updating. The case presented in Section 3 should illustrate how these
properties are being generated.
6 Knowledge is defined as internally structured information considered to be a part of some external
organization, and allowing for interpretation in some particular context.
7 Modality of sensor is understood as a subset of the physical phenomena this sensor can sense and
submit to the system (like vision, hearing, touch (i.e. surface properties are being sensed), temperature,and
many others).
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3. A Case Study "Knowledge of a Particular Actuator".
We will discuss knowledge of a particular type of machine actuator: induction motor (the
results may be partially used for the similar analysis of synchronous, and DC brushless
motors). The model in a form of system of differential equations is very complicated for all
these types of actuators, also it is inconvenient in practice of utilization, and can generate
many errors because of errors in input information, and because of many factors one
neglects in order to use differential equations for modeling the induction motor).
In Figure 2,a a typical "speed-torque" curve is shown which in decades was used to
describe the operation of induction motor. Analytically it can be represented in a form
T(s) -
2Tmax
S Smax
+
Sma x s
where s=(co0-co)/co 0 is a so called "slip" (difference between the speed of the rotating field
and the speed of the rotor), c0-speed, T-torque, Tmax-maximum torque, Smax- "slip"
corresponding to the maximum torque. This formula (first derived by Kloss) was
successfully used in decades. About half a century ago, some reservations were voiced.
The Kloss formula was good when its correctness was verified by measurement performed
by the Prony method using a very imprecise and often messy method of measurements
based upon lever with friction balanced against the torque developed on the shaft. More
accurate measurements performed by 2 and 3-machine aggregates led to the experimental
data which looked like a curve shown in Figure 2,b.
It was clear that there are many factors creating the phenomenon of these "distortions), and
the researchers started working on this "enigmatic ''8 behavior. In forties it became clear
that instead of the Kloss formula one should use an expression which looks like
T(s)= _ Ti(s)
which contains many Kloss formulas for a variety of the following factors:
1) Fields of "teeth" harmonics (those substantial in magnitude),
2) Imaginary "skin-cylinder" rotor which appears because of the final
8 Enigmatic-usually means: not coinciding with the model I (he, scientific community) thought of.
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surface machining of the rotor,
3) Components of the torque which are generated in the zones of bad
insulation among the laminations of the rotor "iron",
4) Harmonics of the stator spatial field due to the nonsymmetrical
distribution of the stator winding along the inner surface of the stator
window,
5) Saturation of the machine,
6) Nonsymmetry of the stator voltage, and so on
**°'''''*'o I**.-I ...oQo.olo*.ooo..l***,m oo.loe t, Q,i..**o. e
Using all of them in all cases would be totally senseless. Using some of them in analytical
form would be a matter of choice for a particular designer. Manufacturers started giving
instead of a curve T(s) a fuzzy zone around the imaginary average T(s).
In the fifties the topic with T(s) has been exhausted, but one still could not compute a
system with induction motor. Now it was clear that something else generates error:
probably the dynamic processes. Thus the focus of attention of the researchers in this area
shifted toward the time diagrams of speed and torque. Full twelve dynamic equations of the
three-phase induction motor (highly nonlinear and coupled) were hard to use, and not
always easy to believe. In Figure 3,a two curves demonstrate: 1) T(t) if the Kloss formula
is used, 2) T(t) often seen in practice (the phase portrait is shown in Figure 3,b). In the
sixties it became clear that due to the exponential components of the current in the winding
at the moment of connection to the line, a "swinging" component of the field generated the
oscillations with the frequency of the voltage 9. Oscillations in the end of the process were
on the natural frequency of the motor (if modelled as a second order system). It the systems
with SCR switches and/or controllers the first component could be controlled and even
eliminated. (The whole picture is even more complicated, but the major factors here are
presented properly). In Figure 3,c a set of voltage and harmonics is shown dependent on
the components of a real speed-torque characteristics.
In Figure 4 the whole multiplicity of factors to be taken in account is collected in a
hierarchy. The lower is the level of consideration, the more one can find items (components
of the torque) which can be neglected under proper circumstances, which are not as
significant as the other components that are retained when the information is generalized for
submission to the upper (low resolution) levels. However, it is clear that no judgment of
error can be done unless the system is considered as a hierarchy of generalizations and its
model can be discussed tessellatum by tessellatum together with their inclusion rules [1].
The following observation can be formulated for each two adjacent resolution levels (a
9 As a matter of fact, this component was to blame for 70% of all shaft breakages known in industrial
practice.
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tier) which is being confirmed by the variety of other technological examples. Learning
process consists of consecutive refinement of the sets of knowledge containing error 10
(for the low resolution level of all tiers) with transforming it into goal oriented modelled
knowledge (for high resolution levels of all tiers). The following questions must be
addressed before the qualification of data is done as containing some error and evaluating
this error.
1. What should have been considered an error at each stage of our development of
the model of T(s) a) a model error, b) an error of measurements ?
2. Which of the models should have been considered a "true model" for dealing
with the problem of error evaluation and qualification?
4. Model of Error Generation and Reduction
We will address these questions in a form of recommending a general approach for dealing
with processes of error propagation in the system, and for recommending measures of its
reduction. Let us first consider the updated Figure 1 which can be corrected based upon the
principle of learning formulated above (see Figure 5). We saw that no judgment of error
can be made before the system is organized as a hierarchy of generalizations (abstractions,
multiresolutional hierarchy, etc). Thus, the hierarchy of resolution conscious information
should be sought for from the SO. Then, the Code which arrives should be considered a
generalized code which allows for nested hierarchical treatment (recursive interpretation,
and/or consecutive refinement). Thus, in Figure 5 a loop is shown from Generalized
Interpretation (GI) back to Generalized Code.
Now, the storage is becoming a multiresolutional system, and the whole right side of the
structure is being adjusted with methodology of [1]: the source of knowledge is being
treated as a multiresolutional structure, rules constitute a hierarchy of classes and a
hierarchy of rules within the class, finally, the processes of learning are done consecutively
with gradual involvement of each consecutive tessellatum. The system of learning is shown
in Figure 6.
Then the following conceptual structure is required to support the MRKP system in the
view of dealing with processes of error generation and its reduction (Figure 7). The whole
processing is considered as a multiresolutional system of consecutive encoding/decoding
procedures. In a number of cases a hierarchy of sensors can be expected that makes the
encoding subsystem working with a multiplicity of inputs to all levels.
The process of consecutive refinement is illustrated in the structure of search shown in
10Error is understood here as a deviation from experimental data.
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Figure8 for _/2. In this case the two conditions are to be satisfied
1) [(upper level)+(. 1)(lower level)] 2<2;
2) 2 - (upper level) 2
(lower level)<
(.2) (upper level)
Each upper level is obtained by averaging the lower level. This generalization rule:
averaging is expected to be domination for the highest levels of resolution. It allows for
dealing only with interval type of the error with uniform distribution of error within the
interval.
The following conclusions can be made:
1. The characteristics of error will depend completely on the procedure of generalization
accepted within the particular paradigm. Averaging seems to be the most appropriate
procedure of generalization for the higher levels of resolution.
2. Instead of dealing with the second order statistics one can deal with a resolutional
hierarchy of fwst order statistics, each of them for the interval error with a uniform
distribution within the interval.
3. If the nature of the error allows for possible models of errors with the inf'mite interval, it
can be substituted by the interval error with the same entropy of the error.
4. Errors are to be dealt with using algorithms of Multiresolutional Nested Consecutive
Ref'mement.
5. Information improvement (learning) procedure can be arranged which allows to predict
the level of uncertainty, and to postpone the decision making until the desirable level of
uncertainty is achieved.
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